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Introduction
From the 1840's until 1959 NSW coal was AustraUa's most important
combustible. Coal directly and indirectly supplied energy for industry, most households
and for much of Australia's transport. NSW coal was a major overseas export from the
1860's until the 1920's. Intercolonial and later interstate sales were an important NSW
export from the 1850's to the 1960's. Up to the 1970's NSW was the centre of
Australian coal production. From the late 1970's NSW and Queensland coal combined
to become Australia's largest export earner. The NSW coalmining industry was and
remains an important and profitable area of investment for private investors; the
industry has become an indispensable source of revenue for the State of NSW and the
Commonwealth too. The industry was also one of the State's major employers.
This thesis analyses the restructuring of the NSW coalmining industry from
1903 to 1982 with a specific emphasis on the relations of production and the role of
government from 1939. Previous works on the NSW coalmining industry have not
adequately addressed the impact of the changing relations of production and
government intervention in the restructuring process. For the purposes of the thesis,
restructuring is understood in technological, geographical and commercial terms and
also embraces changes to the labour process. Until 1939, despite an increasing presence
by government from the beginning of the century, restructuring was essentially
undertaken by private coalowners. After 1939, governments began to embrace
distribution and production functions too. The concept of the relations of production
used in the thesis is the fundamental link between owners, (the financiers and their
representatives, the mine managers), and the direct producers, (the miners), and the
means of production.
A prime consideration of this thesis is to examine the first major restructuring of
the industry, the mechanisation of the face by coalcutters in 1903, and the factors which
induced NSW coalowners to mechanise then. The thesis argues that this restructuring
was an impetuous response to the chronic excess capacity which plagued the industry
from the 19th century. It demonstrates that one purpose of technological change was to
weaken the miners' control of the means of production at the coalface. The analysis

demonstrates that this attempt at rationaUsation was not only gratuitous but largely
unsuccessful. Although productivity and production were increased, excess capacity
intensified. Costs rose disproportionately, forcing price rises when interstate markets
were under challenge from other Australian coal sources. The overseas export market
was also diminishing rapidly. By 1927-28, owing to competition as well as the
increasing popularity of petroleum products, the NSW coalmining industry collapsed.
In response to the Depression, the coalowners slashed the size of the workforce,
upgraded coalcutters and in 1935 introduced mechanical loaders. Despite this second
attempt at rationalisation, the industry was still plagued by the wasting of accessible
coal reserves that had occurred since its inception. Moreover, the industry could not
meet war-time production targets set by the Commonwealth after it took control of the
industry from

1940 under National Security Regulations. Earlier attempts at

rationalisation also proved ineffective because of worker resistance, and especially
during the War the miners made strategic use of the shortage of coal to redress the
reverses in wages and conditions of the 30's. The thesis also identifies a traditional rank
and file resistance to centralised union control as a prominent factor of the failure of
mechanisation which culminated during the War. Throughout this period the
coalowners also resisted government control.
The thesis then examines the extension of government control after the War.
From 1947, under the auspices of the Joint Coal BoaTd,(JCB), and the Coal Industry
Tribunal, the Federal and NSW Governments extended permanent control. This was a
direct result of the deterioration of the industry under private ownership. As a result, the
JCB was jointly created by the Commonwealth and the State of NSW to control
production, marketing, safety, health, welfare and to expand output essential to post-war
reconstruction. The Tribunal regulated industrial relations and wages. Despite these
controls, the JCB failed to deprivatise die industry, or indeed even to regulate it
adequately. Instead, the JCB permitted the owners to return to free market competition,
particularly after 1952, but with extensive Commonwealth/State support and protection.
The JCB's initial task was to increase production quickly. This it did, but so
haphazardly that by 1951-52 the industry was again overproducing. Intent from the

outset to rehabilitate the industry within a framework of private ownership, the JCB
made many decisions favourable to the owners. Accordingly, it augmented production
by mechanising unproductive mines, giving financial concessions and rapidly
increasing the workforce. As a consequence costs rose inordinately and prices escalated;
by 1952, as traditional coal markets were permanently lost to petroleum products,
excess capacity returned. In response, owing to the owners' persistent resistance to
regulated production and marketing in particular, at the insistence of the Federal
Government the JCB returned distribution to free market competition.
Faced also with a loss in national demand for NSW coal, despite rapidly
growing primary energy consumption, the JCB began to rationalise the industry. This
belated rationalisation entailed the closure of mines, the relocation of coalfields, the
modernisation of remaining mines and the reduction of the workforce. To offset the loss
of traditional markets, the JCB actively sought new markets for favoured coalowners
and from the mid 50's established and expanded sales to Japan. In the domestic sector,
initially the JCB and the State became the major producers for the burgeoning needs of
NSW electricity generation, from the 60's allocating prime mining sites and lucrative
contracts. It left only the inconsequential remainder of the domestic market for open
competition. BHP/AIS, not yet a proper multi-national, but Australia's sole and
influential iron and steel producer, retained a near monopoly over coal required to
produce metallurgical coke for iron and steel production. NSW governments subsidised
extensive infrastructure for all sectors, but especially for those owners oriented to the
Japanese market.
A smaller, more productive and co-operative workforce was a major prerequisite
for the success of the JCB's long-term plans. The improvement of conditions and
miners' health was a welfarist initiative designed to complement this objective. Early
retirement and pension schemes reduced the age of the workforce by excluding older
members from it, while periodic medical checks monitored miners' health. Preemployment medical examinations prevented the employment of medically unfit
recruits. Most of these and other aspects of the reproduction of labour power were based
on a scientific management initiative designed to create a more productive and younger

workforce paid for by the Federal and NSW Governments with some contribution from
the coalowners.
Improvement of conditions alone were not sufficient to increase productivity. To
this end the owners surreptitiously introduced an above-award production bonus from
the mid to late 50's. This bonus, initially opposed by the industry's main union, the
Miners' Federation, but welcomed by the rank and file, for the first time overcame
workforce resistance to technological change. Against a background of unremitting
structural change, under the auspices of the Tribunal and JCB, the Miners' Federation
was increasingly compromised into giving many concessions to the owners, or at best
conceding mutually beneficial trade-offs. This compromise, made possible by the
powers vested in the Tribunal by the Commonwealth and NSW, culminated in the 35
hour week for around-the-clock production in 1971.
A prime argument of the thesis is that under state control, particularly from
1951-52, the industry virtually reverted to free enterprise similar to that before 1939 but
with the advantage of substantial state aid. Modernised mines combined with the JCB's
welfarism, the introduction of the bonus scheme, a diminishing resistance from the
Miners' Federation, sustained by untrammeled freedom in production and competition
for the owners, retumed the industry to excess capacity. While the JCB allowed
production to increase undiminished, growing stockpiles which concealed a growing
excess capacity were euphemistically designated 'stock'. This was the result of the
shared views of the owners and the state.
In conformity with Marxists' observations of the industrialised capitalist state,
the thesis demonstrates that in the NSW coalmining industry the state was not neutral,
but intervened in the restracturing process in a partial manner. The terminology 'the
state' is consistently used through the thesis to denote the multitude of organisations and
the complex set of relations which form the basis of govemment in the State of New
South Wales and the Commonwealth of Australia. Rather than laboriously enumerating
the various govemment agencies simultaneously involved in die NSW coalmining
industry, other than specificaUy cited govemment organisations, for simplicity and
brevity the thesis refers to the state. Therefore, the use of the concept of the state in this

diesis is not merely restricted to parliamentary politics, but embodies all the state's
institutional mediations, specifically those in the relations of production and the
implications for class relations they entail. Accordingly, the thesis, which is largely
informed by following Antonio Gramsci's concept of the state enunciated in Selections
from the Prison Notebooks,^)and other writings on the state,2)shows that in the NSW
coalmining industry the state was creator and guardian of laws specific to the ownership
of the means of production. The state legitimised the relations of production and
perpetuated the rights of the owners of the means of production.
Even under 19th century laissez-faire style of government, the state promoted
the pre-emptive rights of the coalowners by its very absence from the production
process, and distribution. For 19th century 'liberals' laissez-faire had an ambiguous
application. The provision of cheap, accessible coal-bearing land and infrastructure like
railways and harbours, demonstrates an active role for the state, as did the use of
Gatling guns to break-up coalmining strikes: however, in the process of production,
government intervention, other than flimsy safety legislation, was conspicuously absent.
Because the state was not fully involved in the regulation of labour power during the
19th century, except for the radimentary provision of health care and education, the
reproduction of labour power relied on private initiatives: for example, membership of
self-help societies by miners, sometimes subsidised by philanthropic coalowners, and
the determination of incomes between owners and miners. The use of the concept of the
reproduction, (and maintenance), of labour power in the thesis entails all the state's
regulatory functions in ensuring a sufficient supply of labour power.3)ln the 20th
1) A.Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, London, Lawrence & Wishart, 1973.
2) K.Marx, Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1970;
K.Marx and F.Engels,'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte', Selected Works, Moscow, Progress
Publishers, 1976; F.Engels, Anti-Diihring, Herr Eugen DUhring's Revolution in Science, London,
Lawrence & Wishart, 1969; V.LLenin, 'State and Revolution', Selected Works, Moscow, Progress
Publishers, 1976; P.Baran and P.Sweezy, Monopoly Capital, Harmondsworth, Penguin. 1968; B.Fine.
L.Harns, Rereading 'Capital', London, Macmillan, 1973; N.Poulantzas, Political Power and Social
Classes, London, Verso, 1978; R.Miliband, The State in Capitalist Society, London, Quartet Books, 1973;
R.MiIiband, 'Marx and the State', T.Bottomore, (ed.), Karl Marx, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1979;
M.Burawoy, The Politics of Production, Factory Regimes Under Capitalism and Socialism, London,
Verso, 1985; E.Mandel, Late Capitalism, London, NLB, 1975.
3) vide tor example, S. de Brunhoff, The State, Capital and Economic Policy, London, Pluto Press, 1978,
passim, pp.5-36.

century, besides health care and education, these functions included the provision of
welfare, social insurance, the regulation of industrial relations and the guarantee of a
minimum wage.
In 1901 the NSW Industrial Arbitration Act began to regulate industrial relations
and incomes. In NSW, the first coalmining legislation specifically concerned with
workforce conditions, the Miners' Accident Relief Act, was passed in 1900. From then
on state intervention in social insurance gradually increased. After 1900 legislation
increased the state's involvement in reproducing labour power without affecting the
production function. Compensation and pensions guaranteed and mainly paid for by the
state gradually took these responsibilities away from the miners and the coalowners.
The provision of infrastmcture for gratis and state regulatory powers left the owners
free to concentrate on the relations of production at the workplace, and competition
between themselves. The latter two activities have been arenas of fierce straggles.
In the 20th century the state increasingly mediated on behalf of coalowners in
every aspect of the capitalist mode of production, superficially appearing judicious and
impartial. Despite the state's obvious partisanship, and the financial benefits Federal
and NSW governments derived from their support of free enterprise in coalmining after
1947, the relationship between state and capital is not viewed as conspiratorial, but
rather as it is perceived by both, as necessary and natural. The role of the state as a
mediator in the relations of production from 1900 had profound implications for class
relations.
By examining the relations of production in considerable detail as they change
over time the thesis reveals the nature of class relations, that is, relations between
capital and labour, owners and miners, in one key industry. Although these relations of
production do not exhaust the total patterns of class relations, they indicate essential
determinants of these broader relations. Nevertheless, the thesis makes no claims to be a
comprehensive analysis of class relations. While cognizant of the vast array of relations
of production in NSW coalmining, the thesis primarily investigates 'the direct

relationship of the owners of production to the direct producers"^) as well as the state's
role in the relationship. That is, in the instance of the owners and the miners, its main
concerns are relations at the workplace and those directly affecting production. The
thesis is not an exposition on the nature of the state either. The debate on the fabric of
the state is complex and occupies a range of literature too vast for the purposes of this
thesis. Rather, it is concemed with

the relations of production in the coalmining

industry of NSW in which govemment mediation figured prominently in the 20th
century.
According to the argument of the thesis, the state's increasing intercession to
change the relations of production through wage determination and other facets of the
reproduction of labour power, intensified the incidence of the wage-labour relationship,
which owing to the earlier predominance of piecework many miners had been able to
evade. In so doing, the state made wage-labourers out of miners who considered
themselves self-employed and institutionalised a tendency among them and owners to
co-operate with each other against their own 'class interests'. This phenomenon, often
referred to in some Uterature as 'class collaborationism' often characterised industrial
relations from the 1840's, notwithstanding the industry's disputatious character.
The terminology 'class collaborationism' or any other mention of class with
specific reference to the miners or owners in the thesis is made with some reservation
and a certain amount of irony. One of the prime undertakings of the thesis is to
demonstrate that the class consciousness, which, according to some Marxist literature
the exploitative nature of coalmining labour should have produced among miners, was
absent during the 19th century and did not emerge significandy in the 20th. In fact,
during the 19th century in particular there was a notable lack of social cohesion among
the workforce, let alone any notion of class. For that matter, the owners, with the
exception of belonging to selling cartels or industrial associations, did not embrace class
solidarity either.
One of the tasks of the thesis is to elucidate the curious vacillation from
collusion to friction between the owners and mineworkers on the one hand and the
4) K.Marx, F.Engels, (ed). Capital, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1978, Vol III,p.791.

antagonism between miners on piece rates and wage labourers on the other. These
contradictory relations were the result of a lack of class consciousness among
mineworkers as weU as the owners and are typical of class behaviour under a wide
range of capitalist societies investigated by Marxists since the 19th century.5) The
profound lack of class awareness among the proletariat in particular occupied Marx, but
to a far greater extent has concemed the works of many Marxist theoreticians since.
In The Eighteenth Brumaire Of Louis Bonaparte Marx demonstrated the
difficulties of the development of class consciousness among 'small-holding' French
peasants^), who like the large proportion of 19th century NSW miners on piecework,
were neither properly proletarian nor petty bourgeois. The pursuit of common class
interests for the French peasant and NSW coalminers alike often conflicted with
specific, (mosdy economic), interests of individuals or groups of workers. Typically,
among NSW miners the scarcity of class cohesion was due to differentation in the
income stracture of pieceworkers as well as between them and those miners who were
on wages.
For both Karl Kautsky and V.I.Lenin ('poUticar) class consciousness could only
be introduced to the working class from without it by intellectuals.7) However, this was
not the experience of NSW coalminers either. As far as some of the more recent Marxist
class analyses are concemed, notably that of N.Poulantzas, class and class struggle
should not be viewed as schismatic conflict between the proletariat and bourgeoisie, but
rather as the discord between allied groups of which one grouping is dominated
economically and socially by the other. 8) The latter perspective, while not completely
representative of the relations between owners and miners either, is perhaps more

5) H.Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1964; E.Hobsbawm, The Age
of Revolution, London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1964; E.P.Thompson, The Making of the English
Working Class, Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1980; A.Giddens, The Class Structure of the Advanced
Societies, London, Hutchinson, 1973; N.Poulantzas, Classes in Contemporary Capitalism. London,
verso, 1978; H.U.Wright, Class, Crisis and the State, London, NLB, 1978.
6) Marx, Engels,op.c/r.
7) K.Kaulsky, The Class Struggle, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1964; V.I.Lenin,'What is to
be done?'. Selected Works, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1976.
8) N.Poulantzas, Classes in Contemporary Capitalism, London, Verso, 1978.

apposite in relation to the NSW coalmining industry than any other interpretation of
class relations so far, including several of the classical Marxist renditions.
NSW coalminers were not conscious of themselves as part of one class which
could transform itself from a 'class in itself to a 'class for itself. This re-examination
of class appUed to the class dynamics of the NSW coalmining industry holds for the era
before govemment intervention; and it also offers a convincing explanation of the
developments in relations after the state began to mediate in the relations of production
directly.

Wherever possible the empirical research for the thesis was conducted in the
primary sources. The preference for primary sources was a result of the limited fields of
inquiry of most of the secondary sources as well as occasional factual error. It was also
useful not to accept uncritically the ideological framework of some of the secondary
sources, which in some cases was misleading either by design or unintentionally.
Generally, but not always, as discussed below, the ideological disposition of the primary
sources was distinguishable and could be discounted. While this thesis is informed by a
range of works on British coalmining, this literature, despite a similarity in mining
methods, management and union practice, is not entirely relevant to NSW coalmining.
With the exception of H.Braverman's inspirational L«Z?(9Mr and Monopoly Capital9khe
labour process literature does not shed much light on the relations of production of the
NSW coalmining industry either. First, other than in this thesis and the research
conducted by this author elsewhere, 10)diere is almost no other study of the labour
process in the NSW coalmining industryH). Many of the works on the general labour

9) H.Braverman, Labour and Monopoly Capital, The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century,
New York, Monthly Review Press, 1974.
10) D.Dingsdag,'A Historical Survey Of Occupational Health And Safety In Underground Coalmines In
ine illawarra Distnct ot NSW 1849-1982',Research Report, Department of History, Wollongong
University, 1986,(Dingsdag OHS).
11) A.Hopkins and J.Palser,'The Causes of Accidents In New South Wales Coal Mines',ANU, October
1984; A.Hopkins,'Blood Money? The Effect of Bonus Pay on Safety in Coal Mines', Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Sociology, 20, (l)March 1984. These render only truncated versions of mechanical
mming which are mcomplete as well as mistaken in their assumptions; for full critique, vide Dingsdag
OHS.
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process are too wide in their fields of inquiry and arrive at conclusions incommensurate
with their investigation. Odiers, concemed with industries other than coalmining are
too specialised for a useful application for coalmining purposes. In general, coalmining
literature scarcely addresses the specific issues germane to this thesis.
On the main, the historiography of NSW coalmining also lacks comprehensive
accounts of the principal issues raised in this thesis. In fact, its formulation is in part a
response to the lack of cohesion in any of the works on the NSW coalmining industry
which address restmcturing, class relations and the state's involvement in the former
and latter. This flaw mars the analyses of left and right-wing authors. In the former
category, of the published works to date entirely devoted to coalmining, except for
R.A.GoUan's The Coalminers of New South Wales,^'^) E.Ross' A History of the Miners'
Federation of New South Wales,^'^) P.Thomas' Miners In The 1970's, A Narrative
History Of The Miners' Federations^) and C.Fisher's Coal and the State,S^)nont
address these issues at all. Thomas' capable work, by its tide, a narrative history,
indicates that it consciously avoids these analyses. Gollan and Fisher stand apart from
all others in their explicit recognition of the centrality of the relations of production as
an explanatory device for the development of the industry's class relations, but fail to
distinguish the real nature of its class dynamics. E.Ross' A History of the Miners'
Federation of Australia, like most other pubUcations either fully or partially concemed
with coalmining published subsequent to The Coalminers of New South Wales, is
largely informed by Gollan and in consequence suffers the same pitfalls. Ross insists on
attributing to the miners and the Miners' Federation a pervasive class solidarity and
militancy which neither actually possessed. The Coalminers of New South Wales and
more particularly Coal and the State are imbued by this notion and tend to resort to the

12) R.Gollan, The Coalminers of New South Wales, Melbourne, MUP, 1963,(Gollan Miners).
13) E.ROSS, A History of the Miners' Federation of AustraUa, Sydney, Australian Coal and Shale
Employees' Federation, 1970.
14) P.Thomas, Miners In The 1970's, A Narrative History Of The Miners' Federation, Sydney, Miners'
Federation, 1983.
15) C.Fisher, Coal and the State, Sydney, Methuen, 1987, (Fisher Coal).
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miners' miUtancy as the determinant of industrial relations. Fisher claims that the
industry was regulated from 1947 because the Miners' Federation wanted govemment
regulation and gained it through its industrial clout. However, Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII
and DC of this thesis show that govemment control (without nationalisation) was foisted
on the Miners' Federation against its will.
While they are the creations of self-proclaimed Marxists, Fisher's, Ross's, and
to a lesser extent Gollan's works, lack comprehensive analyses of the relations of
production thereby weakening their class analysis. They and others largely concentrate
on the conflict between two amorphous class enemies, 'radical' miners and 'exploiting'
owners, without explaining the finer detail of class conflict within the classes. As fully
detailed in Chapter II, another and most extreme exponent of these views is
V.Burgmann.l6)
Despite partial attempts to explain the role of the state, particularly by Fisher, no
published work on the NSW coalmining industry has attempted a sustained analysis of
the state's mediations. No Australian writers have followed the valuable lead of Ben
Fine, Kathy O'Donnel and Martha Prevezer in their exposition of state polity in British
coalmining. 17) So far, no work on the NSW coalmining industry has attempted a
sustained investigation of the alienation of Crown land for coalmining purposes, nor has
any social scientist elucidated the machinations of laissez-faire during the 19th century,
in particular the administration and, (non-), payment of coal royalties. Conservative
writers of NSW coalmining completely ignore the state as a theoretical concept and
accept its role a priori; while most of their Marxist counterparts only implicitly
recognise the state's agency.
Gollan's conceptualisation of the state mosdy entails descriptive accounts of its
regulatory functions in safety, health, industrial relations and its transactions in
parliament. The treatment of these issues in The Coalminers of New South Wales and,
in fact, its entire chronology is too heavily focused on the 19th century and the first half
16) V.Burgmann, In Our Time, Socialism And The Rise Of Labor, 1885-1905, Sydney, George Allen &
Unwin, 1985.
17) B.Fine, L.Harris, The Peculiarities of the British Economy, London, Lawrence & Wishart, 1985.
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of the 20th. While admitting as much in the last chapter, GoUan devotes only 18 out of
238 pages of text to the post-war period. Despite this limitation and its heavy
concentration on the Northem of NSW's three coalmining districts, it is to date the most
emdite exposition on the NSW coalmining industry.
Fisher on the other hand provides a consciously Umited study of the state
agencies created after World War Two, namely the JCB and the Coal Industry Tribunal.
Thereby he in part redresses all other coalmining historians' neglect of the post-war
state and partly rectifies Gollan's glossing over of the period, but remains largely
informed by Gollan's class analysis. Overall, by neglecting the state and the
coalowners, Gollan, Fisher and other labour historians exaggerate the power of the
miners in the relations of production. According to the account advanced in this thesis,
the miners' agency was largely reflective and not formative in primis, but derived its
impetus from the owners' dominance which embodied the capitaUsts' normal
superiority in the relations of production.
Because of a lack of rigorous class analysis by the radical Australian
historians 18) who influenced them, Gollan, Ross and Fisher perpetuate the conservative
mythologies found in Uterature and newspapers regarding the militancy of miners. By
contrast, aU of the conservative authors, without exception, but in varying degrees, hold
the miners responsible for all of the industry's ills. They vary in perspective from the
sympathetic, to intensely right-wing and conservative prognoses. The most extreme and
least analytical is M.H.Ellis' A Saga of Coal,^^) which, commissioned by the
Newcastle Wallsend Coal Co on its centenary in 1958, but not published until 1969, is
little more than an apologia for the coalowners' role in industrial relations by
overlooking their mismanagement of the NSW coal industry. Coalfields and Collieries
of AustraliaP'^)a.n earlier publication by a former president of the Australasian Institute

18) vide, A.Wells,'A Marxist Reappraisal Of Australian Capitalism: The Rise Of Anglo-Colonial
Finance Capital In New South Wales And Victoria',PhD Thesis, Australian National University, 1985.
19) M.H.Ellis, A Saga of Coal, Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1969. .
20) F.Danvers Power, Coalfields and Collieries of Australia, Melbourne, Critchley Parker, 1912.
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of Mining Engineers, F.Danvers Power, principally devoted as its tide suggests to a
descriptive narrative of collieries, evinces similar attitudes.
A far more knowledgeable and influential right-wing analysis, expanded in
Chapters IV, V and VI, is offered by C.G.W. Davidson, thrice chairman of royal
commissions investigating various aspects of the NSW coalmining industry.
Unfortunately for the miners, Davidson, a NSW Supreme Court judge, who became
increasingly conservative particularly as he was getting closer to his knighthood, had an
influential role in the formation of the JCB and the Tribunal.
Of the more progressive conservative analysts, the economist F.R.E.Mauldon, is
one of the most sympathetic to miners. In The Economics of Australian Coal,'2-1)
Mauldon sheets home the blame for the NSW coalmining industry's collapse during the
20's to the owners. Yet, despite an empathy with miners developed while district tutor
for the Sydney University in the Hunter Valley during 1921-25, he continued to blame
'work practices' for the industry's inefficiency. Mauldon's argument lacks a basis in
political economy. It rests on an exposition of theoretical economics which embraces a
notional market equilibrium and completely excludes class relations as a causal factor in
the relations of production. Yet, in spite of the classical economics that permeate an
article22)published by Mauldon in 1947, he claims that the technological backwardness
of the coal industry during World War Two was largely due to the neglect of the
owners. Hence, the industry's inability to increase production.
A.G.L.Shaw's and G.R.Bmn's The Australian Coal Industry'^'i) is based on a
similar economic enquiry but tends to blame the miners. The most sympathetic, but
most misguided in its attitudes to miners is A.WaUcer's Coal Town: A Social Survey of
Cessnock, NSW.'^^) A published version of a MA thesis begun in 1942, Coal Town
arrives at the dubious conclusion that miners were militant because they were
21) F.R.E.Mauldon, The Economics of Australian Coal, Melbourne. MUP, 1929. fMauldon Hcnnnmic?)
22) F.R.E.Mauldon, The Changing Status of Coal in The Australian Economy, The Economic Society of
Australia and New Zealand, n d, [1947], (Mauldon 1947).
23) A.G.L.Shaw and G.R.Bruns, The Australian Coal Industry, Melbourne, MUP, 1947.
24) A.Walker,Coa/ Town: A Social Survey of Cessnock, NSW, Melbourne, MUP, 1945.
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Communists, or sympathetic to the USSR, but above all, because they had a
pathological fear of going underground.
Those published works which are partly devoted to NSW coalmining are mainly
informed by similar notions of miners' militancy and not surprisingly those not written
by left-wing authors, generally blame the miners either expUcitly or by implication for
the industry's war-time deterioration and other crises. By these authors' political
orientation and their conceptualisation of the industry it is not surprising that they also
do not adequately address the issues of class central to this thesis. Although Marxist
inspired, K.Tsokhas' Beyond Dependence; Companies, Labour Processes and
Australian Mining'25)also lacks consistency when explaining the class relations of the
labour process, despite its many other merits. L.Richardson's The Bitter Years,
Wollongong during the Great Depressions^)'!?, an exception to the trend. Where it
alludes to coalmining it demonstrates a thorough understanding of the industry's class
relations as well as the miners' political behaviour. The economic historians S.J.Budin's
Australia

in

the War of 1939-1945,War Economy'2'7)a.nd S.J.

Budin's

and

C.B.Schedvin's Australia in the War of 1939-1945, War Economy, 1942-452S) render
fairly impartial, descriptive accounts of govemment measures during the War, but are
generally imbued with a notion of the miners' blameworthiness. P.Hasluck's The
Government And The People, 1939-1941 and The Government And The People,1942'=^5,29)like Budin's and Budin's and Schedvin's works govemment-commissioned
'official' versions of Australia during the War, are far more openly hostde towards the
miners.

25) K.Tshokas, Beyond Dependence, Companies, Labour Processes and Australian Mining, Melbourne,
Oxford University Press, 1986.
26) L.Richardson, The Bitter Years, Wollongong during the Great Depression, Sydney, Hale &
Iremonger, 1984.
27) S.J.Butlin, Australia in the War of 1939-45, War Economy. fS.J.Butlin"). Canberra. Aiistrali^in W^r
Memorial, 1961, (S.J.Butlin).
28) S.J.ButUn, C.B.Schedvin, Australia in the War of 1939-45, War Economy, 1942-45, Canberra,
Australian War Memorial, 1977.
29) P.Hasluck, The Government And The People, 1939-194L Canberra. Australian War Memnrjai,
1952; P.Hasluck, The Government And The People, 1942-45, Canberra, Australian War Memorial, 1970.
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Of the unpublished works on the NSW coalmining industry, J.W. Turner's 'The
Influence of J.& A.Brown on the development of the New South Wales Coal Industry
widi particular reference to the work of John Brown 1843-1914' and 'Coalmining and
Manufacturing in Newcastle',30)MA and PhD theses respectively, offer useful
investigations. While not attempting overt class analysis, they contain voluminous detail
on the Northem district's industrial relations and the owners' machinations in the
business of competition. Largely based on primary sources, they provide much of the
raw data for this thesis' first two chapters. E.McEwen's PhD thesis 'The Newcastle
Coahnining District of New South Wales, 1860-1900',31)employs a class analysis
which is primarily inclined towards establishing the existence of a labour aristocracy
among Northem district miners during the 19th century. While at variance with the
class analysis of this thesis, it uses similar explanatory devices, but arrives at different
conclusions. Nevertheless, this was one of the most useful unpublished sources for this
thesis' earlier chapters.
No comparable post-graduate theses are available on the Southem and Western
districts, the other of NSW's coal-producing regions. The only one entirely devoted to
coalmining in the Southem district, W.MitcheU's 'The Miners of Southem NSW, A
History of the Union to 1900',32)is descriptive, narrative and heavily based on
newspaper articles. As its title suggests, it is concerned with the Southem District's
coalmining unions and not

issues germane to this thesis. For the Westem district

specifically, the only worthwhile work is R.J.McInnes' 'Lithgow 1869-1930; An oudine
Economic History of the Town',33)a BA thesis which contains very useful information.

30) J.W.Tumer,'The Influence of J.& A.Brown on the development of the New South Wales Coal
Industry with particular reference to the work of John Brown 1843-1914', MA Thesis, University of
Sydney, 1966,Crumer Masters); J.W .Turner, 'Coalmining and Manufacturing in Newcastle', PhD Thesis,
University of Newcastle, 1977, (Turner PhD).
31) E.McEwen,'The Newcastle Coalmining District of New South Wales'PhD Thesi.s, TJnivp.r<!i'tv of
Sydney, 1979.
32) W.Mitchell,'The Miners of Southem NSW, A History of the Union to 1900', MA Thesis, New
England University, 1964.
33) R.J.McInnes,'Lithgow 1869-1930; An outline Economic History of the Town'. BA Tbpsis
University of New South Wales, 1972.
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The primary sources provided most of die evidence for the thesis. Despite their
fragmented nature, they yielded what the secondary sources did not. For instance, a
wide search of royal commissions, parliamentary inquiries and union records provided a
thoroughgoing description of the work process and work practices fundamental to the
explanation of the relations of production not found in any Australian secondary
source.34)Most of the latter give only superficial, descriptive accounts that do not
adequately explain the genesis and the development of the relations of production or
restmcturing. Indeed, the superficiality of their investigation of the work process does
not enable them to advance more penetrating insights.
Of the primary sources, the govemment documents, especially the royal
commissions and parliamentary inquiries are the most useful. Some govemment
publications leave a lot to be desired. This is especially the case with the JCB
/?eporw,35)which because of the sensitive political nature of the rationalisation of the
industry are prone to explain important events euphemistically, by glossing over them,
and sometimes, when they are embarrassing to the JCB, by ignoring them completely.
One of the difficulties constantly confronting the thesis is the obfuscation in the
Department of Mines Reports,^^) JCB Reports and all other govemment publications of
the statistics on the price of coal, as well as productivity figures. In the Department of
Mines Reports, which were the only original source of statistics until 1947, the average
prices of coal, by themselves statistical abstractions, are also given as 'average value'.
In fact, these are pit-head prices which bear no resemblance to the often exorbitant
prices charged in the various trades; but the average pit-head price does not resemble
the cost of coal per ton either. In the instance of production statistics, these are really the
annual amounts sold, without any regard to actual production. Until the publication of
the JCB Reports there is no way of knowing the amounts individual mines stored in

34) Except for Dingsdag OHS and J.Hagan and C.Fisher, 'Piece-work and Some of its Consequences in
the Printing and Coal Mining Industries in Australia', Labour History, No.25, November, 1973. The latter
provides a sound, basic, description, but one which is too brief, however.
35) Annual Reports of the Joint Coal Board.
36) New South Wales Department of Mines Annual Reports.
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mine stockpiles, railway tracks at sidings or at the waterfront. Productivity statistics are
simple annual tonnages produced by underground and pit-top workers without regard to
the division of labour or the intermittency of employment.
The coalowners' and unions' records too are fraught with difficulties. The
surviving available papers of employer organisations are inconclusive in content, and
their frequently non-committal language probably does not reflect their real intent. This
is most likely a result of the industry's competitiveness which on the one hand
precluded co-operation and yet on the other, driven by an unreaUstic fear of govemment
intervention, tempted the owners to collude against govemments. Consequendy, some
sensitive information was gleaned from confidential correspondence belonging to
individual companies accidently made available to the author. Similarly, other useful
information was gained from examining apparendy inoffensive and unrelated material.
Vital knowledge often came from former middle to upper management officials during
interviews, generally inadvertently admitted. In general, officials from managers down
were more forthright than their seniors.
The union sources are equally impenetrable, at times intentionally, but more
frequently through neglect. The second instance mainly occurs in minute books which
for example discuss work-related events and issues based on a level of understanding
which excluded explanation because miners did not need it. Consequendy, practices not
requiring explanation because they were part of the miners' life-blood are difficult to
penetrate by outsiders, especially after many decades have intervened, unless they are
thoroughly investigated and supplemented by much research. Unionists too obfuscate
the trath intentionally. Union documents abound with accounts of issues which appear
to convey a certain objective, but which in reality are pretexts to make gains, generally
in income and conditions. The most penetrative and valuable insights were provided by
former and current officials of the Miners' Federation. Unlike many of their employer
counterparts, during interviews they were generally forthright and prepared to answer
any question. Rank and file members of the Miners' Federation evinced the same
attitude.

The thesis is developed chronologically into nine chapters, the first two dealing
with the 19th century and the remaining seven with the 20th century. In Chapters III to
VI the themes of each are sequential chronologically as well as interactive independent
of chronology. Chapters VII, VIE and IX are concemed widi the years 1952-1982. As
well as empirically, treatment of the 19th century is essential to the development of the
major theoretical considerations of the thesis. For, well before the end of the century,
the relations of production characteristic of the industry during the 20th century were
firmly entrenched: trade practices and union custom and practice were resolutely in
place. These were not even affected by the changes to the means of production caused
by technological change from 1903.
Chapter I oudines the origins of the industry's trade practices and their role in
the relations of production. An over-riding concem of the chapter is to demonstrate the
pervasiveness of excess capacity and how its chronic presence was the basis of many of
the industry's practices. Excess capacity was a concomitant corollary of the
overproduction that afflicted the industry from its inception. From the outset mines were
constandy capable of producing more, and owing to the absence of govemment control,
they frequently did so to their detriment as well as their competitors'. These conditions,
simultaneously cause and effect of fluctuating demand, were the mainspring of a
continuum of price-cutting that forced owners to form loose selling arrangements and
cartels. For the same reasons, owners also plundered the Colony's coal reserves in order
to produce coal cheaper and faster. These malpractices became the normal order and
remained so in the 20th century.
Another important consideration is the discussion of the development of the
relationship between the state and the owners from the time the industry emerged from
its pre-capitalist, convict mode of production into capitalism proper. The chapter
maintains that the quasi laissez-faire, practised during the 19th century, was made
possible by the non-interventionist policy of govemments which deliberately did not
interfere in the production or distribution process. Yet otherwise, NSW governments
pursued an interventionist policy, providing free infrastmcture, ceding large tracts of
coal-bearing land and until 1884 not charging any coal royalties. However, other than
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its active participation in immigration the state did not interfere in the labour market and
let the owners regulate labour at the point of production.
These developments had a profound bearing on the matters discussed in Chapter
II. It serves the function of explaining the role and class dynamics of the workforce in
the relations of production. Like the former chapter, it maintains that the relations of
production it describes formed the basis of those during the 20th century. Owing to
endemic overproduction and underemployment, miners, in particular hewers, were
forced to vacillate between confrontation and collaboration with the owners; these
conditions also caused miners to ignore their own and the safety of others; all these
traditions remained. Underemployment and piecework individualism also caused
divisiveness in relations among the miners, particularly between hewers, generally the
highest paid pieceworkers, and 'day-wage' labourers. This a paradox ignored by other
social scientists who ascribe a class soUdarity to miners which the chapter and the thesis
discounts. The chapter defines economic and geological circumstances which militated
against union solidarity and debunks the community of interests often attributed to
miners. By analysing the work process and custom and practice, it also puts to rest the
myth of the miner as an archetypal proletarian. It shows too that the control over the
means of production commonly assigned to miners in the literature discussed above and
below, was transitory and could only be exercised at unusually opportune times.
Chapter HI describes the first mechanisation of the coal face in 1903 and the
resultant restracturing of the industry both in geographical relocation and the change to
the workforce it engendered until 1929. The era is also notable because of stractural
change in the relations between the owners. Despite modification to the production
process, the relations between the owners and the miners remained virtually the same,
but technological change did diminish the importance of die hewers amongst other
mineworkers. However, even after the formation of the Miners' Federation in 1915, its
executive had difficulties in creating a cohesive combination from the loose miscellany
of lodges constituting the Miners' Federation. The role of govemment, especially in the
reproduction of labour power, increased, but other than an interest in safety and health
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legislation, social insurance, industrial relations and wage determination, the marketing
and production of coal was left within die realm of laissez-faire.
The technological aspect of restracturing was a failure. The chapter posits that
instead of rationalising the workforce, reducing costs and eliminating excess capacity
by destroying competitors as it was intended, the technology was so inefficient that the
workforce had to be increased and that costs and prices rose so inordinately that the
industry priced itself out of many markets. Further, the workforce control over the
means of production that the technology was supposed to counteract, was undermined
by a subtle but pervasive worker resistance.
Another development of technological change, the transfer of the centre of
production from Newcastle to the South Maidand coalfield, was also responsible for the
industry's inordinately high prices. Under the direction of the Vend, the industry's most
influential selling agency to that time, the shift to Maitland also involved a merger of
the industry's largest coalowners with the nation's most powerful shipping companies.
One of several selling agencies, this combination of coal and shipping was so dominant
that the Vend completely dominated the sale and transport of coal interstate and
overseas to the ultimate detriment of the entire industry. In the era before oil became an
important fuel, the centrality of coal to the Australian economy was such that although
the Vend ceased to exist its successors could even influence govemment decisions,
particularly during World War One. EventuaUy, as a direct consequence of the Vend's
domination, after overseas markets dwindled and the interstate trade faltered, the
industry was in a state of collapse well before the effects of the Great Depression were
felt in other industries.
Chapter IV, concemed with the coalmining depression lasting from 1927-28 to
1937-38, describes the culmination of the abuse to which the industry was subjected at
the hands of free enterprise since its inception. As a consequence of the frittering away
of the industry's accessible coal reserves available under pre-World War Two
technology, by the onset of the Depression production costs increased when they should
have been reduced. Principally, the owners reduced costs by decimating the overlarge
workforce, and by making the remainder work harder under the threat of
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unemployment. The large owners, mainly BHP/AIS, also introduced new technology at
the face. Intended to increase productivity and to reduce costs of production per ton,
these measures were a failure.
By the outbreak of war, when for the first time in the industry's history excess
capacity was supplanted by a demand that outweighed supply, as an ironic consequence
the industry could not produce sufficient coal. This was a result of the abuse of the
industry's resources, its antiquated technology and above all the diminution of the
workforce, which owing to the demand for war-time manpower could not be
supplemented. In addition, despite increasing state activity in the reproduction of labour
power, other than limited change to safety and health legislation under Labor
Govemments and a stronger govemment presence in industrial relations, there was still
no govemment intervention in production or marketing. In spite of two royal
commissions between 1929 and 1939 which investigated the production and distribution
of coal, no NSW govemment, in which these powers reside under the Constitution,
regulated these free enterprise functions despite an obvious need to do so.
Chapter V is primarily concemed with the state's first direct intervention in the
industry from 1940 and the remainder of the War. Aside from the conditions described
in chapter IV it adduces a plethora of reasons for the failure of war production, in
particular the inability of govemments to persuade the owners and miners to co-operate.
As a consequence of the owners' unco-operativeness and the exigency of the war
situation. Federal govemments not only controlled prices, but initially took the
unprecedented step of regulating the marketing and distribution of coal. Industrial
relations and wage fixation too came under increasing special govemment scratiny to
the displeasure and cost of the owners. They were incensed: in retribution they
disrapted production by fomenting industrial strife and by not working their mines to
full capacity. Conservative Govemments, generally the ideological allies of the
coalowners, were forced to control the production of coal. The Federal Labor
Govemment that supplanted its Conservative counterpart in 1941 intensified controls
and earned the owners' undying enmity.
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The miners, also capitalising on the exigencies of war-time production, set out to
even the score with the owners over the treatment they had suffered during the 30's.
Basically, this did not alter their collaborationist perspective, but they viewed the War
as an ideal opportunity to force govemments to make die owners concede better wages
and conditions. Inept govemment measures also fuelled an extraordinary clash of
interests between the Miners' Federation executive and the rank and file. This schism
was underpinned by the miners' traditional antipathy to

cenu-alised control.

Govemments were negotiating with a leadership, which owing to its communistinspired ideology was prepared to co-operate with the war effort, but a rank and file that
was not. The Labor Govemment in particular was dealing with an executive of a key
union which had lost control over its membership. The miners deliberately disrapted
production by not working machinery to its fullest capacity, by taking 'sickles' and
creating small but frequent disputes. The result was industrial chaos, which together
with the owner's obstractiveness made the Govemment resort to unprecedented
measures in peace-time.
Chapter VI describes the remedies proposed and introduced by die state between
1945 and 1952. It particularises the dilemma of govemments forced to subdue free
enterprise to the national good, but having neither the inclination nor the determination
to do so. These dilemmas and their resolutions are the embodiment of the relationship
between state and capital suggested by the theoretical understanding of the thesis. Not
enabled nor emboldened by extraordinary war-time regulations, the Federal
Govemment had to decide to nationalise or to develop the post-war coal industry in a
free enterprise framework. In conjunction with the NSW Government it chose the latter.
The JCB and the Tribunal provided the ideal compromise. On the one hand, they gave
the state sufficient control to suit its end and on the other, despite die owners' initial
obstractiveness, these agencies rationaUsed the industry in such a way that government
regulation was expedient to the owners' needs too. Consequently, the JCB failed to
control marketing and production adequately and excess capacity retumed by 1952.
Notwithstanding a natural affinity between Labor Govemments and the Miners'
Federation's members as well as many of its leaders, the Federal and State Labor
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Govemments instramental in the restracturing of the industry, like the Federal
Conservative Govemment retumed in 1949, had Uttle compunction in subordinating the
needs of the miners to those of the owners and govemment. Despite their welfarist
initiatives, the JCB and Tribunal gradually rationalised die workforce to optimise
production and productivity.
Chapters VII, VII and IX are concemed widi several closely interconnected
developments of the industry under state control between 1952-82. Broadly, events
surrounding distribution, production and the reproduction of labour are treated
thematically in each chapter for 30 years. Chapter Vn principally deals with measures
the JCB introduced from 1951-52 in distribution after it was forced by the
Commonwealth Govemment to deregulate distribution. With the full support of the
Commonwealth and NSW Govemments the JCB rationalised the number of mines and
culled the workforce to reduce production costs and prices while providing assured
markets for the remaining producers. The JCB also procured lucrative contracts and
abundant infrastmcture. Yet, with the exception of Federal control over export prices
between 1974 and 1986 the owners were given a free hand in choosing their markets
and establishing their own prices. As a result, not long after 1952, in distribution the
industry retumed to the free market situation the JCB was originally intended to
eradicate.
Chapter VIII describes the modifications to the production process necessary to
rationalise the industry. Whereas before 1952 many owners had refused to mechanise
their mines, govemment tolerance of free enterprise marketing practice, generous tax
subsidies and govemment-guaranteed profit margins persuaded the owners to
mechanise to reduce costs per ton. However, until 1954 these concessions were not
sufficient inducement for owners to embrace technological change completely. First, the
owners needed the co-operation of the NSW Govemment and Tribunal to lift an
embargo on the mechanical mining of piUars in force since 1941. Second, to offset the
large outlay of capital requhed for technological change the owners wanted profound
change to established custom and practice to permit the extension and intensification of
production. These measures necessitated the subordination of the Miners' Federation
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and the workforce. In these pursuits the owners had full govemment backing. Even so,
the Miners' Federation

resisted, but with diminishing success. Yet, while die

Federation's control over work practices faded under the Tribunal, owing to the
industry's improving economic situation, the Federation was able to extract several
favourable decisions from it.
On the main Chapter DC is concemed with the govemment measures introduced
to make restracturing acceptable to mineworkers. In the instance of the JCB these
methods ranged from a welfarist initiative in mining communities to the pursuit of
'industrial hygiene' at the workplace. This policy served the purpose of improving
miners' health, rectifying primitive conditions at mines and ameliorating amenities
often lacking in coalmining settlements. These measures, together with stringent
medical checks designed to reduce the age of the workforce and to prevent the entry of
medically unfit workers, also increased productivity and changed the workforce's work
ethic by altering its composition. The Tribunal's decisions too enhanced productivity
and altered traditional perceptions of mechanisation.
The introduction of the bonus by the owners also had a profound influence on
the workforce's attitudes to technological change and induced mineworkers to increase
production to the extent of risking their safety. The bonus was also instramental in
consumating the changes to traditional relations of production initiated by the JCB and
Tribunal. In concert with the Tribunal's mediation in wage fixation and arbitration
designed to eradicate the prominence of the lodge, unlike the conflict of interests
generated under piecework individualism, the bonus re-constracted the workforce's
antipathy to centralised union control and further undermined the Federation's already
tenuous authority at the workplace in a manner suitable to the needs of production. Yet,
the combined effect of state mediation and the bonus had unexpected results. Even
though strike activity, absenteeism and the incidence of reported accidents fell until the
late 60's, from the early 70's they rose. One of the tasks of the chapter is to explain this
relapse which was the unexpected outcome of scientific management gone awry.
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Source; A.C. Cook, (ed) Australian Black Coal, Wollongong, The Australasian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy - Illawarra Branch, 1975.
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Chapter 11847-1903
The main purposes of this chapter are twofold. Fkst, it aims to investigate
certain aspects of the relationship between NSW govemments and coalowners in the
19th century. Second, by analysing the formative years of the industry during the 19th
century it forms the basis for the explanation of the trade practices that typified the
NSW coalmining industry during the 20th century. Nineteenth century trade practices
were complex and fundamental to the industry's entire relations of production.
Therefore, they are discussed distinct from the inter-related issues treated in the next
chapter conceming relations between employers and miners as well as those amongst
the mining workforce during the 19th century. The explanation in this chapter is based
on a synoptic history of the development of the industry which began with convict
mining near Newcasde in 1801 and became subject to private enterprise, at first under
the exclusive control of only one owner, the Australian Agricultural Company,(AACo),
in 1831.
From the time of the first effective competition against the AACo's monopoly in
1841, for the remainder of the 19th century, the NSW coal industry possessed the
potential to produce more coal than could be absorbed by its markets. One of the
important considerations of the chapter is to demonstrate that excess capacity and the
ferocious competitiveness it provoked underpinned many of the industry's practices.
From responsible govemment in 1856, excess capacity was exacerbated, if not caused,
by laissez-faire govemments under whose purview production was supervised only
superficially and who left distribution totally unregulated. Yet, 'laissez-faire' embraced
an interventionist policy in the provision of free infrastmcture with no interference in
the regulation of labour at the point of production although govemments ensured an
abundance of labour by financing immigration. Even before responsible govemment,
from the cessation of the AACo's monopoly in 1847, coalowners in NSW's three
coalmining districts operated their mines with unconstrained freedom from any
governmental intervention in wage determination until 1901 and in distribution untd
1916. Until 1901 the major governmental constraints upon coalowners consisted of four
unsubstantial Coal Mines Regulation Acts legislated by a parliamentary system replete
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with representatives of coalmining interests: Employers' LiabUity, which had been
enacted since 1882, was not enforceable: no coalowner even paid govemment royalties
untd 1884.
In addition, widi the exception of the period when the AACo's coalmining
monopoly was enforced, the lenient cession of Crown lands for coalmining purposes
allowed the unfettered development of an industry with too many mines and too many
miners. The land policy resulted in intense rivalry to locate coalmines as close as
possible to focal infrastmcture, especially Newcastle Harbour in the Northem district.
The proximity of coal-bearing land near Newcastle also gave the Newcastle
owners a cracial advantage over the other districts' mines in costs and logistics. The
superior navigability of Newcasde Harbour over the Southem district's unprotected
shores and the isolation of the Westem district enabled Northem district owners to set
the pace of the entire industry's trade practices. Because sailing ships were the mainstay
of transport during the 19th century, the industry's formative practices were
prominently shaped by climatic conditions. Adverse tides and winds had a profound
influence on the pace and volume of production, stockpiling, transporting and
marketing.
The capacity of Newcastle owners to dominate the other districts was also
enhanced by the 'superiority' of Newcasde coal which was often more imagined than
real. Nevertheless, real or fabricated differences between the districts and intra-district
mines formed the basis of much of the industry's rivalry and trade practices. Despite
19th century hyperbole surrounding the subject, certain types of coal were better for
particular purposes than others. These were important distinctions for an industry which
depended on continued business with particular consumers and which formed strong
links with shipping companies. Like most of the industry's practices, coal/shipping Unks
and combinations among the owners were designed to control demand by regulating
distribution and pricing. However, regardless of the owners' grip on supply, ultimately
demand dominated market forces.
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Although initially ambivalent, the mutually beneficial relationship between
NSW govemments and coalowners in the second half of the 19th century was already
well established before self-govemment in 1856. The voracious laissez-faire that
characterised the NSW coalmining industry from the late 1840's grew out of a stateowned enterprise originally privatised in 1828 owing to the strong political connections
of the AACo's directors in London. Venture capitalists had had an eye on the lucrative
govemment coalmining monopoly since 1804,1) but they had been vigorously resisted
by the Governors of NSW.2) However, Commissioner John Bigge, sent out to NSW in
1819 to investigate the political and economic situation of the Colony, recommended
that the coal industry should be tumed over to free enterprise.3) Further, Bigge's
befriending of John Macarthur,4) one of the AACo's colonial directors, and the links
between the AACo's London directors and the East India Company which was keen to
export NSW coal, proved too great a force for NSW Govemors.5) Ultimately, in 1828
the AACo gained its monopoly through stealth by vilifying Ralph Darling, then
Governor, to William Huskisson, the newly appointed Secretary of State for War and
Colonies, who was more than willing to privatise the coal industry.6)
Not surprisingly, the AACo's success did not appease the venture capitalists
excluded by the state. Consequently, owing to the lucrativeness of the coal trade, the
monopoly, most probably conferred on the AACo in contravention of an obscure 17th
century EngUsh law protecting the property of the Crown,7) was illegally resisted
almost from the time it took effect in 1831 with tacit approval from NSW govemment

1) Turner PhD,p.20,pp.l-71, pa.y.yzm.
2) ibid.,'p^.l-ll,passim.
3) zWJ.,pp.51,58; J.T.^iggt, Report of Inquiry into the State of the Colony of New South Wales, London,
1822.
4) vide J.M.Ward, James Macarthur Colonial Conservative. 179S-J867 Sydney Sydney TTn"'»rjny
Press, 1981, pp.28,29.
5) Turner PhD,pp.l-71,p(2.y«>n.
6) ibid.,p.6S.
7) ibid.,p.99; J.Gregson, The Australian Agricultural Company 1824-1875, Sydney, Angus and
Robertson, 1907, p. 121.
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authorities. The first of the illegal chaUengers of any consequence, the Rev. Lance
Threlkeld, began to operate a small mine at Lake Macquarie8)near Newcasde.
Threlkeld, not imbued with profit motives to the same degree as the AACo, sold his
coal at a far lower price than the Co.
It continued to attract illegal competition from Threlkeld and others through the
abuse of its monopoly by selling coal at prices far higher than the terms of the
agreement which had originally conferred the monopoly. The Go's coal was also of
poor quality and dirty.9) Threlkeld's coal was cleaner and had a larger proportion of
'round' or 'large' coal, unlike the AACo's coal which was riddled with 'smalls', coal
which feU through the fire-box grates of the earliest engines and stationary boilers.
Because of the high prices the AACo charged, its monopoly was infringed by
other illegal competitors, the most prominent of whom were James and Alexander
Brown, recent Scottish immigrants. In 1844 the Browns began to mine coal at Four
Mile Creek near Maidand, 32 miles from Newcastle along the Hunter River. They sold
their coal far more cheaply than the AACo.lO)lts sales fed from 35,140 tons in 1842 to
26,050 tons in 1843 due to a lack of demandll)and a coal depression in concert with a
general depression, which lasted for the rest of the 40's. The depression was severe and
resulted in a vicious price-cutting war. 12) The Brown brothers forced the AACo's price
down from 13/- to II- per ton and they also sent several small owners to the wall. 13)At
the abyss of the depression the average price fell to less than 6/01/2 per ton but the
Browns survived the era. They even outmanoeuvered the AACo's successful legal

8) Royal Australian Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, Vol.XXV J'art V, 1939, pp.341-411.
9) NSW Legislative Council Votes and Proceedings, 1845-47,(1847 Coal Inquiry), p.382.
10) ifcid,p.383: The productiveness of the AACo's pits was also marred by the inefficiency of convict
mining on which the Co relied extensively well into the 40's; Turner PhD,pp.84. 85. 86 The Browns'
competition also caused the average price of coal to drop to 10/8 per ton in 1844 from a previous high of
12/61/2 in 1843; vide 1847 Coal Inquiry,p.382.
11) Gregson (?/?.a7.,pp.l28,184.
12) 1847 Coal Inquiry,p.382.
13) /Z?/d,p.383.
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Source; M.G.A.Wilson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australia, An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Character and Areal Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining',FhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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challenge over the illegality of their mining activities by leasing neighbouring mines
after being forced to close their own mine. 14)
Despite the downtum of trade during the depression, owing to the AACo's
previous profitability, coalmining remained an attractive proposition for many
entrepeneurs, including the Go's arch enemy, W.C.Wentworth, a member of the
Legislative Council. Consequently, under the pretext of the probable illegality of the
Go's monopoly revealed during the litigation of the Browns, several prospective
investors who had influence in the Legislative Council had a Select Committee
appointed into the Go's coalmining operations.
Nevertheless, this inquiry was futile, for, before the Select Committee was
formed the Co had already terminated its monopoly with Lord Grey, Principal Secretary
of State for the Colonies. 15)ln exchange for the renunciation of the monopoly. Grey
conferred freehold tenure 16)on the half mdlion acres of pastoral land the AACo
requested north of the Hunter River. 17) The Governor's belated announcement of the
revocation of the monopoly was received by the Legislative Councd on 17 August 'with
repeated cheers'.18) Qn the one hand, this resolution was the culmination of a long
straggle among coalowners to determine the specific kind of capitalist production suited
to their needs, as well as a contest between capital and the state to turn the coalmining
industry over to laissez-faire: the straggle was also typical of the contradictory nature of
class relations of the NSW coalmining industry. With the state's help, prospective
coalowners destroyed the AACo's monopoly and ensured the accession of free
enterprise. From hereon, until 1884, except for ineffectual safety and employers'
liability legislation, the state deliberately distanced itself from the production and

14) Turner Masters,pp.6-10.
15) ibid,p.l2; Sydney Morning Herald,(SMH), 18 August 1847.
16) Turner PhD.p. 107.
17) Gregson,op.cz7.,pp.58, 59.
18) SMH 18 August 1847; Turner PhD.p. 107.
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distribution of coal. However, as demonstrated below, it intervened in favour of the
coalowners whenever necessary.
Aside from the levying of coal royalties for reasons discussed below, 1884
proved a watershed as far as laissez-faire in production was concemed. Gradually, due
to events not adequately explained in Australian historiography, 19) but which have
solutions more complex than this thesis' word length permits, NSW govemments began
to embrace the radunents of the 'new protection' fiscalism later adopted by the newly
federated Commonwealth of Australia. Little by little, without actually diminishing the
owners' control over the means of production or their capacity to dominate the relations
of production, govemment mediation grew and humanised the reproduction of labour
power. These reforms were anathema to the coalowners and were foisted on them in
particular by employers in the manufacturing sector, to whom the gains made in
exchange for 'fair' wages offset increased costs.20) The regulation of industrial
relations was totally at odds with the practices and relations of production of coalmining
and were fiercely resisted by the owners who remained 'energetic' supporters of free
market forces during the 19th century and for much of the 20th.
As noted above, before 1884 production was almost totally unregulated, whereas
distribution was completely free from government regulation before and remained so
until World War One. Consequendy, from the outset, competition for market share was
a free for all. In the 40's the AACo's detractors particularly had an eye on the shipping
industry. Owing to the impenetrability of the Australian terrain by land transport, until a

19) The paucity of published research on the transition from quasi laissez-faire to protectionism and new
protectionism is remarkable. Most of the following works accept the transition as a priori; E,Shann, An
Economic History of Australia, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1948; J.B.Brigden,
D.B.Copland, E.C.Dyason, L.F.Giblin and C.H.Wickens, The Australian Tariff, An Economic Enquiry,
Melbourne, MUP, 1929; A.CL.Shaw, The Economic Development of Australia, Melbourne, Longmans,
1969; B.Fitzpatrick, The British Empire in Australia, An Economic History, 1834-1939, Melbourne,
MUP, 1949; G.Sawer, Australian Federal Politics and Law. 1901-1929., Melbourne, MUP, 195^^;
W.A.Sinclair, The Process of Economic Development in Australia, Melbourne, Cheshire, 1976;
N.G.Butlin, A.Bamard, J.J.Pincus, Government And Capitalism, Sydney, George Unwin, 1982;
S.Macintyre.'Labour, capital and arbitration, 1890-1920', B.W.Head,(ed.), State and Economy in
Australia, Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1983.
20) vide MacintyrevOp.cif.,which apart from Fitzpatrick. oo.cit.. renders the most cogent, albeit bnef
explanation of the transition from laissez-faire to new protectionism.
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viable network of radways was developed, shipping was the only feasible form of
transport and was the single largest user of coal. Initially ships burnt wood, but from the
introduction of the first steamship in NSW demand for coal grew despite
fiuctuations.21) River and coastal steam navigation continued to grow and after the
development of govemment railways from the 1850's the demand in NSW and the other
Colonies for coal grew yet again.
Although the retraction of the monopoly did not take effect until 1849,
coalmining activity increased as the depression waned, particularly as prices rose from
6/7 per ton in 1850 to 20/6 per ton in 1854. In part due to the trade with Califomia,
owing to the goldmshes there which were followed by the discovery of gold in NSW
and Victoria, these price rises also caused the number of mines to increase from six in
1849 to 12 in 1854 and 19 in 1858, although prices fell again from the 1854 high when
the goldmshes collapsed.
The expansion of markets continued to attract investment in coalmining. Even
before the proliferation of railways and steam navigation that followed the expansion of
the colonial economies after the goldmshes, trade was supplemented by demand from
the Australian Gas Light Company of Sydney which took small quantities of coal that
grew substantially as urbanisation spread. Stationary steam engines for manufacturing,
stiU in its infancy until after the 50's, added to domestic demand. While statistics for the
manufacturing sector are scarce, the available official statistics show that small amounts
were used in smithies as well as for residential heating.
However, from the mid 50's, Australia's economy, of which NSW formed a
substantial part, expanded vigorously. NSW's estimated 'gross factory output' more
than doubled from £2.6 million in 1861 to £5.8 million in 1870: by 1880 gross output
reached £13.4 milUon and £22.5 imllion in 1890, at which level it remained for the rest
of the century22)owing to the onset of the depression experienced in all the Colonies for
21) The 1847 Select Committee found that by 1847 the HRSC alone used 18 per cent of the AACo's total
output of 39,000 tons. To the acquisitive enemies of the AACo, in and out of the Legislative Council, this
was proof of the lucrativeness of the coal trade; 1847 Coal Inquiry,p.35; Turner PhD,p.75.
22) N.G.Butlin, Australian Domestic Product, Investment And Foreign Borrowing 1861-1938-^9
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1962, p.l61.
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most of the 90's. The manufacturing sector was an important consumer of coal and its
rate of expansion was of vital significance to the coal trade.23)
Most probably the single largest customer for NSW coal in die entire domestic
trade was the govemment radways,(NSWGR), which increased its annual locomotive
mileage from 174,249 in 1860 to 901,139 miles in 1870.24) By 1880 die number of
miles logged by locomotives were 3,239,463 and in 1889-90 the annual mileage was
8,894,000 miles.25) Although consumption of coal in NSW grew, production far
outstripped demand. NSW markets alone were never capable of absorbing the amount
of coal available. Production from the bevy of collieries developed after 1849
exacerbated the excess capacity already immanent during the period in which the AACo
had exercised its monopoly virtually unchaUenged. In 1854 NSW mines were capable
of producing 218,000 tons per annum, yet they had to restrict output to less than
117,000 tons in 1854 and in 1853 they limited production to less than 97,000 tons.26)
The industry continued to suffer from excess capacity and overproduction. The precise
manifestation of these inter-related phenomena is difficult to quantify. Owing to the
lack of statistics of actual annual production in government publications, as opposed to
the amounts of coal sold per year, they are impossible to demonstrate statisticaUy.
Annual amounts sold only indicate the level of demand and give no indication of
productive potential. For example, the quantities of coal stockpiled at individual mines
or entrepots will never be known. There was a close reciprocity between excess
capacity and overproduction. Perpetual excess capacity existed owing to large,
unknown,

stockpiled

quantities

of

coal,

but

excess

23) Turner Masters,p.80. Govemment statisticians included gasworks which increased to nine by 1872,
15 in 1881 and continued to grow in numbers, becoming major consumers of coal.
24) In the intra-colonial transport sector, river and coastal steam navigation, while not a large market for
Newcastle coal after the 50's, increased and provided a small but essential trade for some Southem
district collieries.
25) New South Wales Department of Railways and Tramways Annual Report 1898 also quoted in Tumer
Masters, pp.3,5,102.
26) paraphrased from Turner Masters,pp.l4,15, modifying Turner's.statistics. He quotes production as
94,631 tons for 1854 and 112,971 tons in 1855. The substituted statistics above are quoted i" ^i"
Department of Mines Reports, until 1923. In this instance. Department of Mines Report 1904,p.34.
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Source; M.G.A.WiIson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australia, An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Character and Areal Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining',PhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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capacity was also the result of individual mines' innate capacity to produce more than
the amounts of coal diey already sold and stockpiled. Further, at any given time demand
grew, new mines undergoing development and those which had been on stand-by
because of falling demand exacerbated excess capacity and magnified overproduction.
A statistical device in Appendix A which aggregates artificial market shares for every
mine between 1858 and 1900 demonstrates that mines were always capable of more
production if required. Even though these individual market shares are fictional, the
table shows that in particular years when the number of mines decreased, the
remainder's productive potential was such that in subsequent years they were capable of
supplying increased amounts of coal.
The retraction of the AACo's monopoly had a profound bearing on the
industry's marketing strategy which oscillated between extremes of co-operation and
competition dependent on the waxing and waning of overproduction as excess capacity
grew unchecked. As well as the laissez-faire mentality that permeated colonial business
practice, one of the principal reasons for the industry's endemic excess capacity was
due to an adherence to the belief that the more a mine produced, the cheaper its costs
per ton were, regardless of the ability to sell the coal or not. In other words, to the
coalowner an idle mine was anathema because of the costs that were still incurred in
maintenance of the mine as well as the continuing obligation to pay dividends to
investors. Therefore, they perpetually attempted to combat excess capacity by
compounding it through producing more at a lower cost per ton, perhaps driving
competitors out of the market.
Complete freedom in marketing and production fuelled excess capacity and the
export trade that developed did so as much in response to aUeviating overproduction as
the quirks of geography and nature. Both the intercolonial and overseas trade that
evolved were a result of the isolation of the Southern Hemisphere from the world's
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major coal-producing nations which were nearly all in Europe or elsewhere in the
Northem Hemisphere.27)
Despite a steady British coal trade to the Pacific and Indian Ocean regions,
Australia's 'tyranny of distance' was a boon to NSW coalowners engaged in the same
markets. Foremost, coal freights to the Southem Hemisphere from Britain were costprohibitive.28)The NSW coal trade was protected from competition in the eastem
Colonies of Australia and New Zealand, especiaUy while steam and sail ships came via
the Cape of Good Hope to take advantage of the prevaiUng westerly winds and currents.
However, with the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 and the invention of the
compound steam engine, long distance mns became feasible, particularly after
bunkering depots were established at strategic ports like Singapore. Consequendy,
British steamships began to carry coal to the Far East which between 1860 and 1885
was the main overseas market for NSW coal.29) By then the NSW intercolonial coal
trade was weU established, but prohibitive freights from Britain shielded the NSW coal
trade from British incursions except at times of acute shortages during protracted strikes
and lock-outs. The lack of suitable retum cargoes ensured additional protection.
Instead of the Far East, the Pacific Basin became the oyster of the NSW
overseas coal trade, initially with San Francisco and New Zealand and later Valparaiso
in Chile its main pearls. Until 1915 total exports for the overseas, intercolonial and New
Zealand trade were never less for any year from 1858 than 51.4 per cent of total NSW
sales in 1880 and as high as 69.7 per cent during 1875. Consequendy, exports were the
mainstay of the NSW coalmining industry during the 19th century and remained so for

27) W.S.Jevons, The Coal Question, A.W.Flux,(ed)j:.ondon, Macmillan and Co Ltd, 1906,p.365. Until
1899 the largest producer was Britain, producing an average of 195,500,000 tons per annum over the
quinquennium 1894-98 when it was eclipsed by the USA owing to the superior mechanisation of
American mines.
28) K.H.Burley,'The Overseas Trade In New South Wales Coal And The British Shipping Industry, 18601914', Economic Record, Vol.36, 1960,p.405. The wasteful fuel consumption of the earliest, simple
steam engines made long journeys expensive and unprofitable. Despite a low ton per mile freight ratio,
owing to its high bulk and low value, coal was an 'unprofitable long distance cargo'.
29) /^/d.,pp.401,402 and Appendix I,p.411.
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more than two decades into the 20th century.30)But, rather than absorbing the excess
coal produced for the domestic market, the allure of the export market was responsible
for a flurry of production which compounded excess capacity.
New Zealand's close proximity to NSW made it an assured market. Its close
political and economic ties to the 'mainland' and the lack of viable coalmines until the
late 70's or so, bonded its dependency even closer. Next to China, New Zealand was the
largest overseas market for NSW coal between 1860 and 1880, receiving from 39 to 32
per cent of total overseas exports. Then exports began to wane owing to the
development of colUeries in New Zealand's Bay of Islands region.31) From the 1890's,
regardless of their fall as a proportion of overseas exports, in real terms exports to New
Zealand rose until World War One.
Table I.I
Sales to New Zealand, Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia in tons and
as a percentage of total NSW sales.
New
Zealand

Victoria

South
Australia

14,881
4.03%

98,068
26.6%

17,620
4.8%

-

1870

87,979
10.1%

180,552
20.8%

49,520
5.7%

_

1880

132,102
9.0%

290.790
19.8%

97,042
6.6%

2,678
.18%

1,466,180

1890

161,118
5.3%

778,803
25.4%

131,205
4.3%

15,302
.5%

3,060,876

1900

209,000
3.8%

866,895
15.7%

563,169
10.2%

192,164
3.5%

5,507,497

1860

Westem
Australia

Total
NSW sales
368,862
"

868,564

The continuing expansion of the economies of Australia's eastem Colonies as
well as South Australia, provided growing sales for NSW coal and constituted the major
export markets. With the exception of Queensland, which had its own underdeveloped

30) Of these markets, exports to New Zealand for the four decennnia as proportions of total sales
averaged 10.18 per cent, 10.63 per cent, 6.04 per cent and 4.14 per cent of per annum respectively:
calculated from statistics compiled by H.Lee, 'Business, Govemment and the Development of the
Wollongong coalfield, 1797-1900'JPhD thesis in progress, University of Wollongong.
31) Tumer Masters,p.83.
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coalmining industry, the mainland colonies became the comerstone of the export trade.
From the 50's, small but growing sales were also made to Tasmania and from 1870,
initially intermittent, but increasing quantities were sold in Westem Australia. However,
from the time of the Victorian goldmshes the largest portion of the intercolonial trade
went to Melboume.
As goldmining decUned and it was replaced by a more setded pattem of
economic expansion, the Melboume trade continued to expand: already by the late 50's
it was clearly the most important of the intercolonial markets and remained so '^'^){vide
Table I.I) Exports to South Australia, which after remaining at approximately 150,000
tons per annum from 1892 to 1895, rose sharply to double almost in 1896 and then
treble in 1899.33)
From 1860 until 1899 the overseas trade, excluding New Zealand, continued to
grow: the lowest annual average of total sales for the four decennia was 21.1 per cent
from 1860 to 1869 and the highest, 26.41 per cent, between 1870 and 1879.34) The San
Francisco trade which had begun in 1849 grew rapidly to 10,000 tons in 1851;35)after
the collapse of the Califomian goldmshes it fell and did not gain significandy untd the
quinquennium 1866-70.36)

32) With the exception of 1889,1891 and 1892 when tonnages were higher; calculated from Lee,op.cit.
33) This boost in sales was due to the increased demand of the smelters which the Broken Hill
Proprietary Company had built to process Broken Hill minerals at Port Pirie from 1889. Consequently, in
1900 exports to South Australia amounted to 31.83 per cent of intercolonial exports and 10.22 per cent of
total production.

34) calculated from Lee,op.dr.
35) 'A History of the San Fransisco Coal Market',reprint in the Newcastle Morning Herald, (NMH), 4
January 1893; also cited in Tumer Masters,p.5.
36) Burley,c>/7.czr.,p.409. During 1866-70 annual exports to San Fransisco rose to 52,000 tons. Over the
next quinquennium annual quantities doubled, but remained the same between 1876 and 1880. By the late
80's and early 90's, for the quinquennia 1886-90 and 1891-95, annual exports were 260,000 tons; though
the proportion of NSW coal of San Fransisco's imports fell from 22 per cent during the quinquennium
1871-75 to 13 per cent during 1896-1900; vide i&/^.,p.409. From 1900 or so coal imports from British
Columbia, which despite its inferior quality had always competed, began to dominate the San Fransisco
trade. However, by then the Chilean trade had supplanted the San Fransisco market. For inferiority of
coal from British Columbia v/<ie,'Minutes of Evidence, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works Sectional Committee. Construction of a Deep-water Harbour at Port Kembla'J\^5W Legislative
Council Journal, 1897, Vol 56,part 3,(Port Kembla Harbour Committee), evidence F.G.WoolcoftWaley,p.l08.
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The Central and South American markets which had been insignificant during
the 60's and 70's began to flourish during the 80's with a brisk trade with Valparaiso. In
1888 alone NSW exported 92,820 tons to Chde or 21 per cent of Chile's total coal
imports: in 1900 NSW coal exports to Chile were 316,250 tons or 55 per cent of
Chilean imports.37)This trade continued to expand until the opening of the Panama
Canal in 1915 sealed its fate owing in part to the reduced costs in shipping coal from the
USA's large eastem coalfields which hitherto was too cost-prohibitive.38) Coal for
overseas markets was nearly all dispatched from Newcastle Harbour and, consequently,
vying for trade was most intense in the Northem district. This concentration of the
overseas trade, as wed as the intercolonial trade, was due to the superiority of
Newcastle Harbour, which despite several shortcomings was a better shipping facility
than the Southem district's unprotected shore.
Other than its harbour, Newcastle had no advantage of location over the
Southern district and no vantage in ease of mining over either of the other districts. The
Sydney Coal Basin outcropped in each district, requiring similar engineering measures,
but none had the advantage of a sizeable, protected harbour Uke Newcastle. The only
location which could best Newcastle was Sydney, which had one of the safest, deepest
and largest harbours in the world. However, at Sydney the coal basin was 3000 feet
under the surface, more than 2400 feet deeper than at any other colliery during the 19th
century, except one.39)Yet, despite the proximity of road, rail and maritime

37) vide Burley,(3p.czV.,p.409.
38) ibid.,passim. Another possible reason for the gradual dimunition of the Chilean trade is, as
K.H.Burley suggests, due to the unavailability of British ships which during the 19th century carried
NSW coal as intermediary pay-loads, particularly to North and South America from where they loaded
retum cargoes to Britain. In other words, NSW coal obviated the need to sail under ballast without
freightage to entrepots: initially San Fransisco to load grains, and when Australia and Canada became
major wheat exporters from the 80's and eclipsed San Fransisco, Chile to take aboard nitrate.
Nevertheless, despite the obvious role of British shipping, Burley's explanation overlooks the origins of
the NSW overseas coal trade underfreeenterprise which beganfromthe late 40's with .speculative loads
on ship's account by captains and shippers who came from Califomia to buy goods they could sell at
exorbitant profits there. From then until the 1920's, marketing overseas was characterised by spot sales,
an irregular trade in which owners resorted to misrepresentation and underselling even while the price
and sales arrangements described below were in place. Even though most of the larger coalowners had
London offices or representatives who arranged freights and sales, these measures were not, as suggested
by Burley the mainstay of the overseas trade, but a device designed to minimise the advantage of tb^
London-based companies like the AACo.
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infrastructure, the costs of shaftsinking were not offset sufficiently by the savings in
transport. Consequently, the Sydney Harbour colliery, the only mine ever to be
developed in Sydney, in 1890 at Balmain on the waterfront of Sydney Harbour,
ultimately failed. However, Sydney Harbour became an entrepot for Illawarra and
Newcastle coal.
Apart from the necessity to minimise transport costs, the impracticability of land
transport for the first 60 years of the coal industry's existence made maritime transport,
despite its shortcomings, the only viable choice. Newcastle was virtually unreachable by
land from Sydney, one of the main destinations for coal, owing to the tortuous road
between the two cities which were not connected by rad until 1888. Until then, after
lengthy lobbying of govemments by Northem and Southem district parliamentarians
and coalowners to provide Wollongong and Newcasde with rail links to Sydney, the
main trade route to Sydney and elsewhere was by sea.
The provision of rail connections from Sydney to Newcasde and WoUongong
epitomises the mutuaUty of the interests of coalmining capital and govemments. The
coalmines in the Westem district were primarily developed to service the main Western
railway line, but in the Northem and Southem districts where the mines pre-dated the
NSWGR, railways were built because of the parliamentary influence of the owners
there. For example, an investigation of parliamentarians in 1875-7640) when the
construction of the latter railways were mooted in Parliament, shows that five of the ten
Robertson Ministry, including the Premier, were coalowners or directors of
coalmines.41) The Legislative Councd, comprising 38 members, accounted for no less
than 14 coalowners and directors.42) The 68 member Legislative Assembly had another

39) For depth of shafts vide G.Kingswell, The Coal Mines of Newcastle, NSW, Their Rise And Progres
Newcastle, NMH, 1890; CLyne, The Industries of New South Wales, Sydney, Govemment Printer, 1882;
A.S-wmney,Collieries, Coalfields And Minerals of New South Wales, Australia, London, Colliery
Guardian, 1884. The exception was the Metropolitan colliery which had a shaft 1100 feet deep.
40) vide D.Dingsdag,'Responses to the Bulli Colliery Disaster of 1887, with special reference to the New
South Wales Govemment and the Bulli Coal Mining Company',BA Honours Thesis, University of
Wollongong, 1980, (Dingsdag Bulli), pp.75,76.
41ibid.,p-p.l5,16.
42) ibid.,p.l6.
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20 coalowners and directors, as well as three members active in associated
industries.43) Even the Governor, Sir Hercules Robinson, had direct interests in
coal.44)
In the Northem district the necessity to pressure govemments for the railway to
Sydney was less urgent than in Wollongong; Newcasde was along die route of die
proposed Great Northem Railway and the district's superior harbour and large deposits
of coal had already established it as the dominant district and natural supplier to the
NSWGR. However, the lUawarra district was not so fortunate in location or facilities.
Foremost, the NSWGR already had a main Southem line which by-passed Wollongong
to the west, the district had poor marine infrastmcture and missed out on major
NSWGR business.45) However, an insistent coalition of small businessmen from
Wollongong, farmers and owners of undeveloped coal land wishing to invest in
coalmining pressed for the Illawarra line for over two decades.46) But the Colony's
financial resources were limited and both districts' coalowners were firmly committed
to marine transport. Consequently, until both railway Unes were approved, owners in the
North and South petitioned govemments, manipulated the election of members to
Parliament and entered Parliament themselves to obtain marine infrastmcture for their
exclusive use.47)
However, even after it was substantially deepened between 1859 and 1863 at
govemment expense, Newcastle Harbour was a dangerous port dotted with obstractions
at its approaches. The harbour remained inadequately protected from heavy seas until
extended breakwaters were built on its Northem and Southem approaches at the end of

43) ibid.
44) ibid.
45) William Speer, an influential enu-eoeneur and director of the Osborne-Wallsend, Bniii and TIISIV^TTO
mines, secured NSWGR contracts for coal from the Osbome-Wallsend mine from 1861 until at least
1870; vide Lee,op.cit.; quantities of coal and duration of contracts are unknown, but most probably orders
were small compared to those awarded to Newcastle owners; vide NSW Legislative Assembly Votes and
Proceedings, 1870-71, Vol l,p.269.
46) vide Lee,op.czf.
47) for example vide ibid.
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the first decade of the 20th century.48) Owing to these impediments, Newcasde was
irregularly serviced by sail and steamships alike. Even after the harbour was modified,
irregularity of shipping continued because of adverse tides and, or weather conditions.
Wollongong, the commercial centre of the Illawarra district, was similarly hampered by
a poor land route and the lack of a safe harbour. North-easterly swells in the summer
and prevailing South-easterly gales, as weU as adverse tides afflicted its harbour and the
jetties elsewhere in the district. Wollongong too was connected by rail to Sydney in
1888.
Nevertheless, after 1888, despite the irregularity of shipping, owing to what
were in the owners' opinion exorbitant freight rates, Northem owners and most
Southem owners shunned the NSWGR for long distance carriage of coal. Other than for
coal to the NSWGR for its own use or for cartage over short local mns which the
owners could not avoid because of the high costs and primitiveness of road transport,
they rejected rail transport. In the 20th century when mine ownership became closely
interlinked with shipping companies in a manner described below and in Chapter III,
rail transport was intentionally avoided to facilitate the mystification of shipping costs
to inflate prices in the interstate sector particularly: the publicly known rail freights did
not permit this fraudulent behaviour. This tactic was such an integral part of normal
business, that during World War Two Northem owners had to be forced to use rail
transport.
Lithgow, the centre of production in the Westem district, was landlocked. Its
problem was one of geography rather than climate. Lithgow was predominantly limited
to a local market because the tortuous Westem railway line provided the only transport
link to Sydney which was both a focal port as well as a potential intracolonial market
Although the 98 mile railway distance was shortened a little by the eUmination of its

48) An earUer breakwater to Nobby's was completed in 1846 along time after its foundation stone w?s
laid by Governor Macquarie in 1818
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'zig zag' portions in 1892 and 1910,49)freight charges precluded the Westem district
from becoming a major competitor to the other districts, except at times of coal
shortages. Instead it became the major suppUer to the NSWGR westem and southem
lines. Until two decades or so before the time of writing, with the exception of the
household coal trade in Sydney,50)the Westem district almost exclusively remained a
supplier of the NSWGR and local industry.
However, in the Northem and Southem districts, where between 1858 and 1888
almost aU of production was shipped, and more than 9/10 for the remainder of the
century, irregularity in shipping compounded the intermittency of trade caused by
excess capacity: the discontinuous nature of maritime transport shaped the entire
industry's trade practices, including those in the Westem district and intensified the
industry's competitiveness. It also had a profound influence on the mles and regulations
on which the unions' custom and practices were based.
Owing to the precariousness of markets and the ferocity of free enterprise
competitiveness, Northem and Southem owners were constantly seeking to increase
market share by attempting to control distribution. Despite the reliance by some of the
larger Newcastle companies on pre-arranged cartage, successful trading in the overseas
markets depended on the ability to provide coal in uniformity with the intermittency of
shipping. The Southem district was not as greatly affected by the overseas trade but was
subject to a similar routine. Because overseas ships and larger intercolonial vessels
shunned the Illawarra's poor harbour facdities, due to the uncertainty of securing
consignment, almost from the inception of coalmining in their district, Southem

49) W.A.Bayley, Lithgow Zig Zag Railway, Bulli, Austrail Publications, 1973. The former zig zag was
Lapstone; the latter at Lithgow entailed the major straightening of the railway. There were also several
other deviations, loops and duplication of track laid between 1897 and 1918. Another problem was the
chronic shortage of NSWGR rolling stock. This was also an obstacle on the Illawarra and Northem lines
but compounded on the Westem line during wheat harvest time.
50 Swinney,o/7.cz7.,pp.7,15; Lyne,o;7.c//.,pp.70, 72.
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coalowners formed associations with coastal shipping lines and, or bought their own
colliers to take coal to Sydney, principaUy for bunkering and the overseas trade.51)
In the Northem District, due to the competitiveness of the shipping industry and
the expense of delays in entering and leaving Newcastle Harbour owing to the
capriciousness of tides and winds, captains sought to minimise hold-ups by quickly
unloading their cargo and rapidly loading. Generally, coal was the only cargo available
and despite its high bulk to value ratio, it was a preferable altemative to sailing under
ballast to ports where coal could be sold at profit, break-even or perhaps a slight loss
depending on demand which fluctuated erratically. 52)Even at a loss, coal bought on
ship's account was a more profitable load than ballast which attracted charges that
could not be recouped.
The centrality of shipping to marketing was one of the prime reasons for the
industry's endemic overproduction. Yet, from the inception of coalmining. Northern
and Southem district owners attempted to mitigate excess capacity by capitalising on
the erratic needs of the shipping industry by having coal available when ships called.
However, the capacity to have coal available on demand presented an interminable
dilemma to the coalowners. On the one hand, stockpiling of coal required doublehandling which increased the likelihood of breaking up the trade-preferred rounds, coal
which passed over screens with bars 3/4" to 7/8" apart.53) in addition, double-handling
incurred extra labour costs: some coal in the Northem district was also prone to
spontaneous combustion if stored for too long and coalowners were at pains to avoid the
reputation of selling coal that was subject to spontaneous combustion even though

51) Conventional wisdom is that the Northem district completely dominated the overseas export trade.
However, such was not the case; in 1876 for example 50.5 per cent of total Illawarra output was exported
overseas and although quantities were almost never more than 200,000 tons per annum durin? the iQih
century, in good years the Illawarra district exported more than 17 per cent of total overseas exports. The
volume of coal exportedfromthe Illawarra was brought to the author's attention by H.Lee.
52) Kingsv/6[l,op.cit.,passim.
53) K.H.Burley,'The Organisation Of The Overseas Trade In New South Wales Coal. 1860 To
1914',Economic Record, Vol 37,1961 ,p.373.
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Newcastle coal frequently caught fire mid-ocean on long joumeys in wooden sail
ships.54)
On the other hand, the centrality of shipping to the domestic, intercolonial and
overseas trade required the sudden and rapid supply of coal day and night Therefore,
the discontinuity of shipping and the objections to stockpiling determined the pace and
frequency of supply. Hence, as explained in Chapter II, piecework and day-wage work
were one of the industry's comerstones of costcuttmg. At Newcastle Harbour the
owners procured their portion of trade through various devices. Some owners hired tugboats which were constantly on watch to tow shipping to the shoots and staiths-55)
In the intercolonial and New Zealand trade, where competition was equally
fierce, but where the markets were larger, closer and more lucrative, the coalowners
entered into arrangements with shipping companies in an attempt to regulate the
distribution of coal which otherwise would have been as unpredictable as in the
overseas trade. Even though many of these combinations were successful, owing to
their lucrativeness and the oUgopolisation of shipping, they eventually became the
domain of the shipping companies rather than the coalowners. In fact, the growing
demand for coal was a significant factor in the early development of many of the
intercolonial shipping companies.56) During the last two decades of the century,
steamships were sufficient in number to make coal an attractive commodity for sale too,
as well as bunkering and cargo. By just after the turn of the century, bunkering and coal

54) Spontaneous combustion was a frequent cause of shipboard fires and particularly dangerous on
wooden ships. Therefore it was the subject of royal commissions in 1897 and 1898.
55) In this manner some 17 per cent of coal in the overseas trade was consigned on ships' account to
unassociated shippers in sample years between 1870 and 1890; Tumer Masters,p.62. J.& A.Brown stood
apart in that they shipped coal on their own account in their ships from the 50's. From the 60's they and
other owners chartered vessels and most probably continued to do so throughout the 70's. The Browns
also had their own fleet of tugs that raced the other tugs to board approaching shios fu-st. Bv offering
cheaper towing rates the Browns' tugs secured the first sales of coal at lower prices than the others,
procured the best and first ships for charter and sold captains suppUes from the Browns' chandlery at
Newcastle. This voracious rivalry was anathema to conservative owners like the AACo and ultimately
destroyed the price agreements and vends they formed to control 'the invisible hand' of 'market forces',
ibid.,i)p.62, 63.
56) J.Bach, A Maritime History of Australia, Sydney, Pan Books, 1982, p.l90.
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transport formed such an integral part of the shipping lines' business that many of them
bought controlling shares or became outright owners of coalmining companies.
Many shippers had been associated with coalmining since the 50's. The
Melboume Steamship Company under former guises had been involved in the
Melboume coal trade since 1854.57)Huddart Parker, also from Melboume, had pUed
the Newcasde to Melboume coal trade since the 50's too.58)The Australian Steam
Navigation Company,(ASN), was formed in 1851 from the Hunter River Company
which had been active in the Newcastle coal trade from 1839.59) From the 50's the
lucrativeness of shipping general cargo attracted so much investment that soon the trade
was over-serviced, resulting in decades of rate-cutting, duplication of services, takeovers of rivals, as wed as periods of collusion. By the 1880's the survivors were large
and dominated the intercolonial carriage of NSW coal, but were centered in Melboume.
They had come to an 'understanding' with the far smaller intracolonial shippers not to
compete outside their respective colonies.60)Consequently, between 1890 and 1900
almost all intercolonial and New Zealand shipping was controlled by seven
companies.61)
Even before the 80's, the high costs of rate-cutting and duplication of services
caused some shipping companies to make agreements which had specific ramifications
for the oUgopolisation of the coal trade during the 90's and the 20th century. For
example, in 1879 to end a rate-cutting war in the Melboume to Adelaide route, Howard
Smith agreed to withdraw from the Adelaide trade in exchange for the Adelaide

51)ibid.,ipp.lS9,190;
58) Huddart Parker Limited, Sydney, The Harbour, 1926,p.3.
59)Bach,op.czV.,p.l89.
60) H.L.Wilkinson, The Trust Movement in Australia, Melboume, Critchley Parker, 1914, pp.51,53.
Gl) 'i'he Australian United Steam Navigation Co Ltd, (AUSN), formerly ASN; Howard Smith, in business
since the 1850's; the Adelaide Steamship Co Ltd, formed in 1875 with £100,000 capital; Mcllwraith
McEacham and Co P/L, originally British, but later based in Melboume; Huddart Parker and Co P/L; the
Melboume Steamship Co Ltd, and the Union Steamship Company of New Zealand, involved in the
intercolonial trade since 1876 as well as shipping between Australia and New Zealand. The ASN became
the AUSN when it sold out to the Queensland Steam Shipping Co in 1887 and became London-basedvide Bach op.cit., pp.190,195,196,197; Wilkinson op.m.,pp.52, 53.
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Steamship Go's bunkering business in Melboume and the transhipment of the Adelaide
Steamship Go's Melboume cargo to and from Sydney and Melboume.62)
After decades of ferocious competition,63) in 1897 the major companies formed
the Coal Importers' Association to end their costly conflict. Temporarily, they colluded
to drive out small outsiders like the small, but competitive J.& A.Brown who had their
own colliers and freighters.64) They achieved this end by successfully bidding for the
Victorian railways contract, and apportioning shares according to members' carrying
capacity. In 1902 the AUSN, the Adelaide Steamship Co, Howard Smith and
Mcllwraith McEacham formed the Australasian Steamship Owners' Association, which
became known as 'the Ring'. The Ring controlled the coal trade to Victoria, South
Australia and Westem Australia, as well as the interstate general cargo trade.65) its
domination was made possible by a system of deferred rebates offered to customers
who dealt exclusively with it, but who forfeited rebates by doing business with an
outsider. 66)
The Ring's hold over shipping was so complete that even coalowners could not
compete with their own or chartered vessels. This was amply demonstrated when J.&
A.Brown tendered for the 1903 Melboume Metropolitan Gas Company contract against
the Ring. Even though the Browns' tender was the lowest, the Gas Company arranged
for the Ring to re-submit a lower offer.67)ln 1905-6 in response to the shipping
companies' domination, seven large Northern district owners mooted the formation of
an association in opposition. However, by then the shipping concerns were so powerful
and owned so many shares in coalmining companies that they could not be excluded.

62)Bach,o/).c/f.,pp.l97,198.
63) vide ibid.,'pp.195,196,203,205.
b4j /6z<2.,pp.2l0,211, '212; Tumer Masters,pp.l82-185.
65) Bach,o/7.a7.,p.211; Tumer Masters.p. 182.
66) Tumer Masters,p. 182; Wilkinson,op.a7.,p.53.
67) Tumer Masters,pp.l83,184.
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Instead, shipping and coalmining interests combined to form the notorious Vend
discussed in Chapter III.
Like the shippers, the coalowners were involved in similar business practices.
The comparative ease with which investors could acquire land under laissez-faire to
enter the industry made this style of competition possible, and necessary. Position
generally favoured original freeholders. Many had been granted land originally intended
for pastoral use, free of charge and close to the seaboard. Before the granting of the
AACo's monopoly the rights to ad minerals, except gold and silver, under any land
alienated were not reserved by the Crown either.68) Therefore, the uses to which
freeholders put their land were virtually unrestricted. Despite the AACo's insistence on
the exclusive right to mine coal by virtue of the Crown's reservation of all mineral
rights, only about half of the land alienated between 1825 and 1850 was subject to the
reservation of coal rights by the Crown.69)
Also, upon the official proclamation of the cessation of the AACo's monopoly,
from 1850 until the enactment of the Robertson Land Acts in 186170), there was almost
no restriction on the acquisition of land and no reservation of coalmining rights until
1884. The Crown relinquished the right to mine all minerals except gold and silver, well
before the belated Robertson legislation had alienated the remainder of the best land.
This locking of the land forced coalowners Uke the Browns to lease land from grantees
whose properties were close to Newcasde Harbour. The same process occurred where
coal could be viably mined along the Illawarra escarpment: from Helensburgh in the
north to MtKembla in the south, all scarp land as well as the coastal plain was alienated
by the 1830's. In the Westem district land was alienated on a simdar basis, essentially
for pastoral and agricultural purposes.71)
68) The enabUng act validating all laws and statutes in force in the UK at the time of enactment; 9 George
IV C.83:
o9; B.A.Heimore, Law of Real Property in New South Wales, Sydney, Law Book Co, 1973, p.35. This
outcome was due to the English common law principle validated by the New South Wales Act of 1825
ceding entitlement to all that lies above or below the surface of the land, except gold and silver, the 'royal
metals'.
70) Crown Lands Alienation Act, 25 Vic. No 1; Crown Lands Occupation Act, 25 Vic. No 2.
71) McInnes,(9p.C2f,p.3.
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Source; M.G.A.VV^ilson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australia, An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Character and Areal Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining',PhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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From 1861, despite the fact that the best coal-bearing land was alienated, the
acquisition of land specifically for coalmining was only marginally more difficult. The
Crown Lands Alienation Act enabled the selection of up to 320 acres of coal-bearing
land as a Mineral Conditional Purchase with a proviso for conversion to freehold after
£2 per acre had been spent on improvements. The concomitant legislation, the Crown
Lands Occupation Act, granted pre-emptive rights to freeholders over adjoining land
Consequently, after the Act's promulgation coalowners with pre-emptive rights
exploited the Act to the fuUest in a flurry to acquire available land cheaply.72)
However, notwithstanding that markets were consistently glutted, coalowners
taking up pre-emptive rights and Conditional Mineral Purchases were forced by
compulsory provisos to develop their new acquisition. Despite severe excess capacity,
they met these stipulations by starting new mines or extending existing workings. As a
direct consequence, together with pre-existing pressures of competition on costs, the
owners resorted to 'rip and tear' methods to mine their properties cheaply, but
wastefully.73)
By the time the 1884 Crown Lands Act repealed previous legislation and
reserved all minerals in the Crown, these wasteful practices were so ingrained that they
became normal coalmining procedure during the 20th century. As demonstrated in
Chapter IV, during buoyant periods of trade, wasteful mining of coal generated large
profits: during times of economic straitening the practice prevailed to ensure survival.
Even in the 1850's coal was so wastefully mined that at least one-third of coal in
Newcastle mines was permanently lost because it was not recoverable.74) The
coalowners mined coal as if there was no tomorrow.
Aside from these advantages of laissez-faire, until the 1884 Crown Lands Act,
apart from levies paid to private landowners, no coalowner paid any mineral royalty

/2) For example, vide Tumer PhD,p.l83; the Wallsend Co bought 1,039 acres: various other owners did
the same, vide The Newcastle Chronicle And Hunter River District News 11 December 1861
Febraary, 19 March 1862.
73) Tumer PhD,p. 183.
74) ibid.

Please see print copy for image

Source; M.G.A.Wilson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australiaj An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Chsracter qnd A'-e'*' Irrp-'ct of Bituminous Coal Min£ng',PhD Tliisis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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whatsoever to the Crown. The new legislation was only applicable to leases granted
after 1884 so that untd 1919 more than half of the coal in NSW attracted Utde or no
royalties.75) Prior to 1919 even after the development of the large, new mines on the
Greta seam from the tum of the century and the passing of the Mining Act of 1906
which stipulated a id per ton royalty to the Crown on coal attracting private royalties,
the coal on which royalties were payable to the Crown amounted to only 3,583,815 tons
or 41.23 per cent of total production in 1911.76)
In this haven of laissez-faire the number of mines increased unchecked. From
the end of the depression of the 40's, despite severe fluctuations in price, demand in
general increased and the coalmining industry attracted capital, of which some was
substantial and came from British sources. Consequently, the number of mines at
Newcastle rose from six in 1849 to 19 by 1857 and continued to increase. Despite the
injection of capital, many of these were insignificant and far from transport facilities.
Located at the least favourable positions and worked entnely manually, by small
proprietors and, or a few miners, they could not compete against the large, weUcapitalised mines which had procured the best leases nearest to rail or harbour facilities.
The completion of another item of free govemment infrastmcture, the Great
Northern Radway between Honeysuckle Point and East Maitland in 1858, had
permanent ramifications for competition at Newcasde.77) The railway had a significant
impact on the cost stmctures of existing collieries and, together with rising prices,
railway facilities also invited new entrants into the industry at East Maitland and
Newcasde who otherwise would not have invested in coalmining..
These were large and included the Newcasde Wallsend Coal Co, the predatory
predecessor of its equally voracious descendant, Peko WaUsend, the Scottish AustraUan

75) Report of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and report upon the Coal Industry, (1929
Davidson Commission Report),p.45.
76) extrapolated from /ft/d.,pp.45,46.
77) Turner PhD,pp.l61,162. To owners like the Browns, traveling time from East Maitland to Newcastle
was reduced from five hours by horsedrawn cart to 32 minutes by train and was much more convenient
and faster than river transport from Morpeth which involved double-handling.
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Co, which was estabUshed with capital mainly subscribed in Britain and the Waratah
Co, a smaller local company. The latter was funded in part by G.A.Dibbs, a coal dealer
who, as a relative of G.R.Dibbs, die Premier of NSW in 1885 and 1889, had impeccable
parliamentary connections.
Excess capacity was compounded by the mines that were opened in the Southem
district from 1857, but not those in the Westem district, which remained insignificant
until after the mid 70's.78) The furst permanent coalmining in the Southem district
began in 1858 when the BuUi mine and Osbome-Wallsend mine opened, but together
with another at BeUambi they produced less than eight per cent of the Colony's total
output.
The Osborne-Wallsend mine, located on 1352 acres of freehold land owned by
Henry Osbome at MtKeira, 48 miles south of Sydney, like many mines was
incorporated by Act of Parliament.79) The incorporation of coalmining companies in
parliament was another way in which the state protected the coalowners. Otherwise,
under the Limited Mining Partnership Act of 186l80)both directors and shareholders
were responsible for their company's debts. Owing to the risky nature of coalmining
speculation many mines would not have raised any capital, but for this parliamentary
imprimatur.
In the Illawarra, another method of attracting investment was facilitated through
the low hewing rates paid to hewers under the spurious claim that the district's coal was
easier to hew than the Northem district's.81)
H.W.H.Huntington, a casual observer, claimed,
Coal is more easily won at the south than in the north, one miner being
able to hew two tons to one ton hewn by any miner in the north. The
78) Coalmining had an inauspicious beginning in the Illawarra with primitive mining by R.Westmacott in
1839 at Bulli and a small, shortUved mine, the Albert, which began mining at MtKeira in 1849 upon the
retraction of the AACo's monopoly.

/y; ii. w.iiunungton,"Uur bouthem Coal-tields', Sydney Quarterly Magazine, 1889, p.l90. Actually, t
land had devolved to Osbome's sons after Osbome, who was reputed to be therichestman in Australia,
died in 1859.
80) Repealed by 34 Vic,no 16,1871, in tum superseded by 40 Vic,no 3,1877 and Act no.21,1900.
8i; Hunungton,o/j.czf.,p.l92.
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wages of the south, reckoned at per ton, are Uttle more than half than that
paid in the north. 82)
As the radway link to Sydney was not completed untd 1888, like aU Southem
district mines, the Bulli mine shipped all its coal untd then and the majority well into
the 20th century. Osbome-Wallsend was only diree miles from Wollongong Harbour,
but the Bulli mine, more than eight miles away relied on its own jetty at Bulli consisting
of wooden pylons and decking, inadequately sheltered from the prevaiUng southeasterly gales that washed it away several times during its 90 years of use.83)
Despite the lack of adequate infrastmcture in the 60's,'The large profits gained
by the Bulli Mine stimulated owners of other coal lands to work for coar.84)However,
most of the newcomers, except for the MtPleasant mine established adjacent to
Osbome-Wallsend in 1862, failed and were replaced with a plethora that were equally
ephemeral. Consequently, with the exception of a few smaU coalmines and kerosene
shale mines located sUghtly to the south-west in and near the township of Berrima,
Osbome-Wallsend, Bulli and MtPleasant in the Southem district proper, formed the
nucleus of Southem production untd the late 70's. Then owing to an infusion of
British,85) Sydney and Melboume capital, the number of mines in the district grew to
13 in 1889. But before then, despite the doubling of production from 48,965 tons in
1862 to 100,048 tons in 1869 the Soudiem district remained insignificant until the 80s,

82) ibid.,p.l92. This myth perpetuated by Huntington and other outside commentators, had no factual
basis. In reality, the lower hewing rates were a reflection of the lower prices Southem district owners
were forced to charge owing to Northem district domination brought about by the lack of adequate
harbour facilities and the supposed inferior quality of BuUi seam coal. While productivity statistics are
fraught with pitfalls discussed in Chapters II, IV and VI, they can be used, combined with additional
evidence, to show that Huntington's comparison of incomes is an inversion of the situation confronting
Southem district hewers, who in reality were forced to work much harder than Northem district hewers to
earn the same income. In addition, the myth of the easiness of the Bulli seam was a piece of social
engineering constmcted and reinforced by the owners to drive hewing rates down.
83) The jetty had already been rebuilt twice by 1896 ; vide Port Kembla Harbour Committee, evidenrp.
b.Vickery, p.51.
84) Huntington,op.c/7.,p.l89. In fact, Huntington was incorrect. The Bellambi mine was opened by
Thomas Hale in 1858.
85) M.Edelstein, Overseas Investment in the Age of High Imperialism. The United Kingdom, I8'in-1Q14
New York, Columbia University Press, 1982, pp.33,38,40,73,74.
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its output in 1869 forming scarcely more than ten per cent of total production; the same
as it had been in 1862.
Even though production in the district more than doubled again during die 70's
to 267,018 tons in 1879 and grew to more than 700,000 tons in 1888 and 1889, die
Illawarra mines ordinarily were scarcely a threat to Newcasde mines. As mentioned
above, interdistrict competition was only of real concem if a district was subject to
prolonged strikes or long bouts of bad weather. Such was the case in 1888, when largely
due to a general strike in the Northem district, production fell there by 7.87 per cent
from 2,243,792 tons in 1887, but owing to the industry's innate capacity to produce
more, production in the Southem district more than doubled to 796,806 tons.
Aside from critically inferior transport facilities, from the inception of mining in
the Southem district its coal was branded inferior. Eleven two ton samples from eight
NSW collieries sent to the Woolwich Naval dockyards in 1862 for testing, formed the
basis of a notional disparity between Northem and Southem coal which left Newcasde
coal a spurious reputation of superiority for 90 years. Real or fabricated differences
between competitors' coal formed the basis of much of the entire industry's rivalry and
trade practices. Business could flourish or fall on the flimsiest of reputations.
Notwithstanding scurrilous means used to discredit competitors, some mines' coal was
naturally superior for specific purposes. From the 50's onwards this was the case with
the AACo, which despite the earlier reputation of its coal before 1847, abandoned its
original Dirty seam for the Yard seam 80 feet beneath the former.86)
Later, the Co developed new mines which worked the Borehole seam like most
other collieries did in the district until the Greta seam became the premier seam from
1903. At the height of the rivalries in the 50's, J.& A.Brown, who mined an inferior
coal, swindled the AACo by masquerading as the 'Company' with foreign captains
unfamiliar with the Newcasde trade.87)This was the first documented instance of a type
of misrepresentation that became rife in the industry until the introduction of permanent
86) Geological information from, E.CAndrews and the staff of the geological survey. The Mineral
Industry of New South Wales, Sydney, Department of Mines, 1928, plate XXIII.
87) extrapolated from Tumer PhD.p. 162.
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govemment regulation from 1940 made it more difficult. Yet, quality varied gready
from mine to mine and even changed in the same mines as they became older and
deeper.88)
According to the most important prerequisite of 19th century combustion
technology, ratings were based on the lbs of water converted into steam per lb of coal.
Coal was also ranked according to the amount of ash, the carbon content, the quantity of
oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and sulphur. On the one hand, the higher quantity of
hydrocarbons, the volatile matter of the carbon content which determines the heat
energy of the coal, gave Northem district coal the higher aggregate rating: yet, its higher
volatility and its greater extraneous mineral content also made it prone to spontaneous
combustion.
In the 19th century, for steam purposes ash content and the amount of clinker
generated was critical also. Too much ash created by foreign matter not separated from
the coal at the mine, wasted too much space in ships' bunkers and locomotives'
tenders.89) Consumers also objected to paying for non-combustible matter. Yet, too
little ash content in the coal itself could cause premature deterioration to fire-box grates
because ash protected them from direct contact with the layers of hot cUnker that
formed as part of the combustion process.90) Too much clinker formation was also
undesirable for 19th century fire-boxes because it hindered combustion and necessitated
additional labour costs for their frequent stoking and cleaning.91)The Woolwich tests
88) ibid.,p.\44. Coal from the Victoria Tunnel seam mined at the Burwood Estate from 1849 to 1864 was
described after testing in 1850 by the Colony's Geological Surveyor, S.Stutchbury, as an adequate steam
coal incorrectly used by the Australian Gas Light Company for gas making even though the Yard seam
was more suitable. However, the Yard seam was too thin to mine economically. Coalmining pragmatism
eventually led to the mining of the Borehole seam bearing a general purpose coal suited to gas making
and steam raising, the main uses for coal in the 19th century. In 1848 as a result of test drilling for better
coal, the AACo found a 10 foot seam of coal on its land, which, as its size suggests, could not have been
the Yard seam, but was most probably the Borehole seam. In the mid 50's the Co then developed a new
mine, the 'D' pit, in the newly discovered Borehole seam. Soon, owing to the superiority of Borehole
seam coal the Browns developed the seam on their property at Minmi. The newcomers, the Newcastle
Wallsend Co, the Lambton mine and the Waratah mine also mined the Borehole seam which yielded 140
million tons tor the remainder of the century; Gregson, op.cit., pp.131,157; Tumer PhD,p.l44.
89) Tumer PhD,p. 145.
90) ibid.
91) Department of Mines Report 1879,p.30.
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established that NSW coal raised nearly as much steam per lb of coal as coal from the
north of England, but not as much as Welsh coal.92) Generally, the Northem and
Southem district coal was higher in ash content and created more cUnker, but there were
vast disparities between Northem district mines and between the districts.93)
The Victoria Tunnel seam coal from the Newcastle Coal and Copper Go's
Redhead mine had the highest clinker and ash content of all Northem district coal
tested.94)Minmi coal was only slightly better, but overall Northem coal made less
clinker and ash than the coal from the BeUambi and MtKeira mines.95)Not surprisingly,
the amount of extraneous matter was closely scmtinised by the coalowners and the
contentious issue of the purity of coal formed the basis of several union practices
discussed in Chapter III as well as rivalry between mines.
The analysis of the constituent components of NSW coal was repeated
constantly during the 19th and 20th century by the Department of Mines' geological
staff and became accepted as an article of faith. The Department of Mines performed
these tests in the interest of private enterprise even though the state derived no direct
benefit until 1884 when royalties were stmck on coal. Despite the Department's
apparent disinterest, its test results gave a govemment imprimatur to the Newcastle
owners, who had the strongest parliamentary links and the biggest NSWGR contracts.
Consequendy, the domination of the major markets by the Northem district was a priori
accepted as fact by Southem owners, who, like Westem district owners, tumed the
deficiency of infrastmcture and the disparity of quality to advantage by creating markets
almost exclusively theirs. This was in part possible due to the quality of BuUi seam coal,
which despite its high ash content, by 1880 was considered ideal by the Department of
Mines for use in steamships' boilers, owing to its low volatility.96)
92) Tumer PhD,p. 146.
93) ibid.
94) ibid.
95) ibid.
96) Department of Mines Report 1879, analyses made by W.A.Dixon,'Lecturer on Chemistry at the
iiydney Mechanics School of Arts' and professor A.Liversidge, Sydney University, vide pp.24-30.
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From then, according to the hyperbolism surrounding the quality of various
types of coal, the 'high volatile' Newcasde was a soft, gassy coal, most of which 'would
go up the funnel'.97) in addition, according to the deprecators of Northem coal, high
volatile coal made heavy smoke which caked funnels with soot. To overcome the higher
proportion of ash in BulU seam coal, many ships' boders were designed or modified
with narrower bars and larger gaps in their fire grates to aUow the ash to fall through
more readily.98) in addition, the wider gaps between the bars also gave a stronger
draught which was enhanced by the coal's tendency not to form too much clinker.
For the specially designed boilers, Illawarra coal was superior to Northem coal
and it was cheaper at the pit-head too. However, shipping companies bought it
principally for their bunkers, not for resale.99)ln addition, because of Illawarra coal's
lower specific gravity, ships could carry more of it in their bunkers. According to two
experts, 'it made a difference of four feet to the ton'. 100) Long before the result of the
Department of Mines' tests of 1879 and 1880, these attributes of Illawarra coal were
well known and from the 80's shipping companies bought increasing quantities,
establishing a significant bunkering trade for it in Sydney rather than from the district's
poor harbour facilities. Yet, for gas making, one of the major markets for Newcasde
coal, Illawarra coal was inferior and even the Wollongong gasworks shunned it, or
mixed it with Northem coal.l01)The NSWGR by-passed Illawarra coal for inferior
Western district coal, even on the Illawarra line; not entirely because of the particular
qualities of Illawarra coal, but for reasons explained below.
As well as the indifference to its coal for most purposes, the Southem district's
lack of a protected deep-water facility was the main reason that prevented it from
97) Port Kembla Harbour Committee, evidence R.CReed, manager Gibbs Bright & Co, agents for 20
shipping companies using NSW coal,p.l09.
98) ibid.,Gvidcnc& Reed,p.ll2.
99) ibid.,tvidtnce G.S.Yuill, G.S.Yuill & Co Ltd, shipping agents, p.27.
100) ibid.,evid&ncQ Yuill,p.23; Reed,p.l 13.
101) CFisher,'Competition and Cooperation: Coalowner and CoUier in the Illawarra in the
Nineties',unpublished manuscript not fumished with foomotes, (Fisher ComoetitionV 1977r)l0Department of Mines Report 1880.
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competing effectively in the intercolonial and overseas trades. When steamships
became larger and had deeper draughts, they by-passed the district in favour of Sydney
Harbour. Even sailing vessels requiring much less draught refused to call at the
Illawarra because insurance underwriters 'back home' would not underwrite sail ships
to the South Coast owing to the dangerous nature of the districts' shipping
facilities. 102)The London underwriters' reticence was not assuaged by the development
of jetties at Port Kembla from 1883 which could take ships with draughts up to 28 feet.
According to one witness at the 1897 Port Kembla Harbour Committee, it took three
years to get permission from underwriters to berth steamships at Port Kembla. 103)
Therefore, most Illawarra coal was freighted to Sydney in small steam and sad vessels
where it was transferred to lighters or staiths to service the bunkering and overseas trade
as well as a small portion of the intercolonial markets. 104)
Except for the Metropolitan coUiery which was only 28 miles from Sydney by
rail, but which was not completely finished until 1892, railway freights to Sydney were
prohibitive and not a viable altemative for the collieries further south. However, the
double-handling involved in transhipping coal from the wharves in the Illawarra to
Ughters in Sydney inordinately increased the price of coal by as much as 3/6 per
tonl05)niaking it as dear as Newcasde coal. In addition, transhipment broke up the
round coal and in some cases freight charges made it even dearer than similar
Newcastle coal, eliminating it from the intercolonial, and from the late 80's, from the
overseas, trade too: the undeserved reputation of its inferiority for other than bunker
purposes sealed its fate and made the suppression of hewing rates all the more
necessary.
Owing to the suitability of Illawarra coal for bunkering and the costs of
transhipment, several of the large shipping companies involved in the overseas and

102) Port Kembla Harbour Committee, evidence Yuill,p,23.
103) i^zW.,evidence Reed,p.ll2.
104) ibid.,passim; small quantities were sold for a range of purposes in Sydney too.
105) /6/rf.,evidence Yuill,p.25; captain J.McGeorge,p.98.
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Source; M.G.A.Wilson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australia, An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Character and Areal Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining',PhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962
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intercolonial trades, formed close associations with some of the Southem district mines.
Arguably, these overseas links came into being because British shipping companies
were interested in securing a regular supply of fuel at reduced costs. Consequendy, they
most probably had direct involvement in developing some of the larger mines in the
Illawarra from the 80's. For instance, the London managing director of the MtKembla
Coal and Oil Co was also the London managing director of the P and O shipping
line.106)
These connections assured control over supply, the mystification of price and
quality and also minimised the costs of double-handUng, particularly after Port Kembla
was deepened and extended from 1908.107) Control over the affairs of collieries also
enabled shippers who were involved in markets other than bunkering for their own use,
to substitute customers' preferred coal with a lesser quality, either with the consumers'
knowledge or surreptitiously.
The small mines in the Westem district were even less of a threat to Northern
district owners, although from the 1890's Lithgow coal competed with Teralba mines'
coal, the least preferred Northem district type, in some minor markets. In the domestic
trade such as gasworks and railway contracts all districts competed, but in the markets
traditionally shunned by the Northern district owners because they were logistically
unviable, the Westem district often outmanoeuvered Southem district owners. Despite
this rivalry, the contracts for the NSWGR's Westem line were exclusively the domain
of the Lithgow collieries. In fact, many of them were developed intentionally for this
purpose from around 1869 as the Westem line reached Lithgow. 108)AS mentioned
106) Fisher Competition,p.9.0f the colonial shipping companies. Bums Philp and Mcllwraith McEacham
had representation on die Bellambi colUery's board from at least the 90's and the Adelaide Steamship Co
controlled the board of Corrimal-Balgownie Ltd after 1891, ibid.,p.9; G.S.Yuill of G.S.Yuill & Co Ltd,
'who disposed of the output from the Bulli and Corrimal-Balgownie mines from the 90's, was also
connected to the Adelaide Steamship Co, F.Danvers Power,o/?.czV.,p.87; Fisher Competition,p.9. Yuill
was also an agent for the Orient Line of Steamers, Sands Sydney Directory, Sydney, John Sands, 1880.
F.G.Woolcott-Waley, the manager of the Bellambi Coal Co, had also been a sea captain. Port Kembla
narbour Committee, evidence Woolcott-Waley,p.l07. In 1921 Huddart Parker, which had had
longstanding links with the Metropolitan mine, bought it outright, Huddart Parker,op.czr.,p.27.
107) E.S.Spooner, The History and Development of Port Kembla, Sydney, Department of Works and
Local Govemment, NSW, 1938.
i08) McInnes,op.czr.p.i3.
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above, Westem district mines remained insignificant until the late 70's. By 1871 three
mines, the CooerwuU, the Hermitage and the Eskbankl09) sold only 2,866 tons of coal,
but by 1880 the Eskbank, Bowenfels, CooerwuU, Vale of Clwydd and Lithgow VaUey
mines sold more than 146,000 tons.HO) Despite the development of local industries,
such as brick and pottery works, iron ore smelters, as weU as a small trade in Sydney,
and partly because of Lithgow's isolation from the sea-board, for the remamder of the
century the NSWGR remained the Westem district's largest customer.
Lithgow coal was also excluded from the export markets because of its high ash
content. Whereas, in steam-raising tests it was only slighdy less efficient than Northem
district coal, tests in 1875, consistent with those performed later in the century,
constantly showed ash content approximately twice as high as in Northem district
coal.lll)Westem district coal, 'known as Scotch flints were very hard, and semianthractic especially suitable for smelting purposes', posed no threat to Northem district
coal purported to be ideal. 112)
Notwithstanding the impediment of distance and quality, Lithgow coal was
easily and cheaply mined. With good, solid strata for roof and floor, as well as being
virtually gas free, the district's slightly inclined seams were not affected by faulting or
intmsions which in the other districts could make seams disappear. In several of the
collieries, the coal was mined from adits driven from where the seam outcropped, and in
those collieries where shafts were required they were scarcely more than 200 feet
deep. 113)Similar to earlier Southem district mines, these fortuitous circumstances
required little capital outlay for development, usually costly components in any mine's
cost stmcture and future profitability.

\09)ibid.,-p.l6.
no) ibid.

111) Department of Mines Report 1875, 1879, 1880; E.FPitman, The Mineral Resources of New South
Wales, Sydney, Department of Mines, 1901,pp.340, 345.
112) Huntington,o/7.a7.,p.l84.
113) Danvers Power,op.c/r.,pp.98,108,114.
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The coal was also relatively easily separated from 'die soUd' by hewers with a
nunimum amount of undercutting or explosives, unlike in the other districts' mines.
Nevertheless, even though 'the quantity raised per person per year' recorded in the
Department of Mines Reports from 1875 indicates a productivity rate twice and,
sometimes nearly three times as high as in the Northem district, the same caution issued
regarding hewing rates in the Illawarra applies. As in the Southem district, owing to low
hewing rates, most probably hewers were made to work harder and longer than those in
the Northem district.
Despite the district's shortcomings, Lithgow owners tumed their isolation to
their benefit by monopolising the Westem lines contracts. As the Westem railway
network extended westward, and as branch lines proliferated on the main Southem line
from which the Southem district was isolated logistically, Lithgow coal became
essential so that the owners were able to form associations from 1875 which dictated
prices to the NSWGR. 114)
fronically, the ability to form selling combinations, whose extortionate practices
still kept Lithgow coal far below prices charged in the other districts, was made possible
because of the modifications the NSWGR had made to the fire grates of its Westem line
goods trains' locomotives to accommodate the high ash content of Westem district
coal.ll5)Consequently, regardless of periods of rapacious competition and price cutting
in the district, the capture of NSWGR business, propitious geological conditions and
low hewing rates created large profits. Between 1880 and 1884 the Lithgow Valley Co
paid dividends and bonuses up to 78 per cent of its nominal capital. The Vale of Clwydd
colUery, a smaUer competitor, paid dividends between 1881 and 1884, except for one
half-year, which amounted to 471/2 per cent of its nominal capital of £30,000.116)
Despite the insignificance of production in the Southem district and the absence
of any real competition from the Westem district until the tum of die century, from the

114) Mclnnes, op.cit.,l3.
115) ibid.,p.l3.
116) ibid.,i>.l6.
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early 60's, owing to excess capacity, in the Northem district average prices feU from
12/10 per ton in 1862 to 8/4 in 1866. To combat falling prices, the seven largest
Northem producers, the AACo, J.& A.Brown, Newcastle Wallsend, the Newcasde Coal
and Copper Co, Lambton, Waratah and the Co-operative colliery entered into a shaky
price agreement with a minimum of 9/3 per ton for round, screened coal. 117) Initially
intending to form a vend similar to those in Britain which limited production and prices,
this flimsy arrangement was the best the Newcastle owners could manage owing to the
obstructiveness of the Scottish Australian Company's Lambton mine under its
intractable mine manager T.Croudace and Australian manager R.A.Morehead.ll8)
Lambton's withdrawal from the price agreement and the Browns' speculative shipments
to Melboume caused Newcastle prices to plummet to 8/- per tonll9)in 1868 and the
'value' or price per ton for the entire Colony fell from 8/9 per ton in 1868 to scarcely
more than 11- per ton in 1871, the lowest it had been since 1851. In response to this
situation, towards the end of 1872, the AACo, J.& A.Brown, Newcastle Wallsend,
Waratah and the Co-operative colliery agreed to form a vend 120) which did not include
Lambton because it held aloof. 121)
The Vend created an equanimity in trade practices as well as industrial relations
unmatched before or since. Known as Associated Northem Collieries,(ANC), the Vend
allocated quotas to each member based on sales of the previous two years with penalties
for overselling and compensation for insufficient sales. 122) The Vend also determined
117) Tumer PhD,p.l80.

118) R.Gollan,'Newcastle Miners and Colliery Proprietors, l^6Q-%Q'Jioyal Australian Historical Society
Journal and Proceedings, Vol 45, 1959, Part 2,p.70. The scheme was also soon undermined by J.&
A.Brown, who undercut the minimum price by sending speculative shipments to Sydney and Melboume
underselling the retailers there, who bought at Newcastle at the agreed price. Nevertheless, the scheme
lasted until Waratah withdrew in 1868 and Lambton did too a little later, probably due to the Browns,
who taking up a lease of 270 acres surrendered to the Crown by the Lambton Co earher, established a
colliery there in 1868 they named New Lambton; vide Tumer PhD,p.228.
119)zWd.,p.230.
120) ibid.,p.246.
121) The Newcasde Coal and Copper Co had ceased to operate.
122) Tumer PhD,p.246; R.Gollan, 'Newcastle Miners and Colliery Proorietors. iRm-RO'.Rnyal
Australian Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, Vol 45,1959, Part 2,p.74.
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prices which it increased to 11/- per ton in January 1873 and again in June, to 14/- per
ton. 123) Profits and dividends of member companies soared: the AACo's profits
increased from 1/4 per ton in 1872 to 4/8 per ton in 1873 and 4/9 in 1874.124) The
Newcastle Wallsend Co whose £10 shares had been selUng at £5 in 1873 soon paid
dividends of £9-10-0.125)
However, as was customarily the case in the industry, high prices attracted new
capital for new mines and invited competition, in this instance from the Southem
district where production doubled between 1872 and 1879. Nevertheless, the Southem
district still only produced 16.86 per cent of total production in 1879 and presented no
real threat. However, the halcyon era between 1872 and 1879 was one of the reasons
why British capital, withdrawn from its usual circulation, was invested in the Southem
district from the 1880's, thereby aggravating and magnifying excess capacity.
By 1878 the Vend was already showing signs of its future disintegration.
Goaded by the Lambton mine's undercutting of Vend prices and the 121/2 per cent
discount Lambton offered on large orders. Vend members surreptitiously began selling
coal under the declared price. 126)TO prevent the Vend's total collapse and a retum to
the mles of the jungle, ANC formed a modified vend with a central shipping manager
who suppUed unspecified coal from a central pool. The anonymity of the suppUers
supposedly eliminated the traditional biases and preferences among buyers, minimised
the practice of shipping on colliery account and temporarily prevented underselUng.
However, although the agreement rigidly controlled minimum prices, its
enforcement caused a reduction in sales to the advantage of outsiders who had no need
to observe the bench-mark and whose sales increased. 127)uitimately, the collapse of
123) ibid.,-pp.l4, 75; Tumer PhD,p.247.
124) ibid.,p.241.
125) ibid.,p.24S; From 1875 to 1878 the Co also deUberately undersold its quota to receive the liheral
compensation available from the Vend. With the high profits made from increased prices and
compensation, it acquired additional leases and featherbedded its reserve capital; extrapolated from
ibid.,p.248.
126) Tumer PhD,p.251.
127) ibid.,p.263.
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the Vend was caused by a lack of demand in the overseas and intercolonial
trades. 128)The average Northem district price plummeted from 12/9 per ton in 1879 to
8/6 per ton in 1880: some miners were reported in newspapers as starving. At Minmi,
miners only worked 12 days between Christmas 1879 and 25 March 1880.129)
The vend agreement, concluded in November 1881, was similar to the previous
scheme. It raised members' prices to 10/- per ton from then and to 11/- in the next year
causing average Northem district prices to rise to 9/11 per ton in 1882 and 10/2 in 1885.
This vend was also a very profitable period for members. For example, the Newcastle
Wallsend Co paid £1-2-6 dividends on its £10 shares in 1881, £2-10-0 in 1882, £3-5-0
in 1883, £4 in 1884 and £5 for every year untd 1887.130)j.& A.Brown, after the sale of
New Lambton a much smaller concem, eamed at least £25,000 per annum during the
same period. 13l)Like the previous vend, this one contained the beginnings of its own
destmction, as well as the entire industry's viability, owing to the glut of investment
that followed its success.
The large influx of capital invested from 1880 or so, increased the total number
of mines in NSW from 40 in 1881 to 102 in 1891, more than doubling production from
1,769,597 tons over the period. This surge in investment was mainly due to increasing
demand in the intercolonial trade in which sales grew from 443,387 tons in 1879 to
1,135,732 tons in 1889. There was also a steady increase in domestic demand and a
trebling of sales in the overseas trade during the period. Proofing and development of
coal resources nearest infrastmcture was intense. Near Newcastle, where most of the
best land was leased or alienated and not avadable, large investors developed mines on

128) ibid.,pp.264,265.
129) ibid.,-p.265.
130) ibid.,p.301.
131) ibid.,p.30S.
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smaU parcels of land on the water's edge, mining Borehole seam coal under the Hunter
River, Newcasde Harbour and the immediate sea shore. 132)
Due to another manifestation of the cosy relationship between the owners and
NSW govemments, mining coal under water became possible after the enactment of the
1884 Crown Lands Act. Mineral rights under rivers and tidal waters, to which tide
previously was unclear, became vested in the Crown. This was one of the instances in
the industry's relationship with the state where the coalowners' benefited from a
conflict of interest within the state itself. On the one hand, the Department of Mines had
always resisted the mining of coal under water because it was too hazardous. However,
owing to the exigencies of the boom and the shortage of suitable coal-bearing land, the
coalowners, through their influence in parliament, determined that the laws governing
submarine mining should change. On the other hand, while the legislative change
usurped the objections of the Department of Mines, the Treasury benefited from the
royalties stmck on the new leases 133) and the coalowners became subject to a small
sphere of state influence. The attraction to submarine mining is easy to see. If
speculators survived the costly and risky sinking of shafts under water, their mines had
the advantage of transport costs over most mines, even the oldest established mines
conventionally, entirely situated on land.
North-west of Newcastle the first of the large mines working the famous GretaCessnock-Maitland coalfields began operations in the 80's too. These mines worked the
132) Several of the new, larger 'estuarine' pits, such as the well-capitalised Stockton Coal Mining Co, the
Wickham and Bullock Island Co and the Hetton Co, were very successful after initial, major impediments
in shaftsinking and a continuous drainage problem due to water seepage. Despite these setbacks their
advantageous position and quality of coal inspired owners of traditional mines, such as the AACo and
Femdale, to develop estuarine mines too; the former, the New Winning or Sea Pit, under the ocean
slighdy south of the Harbour, and the latter a mine by the same name at Throsby Creek, an estuary of the
Hunter River. The Newcastle Coal Mining Co, founded in 1877, upon becoming one of the Colony's
largest producers in the 80's, secured the right from the Crown to mine under the sea 100 feet beyond the
high-tide mark. Submarine mines had long lives and contributed heavily to excess capacity;
A.Atkinson,'Working Coal Under The River Hunter, The Pacific Ocean And Its Tidal Waters, Near
Newcastle, In The State of New South Wales',Transactions of the Institution of Mining Engineer.'!.
Newcasde-upon-Tyne, Vol XXIH-1901-1902, pp.631, 649,650.651; Kingswell,op.czf.,pp.21,35-40.; the
Femdale colliery was closed in 1886 after Throsby Creek inundated the mine killing one miner and the
severe cmshing of pillars at Stockton, Wickham and Bullock Island and Hetton collieries, all due to
careless management; vide Atkinson,op.czV.,pp.620, 630-635.
133) Even though on a large proportion of coal royalties were not payable, until 1947 coal was the major
contributor to mineral royalties.
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north-eastem portion of the region known alternatively as the East Maidand coalfield or
the Greta district. These were all deliberately developed on the Great Northem Line
approximately 30 miles from Newcastle, unlike the more important mines developed
from the tum of the century to the south-west in the Maidand-Cessnock or South
Maidand coalfield, whose sites were selected owing to the quality of coal, not the
availability of transport facilities.
In 1888, the Richmond Vale Coal Co began sinking shafts ten miles south of
East Maitland, for the first ever mine on the, later renowned. South Maitland coalfield.
However, due to the onset of the depression, the Co and others failed. These were
under-capitalised boom pits, perhaps unaware of the coalfield's real potential.
Subsequently, John 'Baron' Brown bought Richmond Vale, the best coal property in
NSW, for only £39,000 in 1897 at a price scarcely higher than that normally paid for
agricultural land in the area.l34)Other than sinking trial bores, the development of the
South Maitland coalfield was postponed until the end of the century after the increase in
prices signalled the end of the depression. In spite of its ten mile distance from the Great
Northem Railway, interest in the South Maidand coalfield was stimulated by the survey
of the area in 1886-87 by T.W.E.David, the colonial geological surveyor,135) because
of the thickness of the Greta seam and its supposed superiority in steam raising and gas
making. The Department of Mines, reaUsing the potential of the South Maidand
coalfield, reserved an area of 23,700 acres 'in the interests of coal-mining'.136)
In December 1900 the Browns developed the Pelaw Main colliery adjacent to
the Richmond property. Together with the East Greta Coal Mining Co, whose coUiery,
the Stanford Merthyr opened in 1900 also,137) Baron Brown was poised as the

134) Tumer Masters,pp. 164,165.
135) Later David was professor of geology and mineralogy at Sydney University.

136) L.Jones, The Coal Resources of the Southern Portion of the Maitland-Cessnock-Greta District
Sydney, Department of Mines, 1939,p.6.
137) ibid.,p.l.
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vanguard of a technological and marketing revolution which shifted the focus of
production from Newcastle to South Maitland in the manner described in Chapter III.
In 1887 shaftsinking began for die British-capitalised Metropolitan mine at
Helensburgh, the northem-most colliery in the Southem district, and, only 28 miles by
rail from Sydney. The land on which the mine was developed comprised 22,000 acres,
leased from the Crown and private lessors, making it the largest coal holding in
NSW.138) The mine's advantageous location had been made possible by its strong
connections in parliament, which was still replete with coalowners and parliamentarians
who had interests in associated industries. 139)
Situated closer to Sydney than any other mine in the Colony, except for the
Sydney Harbour colliery which did not produce until 1914, the mine's long period of
development paid immediate dividends on completion because of the lucrative NSWGP.
and naval contracts it secured by virtue of its advantageous location and political
connections. The latter included five-times former Premier Sir Henry Parkes and Sir
William McMdlan. McMillan, a wealthy entrepeneur, nicknamed McMillion, was
Colonial Treasurer from 1887 to 1889, as well as the chairman of the Metropolitan Coal
Company's colonial board of directors.
Not surprisingly, competition for market share increased in mercurial fashion as
a result of the surge in the number of mines, though not so much against the Northem
district, because, as explained above, its markets were generally out of reach of the
Southem district owners. For all the districts the 90's were the ultimate manifestation of
an excess number of mines competing for markets, rather than a depression; although
expanding, markets were too small to absorb the industry's excess capacity. Except for
the Westem district which experienced a severe fall in sales, in the other districts
138) At that time the deepest mine in the Colony, its 1100 feet shafts and extensive pit-top facilities
required five years to complete before it began production proper, Danvers Power,op.ciL,p.l48;
G.Sellers, The Illawarra Coalfield-A Brief History to 1905, Australian Institute of Mining. 1976.Dp.20.
21.
139) During 1887-88 22 Legislative Councillors were directors of coalmines and a further three
Councillors had extensive interests in associated companies. At least 25 of the Legislative Assembly's
124 members were directors or owners of coalmines and two were directors of steam navigation
companies. Out of the ten Ministers in the Parkes Ministry, seven were owners or directors of coalmines,
vide, Dingsdag Bulh, pp.15,16.
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intermittency increased and prices fell, but sales continued to rise. In the major districts
the downtum in prices was prolonged and there were two years marked by a drop in
sales, but overall the so-called depression was not nearly as severe as coalowners or
miners made out, nor was it as severe as it is portrayed in a vast range of literature
published since the 1960's, discussed in Chapter II.
In fact, contrary to other sectors of the economy in which the depression began
in the early 90's, if there was a depression in the coalmining industry at aU, it began
early in 1889 for the Northem district but not for the Southem district. Illawarra coal
fetched high prices in 1888 and 1889 due to the general coal strike in the Northem
district, creating a continued, but temporary demand for it in Sydney beyond the strike.
However, although sales continued to rise for the rest of the 90's, from 1889 the average
price for Southem coal fell sharply from 8/3 per ton to 5/3 between 1894 and 1896 and
reached 4/9 per ton in 1898 from where it recovered to 5/5 per ton in 1900.
In 1893, to cushion the effects of the 90's, five of the Illawarra owners formed a
vend, the Southem Coal Owners' Association,(SCOA). Initially comprising Coalcliff,
South Bulli, MtPleasant, Osbome-Wallsend and MtKembla, Corrimal-Balgownie, BulU,
North Bulli, South Clifton and Metropolitan remained outside. 140) Similar to the
Newcastle vends, SCO A apportioned sales at a minimum price through offices at Port
Kembla and Sydney. As the 'depression' continued to force prices downwards,
intensifying excess capacity and competition forced several outsiders to become
members. 141)

140) Port Kembla Harbour Committee,p.29.

141) The railway pit. Metropolitan, joined after it lost some of its railway and naval business in 1896;
vide Fisher Competition,p.24. South Clifton, also far enough north to be a railway mine, briefly supplied
some railway coal to SCO A, but remained independent forming an association with Scott Fell & Co, a
shipping agent; 'Royal Commission to Inquire into the Coal-Mining Industry And The Trade In
South Wales, 1919-1920, Minutes of Evidence', (Campbell Commission^, evidence E.G.Wey
manager SCOA,p.l78; Danvers Power,op.cz7.,p.87. Bulli, which owing to the natural cindering of its coal,
ran intofinancialdifficulties and became the property of G.Adams, a well known entrepeneur in 1893,
spumed SCOA for the remainder of the century. Corrimal-Balgownie, briefly a member while the
Southem Coal Co leased its property, retained G.S.Yuill as its shipping agent until at least 1912; The
Romantic Career of George Adams, Melboume, J.G.Geoghegan; Port Kembla Harbour Committee,p.29;
Danvers Power, c»p.cz7.,p.87. North Bulli did not join and it failed in 1896; Port Kembla Harbo'ir
Committee,p.60. Despite the frequent coming and going of members, SCOA tenuously survived until at
least 1929.
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Source; M.G.A.Wilson,'The Coalfields of Eastern Australia, An Examination of the Rise,
Contemporary Character and Areal Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining',PhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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In the Westem district the number of collieries never exceeded five until 1882
from when they increased from six in 1882 to 18 in 1888. Due to the lucrativeness of
trade, a substantial proportion of the newer coHieries were situated away from Lithgow
to the south-east, at Katoomba in the Blue Mountains, and to the north-east at
Wallerawang and Cullen Bullen. As mentioned above, combinations had existed among
the collieries near Lithgow from 1875. The first of these associations was based on an
agreement between the major mines to supply coal to the NSWGR even though the
Lithgow Valley Co actually held the contract. 142)This association disintegrated in 1876
and resulted in a free for all to gain the NSWGR contract. 143) After a period of relative
equanimity, in 1883 the Zig Zag colliery, a large mine located near Lithgow, rekindled
old enmities. These were overcome by including Zig Zag in a new association.
Associated Lithgow Collieries, formed in 1884.144)
However, in 1888 the association's virtual monopoly was severely challenged
by the opening of a large concem, the Vale colliery, which in association with two small
outsiders wrested the NSWGR contract from Associated Collieries. 145) The low tender
that had secured the contract put Associated Collieries under severe economic strain and
it disintegrated in 1890.146)Even though sales in the district increased by 41.8 per cent
from 197,639 tons in 1882 to 339,594 tons in 1888, productive capacity exceeded
demand. In 1889 another large concem, the Oakey Park colliery, situated slighdy to the
north of Lithgow, compounded excess capacity at a time when the depression set in and
sales fed from 343,232 tons in 1890 to 190,371 tons in 1893.

142) McInnes,op.czr.,p.l4.
143) In 1878, the Lithgow Valley Co, \h& Eskbank and the Vale of Clwydd collieries jointiy secured the
railway contract by paying the Bowenfels mine 6d per ton on the coal sold to the NSWGR not to join the
combination because its coal was inferior, vide, ibid.,-p.l5.
144) Associated ColUeries, also comprising Eskbank coUiery and the Lithgow VaUev Co, which besides
the Lithgow Valley mme owned the Hermitage and Bowenfels mines, gained the railway contract from
1885 to 1887. After two years of unprofitable trading outside Associated CoUieries, Vale of Cwlydd too
rejoined it in 1887, vide, ibid.,-p.n.
145) ibid.,p.l9.
146)zWd.,pp.l9,20.
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Owing to the preference given to the 'superior' Oakey Park coall47)and the
effects of reduced sales to the NSWGR, which owing to the depression required less
coal, the former members of Associated Collieries, as weU as the Vale Colliery and
Oakey Park formed die Lithgow Coal Association,(LCA), in 1892. Ldce SCOA die
LCA established an office in Sydney supplying the majority of its collieries' output to
the NSWGR. Until 1904, despite the security of NSWGR contracts, tonnages to the
railway remained low. Average Westem district prices, which were severely depressed
at 4/6 per ton in 1893, sank even lower, to 4/2 by 1899, a far cry from the 5/7 per ton
average in 1888.148)
In 1903 the LCA attempted to counteract its precarious foothold in interdistrict
competition by buying shares in B.Bymes Ltd, a merchant dealing in coal since the
1870's.l49) In doing so, the LCA formadsed an arrangement it had had with Byrnes
since 1897 enabling it to dispose of coal for land purposes in Sydney outside a 25 mile
radius from the GPOl50)by arrangement with the Northem district owners. Although
SCOA and the LCA were in direct competition, they nonetheless jointly purchased
shares in B.Bymes Ltd in an effort to mitigate Newcasde's domination. 151) In the
Southem and Northem districts sales did not fall during the 90's, but they shared the
dilemma of excess capacity; their real difficulty was the reduction in the rate of
expansion experienced during the 80's, particularly in the Northem district. In the

147) vide pp.88, 232 Campbell Commission, that the preference for one coal over others was as much
supposition as based on scientific fact.
148) The diminishing amounts sold to the NSWGR also forced the LCA to look for other markets,
principaUy by petitioning the RaUway Commissioners for freight concessions to Sydney. EventuaUy, the
NSWGR granted a special 'shipping rate' which enabled the LCA to compete in the bunkering and
overseas trade. From the tum of the century until 1909-10 these markets formed a substantial portion of
the LCA's business. However, this respite was brief. Despite the NSWGR's concessions, the costs of
freightage precluded effective competition and the district retumed to its former status, predominantiy
supplying the NSWGR, vide Mclnnes,op.cit., pp.63,64; Campbell Commission, evidence J.S.Bragg,
secretary LCA,p.234.
i4y) Campoetl Commission, evidence J Johnston, general manager B.Bymes Ltd; Bragg,p.236.
150) z6zrf.,evidence Bragg,p.228.
151) z6zd.,evidence Johnson,pp.l22,168; Howard Smith Ltd bought the shipping side of B.Bymes, most
probably because SCOA and the LCA were prohibited from acquiring the company in its entiretv from
fear ot retribution from tlie Northem district.
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Southem and Northem districts combined, the number of mines soared from
approximately 30 in 1879 to 80 in 1889 and continued to rise to 87 in 1893: sales rose
by 127.28 per cent from 1,463,339 tons in 1879 to 3,325,919 tons in 1889. However,
from 1889 this rate of growth lost ground. Whde sales increased by 9.18 per cent from
1889 to 3,631,391 tons in 1896, a disproportionately larger number of mines had to
share markets which had expanded at only a fraction of the rate of output. For many
mines this level of demand reduced volume of sales in real terms and proportionately.
Because the Northem district had attracted the largest influx of capital from
1880 or so, it was the worst affected by excess capacity. Consequendy, in 1889 the
proliferation of existing mines, those undergoing additional development and those not
yet producing in the Northem district alone were capable of producing almost seven
million tons per annuml52)whereas sales for the three districts combined only
amounted to 3,655,632 tons. This was the ultimate expression of excess capacity during
the 19th century, on the brink of an era with worse yet to come.
The industry's innate capacity to produce more and more was basic to its entire
practices and fundamental to the relations of production during the 19th century as well
as the 20th century. Despite much failure, frequent intermittency caused by shipping
hold-ups or by capricious demand, for the survivors the industry was lucrative: indeed,
the most ferocious competitors and the more conservative traders, like the AACo, who
shunned the shady practices of the Browns and others, but who had superior resources
at their disposal, thrived on free market competition unconstrained by govemment.
Contradictorily, however, laissez-faire was an unattainable ideal which could not be
realised unless it was subject to much govemment protection. Even diough they could
not have achieved their laissez-faire desideratum without the state providing land,
infrastmcture and labour, govemment regulation in the production process proper or

152) Extrapolated trom Kingswell op.cit. Thisfigure,actually, 6,954,000 tons, is based on the productive
capacity Kingswell attributes to the mines in his work. The actual capacity of the entire district was most
probably far greater, as Kingswell intentionally omits the smaller mines. Further, KingsweU has not done
his sums closely. There is a vast disparity between his predicted productive capacity of 3 miUion
tons,(p.49), and the totals he cites for individual colUeries. Despite Kingswell's omission of many smaller
mines, his work is the only exposition which gives any indication of the innate productive potential of the
Northem district and its intluence over the entire industry's excess capacity which was even greater yet.
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distribution was anathema to the coalowners. Therefore, when protectionism, and, after
the tum of the century, new protectionism, became the new fiscal order of supposedly
previously freetrade NSW and threatened customary freedoms by the regulation of the
reproduction of labour power, NSW owners were in the forefront of thwarting Industrial
Arbitration.
During the 19th century and until the outbreak of World War Two, the owners
relied on controlling demand by manipulating supply. This strategy entailed eliminating
competitors by swamping the market and reducing prices or forming combinations
which inflated prices and destroyed outsiders. Yet, even under the relatively successful
vends of the 70's and 80's both methods relied on supply that was larger than demand.
Consequently, despite strong shipping links and disparities in the quality of coal, market
shares were never strongly defined and were always subject to fluctuating demand
further attenuated by climatic conditions. Nevertheless, the superiority of its harbour
and its pre-eminent links to the largest shippers gave the Northem district vast
advantage over the Southem district. With the exception of supply to the NSWGR's
southem and westem lines, both districts eclipsed the Westem district in all other trades.
This hierarchy and the competitiveness it engendered was made possible by the near
absence of govemment in production and distribution.
Unfettered freedom of employers at the point of production and in the market
place was already institutionalised before responsible govemment. In the instance of the
coalmining industry, even though the AACo had a govemment monopoly, the Co had
all the advantages coalowners later expected from the state-protected laissez-faire that
developed under responsible govemment.
In production the owners had very little interference from the Department of
Mines, either in regulations stipulating production techniques, the number of mines
opened or the amount produced. Safety

and health legislation was of no

consequence.The labour market at the point of production was totally unregulated too,
although, as mentioned in the next chapter, the state was very active in bringing
migrants to NSW with the intention of making labour readily available for all industries,
not coalmining specifically. With the exception of unworkable private arbitration in the

Newcastle district, there was no govemment regulation of industrial relations. In the
other facets of the reproduction of labour power the state provided very basic services,
although, as shown in Chapter II, many owners voluntarily supported social and cultural
institutions: social insurance was a private concem to which miners contributed most of
the share, and owners a modest portion. The state also provided militia during strikes
and lock-outs to protect the owners' property and to enforce the right they perceived
they had to coerce the workforce to work (or not) under their terms.
This haven of laissez-faire was supplemented by a strong interventionist policy
in the provision of accessible coal-bearing land, free infrastmcture and a total absence
of coal royalties untd 1884, fodowed by absurdly low royalty charges. Their free reign
in production and distribution also compounded excess capacity; instead of alleviating
competition by driving competitors to the wall, the owners intensified it by creating
more excess capacity. Seemingly unlimited reserves of coal made available under
liberal land and royalty legislation were responsible for the owners' wasteful mining
methods which eventually sapped the reserves of coal that were economically
recoverable at the outbreak of World War Two.
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Chapter II
This chapter demonstrates that the idiosyncrasies of the relations of production
which were the basis for much of the marketing strategies devised by the owners also
shaped industrial relations. It also renders a re-interpretation of the class dynamics of
the coalmining industry. It describes how the uncertainties of intermittency forced
miners, particularly hewers, to vacdlate between confrontation and collaboration with
the owners. It shows too that while the engagement of the majority of the workforce on
piecework suited the vagaries of transport by ship, this mode of employment had
several drawbacks for the owners also. The chapter also particularises a hidden
ideological component in the relations of production at the workplace proper which
blurred the hewers' class consciousness. While the realities of the strenuousness of
mining labour and the discontinuity of employment forged the quintessential conditions
for class confrontation, the uncertainty of income led to pervasive codaboration with the
owners.
This ideological delusion was also closely interwoven with the bourgeois
respectability the hewers attempted to emulate away from the mine. Here the realities of
the exploitative nature of the relations of production seemed to disappear. This lack of
class cohesion in part had its basis in the miners' typical habitat which more often than
not was located on company-owned land or in isolated vdlages situated near mines.
There the social relations of production reinforced the meagre class awareness
generated at the workplace. Mineworkers on wages too were subject to a similar social
and cultural influence. They were subject to the same intermittency of employment as
contract miners, but had little common cause. In fact, hewers purposely excluded offhand workers from district unions and socially.
Solidarity between lodges and the districts was often precarious too. Owing to
the influence of geology and location on custom and practice, as well as the
intermittency of trade and employment that affected each mine disparately, district
industrial action was very difficult to arrange. Disparities were magnified even more
between the districts and the district unions scarcely made common cause, despite
several attempts. Yet, notwithstanding die lack of district and interdistrict cohesion, the
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coalmining industry was one of the nation's most disputatious industries and remained
so until the 1950's. For, despite the hewers' coUaborationist tendencies, economic
reality and a tenuous control of the production process made them to resort to the use of
the impromptu, or wild-cat strike.
The chapter explains die hewers' disposition towards workplace militancy on
the one hand and their disregard for unionism on the other. It also demonstrates how the
hewers' fluctuating economic circumstances and the inextricable link between geology
and differentation in income militated against unionism in general. This explanation is
fundamental to an understanding of the centripetal nature of district unionism and more
importandy that of its successor, the Miners' Federation, which was formed from the
disparate district unions in 1915. One of the constant straggles of district unions and
later the Miners' Federation was to subordinate parochial self-interest to district and
national issues.
Many commentators on the NSW coalmining industry have equated the hewers'
individualistic militancy with an adhesion to trade union solidarity and political
radicalism which the hewers, or other mineworkers never embraced. This chapter shows
how they confuse the hewers' individualistic devotion to bread and butter issues with
union solidarity and political militancy. In conflating these disparate phenomena, they
have attributed a political radicalism to a nebulously defined workforce comprising
'miners' without paying attention to the class divisions and antagonism between the
hewers, other contract workers and off-hand labourers.
In refuting these myths, this chapter also lays to rest assumptions regarding
miners' working-class consciousness, supposedly inspired by the economic downtum of
the 80's and the subsequent depression, which, according to convention, led to die
formation of the Labor Party in NSW in 1891. In doing so the chapter establishes that
for the coalmining industry the depression was not as severe as commonly portrayed
and that class relations were not as polarised as suggested by many labour historians,
particularly those belonging to the left. Piecework individuadsm was the dominant
feature of the industry. The chapter refutes the 'black-hole-in-the-ground' condition,
which, as several historians hold, tumed miners into staunch unionists and political

radicals. To the contrary, this chapter evinces that worsening conditions did not make
them solid unionists or socialists, but greedier individuals.

Evolving from a non-capitalist mode of production under the convict system,
from the arrival of the first 'free' miners from Britain in 1840, the normal wage-labour
relationship was blurred by the piecework system. Miners engaged under payment by
result considered themselves self-employed and not wage-labour workers or fettered by
the discipline of 'day-wage' work like 'off-hand' men, labourers who performed the
ancillary duties away from the face and at the pit-top. Like the petty bourgeois
tradesmen in other occupations they endeavoured to emulate, hewers and other
'contract' mineworkers attempted to regulate their hours of work and placed limitations
on their productivity. The hewers' hankering after bourgeois status became apparent
almost immediately after the earliest free miners in the AACo's mines broke the
contracts under which they were brought to NSW from Britain. By 1860, when they
were charged under the Masters and Servants Act, they defended the charges by
claiming they were not subject to the Act because they were self-employed. 1)
The intermittency of employment caused by excess capacity had a pervasive
influence on the miners. It shaped their life-style, their ideology and made them form
unions almost from the arrival of the first free British miners in 1840 in the AACo's
mines. Although they flouted the Masters and Servants Act, in part on account of their
misplaced class awareness, miners used the strike against their employers whenever
necessary. Many of 37 AACo miners did so in 1840 after having been brought to NSW
from Britain at the Go's expense to work indentured for seven years for rations,
accommodation and £1 per week.2)
They stmck not for higher wages, but,'...to be paid by thejob or piece...'3)ln
doing so, they transposed to NSW their traditional terms of employment, with which.

1) Gollan Miners, p.35; Tumer PhD, pp.170-176.
2)TumerPhD,p.88.
3) ibid.,^.S9.
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despite its shortcomings, they were familiar. Also, their entire range of skills and
methods of working were based on the piecework system. The AACo retaliated with a
form of defence that also became accepted practice: it created a stockpde of 5,000 tons,
and in this instance, by also paying its convict miners piece rates instead of their
customary rations,4)forced the recalcitrant strikers back to work.
Subsequent to this episode, no matter how carefully, nor whence the AACo
selected its miners, they all brought in their 'invisible luggage' the practices which had
long flourished in the various districts of England, Wales and Scotland. From the early
40's, a multitude of British practices5) were modified and standardised to suit the
geology of Northem district mines. These practices were adapted in the illegal mines
too and by the miners in the profusion of mines following the cessation of the AACo's
monopoly. As miners were brought to NSW they formed 'union clubs' or lodges at
some of the district's mines.6) These grew in strength as the depression waned by 1849
on account of the impetus from the Califomian goldmshes.
In 1850 AACo miners successfully strack for a 6d per ton increase on the
hewing rate, bringing it to 4/6 per ton for large coal'7)and, after the exodus of miners to
the goldfields created a shortage of labour, the remainder formed a district union in
1854. On account of the boom prices the coalowners were getting for their coal, the
union demanded an increase in the hewing rate from the already extraordinarily high 61per ton they were getting, to 8/- per ton.8)However, the AACo refused its miners the

4) ibid.,-p.90.
5) As in NSW, the evolution of British custom, practice and terminology was shaped by the geology and
location of mines too. Coal was mined in many counties, and seams measured from 10" to 10 yards in
thickness with some lying between easily worked strata and odiers between hard rock. Those
circumstances determined the method of working as weU as the system of payment, vide Children's'
Employment Commission, First Report of the Commissioners, Mines, British Parliamentary Papers,
Children's Employment, Volume 6, Session 1842; for example, seams were 10 yards thick in South
Staffordshire; in the soudiem part of the West Riding of Yorkshire sp<'ni<: were 3<: low 39 1 r>" p <;9
6) The terminology 'union
Proprietors*,(AGCP),Reports.

clubs'

was

used in

7) 27th AGCP Report,p.lO; Gregson,op.cz7.,p.l32.
8) Gregson,<9p.cz7.,p.l54.

the AACo

Annual General Court of
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increase, claiming that amongst its workforce,'...the most industrious [were] not doing
more than 31/2 days' work a week.9)
The union then retaliated by imposing a limitation on production of 12 tons per
week per miner.lO)This was the first time the 'darg', in this form a cormption of the
application for which it was originally intended in Britain, was applied by a
combination of lodges. In Britain and subsequently in NSW, the darg was also a device
intended to limit the productivity of individual hewers. It ensured that each had a
chance to 'fill' the same number of skips, regardless of the distance of every face from
the adit or shaft or the 'difficulty' or 'ease' of the coal between working places. Owing
to the individualism fostered by piecework, the darg was intended, often without
success, to prevent the most acquisitive miners from procuring more skips than they
were entitled to.
With the collapse of the gold boom and the retum of failed goldfields
prospectors the temporary shortage of coalfield labour was reversing. The AACo which
had already been eroding the miners' conditions by deliberately swamping the labour
market by importing small contingents of British miners from the early 50's, forced
hewing rates down at a time when stockpiles were high and intermittency of
employment was returning. 11) The Co also destroyed the district union. 12)
During the five years after the disappearance of the district union, lodge
unionism faded due to the swelHng of the number of miners whose combined output
9) ibid.
10) ibid.
11) Yet, despite reducing its costs of production by doing so, these policies did not quell industrial action
completely. The miners retaliated once more before their complete defeat. From the beginning of May to
the middle of July 1855 they struck demanding that tools, lights and oil, all items for which they paid
themselves, should be suppUed free of charge by the Co; AGCP Report, 8 August 1855, special report on
the AACo's colUeries at Newcasde.
12) The miners were routed, their demands dismissed out of hand, their hewing rates reduced from 6/6
per ton to 5/3 for large coal and smalls were reduced from 4/6 per ton to 3/6 per ton. The Co also
attempted to destroy unionism by engineering a six weeks' strike during which it imported unemployed
metalUferous miners from Melboume, most of whom refused to break the strike. Had it not been for the
constixiction of the Great Northem Railway from 1854, where they could find altemative employment,
the miners' defeat would have been complete. Gregson, op.cit., pp.155, 156. However, aU the labour
introduced by the AACo remained in the district and added to the numbers of unemnloved or partiallv
employed.
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continued to outstrip demand. Excess capacity and underemployment were further
complicated by the opening of the first permanent mines outside the Newcasde district,
in the Southem district whose mines produced 16,218 tons in 1858.13) Reductions in
individual productivity, as well as the cut in hewing rates in 1855, severely diminished
the income of contract mineworkers who made up the largest portion of the mining
workforce. Hence, the most selfish practices of piecework became institutionalised.
Individualism was also due to the large amount of freedom, which despite the
exploitative nature of piecework, the system gave to miners at the face in the
management of the work process itself. This was one of the inherent contradictions of
coalmining piecework, or contract mining as it became known in NSW after the
practice of the AACo to bring out miners on 'contract'; (the contracts disappeared, but
the terminology remained.) The other contradiction was that by relying on contract
mining, the owners ceded some of the control over the means of production to the
miners. Not unnaturally, the hewers could use their hold over the production process
against the owners. This eventuality made the function of the owners' cultural and
social influence, described below, as well as the policy of swamping the labour market
all the more essential. In consequence of the absence of the usual forms of coercion
basic to the relations of wage-labour, the owners intentionaUy created a pool of reserve
labour to ensure that the workforce was nearly always willing to work on their terms.
Owners in the other districts adopted the system too and all were able to perpetuate it
until World War Two, when for the first time in the industry's history a permanent
shortage of coalmining labour precluded the use of the device.
To the owners, a cmcial disadvantage of the centrality of piecework to the
production process lay in the workplace control it engendered. As explained below,
workplace autonomy was an unwanted but inexorable concomitant of the hewers'
misplaced sense of bourgeois respectability responsible for unending disputation.

13) As a result of the general expansion of the industiy, by 1861 Uiere were 979 hewers and off-hand
workers in the Colony's mines whose output totaUed 342,067 tons at an average of 437 tons each hewer,
whereas in 1856 there had been 512 mineworkers producing 189,960 tons averaging 463 tons per hewer;
New South Wales Census 1856, ^ew South Wales Census 1861: vide foomote 54 for basis of ralculati
average output
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Although mineworkers' hold over the production process was only tenuous, many of the
owners' strategies were devised to wrest control of the means of production from
contract miners, in particular, the hewers.
Despite the imminent prospect of the hewers' abuse of their power over the
production process, piecework paid handsome dividends for the owners. Contract
miners could be hired or fired at will, thereby mitigating costs during the industry's
endemic intermittency. Spasmodic employment also created a generally wilhng and
hard-working workforce. In addition, because the hewers made the immediate decisions
affecting production and their labour power was also the core of the entire labour
process, piecework's great boon was that it required a minimum of supervision.
This was a major source of economy for the owners. The costs saved in not
having to pay wages for officials to supervise the labour process in an environment
where work was performed in diffuse locations often far apartl4)became one of the
comerstones of the parsimony typifying the industry. As mines became older and
deeper, particularly after the division of labour that became necessary because of mines'
inherent aging process, workplace autonomy became all the more essential. These
transitions were closely linked to the layout and methods of mining.
Typically, NSW mines were developed according to the bord and pdlar system.
Under bord and pillar, single or paradel 'headings', secondary tunnels, normally four
yards wide, were 'driven off the main tunnels which were either developed from the
surface as semi-horizontal adits or from vertical shafts. Headings, ldce tunnels, were
simultaneously haulage roadways and means of ventilation to the bords which were
usually a mine's main source of coal unless headings or tunnels were being developed.
Normally, the bords, four to six yards wide, were driven off headings, ideally at right
angles, to each side of the heading. Sometimes bords were 'worked' to adjacent parallel
headings, leaving when possible, approximately symmetrical blocks of coal for pdlars
to support the 'roof. Untd the 1950's it was more usual to let pillars stand, but when

14) vide for example,'Report from the Select Committee on the ColUeries BUI; togedier with the
Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, NSW Legislative Council Journal, 1872-73, Vol 22
Part 1,(1873 Select Committee), evidence LB.Winship, manager AACo coUierie-s qnestion 180/We b^vsome 150 working places extending over some miles...'
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they were worked, hewers systematically cut sections of pdlars away until the 'stocks'
remaining were scarcely able to support the roof which collapsed after the 'props', the
supporting timbers, were withdrawn.
There were many variations of bord and pdlar, as well as the seldom used
longwall system, but aU shared a basic similarity in the way the coal was separated from
'the solid'. The face was first undercut, or 'holed',generally at floor level, but if there
was a band of stone or dirt in the seam or different qualities of coal, the face was holed
near or in the band to separate it from the coal or where the coal varied, to ensure a
consistency of quality. The undercutting of the face was skillful, arduous and
dangerous. IdeaUy, with a floor cut the 'kerf,the undercut, was made higher at the face,
perhaps 10 to 18", and was tapered to the floor perhaps six feet or more under the solid
as the kerf progressed. The wedged shape of the kerf, which spanned the width of the
face, facilitated the easier removal of the 'solid', the undercut coal, after it was drilled
with a hand auger, the holes charged with explosives and shot down. If hewers were
fortunate the soUd needed no blasting,(they paid for their own gunpowder and fuses),
but fell away unassisted.
Because hewers were paid by result, safety procedures were often neglected: any
hold-up in the work process interfered with their earning capacity. This may appear a
gross disregard of a hewer's own and others' safety, but owing to the endemic
intermittency of the NSW coal trade, malpractices were indispensable to the miners'
and coalowners' economic survival. Customarily, hewers worked in pairs and were
totally responsible for the upkeep of their 'place'. Each pair, besides undercutting and
sometimes 'nicking' the solid, 15)after drilling it and shooting it down ,'fdled' the coal
into skips, laid the skip rails as the face advanced, 'set' the timber and performed many
other tasks. Aside from a cursory inspection by a deputy, once or perhaps, when two
shifts were worked, twice a day, the hewers worked entirely unsupervised. Hence, the
owners' attraction to piecework.

15) Shearing the face vertically at each 'rib',side, with a pick.
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Until the diversification of the labour process, one of the pair of miners also
'wheeled' the coal in skips from the face to the main haulage in larger mines or to the
surface or shaft in mines with unmechanised underground haulage. 16)ln some mines
the skips were horse-drawn. However, in those mines where the roof was too close to
the floor in the roadways to permit even the use of the specially bred, small pit-ponies,
because the owners were not prepared to 'bmsh'17)the roadways, the wheeling was
performed by one of the miners. It entailed pushing skips weighing from a few
hundredweight to over a ton by hand, often up and down steep grades. This was the case
in one of the AACo mines in 1853 when a new contingent of British miners struck
because they had to do 'horses' work'. 18)
With the development of larger mines from the 60's, wheeHng gradually became
the domain of a new, separate category of labour, the wheeler. This division of labour
principally occurred because the absence of hewers from the face was inimical to the
production process once wheeling distances increased. At a certain time of the
development of mines there was a break-even point when it became cheaper to hire
boys for wheeling than to rely on hewers to perform the duty on the basis of burgeoning
wheeHng rates as distances increased. This division of labour also suited the hewers
who could then concentrate on the more lucrative aspect of the work process at the face.
However, it is important to note that this and other practices described in this thesis
were not necessarily uniformly adopted.
Even in the 1960's after a hundred years of the first separation of wheeling from
hewing and the sub-division of the wheeUng job categories to a tmncated form of

16) vide for example,Tumer Masters,p.44.
17) Bmshing consisted of excavating the roof and thefloorin strata oUier than coal to permit easier
access to the working places. Because it entailed mining material which was unsaleable and miners were
paid a higher rate for bmshing, managers avoided it whenever possible.
18) Tumer PhD,p. 156.

wheeling, in some mines hewers still wheeled. 19)ln all but the mines where from 1903
the face was undercut by machine, the hewers continued to fill their 'own' coal too,
either by fork or by shovel, sending it to the surface in skips tagged with individually
identified leather tokens, usually stamped with numbers. Aside from the 'dead work'
the hewers performed, that is the unremunerated laying of temporary 'bridge' rails, the
erection of props, the 'squaring up' of the place by nicking the ribs and other unpaid
work, the most detested intermption to the production process was the unavailability of
skips.
A shortage of skips was a common occurrence in most mines, largely owing to
the owners' aversion to spending money on items they considered exorbitant. A skip
was an expensive item, costing the approximate equivalent of a hewer's fortnightly pay,
and mines needed many: even the smallest mine required 20 to 50; the largest,
hundreds. Yet, equipment standing idle was anathema to the coalowners; therefore,
owing to the industry's long periods of idleness most owners tried to make do with a
minimum of skips and other equipment.
During quiet times mines managed fairly well, however, when a glut of ships
was waiting to be loaded in the harbour, the dearth of skips hampered the production
process. As outiined in Chapter EI, shortages of skips were complicated by the slow
speeds with which steam-driven engines hauled full skips to the surface in adit mines
and in the shaft mines by the bottlenecks of shaft haulage. These complications created
a shortage of empty skips: also haulage accidents, such as derailments and overtumed
skips were common and required the halting of haulage completely.
Time was money to hewers when they were working full time, and as a result
they resorted to getting as many skips as they could: even more than they were entitled

19) By the 1880's, in some mines the subdivision of underground haulage categories was diverse:
wheelers mainly guided horse-drawn skips to and from the workin? phcps tn the m^'n or arxiii^'y
haulage, often on piece rates; if the wheeling was manual, sometimes the wheeler had a 'helper-up' who
assisted on the steep grades: 'clippers-on' and 'off attached and detached skips to and off haulage
'ropes', in reality steel cables; 'flatters' shunted the skips that converged from aU over the mine on the
'flat' near the end of the main haulage; the set-rider accompanied sets of skips on the main haulage to
'set' the points on the rails of the haulage system and signalled the engineer who controlled the haulage
engine in case of derailments; and the banksmen put skips on and off the shaft-cage at the surface. Yet in
some mines, due to the lack of mechanisation or distance, hewers continued to wheel.
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to under lodge regulations. Regardless of union poHcy, the implementation of the darg,
or dag, by limiting 'the tum', the number of skips, was one of early unionism's and later
the district unions' most prolifically flouted regulations. Existent union records from all
the districts contain an abundance of deliberations on the enforcement of the tum.20)
Between

1860

and

1861

the

Northem

district

lodges

in response

to

overproduction and intermittent employment reorganised a district union.21)The revival
of district unionism was as much due to the glut of labour and falling income as it was a
strategy to limit the individualism of piecework. The AACo tiien attempted to
destabilise unionism by offering lower than union rates to one miner for driving
headings, a special category of labour described below. The Union retaliated by
excluding the man22) and imposed a district darg reducing the hewers' individual
output; in the AACo's pits from 1 ton 14 cwt to l l / 2 tons per day.23)in Febmary 1861
a mass meeting of Northem miners decided to limit contract earnings to 11/4 per
day.24)The owners, alarmed by the prospect of not having sufficient coal at hand when
20) vide for example. Minute Book of the Vale of Clwydd Lodge and the Coal Miners' Mutual Protective
Association of the Westem District, Deposit E 165/33/lA, Archives of Business and Labour, Australian
National University, (ABL), meeting 16 August 1878; Minute Book of the Coal Miners' Mutual
Protective Association of the Hunter River District, Deposit E 165/28, ABL, Special Delegate Meeting
held 3 [March] May?, 1875 to censure members for working in more than one mine; Minutes of the
Quarterly Delegate Meeting, 6 January 1876. Hewers resorted to a variety of legerdemain to get more
skips than they were entitied to. They bribed wheelers, a ploy made easier if a son was the wheeler; or in
many instances the tokens identifying the skips were switched, altering the 'ownership' of the coal sent to
the surface. Because hewers received a reduced number of skips if one of a pair of mates was off work, a
hewer working singly might kindle his missing mate's Ught to create the impression Uiat two were
working instead of one; vide for example. Transcript the Illawarra Collieries' Association Industrial
Union of Employees,claimant and the Southern Colliery Proprietors' Association Industrial Union of
Employers, respondent, Wollongong 1902,(J of E), evidence J.CJones, miner and manager Northem and
Southem districts 25 years, p.818. Some hewers illegally took an under-aged son underground to trick the
wheeler into supplying the reduced number of skips allocated to adolescent apprentice hewers according
to lodge mles, even though the boy would be furtively sent out of the mine after making a brief
appearance. 'Report From The Select Committee on the Coal Fields Regulation BUl.together with the
Proceedings of the Committee and Minutes Of Evidence', NSW Legislative Council Journal, 1862, (1862
Select Committee), evidence A.WUde, p.34.
21) SMH 2 September 1861; a special reporter sent by the SMH in 1860 remarked on production being
intermittent due to fluctuation in demand •,vide SMH 12 May 1860.
22) Tumer PhD,p. 176.
23) SMH 24 May 1860, report of mass meeting of miners to form a union; AGCP 38th Annual Report,
July 1861. The false claim by the AACo that the miners could produce as much coal as they wished on a
regular basis was easUy refuted by the miners with simple arithmetic; vide SMH 2 September 1861.
24) SMH 23 Febmary 1861.
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ships called, as wed as the wider threat posed by die hewers' combination, embarked on
a vigorous industrial campaign.25) The issues of conflict were typical of the dilemma of
intermittency and the individualism it engendered among the hewers: more importandy,
their resolutions were fundamental to the institutionalisation of custom and future
industrial relations. Not only was this the first occasion a combination of owners
confronted a general strike of hewers conducted by a district union, but the strike was
setded by collusion between one management and its hewers who conspired against
their respective organisation.
After an eight weeks' strike the owners' resolve was broken by the Browns, by
then at Minmi too, who, eager to steal a march on the other owners in the South
American trade, reached separate agreement with the Minmi lodge.26) To the Browns
the solution was clearcut; profit came before solidarity with competitors. They had
recendy started at Minmi and had a large overdraft to service. They saw an opportunity
to load a vessel the AACo had been unable to load on account of the strike. They also
had the chance to load other ships they had furtively procured.27)The terms of
setdement epitomised the Browns' aversion to losing business and early in the
industry's development exhibited a pragmatism which the other owners emulated later.
By clever manipulation of the hewers' antipathy to wheeling the Browns persuaded
them to hew for 3/9 per ton in the new mine instead of hewing and wheeling for 4/3 per
ton, knowing fudy well that wheeling over the short distances by boys represented a cut
in costs.28)
The retum to work in the other mines with wages and conditions ostensibly the
same as they were before the strike was a hollow victory for the Union, for the problem
25) To coimteract the l l / 4 per day darg, after long prevarication the AACo, the Newcasde Coal and
Copper Co, J.& A.Brown and die Newcasde Wallsend Co formed an industrial association to.'check the
unjust and exorbitant demands of the miners'. ,(JIR), Vol 1, No.l, April 1959, p.33. It imposed a 20 per
cent reduction on the hewing rate in August 1861 and gave 14 days' notice of intent. During those two
weeks the hewers retaliated by imposing an additional dartr whirh rednre^ proflnction by ha'^ '^"^
minimised stockpiling.
26) Tumer PhD,p. 179.
27) Tumer Masters,p.49.
28) extrapolated from ibid.
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of overproduction remained2")and the Union was forced to give many concessions.^^)
These concessions impinged upon the very essence of coalmining unionism and the
Union's capitulation was the basis of a hundred years' struggle for the hewers either to
re-introduce, reformulate or to recapture their abrogated rights. All of the rights
surrendered were vital to the hewers' economic well-being and their control over the
means of production. Based on the example set by the AACo, for the remainder of the
century managers undermined the lodges' or district unions' countermeasures with
tactics such as indiscriminate hiring and firing without regard to seniority. The lodges'
response was to resort to the 'cavil' which gave them a tenuous control over who
worked where. The cavil, a ballot held every three months, supposedly ensured that
hewers were allocated to their places without favour. Lots were drawn for every pair of
hewers by lodge officials, sometimes under the supervision of the manager. The cavil
determined that the good and bad places were fairly distributed so that only if one pair
was extremely unlucky would they draw successive places where their earnings would

29) AGCP Report half-yearly meeting 3 February 1863,pp.5, 6.
30) As part of the setdement, the AACo, the largest employer and die leader of the employers'
association, extracted concessions from the Union regarding the right to caU tenders for developmental
work, to stockpUe coal equivalent to five tons for every miner employed and to hire and fire widiout
regard to seniority. In addition, the Co reserved the right to direct miners to any part of the mine and
procured their agreement to give due notice before striking and not to hold union meetings during
working hours or on die Go's property. Tumer Masters, p.50.
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be consistendy 'deficient'. Although managers often complained about cavils31)they
often manipulated them to their advantage.32)
Towards the contingency of deficiency, the lodges and owners concocted a
plethora of allowances and payments, which as district unions were estabdshed in the
three districts became so complex that they defy full description. By the 1870's, basic
deficiencies were ineffectively standardised in the Northem district, which created the
model for the other districts by an agreement concluded in 1873 between the
'Associated Masters and the Officers and Delegates of the 'Miners' Association'.33)
Under the agreement, rates were determined for a panoply of deviations from 'standard'
conditions. In brief, these generally included 'consideration' for the roof 'coming down'
or the floor heaving up owing to faulting in the strata above and below the coal seam.
These alterations in conditions reduced the amount of coal hewers could produce in one
'get' and consequently lowered their income. Hewers also received consideration for

31) Managers often complained about the cavil, claiming that the system delayed production because the
hewers, knowing tiiat a cavU was due, sent aU their coal to the surface. Therefore, at the start of work
after the cavil there was no coal ready, as all the faces had to undergo half a shift or maybe a shift before
any coal was produced; vide T of E, evidence R.Vardy, miner for 20 years, six in die UK, six in the
Northem district, eight in the Southem district, pp.380,381. They also disapproved of the delays caused
by the bargaining and haggling over 'deficient places', bords where hewers could not make average
wages, and claimed 'consideration', the method of compensation, described below.
32) Notwithstanding diese objections, the industry's retention of the system until contract mining
disappeared in the 1960's was based on managerial pragmatism. For the cavil could also be manipulated
by managers to allocate picked men to specific work, such as driving headings. For these jobs managers
notified the lodge to call a special cavil: the names of the applicants were then submitted to the manager
who rejected those he deemed unsuitable before die cavil was held; vide ibid., evidence T.R.Morgan,
Treasurer ICEA, miner 17 years, p.l21; evidence T.McDonald, MtKeira, a miner for 33 years, pp.438,
439. Lodges, and later the district unions, considered this a fair and equitable aspect of managerial
prerogative. If there was a reduction in the number of working places, instead of seniority mles, the cavil
could also be used to cavU hewers 'out'. However, some hewers were ambivalent in their attitude to
cavilling out, and they had reason. The origins of cavilUng out in NSW are obscure and it may very well
have been introduced by managers not hewers. Managers malevolendy used die procedure to get rid of
'u-oublemakers' as a ploy for 'shortening' places; vide for example. Minutes Quarterly Meeting of
Delegates, 6 January 1876, Deposit E 165/28, ABL. Under diis pretext diey held a cavil every fortnight
until die men Uiey dislUced were cavUled out and simply re-engaged diose who were displaced except for
the outcasts; vide T of E, evidence T.R.Morgan, pp.392, 396, 397; evidence R.Vardy, pp.374, 375, 376.
The hewers also disapproved of cavilling out because it militated against die seniority mle. Owing to the
industry's endemic intermittency, an army of peripatetic stragglers tramped between districts and mines
in search of employment. When they found work in a mine and were included in the cavilUng out, or for
that matter in any cavil at all, on equal footing widi hewers who had worked in a mine for years, they
eroded the seniority principle; ibid., evidence A. Smidi, miner 18 years Westem and Soudiem
discricts,p.36l.
33) 1929 Davidson Commission Report, Appendix 32(a),p.479.
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'soft or tender coal' often found near faults, because it was difficult to hew as large
coal.
If an 'unusual' quantity of water seeped in through the roof in sufficient amounts
to impede the work process, hewers were paid consideration too and they received
additional payment if they had to bail water or cut sumps in the floor to drain the bord.
Consideration was also awarded if hewers had to erect sets of timber, that is permanent
timbering other than the mandatory props.34)ln a second major agreement strack in
1888 in the Northem district and a subsequent compact made there in 1893, the bases
for consideration were broadened, redefined and continued to be reconstructed in the
20th century, particularly after mechanisation.35) Not surprisingly, as the latitude of
consideration proliferated so did the grounds for conflict.
In 1862, agreement, albeit under compromise, was reached between individual
lodges and managers because the Union was defeated and the owners' combination was
in disarray.36)The AACo again led the assault on unionism when in 1862 it set out to
destroy the Union once more. In doing so, the Co entrenched the rudiments of the 'work
practices' discussed so far. The respite from irregular employment after the hewers
imposed the darg in 1861 had been brief. During the period beginning at the Union's
defeat in 1862 and its revival from 1870, competition between mines became fiercer
and excess capacity intensified. There were too many mines competing for markets too
smad to absorb production, despite a 82.27 per cent expansion in sales from 476,522
tons in 1862 to 868,564 tons in 1870.
Notwithstanding this growth, the number of miners had more than doubled over
the period, reducing, not increasing income potential. Between 1863 and 1870 the
number of mines in the Northern district increased from 12 to 18 and the Colony's total
grew from 20 to 32. Production from the Southem district, no matter how insignificant,
also grew in this period, eventually compounding excess capacity. The result was a
34) Generally, slabs, consisting of roughly dressedtimberor half split logs, supported die roof in tunnels,
resting at each end at the 'ribs',die sides, on props or slabs.
35) 1929 Davidson Commission Report,-pp.4S6-492.
36) GoUanJ/i?,p.33.
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vicious price war exacerbated from 1867 by the Lambton mine.37) Prices, already
faltering from 10/11 per ton average in 1863 to 8/9, at the hands of Lambton fed to 7/6
in 1869 and bottomed at II- in 1871 deteriorating hewing rates and conditions further.
Yet, hewers did not eschew strike activity completely. The same economic fix
that forced them to co-operate with the owners, also compelled them to strike.
Consequently, from the very inception of piecework they engaged in strike activity,
generally wild-cat strikes, despite a powerful pervasion of codaboration between
'labour' and 'capital'. Basically, the wild-cat strike evolved because of the variability of
geological conditions between mines which favoured the formation and viability of
lodge, rather than district, unionism. Geological diversity was not only the basis for
competition between mines due to real or imagined differences in the quadty of coal,
but it also created vast gaps in hewing rates, deficiency and consideration. These
powerful influences militated against district unionism and shaped the conditions for the
unofficial strike.
Because geological peculiarities formed the basis for hewing rates at each mine,
it was difficult for lodges to adhere to district standard rates. For example, because a
seam was thicker at one mine than at another, the hewers could produce more coal in
one get than in a mine where the seam was a few inches or even one inch thinner.38)
The difficulty in setting a standard hewing rate for the district was complicated even
further by the plethora of deficiency and consideration in each mine, let alone the
district. Consequendy, through geological accident, hewers at some mines earned more
than hewers at other mines and stood to lose heavily by a district hewing rate or
consideration lower than they had managed to negotiate with individual managers.
Often the hewing rates which were strack by each lodge with individual
managers were intentionally made higher than district rates to the mutual benefit of
individual lodges and mines to outmanoeuver competitors and sometimes to thwart

37) Tumer PhD,pp.227-237.
38) While diesefluctuations,which created variations of a few pennies per ton, seem insignificant to the
modem observer, they were of vital importance to the owners and hewers. Prolonged strikes and lockouts followed disputes over as Utde id per ton.
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distiict unionism which placed upper limits on income or hours worked. Preying on the
hewers' collaborationism and piecework individualism, bargains strack between
managers and individual hewers were made to destroy unionism at lodge level too,
although most managers were more at ease with lodge unionism than district, and later,
state and national organisations.
Throughout the 19th century there were hewers at certain mines who
consistently eamed more than others.39)They were content to deal directly with their
manager either amicably or through wild-cat activity sanctioned by the lodge, leaving
their less fortunate brethren in the district to their own devices. Similarly, hewers and
also off-hand labourers, after they began to be incorporated into the district unions from
the 70's, preferred to settle differences with mine officials with quick, decisive action
not sanctioned by the lodge or district. The exigencies of piecework dem.anded the
immediate settlement of grievances instead of the ponderous process of calling a
meeting at the end of the shift to deliberate and vote upon the issue. This hold-up was
delayed yet further if it involved the district, for, if the dispute impinged on district
regulations, all the lodges had to call meetings to ratify resolutions to sanction the
dispute. Further, there was also the chance that if the dispute contravened lodge
regulations or an agreement with management that it would be repudiated; a risk
magnified if it had to be submitted to the district. The district was unlikely to call a
strike over a minor matter conceming a few hewers or a lodge which did not affect
district business and it might even censure or fine transgressions of district agreements
by members.
The incidence of wild-cat activity was curiously interposed against a
background of individual and collective acts of collaborationism. For example, union
officials co-operated with management against the interest of unionism. In December
1865 the district secretary, employed by the AACo to curry favour, told J.B. Winship,
the AACo's collieries manager that a district demand for a 3d per ton increase in the
hewing rate was not supported by the AACo hewers, who had been,'forced into it by the

39) vide for &xample^.McEwen,op.cit passim.
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men of the other Companies'.^^) Such displays of obsequiousness and the decline of
distiict union activity, caused Winship to report,'...a great change has come over a great
number of our workmen who used to be heavy drinkers Swearers and the ldce they are
become Teetotallers and new men in every sense of the word'.41)For most hewers their
relationship with the Co was so cordial that Winship wrote to the AACo's
superintendent, E.C.Merewether:
our men (some of them) think that you ought on behalf of the company
to give them a picnic as we had got on so well for some years...they were
sure it would please the men wonderfully and give general satisfaction
and they assured me that the men would look upon such a treat in a
proper spirit - and would not think for a moment that you wanted to
butter them up or slither them down.42)
Conviviality of this kind was also re-enforced by the social relations of
production away from the mine.43) Given the composition of coalmining communities

40) GoUan Miners,p.47.
41) ibid.
42)zWd.,pp.47,48.
43) A letter to Merewether in 1866 from Michael Yates, a miner who was ostracised by Winship and
prevented from gaining employment at any other mine in the district because he displeased Winship even
diough he had been Winship's flunky in die past, best encapsulates the machinations of collaborationism
and its interconnections to piecework individualism. A few paragraphs from Yates' letter with its
orthography and punctuation unchanged also graphicaUy demonstrates the ultimate futility of
collaborationism.
Sir I beg pardon for tmbling you but after die treatment of Mr Winship to myself I
Cannot refrain from laying the Case plain before you- you are awhare diat I have been
out of the district Sometime on my retum I applyed to Mr Winship for imploymint but
he told me he Could not imploy me dirough my former niis/deeds I told him that I
should never have any diing moore to do With die leadership of the union but he Said
he Could notti-ustme I ad better get Work at Some other Colleiry.
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and the centrality of the mine's well-being to inhabitants of coalmining setdements,
relations of this kind are not surprising. UsuaUy, the mine manager lived in the
community, often in the only substantial brick dwelling, and was its leading citizen.
Commonly, the company supported the most prominent Protestant church, funded local
cultural activities: managers were often elected to the magistracy in district
administrative centres.44)The result of this cultural and social influence was that miners
not only attended the same church and rabbed shoulders with company officials
socially, but they emulated rating class culture as well. A compatible relationship with
the manager elicited all kinds of favours at the mine: the manager's opprobrium often
led to the inability to get employment elsewhere or a sentence from the Bench for a
trifling contravention of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, (CMRA).
In addition, land was commonly bought on terms or leased from mining
companies and some miners squatted on company land.45) Each situation generally
forced the miners to remain in the industry, or even at one mine or neighbouring mines.
This isolation was reinforced by inadequate or totally absent transport facilities to
outside communities. Consequently, during the 19th and the first half of the 20th

Accordingly I did so I got Work at Waratah and yesterday I was Just commencing to
Work as Mr Winship past Mr Winship did not Speak to me as they Came past me the
Second time I ad temporey orders from the overman not to Start Work...no Cause Was
Stated... it is quited plain it was through Mr Winships... if he prevents me gatting work
at other places What am I to do I have a wife and family and have no means to Support
them but by my hand labour and I am ahnost at Starvation point now I Cannot get work
I have got no money to Carry me to Whare I can get Work= and What is This for When
I look back at my past I Cannot see much to repent of to be Shure I was mixed up in
many disputes With Mr Winship but die Substance of all die disputes Ware to put down
favouritisam... What Was the miners aUowed to Wheele thare own Coals themselves
for but for Some men to get moore money than odiers What did the over men hold So
hard against the Balloting for places but to have it in thare power to favour Some men...
I could point out many times When I was a Service to Mr Winships Cause I prevented
the pit being idle on moore than one occasion I ordered the men to Work on one
occasion When the men ad agreed not to Work one tuesday When Winship was at Bulli
and he Knew the men ad agread not to Work and I Sent notes round to aU the mens
places that diay must Work I took the responsabilitv on my Self on that occasion and
got Censured by die men for it...
AACo papers. Colliery Correspondence, ABL, Deposit 1/57/-CC-M-49.
44) McEwen,o/?.cz7.,pp. 110-127.
45) Most setdements were a mixture of private cum companv land: onlv Catherine Hill Ray and Mjnmi' in
die Northem district and Scarborough in the Soudiem Disti-ict were exclusively company-owned.
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century, most miners lived in homogenous enclaves entirely dependent economically
and socially on the mine.
Litde is known of district union activity for the 60's after 1862, but when the
Union was re-organised between 1870 and 1872 as the Coal Miners' Mutual Protective
Association of the Hunter River District,(CMMPA),few, if any, changes had occurred in
the relationship between hewers and owners. Owing to the fall in prices, despite the
failure of the 1866 price agreement, by 1872 the owners decided to control prices and
sales by forming the Vend described in Chapter I. In June 1872 the CMMPA, realising
that it could benefit from the price increases proposed by the Vend, pressed for a 6d per
ton increase in the hewing rate.46)All the owners intending participation, except
Lambton which stayed outside the Vend, agreed to offer only 3d and to support any
mine closed by a strike with a levy of 1/- per ton for lost sales.47)However, Lambton's
management, by preying on its workforce's susceptibility to forsake union solidarity for
monetary gain, broke the other owners' resolve. Morehead, the superintendent of
Lambton, waited until industrial relations in the other mines deteriorated and then
conceded the 6d per ton increase to the Lambton lodge providing it could persuade the
CMMPA to force all the other owners to grant the increase.48)
While the other owners prevaricated and were laid idle by strikes, Morehead
raised the price of Lambton coal by 1/- per ton and granted the 6d per ton increase to his
hewers who worked their hardest. In a procession led by a brass band they marched to
the house of Croudace, the manager, to thank him pubhcly.49) When the other mines
followed suit owing to the raising of prices made possible by the Vend's formation in
early 1873, the hewers in the rest of the district had good reason, they believed, to hold
their employers in the same esteem as the Lambton hewers held their employer.

46) GoUan Miners,p.50; Tumer PhD,p.243.
47) Tumer PhD,p.244;GoUan Miners,p.50.
48) Tumer PhD,p.244;GoUan Miners,p.50.
49) Tumer PhD,p.244.
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Having secured an increase in hewing rates, the CMMPA tumed to rectifying
intermittency of employment by requesting the owners to reduce the hours of off-hand
labour, ostensibly to improve the latter's conditions. In reality, the reduction of off-hand
workers' hours was a pretext by the hewers used to prevent having to work the detested
'back and front' shift. It was also another attempt at reducing their hours after they had
failed in 1872 to convince the members of the Legislative Councd Select Committee on
the Collieries Bill50)to limit the hours of off-hand labour by legislation on account of
the deteriorating health of young mineworkers.51)
The hewers' quest for improvement in legislation should be viewed in the
context for which it was intended; namely, a variation of the straggle with owners over
eaming capacity. One of the important issues the hewers outwardly mooted as a safety
and health issue was the eight hour day. The entire history of the eight hour day was to
reduce the hours of the off-hand workers, who worked ten or 101/2 hours per day, or
more when coal was required urgendy, to obviate the necessity for the hewers to work
the back and front shift. Under this system the usual method of working in pairs was
altered so that one of a pair began work two hours before the other and the later starter
finished the day with two hours by himself. In that way employers attenuated the effect
of the darg which enabled hewers to knock-off regardless of the length of the agreed
working day or the hours of off-hand labour. To the owners the additional advantage of
the back andft"ontsystem was the equalising effect on the utilisation of skips and steam
haulage which was designed for the slow painstaking pace of pick and shovel mining,
but which was totally unsuited to the urgent pace required when ships were waiting to
be loaded.
The hewers always opposed the back and front system, claiming that it was
unsafe for one man to work by himself.52) Undoubtedly, there was an element of trath

50) Report From the Select Committee on the ColUeries BUI, Together With The Proceedings Of The
Committee, Minutes Of Evidence and Appendix, NSW Legislative Council Journal, 1872-1873, Vol 22,
Parti.
51) Dingsdag 0HS,pp.l3,14.
52) for example.vzde T of E.
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in these objections. It was possible for bords to be hundreds of yards apart and danger
was always iinminent. Under such circumstances a solitary hewer might be seriously
injured or killed and not discovered until the next shift. But, the real objection was
because the back and front shift interfered with the hewers' work and hence their
eaming capacity. For when a hewer was forced to work by himself, the tasks he
normally shared with his mate he had to perform on his own. Normally, the dead work
such as the erection of props was a necessary, but time-consuming, intermption which
could be performed by one hewer whde the other continued to hew or fill coal, the
essential source of their earnings. But, when a hewer had to work by himself, the dead
work interrapted the lifeblood of his profession.
When the Select Committee failed to resolve the issue, hewers and off-hand
workers uncharacteristically made common cause in industrial action. Since the gradual
separation of wheeling from hewing and the diversification of the labour process away
from the face, off-hand labourers had always been excluded from lodge activities. They
were also shunned on the basis of wage differentation at the workplace and in mining
communities. As far as the hewers were concemed, until 1872 there had been no need to
incorporate off-hand workers in union activities: the district union did not exist, hewers
outnumbered off-hand workers by at least four to one53)and they were precluded from
becoming hewers.
While there is no evidence to suggest that the ratio changed perceptibly during
the 19th century54)despite the diversification of off-hand labour categories as mines
aged, for the hewers there was a more pressing need to incorporate labourers than the
expedience of the issues raised in 1872-73. Non-unionised semi-skilled coalmining
labour could be and were used as blacklegs during strikes. Furthermore, even though
they had no union, occasionally off-hand workers withdrew their labour at times
unsuitable to the hewers. Nevertheless, off-hand workers were only gradgingly admitted

53) extrapolated from Tumer PhD,p.239; die ratio was even greater during die 60's.
54) vide for example, T of E, evidence J.McGuire, president ICEA, miner Southem district 24 year? H
years UK,p.49.
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from the 70's because they grew sufficient in numbers to perform contract work during
strdces or temporary shortages of labour.
Therefore, despite the incorporation of off-hand labourers from 1872, the
continuation of their social exclusion was a strategy cracial to limiting the supply of
labour by reinforcing notionally constracted aspects of skill. For, despite the skill
content of hewing, unlike the craft unionists hewers attempted to emulate, to owners
their skids were expendable,55) because they could be replaced with other hewers or
off-hand workers. Furthermore, the hewers' skills were highly speciaHsed and could not
be readily applied to another trade, not even metalliferous mining. On the other hand,
whde labourers totally unused to coalmining might produce less large coal and might be
subject to a higher rate of accidents,56)they could eventuady require the tricks of the
trade and become fully-fledged hewers.
The AACo was certainly aware of the fragidty of the hewers' guardianship over
then skids, and as mentioned above, imported blacklegs during the 50's and 60's, who
not just replaced skilled hewers for a short period, but who stayed and also usurped their
skills. Despite the loss of production in the short term on account of the newcomers'
lack of know-how, in the long ran, once they became proficient, the Co benefited from
their proclivity towards docility, even though they became unionised. Other managers
emulated the method, which in any case they had most probably practised in Britain.
Like the AACo's management, the other owners' managerial staff and style was also
imported from Britain: they engineered long lock-outs, particularly during lean times,
not primarily to destroy the skill-base of the existing workforce, but to destroy district

55) This was similar to hewers' experience in Britain too; vide for example, R.Harrison, ed.. Independent
Collier: The Coal Miner as Archetypal Proletarian Reconsidered, Sussex, The Harvester Press Limited,
1978, introduction,p.5.
56) The British precedence for diis phenomenon is discussed in ibid.,p.5.
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unionism and with it the primary objective of driving down, what they considered,
prohibitive hewing rates. 57)
However, unldce workers totally new to coalmining, off-hand labourers were
used to the rigour and dangers of coalmining; they observed and assisted near or
sometimes at the face and could acquire the hewers' skills more easily. Therefore, like
Alan Campbell's British 'independent collier' the NSW hewers' 'labour aristocratic
aspirations' were always threatened by 'plebeian' competition from off-hand labour.58)
Trade unionism became the guardian that maintained the distinction between menial
wage work and dignified self-employment. Off-hand labourers tended to remain wage
workers and did not progress to the 'coal'. This privdege was was reserved for the sons
of hewers and new entrants deemed suitable. They progressed through the industry's
unofficial apprenticeship system, starting as trappers who regulated ventilation or
sometimes illegally as unpaid child labourers at the face for their fathers. The
apprenticeship system was fundamental to the constraction and reinforcement of the
notional skill and respectabdity of hewing.
Despite the contradiction that under some circumstances off-hand labourers
eamed more than hewers,59)the latter attempted to exclude the former from lodge
functions, friendly societies, accident funds, mechanics' institutes, co-operative
societies and church60) to maintain the trappings of respectabihty which in their
opinion were a manifestation of their craft and skill. Owing to a commonality in the
heavy and dangerous nature of all coalmining work, as well as a similarity of income,
these pretensions distinguished hewers from off-hand labour.61)As Ellen McEwen
57) Such was the case at BulU after a seven mondis' district lock-out, lasting from September 1886 to
March 1887 and longer at some mines. The blacklegs stayed in the district and joined the union after the
resolution of die conflict at a hewing rate reduced from 2/6 per ton in 1886 to 2/4 per ton after the lockout. Arguably, a general lack of pit-sense contributed to die circumstances that led to an explosion on 23
March, approximately two weeks after the retum of work, which killed 81 miners and boys at BuUi. For
reductions in hewing rates vide T of E, evidence LMcGuire, pp.3-9.
58) paraphrased from Harrison,op.cz7.,p.6.
59) McEwen,op.cz7.,pp.96-100.
60) zWrf.,pp. 165-176.
61) Harrison,op.czV.,pp.4, 5.
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shows, in many instances off-hand labourers were even forced to form their own
separate self-help societies.62)
Towards the end of 1872, the CMMPA preferring an eight hour day,63) but
realising this objective was unattainable, served notice on the owners that from 1
January 1873 its members would work a ten hour day inclusive of one hour travelling
time to and from the face. The travelling allowance brought the actual hours of labour at
the face closer to the eight hour objective. When its demands were refused, the
CMMPA called a strike, actively incorporating off-hand workers for die first time in
industrial action. In highflown phrases William Davies, the president, proclaimed to a
'monster meeting' of miners.
The ten hours movement had been bom in the Hunter River District in
April 1872. Light had been sent to them in their darkness from the
parental shores, and a movement had been at once set on foot calculated
to benefit the rising generation. The miners in this colony had at once
taken the hint and had asked the masters for nine hours as they were
taking it at home. The masters not appearing to relish this proposition the
men made a concession and said they would work ten...64)
This preroration typifies the extremes to which hewers were prepared to go not
to upset the owners. It is also the embodiment of the hewers' collaborationist
disposition which made them at once concede the principle, upon the owners'
displeasure. A reticence to confront the 'masters' openly also underpinned the hewers'
use of the well-being of the 'rising generation', their sons, currently pit-boys and
youthful off-hand workers, as a pretext. They were not asking for a reduction in hours
for themselves, but for others.
Davies continued in sentimental cloying vein.
They had sons...of the tender age of from 13 to 16 years, who had been
called up in the morning at one o'clock- raised from their slumber when
night throws a pall o'er the earth, and sleep is essential to their wedbeing; and they had stood at their work at times when the harbour was
full of shipping until eight and even nine o'clock at night.[Applause]
62) Even diough the object of McEwen's research, which is to establish the existence of a labour
aristocracy among Northem distiict miners, is at variance with die class analysis conducted in this thesis,
inadvertendy her work clearly demonstrates the need for hewers to segregate off-hand labour socially to
protect their fragile control over the labour supply.
63) 5M//27 January 1873.
64) 5M//18 January 1873.
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Many a man had been compelled to break upon the hallowed Sabbath,
doff his Sunday garb, and grope his way to work.65)
Abednego Morgan in seconding Davies long speech, which was concluded with a short
resolution on the ten hour issue, reasoned,'...the ten hour movement...was conducive to
benefit ad classes'.66) An amendment moved and seconded to accept the 'coal-masters'
offer of an 11 hour day for 1873 and a reduction to ten hours in 1874 was defeated.67)
Nothwithstanding Davies' and Morgan's pompous rhetoric, the simple
arithmetic put to the meeting by Davies brought home the chdling reality that the six
Vend collieries working seven hours per day, let alone ten, could produce sufficiently to
meet demand.68) Unionists who spoke against the ten hour resolution on those grounds
had reason for concem. The Lambton colliery alone was producing more than 1/5 of the
Vend's output and there were ten other minor collieries in the district, as well as 11 in
the other districts. Yet the CMMPA considered the 10V2 hours conceded by the owners
until the end of the year, followed by a reduction to ten hours from 1874, a victory.69)
This false optimism was heightened by the apparent equanimity with which the
Vend acceded to the district agreement described above. In addition to standardising
deficiency and consideration, the Vend also entered into -an agreement with the
CMMPA establishing a sliding scale for hewing rates which rose and fell 3^ per ton for
every 1/- increase or decrease per ton in the price of round coal. The hewers were also
paid id per ton for filling the small coal they had previously filled for nothing.70)

65) 5A///18 January 1873.
66) SMH 18 January 1873.
67) SMH 18 January 1873.
68) SMH 18 January 1873.
69) 5M//7 Febmary 1873.
70) SmaUs were further classified into many odier sizes; for example, nuts. smaUer than 3/4" but larger
than 3/16" and various smaller sizes with a nomenclature complicated by duplication and diversity.
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Under the terms of the agreement the CMMPA and the owners also accepted the
principles of voluntary arbitration.71)
As a result of the sUding scale, the hewers' financial interests were inextricably
interlocked with those of the owners and remained so until the sUding scale for hewing
rates and other wage rates in the industry were aboHshed in 1916. In fact, the hewers'
support of the entire Vend was folly. Its restriction of production limited their income
and despite a proviso which guaranteed a minimum hewing rate, irrespective of the
contraction of prices, the alacrity with which the Vend members supported the assisted
Govemment immigration of British miners72) should have caused alarm. However, to
the hewers the agreement epitomised their credo in the oneness of capital and
labour.73) At a monster demonstration, 4000 celebrators also hailed the agreement.
John Dixon, a future secretary of the CMMPA predicted,'...that if the agreement were
abided by,"it would be a pearl of a great price.'" A former official divined that,'strikes
and lock-outs would be a thing of the past.'74)
The rationale sustaining this optimism is easy to see. Demand was high between
1872 and 1879 and sales in the Northem district increased by more than 35 per cent.
Even though the workforce expanded 118 per cent from 1831 mineworkers in 1871 to
4002 in 1879,75) hewing rates and wages rose and were proof of the sagacity of cooperation with the 'masters'. However, by 1878 the Vend was already showing signs of

71) Each contributed two representatives to a Council of Arbitration presided over by an umpire, the
entu-e body to be appointed by the Minister for Lands who was also die Secretary for Mines. SMH 22
December 1873. The arrangement had no force of law and when it was invoked, owing to the mUng class
bias of the umpires, its decisions were invariably against the miners. As a further token of the common
interest between 'Capital' and 'Labour', joint petitions requesting improvements to harbour facilities
were sent to Parliament; NMH 1 July 1874.
72) GoUan Miners,pp.57, 58; Tumer PhD,pp.254-257.

73) J.G.Lowndes, James Fletcher, The Miners' Advocate, Newcastle, Newcastle Region PubUc Librarv
1982, passim. James Fletcher, formerly a unionist, by 1869 the manager of die Co-operative colUery, a
future owner of the Newcastle Morning Herald, a future parliamentarian and the epitome of a working
man who had made good, said so too; Gollan Miners,p.53.
74) ibid.
15) New South Wales Census 1871.
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disintegration and formed the modified vend described in Chapter I. Regardless,
Northem district prices crashed from 12/9 per ton in 1879 to 8/6 per ton in 1880.
In 1878 the CMMPA, alarmed at the prospect of the Vend's collapse, began to
hold delegate meetings in an attempt to prop it up. At a district conference the CMMPA
decided to impose Vend conditions on ANC members as wed as non-associated
codieries to sustain high prices intended to preserve hewing rates.76) The district board
of lodge delegates then enforced the decision by resolving to withdraw union labour
from any non-associated mine that exceeded the selling limit the board had allocated to
each colliery.77)This decision, especially intended for the Lambton colliery, disrapted
the cosy arrangement between other lodges and managers too. The Lambton lodge
opposed the decision and requested a general ballot at which its objection was soundly
defeated eight to one.78)
After a threatened lock-out or facing suspension from the district, the majority of
the Lambton lodge sided with management and broke away from the district. The
remainder formed a new lodge, which, supported by district levies went on strike whde
the renegades kept the mine open. The compulsion to support Morehead and Croudace
was so strong that E.N.Brown, the president of the Lambton lodge tumed renegade,
exchanged pistol shots with a member of the lodge loyal to the district.79) The
collaboration of individual lodges with managers at the expense of the district is easily
understood in terms of the disparity between the output of mines. In 1878 some
Wallsend miners worked only seven shifts in ten weeks: their average annual output per
hewer was only 280 tons, the district average 445 tons, but the average at Lambton was
639 tons.80)

76 Gollan Miners,pp.58,59.
77) ibid.,p.59.
78) ibid.
79) Tumer PhD,p.260.
80) calculated from ibid.,p.251 on die basis of die ratio of one offhand worker to every four hewers.
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The CMMPA itself was teetering under the strain of the Vend's imminent
collapse.81)and decided to impose a general limit on production to shore up the Vend.
At a district convention the CMMPA resolved to observe two lay-days per week, an
eight hour day and to press the owners for absolute preference of existing union
members. 82) Not surprisingly, even though these decisions were designed to preserve
the Vend,

the CMMPA's

actions were

anathema

to

the owners. After

long

prevarication, in March 1880 the vend reduced its price from 14/- per ton to 10/- per
ton. Under the terms of the 1873 agreement hewing rates should have been reduced to
the 4/- per ton minimum established in 1873,83) but the owners insisted on a reduction
to 3/6 per ton and refused to submit to arbitration.84)After a lock-out, with die
exception of the AACo,85) the district minimum hewing rate was set at 3/6 per ton, 6d
per ton less than under the 1873 agreement with the minimum to be paid when coal was
selling at 9/- per ton.86)

81) It was also heavily tested by an additional levy struck for die Soudi Waratah lodge, which was locked
out after its members withdrew their labour as the mine reached its aUocation of production for the year.
The district protested the Lambton hewers' cupidity at a monster meeting ^at Lambton viUage in August
attended by 6000 miners and their famiUes. In anticipation of trouble, police and mUitia units were
brought to Lambton and after a fracas four miners were sentenced to two years' gaol for assault. Gollan
Miners,p.60.
82) ibid.
83) 1929 Davidson Commission Report, Appendix 32(a),p.478.
84) Tumer PhD,p.265.
85) With the high prices and equanimity a relic of the past, the AACo resolved the prospect of not trading
widi one of the well-wom methods described above. Choosing to support its miners rather than its
competitors, the AACo withdrew from the vend because it was being subverted by odier members and it
negotiated an agreement widi its miners at far better terms than the CMMPA eventually concluded with
the odier owners. Typically, the setdement was mutuaUy beneficial to the Co and the lodge to the
detriment of district unionism. Setdement included a sUding scale widi only 3d per ton less than under the
1873 agreement The lodge also agreed to secede from die CMMPA and not to insist on die reengagement of offhand labourers who had staged a two months' strike prior to the setdement. Even
though die sacrifice of the off-hand labourers did not worry the hewers too much, ultimately most of the
offhand workers were re-employed, but at reduced wage rates. The lodge did not have to wididraw from
the district formaUy as its actions set it apart from the rest of the lodges and the district organisation was
emasculated in any case; extrapolated from Gollan Miners,pp.61,62.
86) In other words, die minimum seUing price on which the hewing rate was calculated was 1/- higher
than in 1873, so that in addition to the 6d per ton minimum hewing rate forgone, the hewers lost anodier
3d per ton. Furdiermore, die 9/- minimum gave smaller increments in die hewing rate should prices rise
and gave less tolerance if prices, once risen, should faU.
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The CMMPA's industrial instabdity during 1879 and 1880 was also undeimined
by unionists in the other districts who eagerly produced more coal to increase their
earnings. In 1879, in response to a 3.6 per cent reduction in Northem district output
owing to industrial action over the breaching of the agreement, the Southem district's
sales immediately increased by 12 per cent and the Westem's by 25 per cent. When in
1880 Northem district output fell by another 9.8 per cent and the Southem district
experienced a 10 per cent drop in sales, also due to industrial action over the reduction
of hewing rates, the Westem mines sold an additional 22 per cent.
As early 1861 the Newcasde union had sought common cause with Southem
miners to prevent the undermining of its industrial activity, but had met with shordived
success. Two Newcastle delegates visited the Bellambi mines in October 1861 to
persuade the hewers to form a union and to strike imm.ediately for higher hewing rates,
in reality a pretext to support strikers in the Northem district. However, if the delegates
expected solidarity they were sadly mistaken. No stoppage took place.87) Illawarra
hewers quickly leamt that when the Northem district was undergoing industrial turmoil
then interests were best served by producing as much as they could. Thomas Hale, the
owner of the mines, also intent to take advantage of the Newcastle strike, immediately
conceded the increase in the hewing rate.88)
Southem hewers also leamt to shun union solidarity very early in the
development of coalmining in the Illawarra. In 1862 Hale broke another union Northem
delegates managed to organise in the South. In a confidential letter to E.C.Merewether,
Hale boasted how he had quashed a darg the hewers had imposed by threatening to,'fill
all their places with Chinamen.'89) Soon after, when he opened a new seam he gave
notice that no man belonging to the union would get a start. Hale also persuaded the
owner of an un-named Wollongong mine, most probably MtKeira, to impose the same
restrictions.90) These actions sealed the fate of district unionism untd 1879.
%1) Illawarra Mercury,(IM),% October 1861.
88) ibid 8 October 1861.
89) AACo Colliery Correspondence, ABL, Deposit 1/57/9-CC-1-50.
90) ibid.
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Little contact was maintained between the districts' miners for the remainder of
the 60's and most of the 70's. Despite the Southem district hewers' disposition to work
to the fullest when the Northem mines conducted strikes, given the Southem district's
inferior harbours and low levels of production, this presented the CMMPA few
anxieties. Nevertheless, in 1873 John Wood, the CMMPA's secretary, went to
Wollongong to show the locked-out MtPleasant miners how to conduct their
campaign.91) The CMMPA strack levies to support the MtPleasant miners and from
1873 occasionally sent delegates to assist the disparate Southem district lodges during
industrial activity.92)
This alliance was as necessary to convince the owners of interdistrict solidarity
as it was to protect the CMMPA's strikes from being undermined by their Southem
brethren. Out of simdar pragmatism, particularly owing to Lithgow's isolation, until
1879 unity with the Westem district was even less necessary, as it presented no threat
until then. However, from 1876 Southem district sales suddenly increased to 1/5 of
Northem sales and in 1878 the first well-financed Illawarra mine, Coalcliff, began
production. This intrasion into Northem supremacy occurred at a time when the halcyon
era of the Vend was vanishing and the CMMPA was vulnerable.
In January 1879 in a renewed effort to eliminate the Southem miners' industrial
backsliding, the CMMPA sent delegates to form a district union from the Illawarra
lodges. The time chosen was propitious. The Bulli hewers strack from early 1879 to
support the Seaman's Union strike begun in November 1878 against the ASN's policy
of employing Chinese crews. The Bulli Coal Mining Co also employed Chinese on its
steamers and no doubt alarmed at the possibihty of their conditions being eroded by
'Asiatics', the hewers downed tools to prevent the loading of the Co's codiers. The
dilution of wages and conditions was always a threat: therefore, principally, not out of
solidarity, but motivated by self-preservation, at the urging of the Northem delegates,
the Southern district lodges formed the Illawarra Miners' Mutual Protective

91) Gollan Miners,p.54.
92) ibid.
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Association, (IMMPA). At Lithgow, slightly carder, in August 1878, the lodges had
unequivocady formed a union when visited at their request by Dixon, the CMMPA's
secretary.93) Like the Southem lodges, the Westem miners' adopted the by-laws and a
name derivative of the CMMPA and called their union the Coal Miners' Mutual
Protective Association of the Westem District,94)(CMMPAWD).
However, regardless of this newly formulated spirit of solidarity, when in April
1879 the CMMPA despatched delegates to the South and West to organise a combined
front against the Northem owners, they were rebuffed. The Northem delegates' rebuff
so soon after they had helped to form district organisations was entirely due to a lack of
class cohesiveness founded on a self-preservation which was expressed in district
rivahy. In the Westem district, for the hewers the choice was clear. They made capital
of the industrial turmoil in the North, although they had sent £10 in relief funds to the
Bulli miners in January.95) In Febraary, after the manager of the Vale of Clwydd mine
led the way and cunningly conceded a list of long-disputed district claims, the
CMMPAWD was in no mood for industrial confrontation. The district secretary,
Thomas Druery, moved at a Special Meeting ,'...that a hearty vote of thanks be
Accorded to Mr Wdson the manager for acceding to all our proposals'.96) Two
delegates moved and seconded,'...that a hearty vote of thanks be Accorded to the
Manager's Wife and Family'.97)
In the Southem district, relations with the North were more acerbic. The
Illawarra Mercury, the newspaper ostensibly the champion of the local miners, who
comprised a large section of the Mercery's readership, from January 1879 ran articles
and editorials which purported that the CMMPA had collected strike funds to prolong

93) Minute Book, Vale of Clwydd Lodge and the Coal Miners' Mutual Protective Association of die
Westem District, op.cit., 16 August 1878.
94) ibid.,14 September 1878.
95) ibid.,28 Febmary 1879.
96) ibid.,20 Febmary 1879.
97) ibid.,20 February 1879.
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the strike at Bulli to suit its own ends.98) While clearly one of the real objects of the
Mercury's policy was to thwart an alliance between the intradistrict unions because of
the economic turmoil it could create for local small business, the claims the Mercury
made against the joint effort of the Newcastle owners and ndners were correct.
Newcasde ndners and owners alike resented the intrasion caused through ships
taking Idawarra coal when Newcastle was unavailable. As a result, they ran a joint
obstractionist policy against any advances the Southem district might make, especially
from the signing of the 1873 agreement. In 1879, when relations were rapidly
deteriorating, Newcastle owners and miners petitioned Parliament to prevent the
constraction of the proposed Illawarra railway line.99)ln 1879 also, G.R.Dibbs, the
future Premier, the chairman of directors of ASN and the manager of the Newcasde coal
agents, J.C.Dibbs and Co, led a party of Newcastle miners which disrapted a meeting
called at Sydney Town Hall to propose the dlawarra line.lOO)Overt undermining of
strikes or siding with employers against other districts or mines remained a common
practice.
As a consequence of the rivalry between the districts, from 1880, owing to the
erosion of hewing rates and conditions due to the economic squeeze experienced during
the 80's and 90's, the IMMPA and CMMPAWD ostracised the CMMPA and each other
whenever deemed necessary. As a result, in 1881 when the major producers in the
Northem district negotiated a new vend to raise the average price from 8/6 per ton, the
CMMPA was isolated and reduced to a loose miscellany of lodges. However, the
owners were more united then ever before. On this occasion, owing to the large profits
Morehead had foregone to break the Vend, Lambton's British board of directors forced
him to join the new vend. 101) The agreement concluded in November 1881 was a great

98) One of the Mercury's editorials, whUe supporting the formation of the IMMPA, cautioned the miners
to shun the CMMPA and wamed that,'The Newcasde miners and masters alike have dimes out of number,
even might say, shewn, their hostility to the mining industry of this district'. IM 2 January 1879.
99)/M 2 January 1879.
100)/A/2 January 1879.
101) Tumer PhD,pp.264, 306.
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boon to its members until approxunately 1887-88. It raised members' prices to 10/- per
ton immediately and to 11/- in 1882; it had eliminated a powerful enemy and despite a
deliberate limitation of prices to prevent new competitors entering the industry, it
provided the large profits described in Chapter I.
However, despite these propitious conditions for the owners and an increase in
sales in the Northem district from 1,352,472 tons in 1881 to 2,243,792 tons in 1887,
hewing rates remained depressed and the hewers' conditions were eroded, although
their average income did not necessarily diminish. These circumstances led to a
harkening back to the prosperous, amicable times of the Vend eliciting a resurgence of
collaborationism which weakened district unionism in all districts. However, the
economics facing the industry during the 80's and 90's made the retum to the
conditions of the 70's unachievable. As explained in Chapter I, while the 80's was an
era of expansion the rate at which new mines were developed far outstripped demand.
In addition, immigration and other forms of recraitment swelled the workforce beyond
the demand for labour.
The rapid growth in the number of mines in NSW from 1880 to 1893 was a
result of an expanding demand which despite severe, short troughs more than trebled
between 1880 and 1900 from 1,466,180 tons to 5,507,497 tons. The rapidity of
development also created uneven pattems of employment for the workforce which
experienced increasing underemployment because the fluctuations in the number of
mineworkers did not coincide with peaks or troughs in sales. Nevertheless, contrary to
the gloomy images of the 90's created by many historians, except for the years of major
industrial conflict, the majority of hewers suffered lost income because of reductions in
the hewing rates, rather than a fall in productivity.
Despite prolonged intermittency for some mines, others performed well during
the depression and so not all miners suffered the deprivation generady depicted for the
90's. In fact, estimated average incomes of hewers in the Northem and Southem
districts, shown below, indicate that their economic situation from the late 80's was not
much worse than during the 'prosperous' 70's. The owners, despite plummeting prices,
as noted above, experienced rising sales, which to a large extent counteracted reduced
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retiims. In addition, falHng profit margins were offset by reduced hewing rates.
Consequently, the popularly accepted version of the depression and its role in the
polarisation of class relations requires interpretation, at least, for the coalmining
industry.
A great number of left-wing historiansl02)seeking to locate the birth of
working-class consciousness in the late 80's and its growth in the 90's exaggerate the
effects of the depression because they contend that the working-class sought political
solutions. For many, the formation of the Labor Party in NSW during 1891 was the
expression of working-class poUtical consciousness .103) These broader issues and the
contention they attract elsewhere 104)are not the direct concem of this thesis. In the
instance of the specific coalmining context they are only introduced into the argument
to demonstrate below that the hewers' active role in the formation and ranning of the
Labor Party was an extension and variation of the straggle with the owners over
reduced hewing rates and other long-cherished objectives, such as the eradication of the
detested back and front shift by imposing an eight hour plank on the infant Party's
platform.
With district unionism in decline and individual lodges not strong enough to
secure concessions of this nature, the hewers sought altemative means to combat the
intensification and extension of the labour process. At the same time, when class
relations were supposedly deteriorating, the hewers were attempting to convince the
owners to form new vends to raise the price of coal and hewing rates in the common
interest of 'companies' and 'workmen'. 105)This was scarcely a polarisation of the
102) for example, B.Fitzpatrick, A Short History of the Australian Labor Movement, Melboume,
Macmillan, 1968; I.Tumer, Industrial Labour and Politics. The Labour Movement in Eastern Australia,
Canberra, ANU Press, 1965; R.Ward, The Australian Legend, Melboume, Oxford University Press, 1958;
R.Gollan, Radical and Working Class Politics, A Study of Eastern Australia, 1850-1910, Melboume,
MUP, 1960.
103) for example, I.Tumer, Industrial Labour and Politics. The Labour Movement in Eastern Australia.
1900-21; ^aid,op.cit.
104) for example, the 'New Left'; H.McQueen, A New Britannia, An Argument concerning the Social
Origins of Australian Radicalism and Nationalism, Ringwood, Penguin, 1970; S.Macintyre,'Radical
History and Bourgeois Hegemony', Intervention, No 2, November 1972.
105) Gollan Miners,pp.90,119,120.
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classes. Nevertheless, in 1890 at MtKembla and in 1895 at Lambton there were
instances of violent state intervention directed against the miners through the
mobilisation of militia with Nordenfelt and Gading guns to break up groups of
protesting stiikers. However, this bias should be seen as part of the protection die state
is prepared to extend to capital to protect private property in the course of the normal
relationship between the two and not as an instance of state intervention used to quell
class warfare. Further, the proponents who claim a polarisation of the classes have not
focused enough attention on the role of blacklegs, as wed as unionists, who owing to a
lack of class consciousness, for whatever reason, sided with the owners.
Despite the rhetoric of owners and unionists alike, 106)this was a clash of
economics, not politics. That hewers were angry is not surprising. Their rates were
being reduced and as shown below, they had to work harder than ever before to earn the
same or slightly less money. The owners too were victims of fading prices and not
unnaturady they sought to reduce costs by putting the squeeze on the largest and most
malleable constituent of their cost stracture, the hewing rate component of variable
capital. 107)
While productivity statistics must be treated cautiously, owing to the disparity of
geology, the uneven spread of trade between districts and mines, as well as inequalities
in the ability of hewers, average annual productivity calculated on a disuict basis gives
a fairly accurate representation of annual fluctuations in the average output of

106) vide for example ibid., pp.71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 79, 86; also, letter from J.Y.Neilson, manager
Newcasde Coal Co to F.W.Buiney, secretary of die Newcastle Coal Owners' Mutual Protective
Association, 12 September 1888, AACo Correspondence, Deposit E 207/19, ABL.
107) As cutting comers of constant capital was the industry's stock in trade akeady, diey could scarcely
reduce die costs of production by any other feasible mediod. Instead of mechanising die face to reduce
costs per ton, unlike in the more prosperous era after the tum of the century, the economics of die 90's
dictated die reduction of costs through the increased exploitation of labour power. (Capital invested in
instraments of labour are designated constant capital to avoid confusion with capital invested in labour
power, variable capital. This mediod of separating investment in the production process overcomes the
awkwardness of interposing laborious explanations in the text)
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hewers. 108) Combined with estimates of income based on reductions in hewing rates,
excluding deficiency payments and other consideration, the broad income pattems of
the hewers reflect that in some years during the currency of the depression hewers'
indexed income was not much below that of the 70's. Furthermore, in both districts
incomes were far less from 1898, after the depression is supposed to have passed, so
that the periodisation of the merchants of gloom and doom is misconstracted.)
Broadly, in the Northem district, in 1883, when the levels of employment
experienced in the late 70's retumed, mean annual productivity was 662 tons or 48 per
cent higher than the 446 tonsl 10)produced per hewer in 1878 just prior to the advent of
serious industrial activity. In the meanwhile, however, hewing rates were reduced from
approximately 5/- to 4/2 per ton, so that the hewers' estimated average income without
consideration increased from £111 in 1878 to £138 in 1883. However, from 1886 until
1892 the number of hewers increased at a far higher rate than sales and the average
annual output per hewer fell from 518 tons to 462 tons between those years at a time
even before the hewing rates were forced below those of the 1881 agreement in 1893.
Consequently, the hewers' average income fell from £108 in 1886 to £88 in 1892.
Although productivity continued to rise for the rest of the 90's because the workforce
was cut down and sales continued to rise, hewing rates were reduced by an agreement
concluded in 1893 from 3/6 per ton from July in that year to 3/2 in 1894, to 2/11 in
1898 by a subsequent agreement. Therefore at £86 in 1894 and £94 in 1898lll)contrary
108) An additional statistical inaccuracy arises from the hewing rates used to calculate estimated average
income. The Newcasde rates for the 70's, 80's and 90's are taken from the only reUable source known,
from an appendix provided by GoUan, (GoUan Miners,p.239), quoting the maximum hewing rates based
on the optimum selling prices set by a succession of evanescent vends. In other words, when by inference
of the statistics cited by GoUan, coal was selUng at 14/- per ton at Newcastle in 1878 and die hewing rate
was 5/-, die 'average value' per ton according to Department of Mines figures was only 12/2 and the
'real' average hewing rate would have been far less.
109) Despite statistical distortion, the relativity between incomes over the period are accurate, but, neither
average hewing rate gives any indication of the disparity in income between mines and individual hewers.
Therefore diere is a distinct possibility that some hewers were far better off during the entire period und^r
discussion and others were close to destitution regardless of fluctuations in productivity or income.
110) calculated from Department of Mines Reports productivity statistics for all underground workers at a
ratio of four hewers to one off-hand worker.
111) average output per hewer is calculated at 541 tons. (451 tons per underground worker).in 1894 and
644 and 537 tons respectively in 1898.
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to the image popularly portrayed in a great deal of secondary sources, at the abyss of the
depression the Northem hewers eamed only slighdy less than diey did when the
depression had passed.
Southem district hewing rates for the same period, which were not based on a
sliding scale, reflect simdar relativities of income. In 1878, for example, when the
Illawarra hewing rate was 2/9 per ton and the average output was 607 tons, the hewers'
estimated annual income was £83. However, for 1890, the most depressed year for
Southem district sales, when the hewing rate was 2/4 per ton, estimated average income
was £58, but £72 for 1894, even though the hewing rate was only 2/- per ton. The
hewing rate remained at 2/- per ton untd 1900 when it was raised to 2/2.112)Therefore,
Illawarra hewers' average estimated income was only £62 in 1898 for 619 tons over the
year, for 25 per cent less pay than in the 'good old' days of the 70's for almost the same
amount of effort.
In the Northem district, the gap in income and productivity was even larger over
the two decades: as shown above, in 1878 hewers produced a mean of 446 tons and
averaged £111, whereas in 1898, 644 tons, or 44 per cent more labour power, produced
only £94 or 15 per cent less income. The extra hours required to augment income was
the hewers' real cause for complaint, for despite the disparity in eamings between 1878
and 1898 the retail index price had fallen 17 per cent by 1894 and more than 18 per cent
by 1898 and the 'money wage-rate' index was nearly always slighdy higher,
particularly in the 90's.ll3) It is arguable therefore that the real value of income
increased so that the hewer in full employment may have been better off during the
'depression' than in the 70's, but worse off after the 'depression' is supposed to have
passed.
This brief economic analysis is diametrically opposed to the doom and gloom
popularly depicted elsewhere. In reality, the depression was much less severe for the
miners as wed as the owners than is generally assumed in a vast array of Uterature.

112) T of E, evidence J.McGuire,p.lO.
113) extrapolated from Budin,op.cz7.,p.l58.
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Rather, the 90's was a period when owing to the contraction in colonial capital
coalowners extracted more surplus value from the coalmining workforce. For all hewers
this meant an intensification of the work process as well as its extension, but not
necessarily a cataclysmic fall in income.
For the owners, instead of an across-the-board reduction in sales dvuing the 90's,
statistics for the two major districts show a frend of expansion. Sales, which had risen
steeply during the 80's, fell only twice below the unprecedented record of 3,655,632
tons in the three districts for 1889; in 1890 and 1893. For the rest of the 90's, sales rose
and culminated in 1899 at 4,597,028 tons. The much bewailed depression occurred in
terms of reductions in the average price which dropped from 8/11 per ton in 1889 to 5/5
in 1898 when it rose to 5/9 per ton. Even so, the 'value' of coal sold for the decade
1890-99 was £12,859,844 or 9.44 per cent more than the £11,750,428 total 'value' of
the previous decade.
If the economics of the depression were not as ruinous for the coalmining
industry as is generally assumed, then the class relations of the 90's may not have been
as abrasive as is suggested by nearly every labour historian writing on the period. It also
follows that the era most probably did not produce the class schisms which according to
several works have existed from then untd the time of writing. However, according to
nearly every left-wing historian of Australian history, working-class consciousness was
bom in the late 80's and early 90's because workers sought political solutions to
economic problems. But, as the analysis of hewers' income above indicates, at least for
the coalmining industry the chronology of falling incomes they usually attribute to the
90's is not correct either.
As outlined in the introduction of this chapter, these historians have ignored the
economic straggle of the means of production as the real focus of class antagonism
during the 80's and 90's or any other period. Their assertions are in complete
contrariety to the findings of this thesis, for, it holds that contrary to the working-class
consciousness attributed to other workers, mineworkers, in particularly hewers,
remained collaborationist foremost, despite a streak of workplace militancy. The
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examination of the relations of production of coahnining in this thesis, not conducted m
detail in any other work on the NSW coalmining industry leads to this conclusion.
However, many historians, particularly those of the left, are at pains to establish
the opposite. The most recent and the most inflexible of the latter is Verity
Burgmann.ll4)Her analysis of the coalmining mdustry, while fairly representative of
the largely unsubstantiated assumptions of most labour historians, left or right, in its
quest to attribute socialistic tendencies to miners in the latter part of the 19th century,
ttanscends die suppositions of all who preceded her. Burgmann holds that the
appearance of Australia's first regular socialist newspaper in the Newcasde district is
not surprising. 115)She claims that, 'Class consciousness and its manifestations have
flourished in mining communities the world over'.116)To her die reasons for this are
obvious,
...the especially burdensome and dangerous nature of the labour-process
involved, coupled with traditional employer indifference to the safety
and health of miners, discourages the development of bonding between
employer and employee, and encourages habits of mumal self-reliance
on the part of the miners. 117)
There is no argument with the portion of Burgmann's statement conceming the miners'
mutual self-reliance; with the modifications cited above this is substantially correct.
However, evidence above and below clearly estabUshes that a strong bonding existed
between the hewers and owners in NSW. Burgmann supports the latter statement by
claiming that,
...the one-industry based social stracture of the community has tended to
create a duplication in civic life of the class relations of the industry
itself, and hence a heightened awareness of these relations. 118)
In focusing the 'black-hole-in-the-ground' theory on the NSW context she continues.
In the late 1880's, the mining communities of the Newcastle district
where 6000 men were producing more than two nullion tons of coal a
year, were exhibiting not merely an intense class consciousness but a
114) Burgmann,op.cz7.
115) ibid.,p.35.
116) ibid.
Ill) ibid.
llS)ibid.,pp.35,36
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fundamental scepticism about capitalist relations of production. Socialist
ideas were starting to agitate the minds of the miners...! 19)
The latter part of the statement is uncritically derived from a circumspecdy
constracted analysis in the The Coalminers of New South Wales by Gollan who is far
more ambivalent than Burgmann about the miners' socialism. 120) Furthermore,
scratiny of the political acuity Godan attributes to the miners leads to the conclusion
that the hewer's so-called political demands in fact had bread and butter origins. This
re-appraisal of Gollan's evidence is not intended as a criticism of his work, but as a reinterpretation of his analysis, which because of its pioneering nature is concemed with
more basic issues not previously addressed by others. In other words, Godan's germinal
observations have cleared the way for this and other works and have made this level of
analysis possible.
However, Gollan does not adequately address the dichotomy between the
miners' behaviour at the workplace and in the community, nor does he define the
dynamics of the class antagonism between the hewers and off-hand workers.
Furthermore, he misconstraes the hewers' workplace militancy as political radicalism.
While this discourse is not intended as a critique of Burgmann either, more than twenty
years after these issues were first raised by Godan and several 'waves' of left-wing
analysts, she does not present an improved discussion. Gollan's conflation of bread and
butter issues with political demands is uncritically accepted by Burgmann.
According to Burgmann, as wed as increasing confrontation between the owners
and miners, the miners' intense class consciousness and fundamental scepticism about
capitaHst relations of production, the 29 miners killed in NSW in 1886, the 94 in 1887
and 41 in 1889 added to their discontent. 121) Therefore,
The nexus between profit-rates and wage-rates having confirmed the
miners' suspicions that colliery proprietors cared less for miners' lives
than for their own pockets, miners began to respond favourably to the

119) ibid.,p.36.
120) GoUan Miners,pp.66,75, 80, 84.
121) paraphrased from Burgmann,op.czf.,pp.36,38.
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critique of private ownership of the means of production enunciated by
the ASL [Australian Socialist League].'122)
The miners' sudden concem with accidents is one of the most sweeping of
Burgmann's generalisations quoted above and reflects die assumptions of many other
casual observers of the NSW coalmining industry who put forward die black-hole-inthe-ground hypothesis. This supposition rests on a complete misunderstanding of the
miners' attitudes to safety. First and foremost, the entire NSW coalmining industry's
economic well-being depended on a conscious playing down of danger by owners,
managers, subordinate officers. Department of Mines inspectors and especially
hewers. 123) Even non-mining citizens living in mining communities, who owing to the
frequency of fatalities in mines were often empanelled on inquest juries, became so
inured to violent deaths that more often than not they retumed a trite accidental death
verdict when fatalities were clearly the result of carelessness 124)
Owing to the intermittency of trade, when trying to make up for long lay-offs, as
shown above, the hewers' disregard of safety was part of daily routine: simply, for all
contract workers time was money. Because they were paid by the day, off-hand
workers' wages depended on the number of days they worked and the ability to shrag
off danger when they were working. Concomitant with the economic necessity of
playing down danger 125) was the normalisation, or intemalisation of danger.
Transgressions against safety regulations were commonplace and when reported by
mine officials or Department of Mines inspectors were punished with the same
indifference they were committed, generally with a small fine. 126)
The normaHsation of danger was rife. To the hewer, the cutting and positioning
of a sprag or the erection of a prop was dead work which detracted from output.
Omission of these essentials suited both the hewers' and coalowners' interests as
122) ibid.,p.3S.
123) vide Dingsdag OHS,passim.
124) ibid.,pp.3S, 39.
125) zWd.,pp.39-45.
126) ibid.,passim.
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owners considered timbering a necessary but onerous expense. The mutuady beneficial
cutting of comers applied to a whole range of coalnnining procedures. 127)For example,
within two years of the Bulli explosion in 1887, which due to the large amounts of
methane exuded by the Bulli seam killed 81 miners, naked lights and unlocked safety
lights were re-introduced at the mine. In most of the district's odier mines, which also
worked the Bulli seam, miners continued to use naked lights despite a widespread
knowledge of die seam's 'gassy' and 'dusty' nature. 128)Despite the wed known
dangers of the Bulli seam, in most noines hewers, wheelers and off-hand workers
worked with naked Hghts. As a result, a gas explosion ignited by a naked Ught killed 95
men and boys at MtKembla in 1902 in the largest mining disaster experienced in
Australia until the time of writing.129)
During the course of one of the inquiries which investigated the disaster.
Metropolitan, the only pit in the Southem district where locked safety lamps were in
use, was considered advanced by the commissioners because D.A.W. Robertson, the
manager, enforced the locking of safety lamps. 130)The same disregard of safety held
sway in all districts 13l)and therefore the miners' newly found sociadsm can not be
attributed to a sudden concem over the loss of life either.

I21)ibid.,pp.39,40.
128) ibid.,pp.43, 44. Hewers' objections to the use of safety lights should be viewed in terms of the
exigencies of piecework and the diffuseness of bords' locations. The use of locked safety Ughts was
unpopular because, instead of the brighter, 'white' Ught of the naked flame, they gave off a very dim,
flickering, orange light. Even though hewers were conceded id to 3d per ton for the use of safety Ughts,
as the only soiu-ce of Ught they made work difficult and in extreme cases even caused the eye disorder,
nystagmus, which impaired miners seriously and sometimes permanendy; ibid.,pp.65, 66. Safety lamps
were also easily extinguished if knocked over and if properly locked required a time-consuming waUc to
the deputy's underground cabin to be unlocked, re-Ut and re-locked, causing long delays from the face.
Not surprisingly, hewers iUegaUy unlocked their lamps or pressured managers to introduce naked lights in
sections prone to gas in defiance of the CMRA. This expediency suited die managers' and the hewers'
finances despite die latter's loss of the safety lamp allowance.
129) Widi die BulU disaster, die BulU seam has the dubious distinction as the location of AustraUa's two
largest mining disasters. Possibly, 96 were kiUed at Mt Kembla. The body of the wheeler whose lamn
was alleged to have ignited die explosion vanished widiout trace, probably disintegrated by the force of
the explosion.
130) Conduct of Mr .Rogers, As Manager, Mount Kembla CoUiery, NSW Legislative Assembly Votes and
Proceedings, Session 1903, Vol 5, evidence D.A.W .Robertson, p.lOl,
131) Dingsdag OHS, passim.
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For most odier labour historians, the culmination of the shaping of workers as a
class was the 1890 Maritime Snike, seen by many as fundamental in die creation of the
NSW Labor Party, the foreranner of such parties in the odier colonies. They are
generally divided between those who claim that the strike was the tuming point in the
decision of working men to elect their own representatives to parliament and those who
hold that the strike was almost irrelevant and that it merely gave the final impetus to a
movement which was already wed under way due to certain pre-conditions making
working-class parliamentary representation possible. 132)
While this thesis is not a foram for judging the polemics of this debate, it seems
that the latter position is closer to an interpretation which explains the miners'
involvement in Labor politics. Clearly, without the passing of legislation granting the
payment of parliamentary members in 1889, working men could not have hoped to sit in
parliament. In 1860 the Newcastle miners had already elected their own member,
Thomas Lewis, a Welsh miner, as the first working man in NSW parliament and briefly
kept him there by providing his salary from contributions from their own.l33)This and
subsequent elections of workers to parliament ended in failure. 134) As for the timing of
the Labor Party's entry into pardament in 1891 foUowing the Maritime Strike, not too
much emphasis should be placed on this coincidence. Owing to the imminence of the
next election, due in early 1892, the Parkes Govemment called an election at a time best
suited to it politically.
However, to many historians the 90's was an era which epitomised workingclass radicalism and during which miners displayed socialistic tendencies and entered
parliament. Much has been made of the popularity and influence of Utopian literature
such as Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward, William Morris' News From Nowhere or

132) for example, J.PhiUpp,'1890-The Tuming Point in Labour History?' Historical Studies, 4, 14, May
1950; J.O'Connor,'1890-A Tuming Point in Labour History. A Reolv to Mrs VhWvop' JIistf)rical Studipv
4,16, May 1951.
133) Tumer PhD,p. 172; A.W.Martin, P.Wardle, Members Of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales 1856-1901, Canberra, ANU, 1959, p. 129.
134) for example, Angus Cameron, a carpenter, who in 1874 widi Svdnev Trades and Labour Cminril
support entered Parliament. Cameron defected and joined one of die factions.
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the simplistic political economy proposed by Henry George in Progress and Poverty -.
some miners even read Marx and Marxist literature! The consequent involvement of
many brands of radicals ranging from Utopian socialists to Marxists and Single Taxers
under the banner of the Labor Party has given rise to a debate over the composition and
purposes of the Party and whether it was reformist or revolutionary.
Any notion of the Labor Party's radicalness must be viewed with scepticism.
Considering the poUtical radicalism commonly attributed to miners, their involvement
in the shaping and ranning of the Party is worth pursuing briefly. In the first place, there
is doubt, notwithstanding its radical element, that the party was ever intended to be a
revolutionary body. The very fact that its creators formed a parliamentary party
signifies that it did not intend to overthrow capitalism. Reformist it certainly was. It set
out to civilise capitalism as the title of Bede Nairn's work. Civilising Capitalism,^^^)
reflects. However, radical reform was unlikely. First, the NSW Labor Party reaUsed
very early in its existence that it had to divest itself of its radicals, in particular the
socialists, to become electoraUy popular. This end it graduaUy achieved by demoting
the socialist planks of the party's fighting platform at annual conferences, by the 1898
Annual Conference held at Newcastle relegating them to the backwaters of the Party's
general platform. This action was pivotal in the decision of disgrantled socialists to
leave the Party to form the Socialist Labour Party. 136)
Despite comprising 35 members, or approximately 1/4 of the members of
ParUament in 1891, Labor had to be content to sit on the cross benches to support
whichever of the conservative factions gave it the most concessions. The main factions,
not yet parties, organised fiscally according to Freetrade and Protectionism, subverted
Labor's poUtical programme, a dilemma not helped by the Party's factional infighting
and frequent desertions by individuals to the factions. From 1894 until 1899 when
Labor brought it down by crossing the floor, Labor had an amicable relationship with

135) B.Naim, Civilising Capitalism, The Labor Movement in New South Wales 1870-1900, Can
ANU Press, 1973.

136) for example, ibid.,p.ll5; P.Loveday, Labor in Politics, the state labor parties in Australia 188
1920, D.J.Murphy, ed., StLucia, University of Queensland Press, 1975, p.66.
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the Freetrade Govemment led by the conservative G.H. Reid. J.S.T. McGowen, a
Methodist lay-preacher, then leader of the Labor Party and in 1910 NSW's first Labor
Premier, expressed genuine sympathy to Reid over Labor's defection and fondly
recalled five years of close collaboration. 137)
Miners were prominent as grass-root members as wed as parUamentarians in the
Labor Party. Even though there were eight possible positions in the four dual-member
coalmining electorates, out of the 35 Labor members elected to Parliament in 1891 four
were coalminers. Their conservatism was fairly representative of the electors they
represented. AU four deserted the Labor Party, most refused to sign the Party's
solidarity pledge introduced from 1894 after it was tom asunder through factional
infighting, but continued to attract the vote of their miner constituents.
John Fegan, elected for the electorate of Newcastle, lost endorsement from the
Labor Electoral League, one of the Party's earlier, evanescent goveming bodies, when
he refused to take the pledge in 1894 and successfully stood as an independent for
Wickham, another miners' stronghold. 138) A conservative who was a Methodist laypreacher, a Sunday school superintendent and later NSW grand chief templar in the
Intemational Order of Good Templars, he became a Freetrader who nevertheless
crossed the floor with Labor to bring down the Reid Govemment in 1899.139) He then
became a Protectionist and briefly served as a Minister during 1903 and 1904 and
became a Liberal when the factions joined in 'Fusion' in opposition to Labor. Defeated
in 1907, he was active in local govemment until 1920. He was then elected as the only
candidate of the conservative Nationalist Party ever elected to that seat. 140)
Alfred Edden, elected to the neighbouring seat, Northumberland, evinced simdar
pragmatism and pursued parallel activities. He too was a Methodist lay-preacher, he

137) Naim,(9;7.cz7.,p.223. Reid responded in kind, vide ibid., p.224.
138) H.Radi, P.Spearritt and E.Hinton, Biographical Register of the New South Wales Parliament 190170, Canberra, ANU, 1979, p.92; Australian Dictionary of Biography, (ADB), Melboume, MUP, 1981,
Vol 8, pp.478,479.
139)AD5,VoI8,p.478.
140) ibid.,p.419; Radi, Spearritt and Hinton,o/j.cz7.,p.92.
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refused to sign the pledge and successfully contested Kahiba, another seat near
Newcasde, as

a Labor

Independent, but rejoined

the

Party. He

became

Secretary,(Minister),for Mines in the McGowen Govemment, but in 1916 he was
expelled from Labor for supporting conscription,141) an issue which tore the Party
asunder. Like Fegan he became a Nationalist and won Kahiba in 1917. He died in 1930
and was buried with Masonic rites. 142)
The miners' parliamentary representatives in the Southem and Westem districts
were scarcely radicals either. In the West, Joseph Cook, a self-educated teetotaller who
had studied for the Methodist ministry, became the member for Hartley after having
served as check-weighman, secretary and president of the Vale of Clwydd lodge.
InitiaUy influenced by Henry George's single-tax radicalism, he became increasingly
conservative too. Elected the leader of the Parliamentary Labor Party in 1893, he
became the leader of those who refused to sign the pledge and accepted the position of
Postmaster-General in the Reid Govemment. 143)Perhaps more pragmatic than Fegan
and Edden, he drifted from Freetrade to Protectionism, ultimately joining Reid in
Federal Parliament in the formation of the Liberal League and an 'anti-socialist'
campaign. He declared that all Labor Party policies were sectional and socialist. Cook
was briefly Prime Minister in 1913 and 1914 and was knighted m 1918.144)
Perhaps the most fickle of the first miner politicians was John Bames Nicholson,
the member for Illawarra, who epitomised the collaborationism and conservatism of the
Southem miners. Even as secretary of the IMMPA, Nicholson, so inured to danger and
not willing to sfrain relations with the manager of the Bulli mine had not thought it
necessary to report large 'blowers'of gas just prior to the explosion. 145) Nicholson too
refused to sign the pledge. He stood as an Independent Labor candidate for Woronora,

141) ADB, Vol 8,pp.406,407; Radi, Spearritt and Hinton,op.czf., pp.83, 84.
142) AD5 Vol 8,p.407.
143) ibid.,p.91.
144) ibid.,pp.91,98.
145) Dingsdag BuIU,pp.70, 71.
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the proximate northem part of the former Illawarra electorate in 1894 and contested
Woronora successfully again as an independent in 1895.146)
He was a Freetrader in 1898 and an Independent Labor candidate again in 1901.
He rejoined Labor in 1904 as a candidate for a new electorate, Wodongong, under
compulsion to sign the pledge from the Party which was able to exert this influence by
then.147) He was expelled in 1916 over the conscription issue and became a NationaUst
member until he was defeated in 1917. The obituary in the South Coast Times, two days
after Nicholson's death in 1919 sums up the appeal of a political pragmatist ldce
Nicholson to an equaUy pragmatic and conservative electorate. In part it reads, 'Mr
Nicholson was one who had a difficulty which he sometimes failed to overcome in
subordinating himself to party...'148)
The conservatism of these and mining electorate candidates subsequently
retumed to Parliament for the Labor Party does not mean that socialists were not active
among mineworkers or were not involved in the formation of the Party. Similarly, the
lack of zeal for sociaUst reform by these parliamentarians does not necessarily signify
that some prominent district union officials were not sociaUsts or that socialist ideology
did not figure in the Labor Party's earlier platforms. Clearly, the criticisms levelled by
Burgmann at historians who deny the role of socialists in the Party are warranted. On
the other hand, socialists were not as prominent as Burgmann suggests and she does
concede that the revolutionary situation during the 1890 Maritime Strike is
debatable. 149)

146) Radi, Spearritt and Hinton,op.czf.,pp.211,212; LHagan, K.Tumer,'The Origins of die Labor Party in
die lUawarra', Traditions for Reform in New South Wales, Labor History Essays, Sydney, Pluto Press,
1987, pp.19,20,23,25,27.
147) Hagan, Tumer,op.cz7.,pp.32,33.
148) During die conscription issue.'Mr Nicholson who was a natriotic Briton tnoV the sid^ r.f tbp winthe War party. His part in the legislative work of his time was a modest one; but he served his
constituents weU in some respects;...he was a sociable soul, and a sport and could give a constituent a
good tip occasionally, and there were many who had received from him friendly turns, so he had to the
last a good personal following'.
South Coast Times 21 Febmary 1919, excerpt provided by H.Lee.
149) Burgmann,op.cz7.,p.l3.
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Revolution was not the intention of the miners of any of the three districts
during the 90's. Even though some of their leaders' and parUamentary representatives'
rhetoric was sometimes coloured with veiled threats against an unjust capitaUsm, their
actions belied their words. Yet, some of the leaders of the district unions were radicals,
although not necessarily socialists. One, Peter Bowling, from 1897 a member of the
ASL and by 1904 the treasurer of the ColUery Employees' Federation,(CEF),as the
Northem district union was known by then, was a radical syndicalist who in 1909 was
gaoled for his IWW activities in a eight weeks' general NSW coal strike he organised in
November 1909.150)However, he was an exception rather than the norm and, as
demonstrated in Chapter V, he and others ldce him were not elected because they were
radicals or because miners were socialists. Miners elected Bowling as long as they
regarded him a competent leader. Bowling had managed to unite the three disparate
district unions briefly in 1908 as the loosely allied Coal and Shale Employees'
Federation,(CSEF), the precursor of the Miners' Federation. However, when in 1909 he
staged the 'Peter Bowling Strike', which ended in defeat and the dispersion of the
CSEF, Bowling lost much of his appeal.
Nevertheless, when he was released from gaol upon Labor's election in 1910
because he was a cause ceiebre

he was reinstated as president of the CEF.l^l) But

while he was away on a lecture tour of New Zealand he lost the presidency in his
absence, 152)niost probably because of his confrontationist tactics which in the past had
cost hewers much time off work and substantial loss of income. Ldce the communist and
labourist leaders of the Miners' Federation described in Chapter V who were repudiated
at the ballot box, regardless of political persuasion. Bowling was deposed not so much
due to his politics, but because he had ceased to represent the best interests of the
hewers, although his radical syndicalism most probably offended them too.

150)AD>B,Vol.7,p.364.
151) ibid.,p.363; he had become president in 1906.
152) ibid.,p.364.
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It is too tempting and simplistic to ascribe socialistic tendencies to the miners, as
Burgmann does, because some of their leaders were socialists of sorts. Burgmann does
not see the irony of the occasion she describes when Bowling, shortly before becoming
president of the CEF, was presented by the Teralba lodge with a,'silver-mounted pipe, a
cigar holder and a well-filled tobacco pouch,'153)hardly typical working-class
accoutrements. Those gifts epitomise the aspirations of their contributors and their
recipient's too.
Bowling, persona non grata in the Northem district, found work in the
Southem District. He soon rose to prominence, becoming secretary of the ICEA after its
former secretary T.R.Morgan, became secretary and industrial officer to the Southem
Colliery Proprietors' Association and represented the owners on the Wages Boards
instituted under the NSW Industrial Arbitration Act. 154) in 1913, after clashing with
the ICEA's new president, A.C.Willis, a Welsh syndicalist ordained a lay-preacher of
the Church of God, the district delegate board decided that all officers should resign and
stand for election again. Willis easdy defeated Bowling. 155)
The miners' flirtation with Bowling and the brief interdistrict unification should
be seen as pragmatic sequel to the failure of Industrial Arbitration and affiUation to the
Labor Party to improve conditions or income. Neither Industrial Arbitration nor
unification gained the miners much. Consequently, both were quickly abandoned for a
renewed emphasis to direct bargaining with the owners. Equally pragmatic was the
miners' involvement in the formation of the Labor Party during the 90's. This
experiment was a direct result of the economics from the 80's, when direct bargaining
with the owners resulted in diminishing income and worsening conditions. The

153) Burgmann,op.cz7.,p.97.
154) Ross,o/;.aV,p.219.
I55)ibid.,p.22l.
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reasoning was simple: if direct bargaining could not bring improvement then a
parUamentary party under orders of its creators would. 156)
As partners in the machinations of the Labor Party, the miners easdy fitted into
its politics. The lodges, dominated by hewers, also served as branches of the Party and
not unnaturally, the hewers' poUtical needs were given preference. Of these, owing to
the intensification and extension of the work process experienced from the 80's, the
eight hour day was the most pressing. Along with changes to the CMRA the eight hour
day ranked high on the Labor Party's platform. 157)However, in Parliament the Party's
attempts to gain the eight hour day were first thwarted by the Parkes Govemment,
which Labor supported, because the conservative Parkes had a personal repugnance to
the eight hour day. Reid supported the objective, knowing fully well that the Legislative
Councd, the stronghold of anti-Labor forces and coalowners would reject it. By 1904 or
so when the Labor Party became sufficiently united and strong to become the
Opposition in Parliament and gaining govemment was its next goal, the eight hour
plank had been demoted and vitiated. 158)
The modification of the plank was essential to capturing the raral electorates
Labor needed for a parliamentary majority. Simply, without the electoral support of
smad raral employers and farmers to whom eight hours was anathema, it could not
capture enough urban electorates to make govemment. 159) Consequendy, mineworkers
did not even gain their eight hour day when Labor was in govemment. They had to wait
157) The instrumentalities for the miners' influence in die Labor Party had been in existence long before
the Party's creation. Between 1897 and 1890 both die CMMPA and die IMMPA had become branches of
the metaUiferous Amalgamated Miners' Association, (AMA), which under the influence of W.G.Spence
grew into a large organisation which had strong connections to Labor in all the colonies; W.G.Spence,
Australia's Awakening, Sydney, The Worker Tmstees, 1909. Aldiough, this was not a comfortable
alliance, the miners' affiliation widi focal organisations in the Labor Party remained intact through
becoming part of die Austi-alian Labour Federation,(ALF), die organisation formed and virtuaUy
dominated by the Australian Workers'Union,(AWU), a powerful body which Spence created after the
Amalgamated Shearers' Union absorbed the General Labourers' Union in 1894. From 1895 die ALF and
the Labor Party's former goveming organisation, the Labor Electoral League, became the Political Labor
League, a creation of Spence's AWU, which virtuaUy became the dominating force in die I^bor Partyvide for example, Loveday, op.cit.,p.40; Naim, op.cit., pp.122,123.
157) Naim, op.cit.,pp.44,45.
158) ibid.,pp.l5,125,126; Hagan, Tumer,op.cz7.,p.29.
159) Hagan, Tumer,op.cz7.,p.29; Naim,op.cz7.,pp.97,98,99.
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until the exigencies of World War One forced it upon the Federal Govemment and die
owners under the War Precautions Act in 1916: then only due to special Commonwealth
arbitration after the three district unions became part of the Miners' Federation and held
a two months' general coal strike.
Far from being a harbinger of polarising class relations, the hewers' affiliation
with the Labor Party co-existed peacefully with their collaborationism. Even at the
height of the Maritime Strike, George Crowther, the assistant general secretary of the
AMA Colonial Distiict No 2 Illawarra Branch, as the IMMPA became known in that
year, told a 'large and enthusiastic meeting of miners...not to kick up a row, and to act
courteously to their managers...' For,'...he had no wish to disparage his manager as he
was very kind to the men.'160)During the strike there were even testimonial dinners to
managers attended and organised by miners, scarcely occasions a bunch of selfrespecting, radical socialists would attend. The tradition continued and was as old as
coalnuning itself. In 1863 Illawarra miners gave a testimonial to Thomas Hale who only
two years prior had threatened them with the very loss of their livelihood. 161)
In the Newcasde district in 1876 the CMMPA contributed £12 towards an
illuminated address for E.C. Merewether upon his retirement, even though he had been
relentless in his pursuit to destroy district unionism. 162) in Febraary 1889 Bulli miners
attended a presentation and banquet to honour Alexander Ross, the retiring manager,
within two years of nation-wide press pubUcity confirming Ross' culpability in the Bulli
disaster. Ross, also one of those managers who were magistrates, was presented with an
illuminated address and a coffee service. The Illawarra Mercury reported with
satisfaction that, 'The presentation and banquet were got up by the employees of the
Bulli Coal Company as practical manifestations of regard for their retiring manager.'
After an obsequious valediction by J.Crowther, the check-weighman, Ross replied,
'During the 22 years I have held the position of manager of the Bulli Colliery, I have

160) IM 9 September 1890, also quoted in Hagan, Tumer, op.cit, p.21.
161)/M21 July 1863.
162) GoUan Miners,p.56.
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ever found the employees a reasonable body of men, and we have on the whole worked
harmoniously together.' 163)
Cordiality of this kind was not restricted to 1889. It also flourished during the
90's and beyond in ad the districts. In January 1890 at the farewell champagne luncheon
organised by the Osbome-Wallsend,(MtKeira), lodge for F.P.MacCabe, after 30 years
as manager, miners displayed similar obsequiousness. The procedures during the
testimonial also reiterates the prevalence of collaboration and the importance of the
lodge as opposed to the district union or later the Labor Party. The Mercury reported
that although during his 30 years,'...some troubles and conflicts rose between the
management and the men, on the whole better feelings existed there than at any other
colUery in the district.'164)
Notwithstanding the pressure on miners' incomes during 1890, MacCabe was
presented a full size portrait,' the living presentment of the recipient, and beautifully
executed on porcelain surmounted by a most magnificent and massive frame',the
ubiquitous iduminated address,'an exceptionally fine piece of artistic work, handsomely
illuminated and chastely framed', both displayed in the main street of Wollongong in a
pharmacist's shop-window.l65) At the presentation held at WoUongong's town hall,
MtKeira miners proclaimed,'...we desire...to place on record our appreciation of the just
and considerate character of your dealings with those over whom you have exercised
the authority placed in your hands.' MacCabe in his reply reflected that he was taking
leave of an 'industrious and manly body of workers with whom I have always
sympathised.'166)
Miners in the other districts evinced similar attitudes. For example, in the
Northem district, at the Browns' Minmi mine, except for general district strikes, since
1860 diere had been no strike untd 1895.167)This was scarcely the way radical
163)/M 9 Febmary 1889.
164) ibid., 23 January 1890.
165) zfczd., 23 January 1890.
166) ibid.,2?, January 1890.
167) Tumer Masters,?. 193.
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unionists were supposed to behave. The enthusiastic participation of miners in
testimonials of the men who were supposed to be their exploiters certainly puts to rest
the notions of class antipathy usually attributed to miners.
Contrary to the opinions of others, the creation of trade unions, self-help
societies and parliamentary politics indicates a growing acceptance of capitalist society
rather than a rejection. The osmosis from trade unionism to parUamentary politics
bolstered capitalism because these institutions were created within the framework of
capitalism and were not designed to replace it. Even though each stage evolved out of a
burgeoning need for more defence mechanisms, the progression from one to another
incorporated the miners further into the capitalist relations of production.
On that premise, this thesis' resultant reinterpretation of miners' behaviour at the
workplace, by divorcing it from their conduct outside the mine has important
ramifications for the explanation of the hewers' role in the production process after the
introduction of mechanisation at the face from 1903. The recognition that the hewers'
interest in parliamentary politics had economic origins nurtured at the workplace and
the perception that the real focus of class antagonism was also economically inspired,
have important implications. It is arguable that if the genesis of the hewers' poUtical
consciousness is dubious, then the militancy commonly ascribed to mineworkers during
the 20th century must be in doubt too.
Nevertheless, industrial relations often were acrimonious. Despite the chronic
overproduction and intermittency that united the owners and miners economically, the
economics of private wage determination made them enemies too. Hence the
indeterminable vacillation between collaboration and confrontation. The workforce's
precarious economic situation was also fundamental to the expression of industrial
activity as well as instramental in the shaping of relations between miners. These
peculiarities of the industry's relations of production, much misunderstood in most
literature, were all based on bread and butter issues determined by the industry's trade
practices. The free-market forces that forged the owners' competitiveness were also the
basis of the antagonism among the workforce that prevented miners from attaining the
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soUdarity often erroneously attributed to them. Rather than exemplifying miners' trade
union solidarity, the wild-cat strdce epitomised the individualism engendered by
piecework. It was brief, unannounced and inconvenienced production sufficiently to
demonstrate the strikers' discontent without upsetting the usual course of relations with
management permanently: more importandy, it caused minimal loss of income and bypassed laborious consultation with the district and lodge which could hamper eaming
capacity over a long period. Differentation of income, determined by geological quirks,
also sealed the fate of industrial and social cohesion between the lodges.
Differentiated income was also responsible for the fragmented relations between
hewers and off-hand workers at the workplace. Away from the mine, these relations
were replicated and reinforced by the tendency for hewers to socialise widi managers.
The exclusion of off-hand workers, from the lodge, and socially, was as much a product
of the hewers' meagre class awareness as it was out of a necessity to preserve the
notionally constracted demarcation of skdl. Otherwise, owing to off-hand workers'
close knowledge of the intricate but readily transferable skills of hewing, they would
constantly threaten the primacy of hewers in the production process. These observations
not only lead to the conclusion that miners were not archetypal proletarians, but that
political radicalism was not part of their industrial policy. This conclusion can only be
drawn from a analysis of the kind conducted in this thesis of the work process and the
relations it engendered. If, as in most other literature, miners are kept lumped together
in one cohesive class and the owners in the naturally antagonistic, exploiting class, the
complexity of the industry's relations cannot be explained.
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Chapter HI 1903-1929
After 1900, several interconnected developments profoundly restractured the
NSW coalmining industry: the coalface was mechanised, the focus of production was
transferred from Newcasde to the South Maidand coalfield and another vend was
formed in 1906. In addition, from the outbreak of World War One, owing to
irretrievable long-term losses in overseas demand and decreasing sales in the interstate
markets, the industry's traditional markets were undergoing massive change. These
transformations forced the owners to rely more heavily on the NSW domestic markets
which did not shrink immediately but which underwent change to the detriment of the
traditional selling cartels. While these modifications in demand demonstrated to the
Vend and its successor, the ANC, that market forces could not be controlled by
manipulating supply, they nevertheless persisted.
Unlike the near absence of govemment control during the 19th century, these
transformations occurred during an era of free enterprise increasingly sustained, but also
regulated by the state. NSW govemments administered workers' compensation and
Federal, as well as NSW, govemments began to regulate arbitration and wage
determination. Despite growing state aid in the reproduction of labour power and in
infrastmcture too, the state's relationship with the coalowners was far from smooth.
Even though they leamt to manipulate it, at first the owners objected to Industrial
Arbitration; the Federal Attomey-General prosecuted the Vend for a contravention of
the Commonwealth's 'new protectionist' anti-trast legislation; during World War One
the Federal Government controlled the distribution of coal, and some NSW
govemments investigated the industry with royal commissions. Despite these attempts
by Uberal democrats and adherents of Labor in both parliaments to civilise the
machinations of free enterprise, except between 1915 and 1920, neither production nor
distribution were controlled. Regardless of the friction created between the owners and
the state, because of govemment mediation in the reproduction of labour power, NSW
govemments in particular facilitated a transition from hand to mechanical mining that
the owners could not have achieved on their own.
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One of the objects of this chapter is to estabUsh that technological change was
an impulsive response designed to combat excess capacity by producing more at
reduced costs per ton, supposedly eradicating excess capacity by destroying
competitors. Mechanisation of the face as the vanguard of restracturing was not only dlconceived and unsuccessful but ultimately led to the collapse of the industry due to the
high costs of production and the excess capacity generated by overproduction. Also,
instead of saving on wages by reducing labour costs, the new technology proved labourintensive and inefficient. Further, rather than breaking the hewers' hold over the means
of production as it was intended, the new technology gave rise to workforce control by
machinists and off-hand workers also and generated a passive but determined resistance
to mechanisation by all mineworkers, especiady hewers. Their passivity was largely due
to their traditional collaborationist perspective which did not change under
mechanisation, but was institutionaUsed by Industrial Arbitration. Yet, the divisiveness
that characterised relations among the workforce persisted and intensified under
mechanisation.
The transfer of the centre of production to the South Maitland coalfield was an
essential aspect of the industry's restracturing. As well as the suitability of South
Maidand coal for gasmaking, it was also in high demand for all steam-raising purposes,
but more importantly as far as the owners were concemed, the Greta seam was ideal for
mechanisation. However, the owners were ill-advised. For most NSW mines much of
the machinery was unsuitable, inherently inefficient and prone to break down often. Yet
despite their deficiencies, mechanical undercutters were capable of increasing
production at the face. However, when they did so, almost no mine in the era under
discussion had either the capacity to load coal as efficiently or to transport it to the
surface in the quantities required by the increased pace of production at the face.
Therefore, instead of reducing the reliance on labour as intended, the technology
required more mineworkers in the ancillary functions of coalmining, as well as several
new categories of tradesmen above and below ground for maintenance and repairs.
Consequently, technological change increased costs. Yet, despite the loss and
contraction of some markets, the owners were able to increase prices to offset rising
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costs. They could do so until the onset of the coal depression in 1927-28 which was as
much a culmination of buyer resistance in all markets as falling demand in the domestic
market due to the early manifestation of the Great Depression for the coal industry.

The formation of the Vend in 1906 was central to restracturing. This chapter
does not fully analyse the reasons for the establishment of the Vend, for, the intricacies
of its formation and the size lunitation imposed on theses prevent the explanation the
matter warrants.l) Suffice it to mention that the Vend's creation was an expedient that
prevented the Shipping Ring from dominating the marketing and carriage of coal,
principally in the interstate and New Zealand trades.2) Owing to the Ring's ability to
regulate freights and the control of some of its members in the Northem district's
largest collieries, it either had to be confronted head-on or included in any vend scheme.
After much prevarication from 1904 or so, as a compromise the owners settled for the
latter option in 1906.
The Vend, illegally constituted in contravention of the Australian Industries
Preservation Act3)not only regulated prices and output, but allocated shipping and sales
to member shipping companies effectively excluding any outsider.4) As well as
participation in the Vend, or the ANC, members also belonged to the Hunter River
District Colliery Proprietors' Defence Association which dealt with industrial issues.
The participating shippers had akeady dominated local, interstate and New Zealand
shipping since the formation of the combines described in Chapter I.
As a result of the Vend's refusal to supply Scott Fell and Co, a coalshipping
agent who was excluded, the ANC, Howard Smith, Huddart Parker Ltd, the Adelaide
1) For an account of the formation of the Vend, vide Tumer Masters, pp.236-244.
2) zfezd.,pp.236-238.
3) Passed after the High Court decision in Barger's case conceming interstate and foreign trade and
amended in 19 iu vide, U.Sawer, op.cit, pp.40,69, 70, 83, 94. The legislation as a part of new protection
fiscaUsm was designed to prevent die growth of 'injurous' monopolies like the shipping combine.
However, like much of the new Federal legislation it was severely chaUenged by influential employers
because it interfered with profitabUity.
4) Commonwealth Law Reports, 'The King And The Attomey-General Of The Commonwealth Plaintiffs
and The Associated isorUiem CoUienes And Odiers, Defendants', (14) (CLR), pp.435,436.
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Steamship Co and Mcllwraith McEacham were found gudty of a contravention of the
Australian Industiies Preservation Act 1906-1910 by the High Court under Isaacs,J. in
1911.5) fronically, Isaacs, who had been prominent in the creation of the Act as
Attomey-General, as a High Court judge unposed only a small fine on the Vend. 6)
Despite this triflmg fine, in 1913 die decision was chadenged and reversed by the full
bench of the High Court.7)Subsequent appeal by the Attomey-General to the Privy
Councd was dismissed.8)
The Vend continued to exist under a new guise to avoid further prosecution.9)
Consequendy, its practice of inflating coal prices by fictionalising transport, insurance
and handling costs continued unchallenged despite an open knowledge of the Vend's
modus operandi. For example, the Campbell Commission found that subsequent to its
prosecution the Vend ostensibly ceased to operate ultra vires. However, the Royal
Commission's single commissioner, J.L.Campbell, KC, in his report found that the
Vend still functioned under a reconstituted legal form with its grip over selling
arrangements and shipping intact. 10)

5) vide ibid.,pp.,3Sl-661. This interpretation of the 'public interest' had far wider impUcations than for
the coal industry. As a result, until the AustraUan Industries Preservation Act was repealed by the Trades
Practices Act 1965, the 'difficulty' to establish detriment to the pubUc under law was widely exploited in
aU sectors of die private economy, vide G.Q.Taperell, R.B.Vermeesch and D.J.Harland, Trades Practices
and Consumer Protection, A Commentary on the Trades Practices Act 1974, Sydney, Butterworths, 1983.
6) The Vend was also ordered to pay costs.
7) 15 CZJ?,'The Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd. and odiers, defendants, appellants and H.M. the King
and the Attomey-General of the Commonwealth, plaintiffs-respondents',pp.65-103. The previous
judgement was reversed because of the portion of Isaacs' decision which was based on a definition of the
'detriment to the public' by the restrictive trading practices of the Vend. By an abstrase interpretation of
law die Full High Court found that aldiough a monopoly had existed, its functions were not detrimental to
the pubUc because even the Vend members were the 'public',vide p.65.
8) 'The Attomey-General of die Commonwealth, plaintiff, appeUant and the Adelaide Steamship Co. Ltd.
and other defendants, respondents'. Privy Council, 18 CLR, pp.30-54.
9) The Vend principals had anticipated prosecution at the time of its formation and dierefore had
purposely conducted meetings without minutes,nor did members sign a written agreement. It appears that
poUcy was made verbally over port and cigars at the Newcasde Club.
10) Campbell Commission Report,p.42; not until after the royal commission, Campbell became
Mr.Justice Campbell; the 1929 Davidson Commission commissioners, who in their report were generaUy
averse to criticising coalowners, confirmed the Vend's continuity, 1929 Davidson Commission Report
p.140.
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contemporary Character and Area! Impact of Bituminous Coal Mining'.PhD Thesis, Melbourne
University, 1962.
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The South Maidand collieries' ascendancy over the NSW coal industry caused
strenuous competition by producers of 'inferior' qualities amongst themselves as well as
against the Vend. This was largely due to the first mechanical undercutters in Australia
which were installed in the Greta seam in 1903. Despite a longstanding resistance
towards mechanisation, described below, once the undercutters' productive proficiency
appeared to be proven in a few Greta mines their implementation elsewhere was rapid
and pervasive. In 1904 when only seven collieries had coalcutters they were able to
produce 8.67 per cent of the State's total output.H) The following year undercutters
produced 15 per cent of total production; in 1908 machine-cut coal comprised more
than 20 per cent of the State's output. Total output also expanded rapidly from 1904 to
1908 by 51.94 per cent from 6,019,809 tons to 9,147,025 tons.
However, the bulk of this expansion was restricted almost entirely to the
Northem district where production increased by 61.5 per cent during the above period
from 4,042,739 tons to 6,511,002. Not even the entire Northem district experienced the
1904-1908 boom. More precisely, the expansion was limited almost completely to the
Greta seam. 12)
Owing to the preference for South Maitland coal, a hierarchical price structure
was devised between SCOA and the LCA, as well as small outsiders, with Greta coal as
the determinant which set all other prices. Superficially, all adhered to this artificial
price structure imposed by the Vend, but secretly they undersold each other. 13) The
pricing of coal according to quality defined by seam and a complexity of grades and

11) All statistics on the workforce, coal production and productivity are takenfromDepartment of Mines
Reports, New South Wales Official Year Books,(NSWOYB),or New South Wales Statistical
Registers,(NSWSR), unless indicated otherwise.
12) By 1909 die Greta seam became the major producer of the distiict widi 45.49 per cent of Northem
output, die previously pre-eminent Borehole seam producing 39.67 per cent. Sales in die Soudiem and
Westem districts increased 23.7 per cent and 68.81 cent for each district, but the Soudiem district onfpuf
for 1908 represented only 21 per cent of die State total and die Westem district contributed a mere 7.72
per cent.
13) The Campbell Commission lasting for more than year, did attempt to uncover the extent of secret
undercutting in the trade but failed to uncover the 'mystery',eidier by deliberate design or because of the
often vague testimony offered by many wimesses; also much evidence was given in camera and cnntents
of documents were kept sub rosa; vide Mauldon Economics, p. 155.
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sizes was only a small portion of their labyrinthian marketing arrangements.^^)
Producers and dealers often sold cheaper coal as Greta coal at Greta prices. 15) The
chairman of the 1919 Campbell Commission commented.
There is also very strong reason to suspect that some retail dealers charge
the conventional price for the highest-class coals, i.e., Newcastle and
Maidand, and deliver inferior coads to their customers, thus enlarging
their margin of profit. This has been sufficiently indicated in more than
one instance by the fact, that their admitted prices were prices fixed in
relation to the better class of coals, and the coals actually purchased for
their business were of the cheaper and inferior quality. 16)
Despite Campbell's conviction that these practices were restricted to the domestic trade
alone, l'7)substitution and overcharging were part and parcel of the interstate trade as
well. Ultimately, they were largely responsible for the demise of the NSW export trade.
Until the advent of World War One, because of the virtual oligopoly enjoyed by
the Vend, SCOA and the LCA, complaints regarding pricing, impurities or the quality
of coal could be ignored. However, the war marked the end of an era. Overseas exports
were severely curtailed by the enactment of the War Precautions Acts. Accordingly, the
62 per cent annual mean proportion of total production maintained in intercolonial/state
and overseas exports since 1858 abrupdy ceased in 1915.
The War Precautions legislation granted wide powers to the Governor-General
in Council and affected the coal industry directly. The Acts prevented the export of coal
to conserve it for domestic use and controlled its price. 18) Some shipping was restricted
under the Trading With the Enemy Acts 1914-1916 and a great number of British
freighters that usually loaded coal at Sydney or Newcastle on their retum journey

14) This routine remained an integral part of the price stiiicture beyond World War Two, vide JCB Report
1947 and 1947-48, p.27
15) Campbell Commission Report,p.48.
16) ibid.,p.4S.
17) CampbeU doggedly maintained that overcharging only occurred in the domestic trade. Despite
evidence tended during the commission which exposed that misrepresentation was rife, Campbell was not
prepared to attribute misconduct of that kind to the large export trade operators.'because he was not
empowered to do so.'
iii)SaweT,op.cU.,pp.l29-220j)assim.
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ignored these ports because of the possibility of being commandeered under
govemment regulations to carry wheat at unfavourable rates. 19)
In part due to this embargo and a contraction of demand overseas outUned
below, overseas exports were forced down from 2,646,250 tons, or 25.47 per cent of
total sales in 1914 to 724,643 tons, or 7.99 per cent, in 1918. Consequently, the first
time the state regulated the distribution function of the coal industry the owners were
compensated for their loss in trade by the increased orders of coal the Govemment
requisitioned for the war effort. Nevertheless, these govemment measures worsened
overproduction; total sales fell 17 per cent between 1914 and 1919. As compensation,
special tribunals created under the War Precaution measures gave price increases so that
despite this loss, the value of coal sold increased by 45 per cent from £3,737,761 to
£5,422,846.20)
Before this brief period of govemment control, the ability to increase prices was
made possible by the isolation of NSW markets from direct competition. After
recovering from the 90's, the low post-depression price attracted renewed demand for
NSW coal and rapidly expanded supply. The revival of this demand gave the impetus to
mechanisation in 1903 too. The advantage of NSW's remoteness from overseas
competitors was enhanced also by the quaUty of Greta coal. This fragile market
sovereignty enabled prices to escalate inordinately but it also caused the industry's
eventual downfall.
On the other hand, the Vend could not permit prices to find their own levels.
During the period 1901 to 1903 prices experienced a shortlived boost, but dropped
temporarily due to the unbridled competition after mechanisation, from 1904 to 1906,
when no effective Northern combination existed. One of the inducements which
influenced the very formation of the Vend was to prevent the free market situation of
1904-1906 during which prices were forced downwards.
19) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Session 1914-17, Vol LXXIX, pp.795-6.
20) That is 'value' based on pit-top prices, or disclosed prices. As explained in die Introduction, price and
value are confused. The 45 per cent increase for 17 per cent less coal was well ahead of the 49 per cent
increase in die Retail Consumer Price Index,(CPI), (1911 as base vear widi a value of 100)
Commonwealth Year Book 1982.
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It was after the Ufting of war restrictions in 1920 that the biggest price increases
occurred. They rose 16.13 per cent from 1919 to 1920 alone and 39.48 per cent to 1927
bringing the price of best round coal at Newcastle to 26/1 per ton FOB^l) during the
coal industry's post-war boom. Although prices of commodities rose steeply after the
War due to inflation, they paled into insignificance compared to the extravagant
increases of coal prices even from before the War. The average increase of aU
wholesale prices in NSW between 1913 and 1928 was 59 per cent and the Melboume
wholesale price index rose 66 per cent, but over the same period coal rose more than
127 per cent. 22)
Notwithstanding, several occurrences beyond the owners' control had akeady
begun to erode the overseas export market; the substitution of coal by other fuels,
competition from foreign coal exporters and the development of indigenous coal
industries by client states were major factors. Slowly, but perceptibly, the world's
reliance on coal was diminishing. Overseas, especially in the Northem Hemisphere, the
centre of the world's production, excess capacity was growing too and began to
encroach on NSW markets.
InitiaUy, the diminishing dependence on coal only affected the NSW overseas
bunkering trade after ships began to convert from coal to oil-burning or diesel.
However, the trend grew spectacularly.23) Similarly, in almost every industry in the
leading industrial nations, coal was gradually replaced as the principal fuel.24) But
NSW and its markets were isolated from the Northem Hemisphere trade until World
War One. Consequendy, NSW coalowners were able to increase production despite
severe fluctuations in demand. However, after the War the security of NSW's tyranny
21) Free On Board.
22) Mauldon Economics,p.212., paraphrased.
23) In 1914 96.6 per cent of ships on Lloyd's register were coal-buming vessels, by 1929 60.8 per cent
but by 1937 only 48.6 per cent were fueUed by coal, vide Shaw and Bmns, op.cit, p.l4.
24) OU consumption quadmpled between 1913 and 1935 and hydro-electric development trebled over the
same period. Consequendy, coal, which in 1913 supplied 71 per cent of the world's energy needs, by
1935 provided only 57 per cent; 'The World Coal Mining Industry' Jnternational Labour Office Studies
and Reports Series B(Economic Conditions), 1938, no. 31, Voll, P.1./J9J5 ILO Report); Shaw and
Hruns, op.cit., p.4.
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of distance was penetrated. Owing to technological innovation in transport the world
was getting smaller and a global oversupply of coal was imminent. The development of
new coalfields in the Northem Hemisphere by the USSR, China and others intensified
the competition affecting the then largest producers, Britain and the USA, at a time of a
reduction in world-wide coal consumption.25) Consequently, the Northem Hemisphere
producers invaded the peripheral markets traditionally belonging to NSW.
Another loss was the expansion or development of coalmining by several
customer states and some even became competitors for export markets.26) Chile too
began to develop its own coal. Thus, the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914 made
Chde a customer of die USA, virtually eliminating NSW by 1927-28 and effectively
halted the trade to San Fransisco too. New Zealand, which from 1900 until World War
One bought approximately 12 to 20 per cent per annum of overseas exports, after 1915
became the largest customer by default because the rest of the export markets had
almost ceased to exist. Then, this trade vanished too.27)
Interstate exports fell also after the tum of the century because several states
developed their own coal industries. Queensland's output exceeded one million tons for
the first time in 1913 and while none of the other states produced anything approaching
that amount, their combined output slowly undermined NSW exports.28) Accordingly,
the proportion of interstate exports of total NSW sales shrank, although in real terms
tonnages did not decrease traumatically until 1929, one year after a 15 per cent
downtum in total sales signalled the coal depression.
The erosion of interstate and overseas exports had a profound effect on
marketing. In 1915, for the first time since 1858, total exports were less than domestic

25) from 0.7 tons per capita in 1913 to 0.57 tons in 1936, vide 1938 ILO Report,pp.lO-3; Shaw and
Bmns,op.czY.,p.6.
26) The Dutch East Indies, South Africa, India and odiers; vide, Mauldon Economics,!). 133.
27) Unable to rely on its own inferior coal deposits. New 2^1and created a viable hydro-electric industry
instead. After 1929-30 the effect of diis change and die depression nearly halved exports to New Zealand
which graduaUy; dwindled to nothing during the War.
28) Victoria's much vaunted brown coal industi7 did not produce more dian a miUion tons untU 1927.
when it produced 1,455,482 tons.
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sales and the decline continued. At first this transformation mattered little, as domestic
sales increased from 4,780,614 tons in 1915 to 6,786,906 tons in 1927, but dien
domestic demand fell sharply until 1931 and in consequence total sales plummeted.
The contraction in the domestic markets was mainly due to the Depression, but
even before its effects were fudy felt, the coalowners faced decreasing markets because
of improving fuel technology. Owing to the buoyancy of the domestic markets, fuel
economisation by the largest users was almost imperceptible, but from 1927 it too took
its tod. For example, in 1911 259,339 tons of coal produced 135,337,000 units of
electricity giving a mean of 522.05 units per ton but in 1929-30 907,461 tons of coal
retumed 66,117,000 units at 1,064.6 units per ton.29)
Quantities of coal sold to the NSWGR, the State's single largest coal consumer,
crashed spectacularly from 1,342,034 tons in 1926-27 to only 896,147 tons in 1931-32.
This 33.22 per cent reduction heavily affected total domestic sales, which were reduced
even more by a 50.23 per cent fall in demand in the manufacturing sector from 1928-29
to 1931-32 which brought the consumption of coal in factories to only 656,333 tons in
1931-32.
Coke, which was only a minor product of coal at the beginning of the century
rose to eminence after BHP's entry into the steel industry in 1915. Hence, the 417,753
tons of coke made in 191530)increased to 1,060,368 tons in 1926-27.31) From 1933-34
29) Nevertheless, electricity generation was one of the few industries in which the demand for coal rose
annuaUy since the tum of the century. By 1900 the use of electricity for domestic and street lighting was
weU established in Sydney and was soon available for heating, transport and industrial use; The
Electricity Commission of New South Wales Report for the Period 22 May, 1950 to 30th June, 1952, p.5.
Power houses were developed throughout the State and demand for electricity rose steadily.
Consequendy, sales of coal to power stations grew to 916,344 tons in 1927-28 and did not fall
precipitously during the Depression; ibid.,p.5. From the beginning of the war to 1929 demand, doubled
every five years, but during the depdis of the Depression, from 1929 to 1933, demand for electricity
remained fairly static: from then until the outbreak of World War Two, demand for electricity doubled
every nine years. Demand for coal in gas works shared a simdar rate of expansion; it peaked in 1928-29
at 661,878 tons, but feU from then until 1932-33; calculated from NSWOYB and NSWSR. In gas-works
over the same period similar economies were attained but they can not be calculated precisely because of
the introduction of oil in gas manufacturing. In gas-works, oil caused a direct decUne in the ratio of coal
to oil usage. For example in 1911 323,910 tons of coal and 55,621 tons of shale were used to produce 500
cubic feet of gas. In 1929-30 4,185,102 gallons of oil and 653,449 tons of coal produced 10,992,000,000
cubic feet of gas.
30) Department of Mines Report 1915,p.l05.
il) NSWOYB 1926-27 ,p.361.
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the manufacture of coke for metaUurgical purposes became and remained the single
largest use of coal ahead of the NSW electricity and gas works, manufacturing and even
the NSWGR, but not to the benefit of the traditional coalowners. The growdi of coke as
a coal product and the erosion in the use of steaming and gas-making coal, radically
altered the combines' hold over the by then vital domestic market. Their loss of a large
portion of the domestic market can be largely attributed to BHP in 1923 taking steps to
become the first of the large 'captive' producers which dominated the industry from the
late 50's. By becoming a captive producer, that is primarily producing for its own use,
BHP not only by-passed the combines, but it also foreshadowed marketing
transformations by nearly 30 years.
Primarily, BHP bought its own coalmines because it could not obtain the
consistency of quality and type required for metallurgical coke from the ANC.32)
Although from 1915 BHP's steelmaking division at Newcastle was not particularly
intent on buying premium quaUty coal, it could not even get an inferior type from ANC
at a reasonable price, nor regular deliveries.33) Backed by seemingly unlimited British
finance, after estabUshing its Newcastle works at enormous expense34) on the free land
it received from the NSW Govemment in 1913, BHP found that it could not produce as
cheaply as envisaged in its prospectuses because of the ANC's hold over coal prices.35)
To overcome this obstacle BHP acquired its own collieries which substantially reduced
its coal costs at Newcastle.
In 1923, BHP, in association with Huddart Parker, developed the EIrington
colliery on the Greta seam. It began to produce by 1929 after protracted industrial
action over the introduction of mechanisation.36) in 1924, BHP leased a portion of the
32) i929 Davidson Commission Report,p.264.
33) ibid.
34) H. Hughes, The Australian Iron and Steel Industry 1848-1962, Melboume, MUP, 1964.0.79: between
i.)^ii ana 19l9 tlie Co. spent £3 V4 million on its Newcasde plant; vide BHP Reports and Statements on
Account, May 1913-May 1919.
35) Hughes

op.cit.,pp.l9,92,93,99,100.

36) H.Elford and M.McKeown, Coal Mining in Australia, Melbourne. Tait Publishing Co P/T
iy47,p.l58.
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New Redhead Estates near Newcastle and developed the John Darling coUiery which
began to produce by the end of 1928.37) From 1935 it also bought collieries in the
Southem district.
Despite the buoyancy of the iron and steel industry, total NSW sales fell 15.08
percent from an unprecedented 11,126,114 tons in 1927 to 9,448,147 tons in one year;
by 1931, the nadir of the coal depression, sales fell to 6,432,382 tons, a 42.18 per cent
fall from 1927. In contradistinction, the number of mines employing more than 20 men
underground had grown from 64 productive mines and 11 undergoing development in
1911 to 85 in 1927 and four under development's) The commissioners of the 1929
Davidson Commission calculated that on the basis of one shift per day the industry was
overproduced by 72 per cent and that if it worked another shift, as indeed many mines
did, overproduction would double.39) The industry was in chaos, overseas exports had
already plummeted below a million tons by 1924-25, interstate exports fell by 48.08 per
cent from 1926-27 to 1,513,544 tons in 1931-32 and the domestic market decUned in
Une with the duninishing demand in the coal-consuming industrial sectors. One of the
principal factors of this precipitous decline was the manner in which coalcutters were
introduced to saturate the market with surplus coal to eliminate competitors.
«J> ^if

^J^ *tf

sic

The first coalcutting machines used in NSW were pneumatic chainbreasts or
pneumatic percussive picks in the Greta seam in 1903.40)Coalcutting machines had

37) Mechanisation in the Steel Industry's collieries An outline of the contributions made by the Iron and
Steel Industry towards increased efficiency in coal winning operations, BHP, 1949, (Mechanisation). Cno
pagmauon;.
38) vide 1929 Davidson Commission Report,p.344, Appendix 4.
39) ibid.,p.305.
4U) Department of Mines Report 190i,p.l01.
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been available in Britain, but not widely used.'^l) Their ability by the 1890's to increase
production at the face was known to NSW coal proprietors. Yet they, like their British
counterparts from whom they took their lead, resisted the introduction of coalcutters for
many years owing to various considerations explained below. However, in the United
States 25 per cent of its 230 million ton output for 1899 was mechanicaUy cut and
American production surpassed Britain's output of 223 million tons of which only 1.5
per cent was cut mechanically.42)
Considering the owners' resentment over the high portion of recurring outgoings
for hewing rates and the success of mechanical coalcutters overseas long before they
were introduced m NSW, their procrastinations are not easily explained. The rationale
or the lack of reason behind the coalowners' delay was varied and contradictory. The
contraction of prices during the 90's seems to have dampened any enthusiasm the
owners may have had towards mechanisation. Instead, as oudined in the previous
chapter, they lowered costs by reducing hewing rates.
Taking into account the availability of coalcutters and the dire necessity of
cutting costs, the 90's should have been the ideal time to introduce labour saving
devices, in spite of the heavy outlay of capital required. That is precisely what happened
during the depression of the 1930's. However, such was not the case during the 90's
depression although two mines briefly instaUed coalcutters on an experimental basis .43)
It seems the larger, well-capitalised companies capable of introducing new technology
were content with their increased surplus value and growing sales despite the sharp

41) N.K. Buxton,The Economic Development of the British Coal Industry, London, Batsford Academic,
1978,pp.llO, HI. Inefficient pneumatic disc machines had been available in Britain since 1853 and a
machine utilising the chainbreast principle,since 1864. By the 1880's bar and disc machines had been
revived but the latter feU into disfavour owing to their inabUity to cope with the undulating nature of
British coal seams,particularly in longwall workings. The bar machine suffered from various mechanical
failures until electrical power was applied to it in 1887 after which it was used in longwall and bord and
pUlar lay-outs. The pneumatic chainbreast machine was in use in America since 1877 in bord and pillar
after its development by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Columbus.
42) F.W. Hurd,'Electrical Coal-cutting Machines', Transactions of the Institution of Mining Engineers,
Newcasde upon Tyne, Vol XXV ,1902-3,p.l08.
43) Two machines had been tried in NSW in die Northem district during the 90's; a Jeffrey machine in
1894 at the Hetton coUiery and another Jeffrey at die AACo's New Winning colUery in 1896.The latter
macnine cut only 2U tons m 12 days @ 6/6 per ton; vide Tumer Masters, p.l65, footnote 39.
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decUne in price. The owners also knew that because of piecework they could continue
to rely on the workforce's co-operativeness. Above all, the chronic oversupply of labour
precluded the need to mechanise coalcutting. This conservatism was sustained by
numerous objections to the mechanisation itself.
The immediate restraints upon proprietors were the initial purchase prices of
machines; their propensity to break down and the subsequent repairs for which the
traditional underground workforce was not trained. In this instance the coalowners'
objections were weU-founded. The British experience had shown that die mechanisation
of the face without supplementing it with a mechanical loading system or upgrading the
haulage system did not necessarily increase production.44)
Furthermore, many of the machines were cumbersome and difficult to 'flit',
move, in the narrow, tortuous, hand-worked bord and pillar workings. The necessity
confronting most owners was to standardise and increase the width of bords and to drive
more regular headings and cut-throughs.45)These were cosdy remedies in mines which
had been allowed for decades to develop in a precarious, unfettered fashion to avoid
stone dykes or other intrusions in the coal. Besides, the implementation of coalcutters
requded the installation of an expensive electric or pneumatic power plant needing like
the coalcutters several maintenance workers.
Estimates on the costs of mechanisation made by the committee of the North of
England Institute of Mining and Electrical Engineers,(IMEE), in 1903 give a good
indication of the objections to mechanisation. A plant consisting of a compressor or
generator unit complete with accessories, tools, two spare machines without cables or
hoses to run ten machines averaged out at £1000 for each pneumatic machine and
£1100 for each electric machine.46)

44) Buxton,o/?.aV.,p.l 12.
45) It had been mining practice to drive 'cut-throughs' or 'stentons' only where coal was known to exist,
at times 100 yards apart,contravening coalmining regulations prior to the 1896 CMRA.
46) CPamely, The Colliery Managers' Handbook, London. Crosbv Lockwood and .son. 1904.nn mm
1002.
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As well as the prohibitive cost of plant, the cumbersome nature of most of the
machines would have prevented most NSW coalowners from mechanising. Of the most
common types introduced the Goodman chainbreast measured i r 2 " in length and 3'7"
in width; the Morgan Gardiner chainbreast weighed 35 cwt and measured 10'5" in
length by 3'8" in width; the smallest, the IngersoU Sergeant pneumatic percussive
weighed a mere 7 cwt, but was of dubious productive capacity.47) Also, the owners no
doubt had knowledge of, but eventuady did not heed, the concem expressed by a
member of the IMEE that a machine operator might tum his newly acquired knowledge
into an effective industrial weapon,'...if a miner lay off, the output was reduced 2 or 3
tons, but if the coal-cutting machine was stopped there was a loss of a 100 or more tonsa very serious difference.'48)
For all the success in America, opposition to mechanisation in British mines was
generally well-founded and almost without dissent heeded in NSW during the 90's. Yet
there were several differences between NSW and British conditions which would have
made mechanisation less costly and more practical in NSW. British seams were mainly
thin, very deep, steep, and many coal faces, on account of the age of most pits, were a
long distance from pit-top winding gear. Those conditions would have made
mechanisation too costly and in many instances impossible. However, these did not
apply in NSW where nunes were reasonably recent, nearly all seams were thick,
generally not very steep, nor very deep. Furthermore, the mechanisation of American
coalmines with similar coal-bearing strata to NSW, where most of the technology was
developed and manufactured, contradicted the British experience also.
From the tum of the century several events created a more receptive attitude to
the introduction of mechanical coalcutters too. Because American production overtook
Britain's for the first time in 1899, the IMEE of Britain which had been ambivalent and
negative towards mechanical undercutting49)began to adopt a more positive attitude. 50)
47) The Hurd bar machines of varying sizes weighed between 19 to 45 cwt and measured from 7'2" to
9'6" in lengdi to between 2'11" and 3'10" in width; ibid.,pp.951-996.
48) Hurd,(7/?.czV.,p.234.
49) vide Transactions of the Institute of Mining and Electrical Engineers of Britain, vols XXII-XXX;
Buxton, op.czf.,p.l 12.
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Doubdess, NSW mine managers, engineers and owners, the majority of whom were
members of the Institute,51)were influenced by this change. Also, in 1900 die
Australian Mining Standard reported the benefits of mechanical undercutting at the
Westport Coal Company colliery closer to home, in New Zealand.52)More huportantiy,
the price of coal in the Northem district rose to 6/4 per ton in 1900 after it had bottomed
at 5/8 in 1898 and demand grew prodigiously from 1900.
The high prices paid for the premium quality steaming and gasmaking coal from
the new mines on the South Maitland field, predominantly developed between 1901 and
1905, especially overcame the coalowners' timorousness over mechanisation. The large,
new mines replacing the smaller mines that had originally worked the field were more
suited for the installation of mechanical coalcutters.53)The high volatile bituminous
coal54) of the thick, relatively easily worked Greta seam was obtained mainly from
mines instantly laid out for mechanisation despite its relative steepness in the northem
portion of the South Maitland field. In addition, despite the industry's excess capacity,
mechanisation seductively held out expectations of a reduced reUance on manual
labour, increased productivity and an ability to reduce costs per ton which could
eliminate competitors who did not mechanise.
Consequently, these mines were intentionally developed in response to the
recovering market with many of them specifically for mechanical undercutting. Like
Browns' Richmond Main property, their leases were taken up after the small pioneering
colUeries of the Greta seam went to the wall. The only survivor of the 90's, the
substantially capitalised East Greta mine, was the first to establish the permanent
market and the preferential price for Greta coal.

50) vide Pamely,op.cz7.,pp.999-1005.
51) The names of members and affiUates were regularly pubUshed in die Transactions.
52) Australian Mining Standard, 26 AprU 1900.
53) 'Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Best Mediods of Working die Thick Coal Seams
of the Maitland Cessnock District (1911 Maidand Inquiry), NSW Legislative Assembly, Parliamentary
Papers,Yol 3,1911-12, p.6.
54} Later on known as high volatile coking coal.
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After the depression subsided, John Brown quickly acquired 2589 acres early in
1900 for £15,000 and immediately began the development of the Pelaw Main
pit.55)The Baron's interstate and overseas marketing facilities soon promoted Greta
coal. With a 31.74 per cent increase in the Northem price to 8/4 per ton between 1901
and 1902, four other well-established Newcasde coal concerns leased, bought and
developed large leases between 1900 and 1903.56)The East Greta Coal Mining Co
leased 2101 acres from the Crown for its Stanford Merthyr colliery, the AACo
developed the Hebbum colliery, the Abermain Coal Mining Co began work on the
Abermain colUery and the Caledonian Coal Co developed Aberdare colliery.57)
Despite a water drainage problem due to its steepness, the seam's thickness
averaging from 14 to more than 20 feet58)gave an impression, later dispelled, that it
was ideal for mechanisation. It is true that with the exception of bands of pyrites, the
mined portions of the seam were relatively dirt-free and generally not hampered by thin
bands of stone like the thinner seams in the rest of the Northem district, the Western and
to a lesser extent the Southem district. Further, if there were no stone intrusions or
major other faulting, as soon as the seam was reached the coal mined during
development was saleable. Unlike the East Greta colUery which had spnick discoloured
coal. Baron Brown's Pelaw Main colliery produced marketable coal almost
immediately. Notwithstanding a stone dyke and a severe water problem, production
reached 800 tons per day during 1902.59)
Despite all the apparent advantages of the Greta seam and a general but
diminishing opposition to mechanisation, perhaps the introduction of coalcutters there
and subsequently in other seams was quite fortuitous and ironically due to one of the
whimsical Brown's brainstorms. The eccentric Baron had seen cutters demonstrated in
55) J.W.Tumer.'The Mechanisation of Coal Cutting in Pelaw Main Colliery 1902-55'. Labour History,
no 18, May 1970, (Turner Labour History).
56) Department of Mines Report 1903,p.86.
57) 1911 Maidand Inquiry,pp. 11-18.
58) ibid,p.6.
59) Tumer Labour History,p.6l.
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the United States during 1902^0) and purchased them without realising the limitation of
then appUcation. The other owners, probably equally uninformed, imitated Brown
simply because they did not want him to steal a march on them. Brown's beUef in the
ability of coalcutters to increase production in thick seams under perfect conditions was
valid except that conditions at the Greta seam were not ideal. But beyond reason was his
persistence that they be introduced at his Minmi collieries where the seam was thin and
the working of coal was marred by impurities. Further, it demonstrates his and other
coalowners' ignorance of basic coalmining practicalness.
Under conventional hand-mining the hewers separated the 'dirt', stone or other
foreign matter, from coal either after it was shot down or they left bands of dirt in the
adjacent coal particularly if the coal was too thin to mine profitably. If the band was so
situated that too much coal was wasted if left behind, the hewer could hole the coal in or
near the band and bring down the coal below or above.61) However, until major design
modifications in the late 20's none of the chainbreasts, the only remotely viable
machines, were capable of the adjustment necessary for the indeterminate variations
which occurred from bord to bord or in the same place. Large stone intmsions, which
created troublesome but not insurmountable obstacles for hewers, could not be cut at all
by chainbreasts and only slowly by the percussive pickers.
It is unlikely that any of the owners who initially installed electric chainbreasts
were aware of the chainbreasts' inability to cut on a stone floor owing to their lack of
torque and the fatiguing of their picks. In the Southem district where nearly all the
mines working the Bulli seam were affected by rolls,(irregular wavelike stone folds in
the floor), chainbreasts would have worked with great difficulty. Consequently, with the
exception of those Illawarra mines caught up in the initial msh, very few mines there
introduced them.

60) vide ibid.
61) This is a simple overview of what hewers did to prevent mining dirt. At times if a band of coal was
particularly thin, but marketable, it was mined despite die difficulties involved. Hence the suitabUitv of
tne contract system to the owners.
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Thirty years later far more powerful cutters with superior picks had difficulty
cutting stone and at Pelaw Main this deficiency was compounded by Brown's
idiosyncratic preference for the even weaker pneumatic chainbreasts. The other
machines introduced by Brown, the pneumatic percussive, although easily adjusted to
overcome seam variations, were very slow producers. It is unlikely that his choice of
pneumatic over electric was due to a safety motive, as Tumer suggests,62)as there was
no legislation regulating electrical installations, but most probably because he was
gulled by American salesmanship.63) As Livingstone Learmonth, the AACo's collieries
superintendent wrote to Jesse Gregson in December 1903 regarding Brown,'Much
competition hath made him mad.'64)
The displacement of the pick and shovel at the face created many other
problems not foreseen by Brown. Under the old contract system a large proportion of
stone or dirt was not filled under threat of fines or suspension enforced by the lodge, but
Brown insisted that the machines at Pelaw Main were worked under a day-wage system
because of the neighbouring hand-worked East Greta colliery's ten year old custom of
paying day-wages

to all

workers

owing

to the

'easiness'

of

the

thick

seam.65)Consequentiy, the fiUers who at II- per shift loaded the coal after it was shot
down," did not have the incentive, nor the compulsion, to separate dirt from coal.
Further, none of the day-wage workers at Pelaw Main had the motivation to work the
cutters to full capacity.
62) Tumer,(Labour History,p.62), suggests that Brown's was a safety motive. However, diere was no
compulsion for owners to observe electrical regulations until diey were legislated in 1908. Also,
pneumatic plant was cheaper to purchase than electrical installations, (Tumer states the opposite on
p.62.), but that need not have been a consideration for Brown who employed men to keep die brass on his
collieries' locomotives shiny and thought Uttle of spiting competitors or employees alike, regardless of
cost
63) Later Brown bought electrical equipment in Britain sight unseen, for the Richmond Main colliery.
However, upon arrival the colUery's electrical engineer found that the equipment costing diousands of
pounds and already paid for did not match die existing electiical installation and could not be used. When
Richmond Main closed down in 1967, the equipment stUl in its crates was sold for scrap. Interview Albert
i)haw, former company secretary, J.& A.Brown. Abermain Seaham, Caledonian ColIieries,(Coal & AlUed
Industiies Ltd), Goldfields House Sydney.
64) Tumer Masters,p.l86. The comment was made in regard to Brown's attitude to the Ring which he
had resolved to beat no matter how much money he lost.
65) fumer Labour History,p.62.
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To overcome the latter obstacle. Brown embarked on a long industrial campaign
ultimately culminating in his defeat. It began after an unsuccessful appUcation by the
East Greta miners to the Arbitration Court in April 1903 for contract conditions.
Nevertheless, the East Greta Co relented and conceded the demand. Similarly, the
AACo at its developing Hebbum colliery followed suit, but Brown resisted until 1905 at
great expense. By mid 1903 when Pelaw Main had three IngersoU percussive machines
and two pneumatic Jeffrey chainbreasts, R.B.Hogue, a solicitor who was Brown's
manager for Newcastle, reported to Brown that they were a phenomenal success and
that the mine fully mechanised,
... would be able to cut sufficient coal in one shift to keep it producing on
a three shift basis thus permitting its proper and economical
working...The ndners wiU be got rid of and the machines used
entirely.66)
Later in 1903 after a protracted batde with the Pelaw Main lodge, Hogue's optimism
became somewhat subdued. He admitted that,'The machines will not cheapen the cost
of production to any appreciable extent. All they save is strikes.'67)Although the
coalcutters were not capable of fulfilling this prophesy either, Hogue's subsequent
manoeuvering did secure a victory, albeit pyrrhic. InitiaUy, Hogue's advantage arose
out of a typical manifestation of the hewers' guardianship over their skills which made
them exclude other mineworkers. Also, Hogue invoked the might of the state to
legitimise his actions.
After a walkout by the wheelers when the hewers refused to do their own
wheeUng, Hogue skillfully manipulated the Arbitration Act and gained the Court's
consent to prosecute the strikers.68)He then closed the mine down and paid them off
After subduing the CEF by threatening to hold it responsible for the financial losses
incurred because of the idegality of the strike, the strikers retumed on personal

66) ibid.,p.63.
67) ibid.
68) ibid.
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application to the manager69)to exclude the 'ti-oublemakers'. By February 1904 no
hewers remained and of the original 250 strong workforce 150 had left Pelaw Main.70)
Not satisfied with die miners' defeat, in January 1904 Brown, who conducted
the entire campaign by correspondence while still abroad, wanted to force down the day
rates. Determined to mechanise the mine on his terms he wrote to Hogue insisting that
the pit be closed down as a preliminary to the reduction to soften up die miners.71)The
immediate result of Brown's ill-conceived insistence on day-wage labour was that
neither productivity nor production increased commensurate to either Brown's efforts or
heavy investment. Before the introduction of machines the Pelaw Main workforce
numbering 219 produced 900 to 950 tons per day, but late in 1903 with the same size
workforce, after intensive capitalisation for plant and 11 machines, production increased
to 1150 tons per day,72) but the machines' portion of production was only 750 tons;
hand-ndning produced the remainder and costs per ton more than doubled. The
machines' output was costed at 5/6 per ton to cut and fill, whereas at the nearby handworked East Greta mine coal was costed at 2/6 per ton.'73)
Considering Brown's difficulties and his reputation for rashness, the other
owners' haste to emulate him was bizarre, especiady while the machines were
unproven. Nevertheless, during 1903 the Hebbum colliery installed one Jeffrey electric
chainbreast and Stanford Merthyr introduced two Morgan Gardiner percussive electric
machines.74)Other coUiery proprietors were not deterred by Brown's failures. It is
unclear if the high cost of production at Pelaw Main was known to those who installed
machines over the next few years. Certainly they were aware of Brown's stmggle with
69) ibid.
70) The extremeness of this action even contravened the conditions of the Crown lease which required
Brown to employ a minimum of 64 men. Brown risked canceUation of his lease and jeopardised an
investment approximating £150,000, vide ibid.,p.65.
71) ibid,p.64; Tumer claims 11 machines, however, the Department of Mines Renort 1903 ^'wrinpn in
December),records 14 machines, vide p. 101.
72) Tumer Labour History ,p.64.
73) Department of Mines Report 1903,p.l01.
74) Tumer Labour History,p.65.
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his miners, of which they would have approved but which they readily subverted by
immediately working their cutters under piece rates.
Brown, still insistent on retaining day-wage work, in 1904 hatched a scheme to
import American machine operators to force the issue. He intended the rest of the work
to be performed by non-union labour and he exhorted the manager George Durie to go
underground,'with the non-union men, sit beside them and see what could be done and
make others do the same - break up the union and work the mine with non-union
men'.75)This course of action was possible because of the intermittency of employment
and because hewers continued to exclude off-hand labour from lodge membership.
Even though the previous manager was replaced because of his disapproval, Durie
refused. Brown brought his Americans to Pelaw Main but in the face of much
hostility.7 6)After a strike over a reduction in wages in 1905, Brown, who had retumed
from overseas, compromised on the reductions and gave a promise to consider the
introduction of piece rates which he did eventually.77)
Despite Brown's nebulous victory and the extremeness of his methods, the
owners of Hebburn and Stanford Merthyr mechanised. During 1904 the first mines
outside the South Maidand field mechanised the face: the Northem Extended, Pacific
and Rhonda collieries in the North and North Bulli in the Southem district. Unlike
Brown, however, they installed electric chainbreasts.
The introduction of electric rather than pneumatic machines was no accident and
probably a result of the experience at Pelaw Main. As there were no specific CMRA
regulations prohibiting the instaUation of electric machines, even in safety lamp mines.

75) It is possible that they may have been refused immigration permits and that they were smuggled in;
vide Tumer Labour History,p.66. Tumer is not certain how many Americans there were at Pelaw Main or
when they came; he estimates there were six.
76) Turner Labour History,pp.66,67.
/ /) 10 demonstrate the successfulness of mechanisation at Pelaw Main, Brown falsely claimed in January
1905 diat the original American demonstrator, Bryant, could cut a hundred tons per eight hour shift,
whereas in reality Bryant, a carefully selected operator, only averaged 84 tons per shift. When asked if
Bryant was a 'picked specialist' or an average American operator Brown responded, 'He is just such a
man as could be got in any quantity in the States.' Of course Brown's prime motivation was to discredit
the other operators who widiout die incentive of piece rates had averaged up to 60 tons per shift, but
whom Brown claimed could only manage 40 to 44 tons per shift; ibid.,pp.66,67.
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until 1908, by 1907 electrical installations outnumbered pneumatic two to one.
Whatever the preference, production figures for 1904 demonstrated that a mere 20
machines produced 8.67 per cent of the year's output. Consequendy, caution was
thrown to the wind and a flurry of mechanisation empted during which the number of
machines increased unabated until 1916. However, the coalowners had been sold a pup.
Due to engineering difficulties and workforce resistance, the 2,896,612 tons cut by 214
machines in 1912 was never exceeded despite a great expansion in the number of
machines and the workforce up to 1927-28.
The coalowners' worst fears of mechanisation prior to 1903 most probably
became a universal reality by World War One. However, recurring costs in constant and
variable capital were recoverable through the price increases the owners were able to
affect, even while prices were fixed by the Commonwealth Govemment. Hence,
mechanisation remained the basis on which the industry depended for increased
production and profits. Broadly, the manner in which the industry attempted to
overcome the inherent lunitations of technology was to adapt various kinds of
machinery to several methods of production in a heuristic fashion.
Specifically, trial and error methods initiaUy entailed the rejection of the
percussive machine before the CMRA was altered in 1908 to prevent the installation of
'non-enclosed' electrical machines in safety lamp mines. The percussive IngersoU
Sergeant, the most popular kind, was a notoriously slow producer, but did offer some
compensatory features. Operating on the same principle as the jackhammer this type
became the most widely used after the electric chainbreast. Despite the chainbreast's
superior productive ability, percussion machines were the only type that could cut the
face at different levels. However, this advantage was offset by other handicaps.
To emulate the angle of the kerf made by the hewers, the machine was placed on
a ramp incUned to the face. The machinist sat on the ramp with his feet on the
machine's wheels and counteracted its recoils with his body weight. Mounted on wheels
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in its original form it was not popular with miners in NSW.78) Caleb Pamely noted
British miners' aversion to the percussive machine too. This type could not be adapted
from a bottom cut to another or nicking without changing wheels.79)it was superseded
by a column mounted machine which was capable of nicking and could cut at all levels
reasonably well except a floor cut. 80) Not only did the wheel mounted type of machine
exact great physical strength but its and all percussive machines' noise reverberated to
deafening pitch in the confines of underground working places. 8 l)These unpleasant
conditions made the machines vulnerable to sabotage and resistance.
Despite the availability of pneumatic chainbreasts which were less noisy but
more affected by lack of torque than electric chainbreasts, pneumatic machines, with the
exception of the two at Pelaw Main and a few others tried briefly during the early 20's,
remained exclusively percussive. Column mounted percussives could be easily adjusted
to all levels and their abiUty to shear the sides lessened the tendency to create slack
when the coal was shot down. However, they were slow and they required a trolley for
flitting. 82)
Many managers opted for electrical power in anticipation of the belated 1908
CMRA Special Rules for the installation and use of electricity which a committee of

78) Interview G.SeUers, former superintendent S. and M.Fox mines NSW, freelance consulting engineer,
Director Hundey Colliery P/L; interview CHarding, former overman and retired deputy, Northem and
Soudiem districts; T.Morgan, retired deputy Burwood coUiery; both Harding and Morgan used this type
of machine extensively and verified Pamely's account below.
79) Pamely,op.cz7.,pp. 1004, 5.
80) Despite manufacturers' claims which either overstated or fabricated their machines' abUities, the
machines, once instaUed and paid for, often did not perform up to expectations. Such was the case
particularly with percussive machines which owing to their four-pronged bits could not easily make a
bottom cut
81) Interview G. SeUers.
82) Consequendy, before 1906 far smaller jack-mounted percussives were introduced, in particnlar thp.
tnree tiundred weight Litde Hardy. Both the latter and the larger machine were attached to a screwthreaded jack, or column clamped between roof and floor and could pivot in all directions. The jack
absorbed die recoil rather than the machinist who guided the controls and inserted longer driU bits as die
machine oscillated and automatically moved forward by a worm-drive mechanism. Notwithstanding the
ease with which machines like the Litde Hardy were flitted they were prone to break down frequendy
owing to their light constraction which resulted from their compacmess. They too were slow prodncersvide Danvers Power op.cit.,p.215.
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owners delayed from 1906^^)by fhistrating the Department of Mines' earlier attempts
to introduce electrical regulations. After 1908 the installation of electrical equipment
was prohibited or permitted in gassy mines only after cosdy, but largely ineffective
safety devices were installed.84) Despite the superiority of electrical machines, they too
had shortcomings which inilitated against production.
The least used of electric machines, the revolving bar, was tried but largely
rejected by 1912.85)Despite this machine's advantage of aUowing timbering close to
the face, its cutting teeth blunted easdy in stone or pyrites and it had a propensity to jam
if the solid gave way.86)The electric chainbreast, or heading machine became the most
common machine used, especially after an earlier type was modified to make its cutting
action more continuous. Fortuitously for some NSW coalowners, these design changes
took place during the early stage of the acquisition of undercutters. Nevertheless, many
mines were stuck with the less efficient kind. All chainbreast types resembled and
worked on the same principle as a large chainsaw. Depending on the make or design,
the proto-type's cutting jib was 'sumped', thrust forward, from three to six feet into the
coal from the machine's stationary frame, at floor level.87)TO prevent the machine from
withdrawing from the face as the jib thrust forward, a machinist and assistant secured
the rear of the machine with 'pans', clamps, or jacks.
The labour-saving capacity of this chainbreast is dubious. Ostensibly, it was
capable of making a cut to the depth of its jib in 31/4 minutes,88)but often breakdowns
due to resilient matter in the coal, or strata irregularities prevented the machine from
working continuously. After completing a cut the operators moved the machine on skids
or wheels across the face to where the previous cut extended and they repeated the same
83) vide Department of Mines Report 1906,p.l38.
84) Dingsdag OHS,pp.47,51, 52.
85) The cutting device of these machines was a 3 to 6 foot revolving bar fitted with teeth which nit thp
kerf as die bar was driven in a horizontal arc on an eccentric pinion; vide 'Pamely,op.cit,pp.969-912.
86) Danvers Power,op.cif.,p.237.
87)zizrf.,pp.260,261.
88)z6z"d.,p.l90.
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procedure until the entire face was cut.°") The design of the succeeding undercutter, the
longwall, overcame die necessity to repeat cutting procedures across the face, but had
many others and some hitches in common.90) To optimise the number of cuts per face
all machine-worked bords were increased in width from the customary four and eight
yards up to 12 yards.91)These changes, although requiring alteration to mming
legislation to protect safety

and to prevent surface

subsidence, were

another

manifestation of the willingness of govemments to let coalowners have their way. Even
though the necessary legislation was provided and the larger workings required
systematic mining and timbering, these cosdy legal requirements were easily evaded.
Many of the coalowners' expectations of the time-and labour-saving qualities of
the new technology existed purely in manufacturers' sales pitches and were unrealistic.
For example, at the well-capitalised Wallarah colliery where four types of chainbreasts
were used it was,
...found advisable to have a large number of coal cutting machines, even
if they are not all in use at once, for though when at work a machine may

89) If the undercutter was fitted widi skids this was a laborious operation requiring an extra assistant;
consequendy, at some mines wheels were fitted which then had the tendency to make machines vibrate.
Regardless of whether on skids or wheels, die cutting process was interrupted by die frequent
repositioning of the machine which was further complicated if props were erected near the face; Each cut
measured only 2'9" to 4 feet in widdi.vzWe ibid.,pp. 160, 235, 237, 246, 260. 261, 267, 268;
Pamely ,(9/7.cz/.,pp.985-958.
90) The SuUivan electric chain machine was a proto-type longwaU undercutter modified for bord and
pOlar work. Although the cutting jib had to be sumped into the coal like the older type diis chainbreast's
chassis did not remain stationary. Because the cutting jib was fuUy integrated into die chassis the entire
machine was thmst forward as the coal was cut. Powered drive sprockets traversed by a chain stretched
between two pans, propelled the machine forward and prevented it from sliding backwards. Once the
sumping cut was completed the pans were dismounted and the chain was anchored to the ribs. The
sprocket mechanism then drew the machine across the face with the front supported on a raU. The
advantages of these machines were obvious, but unless they worked under favourable conditions their
productivity did not offset their cost. The connection and remounting of the chain was time-consuming as
was die laying of die single rail along die face to facilitate die machine's smoodi running. Because die jib
could not be retracted or pivoted, die 11 foot long machine was difficult to flit. One advantage of the
inflexibUity of die jib was that once it was sumped the machine was six feet closer to the face and diis
permitted the erection of props closer to the face. The cutting jib of a modified lonawaU machine which
cut at yuo to the chassis obviated die need for a sumping cut. As the machine was drawn along the face
by a chain or a cable die jib was fed into die coal. FUtting was easier because it was also mounted on a
self-propelled trolley. In addition, in the few mines worked by longwall it was easUy adaptable to
longwall and bord and piUar as required. Despite these advantages, the shortwaU and all chainbreasts
shared many common impediments, vide Pamely,op.cit.,pp. 994, 995; Danvers Power,flp.cz7.,pp.l71, 246.
91) ibid.,p:245.
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cut 20 in. per minute, it takes so long to shift the machines about that the
average is reduced to about 5 in. per minute.92)
If machines were worked on piece rates,
...the men will not stop for repairs unless absolutely obliged to do so, but
say the machine will last their shift, and pass it on to the next party in
that condition. The following shift does likewise if possible. The result is
that the machines do inferior work.93)
Metallurgical appUcation lagged behind the mechanical and electrical features of
all coalcutting technology. Regardless of whether the machines were worked on piece
rates or not, the picks of most were of such poor quality metal that they had to be
changed as often as two or three times per shift.94)Because they were so difficult to flit,
at some mines the machines only cut on afternoon and night shift when the haulage
roads were free95)otherwise the machines' transportation unpeded the haulage of coal.
The engineering of all of the electrical machines was seriously flawed. To
prevent fires, lubrication of the commutators was mandatory, but often ignored. The
casing of earlier machines were not flameproof and could easily ignite gas. The copious
amounts of dust created by aU electrical cutters penetrated the machines' mechanical
and electrical parts and caused many breakdowns. Dust also aggravated the fire hazard.
To minimise dust-related malfunctions, third assistants, generally boys, were employed
to shovel dust away from the machines even though the expectation before instaUation
was that they could be operated by two men.
Safety was also severely compromised by this technology, especially before
1908. Consequently, with the exception of the protection of their property and
investment there was no compulsion for the owners to provide any adequate electrical
safeguard.96)High and low tension cables were primitively insulated and the flexible

92) ibid.,p.246.
y:)) it)ia.,p.24j.

94) ibid.,pp.258,260.
95) ibid.
96) Dingsdag OHS,pp.47-62.
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trailing cables of die machines were prone to be eaten by rats and mice.^7)sometimes
the armour of cables, instead of insulating, became live.98)These conditions were weU
known to NSW Govemments, but not adequately policed: for the fuU implementation of
the CMRA would have interfered with production. GeneraUy, owing to the Department
of Mines' inspectors' propensity to look the other way, safety and health regulations
were frequently infringed.99)

Despite

several royal commissions

and other

parliamentary enquiries which investigated conditions underground, until well after
World War Two health and safety provisions remained as primitive as they had been in
the 19th century. 100)
Part of the original intent of machine undercutting was to concentrate the means
of production in fewer locations. With fewer workplaces the supervision of secondary
transport was expected to be more manageable than with distant workplaces spread over
a large area. These measures were also expected to save on materials and to reduce
costs because of the reduction in the number of mine workings. The machines were also
supposed to replace manual hewing to enable the closer supervision of the means of
production at the face. In most established mines cost-effectiveness was also curtailed
because of the exaggerated reliance owners placed on the ability of their often
antiquated ancillary mine faciUties.
Despite the innate shortcomings of the coalcutters they did increase the volume
and pace of production at the face. However, their capacity to reduce the reliance on
labour is doubtful. Evidence below suggests that rather than reduce workforces at
individual mines, the technology changed their stracture but not their their overall size.
The focus of labour intensiveness was shifted away from the face to the ancillary
functions of coalmining. There were many technical problems associated with the
increased pace and volume of production elsewhere.
97) Danvers Power,c!p.cz7.,p.264; JJF.Dent,'Electiicity As AppUed To Coal Mining In New South
vValesvi'ecfnca/ Association Uf Australia Proceedings 1914-15.
98) Dingsdag OHS.pp.47-62.
99) ibid.,passim.
100 wia.,passim.
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Essentially, most mines reUed on the slow-moving steam haulage systems and
antiquated pit-top facilities described below. According to Danvers Power, generaUy
wed-disposed towards the owners, in 1912,'Many of our older codieries are equipped
with old-fashioned machinery, which was good enough when first installed, but which
is now out of date.'101)After 1912, with the exception of the better capitalised mines,
not a great deal changed until after World War Two; the same attitude prevaded and
second hand machinery remained.
Most mines had main and tail rope and endless rope haulage which generally
moved at speeds ranging from 11/2 to six mdes per hour depending on the grades and
curves of the roadways. 102) in mines dependent on shaft-winding, shaft cages were a
major botdeneck despite steam engines' ability to raise cages very rapidly. 103) Rather,
the hold-up occurred because the conventions of shaft-driving Umited shaft and cage
sizes which in tum confined the dimensions of skips. In many mines, the length and
width of skips was limited too because of the curves of haulage ways which also
restricted the speed of traffic. In some mines, the height of skips was constrained by the
narrowness of the seam. Bmshing of roadways would have permanently overcome this
restraint in main haulage ways, but would have been an interminable process as mines
continued their development. Rather than oudaying money for this costly dead work,
owners continued to rely on inferior secondary haulages with skip capacities as low as 6
cwt.l04)The coal from secondary haulage skips, generally drawn by horses, was then
transferred to the main haulage into larger skips.
Horse haulage was ideal for the slow pace of face production under handmining, but too ponderous for mechanical undercutting. Yet, even some of the 'modem'
Greta mines specifically laid out for mechanised faces relied on horses for some haulage

101) Danvers Power,op.cz7.,p.370.
102) The slowest speed in any of die mines described in Danvers Power op.cit. was 11/2 mph; 3 to 6 mph
was common and 12 to 14 mph was unusuaUy fast
103) For example, 1100 feet in 28 seconds at what was then considered one of die modem colUeries, the
Meti-opoUtan, vide ibid.,p.l49.
l04)ibid.,p.2U.
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functions. 105) Suited to receiving smad quantities of coal from a large network of
secondary roadways, most main haulages could not cope with the pace of mechanical
production at the face. At their best these systems were capable of increased volume,
but certainly not of increased speed. Despite an increase in the number of electrical
secondary haulages in particular, the majority of NSW coalmines continued to rely on
steam main haulage and steam or horse secondary haulage. 106)
Similarly, at a large number of mines, pit-top faciUties reminiscent of the 19th
century changed little untd after World War Two. At the surface, skips were laboriously
weighed, the weight recorded and the coal tipped over screens to be graded. After being
separated from the slack the round coal was placed on slow-moving belts from which
old men and boys picked out any clay, shale or brasses. Much more labour was needed
for this task too if coal was mechanically undercut, as the machines did not distinguish
between coal and dirt.
With the introduction of mechanical undercutting, new ancillary workers
became mandatory. Before mechanisation, the level of technology was such that most
mines could make do with a smithy for most colliery repairs and fabrications.
Blacksmiths sharpened the hewers' tools, fitted horseshoes, mended skips and forged
the points and bends of pit rails. They also fixed simple mechanical breakdowns. For
highly technical repairs outside tradesmen were called in.
Only the very largest mines employed an engineer, a fitter and tumer, a
bodermaker and a pattemmaker. Likewise, very few collieries had workshops equipped
for highly skilled work and there were no electricians needed at any mine. However, the
introduction of mechanical undercutting made a highly skided ancdlary workforce and
well-equipped workshops essential. Most mechanised mines, including those with

WD) toT example, Peiaw Mam.
106) Electrical secondary haulages increased more thanfivefoldbetween 1908 and 1915 from 16 to 86.
However, there was no electrical main haulage in tunnel mines nor electrical winding gear at shaft pits in
1908 and few by 1914. By 1918 only 35 of die State's 134 mines had some electrical haulage facilities
and by 1928 only 50 out of 153 mines had electrical haulages; extrapolated from Department of Mines
tiepori i908, p. 1:58 ana uent, op.cit., pp.241,248. (Nofiguresavailable before 1908.)
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pneumatic machines and plant, generated their own electricity

because outside

electricity was either not available or unsuitable for anything but lighting.
Generator units, underground motors and undercutters ad required expert
attention. Owing to the undercutters' propensity to break down mechanically or
electronically, engineers or fitters and turners became mandatory. In mines with
pneumatic undercutters plumbers became indispensable. The larger the mine the more
complex it became as, in tum, did the numbers and variety of tradesmen and facilities.
All tradesmen required labourers, particularly underground.
Mechanisation also radically changed the organisation of the traditional
underground workforce. The customary ratio of four hewers to one off-hand worker
before mechanisation was gradually reversed from 1903. By 1929, faceworkers, (that is,
hewers, machinists, shooters and fdlers), comprised barely 38 per cent of the workforce:
wheelers represented idne per cent, tradesmen approximately six per cent, with
shiftmen, labourers and officials the remainder. 107) The owners also expected a
reduction in the size of the total workforce at their mines. In most mines the opposite of
these expectations was often the result because they were predicated on the supposition
that change would be accepted without great resistance from the remaining
mineworkers.
However, all mineworkers capitalised on the new technology's centrality in the
production process, not only the machinists as the IMEE had predicted. Initially,
following the acrimony of the Pelaw Mam dispute the machinists co-operation was
fostered through the introduction of piece rates. The acceptance of machine piecework
was a natural sequence to accepted practice in any case and suited managers and
machinists. However, machine piecework back-fired on the owners largely due to the
necessity to create optimum production time for the machines. This objective was
achieved by legitimising three shift production under Industrial Arbitration even though
in 1903 the fkst award made for the Northem distiict specified the abolition of night

107) 1929 Davidson Commission Report,pp.205,209.
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shift. 108) The owners' argument was that the continuation of the recent practice of
working three shifts for the opening up of mines was necessary while the South
Maidand field was being developed. In this fashion, the state either unwittingly or
widingly continued to permit the manipulation of one of its instmmentalities by the
owners to subordinate mineworkers to the designs of free enterprise.
However, the legitimisation of shiftwork led to much industrial unrest and, as
explained below, after 1914 the owners' earUer exploitation of Industrial Arbitration
backfired, created opportunities for mineworkers to gain substantial wage increases and
improved conditions. Further, changes to the work process vastiy enhanced workforce
control because the primary functions of production were spread among a larger portion
of the workforce. From 1903 hewers were no longer the 'cock o' the walk', as
machinemen and 'first-class shiftmen', labourers performing off-hand work at the face,
acquired similar primacy in the production process.
First, undercutting was separated from shooting and filling to enable machinists
to concentrate entirely on cutting faces. Consequently, as both functions were paid by
the ton, with consideration for yardage beyond 'standard width', machinists, shooters
and or fillersl09)transferTed the work practices of manual mining to machine work.
They applied dargs and resisted reductions in machine rates even though earUer
Arbitration decisions generaUy eroded conditions.
Wheelers, hewers and off-hand workers also resisted mechanisation and faced
similar results under Arbitration.HO) Although collaboration between lodges and
managers was still rife and was institutionalised under Arbitration,lll)until the
108) 'ColUery Employees' Federation v East Greta Coal Mining Company Ltd and others', NSW
Industrial Arbitration Reports 1903, Vol 2.
109) In some mines die shooting was performed by a separate category of day-wage labour or deputies.
After the enactment of the 1912 CMRA because of more stiingent shotfiring regulations, deputies or
shotfirers tended to do die shooting.
110) vide tor example, Tumer Masters for high incidence of wheelers' sbikes, pp.210,225,258,266.
111) Attempts at setdement between lodges and managers was a compulsory stage under the Industrial
Arbiti-ation Act before referral to die Court: for many lodges die introduction of mechanisation scarcely
disrupted dieir usual coUaborationist relations. In July 1910, for example, die Minmi lodge made an
agreement widi John Brown not to suike in exchange for guaranteed employment. At the 3gre4?mpnt'<:
expuy in 1913, when die lodge sought renewal it was expeUedfromdie CEF. Odier lodges emulated this
arrangement at the usual expense of district soUdarity too, vide Tumer Masters,p.267.
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outbreak of World War One subtie workforce resistance was die mineworkers' only
possible answer to mechanisation. This predicament was a result of die owners'
manipulation of Industrial Arbitiation. Only once prior to 1914, briefly in 1910, most
probably due to the effect of the Peter BowUng Strike and increasing demand, the
district unions gained their first permanent, favourable awards under the Industrial
Arbitration Act which had been in existence since 1901.
Before 1910 even though awards were made, almost none were observed.
Employers had opposed the Act during its enactment and ensured its failure after 1901
by thwarting the Industrial Arbitration Court and its instmmentaUties through legal
manoeuvering. Coalowners were in the forefront of this obstractiveness. 112)lronically,
however, the Act favoured the owners, who although forced to give smaU concessions
by the Court 113)made unexpected gains. For example, the state legitimised shiftwork,
making possible an extension of production time the owners could not achieve under
laissez-faire, not even in the 90's. Strikes were made illegal unless unions proceeded
according to Arbitration guidelines. Also, because employers and employees had to
register for eligibiUty under the Act, unions were given legal entities. This technicality
enabled the owners to sue unions for loss of profit during strikes as Brown and Hogue
did in 1904 to subdue die CEF.
After 1905, these unforeseen results and the unions' inabdity to force the owners
to comply with the Court's ratings led the unions to withdraw their registrations to rely
on privately arranged agreements. Even before 1905 they frequently applied to the
Court for cancedation of awards, immediately substituting them with an agreement
made with the owners, such as in the instance of the East Greta Award in 1903.114)

112) vide GoUan Miners,pp.l07-110; Ross, op.cit.,m.llO. 111.
113) for example, 'Illawarra Colliery Employees' Association, v. the Southem CoUiery Proprietors' NSW
Industrial Arbitration Reports 1902, Vol 1; 'Coal-Miners' Association of die Westem District,v. die
Westem Coal Association',z6zd., 1904, Vol 3.
114) 'ColUery Employees' Federation,v. East Greta Coal Mining Comnanv Limited, and othprs' '^''^.
Vol 2.
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Before 1910 the owners had their best results in enforcing the discipUne of
mechanical mining in the heartland of mechanisation, the South Maidand field. In 1906,
for example, as expanded below, electrical coalcutters achieved the highest tonnage
ever per machine and pneumatic percussive pickers attained the pinnacle of their
average tonnage in 1907. This was a result of the policy of the Hunter River District
Colliery Proprietors' Defence Association,(HRDCPDA), to concede nothing to die
CEF. The HRDCPDA, forced on them by die vagaries of demand, was the pinnacle of
the contradictory relations between the owners. Even though in the market place
Northem owners oscillated between collusion and competition, the HRDCPDA was a
coalition of convenience necessary to force wages down to reduce costs to suit the
markets. With John Brown in the vanguard of the HRDCPDA it was almost constantly
embatded with the CEF from the East Greta case until the setdement of the Peter
Bowling Strike in March 1910.115)This confrontationist attitode paid dividends, as all
piece rates and wages were kept down. 116) After protracted strike activity the
HRDCPDA conceded the dogwatch from 1907, but refused its abolition for
machinemen.
Even though the Peter Bowling Strike was deliberately organisedll7) over the
Christmas break when trade was the slackest to cause the owners the least
inconvenience, the unusual display of interdistrict soUdarity and the length of die strike
gave most mineworkers substantial, but transient gains. Generally,! 18)the 1910 awards
reduced the hours of wheelers and off-hand workers to nine hours per shift including
one half-hour mealbreak from ten hours with two half-hours for meals. Hewers, who
prior to 1910 already had eight hour shifts inclusive of a half-hour break, only gamed a
reduction in the two hour interval between back and front shifts to one hour.

115) Tumer Masters,p.263.
116) NSWSR 1903,p.798; 1910,p.648. In the Soudiem district die ICEA managed some improvement in
wages and contract rates.
117) Tumer Masters,p.262.
118) There were several variations between districts and lodges.
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AU hours were stdl calculated from the 'entry of the last man on the shift to the
exit of the first man on the same shift.' In other words, the shift began from when the
last mineworkers reached their workplaces and the first reached the surface. Therefore,
in extreme cases where no persoimel transport existed an hour's waUc underground and
an hour to the surface added two hours to each shift for the entire workforce. The
custom of not working pay Saturday under hand-mining was also granted and hours on
'back' Saturday were reduced to six, but not observed uniformly. From 1910 to 1914
under Labor, except for hewers and other contract workers, conditions advanced Utde
under Arbitration. Day-wage workers continued to work their 96 hours per fortnight as
a minimum, including Saturdays, but all contract workers had their hours reduced to a
notional 86 hours per fortnight by the legal recognition of not working pay Saturday.
As soon as the War empted, employers clamoured for wage pegging and the
President of the NSW Arbitration Court suspended all wage claim hearings before the
Court's Wages Boards. However, mineworkers resisted and made small gains in all
awards. In 1914, subsequent to the ICEA obtaining the abolition of the aftemoon shift
'as far as practicable', 119) the CEF began a campaign for the revocation of the shift
which it won after 91/2 months in a piecemeal fashion. 120) Dissatisfied with these
results and the Labor Government's refusal to lift the penal clauses of the Industrial
Disputes Act,(the 'coercion act'), used by the Wade Govemment to imprison BowUng
in 1910, the three district unions decided to transfer to the jurisdiction of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court by becoming a national union.
In Febmary 1915 NSW representatives and delegates from Victoria and
Queensland metl21)and created the Australasian Coal and Shale Employees'
Federation, the Miners' Federation. The change from State to Commonwealth
Arbitration completely altered the nature of industrial relations and sealed the fate of
119) The Westem district had penalty rates for aftemoon shift, Ross,op.czf,p.254.
120) After five coUieries had been closed for 91/2 mondis and supporting the strikers with strike relief the
CEF managed only to have die shift phased out graduaUy over several years at some pits. Hewers were
granted 3d per ton for hewing on aftemoon shift and rates for machine work were increased 2V2d per
ton, vide ibid.,p.256.
121) z6zd.,p.257.
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mechanisation, which, despite the owners' upper-hand was already foundering. By
creating interstate disputes from issues which were really NSW or often South Maidand
matters, the Miners' Federation manoeuvered arbitration on mechanisation into the
Federal jurisdiction which owing to the Federal Govemment's commitment to the War
was more likely to grant the Federation's demands. The Federation found Prime
Minister Hughes more than obliging, particularly after his defection from Labor over
conscription and, as explained below, took full advantage of his political difficulties.
Ironically, the decisions made under special Federal Arbitration between 1915
and 1920 not only benefited the Miners' Federation but the owners too. This was the
result of an anomalous situation when owing to the centrality of coal to Australia's
economy, a govemment's survival depended on the appeasement of the owners as wed
as the miners. Therefore, this was an instance when one state instmmentality
subordinated another to the benefit of free enterprise and workers.
In August 1915 the Miners' Federation demanded an increase of 20 per cent in
contract rates and a 26 per cent rise in wages for off-hand labour. At compulsory
conferences ordered under the War Precautions Act by H.B.Higgins, the President of
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, the owners conceded 4d to 6d per ton,
(approximately 71/2-121/2 per cent),and from 6d to 1/1 per day, (51/2-81/2 per cent),
for the various categories of off-hand labour.

The owners applied for and were

granted a 1/- per ton price increase. Despite the undertaking that the award was to last
three years, in March 1916 the Federation filed a log for eight hours bank to bank for all
mineworkers, that is hours calculated from the first man to leave the surface, to the first
man to retum to the surface, eight hours pay for the customary six hour shifts on
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, time and a half for shiftwork and treble time for
overtime on Sundays and holidays.

122) i929 Davidson Commission Report,p.l30. Owing to a technicality over hours, Higgins stmck the
award off, but it was registered as an industiial agreement under die NSW Act, vide ibid.,p. 130.
123) Commonwealth Arbitration Reports 1916. Vol.22. (22) (CAR\ 'Australian Coal anH <:iiaip
Employees' Federation and die Newcasde and Whitburn Coal Co, and odiers',pp.246-254.
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By July most of these claims were met, but the Federation was adamant diat die
entire log should be granted. When the Federation decided that its members should only
work to the conditions and hours of the log and individual lodges downed tools, Higgins
cancelled the award. On 1 November all mineworkers were locked out and they stayed
out for two months. The Miners' Federation's Central Council's actions were calculated
to create political havoc for Hughes, and it did. Hughes, on a visit to Britain earlier in
1916, for his own aggrandisement had pledged Australia's full support for Britain's war
effort, including military conscription. The Federation's decision to call for industrial
action was made on 28 October, 124)the day of the first of two referenda on the
nationally divisive conscription issue.
Hughes was quick to react. He called a compulsory conference which he chaired
himself and called for a ballot on the resumption of work which the miners refused. A
second conference also failed. Hughes, facing political oblivion, determined that the
Federation's demands had to be met. He appointed Higgins as the commissioner of the
special tribunals under the War Precautions Act and instracted him to grant the
Federation's demands.
When Higgins refused 125)Hughes appointed Mr Justice W. Edmunds, a judge
from the NSW Arbitration jurisdiction and well-liked in coalmining circles. Between 4
and 20 December 1916 Edmunds conceded nearly ad of the Federation's log. 126) Eight
hours bank to bank became standard, the front and back shift was dismantled, the
sUding scale for wages and contract rates was abolished, all contract rates were
increased 15 per cent and all day-wages were increased 20 per cent. These and
subsequent concessions had serious repercussions for the owners' cost stmctures, and
Edmunds, recognising this factor authorised price increases of up to 3/- per ton which
brought the price of best large coal at Newcastle to 15/- per ton FOB.

iz4) Godan Mmers,p.l4b.
125 In 1920 Higgins resigned from the presidency of die Court in protest, vide ADB Vol 9,p.288.
126) Order 1, 2, 3,'In the matter of the War Precautions Act 1914-1916 and the Regulations thereunder,
and of the dispute in die Coal and shale Mining Industry', Commonwealth of Australia Gazette. No 182.
No 189,1916.
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Towards the end of 1918, the Federation, taking advantage of die exigencies of
war production, demanded a 25 per cent increase in wages and contract rates for NSW
mineworkers only. After several abortive conferences, on 3 May 1919 by order of the
acting Prime Minister, W.A.Watt, contract rates were raised by up to 15 per cent,(from
5/2 to 5/11 per ton on the standard Newcasde rate for large coal),off-hand labour rates
were increased by up to 2/7 per day,(24 per cent),and boys' wages were increased by 20
per cent.l27)All NSW coal was requisitioned by the Commonwealth and Watt
appointed Admiral Sir William Clarkson Commonwealth Coal Administrator under the
War Precautions Act. Clarkson ratified Watt's wage increases and after consultation
with representatives from the various NSW coalowners' associations 128)increased the
price of coal by up to 2/9 per ton, bringing best large coal at Newcastle to 17/9 per ton
FOB.
After the War the Miners' Federation capitalised on the need for coal during the
post-war boom by stepping up its demands. Under the Industrial Peace Act of 1920, the
embattled Hughes appointed four special tribunals to deal individually with the
coalmining industry's four broad categories of labour that had developed for arbitration
purposes since mechanisation. 129) Charles Hibble, a barrister well disposed towards the
miners while chairman of various NSW Wages Boards, was made chairman of all four.
In September 1920, Hibble granted contract workers a 171/2 per cent increment,
bringmg the Newcastle hewing rate for large coal to 6/11 per ton. He increased daywages by as much as 3/- per day and the wages of boys by 20 per cent. On application
under the War Precautions Act the owners requested an increase in the price of coal.
The Federal Govemment shifted this responsibiUty to the NSW Govemment which
appointed the Campbell Commission whose recommendation to increase prices by a

127) extrapolated from 1929 Davidson Commission Report, pp.133,135.
128) Campbell Commission Report, p.44.
129) i.e. engine drivers and firemen, and coUiery officials: tradesmen: miners: the fourth rategory w^"^ ff^^
coke-workers.
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maximum of 4/- per ton was adopted and the price of best round coal at Newcasde
became 21/9 per ton FOB. 130)
In spite of these award increases, eaming capacity did not increase in
corresponding uniform fashion for all mineworkers. Even though the award for most
categories of coalmining labour was well above the NSW basic wage, most
mineworkers received much less than the industry's average in each category. 131)
While the owners' expenditure in variable capital increased expeditiously, most miners'
income did not increase proportionately because the workforce expanded from 16,892
in 1916 to 24,049 in 1925. Furthermore, owing to excess capacity, the industry's
maximum of 274 working days per year in the period was never higher than 227 in
1920 and as low as 187 in 1926, just prior to the coal depression. 132)
These developments also had permanent ramifications for the Miners'
Federation's centripetal stmcture. Although a minority of mineworkers, hewers in
particular, were doing very well, as the intermittency of employment worsened the
lodges began to resist the Miners' Federation's centralised control. Notwithstanding the
Federation's upper-hand in industrial relations from 1916 to 1925, underemployment
forced the lodges to continue to co-operate with the owners for the same reasons as
during the 19th century. Consequently, the Federation faced stiff resistance from the
lodges to policies inimical to local artangements. The growing industrial strength of
mineworkers other than hewers, who owing to the changes to the production process
were able to exert workforce control at the face, challenged the Federation's authority
too. This worsened the already irteconcilable economic and social interests of its
members and made the Federation's Central Council equivocate between policies which
suited hewers or other workers but not the entire membership. This stmggle dealt telling
blows to the Miners' Federation's Central Council's control.

130) i929 Davidson Commission Report, p. 135.
131)zWd.,p.l45.
132) ibid.,p.'i4'&. Appendix 10.
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Antagonism was particularly fierce after the Miners' Federation changed its
name to the Workers' Industrial Union of Australia, (Mining Division),(WIUA), when
from 1918 the Federation became one of the leaders in the burgeoning OBU movement
mooted among several other unions.133) Embracing a pecuUar ndxture of syndicalist
objectives and cmde, doctrinaire Marxist rhetoric, die Miners' Federation's Central
Councd attempted to emulate the otherwise unsuccessful OBU movement by forming
one in 1919 among all mineworkers, whether they were members of die Federation or
associated mining unions. However, unlike the appearance of its official new name and
the rhetoric of its executive, the Federation's leaders were far from political radicals.
The Federation's national executive's poUcy change had a lot to do with the changing
composition of the workforce, but was not due to a precipitous transformation in the
political complexion of the leadership. Because of technological change, hewers no
longer represented the largest portion of the workforce, but they retained their industrial
ascendancy owing to their key role in the production process and the lack-lustre results
of mechanical mining. Because of the predomination of hewers' demands under
Arbitration just prior to the Federation's formation, off-hand workers had already
threatened to form their own union. It seems that to preclude this eventuaUty and to
appease the majority of the membership, the executive pandered to the needs of the
majority to retain office. Yet, this gave the miners' leaders difficulties with the hewers,
which, it seems, were overcome by using the WIUA's objectives as an ideological
pretext. Therefore, when for instance, as described below, the Central Council
attempted to abolish piecework, this was not because the.majority of the membership or
Councd wanted it, but because the union's new objectives demanded it. The Central
Councdlors' industrial policy remained conservative and as shown below, even under
extreme provocation from the coalowners, they preferred Arbitration to strikes. They
were moulded in the tradition of the hewers described in Chapter 11; workplace radicals,
but not poUtically militant.

133) vide Gollan Miners,pp.l57-176 for a full description of the Miners' Federation's involvement in the
UBU.
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Therefore, in the lofty capacity of national executive of a key union, these men,
rubbing shoulders with and becoming politicians themselves, perhaps not fully
remembering the harsh realities of work underground, made decisions which the rank
and file felt was inimical to its interests. Consequently, instead of uniting mineworkers
as a cohesive force against the owners as the WIUA's policy was intended, it widened
the vast divisions between traditional mineworkers and craft unionists that already
existed and inflamed the old enmities between contract miners and off-hand workers:
ultimately this divisiveness was often the cause of strike-breaking, particularly during
the 16 months' Northem lock-out of 1929-30.
The breaking of 'official' strikes as well as the lodges' and individuals' wild-cat
strikes were also a 'hip-pocket nerve' reaction to the Federation's persistence in
centralising control. In its bid to pre-empt the OBU the Federation took control over the
distribution of strike, unemployment and 'victimisation' relief payment, 134) formerly a
function of the lodge or district. Consequently, strikes had to be sanctioned by the
Central Council before payment was made: this policy change, a reaction to the growing
number of off-hand members, democratised the distribution of funds among all
mineworkers at the expense of the hewers. It miUtated against every rale of the hewers'
exclusionism, especially as the levies were 11/4 per cent of their income which was far
higher than the off-hand labourers', but reUef was distributed among the latter whose
contributions were far less. To make matters worse, as far as the hewers were
concemed, as a result of its newly acquired ideological purity the WIUA began to
recommend the abolition of the contract system in Common Cause, the Federation's
periodical, as well as in its logs of claims before Arbitration. 135)
The hewers were incensed, but off-hand workers were delighted: consequently,
when the latter were presented an opportunity to best the hewers in a ballot on the
abolition of piecework in 1919, they used their growing numbers to pass it with a twothirds majority. 136) Nevertheless, even though the objective became official poUcy, the
134) vide ibid.,pp.ll3,175.
135)vzdezfezd.,pp.l70,171.
136)z6z^.,p.l71.
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Federation's Central Council was sufficiendy conservative and sufficiently wary of the
hewers' industrial clout not to implement the decision. 137) No future Councd ever did
either: as discussed in in chapter DC, piecework disappeared without the Federation's
agency. Notwithstanding, the Council's poUcies gradually drove a wedge between it and
the rank and file, but particularly the hewers. This was a direct result of the centralised
control of victimisation and other sustenance payments.
Because of increasing intermittency and underemployment during the 20's the
Federation's sustentation funds were rapidly depleting. Simply, aside from its antipathy
to strike activity, the Federation could not afford to keep up the Uberal relief pay of the
past without increasing the levies on a workforce which continued to grow, but of which
most individuals worked less. By March 1926 the 11/4 per cent levy brought £2,800 per
fortnight, but £6,000 was needed to finance disputes and unemployment benefits. 138)
At furst the Council raised the levy to 33/4 per cent, but when this was insufficient it
began to advocate reduced relief payments, or even to abandon them. 139) The rank and
file, who, while beneficiaries of sustentation, were constrained by centralised control,
without the benefit of financial assistance rejected the Council's interference in lodge
affairs. The Northem district even proposed to secede from the Federation. 140)
By 1928 the severity of the coal depression completely undermined the
Councd's control. The Council called the Federation's second national convention
where amongst other matters it attempted to resolve the question of relief pay by
endorsing a policy of conciliation and arbitration under the Industrial Peace Act and
recommended the abandonment of strike action. Even though this policy was nominally

137) vide Workers' Industrial Union of AusU-alia, (Mining Department). Reoort of die First Miners'
Convention, iy25.
138) GoUan Miners,p.l83.
139) ibid.
140) ibid.
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carried by a ballot of 15,452 to 12,923141)it was against the interests of the hewers who
repudiated it through their usual wild-cat activity.
The epitome of the Council's's placatory attitudes to strikes, was, as mentioned
above, when during the 1929-30 lock-out the Federation was under attack from the
ANC. Under the pretext of safety and the prevention of permanent job losses, and after
negotiation widi the other coalmining unions, the Council allowed members of these
organisations to keep mines open 'to prevent the collapse of roadways and the
accumulation of gas', knowing that tradesmen and deputies were producing coal. When
in defiance of the Central Council, Federation members formed 'councils of action'
which picketed 'scab' tradesmen very 'vigorously', the Council repudiated its own
members. Eventually these actions had serious repercussions for the Federation's 'oldguard' leadership, described in Chapter V. The Council's attitudes also permanendy
institutionalised the rejection of centralised control even after the defeat of the old guard
during 1933-34. Therefore, the union remained as its name suggests, a federation of
lodges which continued their individuaUstic pursuits whenever possible.
When in 1922 the owners, concemed about vanishing competitiveness interstate
and overseas due to escalating costs, applied to Hibble for a 331/3 per cent reduction in
all wages and contract rates, the abolition of eight hours bank to bank, the restoration of
back and front shift and all the other gains made under the Edmunds Order, he
refused. 142)Even though there was no sign of fading demand in any of the markets, the
owners' concem, albeit belated, was well-founded. All the events described so far
emburdened mechanisation further and furdier. Workforce resistance, dargs, the
abolition of aftemoon and night shift and the reduction to eight hours bank to bank
across the board, undermined any efficiency mechanisation may have introduced. In
addition to the necessity to hire tradesmen, to overcome reductions in production time

141) ibid.,p.lS6; diis baUot which exceeds die mining workforce of 21,743 in 1928 given by the
Department of Mines Report must include unfinancial members' votes and illustrates the extent of
underemployment.
I42)ibid.,p.l33.
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and to offset the workforce's antipathy to mechanisation, the owners were forced to
expand the workforce even from as early as 1903.143)
This mattered less while the owners manipulated NSW Industrial Arbitration
decisions which kept wages and contract rates down, but from the first War Precautions
tribunal in 1916 rising wages and the expansion of the workforce from the end of the
War made mechanisation too cosdy. The ineffectiveness of mechanisation due to
workforce resistance was already noticed by some coalowners in 1907,144)but by 1922
the failure of mechanisation was completely manifest.
A comparison of wages costs in January 1916 and those on the brink of the
permanent reductions in the overseas markets graphically illustrate the industry's
predicament and the reasons for the owners' appUcation to Hibble in 1922. From 1916
to 1925 in the Northem district where the workforce had grown 44 per cent from 11,497
to 16,569, Newcastle hewing rates had escalated 68 per cent from 4/6 per ton to 6/11
per ton; machinists' rates increased 53 per cent over the same period; first-class
shiftmen's daily wage 141 per cent: South Maidand hewing rates had grown 77 per
cent; first-class shiftmen's wages 80 per cent and the Northem district's minimum adult
wage for second-class shiftmen grew 98 per cent: Southem and Westem district rates
had similar proportional increases, 145) whereas the Retail Consumer Price Index rose
only 25 per cent from 132 in 1916 to 165 in 1925.146)
In contrariety to increasing wages costs and the expansion in the size of the
workforce, machine production fell almost in inverse proportions. From 1906,(the first
year full statistics are available), electrical coalcutters never cut more than the 19,934
tons per machine of that year until 1939.147) By then such improvements were made to

143) In the Soudi Maitland district die workforce was expanded from 1900 owing to the development of
the field.
144) Tumer Masters,p.257; SMH 5 October 1907.
145) Calculated from 1 January 1916 from NSWSR 1915.p.l224; 1925-26, p.724; 1929 Davidson
Commission Report, p.l35.
146) Commonwealth Year Book of Australia 1982.
147) These averages are based on annual amounts sold as opposed to yearly production.
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coalcutters that comparison is difficult. For pneumatic machines the 11,404 tons annual
average of 1907 was never repeated. The highest percentage of mechanically cut coal at
30.34 per cent in 1911 was not reached again until 1939 and then only after substantial
restracturing of the entire production process.
Average tonnages cut by both types of machine fell sharply so that during World
War One, each machine type produced only 50 per cent of the highest average attained
during 1906 and 1907 respectively. This decrease in machine productivity intensified
after World War One despite the increase of production after 1919 and the near
doubling of electrical machmes from 94 in 1909 to 179 by 1920. From 1920 to
1929148) in spite of the 100 per cent increase in the number of pneumatic machines to
1927-28, the percentages of all mechanically cut coal continued to fall from 28.08 per
cent in 1919 to 20.46 per cent in 1927.
Between 1920 and 1927, during the boom, the fall of machine production
expressed in tons was from 2,078,071 tons to 1,147,262 tons. However, total production
increased from 10,715,999 tons in 1920 to 11,126,114 tons in 1927, which eliminates
the possibility that the large fall in both proportionate and tonnage terms was due to a
fall in total production. Productivity averages for both machine types continued their
downward trend too; electrical machine averages fed as low as 9036 tons in 1928 to
41.32 per cent of the highest average in 1906 and 4912 tons in 1924 for pneumatic
machines which was only 43.07 per cent of the 1907 average.
It was pick and shovel mining which was responsible for the large production
increases of most of the 20's. At first this appears an enigma but there are several
explanations. One variable which initially appears to explain the overall production
growth from 1903 is the increase in the number of mines from 103 to 216 in 1930.
However, an examination of Department of Mines statistics on the opening and closure
of mines reveals that with the exception of the first two or three years after
mechanisation most of the mines developed from 1903 to 1928 were rat-holes

148) The low percentages and tonnages of machine-cut coal during 1929-30 was due to the shut-down of
ANC colUeries as a result of die Northern lock-out described in die next chanter. The reduction in
machine production also shows that mainly Northem district mines were mechanised.
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employing no more than ten men. 149) These mines sprang up on the coat-tads of the
larger ones, opening and closing rapidly in response to the market's fluctuations.
Codectively they scarcely employed more than five per cent of the industry's total
workforce in the quinquennia 1903 to 1928, so they were not responsible for die large
production increases in pick and shovel production. These occurred in die larger nunes
because

of

the

owners'

renewed

reliance

on

hand-hewing

to

increase

production. 150)The owners increased manual labour to improve production, both as
additional workers for mechanical production and hewers. During the boom this cost
was easily absorbed and the failure of mechanisation mattered less. However, the coal
depression ended that carefree approach and the workforce had to be severely reduced.
After the slashing of the workforce both machine and worker productivity increased.
This was due to the remaining miners' enforced acceptance of the technology which
they had resisted until the straitened times of the Depression.
The miners' resistance to mechanisation offers the most plausible explanation
for the failure of mechanical production. As shown in Table IlI.I,(vide Appendix B),
there were insignificant changes in productivity rates after 1903, especially in the
Northem district, the centre of the mechanisation expansion. The Department of Mines
measured productivity by the cmde statistical method of the average tonnage raised per
worker per year which is subject to all the misgivings raised in Chapters II and IV.
Owing to the industry's intermittency, the only other method which measured
productivity. Output per Man Day,(Table ni.II, Appendix B) is even less reliable. The

149) Of aU the mines examined employing no more dian 50 men in the quinquennia 1903 to 1928, at least
52 per cent employed less than 10 men; no less dian 12 per cent employed 11 to 20 men and no more dian
25 per cent employed 21 to 50 men. Furdiermore. the majoritv of these mines had neither the ranitnl nnr
die inclination to mechanise. The smaUer ones even lacked die wherewithal to provide mechanical or
furnace ventilation and relied on natural ventUation.
150) Anodier explanation of the large production increases by pick and shovel may be due to die owners'
recognition of die failure of the elecuical undercutters which rapidly diminished in number from 1920
until 1934 but was not comnensated for bv the large increase in nercus.<;ive machines diat occurred
between 1920 and 1927.
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formula for output per man year below and above ground, (OMY),is at least a measure
of cost-effectiveness .151)
In 1927-28 all die chickens came home to roost. The ANC had virtually
codapsed, the overseas export market had ad but disappeared, die interstate and NSW
trades were rapidly shrinking and competition from other fuels and coal-saving
combustion technology reduced the reUance on coal as a fuel. The cost-saving of
mechanisation had failed, makmg coal too expensive to produce. State average prices
continued to fall until they reached rock-bottom at 10/9 per ton in 1935; from 1927 the
average price fell almost 39 per cent from 17/7. In addition, there was an extraordinary
employment crisis owing to an excessive workforce accumulated over and beyond its
usual inflated condition during the boom.
The industry's collapse was a direct result of the state's reluctance to control
production or distribution. By 1929, despite stractural change to the production process
and marketing, very little had changed in the industry's relations of production. Despite
the Federal Govemment's control over distribution and pricing between 1915 and 1920,
the industry was unaffected at the point of production during the War and reverted to
completely unrestricted distribution after 1920. Therefore, untroubled by coalmining
legislation goveming safety or sound mining practice, the coalowners were able to
produce as much coal as they could. Consequently, despite their efforts to minimise

151) In Northem district mines the highest OMY achieved before mechanisation since 1875 was 459 tons
in 1900. This record was soon broken with 485 tons in 1906 and 1907 but then not equalled or surpassed
again until 1934. In fact, several years after mechanisation, OMY was weU below that of some of the
years of the 80's and 90's. Better results were obtained in underground OMY,(UOMY), which in part
supports die argument that pit-top facilities were inadequate.Retums for the Soudiem district, where less
coal was mechanicaUy cut, show better results for bodi UOMY and OMY IronicaUy, OMY in the
Westem distiict remained high because of the large number of small hand-worked mines there. In terms
of the combined districts' total employment and production diey were insignificant, but they represented
a vast proportion of the Westem district's employment and output.
Notwithstanding the vast discrepancies in strata and the levels of mechanisation between the
distiicts, die North's OMY remained slightly below die State average OMY and only equalled it once in
1922 and did not better it until 1934. The ratios between die districts' OMY before mechanisation had
remained fairly constant but after 1903 the ratios changed in favour of die lesser mechanised districts.
Initially die Northem district experienced a UOMY increase which was sustained from 1903 to 1920
when it gradually shrank. The increase from 514 tons in 1902 to 647 tons in 1908 was often bettered until
1920 widi die exception of years widi major strikes. Its decUne froiri 1920 suggests that in addition to
worker resistance die easy coal was almost worked out, particularly in the South Maidand field
However, none ot die ettects discussed above were fully apparent untd after the coal depression.
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competition in the market place through the elimination of competitors by producing
coal cheaper and faster, they exacerbated excess capacity.
Similarly, despite the state's increasing activity in wage determination and
industrial relations, the relations between the owners and the miners and the miners
themselves changed litde either. Also, regardless of the formation of the Miners'
Federation the lodge retained its primacy. The persistence of these codes of behaviour
undermined the Federation's centralised contt-ol from its inception, throughout World
War Two and beyond. Consequently, under conciliation procedures prescribed under
Industrial Arbitration the collaborationist tendencies of the 19th century also remained
intact.
Nevertheless, as the primary functions of the production process were gradually
transferted from hewers to other mineworkers, the scope for worker resistance
broadened considerably. The workforce made effective use of this industrial weapon to
make the gains described above and altematively,(perhaps simultaneously), utiUsed it to
hamper production to register increasing disquiet over their reduced eaming capacity
from 1916 until 1929. Mineworkers' ability to conttol the means of production in this
way was the death-knell of mechanisation.
Yet notwithstanding the ultimate failure of mechanisation, owing to Industrial
Arbittation the owners achieved the transition to mechanisation with immense
intensification and extension of production time. Arguably, without the advantage of
having the state onside the transition would have been far more difficult than it was.
The continuing avadabdity of coal leases, the leniency of legislation goveming mining
methods and safety permitted the creation of die South Maidand field, the installation of
unsafe coalcutters and were directly responsible for the glut of production that followed
mechanisation. Notwithstanding increasing minmg and safety legislation, scratiny of the
industry by royal commissions and a growing govemment profile in the reproduction of
labour power, the owners produced as much as they Idced and sold their coal virtually
unfettered. The owners' relationship with die state was so congenial that even when
distribution was controlled during World War One they were rewarded with substantial
price increases. After the War when the industry became subject to the Industrial Peace
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Act, to offset the wage gains made by the Miners' Federation, the owners were amply
compensated by die price increases granted under the Act. Ultimately, leniency of dus
kind together with the state's unwidingness or inabiUty to regulate production and
distribution contributed to the industry's demise during the 30's and thus to the
conditions that prevented the expansion of production during World War Two.
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Chapter IV 1929-1939
When from September 1939, Australia, by virtue of its connection to Britain,
became involved in the War, the NSW coalmining industry could not produce sufficient
to meet war demand. In view of the innate excess capacity atttibuted to the industry
hitherto, one of the prime functions of this chapter is to explain the circumstances of the
30's that precluded the industry from fulfiUing production targets during the War. There
were several factors which contributed to a 'sudden' reversal from excess capacity to
coal shortages. Ultimately, each one can be attributed to generations of govemment
inaction in the industry's production and distribution functions.
The most cracial manifestation of govemmental neglect during the 30's was the
owners' complete freedom in production. Owing to decades of wasteful development of
mines, the coal available under the technology the owners were using was ranning out.
During the prosperous years prior to the coal depression in particular they had mined
easy coal to generate large profits. After 1928, by resorting to the wholesale evasion of
mining legislation they had to rely more heavily on this practice to produce coal cheaper
out of economic necessity. Therefore, except for the newcomer, BHP/AIS, which had
unlimited capital during the 30's, and some of the more solvent traditional coalowners,
coal became more inaccessible, as well as harder and dearer to produce at a time of
economic straitening.
The inefficacy of most of the industry's technology was another factor which
hampered production. Even though BHP/AIS and some of the better capitalised mines,
countered the inefficiency of technology described in the previous chapter by
superseding it with superior coalcutters and by inttoducing mechanical loaders from
1935, many of the industry's troubles were due to the inherent limitations of the newer
technology. Essential elements such as the lack of adequate haulage and pit-top
facilities kept part of the industry in the 19th century until the 1950's. The introduction
of loaders and new cutters was only an expedient, superficial solution incapable of
surmounting the inadequacies of haulage systems exacerbated by decades of wasteful
development of coalmines.
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Notwithstanding these shortcomings and a 45 per cent reduction of the
workforce between 1927 and 1935 with only a slight increase in the number of
mineworkers until 1939, after an initial fall to 6,432,382 tons in 1931, output increased
by 74 per cent by 1939. Therefore, if die assumptions regarding

govemmental

passivity, the limitations of haulage and the technology introduced from the mid 30's
are cortect, then these enigmatic contt-adictions require explanation. Fkst, this paradox
relates to another,(insolvable), problem; the inestimabiUty of excess capacity, which
despite being less than the requirements of war production, could still meet demand
during die 30's. One answer to die paradox ties in the contradictory relations of
production at the workplace. During the bleak conditions of the Depression the owners
took greater advantage than ever of the schism between the hewers and other
mineworkers. The Depression was also the ideal time to exploit the workforce's
collaborationism to the full. For example, during the 1929/30 Northem lock-out miners
in the Southem and Westem district in particular produced as much as they could. Also,
all mineworkers were 'encouraged' to break the customary demarcation between job
categories. Above all, owners extracted more surplus value by using the unemployment
of the Great Depression as an economic whip to increase the productivity of the
remaining workforce.
This is also the key to understanding the industry's failure during the War and
post-war reconstmction. The inability to increase production sufficiendy from 1939 was
due to the decimation of the workforce during the Depression. Also, from 1937
improvement in the economy and employment dissipated the owners' ability to apply
exttaordinary pressure on the workforce. Not surprisingly, from then onwards there was
a significant retum of organised worker resistance to technological change, aldiough not
in the form commonly described in some literature or the popular press. This chapter
offers a different explanation than the trite attribution of political radicalism to miners
found elsewhere.
Worker resistance caused only part of the industry's inabiUty to increase
production and productivity. A large portion of blame is due to the coalowners' fiscal
policies which also influenced the methods they employed to manage their mines.
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Owing to the manner in which they distributed profits and dividends, most coalmining
companies, with the exception of BHP/AIS, purposely forewent expenditure on
technological change, in particular on costly items like haulage. Consequently, a large
portion of the industry's production gains occurted in BHP/AIS' mines, not only due to
the Company's large investment in its mines and its untouched reserves of coal, but
because of the preferred treatment it received from govemments.

The coal depression manifested itself as a severe contraction in the domestic
markets after a major reduction in the interstate market and the almost complete loss of
the overseas trade. Individually, the three markets represented a dismal oudook for the
NSW coal industry for the 30's, although some sections of the domestic market
conttacted only minimally during the Depression. Consumption of coal more than
halved in NSW factories from 1,318,880 tons in 1928-29 to 656,333 tons in 1931-32
and did not recover pre-Depression tonnages untd 1936-37.1) Quantities of coal sold to
the NSWGR fed from 1,212,272 tons in 1928-29 to 896,147 tons in 1931-32 and fuU
recovery did not occur until during the War.2) However, BHP's relentless pursuit of
expansion (detailed below), at a time when most industries were concemed with
survival, rapidly boosted the use of coal for coking from 1935 especially when BHP
acquired its only rival, AIS. Nevertheless, total consumption in NSW fell by almost 40
per cent from 5,276,129 tons in 1926-27 to 3,207,918 tons in 1931-32 and did not retum
to pre-Depression quantities until 1937-38.3)

1) NSWOYB 1934-35,p.l34; 1936-37,p.647. However, power stations, which had bought increasing
quantities of coal during the 20's, because of the burgeoning use of electricity for industrial and
household purposes, reduced their requirements only slighdy from 916,344 tons in 1927-28; NSWOYB
1934-35,p.l34.The use of electricity in homes partly offset die losses of consumption in industiy. Revival
in demand for electricity was fairly rapid and the intake of coal experienced during die 20's retumed by
1934-35 before die Depression had subsided properly. For the same reasons sales of coal to the State's
gasworks fell only slighdy, but did not retum to die peak levels of 1928-29 until die outbreak of the War
because of the erowinp; onmilaritv of i'^pct^^rity• MSWOYB 10'^-?'^,p ^3^.; ^^rpvOYB 1941^2 and l^'Z
43,p.587.
2) NSWOYB 1934-35,p.l34; 1941-42 and 1942^3,p.587.
3) The amount of coal used for coke, predominantiy for metallurgical purposes, had grown rapidly during
the 20's owing to BHP's rapid expf^nsinn ronsumpt'^n IV»OV<>H ot i 0^0,368 tcr.c in 1926-27, but fell
significandy over the next few years, and plummeted to 398,800 tons in 1931-32; NSWOYB 193132,p.l0l; 1934-35,p.l34; iV^l^OKS 1937-38,p.673 ; 1936-37,p.647 ; 194M2 and 1942-43,p.587.
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In the interstate market, owing to the events described in Chapter HI, losses were
severe and protracted. Bunkering, which was already becoming redundant because of
increasing conversion to oil-firing in ships, crashed, principally because of the
exorbitant price of NSW coal.4) In interstate deUveries, owing to consumer resistance,
again mainly due to price, sales fed to 1,250,940 tons by 1931-32 and did not approach
2.5 nullion tons per annum again until 1940-41.5)
In the overseas market, for reasons oudined in Chapter IE, losses were large,
enduring, and, like reductions in the interstate sector, came early. Overseas bunkering
almost ceased to exist and by 1932-33 only 282,699 tons were sold overseas: with the
exception of a few years during the later 30's and once in the War, tonnages never
exceeded 300,000 tons untd 1953-54.6)
Although not simultaneous and not uniform, the combined reductions in sales
had disastrous results. While the interstate and overseas markets collapsed in 1924-25
and 1925-26 respectively, the domestic market expanded until 1926-27 though not
falling precipitously until 1930-31. However,the losses in the interstate and overseas
markets were so large that the industry disintegrated from 1927-28. Total sales which
had peaked during 1923-24 at 10,041,255 tons at an average price of approximately
16/6 per ton, by 1931-32 were only 5,520,983 tons at approximately 13/- per ton.7):
From 1932-33 tonnages increased, but the average price continued to drop until 1936
when it reached 11/1 per ton. From then prices increased rapidly until the early 1950's.

4) As a consequence, bunkering in the interstateti-adefell by 100,000 tons between 1926-27 and 1927-28
to 300,830 tons, regained somewhat in 1928-29, but feU again from the next year, never retuming to its
former significance; iV51^0y5 1928-29,p.345 ; 1955,p.ll62.
5) Demand feU from 2,701,800 tons in 1924-25 by more tiian 20 per cent in one year, but recovered
during 1926-21; NSWOYB 1928-29,p.345 ; 1940-41,p.667.
6) Overseas bunkering peaked at 1,147,530 tons in 1923-24; then fell almost every year; bottomed at
445,714 tons by 1930-31 whence it increased slightly for a few years; NSWOYB 1928-29,p.345; 193435,p.l34. Overseas exports, which at 1,336,453 tons in 1923-24, when combined widi overseas bunkering
represented nearly 25 per cent of total NSW sales, also fell rapidly from 1924-25; exti-apolated from
NSWOYB 1928-29,p.345 ; 1934-35,p.l34.; NSWOYB 1936-37,p.647 ; 1941-1942 and 1942-43,p.587;
1955,p.ll62.
7) For 'price' or 'average value' per ton vide Department of Mines Reports.
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Between 1931 and 1939 production rose 74.05 per cent but the workforce was
augmented by only 3.04 per cent. The amount of coal cut by 208 mechanical
undercutters in 1931 was 21.43 per cent of production, or 1,378,459 tons, but because of
technological advances in coalcutters from the mid 30's by 1939 214 machines cut
3,593,862 tons which amounted to 32.1 per cent of total production. In addition, nearly
10 per cent of coal was mechanically loaded by 1939. Yet, when the exigencies of war
temporarily created a greater demand than could be suppUed the coal industry could not
meet it. The outbreak of war completely reversed the supply excess to one of short
supply. Throughout the War and well into the post-war reconstruction programme
demand far exceeded supply; the period is notorious for the inabdity of successive
Federal and State governments to increase production to meet demand.
The coal industry's production levels during the War have been criticised by
many analysts; most ignoring the coalowners' abuse of the industry blamed industrial
action.8) C.G.W.Davidson who presided over three royal commissions on coalmining
was particularly biased towards the coalowners, especially during the course of the
cracial 1945 Davidson Commission. Only one prominent critic, F.R.E.Mauldon in
1947, came close to solving the origins of the supply shortfall without the conventional
explanation. Not only does Mauldon recognise the excess number of small inefficient
mines as a serious deficiency, but also, he denounces the reduction of the workforce
during the Depression. He claims that.
By 1939, as compared with 1927, with an aggregate output about the
same in the two years, there was an exceptional concentration of
production in the very largest mines (over 200,000 tons) at the relative
expense of the mines of large (100,000-200,000) and moderate (50,000100,000)size, but not of the smallest (under 50,000 tons). By 1944, with
an aggregate output and total number of mines about the same as in
1927, concenttration of production had become less in the very largest,
had increased in the large, was less in those of moderate size, and was
virtually the same in the smallest.9)

8) These type of accusations were based on atiune-honouredpractice. Nearly aU of the royal commissions
between 1919 and 1939, aldiough reprimanding the coalowners for prominent malpractices.ultimately
blamed the miners for the industry's troubles. After the War, Davidson as chairman of die 1945 Davidson
Commission followed the tradition. A.CL.Shaw and G.R.Bmns, ar& similarly inclined: Aside from die
Dopular press, the mo.st bia.ssed and i]nfoiindp<l MtorTc^ Q^ miner" are io\}x\6 in Ellis op.cit.
9) Mauldon 1947,p.41
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In other words, for Mauldon, a conservative economist, does not attempt an
explicit explanation, the concentration of labour power and technology in large mines
during the War was a result of the mismanagement of the industry by the state and the
large coalowners during the 20's and 30's. Although highly critical of dieir role,
Mauldon's accusations against the coalowners are couched in a circumspect rhetorical
style typical of non-Marxist economists of his era. Consequendy, instead of nominating
those responsible for the ran-down condition of the industry Mauldon prefers to leave
them in anonymity, while he does deprecate the owners' trade practices;
...in broad economic terms, it can be said that all concemed in the
production and disposal of coal so far over-reached themselves as a
group during the 'twenties in taking advantage of the substantial
dependence of the Austialian economy and extemal markets upon this
source of energy, that Nemesis came upon the industry in the 'thirties. 10)
Another explicit opinion not offered by Mauldon, is that the bulk of production
during the 30's and 40's was confined to a select group of well-capitalised mines owned
by proprietors belonging to ANC, SCOA and the LCA as well as BHP/AIS.ll)who
could withhold production if they wished. Most of the expansion in production during
the 30's occurred in mines developed or bought by BHP/AIS and other established
mines producing more than 100,000 tons per annum: otherwise the industry's mines
were incapable of increasing production.
Although the number of mines grew from 135 in 1927 to 216 in 1930, despite
their subsequent reduction to 172 in 1939, the majority of these additional mines were
ratholes; 74 of them in 1928 each employed no more than twelve men underground and

10) ibid.,p.42.
11) Furthermore, his attribution of size is tautological and not helpful. If most of die industry's
production was generated by a small number of mines, then by definition they are large or very large
producers: therefore if the ' ...concentration of production became less in the very largest...' they ceased to
be very large. In addition, Mauldon's sizing of mines according to production is imprecise and at first,
confusing. His classification of mines creates an impression that mines rem.ainsd in their respective
categories over an extended period. However, the NSWSR reveals that from year to year fluctuation in
production was very volatile, especiaUy between those mines producing from 100,000 to 200,000 tons
and those producing more than 200,000 tons. Likewise, Mauldon does not make clear diat most of the
mines producing under 50,000 tons per annum were incapable of producing anywhere near 50,000 tons.
For example, in 1938 diere were 16 mines producing more than 200,000 tons and 16 producing from
100.000 to 200 noo fons However, in 1<}39 diere were stil] 16 mines producir-g from 100,000 tc 2C0,0CC
tons, but the number of mines producing more than 200,000 tons increased to 22; vide NSWSR 193839,p.582.
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collectively produced only 2.77 per cent of total production. 12) A second wave of
ratholes, which opened in response to the 1929-30 lock-out/strike 13) when the ANC
mines worked scarcely two months in 1929 and seven months during 1930, only
produced 4.25 per cent of total production at the abyss of the Depression. 14)in 1938,
after recovery, they still produced a mere 4.37 per cent of total production. 15) Yet,
surprisingly, even in early 1946 more than half of the State's mines employed fewer
than 20 men underground. 16)
Despite a lack of technology in smaller mines, growth in production in large
mines was due much less to the efficaciousness of technology than the ability to force
miners to work technology to the fullest of its Umited capacity. For, with the exception
of BHP/AIS and some of the other large coalowners, most other mines were primitively
mechanised and remained so until forced to modernise by the JCB. In contrast,
BHP/AIS, which was not competing on the open market, was very intent on reducing
costs, securing regular supply and consistency of quality. Being the first of the captive
producers, BHP/AIS was also the leader in technological change during the 30's and
40's. Contrary to the belt-tightening policies of the economy, BHP bought leases and
developed new mines during the 30's when the traditional coalowners were
economising because they were straggling financially.
Shielded during the Depression from dumped iron and steel by special
tariffsl7)and the devaluation of the Australian poundl8), BHP not only survived, but

12) 1929 Davidson Commission Report,p.293.
13) The choice of nomenclature for the dispute varies. When diis author referred to the dispute as a lockout to A.Shaw during an interview Shaw exclaimed,'Lock-out? What lock-out? That wasn't a lock-out,
diat was a strike!' In fact, the owners locked out the miners, but the craft unions went on strike
intermittendy from November 1929 to April 1930.
14) extrapolated from Report of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and report upon The
Safety and Health of Workers in Coal Mines, (1939 Davidson Commission Report),p.39.
15) ibid.
16) vide. Report of the Commissioner appointed to inquire into and report upon the Coal Mining
Industry,(1945 Davidson Commission Report),p.49.
n) Hnghe.s,rtn r»> pp 100 110
IS) ibid.,p.lll.
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flourished during the 30's.l9) BHP also qualified for special govemment allowances
such as rad freight concessions.20) Declining wages reduced costs substantially and to a
large degree absorbed the falUng prices of iron and steel.21) Apart from favoured
tteatment and falling wages, reserves the Company had accumulated during die 20's by
paying small dividends, enabled it to buy stmgglmg businesses in associated industties
during the depths of the Depression.
The Company acquired control over the finished steel product manufacturer
Lysaght Bros in 192922)and over the next year bought sti-ategic shares in Vickers
Commonwealdi Steel.23) in 1932 BHP gained substantial contt-ol of the Titan Nail and
Wire Co Ltd24)and bought the Lambton and Burwood colUeries from the foundering
Scottish Associated Mining Co.25) In 1935 BHP captured its largest competitor, AIS,
and consolidated its hold over iron and steel production and finished products in
Australia by taking over BuUivants' Australian Co P/L, the distributor of British steel
products.26)
While BHP paid no dividends from 1930 to 1932, it continued to make profits
during the Depression and managed to hold £1.5 mdlion in reserves from the late
20's.27) During the abyss of the Depression in 1932, the Chairman of Directors,
H.G.Darling, reported an improvement in the Company's markets and was planning
expansion.28) Consequendy, at the outset of the Depression when most coalmining

19) ibid.,passim,pp.ll2-llS.
20) ibid.,p.lll.
21) vide ibid.,pp.lll, 112.
22) Seventy-five Years of BHP Development In Industry, The Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd Australia,n
d [1960],(75 Years), pp.89,90.
23) ibid.,p.S5.
24) Hughes.0ZJ.c//..r).113; in 1937 Titan ber-amea whnllv ownefl <:i)hsid5gT}' vj/l^ 7<f Vanrcr> OA
25) Hughes op.cit.,p.ll3; 75 Years,p.ll9; Mechanisation.
26) 75 Years,pp.S8, 89.
27) Hughes,op.czV.,D. 113.
28) ibid.,p.n3.
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companies were concemed with survival, BHP was poised to expand its coalmining
operations.
Originally BHP began to produce its own coal because of the exorbitant prices
charged by ANC companies. In addition to the EIrington and John Darting coUieries,
developed during the mid to late 20's and the purchase of the Lambton and Burwood
mines, BHP tumed its attention to mechanisation from 1935. However, unldce any other
mine developed before the 30's, with the exception of John Darling and EUington, BHP
modemised mines from the face to the surface. Despite the Umitations of the new
coalcutters and loaders, a handicap discussed below which BHP shared with other
coalowners, its modemisation of secondary haulage at the John Darling and Lambton
codieries and main haulage at the Burwood and Lambton mines was a radical departure
from 19th cenmry practice.
At the face, BHP was also a pioneer. In 1935 the Company introduced the first
'fully mechanised' face unit in Australia, comprising a coalcutter, an electric auger and
a mechanical loader in the Lambton colliery's newly developed Victoria Tunnel
seam.29) The unit's really innovative accessories consisted of the two battery
locomotives used for secondary haulage. Later in the 30's30)the mine's haulage was
revolutionised by the installation of two ttolley-wire locomotives in the main tunnels for
ttansport from secondary haulage to the shaft-bottom.31) There haulage was hampered
by the resttaints of the original 16 foot diameter shaft BHP had not replaced at that
stage.32)
From 1937 the Company mechanised the previously handworked John Darling
colliery, then the newest, large mine in the Northem district33) which did not have the
obstruction of the Lambton mine because of its unusually large 22 foot diameter shaft.

29) Mechanisation.
30) ibid.
31) ibid.
32) Elford and M.McKeown,op.c/f., p. 144. BHP did not work the Borehole seam, but used the old shaft
to develop the orevionslv unworVed Victoria Tnnnpi cf-arn rn<^c?t rn-oi>'}i;«i^' '-^ '••jt cc-tr 2nd tc :ivcid dcl::y.
33) ibid.,p.l33.
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capable of handling three ton skips.34) Consequendy, production grew and productivity
increased prodigiously at John Darling.35)At the Burwood colUery, where BHP's first
mechanical coalcutter was tested in 1935 and four more were inttoduced later in the
year,36)the most sweeping innovations were made to main haulage in 1937. To develop
the Victoria Tunnel seam under full mechanisation by eliminating coal ttansport in the
mine's original 15 foot diameter shafts, BHP drove a low angle, 1275 foot long, cross
measure drift to the seam.37) The first in Austtalia, the constraction of the drift
abandoned the ttadition of following the seam to ensure immediate production. The
drift was driven regardless of the proximity of coal, through stone or rock at an angle
and dimension suited to facilitate fast haulage. Shunning the traditional rope haulage
and by-passing locomotive haulage, BHP instead revolutionised transport by installing
three sections of 42" conveyor belt fed from a 250 ton underground bin.38) This unique
installation, no doubt due to its great expense, remained the only one of its kind
anywhere in Austtalia until after the War. Even BHP/AIS waited until 1945 to extend
the drift at the Burwood colliery an additional 900 feet to the Borehole seam.39)
From the mid 30's BHP also installed three, and later, five ton skips at the
Burwood, Lambton and John Darling mines40)which replaced the ubiquitous 20 to 25
cwt and smaller wooden skips used at all other mines except BHP's.41)New 3'6" gauge
ttack with 70 lbs rails42) replaced 2'2" and narrower gauge still used in most other
mines.'43) In addition, in the mechanised Victoria Tunnel sections and in new sections
34) extrapolated from ibid.,p.l35.
35) extrapolated from ibid.,pp.l33-l31.
36) Mechanisation.
37) ibid.,ElioTd and McKeown,op.cr7.,pp.l37,140.
38) Mechanisation; Elford and McKeown,op.c/f.,pp.l40,141.
39) Mechanisation: Elford and McKpown,'^/7 cit ,p 14V
40) Mechanisation.
41) As mentioned in Chapter III, mines had skips widi capacity as low as 6 cwt.
42) Elford and McKenwn op cit. passim r>p.\2'7-\'73.
43) extrapolated from

ibid.,passim,pp.l21-ll5.
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in the Borehole seam, headings were made wider and were driven at 45°, or more
obtusely, off the main mnnels to make flitting of mechanised equipment easier44)and in
some cases possible.
Having acquired AIS, BHP/AIS followed a similar programme of expansion and
mechanisation in the Southem district, but without the same capital intensiveness as in
the Northem district until after the War. Fortuitously gaining the WongawdU mine with
the AIS take-over, in 1936 the Company bought the Bulli mine, followed by the
Osbome-Wallsend mine in 1937 and the MtKembla colliery in 1946.45) it intt-oduced
mechanisation in the district by first installing two coalcutters at the WongawdU mine
in 1938 and three more at the MtKeira colUery.46) At Bulli cutters and loaders were
inttoduced in 1940 and loaders at MtKeira in 1940.47) it installed loaders at the
WongawdU mine in 1947.48)
In 1944 the Co also commenced the 12,000 foot long cross measure drift at the
Bulli mine.49)Further restracmring occurred after the War, when the Co opened the
Nebo colliery near MtKembla's South Tunnel and constmcted the three mile long
Kemira Tunnel driftSO) which amalgamated the MtKeira and MtKembla mines of
which the former mine became known later as Kemira, after an anagram of the two old
names.
Having spent £4,750,000 on expansion and mechanisation between 1934 and
194951), BHP/AIS' capitalisation of mines remained in solitary splendour compared to
the other large coalowners who spent very Uttle, especially during the 30's.

44) ibid.,pp.l35, 141, 144. The same method was used for cut-throughs. Consequendy, instead of
rectangular shapes, pdlars had trapezoid configurations.
45) Mechanisation.
46) ibid.
47^ ihid
48) ibid.
49) ibid.; Elford and McKeown,o;).czf.,p.l73.
50) MerhnritvnHnn

51) /6id.,foreword.
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Consequendy, a large portion of the expansion in production from 1931 to 1939 was
generated untd 1934 in the EIrington and John Darling mines: from 1935 to 1939 most
of the 28.7 per cent increase in total production came from BHP/AIS ' seven mines,
which by the end of the 30's produced more than 2,000,000 tons per annum52)or
between 1/4 to 1/5 of total production for the decade. The bulk of BHP/AIS production
came from its three colUeries in the Northem district exclusively producing for the
steelworks, with the largest portion from the modemised Burwood mine.53)
The majority of traditional coalowners, even those operating the very largest
mines, lacked the capital or markets to inttoduce new technology. Some, for reasons
outlined below, intentionally withheld capital dining the 30's and 40's. However, all
owners regardless of the size of their mine were able to squeeze more surplus value than
usual from the workforce between 1931 and 1937-38. In the 20's, BHP, a newcomer to
coalmining without the tradition of mutual dependence between owner and miner, after
sacking handminers in the John Darling and EIrington coUieries and re-employing them
as machinemen, already had a reputation as a tough employer54): during the 30's BHP
was one of the pioneers in breaking workforce resistance.55) Therefore the ability to
dominate the labour process stood BHP/AIS in good stead too, for, even though the
modemisation of the BHP/AIS mines was far superior to any other, it had several
deficiencies in common with other coalowners. And in 1945, BFDP/AIS had in the words
of its benevolent critic, Helen Hughes,'...the most up-to-date codiery in the country, but
otherwise it shared in the general backwardness of coal mining practice.'56)
Even in BHP/AIS codieries the inttoduction of new technology was fraught with
difficulties which were not apparent until during the War. First, as oudined below.
52) Production figures supplied by BHP Archivist from BHP Annual and Half Yearly Reports;
Hughes,op.ci7.,pp.l21,122.
53) extrapolated from Elford and McKeown,op.ci7.,pp.l27-173; Department of Mines Reports 1931-1939.
54) vide for example Hughes,op.ci7.,p.l45.
55) According to Hughes die reason for BHP/AIS' high rates of disputes after die War was,'Mainly...die
cost of being the leader in mechanical mining.',zWd.,p. 145. This is a euphemistic glossing over of die
result of BHP's extra-ordinarily hard managerial style during the 30's.
56) ibid.,p.l43. Unaware of the significance of die cross measure drift and conveyor belt haulage, Hughes
mistakenly referred to the Lambton instead of the Burwood mine as the most modem coUiery.
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much of the technology was unsuitable and inherendy limited, but diese shortcomings
were concealed by the workforce's temporary acceptance of the intensification of die
labour process. In addition, most collieries were stdl dependent on antiquated haulage
and pit-top facilities. The restrictiveness of these botdenecks were also smoothed over
by the workforce's exttaordinary effort during most of the 30's.
The most efficient component of new technology was the arcwall cutter or arc
shearer inttoduced from 1934 or so. The arc shearer although using the same cutting jib
as chainbreasts, except larger, was a superior coalcutter to the chainbreast in almost in
every way. By virtue of its hydraulically operated boom, on which the cutting jib was
mounted, it was able to remain stationary in the centte of a working place, but could
reach any portion of the face even in an eight yard bord. An added advantage over
chainbreasts and a prototype inttoduced in 1930 was that the arc shearer's cutting jib
could be raised, lowered or tumed at 90o to 'shear', cut vertically; hence its name.
Improvement in electrical safeguards incorporated in arc shearers permitted the
relatively safe use of larger AC motors which were capable of driving cutting jibs up to
12 feet long. These were powerful enough to cut in a stone band or on a stone floor and
this capability alone increased the amount of coal per cut prodigiously, as well as the
number of cuts per shift. Chainbreasts were only capable of undercutting no deeper than
by pick and shovel three to six times per shift. However, an arc shearer cut an eight yard
place in 25 minutes producing 25 to 90 tons, depending on the size of the face, without
any regard to stone or dirt intmsions. Arc shearers also moved under their own power,
initially on rails, and after the War in some mines on caterpillar tteads. Their mobility
obviated the need to install spare machines in adjacent places as was the practice with
chainbreasts to compensate for the slowness and difficulty of their flitting.
However, despite these features, the arc shearer, like the chainbreast, mainly
replaced one manual function at the face, undercutting. Most of the other facets of pick
and shovel mining were not only retained but intensified. With the exception of drilling
shotholes,57) firing shots, setting of timber and laying of rails were all performed

57) 32 or 125 volt power borers replaced hand boring in most mines which instaUed arc shearers and
modem chainbreasts; Elford and McKeown,op.c//.,p.53.
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manually at a faster rate according to the pace set by the arc shearer. Fdling, the only
other aspect of handmining that was mechanised from 1935, was slow to catch on. By
1939 only 9.84 per cent of total production was mechanically loaded, mamly in
BHP/AIS mines. Consequently, in most the other re-mechanised mines the workforce
either had to be increased or made to work harder.
From 1930 to 1935 the owners chose the latter option. Not only was the
workforce not increased, but it was severely curtailed. In addition, the number of
electtical coal cutters fell from 114 in 1930 to 87 in 1934, yet productivity increased.
'Output per man day' for workers below ground increased every year from 3.45 tons in
1929 to an unprecedented 4.42 tons in 1935.58) UOMY, which had increased to 680
tons in 1929, inexplicably fell to 554 tons in 1931 from where it rose to 847 tons in
1935. The discrepancies between the former and latter calculations are perplexing.
However, calculations of productivity are fraught with inconsistencies and must be
viewed with caution. Nevertheless, the general ttend established by these conflicting
statistics remain.
The owners achieved these large increases in productivity through coercion as
well as 'voluntary' co-operation by mineworkers. A common method of increasing
productivity was to threaten miners with the permanent closure of their mine. The
owners also eroded deficiency and consideration. By reducing the hewers' eaming
capacity in this manner the owners forced the hewers to maintain their former level of
income 'by filling a few more skips'.59) These tactics were unnecessary in 'some
lodges'.60) Relying on decades of piecework individualism and competition between
lodges, the ravages of the Depression, the economic bond between the owners and
miners and the latter's collaborationist perspective did the rest. The General Secretary
and General President of the Miners' Federation noted with dismay;
Some lodges and even districts [have] agreed to adjust themselves to
competiti^'e struggle so that the ledge or district might secure conttacio
58) NSWOYB 1934-35,p.ll6.
59) W.Orr and CNelson, Coal: The Struggle of the Mineworkers^ Miners' Federation, Sydney,n d ,
[1935],p,10
60) ibid.
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for their respective employers. Such capitulation, which usually
expresses itself in agreement to speeding-up or forfeiting dearly-won
conditions, allows the particular employer to set a new low level in coal
prices. Someone else strives to cut below this and so the vicious straggle
continues, tdl to-day a real coolie level of conditions for the mining
community as a whole has been reached.61)
Through reductions in the workforce, the owners also began to break down the
demarcation of skill between all categories of labour, particularly the hewers' and
ttadesmen's.62) For example, members of craft unions and deputies performed
Federation work if directed. The same applied to demarcation between the categories of
Federation labour: off-hand workers carried out hewers' work and the latter performed
off-hand labour when required.63) in this manner the owners altered decades-old
relations among ttaditional mineworkers, although not permanently. After the
Depression waned, these breaches of demarcation were vigorously resisted and
reversed.
From 1936, most probably due to improvement in sales and increases in
productivity, the coalowners expanded the workforce by 18.57 per cent from 13,387 in
1935 to 15,815 by 1938. In part, this increase in labour alleviated the problems
associated with the change of pace in the production process at the face, but the annual
increases of the workforce were insufficient to cope with the ttaditional botdenecks in
secondary and main haulages. In other words, the coalowners were trying to achieve
pre-Depression levels of production without improving the haulage obstructions
described in Chapter III and below, with a substantially smaller workforce. Therefore,
the inttoduction of mechanical loaders from 1935 was only a superficial remedy. The
loaders did not address the problems of haulage; they generally required additional
labour and one of the three main types inttoduced was cumbersome and difficult to flit;
and one was totally unsuitable to NSW mines.
The function of the mechanical loader was to gather coal, after it was shot down,
from thf^ fio/^r or,/^ to tr?jp_sfer i! into the ccccndor}- haulage systerA, g^ix'^xoTiy okipa.

61) ibid.
62^ ibid.
63) ibid.,pp.4,10.
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There were several types of loaders in use from 1935 to the time of then: complete
elimination in the 70's. They were mainly electric, nearly all American and flitted on
rails until after the War. The most common type, the American-made Jeffrey, dragged
the coal off the floor by two endless gathering chains mounted in parallel on an incUned
ttough. The trough fed a single gathering conveyor which elevated the coal which was
then discharged into a skip.64)
The Jeffrey and similar copied types,like the American made Joy, were the most
efficient and were still in general use in the 50's. Even though these were confined to
rails the loading head could swing 90o to either side to reach the coal spread away from
the centte of the place. The rear conveyor was also designed to swing although this was
less necessary as the skips were usually positioned immediately behind the loader. The
Jeffrey L400 was capable of filling a five ton skip in 11/2 to 2 minutes and could load
300 tons of coal during an 8 hour shift in six or seven places; whereas one miner filling
by shovel, while his mate attended to other duties, perhaps filled a few tons in a shift,
although some hewers, derisively referted to by other miners as sharks or tigers, could
fiU more than twice the amount in half a shift.
Because they most probably cost £6,800, or more,65) mobile loaders, like arc
shearers, were designed to service more than one place. Consequently, speed was
essential. As a direct consequence of their inherent ability and necessity to speed up the
work process they did not reduce labour requirements, but often needed additional
labour. While the actual loading was very fast, requiring only one or two operators on
the loader, the entire loading process was time consuming. For instance, 'spotting' the
skips under the discharge end and gathering scattered coal was labour intensive.66)
Because props hindered the loader's swinging head from reaching right along the face,
timber was not erected until after ad the coal was loaded. Therefore, the setting of

64) Elford and McKeown,op.c/f.,p ; I.A.Given, Mechanical Loading Underground, New York, McGrawHiU, 1943, passim; B.Stack, Handbook of Mining and Tunnelling Machines, Chichester, John WUey and
Sons, I982,passim.
65) Calculated by deflating the 1950 cost per unit of £13,000 witii die CPI to 1935 values. In 1982 temis
£13,000 is eauivalent to $190,832 using 1911 as base ypqr with vf>ii"» ^•^ ino
66) extrapolated from Elford and McKeown, op.cit., pp.55, 56, 57.
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props, laying of rails and other dead work after the loader was fUtted to the next place
requked extra off-hand labour and its co-ordination. However, under handmining,
hewers ordinarily performed the loading entirely unsupervised, but completely attuned
to the needs of the production process.
In the Northem disttict, in the 'ideal' mines of Elford and McKeown which had
two locomotives per panel, as at BHP/AIS' mines, besides the four mineworkers
necessary to fulfil the functions on the arc shearer, the unit required two men to operate
the loader, two shifttnen to set timber, two ttack layers, two locomotive drivers, two
shunters, one brattice man, one man, a 'checker', to co-ordinate ttaffic at the face and a
deputy.67)Thus the success of mechanisation was based on the supposition that after an
extensive change to mine lay-out and rad gauges, the outlay of £40,000 on face
equipment, a team of seventeen men or more per panel, as well as strict organisation,
production was cheaper and faster than under the old methods.68) in the Southem
disttict, where after 1939 owing to the dusty and gassy conditions of the Bulli seam
shotfiring was performed separately on aftemoon shift, the tight co-ordination of the
production process was less important. Nevertheless, all the other requirements
remained.
The second, but less efficient type of loader, was the scraper which worked on a
similar principle as the drag-line excavator. This machine in its pneumatic version was
popular in gassy mines or those where the installation of electrical equipment at the face
created additional fire hazards.69)
Units of this type were cheaper than any of the others described above, but very
limited in ability. The scraper required a fairly even floor as stone rolls and other
obstructions impeded it easily. Furthermore, it loaded the more desirable large coal with

67) ibid.,p.51.
68) ibid.,pp. 82, 83. Based on 1947 values for a unit comprising a coalcutter, power drills, a loader, 20
large capacity steel skips, but only one locomotive. In 1982 terms £40,000 is $776,969, (1911 as base
year, value 100).
69) Coal was loaded by a scoop which was brought to and from the face by a cable drawn through a
sheave at the face by two winches. As the scoon wa.s drawn hark to thp. rhasQic it dragged coal up ZVL
inclined sUde, positioned under die winding gear, from where the coal was deposited into skips placed at
the rear end of the sUde; ibid.,p.65; Given,op.cz7.,p.l04.
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difficulty and its average output rated only 45 to 50 tons per shift with a possible
maximum of 100 tons.70) The scraper was also labour intensive. The motorised chassis
had to be repositioned and clamped after a place was completed and in the next place
the guide and drawing rope sheaves had to be fastened at the face. Despite these
handicaps, the scraper loader was an atttactive, cheap altemative to coalowners not
committed to modemisation. Scraper loaders did not require modification to rail gauges,
nor change to mine lay-out and cost only £1000.71)
The least common type of loader was the Goodman shaker conveyor
incorporating a self-loading device, the duckbill. The 18" wide steel ttough conveyor
was used to ttansport coal over long distances. It was capable of extension up to 120
yards as well as shortening by adding or demounting its 10 foot sections as required.
The coal was slowly conveyed by a to and fro motion which moved the entire stmcture,
as well as its duckbill which slid under the loose coal on the floor.72) The manufacturer
made the dubious claim that it was capable of working around comers,73)a wish long
cherished by coalowners satisfied only just prior to the time of writing.
Other than only requiring three to four mineworkers to operate it, this loader had
nothing else to recommend it. The duckbill was laboriously advanced towards the face
by a shiftman releasing a gripping mechanism on each backward sttoke of the conveyor
and tightening it on each forward sttoke. To rettact the duckbill the reverse process was
used. The shiftman also moved the duckbill across the face with a crowbar. The average
loading capacity of the Goodman was 50 to 80 tons per shift with a claimed maximum
of 120 tons per shift.'74) A disadvantage with shaker conveyors was their inability to
ttansport coal uphdl on any more than a very slight grade. Further, any uneven-ness in
the floor impeded the duckbill.75)it also required constant mounting, dismantUng and
70) Elford and McKeown,op.dr.,p.57; Given,o/7.ci/.,p.l05.
71) Elford and McKeown,o/j.cz7.,pp.65.83. based on 1947 costs.
72) The motion was a quick backward and slow forward stroke and was adjustable.
73) Given,<?/7.aV.,p.l05.
74) Elford and McKeown,op.cit.,v.66.
75) ibid.
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re-assembly to move from place to place; each flitting operation was an intermption to
production, as well as very labour intensive.
Of all the loaders described above, only the Jeffrey type was capable of
increasing production significantly. The other kinds were only superior to manual
loading under the ideal conditions portrayed in manufacturers' pamphlets.76) However,
ideal conditions rarely occurred in NSW mines. Each loader, owing to its inherent
limited capacity, increased the need for additional labour. Even in Austtalia's first 'fully
mechanised mine', BHP's Lambton pit, the equipment consisted of only a coalcutter, an
electric borer, a loader and two battery locomotives: while the locomotives were an
innovative approach towards the modemisation of haulage, otherwise the work process
was StiU very dependent on intense ancillary labour. Mechanical loading combined with
the increase in volume and speed with which coal was cut by arc shearers placed
exttaordinary demands on ancillary facilities and labour from the face to the pit-top.
A compounding factor was the greater supervision necessary at the face due to
the more intricate, integrated mode of working.77) Consequently, deputies, who under
handmining were few and inspected several sections perhaps once a shift, had to be
increased in number. Moreover, reliance on a sequence of mechanical processes had
serious consequences on production if one of the units broke down. To anticipate this
eventuaUty, additional non-productive maintenance men were hired to service and
repair machinery. They added to the workforce which was supposed to be reduced by
the new technology.
Loaders would have worked more efficiendy if they had been adequately
manned, yet ironically if they had been they would have exacerbated the inadequacies
of ttansport. The industry was consttained by the state of technology in haulage which
owners either could not or, more likely, would not resolve. Adequate main haulage, the
prerequisite necessary to handle increased volume was almost non-existent in NSW
mines in 1935 and did not increase significantly by the 1950's except in the largest
mines. In addition, the use of haulage increased and it too became more labour
76) In some mines hand loading was easier and cheanpr p.vpn in iQSfi
77) vide Elford and McKeown,op.ar.,pp.48-51.
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intensive. If the same system, whether main and tail, endless or main rope, was retained
with small skips diey required more labour because of the increase in the frequency of
their use; larger skips required less repetition of labour per skip, but a larger workforce
because of the necessity to fill the larger capacity skips more quickly.
The lack of efficient haulage facilities was still common at the time of the JCB's
creation and remained one of the JCB's irremediable bugbears for many years. Even in
early 1950 the JCB listed only ten mines or seven per cent of NSW mines as fully
machine loaded with modem haulage facilities and in the second half of 1955 only 36
mines fell into that category.78) in other words, despite nearly £3 million spent on
underground ttansport and almost £1.3 million on shafts and tunnels from 1952-53 to
1955-56,79)just before the large-scale inttoduction of continuous miners, only 28 per
cent of NSW mines had adequate haulage facilities. These figures must lead to the
conclusion that during the 30's, besides BHP/AIS mines, only a few of the mines
belonging to the better capitaUsed minmg corporations had instaUed ttansport capable
of handling the increased quantities and pace of production generated by arc shearers.
Clearly, without substantial expenditure on the renewal of haulage, the inttoduction of
new face technology in the larger mines during the 30's was futile. The remainder of
mines had neither arc shearers, loaders, nor, owing to the lack of manual labour, the
capacity to produce more when required during the War.
At the pit-top additional equipment and labour was also required at the screens.
Because mechanical loaders did not differentiate between coal and dui, after their
inttoduction the pit-top cleaning of coal, which before the War was perfunctorily
performed at some mines, became mandatory. The altered work process did not allow
time for the slow laborious hand-picking in the semi-lit underground environment
either. Until the inttoduction of the first modem washeries in Austtalia by BHP/AIS
circa 1940-41, at most mines dirt and stone not separated manually underground was
picked manually on belts at the pit-top.

78) JCB Report 1950-51,p.95; JCB Report 1955-56,p.l08.
79) JCB Report 1953-54,p.90; JCB Report 1954-55,p.94; JCB Report 1955-56, p. 110. Separate figures on
expenditure are not available before 1953-54.
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Another of die reasons for the industry's heavy reUance on manual labour during
the 30's was due to the deteriorating condition of wasting assets in machinery and
haulage plant. In addition, coalmines are wasting assets themselves. Depreciation
particularly accelerates if the sections first mined are developed, as they aU were before
the 1960's, from the tunnel or shaft to the boundaries of the coal lease, instead of
worked back from the boundaries. This factor which compounded the deteriorating
condition of equipment, before the coal depression was normally overcome by either
expanding the workforce, or if absolutely essential, by upgrading technology. However,
except for BHP/AIS and a few of the larger mining companies, the remainder were
consttained by the economics of the Depression from reinvesting in technology.
Instead mine managers took shortcuts in mining methods. Therefore, despite the
simplistic nature of the Department of Mines productivity .statistics, they most probably
reflect a real increase in productivity which occurted during the 30's. In brief, owing to
the pressures on the industry, managers resorted to mining the easy coal which was
close to main haulage and minimised the use of labour and secondary haulage. Time
saved in secondary haulage alone lowered costs significandy and the conttaction of
dead work reduced the ratio of labour power normally required: productivity was also
boosted because managers robbed the pillars mandatorily required under the mining
legislation,80) a practice which resulted in short-term financial gain, but ultimately
hindered production. The reason the easy coal ran out was due to the manner in which
naines had been developed since the inception of coalmining in NSW.
As briefly mentioned above, the most efficient and safest way in which to
develop a mine is to drive the tunnels to its boundaries and exttact coal while retteating.
By employing this method, old workings are located at a mine's exttemities. Then no
permanent pdlars other than those required near main roadways are necessary. When
pillars are exttacted immediately after the first working then large sections can be
sealed off, thereby eliminating many well-documented hazards associated with

80) Mining Act, 6 Edward VII, No 49, 1906: Mine Subsidence Act, George V, No 53,1928; 1912 CMRA,
No 37.
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ventilating large goaf areas.^1) In addition, very little coal is wasted and left standing in
pillars where after many years creep and cmsh could cause dangerous subsidence on the
surface in built-up areas as it did in several instances near Newcastle and CessnockMaidand. Furthermore, because faces are worked 'outbye', towards the mine enttance,
haulage distances get shorter instead of longer thereby obviating the strictures of
haulage discussed above and below. However, before the advent of modem mining
techniques from the late 60's, very few bord and piUar mines in NSW were developed
in the retteating mode.
The aim of every coalmining company after the tum of the century, whether
privately or publicly subscribed, was to produce coal immediately the seam was reached
to defray the costs of test-driding, assaying and in the instance of shaftmines to recover
the high, but necessary outlay of shaftsinking. Because the driving of main tunnels to
the lease boundaries involved the recovery of only a small amount of coal over a long
period, perhaps twelve months or more, in all bord and pillar mines headings and bords
were formed as soon as possible. Therefore, the workings spread out from where the
main haulage conveyed coal to the surface and from where essential supplies such as
props and rails were distributed.
Consequently, pillars, which should have been exttacted immediately after the
fnst working to prevent creep and cmsh, as well as surface subsidence, instead
remained for decades as support for main tunnels and headings, hindering ventilation,
haulage and in many cases preventing new development. Furthermore, in the Greta
seam, coal left unworked over long periods was likely to ignite as a result of
spontaneous combustion.
Despite this neglect, which was considered normal coalmining practice, when
confronted with millions of tons of wasted coal the coalowners blamed statutory
requirements which stipulated the amount of coal to be left as pidars under die
advancing mode.82) This scape-goating was typical of the conttadictions of the
81) Safety is especiaUy enhanced by developing in the retreating mode. For example, the explosion of
accumulated gas in badly ventilated goaves at the MtKembla mine would not have occurred.
82) vide 1911 Maidand Inquiry; Report of the Royal Commission on Coal and Shale Mines in the State of
New South Wales, l926,(Edmunds Commission), vide in particular evidence Edmunds Commission,
J.Jeffries; Elford and McKeown, op.cit.,p.36.
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relations between the state and the owners. The owners took the Department of Mines'
usual compliance for granted; any interference in production was anathema and
smacked of meddlesome govemment. Therefore mining legislation was often
conttavened. This evasion of mining regulations was not peculiar to the mechanised era,
but, as discussed in Chapter I, was enshrined in NSW coalmining as one of the
mainstays of enhancing profits and cost-cutting since its inception.
The immediate and long-term consequences mattered litde during the 19th
century. Urban development was sparse and the occasional subsidence generally caused
litde damage. 83) Coal was plentiful and the loss of large quantities through wastage
caused Uttle concem because new leases were available even after the expansion of the
80's. The pace of work was slow, exerting little pressure on haulage except during msh
orders. The ready supply of cheap labour easily supplemented the increasing distances
between the faces and haulage. Generally, it was nearly always possible to produce coal
cheaper for many years by,'mortgaging the future.'84)
These were the ttaditions followed in the 20th century too, but the circumstances
of the coal depression put exttaordinary demands on the ttaditional methods of mining.
Mine managers were under particular pressure during the prottacted competition of the
30's to produce more quickly and more cheaply.85) However, by the 30's many of the
original mines, of which some were 60 years and older, had many problems in common
with the more recent mines on the Greta seam. The former, which had developed slowly
during the 19th century, since mechanisation, like the latter, had rapidly mined their
most easily recoverable coal during the boom years. Gradually, coal was getting further
away from main haulage. Because there was almost no personnel ttansport, walking

83) Not always, however. For example, in 1886 under the guidance of T.Croudace, the manager of die
Lambton pit, the workings of die mine came so close to the surface that the main Northem Road to
Newcasde collapsed near Tighes HUl; vide. New South Wales Legislative Assembly Votes and
Proceedings, 1887,vol.4,p.245.
84) paraphrased from JCB Report 1059.53 p ''9
85) ibid.
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distances for hewers were getting longer, in many mines several miles, perhaps taking
up to two hours per shift in the worst circumstances.86)
Aside from the time lost by hewers at the face, growing haulage distances
increased off-hand labour costs and retarded the raising of coal, ultimately putting
pressures on costs. During the Depression, to minimise ttavelling time and to reduce
haulage time and overheads, as briefly mentioned above, managers had to,
...mine coal which was near the surface with short haulage distances.
This often meant that pillars were "robbed" (i.e., reduced in size) or
removed completely in utter disregard of the efficient long range
operation of the mine.87)
These reckless remedies boosted productivity and production with a substantiaUy
reduced workforce. However, easily available reserves of coal in most mines were
depleted during the 30's.
With the exception of BHP/AIS, finance for the development of new shafts and
tunnels, new leases, or the replacement of haulage was frittered away in a manner
outlined below. Furthermore, because NSW coalmines had been developed where the
coal seams outcropped near the closest infrastructure, all the best locations were gone.
Only BHP/AIS, with apparently unlimited reserves of capital; was not daunted by the
expense of sinking shafts and drifts. BHP/AIS was also a pioneer in obtaining extensive
infrastmcture from govemments.
Apart from the economic strictures of the Depression, many coalowners could
not reinvest in technology even if they had wanted to, owing to the way in which thencompanies had distributed profits during the boom years. While the large coalmining
companies had eamed high profits, by the 30's these were paid out in large dividends to
shareholders, parent companies, or kept in undistributed reserves that were later
disbursed for a variety of reasons. 88)

86) vide 1939 Davidson Commission Report,pp.26l-261.
87) JCB Report 1952-53,p.29; or put more euphemistically, 'Since 1930 depressed trade and substantiaUy
reduced prices have tended to divert production to die more economical workings.', NSWOYB 1934-35,
p.116.
88) vide for example Shaw and Bmns,op.c//.
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Because of the acceleration of the ageing process under the advancing mode,
NSW mines, even substantially capitalised ones, continually required shareholders to
subscribe new capital. A common occmrence was to let a mine deteriorate but to
declare a large dividend which gave the false impression that the mine was capable of
sustaining profitabiUty. These dividends then atttacted new investment in the new issue
of shares of various kinds. Of course investors who had invested in a deteriorating asset
without knowing it withheld their capital once the deception was discovered. As a result
there was a general withholding of capital from NSW coalmining after the 1920-27
boom, throughout the Depression and beyond the War. When additional capital was
unavailable mining companies blamed the high costs of labour and strikes for their
inability to atttact investment.
Although the precise nature of the distribution of profits will never be known,
there is evidence which suggests that the coalowners purposely forwent capital
expenditure on collieries to boost profits and dividends.89) Even the owners' need to
continue to rely heavily on manual labour in the 30's is an attestation of the lack of
investment in technology during the 20's, regardless of the reasons they shunned it. Far
more telling however, was govemment disquiet regarding the coalmining companies'
proclivity to forgo capital expenditure in colUeries to inflate profits and dividends. As a
result of the inordinate price increases in the latter portion of World War One in 1919
the Campbell Commission, and in 1929 the Davidson Commission, had as part of their
terms of reference the power to investigate the capitalisation, depreciation and renewal
of assets.90)
SuperficiaUy, the establishment of these royal commissions and the Edmunds
Commission of 1926^1) seem to conttadict the nature of the relationship between the
state and the coalowners proposed in this thesis. However, while these commissions
were created out of a concem in parliament over the mismanagement of the industry
89) vide Campbell Commission, 1929 Davidson Commission Report, Mauldon Economics, Shaw and
Bmns,op.c/r., 40 CAR,'The Austi-alian Coal and Shale Employees' Federation,/ef a/.] and J.& A.Brown
and Abermain Seaham CoUieries Ltd. and odiers.'
90) Campbell Commission Report, oreamble. n.l; 7929 Dnvid'^nn r.nrytmiK<nr>K Peport, pTP'>rr^\^f> ^ i
91) Edmunds Commission, preamble.
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under private enterprise, their intent was not as ondnous as their preambles suggest.
Generally, commissioners were carefuUy-chosen estabUshment figures such as judges
or high-ranking public servants. This was die case for both the CampbeU Commission
and the Davidson Comndssion. Commissioned by Conservative govemments, their
recommendations were either ignored or inttoduced as Bills in parUament with die
knowledge they would not pass. However, it is not suggested that Conservative
govemments are the natural handmaidens of capital. Even the Edmunds Commission set
up under the Lang Labor Govemment of 1925-27 was still-bom from its inception.
Under the chairmanship of Mr Justice W.Edmunds, with three commissioners
who were coalowners' representatives and three who were Miners' Federation officials,
among other objectives, one of the purposes of the commission was to investigate 'the
^best method of working the coal seams of the State...', a euphemism for the wasteful
mining methods of the industry. The commission made no recommendations on die
wastage of coal reserves, claiming,'...this matter of estimated loss of coal was one
which we did not intend to decide...'92) However, the commission did recommend
several worthwhile changes in safety regulations and the compulsory provision of
bathrooms and changing faciUties for miners. These the Lang Govemment legislated,
but despite the fact that the Federation's first General President, J.M.Baddeley was the
Minister for Mines, this legislation was a dead letter. For, the Lang Govemment had
neither the political stability, nor the will to confront the coalowners. Its Conservative
successors lacked the inclination to enforce the legislation; and during 1930-32 the
second Lang Govemment initially was too embroiled in factional infighting, and was
dismissed by the Govemor before any of its major mining legislation was passed.
Neither the Campbell nor the Davidson Commission could unravel the
coalowners' book-keeping techniques: nor could subsequent investigators, or Mauldon
just prior to the 1929 Davidson Commission. Mauldon was severely critical of the
coalowners' appraisal of fixed assets in annual balance sheets and the distribution of
profits. Mauldon, an economist well versed in coalmining accounting methods, also

92) ibid., I926,p.6.
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acknowledged the difficulties he experienced in untangUng the coal companies'
expenditure on fixed assets from inflated book values.93)
After arranging a compulsory audit of coalmining company books, in 1919
Campbell had already estabUshed that coalowners expected plant and machinery to last
30 years and rejected colUery accountants' claims of annual deductions of ten per cent
for depreciation.94) it is highly likely then that many coalowners invested litde or no
capital in any equipment even during the 20's. Yet, despite heavy losses incurred from
1927-28, during the 20 years prior the large coalmining concems secured immense
financial benefit from the bulUsh ttend in coal prices. E.A.Drake-Brockman,J. of the
Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbittation commented in 1939,
Prior to the Depression-during the boom years-owners seem to have
reaped a rich harvest. Since then they have kept their mines operating at
any cost; in fact, in many cases at a very substantial loss. I have gathered
the impression that they have done this so as to be ready to reap another
rich harvest when the next hoped for boom occurs.
It would appear...they have been living on their investment income and
on profits made out of enterprises other than the production of coal.95)
Drake-Brockman's statements are significant in several ways. First they form
part of a judgement in which he awarded the 40 hour week in recognition of the
coalowners' capacity to pay.96) Furthermore, the statements are an indictment of the
coalowners' intentional attenuation of the industry during the Depression until ttade
improved. One statement also vaguely hints at the deliberate ttansfer of reserves from
coalmining to shipping companies.
The profitabdity of the larger coalmining companies was most probably more
lucrative than Drake-Brockman realised and the conttol of parent companies far greater
than he was prepared to admit. A synopsis of some of the companies provided by Shaw
and Bmns, demonsttates more clearly, albeit to a smad extent, the profitability.

93) Mauldon Economics,pp.85, 86.
94) Campbell Commission Report,pp.l5,16.
95) 40 CAR.T)v.38l. .384: also, (•incorrectly) quofp/l jn Shaw anH Rn>nc/>ri rit T> "^8
96) 40 CA/?,pp.381-384; vide also Gollan Miners,pp.214,215.
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resttucturing, issues of shares employed to enhance profits and also the specific nature
of ownership by shipping companies.
Some of the mining companies have had a very long history.
Most of these old companies have been reconstmcted several times,
which makes it exceedingly difficult to value their capital accurately. But
there is no doubt that in the early days they were exceedingly profitable.
Bellambi, which is closely associated with Mcllwraith McEachem
[sic] Ltd. and Bums Philp and Co. Ltd., has been a consistent dividend
payer. It commenced activities with a capital of £35,000 in 1888; this
had been increased to £250,000 by 1904, and to £400,000 by 1912.
Most of this time ttade was brisk, dividends were high and large reserves
were accumulated. In 1919 and 1920 dividends of 121/2 per cent were
paid, and in 1921, from a record profit, 15 per cent was paid. In 1923 the
company was Uquidated and a new company formed; each shareholder
was paid 12s. per share by the old company and was given one fully paid
£1 share in the new. Thus £240,000 was paid to the shareholders of the
company; and another £200,000 was disttibuted in 1929 when the value
of the shares was reduced by one half Dividends between 1923 and 1929
were 121/2 per cent or 15 per cent.
Hetton Bellbird Collieries Ltd., formed in 1885, was reconstmcted in
1920, owing to the substantial increase which had occurred in the value
of the Company's property. Holders of £1 shares in the old Company
received two shares, credited as fully paid to £1, in the new. Property and
plant were written up from £218,234 to £391,455. Dividend and bonus,
which were 111/4 per cent in the year before reconstmction, were 121/2
per cent on the increased capital in the two foUowing years. Despite a
disasttous fire in 1924, which necessitated an increase in capital owing to
the expense of reopening, dividends were 8 per cent in 1926 and 10 per
cent in 1927 and 1928.97)

97) Shaw and Bmns,op.df.,pp.58, 59,60;
'The oldest of the existing companies-the Newcasde Wallsend Coal Company-was incoiporated by Act
of Parliament in 1860. Since then it has had a very successful career,and developed large local and
overseas connections-die latter particularly in die west of Soutii America before 1914. The Newcasde
Coal Mining Co. Ltd. was registered in 1877 and the Mt.Kembla Coal and Oil Co. Ltd.(now Mt.Kembla
CoUieries Ltd.) was founded in the foUowing year. The Hetton Coal Co. Ltd.(now Hetton
Bellbird),Cessnock ColUeries Ltd. and The Bellambi Coal Company Ltd. were first registered in the
'eighties'; Caledonian CoUieries originated in 1895 from a profitable group operating at Maidand and
Newcasde.
Caledonian CoUieries Ltd. was formed in 1913 to acquire die property of a Scottish company of the same
name, widi a paid capital of £852,507 composed of 600,007 ordinary and 252,500 preference shares-most
of die former being held by Howard Smidi Ltd. This amount was increased to £1,191,695 in 1917 and
£1,487,984 in 1920. Dividends on ordinary shares-8 per f-ept Vfore •!"» wa'--"'"'-'? 10 per cent in 1920 cr.d
12 per cent in 1921; after that they declined, and ceased in 1929.
Cessnock CoUieries Ltd. was more successful; and in the 'twenties' they were able to pay 121/2 per cent
preference and 10 per cent ordinary dividends, and even higher rates in 1925 and 1927. In the latter year,
die company was reconstructed. The capital of the old company was £110,000, divided into 110,000 fully
paid £1 shares. Each shareholder rex",eive/1 one fully paid fl sh^^-e i" the npw company for every share in
die old, plus three shares credited as paid to 10s. In 1928 the company paid a dividend of 5 per cent on
die enlarged capital.'
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Shaw and Brans too were stymied by the coalmining companies' book-keeping. They
state,
These reconstmctions do not necessarily involve 'watering' of capital.
They may be due to the proper capitalisation of reserves and undivided
profits. Whether this was so or not will now probably never be
known.98)
When from 1927-28 the coal depression unfolded, the coalowners blamed a lack
of investment, high wages and costs and attempted to remedy the situation by forcing
down hewing rates and wages. The Miners' Federation resisted on account of the large
profits the coalowners had made in the past. By early 1929 a scheme intended to reduce
coal prices, suggested and mediated by NSW's Conservative premier, T.R.Bavin, failed.
On 5 Febmary the Miners' Federation executive rejected Bavin's proposal of accepting
part of the price reduction by taking cuts in wages and hewing rates, claiming the
coalowners' profits were sufficiendy high to absorb price reductions.99) Soon after,
ANC mineowners locked out their miners with the proviso that they would re-open
when and if the miners were ready to accept reductions of 121/2 per cent from hewing
and other rates and 1/- per day off wages. The situation was so serious that the
Conservative Federal and State govemments jointly endorsed the 1929 Davidson
Commission which ostensibly would investigate and solve the Miners' Federation's
complaints of the coalowners' exorbitant profits.
However, as mentioned above, this act of state intervention came to nothing.
Informed by Mauldon's The Economics of Australian Coal, which hinted at some state
conttols over production and distribution,100)the commissioners baulked at what was to
them, repugnant. Instead, they advocated a stronger presence in industtial relationslOl)
a course of action also suggested by Drake-Brockman in the judgement cited
98) ibid.,p.60.
99) Common Cause,(CQ, 9 Febmary 1929; Bavin announced in July 1928 diat die NSW Govemment
would reduce freight and charges amonntjnp to •?/- pe*- *on nmyiHinfT thg o^^Tie'S deducted 1/ per tcr. cf
prices, contract workers forwent 1/- per ton,(supposedly 121/2 per cent for hewers),and offhand labour
accepted a reduction of 1/- per day. If Bavin's terms were accepted PM Bmce offered to deduct 1/- per
ton of coal exported overseas with a special bounty; vide 1929 Davidson Commission Report,p.200. Not
surprisingly, the Miners' Federation felt its members' sacrifice was too great compared to die owners'.
100) Mauldon F.r.nnnmir.<! nn 7\9-0'\'^

101) 1929 Davidson Commission Report,p.202.
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above. 102) However, these recommendations of sttonger state intervention in
Arbittation were ignored untd the outbreak of war forced stringent regulation of
industrial relations on successive Federal govemments. Therefore the 1929 Davidson
Commission resolved very little for the miners. At the end of the lock-out, after
repeated arbittation involving High Court litigation, in June 1930 the workforce
retumed on the owners' terms with severely reduced numbers. 103) Davidson and his
fellow commissioners, who also endeavoured to uncover the coalowners' financial
dealings, relying heavily on Mauldon's work, ultimately made only guarded reference
to the coalmining companies' distribution of profits and reserves:
Our investigations estabUsh that in a number of cases-l)heavy reserves
have been accumulated as a result of trading in the past years; 2)the
reconstruction or amalgamation of companies has been made the
occasion for the issue of substantial numbers of bonus shares; 3)during
the flourishing period of the industry very substantial profits were made
in some cases, and distributed. 104)
The commissioners claimed they were anxious to ascertain the tme financial
status of certain companies but the royal commission,'...was precluded by various
circumstances from doing so.'105) The Davidson Commission then became party to the
continued mystification of profits, like the CampbeU Commission, by examining the
affairs of the companies under its scmtiny in camera. In addition, the Commission
placed a 50 year embargo on the release of the companies' profit and loss statements to
assuage the coalowners' anxiety over their disclosure.
Nevertheless, the real facts will never be known. An examination of the
documents after the expiry of the 50 year embargo revealed that their information was
so obscure, that the large undistributed reserves referred to by Campbell, Mauldon,
Davidson and Shaw and Bmns were most probably ttansferred during the Depression to
shore up the coalmining companies' parent companies, in particular the shipping
concems. To a lesser extent, reserves may have been used to pay smad dividends to
102)40CA/?,p.374.^
103) The events of the lock-out are too lengthy to be recapitulated. For the most competent account vide
Gollan Miners,pp.l87-197.
104) 1929 Davidwn Commi<:sinn Report p 7^9

105) paraphrasedfromibid.,p.249.
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shareholders during the Depression. 106) Alternatively, funds may have been used to
raid smaller competitors who went to the wall. 107)
Despite these perplexing quandaries, widi the exception of BHP/AIS and some
of the larger concems, funds were certainly not used to upgrade technology. Indeed, for
the majority of coalowners, to have done so would have been regarded as bad business
practice during economic collapse, especially with the ready availability of labour.
Instead, rather than re-investing, they preferted to keep fhed mines operational with
existing equipment, if necessary on stand-by with skeleton staff. In this fashion they
were able to conduct business intermittently and weathered the worst of the Depression.
This was preferable to closing down completely. 108)
Regardless of the methods employed to survive the Depression, whether with
reinvestment or without, all mineowners relied heavily on manual labour. Yet
ironically, despite large savings on wages in real terms because the workforce's annual
income was forced down, costs in proportion to price rose disproportionately from 1931
because prices were forced down too. Thus, whereas in 1926 average annual income per
employee was £244 and was as high as £274 in 1924, from 1931 to 1934 mean annual
income fluctuated between £205 and £233.109); however, as a proportion of every £1 of
total annual 'value of output' wages costs at their highest during the 20's at 13/8^ in
1925 were low compared to 14/6d in 1931, 14/lOd in 1932 and over 14/- untd
1938.110)
Even though output per man day for underground workers continued to rise until
1938 largely because of the threat of unemployment, the high wage to price ratio most
probably persuaded the more affluent mineowners to inttoduce arc shearers, despite
106) According to the 1939 Davidson Commission Report some companies paid dividends, vide,p.l08.
107) The 1939 Davidson Commission Report quoted one instance,but there must have been several
odiers.
108) paraphrasedfromMauldon Economics,p.l55.
109) exd-apolated from NSM^OyS 1925-26,p.371; 1933-34,p.333; NSWSR 1942-43,p.250.
110) NSWOYB 1925-26,p.371; 1933-34,p.333; NSWSR 1942-43,p.250. This mediod of calculation is used
because of the inaccnracv and cnnfusin? notion of 'v^lne' qpd nn^'p ip qnnn^i 'rcemment statistics. .\
comparison verifying the soundness of this method can be made with the more dian usual clear
calculations in the 1939Davidson CommissionReport,p.l01.
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their cost and the ready availability of labour. These owners had scarcely any other
option. For the first time in decades they were unable to increase prices to absorb rising
wages costs. The position of unfinancial owners was worse. They could suspend
production by keeping their mines on stand-by with deputies and maintenance men;
resume production to fid an order, perhaps at break-even point, a slight profit or even a
loss. Altematively untd 1937-38 they could attempt to improve productivity to reduce
costs per ton. However, by then the ability to suppress workforce resistance to
mechanisation and speed-up in handmining too vanished.
In 1937 the Miners' Federation had the 1930 wage and hewing rate cuts restored
by the intervention of the NSW Industrial Commission H I ) and continued to gain
concessions under Commonwealth Arbittation in a manner described in the next
chapter. More than likely, the continuing increases in productivity until 1938 were less
due to the improvement in wages and conditions in 1937 and 1938 than the spread of
technological change in the larger nunes, particularly in those belonging to BHP/AIS.
Ironically, the improvement in the economy that stimulated sales, caused the Miners'
Federation's resuscitation and was also instramental in relaxing the threat of
unemployment which had restricted workforce resistance.
Above and beyond worker resistance, the workforce was not large enough to
compensate for the limitations of technology. When the coalowners attempted to
remedy labour shortages, despite improvement in wages and conditions they were
thwarted by an inability to atttact labour. Although the workforce had as many as
24,494 mineworkers in 1927, the severe cut-backs and harsh measures of the
Depression made the coalmining industry an unatttactive employment prospect after
recovery. Consequendy, through natural attrition and more lucrative employment in
other industries, many unemployed miners did not retum to coalmining. During the War
the industry's inability to recmit labour was exacerbated by man-power requirements in
other essential industries as well as the armed forces' recmitment. As a result, the
workforce in NSW coalmines increased only slightly from 16,144 in 1939 to 17,070 in
1945.
Ill) CC 26 June, 3 July, 10 July; Gollan Miners.,p.209,
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As well as a liability for the mn-down condition of machinery, plant, finances
and mines the coalowners' resttructuring of the workforce during the 30's was therefore
dkecdy responsible for the labour shortages which precluded an increase in production
during the War. Whereas Chapter V demonstrates that there is no doubt that strike
activity and worker resistance were also instramental in retarding production, it is sheer
nonsense to hold miners solely responsible. According to Mauldon:
Apart from reasons attributable to industtial stoppages (which possibly
accounted for the non-production of a miUion tons), the explanation is to
be found in the non-availability of sufficient mine-workers to operate,
under emergency conditions, all the mine capacity actually
available. 112)
Had black coal mining become more substantially mechanised by the
outbreak of the war, this retardation of expanded output because of a
fixed manual labour supply might not have been so marked. 113)
Despite doubts regarding the legitimacy of quantifying blame, if Mauldon's
estimation of one midion tons is cortect, perhaps the owners' share of liability can be
quantified by the 24 milUon tons the industry was short of the 15 miUion ton annual
target set by Govemment between 1940-45. War-time shortages were the culmination
of decades of mismanagement under the Vend, the ANC, SCOA and the LCA.
Unfettered private enterprise during the 30's in particular had created the circumstances
which made the miners behave in the way they did during the War. Despite increasing
state conttol from the tum of the century over some aspects of coalmining, ultimately
the coalowners were responsible for the industry's management and the relations of
production at the workplace. To blame the miners alone for the coal shortages of the
War, is to put the cart before the horse.
Even the deterioration in industrial relations from 1938 was a result of the
owners' poUcies. Decades of their domination of the relations of production
predetermined the relations of the rank and file with the Miners' Federation's executive.
Despite the ndners' collaborationist perspective, their tteatment at the hands of the
owners during the 30's, and economic necessity made them spum the Federation.
Because of the geological peculiarities of each mine on which conttact rates and
112) Mauldon 1947.0.41.
113) ibid.,p.42.
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conditions were calculated, the lodge remained the pivotal administtative and
organisational unit that determined policy. Except for the general strikes in 1938 and
1940 described in Chapter V, this remained the status quo to the detriment of the
Federation's executive. Consequently, the Federation always remained a coalition of
lodges, not consistendy capable of enforcing a coherent industrial policy. After several
abortive attempts at amalgamation the Federation was only formed at a unique,
opportune time during World War One. It remained a coaUtion of convenience
supported by the rank and file, while the Federation made its momentous gains and
conditions, until the end of the War. From then rank and file support for centtalised
policy gradually waned but was revived from 1933-34 because the new executive was
temporardy capable of manipulating the centripetal organisation of the Federation's
stracture in a manner described in Chapter V.
Ultimately, govemment inaction was as responsible for the industry's
ramshackle condition as the owners'. For, despite several royal commissions and a wide
knowledge among Federal and State govemments of the industry's condition over an
extended period, the state chose to let the coalowners have their way. Consequently, at
the outbreak of war, aside from safety legislation, mineral royalties, the provision of
infrastmcture and in the reproduction of labour power, the state had no direct role in
NSW coalmining. 114) As a result of this laissez-faire mentality, by 1939 the majority
of the industry was technologically inefficient, and owing to the wastage of coal could
not produce enough: the industty's dubious commercial practices precluded new
investment and the workforce had been attenuated to such a degree that not enough
mineworkers were available to increase production sufficiently. Industrial relations had
deteriorated so much that the ndners decided to get their own back by any means. This
attitude was as much a result of the owners' cupidity and the govemments' failure to
come to terms with the industry's problems, as the miners' contradictory relations with
the Miners' Federation and the divisiveness among themselves.

114) The State had operated the State mine at Lidigow since 1912.
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Chapter V 1939-1945
The main objective of this chapter is to examine the first instance of the state's
direct intervention in the NSW coalmining industry. The outbreak of War had a
profound effect on the industty. Gradually, from 1939 every aspect of coalmining
became subject to govemment regulation. In September 1939 the Federal Govemment,
under Prime Minister Menzies extended price conttol over all commodities including
coal and from 1940 the Govemment also attempted to regulate marketing, ttansport and
industrial relations. Failing to improve either distribution or industrial relations, in order
to increase the supply of coal, in 1941 the Federal Govemment also legislated to conttol
production under National Security Legislation. Despite this and subsequent legislation,
as well as a change from a Conservative to a Labor Govemment in October 1941, coal
supplies failed to increase significandy. For, with the exception of the 12 million ton
record achieved during 1942, production remained at approximately 11 mdlion tons per
annum for the remainder of the War.
A large part of this chapter is devoted to explaining why despite growing state
conttol production did not increase. Apart from the emasculation of the industty
described in the previous chapter, there were several other factors that repressed
production during the War. Conttary to the findings of any other study of the NSW
coalmining industry, the major portion of blame must go to the coalowners. For, while
the miners were accused of being disloyal and political intriguers, the coalowners
placed profit before God and Country. This was a result of deliberate policy by all
coalowners.
Anticipating a situation similar to World War One when price increases were
easily obtained, the owners were soon disillusioned, as price conttol was one of the first
war-time measures invoked precisely to minimise profiteering. Instead, they faced
resttaints which prevented them from recouping the losses and lean profits of the
Depression. The War even hampered their normal arrangements. Consequently, they
objected to regulated distribution, attempted to defraud the Prices Commissioner,
sabotaged ttansport and generally disrupted production.
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The miners used the exigencies of the War to redress the injustices of the 30's
and obstructed the war effort. The shortage of coalmining labour and the inability to
procure labour from other industries for the first time in the history of the coalmining
industry meant that the owners could not use the coercive measures which had been part
of their stock-in-ttade since the 1840's. This chapter identifies several manifestations of
workforce resistance. It also describes the burgeoning alienation between the
predominantiy communist Miners' Federation executive and the largely labourist rank
and file. After abandoning its earlier opposition to the War when Germany attacked the
USSR in June 1941, the former could not generate enthusiasm for the war effort among
the rank and file. Nor could the executive overcome the lodges' resistance to centtalised
conttol.
Confronted with traculent coalowners and an inttactable and united Miners'
Federation, the Conservative Federal Govemments under R.G.Menzies and A.Fadden
created a maze of authorities in an attempt to force, mollify and cajole both owners and
miners. The Labor Govemment led by J.Curtin was in a more precarious situation. It
faced open obsttuction from the coalowners based on class antipathy and had to deal
with a Miners' Federation executive which was willing, but which was losing conttol
over an obstractionist rank and file. These imbroglios resulted in successive
Govemments appointing a plethora of conttolUng authorities with overlapping and, at
times conflicting powers.

War-time regulation for the first time brought the marketing, pricing and
ttansport of NSW coal under close govemmental conttol. Pricing was thefiirstform of
conttol over the coalmining industry. Coal became a 'declared' commodity in
September 1939, but unlike the prices of most other commodities the price of coal was
subject to a range of variables which affected its costs and complicated the pricefixing
procedure. To compUcate matters further, a vast artay of advisory bodies informed the
Prices Commissioner.!)

I) vide 5.J.BuUin,pp.28^1.
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The coalowners exploited the complexity and loopholes of pricefixing to the
fullest and under Prices Regulation Order No. 82) issued on 26 January 1940, profited
even further from the variation in costs of coal which were extended to include the
effect of,'...changes caused by State legislation, decisions of industrial tribunals,
royalties, freight and other ttansport costs.'3) On 2 October 1939, no doubt anticipating
that shipping freight rates would be conttoUed, the Associated Shipping Companies, of
which the coal/shipping combines were prondnent members, had already increased its
rates by 20 per cent without notifying the Prices Commissioner.^-) Although the
Commissioner quickly interceded, ultimately an increase of ten per cent remained.5)
Another method of avoiding the Prices Commissioner's attempts to minimise
profit was to issue long-term conttacts at fixed prices which were inflated to counteract
future cost increases. Consequently, on 3 Febraary 1940 the Prices Commissioner,
D.B.Copland,6) issued an order which prohibited long-term conttacts offering fixed
prices.'/) Existing conttacts were not affected and increased costs under new conttacts
could be passed on to consumers, but profit margins could not be increased.8)
On 6 April 1940 the Minister for Customs, Senator McLeay, wamed coalowners
and associated shipping companies, which, as a result of the general coal strike
discussed below, were hoarding coal to get a higher price during the shortages caused
by the ten week strike.^) On 20 April, to prevent profiteering of this kind, the Federal
Government issued a regulation under the National Security Act which compelled

2) Price Regulation Orders were issued under die National Security Act
3) S.J.Buain,p.8.
4) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Vol 162,1939,p.ll41; S.J.Budin,p.l82.
5) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Vol 162,1939,p.ll41; S.LBudin, p.l82.
6) An economic rationalist and Professor of Commerce at Melboume University 1924-42.
7) CC 3 Febmary 1940.
8) CC 3 Febmary 1940.
9) CC 6 April 1940.
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shippers and users of coal, whether public or private, to declare any holdings of coal or
coke over 10 tons for the duration of the strike. 10)
For the remainder of the War the coalowners mainly maxinused profits by
delaying wage increases in the industtial jurisdictions oudined below by refusing to pay
or challenging the validity of claims. Although profits were kept to a minimum, to
ensure the coalowners' co-operation, Federal Govemments ensured diat the majority of
the industry's cost increases were passed on to the consumer for the duration of the
War. To this end the inttoduction of the Prices Stabilisation Scheme in April 1943,
designed to combat inflation, which had grown to ten per cent per annum,H) proved to
be a boon for the coalowners. While the previous regulatory device. Prices Regulation
Order 666 of April 1942, was only partially effective in conttolUng price increases of all
essential commodities, under Order 1015 of April 1943 the coalowners were able to
exploit pricefixing even more.
In consequence of the conciliatory attitude towards the coalowners, which, as
outUned below, persisted for the duration of the War, coal prices rose twice as much
during the six years of War as the "C" series index under which retad prices increased
by 23.2 per centl2): the average price of Northem coal rose by 46 per cent from 12/8
per ton in 1939 to 18/7 in 1945; in the Southem district, which had become the centte of
coke production owing to BHP/AIS's increasing activity there, averages rose 52 per
cent from 14/5 per ton in 1939 to 21/11 in 1945; and in the West the average price grew
by 43 per cent from 9/6 in 1939 to 15/4 in 1945.
According to S.J.Budin and C.B.Schedvin paraphrasing N.Mighell, then
chairman of the Commonwealth Coal Comndssion, established in 1941,
All sections of the industry knew that their output was essential and were
exploiting the fact. Any interference in the industty was likely to
precipitate a strike, engineered either by the unions or mine
managers. 13)
10) CC 20 April 1940.
11) Budin and Schedvin,op.d/.,p.536.
12) ibid.,p.545.
13) ibid.,p.550.
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Substantially, Mighell was correct. The owners used the indispensabdity of coal
to manipulate the pricefixing mechanism especially when the War escalated after 1941.
Despite the regulations invoked since 1939 they rigidly adhered to the labyrinthian
pricing arrangement oudined in Chapter in, claiming price increases for the slightest
variation in quality or difficulty of mining. Consequendy, the Coal Commission and
subsequent authorities,
...inherited the pre-war pattem of coal prices - a pattem which was
exttemely uneven and illogical. Not were there different prices for each
pit and different prices for the different sizes of coal produced by the
same pit, but also prices for coal of the same size and grade produced by
the same pit varied according to the customer to which it was sold. There
were, therefore hundreds of coal prices which had developed as a result
of pre-war economic, technical and commercial conditions.'14)
The perplexity of this system was complicated by the fact that wages in the
coalmining industry were not effectively pegged as they should have been under the
National Security (Economic Organisation) Regulations passed on 10 Febraary
1942.15) Consequently, owing to the complexity smrounding wage determination, as
well as a back-log of unprocessed wage claims, the owners were able to manipulate
price increases further.
Because of the centtality of coal to the economy and owing to the maze which
served as a cost stracture, coal was one of the first price stabilisation cases under Order
1015 in 1943.16) However, the Prices Stabdisation Committee and the Coal
Commission which had joint responsibility for pricefixing, found that price ceilings
were impossible to maintain. 17) Instead the Govemment approved a combination of
price increases and subsidies 18)which gave the coalowners larger margins, but which
minimised price increases slightly. Under the direction of the Coal Commission, price
increases were awarded to compensate for 'anomalies' under existing conttacts and
14) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.27.
15) Under the National Economic Plan devised by Labor; vide Budin and Schedvin op.cit. for a full
descnption ot wage pegging.
16) vide ibid.,pp.550, 551.
17) ibid.,p.550.
i8)zWd.,pp.550, 551.
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'minor unavoidable' cost increases.l^) In this manner price increases, which were
already exorbitant, were minimised.
The Coal Comndssion granted subsidies which compensated rettospective wage
increases and other major cost accretions20) which were supposed to prevent price
increases from being passed on to consumers. Ironically, although price increases were
twice as high as the 3d per ton sanctioned by the Prices Stabilisation Committee for
1943, the cost of subsidies were less than expected owing to the coalowners' initial
reluctance to submit their books for the necessary inspection.21)
Although the total subsidy for the fiscal year 1942-43 amounted to only £636,
the coalowners must have overcome their reticence, because for 1945-46 subsidies
totalled £572,11522), or more than six per cent of the 'total value' of coal produced in
NSW. According to the JCB which inherited the subsidy system in 1947, the
subsidies,'... had several unfortunate characteristics. Perhaps the most important was
that it failed to give coUiery proprietors a financial incentive to increase production and
efficiency.'23)
While these subsidies were relatively low initially, the owners also profited
substantially from the subsidy the Federal Govemment granted owing to the sudden
increase in workers' compensation claims after liability under the NSW Workers'
Compensation Act became unlimited in 1942. The Govemment assumed liability for
every claim in excess of the previous £1000 limit and by the time of the sittings of the
1945 Davidson Commission,'...the total obUgation of mine owners [was] said to have
cost the Govemment already more than £500,000.'24)
19) paraphrased from ibid.,p.55l.
20) paraphrased from ibid.
21) ibid.
22) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48, p.28: Some public audiorities, in particular die govemment railways
ot tne commonwealdi, NSW, Victoria, Westem Australia and Tasmania, reimbursed die Federal
Govemment with the difference between subsidised coal and die unsubsidised prices diey would have
had to pay.
23) ibid.,p.21.
24) 194b Davidson Commission Report,p.l22.
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Transport and marketing, closely interconnected, and still conttoUed by the
ANC, SCOA and to a lesser extent by the LCA, also proved difficult for the Federal
Govemment to manage. Queensland, Westem Austtalia and Victoria, which had a black
coal industry of sorts, were largely dependent on NSW coalmines, their middlemen and
associated shipping companies for coal. Because they had no conttol over govemment
charges, the owners continued to spum the NSWGR and interstate rail whenever
possible. For if they had used govemment ttansport they and the closely associated
shipping concems would not have been able to boost profits by fudging ttansport and
handling costs, which, it is suggested, was the prime motivation for coal and shipping to
combine in the first place. Consequently, until the 1940 strike, except for pricing under
new conttacts, it was business as usual for the members of the NSW coal oligopoly. All
interstate coal from the Northem district continued to be ttansported by private rail or
ttamway to Newcastle Harbour from where it was freighted by associated shipping
companies. As road ttansport was not a viable option until the 1950's, even for short
distances, rail was the only feasible method of land ttansport. However, because long
distance govemment railway charges were considered prohibitive by the owners, they
resorted to labour-intensive double-handling and even coal for the Sydney market was
shipped.
The Southern district had a similar scheme suited to its markets. However,
unlike the Northem district, collieries were adjacent to the Govemment railway along
the narrow Illawarra coastal plain, and being closer to Sydney they had the option to use
the NSWGR if necessary. Nevertheless, several Southem collieries maintained thenown ttamways and private jetties well beyond the War to avoid railway charges. Of
course, Westem district collieries were entirely dependent on the NSWGR for ttansport.
These arrangements had worked well for the coalowners and shipping
companies for decades despite a chronic shortage of coal-hoppers and the intermittency
of shipping. During the buoyant period up to 1927-28 they dictated the terms of delivery
and availabiUty of transport; during the 30's slackness of ttade did not wartant change
to the usual artangement. However, the 1940 sttike, closely watched by various
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govemment instmmentalities, exposed the awkwardness of double-handling from rail to
ships used by the owners to avoid rail charges and to conttol the terms of delivery.
The ttansfer from rad to ships was particularly time consuming at the Dyke at
Newcasde Harbour, the principal departure point for NSW coal exported interstate. The
congestion at the Dyke was mainly caused by the maze of private and Government
railway lines which carried most of NSW's export coal from the Greta mines and which
converged at Newcastle Harbour. The persistent preference for Greta coal which lasted
for the remainder of the War and beyond overtaxed the Dyke's antiquated facdities
even further.
Partly due to this bottleneck and in part due to the reluctance of consumers to
accept other coal, the Govemment interceded in the ttansport and marketing of coal
during the strike. Towards the end of the strike, in May, a NSW Coal Distribution
Committee was empowered to requisition coal to ensure that public utiUties in NSW
and the Melboume Gas Company were adequately supplied.25) When the sttike
concluded on 20 May these powers were revoked and substituted with the Supply of
Coal Regulations giving the Minister for Supply and Development,
...power to require coal owners to supply coal in such quantities and to
such persons as he might specify; such coal was to be given priority by
the owner, but "regard to all the relevant circumstances" was to be had
when specifying the time within which the coal should be supplied.26)
As Europe became more embroiled in a war that threatened to involve Austtalia
further, the Federal and NSW Govemments created various committees to investigate
shortages of coal.27) After long prevarication, as well as obstraction from the 'Joint
ColUery Owners', in November 1940 a sub-committee of the Principal Committee on
Transport found that reserves were inadequate, increased production was necessary,
more mines should be opened as some were idle, aftemoon shift should be worked,

25) S.J.Budin,p.410.
26) ibid.
27) ibid.,pp.411, 412. On 15 March 1940 Federal Cabinet mooted die question of die control of coal by
die Department of Supply and Development, Full Cabinet Minute 308, Australian Archives, deno.sit A
2697, vol 3.
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more miners should be employed, Christmas and New Year holidays should be
cancelled and shipping should be improved.28)
As a remedy

the

committee recommended

the establishment

of a

Commonwealth authority widi a branch in each State to conttol distribution,
consumption and production. However, the committee's recommendations were
submitted to Federal Cabinet and substantially watered down. The Minister for Supply
and Development, Senator P.McBride, convinced Cabinet that the problems of short
supply were rooted in ttansport and distribution, in the industry's '"normal business
arrangements."' These said the Minister,
appear to be dominated by the interstate shipping companies; the sources
of New South Wales coal supplies are not fuUy employed and there is
intermittency of production in mines which are less direcdy associated
with the shipping companies. It is usual for conttacts to be arranged at
prices which include deUvery by the latter and subject to their shipping,
loading, berthage and other commercial convenience.
Perhaps a little naively, but not entirely surprisingly considering the shipping cum
coalowner combines' tmculence, the Minister felt that coal shipping regulations passed
on 3 December 1940, were,'"no doubt the first essential for coal conttol..."'29)
The Minister's proposed remedy consisted of the Commonwealth Coal Board
with State committees which would co-operate with the Shipping Conttol Board. The
Board's powers were studiously framed to avoid the issue over the conttol of
production, and price conttol remained with the Prices Commissioner.30)The Board
could,'...compulsorily acquire property, machinery or plant including privately-owned
radways, as well as ad conveyances used in the ttansport of coal' It could also,'...

28) S.J.Budin,p.412, die obstmctiveness of die owners is an interpretation of Budin's observances of their
role. Buthn does not actually state that they were obstructive: nor does he mention the idleness of mines;
however, several mines were on stand-by or could easily be re-opened; vide CC 14 September 1940.
29) cited in S.J.Butlin,p.412.
30) The regulations empowering the establishment of the Board were gazetted on 13 Febmarv 1941:
ibid.,p.4l6; National Security (Coal Condrol) Regulations, Statutory Rules 1941, No. 33. The Board's
manifest proclaimed,
The Board is empowered to control the supply, distribution, storage and use of coal and
for that purpose to take such measures, give such orders or directions, and do such
things as it thinks necessary or expedient and charged widi the administration of these
regulations and off all matters arising thereout or incidental thereto; S J.Budin,p.416.
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terminate, suspend, vary or, modify any existing conttact or agreement relating to the
supply or disttibution of coal, including sale or ttansportation by any means.'31)
The Board, chaired by Mr Justice Davidson, had as members two prominent
coalowners' representatives, C.Nelson, the General President of the Miners' Federation,
the Chief Traffic Manager from the NSWGR, an officer from the Department of Supply
and a representative from the Department of Commerce.32) Nelson, at that stage, like
most of the Federation's executive, still committed to resisting the war effort, carefully
distanced himself from his Board appointment by declaring that the position was,
'entirely honorary.'33)
Nelson's manoeuvering was a cautious reaction to the gazetting of the Centtal
Reference Board created to expedite and replace the complicated and drawn-out
procedures under Commonwealth Arbittation, as the Miners' Federation was uncertain
of the real intent behind the Centtal Reference Board's creation. Long after Nelson's
incumbency ended the Federation continued to vacillate between accepting and
rejecting the Board's authority. Eventually in October 1943 the Federation managed to
persuade the Federal Govemment to sack the Board's chairman. Judge DrakeBrockman.
The Commonwealth Conttol Board's powers, which were extensive but not
exercised fully, were immediately tested and challenged by the owners. A few days
after its gazettal the Board met to discuss ways to build up coal reserves, particularly for
the interstate ttade. Soon afterwards it met with the owners to discuss its proposals. The
owners, '... disclaimed the need for any "pool" since "they had been able to supply the
whole of the interstate facilities made available to the interstate coalttade"'34) Clearly,
this was not so because,'"...in some cases vessels waited from two to two and a half

31) CC 22 Febmary 1941.
32) The coalowners' representatives were, T.Armstrong MLC, president NSWCCPA, chairman of
directors J.& A.Brown and Abermain Seaham Collieries Ltd, (JABAS) and S.McKensey, superintendent
Hebbum Collieries Ltd, vide CC 22 Febmary 1941; S J.ButUn,p.416.
33) CC 22 Febmary 1941.
i4) cited in S.J.BuUin,p.416.
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days for particular colliery coal while coal of a similar quality was standing on the
wharves."'35)
The coalowners' refusal or unwillingness to supply lesser quality coal at lower
prices and customers' reluctance to accept coal other than that for which their furnaces
were designed was at the root of this antagonism towards Govemment regulation. In
view of the decades of fraudulent substitution of coal and price described in Chapter III,
the coalowners' attitude was comical, their devotion to profit before patriotism was
reprehensible.
The Board was not deterred. In an attempt to disentangle the industry's complex
marketing stracture, coalowners and distributors had to submit retums showing output
at individual mines, the quality and the type of coal held and the location of stockpiles.
Users had to nominate their weekly requirements and the type of fumace and quality of
coal used in order of preference for grades. Coalowners could be directed to supply a
type of coal formerly not supplied to a customer and consumers could be ordered to
accept coal in quantities and quality specified by the Board, regardless of customary
practice.36)
In Budin's reserved estimation,
The board's task was not easy. It was the first authority to break into
established peace-time ways. It is fair to say that no later authority had as
much difficulty. Some collieries were ttactable, some tmculent; once or
twice there were flagrant attempts by either producers or consumers to
misrepresent the activities of the Board, or the repercussions which, it
was alleged, would ensue from the activities of the board.37)
Aside from the owners' misconduct, it was soon evident that the Board's power
over distribution alone was unworkable. Distribution was also hampered by disraptions
to production, which was outside the Board's ambit. Industrial disputes were habimal
and some owners marted production further, keeping some mines idle on stand-by
35) ibid.
:>o; ipia.; c c J.2 February iy4l. In some cases die Board's regulations affected longstanding selling
arrangements and resulted in consumers having to change from their usual suppliers to others. To offset
die resultant freight differentials, in May 1941 die Board stmck a levy of l/3d per ton on all kinds of
transport. The levy was collected and deposited in the Coal Freights Equalisation Fund and distributed to
equalise ti^nsport costs; vide S.J.Budin,p.419 and CC 17 May 1941.
3/;S.J.buuin,p.4i/.
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under various pretexts.^S) Davidson, as the Board's chairman, although fully aware of
these owners' prevarication,39)instead blamed the miners for the lack of production. In
May 1941 he wamed the War Cabinet of the influence of 'subversive activities' in the
coalfields^O) and recommended the regulation of production.
The Prime Minister, Menzies, drew heavily on Davidson's advice and arranged
the substitution of the Board by an authority with power over production devised
principally by Davidson. On 8 August the Commonwealth Coal Commissioner replaced
the Board.41) Heeding Davidson's concem regarding 'subversive activities', Menzies
announcing the Commissioner's appointment reflected, 'Serious interruptions have
taken place because of stoppages of work. The new arrangement should remove any
suspicion that the coalmines are bemg exploited in the interests of the owners.'42)
N.Mighell, formerly the chairman of the Repatriation Commission, as
Commonwealth Coal Commissioner had formidable powers over,'... tteatment,
handling, supply, distribution, storage, marketing, the use of coal...', and more
importandy, production.43) He was advised by a production manager and a distribution
manager, but the Miners' Federation was not direcdy incorporated.44) Instead, it had
representation on the Commissioner's State committees, minor advisory bodies similar
to the Board's.
Despite the abdity to conttol production, the Commissioner's task was severely
hampered by a lack of co-ordination with other audiorities. Conciliation and Arbittation
was StiU administered under the Centtal Reference Board and its three subsidiary Local
38) CC 7 June 1941.
39) CC 7 June 1941.
40) paraphrased from S.J.Buthn,p.421.
41) ibid.,p.42l; CC 16 August 1941.
42) CC 16 August 1941.
43) CC 16 August 1941; S.J.ButUn,p.421.
44) The former was S.McKensey, the latter, H.L.WiIIiams, managing director of Brown's Coal P/L
Victoria. R.P.Jack, Senior Inspector of Collieries, Department of Mines, was secretary and chief
executive officer; in December 1941 Jack replaced McKensey; vide S.J.Butlin,p.421 and CC 16 August
1^41.
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Reference Boards estabUshed in 1941. Consequendy, the Coal Commissioner had no
authority over industrial matters even though they directly affected production.
Sindlarly, health and safety, often a source of industrial conflict, came under the
auspices of die NSW Department of Mines. Pricefixing did fad within the ambit of the
Coal Commissioner's powers, but conflicted with the Prices Commissioner's
jurisdiction. In addition, Davidson's 'wisdom and experience'45) must be questioned,
because within a fortnight of the Coal Commissioner's gazettal, the Miners'
Federation's Centtal Council, indignant over not being incorporated in the
Commissioner's executive, withdrew its representative from the Commissioner's NSW
conimittee.46)
The Miners' Federation's deliberate exclusion from the Commissioner's
executive is even more ill-conceived in the light of the Federation's volte-face towards
the War after the USSR was attacked by Germany on 22 June 1941. Even though since
then the Federation executive were fully in favour of eliminating industrial action to
maximise production, because of the communist bogey it was excluded from the office
of Commissioner. The Federation's seclusion was not only ill-judged, but dl-timed as
well. A miners' pension Bill and a Bill prohibiting the mechanical mining of pillars
under passage through the NSW parliament were challenged by parliamentary
coalowners. Their obstraction created disquiet among the miners.47)
The Federation, intent on redressing BHP/AIS's heavy-handed inttoduction of
mechanisation during the 30's, was also engaged in restoring fuU seniority rales on
mechanical units.48) These were contentious issues causing spasmodic, but, heavy
industrial unrest outUned below. By the time Menzies' leadership had been usurped by
Fadden, and Fadden's Govemment in tum collapsed, these issues were not yet resolved.

45) Budm's evaluation of Davidson's expertise,p.421.
46) CC 30 August 1941.
47) CC 21 June 1941,16 August 1941,23 August 1941,30 August 1941,1 November 1941.
48) CC 20 September 1941.
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In October 1941 Labor under Curtin inherited an industty seething with industrial
turmoil, as well as the coalowners' tmculence and antipathy.
Not satisfied with the Coal Commissioner's record. Labor's Minister for Supply
and Development, J.Beasley, initiated change to the National Security (Coal Conttol)
Regulations. After representations from the Federation and discussions between Curtin
and the Federation's president, Nelson, Beasley advised the Federation that the Coal
Commissioner would become the Coal Commission comprising a chairman, one
representative from the Miners' Federation and one from the owners.49) The
Commission was gazetted in Febraary 1942 with MigheU as chairman. The Federation's
incorporation into the Commission was a partial success. NSW production was lifted to
12,206,000 tons, 500,000 tons more than the previous year and far higher than any other
year during the War; but industrial action persisted. The coalowners too sustained their
customary tactics.
During the period when the Commission's composition and functions were
being finalised, the Miners' Federation, as a token of support for the Labor Govemment
managed to persuade the rank and file to work through the Christmas and New Year
hoUdays. Despite this unusual loftiness of purpose, shortly afterwards some mines in the
Northem district were 'inexpUcably thrown idle' because of a 'slackness of ttade.'50)
The device of throwing mines idle to create a dispute during slack times was as old as
the industry itself. However, this was one of the first major instances of the owners'
baiting of the miners to disrapt production to embartass the Labor Govemment. Already
generally dissatisfied with the Commission, if they received an unfavourable decision
the mineowners retaliated after Febraary by provoking industrial disputes; at the same
time deftly eluding the Commission's punitive powers.
Provocation of miners by owners continued for the remainder of the War: its
existence was recognised by the Govemment and during 1942 even by some members

49) CC 22 November 1941.
50) CC 10 January 1942.
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of the Opposition, including its Leader.^l) Some owners also persisted in disrapting the
war effort by leaving less profitable sections of their mines unworked. Personnel
ttansport, which should have been provided according to the CMRA, was not installed
under a host of pretexts, generally 'the shortage of materials.'52)
The owners, discontented with the Commission, blaming the Curtin Govemment
for its creation, convinced the press and radio stations to ran anti-govemment
propaganda designed to influence the Govemment to legislate milder regulations. The
main protagonist was H.Gregory Forster, secretary of Northem Collieries Ltd, a group
of small coUieries formerly snubbed by the ANC53), but from 1942 a member of the
newly formed New South Wales Combined Colliery Proprietors' Association.54)
Forster, a former radio announcer, vilified the Govemment on radio and in the
newspapers for the remainder of the War to the constemation of the Miners' Federation
and to a lesser extent to the concem of the conservative NSWCCPA which found
Forster's extremist propaganda useful but also embarrassing.55)
Regardless of the differences between Northem Collieries Ltd. and the
NSWCCPA, in order to draw public attention to the Govemment's 'pandering to the
ttade unions', all coalowners connived at manipulating smaU stoppages to cause the
Govemment embarrassment. The Govemment, initially feeling benevolent towards the
miners because of the marked improvement in production during 1942, denounced the
owners' tactics. In April Curtin fulminated in public,'I warn colliery managements that

51) for example, vide CC 21 Febmary 1942; Commonwealth Parliamentiary Debates, Vol 170, speech
M.Blackbura, Labor,pp.628-631; E.WardL.abor, pp. 720, 721; W.M.Hughes, Leader of die Opposition,
pp.723,724,725.
52) for example, CC 21 March 1942; 4 September 1943, statement by NSW Minister for Mines,
J.M.Baddeley.
53) CC 7 March 1942, 28 March 1942; Most of diese codieries were second-raters, viz, Aberfield Coal
Mining Co P/L, Airfield Collieries P/L, Fassifem Colliery P/L, Maidand Extended Collieries P/L,
Maidand Main Collieries P/L, Northem Company, North Wallarah P/L, Olstan-Croft Bros, Northem
Extended, die rabid anti-union R.W.MiIler and Co P/L, Milfield Coal Mining Co P/L, (also a R.W.Miller
mine) and Victorian Coal Mining Co Ltd. The only mine of substance was Stockton Borehole CoUieries
Ltd.
54) NSWCCPA
55) CC 11 July 1942, 14 April 1945.
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they have no right to exploit the nation's urgent need for coal to force the workers to
accept alterations in customs and practices.'56)
As a result, for the first time since war-time regulation, if not the very first time
in the history of NSW coalmining, the state undertook to apply punitive powers under
law other than Coal Mines Regulation legislation to the coalowners as well as the
miners. In May, Regulation 77, one of several newly passed disciplinary regulations
empowering the Commission to call up for military service any person who failed or
refused to co-operate, was invoked against a colUery manager.57) The coalowners were
scandalised.58) In the same month Curtin called a compulsory conference of owners
and the Federation in Canberra which galvanised the owners into forming the
NSWCCPA, the first permanent inter-disttict combination of NSW coalowners; a feat
they had hitherto never been able to accomplish, but which increasing state intervention
instigated.
Curtin drafted an agreement under which the owners and miners formed pit
committees designed to prevent industtial disputes.59) Under the 'Canberta Code', at
each mine a committee of two management and two Federation representatives60)with
the mine manager as chairman attempted to settle disputes in-house, instead of referring
them to the Local or Centtal Reference Board. If no agreement could be reached the
dispute was referted jointly to the Miners' Federation district executive and the
superintendent of the mine or the secretary of the mine's industrial organisation.61) The
owners, incensed at the equal status granted to ordinary working-men in matters they
considered their province, overcame old enmities and formed the NSWCCPA on 29
June 1942, from which only BHP/AIS stayed aloof
56) CC25 April 1942.
57) CC 9 May 1942.
58 Minutes Colliery Managers' Association-Northem District,3-ll-42;rough minute book. Joint
Committee ot Colliery Propnetors, ABL, deposit E207/741,(rough minute book).
59) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,pp.56, 57.
60) The president or treasurer of the lodge.
61) 194:) Davidson Commission Report,pp.56, 57.
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The Canberta Code was a substantial ertor of judgement on Curtin's part. The
miners objected to the increased severity under the Code of punitive provisions already
in existence and especially disapproved of losing the right to hold pit-top meetings
unless the pit committee which also comprised management gave permission first. They
took exception to Statutory Rule No.328, gazetted on 25 July 1942, under which
recalcittant miners could be called up for military service, and protested vigorously
against the provisions which proscribed, '...counselling, procuring, urging, encouraging
or inciting persons to conttavene the Regulations, or spreading false reports as to the
existence of lock-outs, strikes or stoppages.'62) The rank and file felt that the
Federation executive's consent and participation in the framing of the Code deprived
them of the right to strike. Consequently, they retaliated in a manner described below.
The owners objected to the clause which stipulated that,
No colUeiy management shall refuse to prepare its colliery for work
without the permission of the Coal Commissioner [sic], nor shall any
change be effected in customs or conditions without recourse to the
abovementioned procedure, and this shall also apply to proposed
changes.63)
The implications of this part of the Code were obvious. It was the public recognition by
the Govemment that some portions of mines were kept idle intentionally and that
personnel ttansport was purposely not being installed. The clause also implied that
management was fomenting industrial unrest by 'pin pricking' tactics. However, the
portion of the clause which really irritated the owners was that which prevented change
to customs or 'conditions'. They saw the clause as taking away traditional discipline
necessary in their view64) to the mode of production.
In a sense, if the class confrontationist element is eUminated from their position,
they were substantially cortect. Coalmining was a protected industry under National
Security Regulations and except for flagrant breaches of Regulation 77 this protection
precluded the expulsion of miners. The miners, unhappy with the Federation executive's

62) ibid.,p.23.
63) ibid.,p.51.
64; Minutes Codiery Managers' Association-Nordiem District, 3-11-42, rough minute hook,op.cit.
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accordance with the Code and also intent on settUng old scores with the owners, used
every opportunity under the aegis of law to exploit the Code's Uteral interpretation of
custom and practice. Consequently, there was a spate of prosecutions of managers
unprecedented at any other stage before the War and not repeated since. Simdar to the
owners, the unprecedented nature of these circumstances prompted them to form
managers' associations.65)
The first major prosecution of a manager occurred in October 1943 when the
manager and owners of J.& A.Brown's Richmond Main colliery, one of the largest
mines in Austtalia, were charged with failing to keep their mine open.66) The company
was found guilty, the manager fined £100 and the owners £5067); a fine scarcely
calculated to prevent an offence deemed to be a serious breach of national security.
Other cases were heard with similar outcomes. Managers and owners were fined, but
the offences continued.68)
Apart from dismptive practices by managers, production was stdl restricted
intentionally by some owners. At a conference held by the Miners Federation in
preparation for a meeting with Curtin, H.Scanlon, as vice-president a member of the
Federation's Centtal Executive, insisted that Northem coalowners were 'sitting on coal'
to conserve it for more prosperous times.69) They pursued this policy by decommissioning mechanical units and concenttating on developmental work instead of
the easier, less labour intensive withdrawal of piUars.

65) ibid.
66) A subsequent charge was preferred against the company,'...for having unlawfully attempted to alter
practices conceming living conditions during the currency of a cavil.' CC 3 October 1942. This case and
odiers were heard in die Commonwealdi Arbitration Court, not under a criminal jurisdiction. Some were
heard by magistrates.
67) CC 24 October 1942.
6b) toT example, reiion colliery, c c lu October iy42; Pacdic Colliery, 1 May 1943: When die manager
of Corrimal colliery was fined, the owners took the case to the High Court where die Stipendiary
MagisQ-ate's original judgment was overtumed, vide CC 1 May 1943,22 May 1943; Standford Main No.2
colliery, Aberdare colliery, CC 9 October 1943; Bloomfield colliery, CC 16 October 1943; Standford
Main No.l, CC 16 November 1943; Huon CoUiery, CC 13 November 1943.
69) Cu y Octooer ly^:).
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Whde Scanlon's objectivity towards the owners might be questionable, his
proposition is sound. The amount of mechanically cut coal which had risen
uninterraptedly from 27.7 per cent of production in 1937 to 40.9 per cent during 1942,
feU from 38.32 per cent in 1943 to 34.8 per cent in 1945 at a time when production was
also diminishing.70) Consequently, the amount of mechanically cut coal fell in real
terms as weU as proportionately. The rapid increase in mechanical loading, which had
escalated from 0.16 per cent of production in 1935 to 22 per cent during 1943, abraptly
ceased and remained at approximately 22 per cent for the rest of the War.
During 1943 the mechanical mining of pillars, which had been prevented by
NSW statute since 194171) was revived as an issue by the owners.72) Evidence
presented in Chapters IV and VIII supports Scanlon's claims and demonstrates that the
owners had vigorously pursued a poUcy of leaving pillars since before the lean years of
the 30's. The dilemma was not resolved until mechanical mining of pillars was
permitted again after the War. Therefore Scanlon's statement is in keeping with
established practice and serves to dlusttate that part of the owners' obstractiveness was
based on reviving the issue.
The owners were also accused of intensifying the time-honoured practice of
relying on the 'know nothing-do nothing' manager who referted every decision to his
superintendent or viewer to defer action indefinitely.73) There is some substance in this
accusation too. In September 1943 the NSW Minister for Mines was still dissatisfied
with the number of mines that had not yet instaded personnel ttansport. He disclosed
that 13 out of 40 mines which since 194174) were required to install personnel ttansport
had not yet done so.75)
70) The number of coalcutters increased from 179 in 1937 to 286 in 1944. However, diese statistics,
gleaned from die Department of Mines Reports, are suspect, as diey bear no relation to die number of
machines actually in operation as distinct from the number of units underground.
71) vide below.
72) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.21.
73) CC 29 January 1944.
74) CMRA, No 37, Section 54, General Rule 16B.
75) CC 4 September 1943. At diree mines 'arrangements were under way.'
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In addition, despite the acrimony between the Miners' Federation and the
owners, to their muttial benefit they Joindy obsttncted the fuU implementation of
aftemoon and night shift for the duration of the War. Seizing on the Federation's
ttaditional antipathy towards shiftwork, the owners had been able to minimise shiftwork
from the outbreak of war. Despite increasing displays of open animosity on many
issues, at lodge level sufficient consensus conducive to the benefit to the owners and
miners remained to find common cause on the shift issue to the detriment of war
production. Simply, the owners did not want to pay overtime and most miners did not
want shiftwork.
In December

1940 at the invitation

of Menzies, three coalowners'

representatives and three Federation executive attended a meeting of the National War
Councd to discuss the inttoduction of a second shift.76) Both the owners and the
Federation unanimously rejected the need for a second shift.77) However, the
Federation then departed from its amity with the owners over the issue by blaming the
lack of ttansport as the real cause of coal shortages.78)
For their part, the owners disclaimed the need to increase production and
contended that stockpdes at mines were, '"approaching the economic maximum from
the viewpoint of the holders. Any increase would involve additional ouday for storage
capacity, and interest on the capital value of stocks which exceeded the economic
margin"'79) Their refusal to inttoduce shiftwork persisted for the remainder of the War.
Notwithstanding their refusal and the miners' ttaditional objection to shiftwork, no
govemment would have been able to inttoduce even a second shift. The depletion of the
workforce between 1927 and 1933 and its slow rate of accretion since, had created such
a shortage of labour that there simply were not sufficient miners.80)

76) CC. 14 December 1940.
/ /) CC 14 uecemoer i94U; S.J.Budin,p.413.
78) CC 14 December 1940.
79)S.J.Budin,p.413.
80) interview H. Wells, General President Miners' Federation 1942-1947, Spears Point, 6 November
1987; conversation E.Phillips, Cremome, 23 November 1987.
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In part a reaction to the owners' inttansigence and partiy owing to the Miner's
Federation's complaints regarding the alleged unfair tteatment of their members
compared to the trifling fines levied on owners, in October 1943 die Federal
Govemment withdrew Drake-Brockman from the chaumanship of the Centtal
Reference Board.81) On 10 December the Board was replaced by the Centtal Coal
Authority under the chairmanship of A.C.Widis82), the foundation secretary of the
Miners' Federation when it was formed in 1915. The owners were incensed: Willis had
no formal qualifications and had been a working-man: Although representatives from
the NSWCCPA,'... had been summoned to Canberta to a conference on this subject, the
decision was made and published in the press before their arrival.'83) To add insult to
injury, in a telegram to the NSWCCPA, Curtin referted to R.W. Davie, one of the
Northem Colliery Proprietors' Association's representatives on the NSWCCPA's
executive, as an employee of the NSWCCPA.84)
However, Curtin relented. On 15 December Willis was appointed as Centtal
Coal Authority with a jurisdiction restricted to disputes affecting the Federation
only.85) The Federation was persuaded to let Drake-Brockman continue as chairman of
the Centtal Reference Board to adjudicate disputes involving the craft and staff
coalmining unions. Nevertheless, the owners challenged the vaUdity of Willis'
appointment and jurisdiction. Eventually the Miners' Federation pursued the matter to
the High Court where no decision was given.86) The Govemment, in its frantic efforts

81) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.21.
82) ibid.; CC 4 December 1943; under Statutory Rule No.295,1943,(Coal Mining Industry Employment
Relations).
83) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.21: During die 1917 railway strike Willis and odier union
officials were charged widi conspiracy to incite strike. Willis and the others were gaoled pending charges,
but released when die charges were found unproven, vide Gollan Miners,pp.l52,153; 'Report of the NSW
Strike Crisis,1917',A^ew South Wales Parliamentary Papers, 1917-18, Vol.II,pp.l-142.
64; Meeting or INSWL.LI'A memoers to discuss Conlerence in Canberra on Wednesday's meeting widi
Federal Ministers, 25-10-43, rough minute hook,op.cit.
85) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.21.
86) 66 CLR, 161,'The Australian Coal and Shale Employees' Federation v. Aberfield Coal Mining Co
Ltd.'
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to disentangle industrial relations, merely complicated them by the dupUcation of its
arbittation authorities and to a degree gave way to the owners' pressure tactics.
Another aspect of the long wrangle between the owners and miners over piUar
exttaction re-emerged during 1943 in the Pelton colliery near Cessnock. The nub of the
issue, fully oudined below, was over the company's right to have two pairs of miners in
each piUar simultaneously instead of the Miners' Federation's insistence upon the
custom of one pair per pillar, 87) When after direct intervention by the Prime Minister
and refertal to the NSW Minister for Mines, the dispute was decided in favour of the
Miners' Federation, the owners broached the issue again in January 1944 at Coalcliff
coUiery in the Illawarra district. There the dispute resulted in a district stoppage of such
proportions88)that new regulations were issued on 9 March under the Coal
Production(War-time Act) 89) giving the Coal Commissioner the power to place any
colliery under its direct conttol.90)
After Coalcliff management refused to exttact pillars as directed by the Coal
Commission and the miners refused to retum to work, they were served with call-up
notices for the armed services^l) and on 13 March CoalcUff Colliery was declared a
conttoUed ndne by the Coal Commissioner which had replaced the Commission on 8
March.92)
As part of the new regulations, industrial disputes were brought under the
conttol of the Commissioner. The Centtal Coal Authority became the Centtal Industrial
Authority, '...with all the powers conferted by the Act and all powers which are given to

87) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,pp.25,26.
88) The entire district stmck from 4 Febmary to 13 March, vide ibid.,p.29.
89) Act No.l, 1944.
90) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.2S.
91) CC 19 Fcbruztry, 4 Jylarcil, i% March 1944.
92) The Commissioner, Mighell, or die 'Audiorised Controller', who in die instance of Coalcliff was
RJ*.Jack, die Department of Mines Senior Inspector, was also empowered to deduct amounts of £2 to £10
from die pay of any mineworker for,'...disobeying or disregarding instmctions, or widiout leave or
reasonable excuse failing to attend work, or to discharge his duties.' 1945 Davidson Commission
Reporf,pp.22,29, BuUhi and Scheuvin, op.cii.,p.4:)L.
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die Court or the Chief Judge as regards industtial disputes...'^3) WiUis became the
Centtal Industrial Authority and J.Conned, F.Hickman and C.Roy, previously
Federation officials and the former chairmen of the Local Reference Boards were
appointed to the Local Industrial Authorities.94) The Coal Commissioner was also
authorised to establish pit production committees which had equal representation of
owners and miners, as well as a representative of the Coal Commissioner.
These substimtions were a mixture of concessions to the owners and the miners.
WilUs' re-appointment vindicated the Federation. The Local Authorities' Umitation of
powers appeased the owners, who on the grounds of the composition of the Local
Reference Boards had challenged the validity of their immunity from the right of
appeal. The removal of managers from the chairmanship of the pit committees was
supposed to counteract the miners' opposition to managers' participation in lodge
affairs.
However, none of these changes altered the behaviour of either the owners or
the miners. Industrial disputes escalated during 1944 and 1945 while production fell far
short of the 15 midion ton annual target set by Govemment. Managers continued to
disrapt production by provoking stoppages and in October 1944 the owners of the
Olstan colliery deliberately defied one of Willis' orders.95) Their attitude for the
remainder of the War was unchanged. The miners' defiance of govemment authorities
and their industrial tactics were as follows.

The miners' antipathy towards the war effort had its immediate genesis in the
industrial relations of the 30's. Basically, the miners saw die exigencies of war as the
perfect opportunity to force govemments to redress the grievances suffered from the
onset of the coal depression to the late 30's. During the War, regardless of the state of
93) The Local Industiial Audiorities, which replaced die Local Reference Boards appointed in Febmary
1941, hau similar powers to die Central Industnal AuUionty, but had neidier the prerogative to inflict
penalties nor had immunityfromdierightof appeal like die Local Reference Boards had enjoyed since
December 1941; 1945 Davidson Commission Report,pp.2l, 28.
94) ibid.,p.28: Ross,op.cit.,p.3n.
95) CC 2o octooer iy44.
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emergency, the glove was on the other hand. Their attitode added a dimension of
political subversiveness to the pre-existing myth of miners' political radicalism of
which, largely owing to the anti-working class disposition of newspaper owners, they
were already accused in the popular press. More knowledgeable, but not necessarily
more reUable, sources also perpettated the myth both during and since the WaT.96)
Some of the contemporary war-time misconceptions were the result of deliberate
attempts calculated to galvanise the miners to increase production. This was particularly
thp case in the popular press. Nevertheless, the ndners were imperturbable and were
resolved to settle the score with the owners. This quest overcame their collaborationism
as well as the inclination for the largely Labor-voting mining workforce to support the
Curtin Govemment from October 1941. This they did initially, as is witnessed by the
increase in production during 1942. However, after, and even during 1942, the
collaboration of the Miners' Federation executive with the Govemment against what the
miners viewed as their interests, dampened their temporary zeal. Furthermore, the
owners' and managers' tactics wrankled and the memory of the ScuUin Government's
total failure to settle the 1929-30 lock-out was still fresh in the miners' memories
too.97)
As well as these influences, simple explanations for the miners' lackadaisical
attitude to the War can be attributed to ttaditional Labor Party isolationism, the
unpopularity of the Menzies Govemment98) and its commitment to a War which really
did not begin for AusttaUa until Darwin was attacked in Febraary 1942. Consequently, a
popular attitude amongst miners was that until 1941 or so the 'phoney war' was no
business of Austtalia's: America had not entered the War, which, was fought a long

96) For example, Shaw and Bruxis,op.cit., S.J.Butlin,Butiin and Schedvin,op.cjf., P.Hasluck, The
Government And The People 1939-1941,op.cit.
97) For example, interviews E.Phillips, H.Wells. Even at die time of writing die memory of the lock-out
is revived and commemorates, m particular die deadi of a young miner, Norman Brown, who was shot by
die police at a demonsti-ation at Rodibury, allegedly in cold blood, but possibly by accident
98) The endure ti-ade-union movement, including die ACTU, had been reluctant to participate in war
preparations even while J.A.Lyons led die UAP Govemment before Menzies. Generally, the ACTU and
affiliated d-ade unions remained aloof from die war effort until die Labor Party became die Govemment.vide for example, J.Hagan, Ihe History of the ACTU, Melboume, Longman Cheshire, 1981, pp. 108-111.
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distance away, principally in Europe. Towards the concluding years of the War, miners
had similar inclinations: From the end of 1943 it appeared as if the Allies had won the
War.99)
The foremost and most influential of the critics of miners was C.G.W.Davidson,
during his chairmanship of the 1945 Davidson Commission. The Commission's entire
conclusions are premised on atttibuting the industry's failure during the War to die
miners' militancy. The Commission's report is almost entirely devoted to whitewashing
the owners' dereliction at the expense of a subversive, predominantly, but not
exclusively, communist force which mysteriously compeUed the miners to undermine
the war effort. 100)
However, this apparent political militancy is totally inadequate in explaining the
miners' behaviom. For the explanation completely overlooks the real nature of miners'
mditancy which was premised on a workplace radicalism based on bread and butter
issues, not politics. The ttadition of 'militancy', which as oudined in Chapter 11 was
founded on a tenuous conttol over the work process, was undermined by the owners'
exttaordinary use of economic domination for most of the 30's.
However, when from 1937, under the guidance of the Miners' Federation, the
miners gradually gained the upper-hand ui industrial relations, workplace militancy
retumed with a vehemence and gave rise to the exaggerations regarding their political
proclivities. Nevertheless, the significance of 1937 is undeniable, for from that year
untd 1949 the vanquished were the conquerors. From 1937, initially under the
leadership of W.Orr and C.Nelson, respectively die General Secretary and President of
the Miners' Federation, the miners dominated die debate over wages, conditions and
more significantly, mechanisation.
The process began when Orr and Nelson served a substantial log of claims on
the NSW coalowners in the NSW Industrial Commission during June and July 1937.

99) Wells confirmed this attitude among miners, which he could not overcome; interview, 6 November
1987.
100) 1945 Davidson Commission Report, vide narticnlarlv. p24 paraoraph Si nn 16-^3, pp?i6 317;
CFisher Coal, pp. 94,95,96.
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The log became known as the 'first round'. Its principal claims included 30 hours bank
to bank for underground workers, 35 hours for 'top' men, 25/-per day minimum
underground wage, 21/- per day minimum for top men, a pension funded by die owners,
improved health and safety legislation, hydrauUc stowage of coal seams to conserve
coal reserves, legislation to conttol the production and marketing of coal and the
restoration of the 121/2 per cent wages cut of 1929.101) Its results were
resounding. 102)
In brief, the log was notable on several accounts: it was based on a platform
similar to that of the Communist Party of Australia, (CPA), and it was granted in
response to the threat of a general strike, a tactic the Miners' Federation had not
employed since 1916. However, its outstanding feature was that the Miners' Federation
elected to have it settled under arbittation at all. There had been no negotiation of
awards in the Commonwealth Arbittation Court applicable to NSW coalmining since
1930.
The Miners' Federation shunned arbittation because the ANC had flouted
compulsory arbittation by illegally closing down mines during 1929-30103) over the
121/2 per cent wage cut. Furthermore, when in December 1929 Mr. Justice Beeby of the
Commonwealth Arbittation Court ordered a resumption of work at the original rates, the
NSW Govemment and the owners successfully appealed to the High Court claiming
that the dispute was not an interstate matter and therefore outside the jurisdiction of
Commonwealdi Arbittation. 104)
During the matter before Drake-Brockman in 1939, mentioned in Chapter IV he
commented,'... the employers' representatives have on numerous occasions indicated
that they have always been disinclined to invoke the aid of this Court because it was not
101) CC 26June, 3 July, 10 July 1937; W.Orr, Coal Facts, Miners' Federation, Sydney, 1937,pp.23,37.
102) Concessions included a ten per cent increase in hewing rates, a five per cent increfl<:e in nth^r
contract rates, off-hand labour gained 1V4 time for the first hour of over time and time and a half
Uiereafter and the 121/2 per cent wage cut was restored.
103) 1929 Davidson CommissionReport,p.20l.
104) Gollan Miners,pp.l89, 191; 'Caledonian Collieries Ltd v. Au.stralian Coal and Shale Emp'oy"""^'
Federation', CLR, 527.
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possible for it to enforce its awards.'105) xhis was only a half ttiidi, for until 1929 both
the owners and the Federation had skidfuUy manipulated the jurisdiction of the
Commonwealth Court and the NSW Industrial Commission to get the best results.
During the 30's the owners gained the upper-hand and chose instead to confront die
Miners' Federation head-on without arbitration, knowing fully weU diey had the
advantage.
The simdarities between the Federation's log and the CPA's platform were
striking and not accidental. Of course the resemblance was also one of the stimuU that
inspired the myth of the miners' political subversiveness. The log was the brainchild of
Orr and Nelson who were close to, but not on the CPA's centtal committee. 106)
While all of the log's other claims were not recognised, the granting of its wage
claims in the NSW Industrial Commission 107) confirmed the unchallenged leadership
of Orr and Nelson, avowed Communists, over a largely Labor oriented rank and file.
Conttary to popular myth, Ort and Nelson were not elected and re-elected because they
or a majority of the membership were Communists, but because they were competent
leaders who more than regained the losses suffered before 1937. As illusttated below,
when Orr, Nelson and other communist executive ceased to perform up to the rank and
file's expectations they were replaced by officials thought competent, regardless of
political affiliations.
In fact, Ort and Nelson's struggle for executive position was originally resisted
by the rank and file precisely because of their CPA connection. Anticipating this type of
rejection, the CPA, which from the late 20's had a long-term plan to 'socialise the
working class' by capturing the ttade union movement 'from below', created several
'fronts' which formed the spearhead of its objectives. 108) Ort and Nelson, expattiate
105)40C/i/?,p.375.
106) According to Wells, one of the CPA's four member oolitburo. Orr and Nelson were not regardexl a<:
proper Marxists by the Party's Central Committee and dierefore excluded from die Central Committee;
interview 6 November 1987.
107) CC 21 August 1937.
108) Plebs League, Brisbane, 1927-28-29 and Militant Minority Movement Svdnev 1928-29. pamphlets
and literature, Mitchell Library, deposit Q 331,88 P.
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Scots, who upon arrival in NSW worked in Westem district coalmines, joined and soon
became leaders in the Militant Minority Movement,(MMM), one of the CPA's most
important fronts created in 1926.109)
The MMM was formed to enhance communist ideals by creating an impression
that Communists had Uttle or no connection with the fronts. HO) When membership
increased, as it did in coalmining communities after 1929 owing to the Northem lockout. Communists almost surreptitiously assumed leadership, carefully preparing policy
and caucusing votes so that communist inspired proposals were nearly always submitted
and sometimes ratified.HI) By employing these tactics and providing a superior
altemative to the old-guard executive whose members were a mixture of Labor Party
stalwarts and old supporters of the IWW and OBU Ort and Nelson gained conttol of the
Federation's Centtal Council. The MMM also fomented dissatisfaction amongst the
miners over their leadership's mediocrity during the Northem lock-out and organised
for Ort and Nelson as candidates for the Federation's executive.
At first these tactics were unsuccessful. D.Rees, a moderatell2) who had been
the Federation's General President since 1922 almost unopposed, outpoUed Nelson by
5420 votes to 2834 in December 1930.113) Whdst clearly a major victory for Rees, the
outcome of the poll demonsttates significant support for Nelson, who, when Rees died
in office in 1934, was resoundingly elected by defeating the IWW partisan T.'Bondy'
Hoare by 3763 votes to 2951.114) Ort first ran unsuccessfully against A.Teece for the
General Secretaryship in December 1931, being defeated 5206 votes to 2918.115)
However, such was Orr's appeal that in December 1933 he was elected General
109) ibid.; D.Dingsdag, 'CNelson', (ADB), Vol 10, pp.675, 676; D.Dingsdag. 'W.Orr',AD5,Vol 11,
pp.98,99.
110) Plebs League, Brisbane, 1927-28-29 and Militant Minority Movement, Sydney l928-29,op.cit.
111) ibid.
112) Ross,op.cff.,pp.326, 327.
113) Labor Daily incorporating Common Cause 20 December 1930.
114) Common Cause, loose supplement in Labor Daily I September 1,934.
115) Labor Daily incorporating Common Cause 5 December 1930.
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Secretary by defeating Teece without first having served in any other official capacity, a
feat without precedent. 116)
From 1934 support for Ort and Nelson went from sttengdi to sttengdi, especiaUy
after the success of the first round, the 1937 log. In 1938, not satisfied with the result of
the first round, Ort and Nelson embarked on the second round by serving a log of
claims on employers as well as the Commonwealth and all State Govemments on 23
August. 117) The log, largely devised to slow down the inttoduction of mechanisation,
placed onerous demands on the owners and Govemment. Its claims included a five day
week, a six hour day for all mineworkers without reduction of pay, a guarantee of a
minimum wage for all conttact workers, pension legislation guaranteeing £2 per week
for aU miners reaching 60 years of age, separate coalnuning compensation legislation,
two weeks paid annual leave and weekly payment of wages. 118)
The NSW owners, following the lead of Mr. Justice Cantor of the NSW
Industrial Commission, dismissed the log out of hand claiming that the Federation had
broken the two year agreement concluded in 1937.119) The Federal Govemment
refused to recognise any portion of the log, but the NSW Govemment appointed the
second Davidson Comtnission to investigate the log's health, safety and pension claims.
Ort and Nelson, not content with these responses, called a national coal strike
when its two week notice of intent, served with the log, expired on 11 September. This
was the first general sttike since 1916. All mines except those on the CoUie coalfield in
Westem Austtalia, which was not part of the Miners' Federation 120) and a few nonunion mines in the Northem district stopped work for six weeks. Because of the
116) AU odier members of diis and previous Central Executives had served as district officials fu-st, even
the inaugural executive were functionaries of the disparate district organisations.
117) Workers' Weekly 23 August, 26 August 1938.
118) /WJ.,23 August, 26 August 1938. The Federated Engine Drivers' and Firemen's Association,
(FEDFA) ,the Amalgamated Engineering Union. CAEU). the Colliery Menhanirs' Assnci^rinn C^^^A)
and die Blacksmiths' Society of Australia, (BSA), all served similar logs.
119) Subsequent investigative journalism revealed diat Cantor, who had presided over the setdement of
tile 1937 log, held 3,000 shares in Cessnock Collieries Ltd, one of die litigants; vide Ross,op.cit.,p.373.
120) The Colhe Miners' Union did not affiliate widi die Miners' Federation until ^QA^• viHp Cr f> M-"--*^
1943. In addition, it already had a seven hour day.
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centtality of coal as a fuel, supplies soon dwindled. The restriction of shipping, radway
ttansport and the shortage of coal for industrial use drove home the potential of die
Federation's power. The strike's success was also assured because the generaUy
conservative executive of the ACTU, the ttade union movement's goveming body,
endorsed the campaign, because it paralleled the ACTU's poUcy for a 40 hour
week. 121) This support gave the strike respectability.
InitiaUy, the setdement upon resumption of work on 17 October appeared
promising for the Federation. However, the sttike resulted in scant immediate action.
The majority of negotiations was prottacted and results were largely procured because
the War intervened and the Federation made tactical use of the change to govemment
conttol. Consequendy, delay was one of the major reasons for die industrial unrest that
erupted during the earlier part of the War; not poUtically inspired militancy. As part of
the setdement of the strike the NSW Govemment gave a guarantee that the Davidson
Commission 'would be speeded up'122) a promise which did not eventuate. The
Commission which had commenced in August 1938 did not report until December
1939.
Quite aside from the time-honoured practice of using health and safety issues as
a pretext to gain wage and other concessions, this hold-up caused the Federation
genuine concem for the health and safety of mineworkers. Despite amendments made to
the 1912 CMRA in 1925, 1926 and 1931, conditions underground and at the pit-top
were virtually as primitive as they had been during the 19th century. 123) in addition,
during the Depression many CMRA regulations became a dead letter. Consequently,
accidents were common, the death rate was high and dust-related lung disorders were
prevalent. 124) During the course of the 1939 Davidson Comndssion, evidence revealed

121) Hagan,o/7.aY.,p.l04; Ross,o/7.aV.,p.373.
122) Ross,op.c/f.,p.374.
123) vide Dingsdag OHS
124) ibid passim.
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diat in 1938 there were 239 reported cases of pneumoconiosis in the Soudiem district
alone, of whom 147 were still working. 125)
While die Commission's recommendations led to major change in health and
safety legislation, amendments to die CMRA were not assented to until April 1941 and
did not become operational until October. 126) Even then the Act was often not fully
enforced. For instance, the owners' refusal to provide reticulated water is a prime
example of how the Act was evaded. Similarly, 1941 amendments relating to the
abatement of dust were only perfunctorily observed and not enforced untd the creation
ofthe JCB in 1947.127)
Owing to the prevalence of dust-related lung disease, Davidson recommended
change to the NSW Workers' Compensation Act to accommodate coalminers' claims
for pneumoconiosis because the etiology of the disease was difficult to establish under
the Act. 128) However, this recommendation too was delayed and not implemented until
1942 principally because the owners made sttategic use of conflicting medical evidence
regarding the nature of pneumoconiosis. 129) The matter regarding compulsory
retirement age was referred to another royal commission 130) whose recommendations
were accepted but not legislated as the Coal and Oil Shale Mine Workers' Pension Act
untd 1941.
The Commission found that there were approximately 1700 NSW miners over
60 years of age. Nearly 180 were 70 years or over and could not survive on the

125) 1939 Davidson Commission Report, Appendix B; Address delivered by CNelson, p.296; 239
mineworkers amounted to 7.7 per cent of die district's underground workforce, die sector mainly afflicted
by pneumoconiosis. Owing to the unusually dry and dusty conditions in die Soudiem disttict, its
incidence of pneumoconiosis was higher dian the other districts'.
126)CMi?A1912-1964,p.2.
127) v/de Chapter VII.
128) vWe Dingsdag OHS.
129) ibid.
130) 'Royal Commission on compulsory retirement of employees in Coal and Od Shale Mines'//ew
South Wales Joint Volume Papers. 1940-41.VolT: the rommiwf^ne'-c wpfp MrTnctir-A v^rcr,.o^^
Ri'.Vickery and F.C.Maxwell.
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maximum old age pension of £1 per week. 131) Instead, diey were forced to continue
working despite the arduous nature of coalmining labour. In many mines, out of a
recognition of the plight of aged miners they were excluded from cavils and placed in
'old men's places' where the coal was 'easier'. 132) As a result of the Commission's
recommendations the Act provided for compulsory retirement at the age of 60 with a
pension of £2 per week, £1 per week for the pensioner's wife and 8/6 per week for each
dependent child. 133)
Under the original legislation half of the pension was joindy funded by the NSW
Govemment and miners' contributions and the other half by the owners. The
coalowners, who objected to the implementation of the Act, then chaUenged its validity
under the guidance of H.Gregory Forster in the High Court on a technicality. They were
unable to prevent the legislation's enactment, but secured a reduction in their
contribution and were successful in delaying the Act's passage. 134) fronicady, the first
retirements took place in 1942 at a time when there was an acute shortage of labour in
the industry.
In November 1938 Drake-Brockman began the hearings of the industrial
disputes and the Federation's wages and hours claims. As mentioned in Chapter IV,
Drake-Brockman rejected the owners' case. He rebuffed the plea that they were unable
to afford reduced hours and improved conditions because of the industty's
unprofitability, and in general supported the Federation's case. His judgement was
largely premised on two criteria; the industry's capacity to pay and the need to improve
miners' conditions. He adjudged that the industry was depressed because,'...all the
present owners and companies operating it, dirough their own fody and cut-throat

131) Ross,op.c/r.,p.378; Gollan Miners,p.219.
132) vide for example, T. of E.
133) The maximum pension was restiicted to £4-5-0 per week. To qualify,a miner had to have 20 years
employment in die industiy; Coal and Od Shale Mine Workers' Pension Act: Gollan Miners p. 219;
Ross,op.c/f.,p.378.
134) Joint Meeting NCPA, Northem ColUeries Ltd, die Westem Coal As.sociation. S.CPk 28-8-41 m.mh
minute hook,op.cit.
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methods of competition destroy[ed] themselves.'135) The judge found too that ad work
underground was 'hard and hazardous' and that the 'atmosphere underground was
dustladen.'136)
Basing his decision on these factors, as wed as the increased productivity of the
previous decade or so, Drake-Brockman deliberated that,'...employees should not be
deprived of proper conditions of work merely because of unwise methods adopted by
owners.'137) He argued that,'...the industry [was] capable of providing the additional
costs of the reforms provided for in the awards issued herewith.'138) He concluded, 'If
existing owners cannot provide the finance then the time has come for them to make
way for others with wiser ideas as to finance and trading operations.'139)
In an interim award lasting six months, Drake-Brockman abolished the Saturday
shift on 'off-pay' week, once a fortnight, as part of standard working hours. 140) He
granted ten days annual leave on the basis of one day for 25 days of continuous
servicel41) thereby laying the foundations for the use of subde, coercive measures to
quell industrial unrest adopted by the Coal Industrial Tribunal after 1947.142)Not
surprisingly, he rejected the Federation's claim for 30 hours per week, but granted
underground workers eight hours bank to bank inclusive of a 30 minute mealbreak. 143)
This decision, together with the abolition of Saturday work, which was
designated overtime, gave all underground workers the 40 hour week. However, top

135)40CA/?,p.384.
136) ibid.,p.318.
137) ibid.
138) ibid.
139) ibid.
I40)ibid.,p.4l3.
I4l)ibid.,pp.4l3,4l4.
142) vWe Chapter VII.
143)40CA/?,p.412.
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men were awarded an eight hour day exclusive of a 20 minute mealbreak, making diek
hours 86 per fortnightl44)with a proviso tiiat with die lapsing of die interim award diese
hours would be brought into conformity with underground workers'. Drake-Brockman's
objective in doing so was to maintain the industry's uniform hours on a State to State
basis in a format in which they had existed since 1916. Because Drake-Brockman as a
single judge was prohibited from altering standard hoursl45) and the because owners'
counsel clakned he had altered standard hoursl46), he referted the matter to the Full
Court for consideration. 147) Here the question of uniform hours developed into an
imbroglio not resolved until judgement by the Full Court on 4 October 1940, from
which Drake-Brockman dissented.
The delay of the Full Court's decision caused confusion and dissatisfaction
among the ndneworkers and in the meanwhile gave rise to the 1940 general coal strike
lasting ten weeks from 11 March. Like the 1938 strike, the 1940 strike almost brought
the nation to a standstill. Despite the stigma attached to striking in the press during a
'state of national emergency', support for the legitimacy of the Federation's grievances
were such that the strike was endorsed by the ACTU and the annual conference of the
NSW Labor Partyl48), ttaditionally not a natural supporter of the Federation's
industrial policies.
Within two years, two general strikes demonsttated the indispensabdity of coal
to the nation's economy and re-affirmed the Federation's apparent unending ability to
utilise the essentiality of coal to secure miners' demands. Nevertheless, upon
resumption of work, Mr.Justice Beeby, by then Chief Justice of the Commonwealth
Arbittation Court, refused the Federation's application for the extension of the 40 hour

144) ibid.,p.4l2; pit-top hours varied slightly form State to State.
145) Section 18A,(4),ConciIiation and Arbittation Act 1904-1934.
146) 40 CAR,p.315.
147) Initially, Drake-Brockman overcame diis technicality by claiming that no standard hours had ever
been fixed by die Commonwealth Arbittation Court and diat he was not altering hours but fixing diem for
the first time, vide ibid.,pp.315, 376.
148) Ross,op.cj7.,p.376; Hagan,op.cif.,pp.l08,109.
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week to pit-top workers. 149) in a sequel only paraUeled during World War One,
Menzies, ldce Hughes, over-rode the Court's jurisdiction and attempted to setde the
politically embartassing situation with the help of A.Mair, the Conservative Premier of
NSW.
Menzies' judgement was astute as wed as timely; otherwise both his and Mafr's
Govemment faced certain defeat at the next election. In addition, Menzies' Prime
Ministership was under challenge from within his own UAP and Parliament. Menzies,
aware of die precariousness of his position had offered to form a coalition widi Labor
under Curtin. Curtin, sensing electoral victory, refused and left Menzies fighting for his
survival. Relying on Mair's political dilemma and Conservative NSW Govemments'
ttaditional relationships with parliamentary coalowners, of whom there were several,
the matter was brought closer to settiement by Menzies' intervention at a compulsory
conference under Drake-Brockman in September. 150) Later in the month, the Full
Bench of the Court began hearing an application for a variation of the Beeby award.
On the contentious matter of hours, the Court only ratified the 40 hour week
originally awarded to underground workers by Drake-Brockman; the interim award for
86 hours per fortnight for pit-top workers was not altered until March 1942. DrakeBrockman, incensed at his brother judges' interference with the spirit of his judgement,
dissented. 151) However, most of the other provisions of Drake-Brockman's original
award were given permanency by the Full Court's award. Nevertheless, aside from a IIper week increment across the board to compensate for cost of living increases from
1937 and a slight rise in daily rates to compensate for the reduction in hours, wage rates
fell far short of the Federation's claims.
The most significant concession to the Federation was the granting of a
minimum wage for conttact workers equal to a first-class shiftman's wage. Owmg to
the intermittent nature of conttact employment, the Federation had pursued die principle

149) 42 CAi?, 28 May 1940.
150) Ross,op.cz7.,p.377; 43 CAR, Drake-Brockman, September-October 1940.
151) 43 CAR, Full Court, September-October 1940.
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of minimum wage since 1915. However, the attainment of diis objective, which was
sought to consoUdate the Federation's perennial pursuit of centtaUsed domination, m
fact militated against centtal control. For, notwithstanding then executive's hardfought
campaign to gain the guaranteed minimum wage, after the mvasion of die USSR in June
1941 miners counteracted the Federation's official platform by conttavening the nosttike policy. For example, hewers who worked in 'hard' places, instead of bartering
with mine officials over deficiency payment fomented small disraptions which enabled
them to go home early, but which closed the entire mine too. The hewers were stdl
entitied to part of the shift's rates at the expense of fellow workers and Federation
durectives.
The Fud Court's award also gave legitimacy to the principle of DrakeBrockman's award which granted concessions in retum for individuals' uninterrupted
attendance. This decision was unpopular with the miners because it restricted the use of
the strike, in particular the ttaditional wild-cat strike. It caused even more friction from
nud 1941 when the Federation executive firmly embraced the no-strike principle and
also widened the rift between the executive and rank and file in a manner described
below.
The long delay between Drake-Brockman's award and the FuU Court's decision
did not help matters either. Industrial unrest continued to escalate both in the incidence
of separate disputes and the number of days lost. 152) To overcome the obstacle ofthe
mainly hostile attitude of the Commonwealdi Arbittation Court towards the Miners'
Federation, the beleaguered Menzies took steps which obviated the Court's jurisdiction
in coalmining disputes.
Largely a result of a hitherto ignored recommendation Drake-Brockman made
during his 1939 judgementl53), the Govemment hastily legislated to create die Centtal

152) Commonwealth Labour Report I948,p.l26. Despite statistical inconsistencies and difficulties in
quantifying industrial disputes, supporting evidence reflects what these statistics very inadequately
indicate.
l53)40CVW,p.390.
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Reference Board and the Local Reference Boards in Febmary 1941.154) Also intended
to expedite the cumbersome processes of the Commonwealth Arbittation Court, the
Centtal Reference Board was given the same powers as the Court. The Local Reference
Boards mainly replaced the Court's concdiation function, as then name suggests, at a
local, or district level. Three days after the Boards' gazettal, the Federal Govemment
also gazetted the ill-conceived Commonwealth Coal Board under the chairmanship of
Davidson.
The dividends of Menzies' pragmatic manoeuvres were as low as his immediate
political fortunes. The Central Reference Board, under the sympadietic DrakeBrockman and the equaUy conciliatory Local Reference Boards were unable to change
the decades-old ttadition of fractious relations at the workplace. Superficially a rational
altemative to the Arbittation Court's generaUy unsympathetic judges, the Boards'
favourable disposition towards the miners did little to change their attitudes and
antagonised the owners. 155) Despite the extension of 40 hours across the board and the
initial replacement of the penal provisions of annual leave by a five per cent war
loading dependent on continuous attendance, 156) industrial unrest grew.
The origins of conflict were too deepseated for the Boards' hastily conceived
functions. Simply expressed, the Boards' appointment was too litde, too late.
Furthermore, the miners' growing hostility towards the Federation Centtal Executive
and its resultant loss of conttol was the real key to the irresolvability of the situation.
Only while the executive used the strike tactic to obtain concessions advantageous to its
members was their ttaditional repugnance towards centtalised hegemony temporarily
set aside.

154) National Security (Coal Mining Industry Employment) Regulations, Statutory Rule No 25, 10
February 1941.
155) vide CC 23 August 1941 for decisions favouring mineworkers.
156) Initially, in January die award was varied, CC 1 Febmary 1941. Later, die penal provisions were
diminished, but not entirely abolished until December 1941 after Drake-Brockman became ill and was
replaced by D.Morrisson, die NSW Commissioner of the Commonwealdi Arbittation Cnnrt- the 40 hon-week across die board was awarded on 25 March, 46 CAR App.
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Then- unusual willingness to accept centtalised policy from 1937 to 1941 was
misconsttned by the Menzies and Fadden Govemments, and in the earUer stage of
Curtin's incumbency, as a manifestation of the Federation's cohesiveness. The ertor of
this judgement was most probably not fully realised untd late 1943, early 1944. Until
that time however, as explained below, nearly all innovations inttoduced were intended
to increase the power of the Federation's Centtal Executive, comprising the General
President, General Secretary and vice president. Consequently, the alienation of the
executive from the rank and file, which owed its immediate origins to the fall of Ort and
Nelson, deteriorated as a result of Govemment poUcy. Ironically, the major area of
conflict, which was centred around the executive's denunciation of the strike weapon,
caused unbridled strike activity.
The miners persisted in resorting to the ttaditional tactic of employing the strike
when the owners were least expecting it, or least capable of withstanding it. Regardless
of the rank and file's support of Orr's and Nelson's centtalised strike poUcy during
1938 and 1940, miners were, as they had been before, workplace radicals, who settled
grievances with small, short, impromptu strikes at opportune times. After 1915 the
general strike was ignored for the same reasons as before the three disparate NSW
districts and the equally divergent interstate organisations became the Federation: The
industrial adversity of one lodge or district was the good fortune of the other. The 22
year hiatus between general strikes after the Federation's formation testifies that the
miners shunned the general strike.
While in the 20th cenmry individuals were certainly inclined towards district,
and later Federation policy-making, organised union politics at the workplace proper
were as scarce as they had been in the previous century. This apolitical attitude was also
reflected in baUots conducted by the Federation, which because of its centtipetal
stmcture, like its district predecessors, had to submit every Centtal Council policy
decision to the lodges for ratification.
The retums from lodges, only available from 1929, reveal an astonishing lack of
interest by the rank and fde in matters vital to the Federation, and what seems to the
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outside observer, essential to individual members. 157) The rettims disclose a
surprisingly high level of unfinancial members and also offer an altemative explanation
of how a largely politically conservative membership created radical policies.
Setting aside the earlier 30's because of financial hardship, during 1938 the
highest number of financial members was less than 10,000 or approximately 50 per cent
of the eligible workforce. 158) The lowest number of votes by members for decisions
submitted to lodges was 1336, the highest 1529159), both unusually high retums.
During 1940 the lowest number of votes cast was 517, the highest 1069.160) For the
1940 general strike for which associated coalmining unions were entitied to vote, out of
a workforce comprising nearly 22,000 only 8,800 voted.161) Clearly, miners were not
the political animals they are claimed to be in Austtalian historiography.
Generally, the membership's expression of union politics was limited to the
election of district and national officers for which votes cast were higher than other
ballots. 162) Consequendy, Nelson was repudiated at the ballot box when he stood for
office in 1941, but his policies were not rejected when they were submitted for
ratification. Instead, both he and Ort fell foul of the rank and file at election time. Orr,
who had been elected unopposed from 1937 to 1939,163) reUnquished the General
Secretaryship during 1940 while he and Nelson were still basking in the glory ofthe
gains made from 1938 knowing diat he faced electoral defeat. He resigned due to
illness. 164)
157) Centtal Council decisions requiring lodge endorsement. Deposit 5/29, 5/30, 5/31, Industrial
Relations and Labour History Archives, University of New South Wales.
158) The total Austtalian coalmining workforce excluding Westem Austtalia was 19,679, out of which
ten per cent would have belonged to unions other than the Miners' Federation.
159) vide Deposit 5/29, 5/30, 5/3l,op.cit.
160) ibid.
161) CC 16 March 1940.
162) For example, in the election for the General Secretaryship, held in 1939, 13,772 out of
approximately 19,000 eligible voters cast votes; Similarly, in 1940 14,638 out of an approximate eligible
electorate of 19,500 voted; CC 9 December 1939; CC 11 January 1941.
163) SMH 14 September 1940,10 December 1940.
164) D.Dingsdag,'W.0n-',AD5, Vol ll,pp.98,99; CC 21 September 1940.
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His usefulness much diminished, Ort was also repudiated by the CPA. He was
replaced as die Federation's General Secretary by G.W.S. Grant, a conservative, active
in the Labor Party 165), elected ldce Ort not because of his poUtical convictions, but
because he was weU known as an amateur comedian in mining circles, in addition to
being a dedicated ttade-unionist.166)
Nelson, who from 1934 until 1939 was elected unopposed, was challenged by
four candidates for the 1940 term of office and three for the 1941 term whom he
defeated easdy. 167) However, Nelson was beaten for the 1942 term of office by
H.Wells, a pit-top carpenter. The reason for Nelson's loss of support and his ultimate
defeat was in part due to the pro-war attitude he adopted during 1940 well before the
CPA's volte-face. Nelson's motivations are unclear, but it is also possible that he
accepted £300 from a Federal Govemment slush fund created in 1917 'to combat
communism' and industrial unrest. 168) In March 1941 Nelson satisfactorily explained
the reasons for his actions to the Federation's Centtal Council which permitted him to
recontest the General Presidency. 169) However, Nelson's explanation, widely
publicised in Common Cause, ostensibly the Federation's news-sheet, but in reality the
Centtal Executive's medium for disseminating propaganda, did not make his no-strike
position acceptable to the rank and file.
Elected as General President for 1941, Nelson also survived the denigration of
the royal commission created in 1941 to investigate the slush fundl'/O) because there

165)Ross,o/7.dr.,pp.381,382.
166) E.Phillips claims that 'Pongo' Grant's popularity was almost entirely due to his fame as a comic; an
opinion confirmed by Ross, who writes,'Grant was a man of no great ability,'p.381.
167) CC 9 December 1939,11 January 1941.
168) The Attorney General, W.M.Hughes, made a public statement regarding the creation and purposes
of die fund. He claimed that £4818 had been spent since 1940 and diat tittee payments of £100 had been
made to Nelson and 'anodier Federation official' in March 1941; CC 27 September 1941, 4 October
i94i.

169) CC 22 March 194 L
170) 'Royal Commission to inquire into circumstances under which certain public moneys were
p^d',Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, 1940-1943, Vol I,(reference only, die report was printed but
not incluoea in tne oound volumes of the Parliamentary Papers).
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was insufficient evidence to impUcate him. 1^1) However, because die commission did
not clear him either, he lost face with the rank and file who repudiated his pro-war
stance too. 172) Also an embarrassment to the CPA, Nelson lost its support, as wed as
the left-wmg influenced Centtal Councd's and was nartowly defeated by Wells, also a
Communist.
Weds, widely known in the NSW and the interstate coalmining districts as an
active campaigner during the 1938 and 1940 strikes, more than likely stiU had die
reputation of a militant prepared to pursue the same policy as Nelson's before 1941. A
leader in the MMM at Cessnock, who after the 1929-30 lock-out organised for the
MMM and the Unemployed Workers' Movement in Sydney at the instigation of the
CPA's politburo, he retumed to Cessnock with the intention of evenmady gaining office
in the Miners' Federation with CPA support. 173)
Nelson, like Ort, a Marxist most probably influenced by radical syndicalism
rather than orthodox communism, was not sufficiently doctrinaire for the CPA's Centtal
Committee which dumped him in 1941 and supported Wells, by then a member of the
Party's politburo. 174) However, once in office as General President, as well as an
official of the CPA, when he had to observe the reversal of the pro-strike policy he also
lost conttol over the rank and file. Even though he was retumed to office until 1947,
when he did not seek re-election, he was unable to persuade his members to support the
war effort.
As well as the Federation executive's increasing loss of conttol, later
exacerbated by the 1942 Canberta Code, the coalowners' sttategies also led to
intensified industrial action. These consisted of sporadic activities at individual mines
and sustained combined tactics such as holding up the Mine Workers' Pension Act

171) CC 11 October, 18 October, 25 October, 1 November, 8 November, 15 November, 22 November, 29
November, 6 December 1941. Nelson, due for re-election, stated his case to Common Cou<;p on ^'^
December.
172) Interview E.PhUlips 20 November 1986, MtVictoria.
173) Interview H.Wells 6 November 1987.
174) ibid.
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during 1941. One of the owners' major organised campaigns concemed die mechanical
mining of pillars, a continuation of a dispute waged since the 19th cenmry over pick and
shovel pillar work. By making sttategic use of die nation's need for extta production
during the War, the owners attempted to force the Miners' Federation to accept the
mechanisation of pdlar mining even though diere was neither the financial means nor
the possibility of obtaining the machines which were nearly all manufactured overseas.
Miners had objected to machines m pidars in principle and had used them
whenever necessary, but as little as possible. While awards were made specifying
machine rates in pillars soon after the inttoduction of coalcutters, no known evidence
clarifies whether coalcutters were actually used in piUars since the 1920's. Probably in
the early stages of mechanisation pillars were cut with machines, but owing to the
tendency to leave pillars, coalcutters were most likely seldom used in pillar work even
during the 30's. Apart from the 'rip and tear' methods described in Chapter IV, the
coalowners' aversion to the exttaction of pillars was also based on a longstanding
wrangle with the Miners' Federation over safety under mechanical mining on the one
hand and special cavils in handworked pillar sections on the other.
The objection to cutting pillars by machine on the grounds of diminished safety
was a pretext. The real reason hewers objected to the mechanical undercutting of pillars
was because the process threatened to replace manual piUar work, the cream of pick and
shovel mining. The weight of superincumbent sttata on pillars made their hewing easier
because the coal was less difficult to separate from the solid, particularly if the piUars
were old. This was accepted fact enshrined in district agreements since at least 1888 by
the reduction of 2d per ton in the hewing rate for pillars. 175)
Not surprisingly, hewers insisted on working pillars in single pairs, the same as
in bords. However, the owners often objected to the custom and insisted on two or three
pairs of miners per pillar which was then split into separate sections or 'Ufts'.176) The
district unions and later the Miners' Federation contended diat it was dangerous to

175) Newcasde Agreement of 1888,1929 Davidson Commission Report, p.480.
1 /o) At umes oistnci agreements included die provision for two pairs of miners per pillar.
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expose more than one pair of miners to roof falls which were always looming when
drawing pdlars. However, this was an exttemely dubious claim. Whde piUar work was
hazardous, each pair worked in a separate lift with different roof conditions.
Similarly, with the inttoduction of coalcutters, to ensure the retention of the pick
and shovel method in piUars, the district unions claimed that miners could not hear the
roof if a fall was imminent and that the machines created too much dust. Both claims
had a factual basis, but were grossly exaggerated, particularly by die Mmers' Federation
after it superseded the district unions.
During the depths of the Depression, if the owners had wanted to mine pdlars,
miners most certainly would have been forced to work pillars on machines. After the
inttoduction of mechanical loaders in 1935, pillar coal was definitely loaded by
machine in some mines, but most probably the coal was hand hewn by two or three
pairs of miners who produced sufficient coal to supply the loaders. From 1937-38 the
Miners' Federation successfully opposed the application of any machinery in pillars.
This was an extension of a larger sttategy against all mechanisation initiated by Orr and
Nelson from the time they took office.
In publications with ominous titles, such as Mechanisation: Threatened
Catastrophe for Coal Fields, Coal: The Struggle ofthe Mineworkers, both published in
1935, Orr and Nelson depicted a gloomy future for miners unless mechanisation was
resisted. 177) Ort and Nelson denounced the policy of increasing production by slashing
the workforce and increasing productivity through 'speed-up' methods. They forecast
an ominous future with more mechanisation, higher unemployment and unparalleled use
of economic force, 178) which simply did not occur. However, by manipulating the fears
of the rank and file, Ort and Nelson created a time-bomb that ultknately caused then
downfall.
Although initially the sttategy forged rank and file's solid support against
mechanisation, by the outbreak of war die miners' antipadiy towards mechanisation was
177) W.Orr, Mechanisation: Threatened Catastrophe for Coalfields, Miners' Federation, Sydney, 1935;
Orr and Nelson, op.cit.
1 /8) OrT,op.cit.; Nelson and Onr, op.cit.; Gollan Miners, pp.200,201,202.
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so enttenched that it displayed Luddite tendencies. Miners took to obstracting
mechanisation as wed as its proliferation with relish. Subde tactics, such as tacit
agreements to limit machines' output by dargs were common. Mechanisation was also
overtly subverted by the Federation's insistence that miners directed to work in
mechanised sections should be appointed according to the Federation's strict mles of
seniority. 179) These mles prevented the choice of bosses' men over miners antagonistic
to mechanisation and ensured that the successful application of mechanisation was
thwarted.
From 1941 because of the shortage of labour, the focus of the argument over the
mechanisation of pillar work shifted to the extended application of scraperloaders in
pillars. In the course of the ensuing dispute, the use of all machines in pillars became
hrelevant as a result of Rule 40 A, Section 54 of the CMRA, enacted in September
1941, which prohibited the use of mechanical loaders in pidars. Owing to the
prohibition, the need to inttoduce coalcutters became redundant, for, without loaders
mechanical undercutting in pillars was cost prohibitive, nor was additional labour
available.
The legislation, made possible by the election of the first NSW Labor
Govemment since 1930 in 1941, was not too hotly contested by coalowners and thenallies in parliament. 180) Further, Labor had the numbers in both Houses as wed as two
Cabinet members who had been prominent Miners' Federation activists. Of these
J.M.Baddeley, the Secretary for Mines and the Deputy-Premier, was directly
responsible for the legislation. 181) Baddeley, who had been the Federation's foundation
General President, unwisely acceded to the Federation's dubious arguments regarding
the diminished safety of mechanised pillar work. In doing so Baddeley gave legal status
to an objective the Federation had pursued since he had been General President, but.

119) 44 LAK, ly December 1940.
180) CC 16 August, 31 August 1941.
181) The other was Hamilton Knight, the Minister for Labour and Industry and Social Services, a militant
who was 'victimised' in the 1917 strike, but who gradually became more conservative, particularlv after
ne was elected to I'arUament.
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which, despite the coalowners' questionable tactics, was inappropriate during the War.
Furthermore, the legislation legitimised the Federation's rearguard reaction to
mechanisation which it refused to abrogate out fear of further aUenating a membership
largely opposed to mechanisation.
The reasons for Baddeley's alacrity in promoting the legislation and his
unwillingness to rescind it were both a function of political pragmatism as weU as a
direct result of the owners' failure to invest in technological change since the 30's. First,
even though all the owners opposed the legislation in principlel82), only BHP/AIS, not
members of the NSWCCPA, and a few others had mechanical loaders at all. In addition,
as mentioned above, machinery was manufactured overseas and was impossible to
procure during the War except for the latter years of the War when BHP/AIS was
manufacturing some equipment under licence for its own use. Consequently, for the
NSW Govemment, or the majority of the owners, there was Utde production to gain
from loaders in pdlars, but much production to lose on account of the miners' antipathy.
Therefore, even after the Federal Labor Govemment was proclaimed in October 1941,
the legislation remained in place.
However, the legislation was a two-edged sword. On the one hand it probably
prevented some strike activity, but on the other, it demonsttated to the miners the extent
to which govemments were prepared to go to avoid confrontation. Above and beyond
these considerations, the legislation's survival was also a result of a more expedient
political pragmatism. Baddeley, a fomddable figure in Cabinet and Caucus who
represented the electorate of Cessnock, which consisted predominantly of miners, was
aware that the rescission of the legislation would have cost him his seat. 183)
The legislation, not repealed until 1950 in a manner described in Chapter VIH,
was also direcdy responsible for the owners' refusal to invest in mechanisation or to
modernise thefr mines. Consequendy, the JCB gained conttol over approximately 150

182) Joint Meeting NCPA, Nordiem Collieries Ltd, die Westem Coal Association and die SCPA 28-8-41,
rough minute book, op.cit.
183) Conversation E.Phillips, 23 November 1987.
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mines, which with the exception of some BHP/AIS mines and a few others, were as
primitive as they had been in the 19th century.
As permission to use scraperloaders could only be obtained from the Minister
and it was always refused, the owners concenttated instead on surreptitiously installing
scraperloaders in the non-union mines in the Burtagorang Valley and in the mines
belonging to Nordiem Collieries Ltd. 184) in most other muies the owners cut thenlosses by attempting to supplant the customary one or two pairs of miners per pillar with
two or three pairs. Apart from an attempt to use a scraperloader at CoalcUff colliery in
November 194ll85)the piUar issue did not re-emerge untd the Pelton matter in 1943
and the CoalcUff dispute in 1944 referted to above.
Despite the Federation Centtal Executive's extta-ordinary vindication by the
Minister's prohibition on machines in pillars, the rank and file continued to resort to
wild-cat industrial action, regardless of the executive's anti-strike poUcy. As mentioned
above, the greater the power delegated to the Centtal Executive by govemment
regulation, the more mineworkers disobeyed their executive, especially after the
compdation of the Canberta Code in June 1942. Notwidistanding the Centtal
Executive's regular re-affirmation

of

its full

co-operation

with

the

Federal

Govemment 18 6)industrial unrest grew.
In addition, the rank and file flouted the executive's authority simply by not
tuming up for work, going home early, or causing small disputes which enabled them to
knock off early. Common Cause's exhortations to miners to give their maximum effort
and its occasional, mild castigation of backsliders, came to nothing. By January 1943,
when two Milfield Greta miners were gaoled for absenting themselves from work, the

184) CC I November 1941.
185) CC. 1 November 1941.
186) for example, vide CC 16 May, 6 June 1942,9 October 1943.
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Centtal Executive's exasperation was such that Common

Cause published the

magisttate's denunciation ofthe miners without defending them. 187)
In Febmary 1943 in an article denouncing absenteeism. Common

Cause

pubUshed a statement made to the Centtal Council by W.Orr, the former General
Secretary, who

after

the recovery from

his illness became the

Federation's

representative on the Commonwealth Coal Commission. In the statement, a portion of
the report of a commission created by Curtin to investigate 'the causes of
stoppages'188)Ort deplored that,'...33 per cent of the loss of production in the last six
months of 1942 was due to issues which in no way affected the management of the
colUeries or claims as to the conditions of work.' 189)
By December 1943 the Centtal Executive's authority was completely in tatters.
Even though the executive had opposed the Federal Govemment's policy of issuing
garnishee orders to collect unpaid fines from offences against National Security
Regulations 190) die rank and file disregarded the executive's orders not to strike over
the dispute.191) Common Cause fulminated,'There are men in our union who just will
not agree that we shall act as a union, in an organised discipUned way.'192)
In January 1944 Common Cause supported the removal of 'ttoublemakers' from
the industry by the newly appointed chairman of the Centtal Coal Authority,
A.C.WdUs, for military service. 193) By April 1944194) in response to resultant
187) CC 15 January 1943. One of die miners had only worked 133 of die 199 days the pit worked out of
the year's maximum possible working days. The Northem District Management Board did protest against
the severity of the sentences, of which one comprised seven days' hard labour and a fine of £15 plus 8/costs.
188) The commission, which sat from November 1942 until Febmary 1943, comprised Drake-Brockman
chaimian, LJohnstone, superintendent JABAS and R James, Federal Member for Newcasde. After a week
or so, Mighell, die Coal Commissioner and Wells, die Miners' Federation's General President, were also
appointed; vide 1945 Davidson Commission Report,pp.23,24.
189) CC 20 Febmary 1943.
190) CC 30 October 1943.
191) e c u December 1943.
192) e c u December 1943.
193) CC 15 January 1944.
194) CC I April 1944.
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industtial unrest, miners called up for military service were released but short,
spontaneous stoppages continuedl95) in defiance of both the Central Executive and the
Federal Govemment Curtin in exasperation, declared in the House during 1944 in reply
to a question regarding escalating industrial activity.
So much has been said on this subject that diere is not much more that I
can say. The facts appear to me to be these: the miners not only refuse to
respect the wishes and policy of the Govemment, but they refuse to
respect and heed the advice of then own leaders. A mine is idle today
because one locomotive driver in the mine said that another locomotive
driver was endeavouring yesterday to put something over him.
Circumstances associated with stoppages of that kind cause me the
gravest anxiety. They do not arise out of the normal disputes unions have
with employers over claims for improved conditions or for higher pay.
Frankly, I do not know the basic cause which produces this state of
mind... If the miners wanted some other man to be head of the
Govemment I would stand aside to permit more coal to be produced; but
if the rank and file of the miners want to mn this country, there must a
contest between them and the rank and file of the Austtalian people. 196)
The number of separate industrial disputes and days lost due to strike activity
and absenteeism continued to escalate for the remainder of the War. The inability of the
Curtin Govemment, its successor under J.B.Chifley, or its conservative war-time
predecessors, to resolve this industrial deadlock is not surprising. Although compulsory
Commonwealth Arbittation and Conciliation during the War was rigidly enforced, like
the preceding decades of arbittation in the NSW and Commonwealth jurisdictions,
govemment supervision of industrial relations provided only superficial solutions to the
industry's engrained conflict. As in the previous one hundred years, owners and miners
setded their differences privately preferring to manipulate Arbitration rather than
utilising it in the spirit in which it was intended. In other words, govemment regulation
of industrial relations was too little, too late. However, this was not the entire cause of
the industry's chaotic war-time condition. Decades of freedom in distribution and quasi
laissez-faire in production were powerful determinants in industrial relations as well as
in the industry's inabiUty to meet war-time production targets.

195) Commonwealth Labour Report 1948, p.l26; 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.32A.
196) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Vol 177,1944, PD.1065.1066: also auoted in
S.J.Budin,p.452.
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The relations of production engendered under these conditions enabled the
miners and owners to use shortages of coal to suit their own ends. The miners used the
need for coal to redress die injustices of the 30's by forcing Arbittation audiorities to
make the owners improve wages and conditions. Otherwise, the carefully nurtured
codusion between miners and owners remained intact and the lodges' primacy was
unaltered. It was also not unnatural, given the lodges' ttaditional objection to centtaUsed
conttol, that when the Miners' Federation supported the war effort from 1941, the
miners' parochial interests outweighed union solidarity and they spumed the
Federation's executive. This indeterminable hindrance to war-time production was
paralleled by the Luddite mentality towards mechanisation whipped up by Ort and
Nelson from the mid 30's. Less obtrusively, but no less critically, ttaditional Labor
Party isolationism, a distmst of the phoney war, an antipathy to the Menzies and Fadden
Govemments, resentment towards the Curtin Govemment because it sttengthened the
Federation's conttol over the lodges, and the growing belief from 1943 that the War was
won, helped to undermine the war effort. Whatever its mainspring, the miners'
industrial sttategy was sufficiently effective to influence the NSW Govemment to curb
mechanisation by banning the mechanical mining of piUars through legislation.
Principally, the owners flouted war-time regulation because of a 'hip-pocket
nerve' reaction to govemment intervention, which, instead of providing the state aid
they had come to expect, conttoUed production and distribution. IronicaUy, despite
losing conttol over production and distribution and that ttaditional managerial
prerogatives in industrial relations were severely hamstmng, the owners derived some
solace from govemment regulation. While wages rose and hidden profit margins were
difficult to disguise, rising costs were subsidised and the price of coal rose twice as
much as other commodities during the War.
However, the inability to fabricate ttansport costs to enhance profits and the loss
of managerial prerogative in industrial relations hampered time honoured enttepeneurial
practices. Consequendy, the owners deliberately sabotaged regulations goveming
disttibution, held back production and created industrial instabiUty by goading the
miners. Their policy of fomenting industtial unrest was not designed to upset the
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workforce per se but was intended to show that the state's mediations in the sanctum
sanctomm of free enterprise were unworkable by embarrassing the Curtin Govemment,
in particular, to lift war-time restrictions. Their ultimate aim was to return the status quo
to conditions under which they exercised their managerial sovereignty in a manner to
which they, and the workforce, were accustomed.
Ironically, the miners and the owners shared Commonwealth Govemments as a
common foe: the miners owing to govemment policy designed to impose the
Federation's domination over the lodges, and the owners because of war-time
restrictions that hampered the exercise of their free enterprise prerogative. Aside from
this commonality, and despite ineradicable differences between owners and miners or
the miners' desire to settle the score of the 30's, issues which were beneficial to both
interests ttanscended institutionalised enmities sufficiendy to agree to a joint
obstractionist policy to govemments whether Conservative or Labor. For this reason,
for instance, shiftwork, which, despite manpower shortages, could have Ufted
production significantly, was not inttoduced for the duration of the War. The
Govemment realised that without profound change to an industry which provided
approximately 75 per cent of the nation's primary energy it would not be able to sustain
the demands of post-war reconstmction. Consequently, in January 1945, acknowledging
the seriousness of the situation, the Govemment, under the National Security
Regulations, appointed the Davidson Commission, which considered the possibility of
govemment regulation after the War. The outcome of the Commission had profound
implications for the regulation of the NSW coalmining industry in peace-time.
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Chapter VI1946-1952
The major purpose of this chapter is to examine the rationale that caused state
conttol to be extended to peace-time. Despite the inability of govemment to impose its
wiU on the owners, or for that matter, the miners, Curtin's successor, Chifley, was
determined to prevent the coal industry from retuming to unfettered free enterprise after
the War. Despite its chronic shortage since 1939, coal was the centtepiece of the
Chifley Govemment's post-war industrialisation initiatives. Instead of coal as the
primary source of energy, the motive power of industry was based on electricity, a ttend
which had begun before the War, but which was arrested by the shortage of generating
equipment. Coal was one of the energy sources readily avadable; the other, hydroelectricity, was in its infancy and would take time to evolve. Nuclear power was untried,
too expensive to develop and above all, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, too
conttoversial.
Instead, the Govemment set up the 1945 Davidson Commission to investigate
the feasibility, among other options, of extending Government regulation permanently.
For, despite the accessibility of coal reserves and the capabilities of mediocre infrastmcture which could be improved, the industry was fraught with the problems
described hitherto. Although

not implementing

the majority

of

Davidson's

recommendations, after prolonged negotiation between the Federal and NSW
Govemments, the culmination of state intervention were the Coal Industry Acts of 1946
which established the JCB and the Tribunal. A prime consideration of this chapter is to
examine the rationale for the establishment of what became free enterprise under the
aegis of govemment.
The Acts had one common purpose comprising two major objectives. Because
one aspect of the inability to increase production was cortecdy perceived by the state to
reside in workplace conttol, the eradication of mineworkers' conttol over the means of
production was one of the JCB's and Tribunal's main targets. The other objective was
to induce owners to mechanise, or to force them if necessary. In the instance of the first
goal, it is not suggested that the state's methods were underpinned by malevolent
design, but driven by an implicit acceptance of capitalist relations of production based
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on die assumption that ultimately the interests of state, miners and owners were
identical.
This and the next three chapters demonsttate that the miners' supposed influence
in the relations of production was ttansitory and remained subservient to the owners'
primacy in class relations. From 1947 under the guidance of the state, the miners were
increasingly subordinated. Despite a commonality of the purpose of state and capital in
general, in particular their relations need not be smooth, nor does this chapter suggest
otherwise. In accordance with all class dynamics, the coalowners did not necessarily
have a cohesive existence with the state, or each other: the owners had to be coerced to
mechanise the industry. The state itself is not a cohesive monolith either: the various
bureaucracies involved in detemuning the future of the coalmining industry underwent
much conflict before setding on the Coal Industry Acts. Even so, under the Acts the
JCB's mediations were oriented towards the benefit of the owners to the extent that it
subordinated the nation's need for good quality coal in plentiful quantities to the profit
motives of free enterprise.

The immediate, but not direct, result of the Davidson Commission's
recommendations, submitted in March 1946, was the creation of the JCB and its
adjunct, the Coal Industry Tribunal, in 1947. These authorities, established by
simultaneous Federal and State legislation, the Coal Industry Actsl), were the
culmination of a vigorous wrangle between the Commonwealth bureaucracy, the
Federal Govemment and to a lesser extent the NSW Govemment The Miners'
Federation confronted all these but clashed less with the latter.
The major issue of the conflict leading up to the legislation was not that the
industry should not be conttoUed in peace-time, but over the extent of conttol. The
retum to unfettered free enterprise was not an option and hence not an issue, fronically,
the Mmers' Federation Centtal Executive, usuady the inveterate ttansgressor of

1) The Coal Industry Act, No.40,1946, (Federal); the Coal Industry Act, No.44,1946,(State).
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government authority, argued that proposed bureaucratic conttol did not go far enough,
for it wanted nothing less than full nationaUsation of the entire coal industry.
Controversy within the Federal bureaucracy empted mainly over the type of
scheme Davidson recommended. Heavily based on voluntary co-operation from the
owners, Davidson's proposed Commonwealth Statutory Authority would grant
production bounties to all owners who voluntarily came,'under the jurisdiction of that
Authority.'2) Although the Authority had many powers eventually incorporated in the
JCB and Tribunal, these were almost exclusively Umited to the regulation of production.
There was virtually no provision for conttol over distribution, because Davidson was
concemed that compulsory governmental marketing conttavened Section 92 of the
Constitution by obstracting free ttade and commerce between the States.3)
In addition, Davidson's recommendations were framed so as not to compromise
the coalowners too much and drew heavily on a continuation of the Federal
Govemment's generous war-time subsidies. For, Davidson was firmly convinced that
the ran-down condition of the industry was not the coalowners' fault and that the
incentive to increase efficiency by a guaranteed profit was the main panacea.4) Based
essentiady on the stmcture of the nationalised British coal industry, but vehemendy
eschewing nationalisation, Davidson's Authority afforded sttong govemment protection
to a privately owned industry without govemment interference. Similar to the
nationalised British coal industry, managerial discipUne had to be stricdy enforced and
the incorporation of workers' representatives had to be shunned because,'The idea of a
Board comprising representatives of mineowners and workers would be fatal.'5)
The four essential requirements of Davidson's Authority, bortowed from the
analyses6) and the Reid Report'^) which formed the basis of the British nationaUsation
proposals, were.
2) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.339.
3)ibid.,pp.340,34l.
4) ibid.,p.340.
5) ibid.,p.341.
6) R.Foot, A Plan for Coal, 23 January 1945.
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1) preservation of discipline;
2) confidence in the sanctity of agreement and the efficiency of law;
3) collection and pubUcation of facts and statistics; and
4) essential innovations.8)
According to Davidson, discipline could be achieved either by agreement or force: the
former was more desirable and effective: both kinds had been attempted but dismpted
by the minei^: however, managers were beyond reproach. 9) Hence discipline was to be
enforced under the strict application of the law: the dispensation of law by Local Coal
Authorities under the chairmanship of former officials of the Miners' Federation was to
be avoided: 'A judge alone should deal with these questions...'10), because only a
judge's 'cool reasoning' could give a legally bmding imprimatur to awards and
agreements by precluding the interference of 'unions' who,'...rash to Federal and State
Ministers with every grievance of disappointed litigants.' 11)
The collection and publication of facts and statistics would dismiss or establish a
factual basis for accusations made by the miners and owners against each other. Reason
would prevail and, for example, the myths surtounding the owners' excessive profits
and the miners' hardships and illnesses would either be confirmed or refuted. 12)
'Essential innovations' were important in order to urge,'...private enterprise forward
and, if necessary, to insist upon the inttoduction of innovations not undertaken
voluntarily'. 13) Here Davidson's suggestions had much in common with the principles
contained in the Coal Industry Acts and embraced by the JCB. His specific
recommendations for the amelioration of production methods were far-reaching;

7) C.C.Reid, Report ofthe Technical Advisory Committee on Coal Mining, 28 March 1945.
8) 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.334.
9) ibid.,p.n3.
10) ibid.,p.335.
ll)ibid.,p.335.
12) ibid.,pp.335, 336.
13) ibid.,p.336.
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entailed some compulsion of the owners if necessary and drew heavdy on technocratic
expertise to modernise the industry.
However, the Miners' Federation refused to abide by the Davidson

Commission

Report's recommendations. Centtal Council, which had initiaUy co-operated with the
Commission, especiaUy while one of the Centtal Councdlors, I.WilUams, was a
commissioner, became dissatisfied with Davidson's worsening anti-working class
biases. When Williams retired from the Commission due to iU-health, after becoming
increasingly discontented with the attitudes of Davidson and the other commissioner, T.
Armsttong MLC 14), the Centtal Councd did not replace him and withdrew from the
Commission completely.
A major consideration motivating Council's withdrawal was Davidson's alleged
refusal to allow the tendering of evidence which supported nationalisation. 15) Instead
Councd endorsed a scheme based on an abortive Bdl originally drafted by Baddeley
when he was Secretary for Mines in the ill-fated Lang Govemment in 1930.16)
Baddeley indicated his willingness to Council to resubmit the legislation and in a
redrafted Bill proposed many options taken up in the Coal Industry Acts, but purely on
a State basis. 17)NSW conttol alone was complete anathema to the Federal Government
which made its own arrangements with the Davidson Commission Report.
Davidson's recommendations were submitted by the Chifley Cabinet to the
Federal bureaucracy's scmtiny in April 1946.18) The coal industry's conttol then
became a political tussle between several Commonwealth departments, Chifley and the
NSW Premier, W.McKell.l9) Ultimately, the conflict was resolved by a Federal

14) Armstrong was one of the principals of JABAS, as well as an executive of the NSWCCPA.
15)Ross,o/j.c/r.,p.399; Davidson was supposed to have refused to release the 'Report on Health of CoalMiners by National Health Survey Committee', Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, Vol HI, Session
1945-46.
16) The Bill lapsed owing to the dissolution of Parliament in 1932.
17) Ross,o/7.cu.,p.399; CC 23 Febmary, 30 February, 9 March 1946.
18) Fisher Coal,p.l08.
19) ibid., passim,pp.88-138.
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interdepartmental committee headed by H.C.Coombs, the Director-General of the
Department of Post-War Reconstmction. Despite stiff opposition by key departments,
such as Treasury, regarding the conttavention of Section 92, the compromise solution
out of which the JCB and die Tribunal eventuady emerged gave far greater powers to
these authorities than ever envisaged by Davidson.
In spite of Treasury's objections^O) the interdepartmental committee rejected
the majority of Davidson's scheme because it was too dependent on the owners'
voluntary co-operation and recommended that the 'Joint Coal Authority' should have
powers of compulsion. The Authority would have the power to take over mines of
recalcittant owners, but its initial approach was to seek the co-operation of owners and
managers.21)
Davidson's objections to govemmental conttol of distribution because it
ttansgressed Section 92 were also partly overcome by the Joint Coal Authority's duality
of jurisdiction, an avenue Davidson had not considered. The interdepartmental
committee was convinced that the acquisition of coal as well as its distribution and
pricing should be a function of the Authority.22) A separate Coal Industry Tribunal was
also a result of the committee's advocacy.23) Otherwise, the expiry of war-time
legislation meant that industrial arbittation would have reverted to the Commonwealth
Arbittation Court and the NSW Industrial Commission. To avoid the conttadiction and
overlapping of State and Federal jurisdictions, the committee recommended a single
Tribunal which encompassed both.
Despite the Miners' Federation's insistence on the nationalisation of the coal
industry, this option was totally rejected by the interdepartmental committee, regardless
of the British example. The rejection of nationalisation totally discredits the Miners'
Federation's supposed influence over the nation's affairs at a time of severe coal

20)/6id.,pp.ii5.116.
21) ibid.,p.ll8.
22)ibid.,p.ll8.
23)ibid.,pp.ll3,ll4.
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shortages and challenges the entire popular notion of aU-powerful unions. Yet in the
otherwise most competent work on the NSW coalmining industry regarding the postwar era so far, Coal and the State, Chris Fisher insists that govemmental regulation was
extended beyond the War because the Miners' Federation wanted it. 24)
An analysis of this kind oversimplifies the complexness of the Federation's
centtalised conttol and assumes that the Federation's leadership and rank and fde
formed a cohesive unit. There is no doubt that at least one of the Centtal Executive and
several members of the communist dominated Centtal Council wanted nationalisation,
but given the leadership's loss of conttol, the dichotomy between the executive's
political ideals and those of the rank and file, Fisher's claim is tenuous. In fact, the
rejection of nationalisation, a cherished, albeit largely rhetorical, objective of successive
Federation leaders since the 1920's and its substitution by the Coal Industty Acts, was a
defeat for the Miners' Federation, not a victory.
However, Fisher clahns that the enactment of the Coal Industry Acts was the
culmination of a Federation campaign for nationalisation begun during the 30's which
was based on a continuity of 'sttategic and tactical devices'.25) 'The campaign helped
the govemment to make up its mind...',to reject the Davidson Commission Report
because the Miners' Federation opposed it and made the Federal Govemment choose to
legislate the Acts instead.26) But, Fisher's assumptions are misplaced. Largely based on
lengthy excerpts from Common Cause during the 40's, he accepts its grandiloquent
rhetoric as factual. In reality. Common Cause's excessive demands and overstatements
were published with the full knowledge that they were as unrealisable during and after
the War as they were before.
During an interview Wells, explained how Common Cause's editorial policy
was shaped.27) Wells, who was at odds with the Centtal Executive and most of the

24) ibid.,p.88, passim,pp.88-l38.
25) ibid.,p.ll9.
26) ibid.
21) Interview H.Wells, 6 November 1987.
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Centtal Council from 1944 or so, detailed that he as publisher of Common Cause and
General President told E.Ross, the editor, what to pubUsh even though his policy was
totally at odds with those of Council's.28)
Wells' contention with the Centtal Executive and Council began when he
wanted to continue the Federation's support for the war effort even though the War was
obviously won by the AUies. Grant, the General Secretary, and W.Crook, the vicepresident as well as Northem district president, were both non-communists who wanted
to revert to the original anti-war sttike policy to secure concessions in wages and
conditions and so did most of the Council.29) fronically, however, Wells, the
Communist, who had developed a very close personal relationship with Curtin and who
had amicable relationships with several ndne superintendents and owners, was then
osttacised by Grant and Crook, both Labor stalwarts.30) Even though the relationship
between the three became so acrimonious that Wells was almost tricked into
relinquishing the presidency31), the editorial poUcy of Common Cause was entirely his
and not that of the Miners' Federation.
Despite the Federation's influence in the NSW and Federal ALP, as well as the
ACTU, which Fisher claims was profound,32) these bodies' intervention did not
persuade Federal Cabinet or Caucus to implement the nationalisation of the coal
industry, perhaps too because it was not the policy of the Federation's entire Centtal
Executive or Centtal Council. In fact, the Coal Industry Acts, Cabinet's creation,
vindicated the coalowners, not the Federation's Centtal Executive.
Despite coal shortages and threatened general strikes, the Federal Govemment
had no immediate need to appease Centtal Executive. From early 1944 the Govemment
28) ibid.
29) ibid.
30) ibid.
31) ibid.. Wells related that when he became General President, he was unable to pay his dues in the
customary manner once a fortnight on pay Saturday. Instead he occasionally gave his lodge secretary,
also a Central Councillor, £10 or £5 requesting to be informed when more money was required. However,
diis official claimed Wells never gave him any money.
32) Fisher Coal,p.l38.
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had known that the Central Executive had lost conttol33)and almost certainly knew that
a general strike was difficult to mount. One of the functions of the Davidson
Commission was to investigate the extent of the rank and file's rejection of the Centtal
Executive's authority.34) Davidson established the Centtal Executive's inabdity to
maintain conttol beyond doubt35) and the Govemment reacted accordingly.
ImpUcit in Davidson's recommendations was a recognition of workplace conttol
which had gone rampant While the Govemment rejected the majority of Davidson's
solutions, most probably due to the intervention of the Federal bureaucracy,36) it
absorbed much of the ideological principles on which Davidson's remedies were
founded. Consequendy, the Coal Industry Acts were premised on neuttalising
workplace conttol with or without the Centtal Executive's co-operation. There was no
doubt over the direction of the JCB, whose constitution closely resembled the Acts'
regulations. Informed by scientific management and welfarism to subordinate the
workforce to Government on the one hand, on the other, one of the JCB's prime
objectives was,'...to regulate, assist and rehabilitate the coal industry within the
framework of private ownership...'37) This instmmentality's brief was a far cry from
nationalisation.
The provisions of the Coal Industry Acts were not new; they were merely an
extension, with modifications, of regulations enacted during the War. However, there
was one major difference. There was no overlapping, nor conttadiction of the
jurisdiction of the ad hoc authorities haphazardly created during the War. All the
powers and functions disparately executed by the succession of war-time authorities

33) vide for example Curtin's speech quoted above from Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Vol
177,1944, pp.1065,1066.
34) The investigation of the executive's audiority is euphemisticallv addressed in die Term.s of Referpnrp.
Mo 2,1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.5.
35) ibid.,vide for example pp.20,21,24,29, 30, 32, 57, 66.
36) Fisher Coal,pp.l08-119.
31) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.5.
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were vested in only two bodies whose precisely defined powers were consolidated
further by the homogeneity of the Federal and State Coal Industry Acts.
According to the Acts die powers and functions of the JCB were:
a) to ensure that coal is produced in the State in such quantities and with
such regularity as will meet requirements throughout Austtalia and in
ttade with other countries;
b) to ensure that the coal resources of the State are conserved, developed,
worked and used to the best advantage in the pubUc interest;
c) to ensure that coal produced in the State is disttibuted and used in such
a manner, quantities, classes and grades and at such prices as are
calculated best to serve the public interest and secure the economical use
of coal and the maintenance of essential services and industrial activities
and
d) to promote the welfare of workers engaged in the coal industry in the
State.38)
In production and distribution the JCB was empowered to make provision for the
following:
a) the working and getting of coal, including the inttoduction and
operation of sound mining principles and practices and methods of
stowage and haulage, and the regulation of ou^ut;
b) the conservation of coal, the development of any coal mine, seam or
field, and the opening, closing or abandonment of any coal mine;
c) the inttoduction, modification, replacement and operation of
machinery, plant and equipment for use in connexion with the production
and distribution of coal, and the manufacture, procurement, improvement
and standardization of such machinery, plant and equipment;
d) the classification and grading of coal and its preparation for market;
e) the effective and economical distribution of coal, including its
purchase, sale, marketing, acquisition, disposal, supply, storage,
reservation, pooling, ttansport, carriage, conveyance, delivery, handling,
loading, discharge and reception;
f) the efficient and economical use of coal, the development of uses or
markets for coal, and the recovery of the by-products of coal;
g) the regulation of prices for the sale, purchase or re-sale of coal, the
values at which coal is recorded in the accounts of any business,and of
profits in the coal industry; 39)
In order to promote the welfare of mineworkers the JCB

38) Coal Industry Act No.40,1946 (Federal), Section 14-l,a-d.
39) ibid.,Secdon 14-2, a-g.
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supervised:
h) the health and, subject to this Act, the safety of persons engaged in the
coal industry, including the regulation of conditions in the industry with
respect thereto, and the enforcement of measures for the abatement of
dust in mines;
i) the establishment of sound industrial welfare practices including the
provision of amenities for employees in the coal industry;
j) collaboration with other persons and authorities in the establishment
and provision of amenities and of healdi, educational, recreational,
housing and other facilities for communities of persons in coal mining
districts, and in the promotion of the development and diversification of
industry and of town and regional planning in such districts;
k) the regulation of employment in and recmitment to the coal industry,
including the conttol of the manning of mines and the promotion of
stabdity of employment;
1) the ttaining, efficiency, and competency of persons engaged in the coal
industry;
m) the publication of reports and information of public interest; and
n) any matter incidental to all or any of the foregoing matters;40)
In matters of safety the JCB had slightly diminished powers in that the Acts
stipulated consultation with the Department of Mines inspectors who continued to
supervise safety. However, the Acts gave the JCB the ultimate authority over safety. 41)
Otherwise the JCB's powers were unfettered; it was a,' body corporate with perpetual
succession and a common seal'42) answerable only to the Prime Minister and Premier
of NSW.43) The Coal Industry Tribunal was completely independent from any Federal
or State jurisdiction with authority only confined to the legislative powers of the
Commonwealth.44) The Federal Act gave the Tribunal all the powers conferted on the

40) ibid.,Secuon 14-2, h-n.
41) ibid.,Section 15-1,2.3,4,5,6.
42) ibid.,Sec\ion 5-6.
43)ifeid.,Sectionl8-l,2,3.
44) ibid.,Section 32-2.
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Chief Judge of the Commonwealth Arbittation Court45) and the Tribunal was also
empowered to make its own mles of procedure.46)
The Tribunal was to consist of a single person who was either a practising
barrister or solicitor of the High Court or a State Supreme Court of not less than five
years standing.47) Like the Coal Industry Authority the Tribunal had dual Federal and
State jurisdiction over any intta or interstate dispute or matter between the Miners'
Federation and employers.48) The war-time Local Industtial Authorities also remained.
Renamed Local Coal Authority, the three district Authorities had simdar powers to the
Tribunal in all matters conceming the Miners' Federation.
Other coalmining unions did not fall within the ambit of the Coal Industry Acts
but remained under the jurisdiction of Centtal and Local Reference Boards established
under |he National Security (Coal Mining Industry Employment) Regulations which
were still in force during 1946.49) The Tribunal was also the Chairman of the Centtal
Reference Board until December 1951 when the sections of the National Security
Regulations which enabled the Boards were repealed and they were incorporated in the
Tribunal.50)
On 26 January 1947 the two Govemments selected the three members who
constituted the Joint Coal Board which functioned from 1 March by joint proclamation
of the Coal Industry Acts. On 8 March 1947 the proclamation of Section 28 of the
Federal Coal Industry Act repealed Part V of the Coal Production (War-time) Act, 1944
and empowered the Tribunal under both Coal Industry Acts.
The JCB's initial prime function was to produce at any cost. Both the JCB and
the Tribunal zealously undertook this task, resorting to the carrot and, or the stick with
45) ibid.,Section 34-1.
46) ibid.,Sectxon 34-6.
47) ibid.,Sechon 30-2a.
48) ibid.,Secuon 33-a-b-c.
49) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.5.
50) The Regulations continued beyond the War by virtue of the Defence (Transitional Provisions^ Art
1951, No.43 and die Coal Indusuy Act, 1952, No 30.
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the owners and the workforce, but preferring persuasion, whde not avoiding force if
necessary. Each audiority's executive personnel was eminendy suited to confront the
Miners' Federation in particular and to regulate the coal industry 'within die framework
of private ownership.' AU members were educated and middleclass, but with the
exception of one of the JCB's members, the majority had no experience in the
coalnuning industry.
The JCB's chairman, K.A.Cameron, well versed in metalliferous mining, an
industry entirely different to coalmining, was recmited from North Broken Hill Ltd
which he had managed since 1945.51) A.E.Warburton, until his appointment had been
the Assistant Under Secretary of the NSW Treasury52) and before his secondment to
various Federal authorities during the War was an accountant with the NSW Main
Roads Board.53) Like Cameron, he had no expertise in coalmining at all. R.P.Jack, the
former production manager of the failed Commonwealth Coal Commissioner and a
Department of Mines Senior Inspector, was the only member who was properly
qualified. He had coalmining technical know-how, was well versed in matters of health
and safety and understood the intricacies of the industry's delicate industrial relations.
As soon as the members of the JCB became known, the Miners' Federation
Centtal Executive expressed dissatisfaction with their appointment When Cameron's
engagement became public, the Centtal Executive announced its disapproval in
Common Cause. In its view this was 'nothing personal' but Cameron did not, 'fulfil the
condition of being an independent man', a condition which the Federal Govemment
considered essential. Common Cause concluded, 'He's definitely linked with the big
group of employers in the mining industty. He has had no experience in coalmining.'54)

51) Who's Who In Australia, Melboume, The Herald Press, 1947, p.202. Cameron was educated at
Wesley College Melboume and Melboume University. He had been employed in supervisory positions in
metalliferous mining since 1933.
52) zW^.,p.846. Warburton, who had served on die War Damage Commission and die Shipping Control
Board during the War, may not have been privately educated, but lived in die comfortable middleclass
suburb of Manly, Sydney.
53) CC 1 February 1947.
54) e c u January 1947.
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When in Febmary 1947 the JCB's entire executive was announced. Common
Cause moralised that while Jack's appointment was a sound decision, overaU,'the coal
board [was] not impressive', and added,'Emphatically it is not die Board to win die
confidence of the men who work in the coalmines.'55) The Miners' Federation was not
incorporated and despite Wells' public avowals of support for the JCB, many Centtal
Councdlors, and after WeUs' resignation in Febmary 1947, I.WiUiams, who became
General President, openly obstmcted the JCB.56)
Regardless of the Central Executive's needlessly hard denunciation of the JCB,
there were some grounds for the executive's low opinion. The JCB's middleclass
members had much in common with the coalowners. Nevertheless, Cameron, shortly
after he left the JCB, in 1951 demonsttated that he understood and sympathised with the
miners. He was also aware of the coalowners' mismanagement of the industry before
the War and acknowledged their obstractionist attitude to govemment regulation during
and after the War.57) Most probably, Cameron was largely responsible for the moderate
approach to the owners and, initially, to the miners.
Blaming neither the owners for the ran-down condition of the industry, nor the
miners and owners for the industry's disputatious industrial relations, Cameron believed
it was a piously complacent public which was at fault.58) Further, because the interests
of 'both employer and employee' were identical, 'the influence of informed public
opinion' and the 'efforts of enlightened management' would solve the industry's
problems.59)
Despite Cameron's pecuUar laissez-faire ideology, there is no doubt of the
integrity or sincerity with which he and the other members executed their brief
However, ultimately their influences shaped die stmcture which created a haven for
55) CC 1 February 1947.
56) Interview W.Parldnson.
57) K.A.Cameron,'The Problem of Coal',/FA Review, Melboume, Institute of Public Affaks, May, June,
1951,pp.56-64.
58) ibid.,p.56.
59)ibid.,p.64.
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private enterprise under heavy govemment protection and which produced a regimen of
scientific management for the Miners' Federation, which, as explained in Chapters VII,
Vin and DC, osciUated from coercion to enticement, dependent on the Federation's
fluctuating industrial strength.
The ttadition continued when Jack died and was replaced by D.T.Brewster,
formerly Chief Inspector of Mines. Cameron resigned in 1950 and was replaced by
S.F.Cochran, previously chairman of the Queensland State Electricity Commission.60)
Warburton remained until he resigned in April 1957. He was replaced in October 1958
by B.W.Hartnell, who until then was the First Assistant Secretary to the Department of
National Development. Like Cameron he was educated at Wesley College, Melboume
and Melboume University.61) Brewster's appointment terminated in the same year
because he reached the JCB's compulsory retirement age of 65. Harmed, who became
chairman in 1963 when Cochran reached retirement age, pursued a moderate poUcy
similar to Cameron's.62)
However, in industrial relations the Miners' Federation was not so fortunate.
The Tribunal, which, despite its designation consisted of one member, was
predominantiy inclined towards the owners. Tribunal F.H.Gallagher BA, LLB,
previously a solicitor attached to the NSWGR, was a total sttanger to coalmining and
not even known as a lawyer practising in industrial jurisdictions to the NSW Trades and
Labour Council.63) Educated at Sydney Grammar School,64)according to Ross,
Gallagher's best quaUfication for the Tribunal was that he was an active member of the
ALP and that he associated with the NSW Minister for Justice, R.Downing.65)
Dissatisfied with the composition of the JCB, but appalled by the selection of Gallagher,

60) Who's Who In Australia,op.cit., 1950,p.278.
61) ibid.,l965,p.381.
62) Interview, W.Parkinson.
63)Ross,op.czV.,p.407.
64) Who's Who InAustralia,op.cit.,l941,p.218.
65) Ross,op.cz7.,p.407.
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Common Cause satirised his appointment with a parody on the song of the First Lord of
the Admiralty, The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter KGB in the Gilbert and Sudivan operetta
HMS Pinafore, which concludes,
If you want to rise to die top of the ttee
And be among the leaders of the coal industtee
A coal mine is a place you shouln't go near
And I hope and trast that my moral's clear
(And he tmsts you've all got his moral clear)
Keep well away from mining and then maybe
You'll one day be a leader of the industtee.
(He avoided all things mining most carefuUee
And now he's a leacUng coal authoritee)66)
Despite this vdification, until 1949, because of coal shortages, GaUagher
handled the Federation more often circumspectly than forcefully. Entitied under the
Coal Industry Acts to serve for a maximum of seven years with unUmited reappointments, he was the Tribunal for 28 years. For most of this period his decisions
favoured the coalowners, but not necessarily, nor overtly. As oudined in Chapter DC, his
decisions were generally steeped in the principles of scientific management and were
made with the intention of imbuing the workforce with the work ethic.
Similarly, the JCB was careful to preserve the spirit of free enterprise even
during the coal shortages which remained until 1951-52, despite the fact that it rigidly
conttoUed pricing and marketing. Otherwise, notwithstanding its prerogative to resort to
coercion, the JCB kept the overt use of compulsion to a minimum even then. The issue
of formal orders applicable to the production process were seldom used even when
many owners during the first few years of the JCB's administtation refused to
mechanise. Moreover, at the time of writing, no order pertaining to safety has ever been
issued.
The JCB considered that the fundamental objectives assigned to it by the Coal
Industry Acts were confined to three centtal obligations:
a) To provide sufficient coal of the right quality to meet the requirements
of 4i^Etr?Ji?ji industry from time tc time zmd to o"appl> actual and
potential export markets
b) To conserve coal resources and to ensure that they are used to the best
advantage; e.g. the relatively limited reserves of special purpose coals
66) CC 1 March 1947; also quoted in Ross,op.c/r.,p.408.
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such as gas and coking coal should not be dissipated by using them for
purposes which would be satisfied by a grade of coal of which there are
greater reserves
c) To ensure that Austtalia is provided with its basic industrial fuel at the
lowest possible cost. This means that in the long mn the price of coal
should be reduced in relation to the price of other commodities.67)
and.
All of the other functions more specifically defined in the coal industry
Acts (such as),for example, those relating to the welfare of mineworkers
and their fandlies and their communities', should properly be regarded as
subsidiary to these three objectives.68)
fronically, in the execution of the fnst three of these lofty objectives, as
described in Chapters VII, VIII and DC, the JCB faded because it generady handled the
owners with kid-gloves; however, in what it considered its subsidiary functions the JCB
excelled. The isolated occasions the JCB used its coercive powers against the owners,
should be seen in the context of the urgency to combat the shortages of coal aggravated
by the miners' continuing industrial action.
Consequently, the JCB failed to increase production in the majority of privately
owned underground mines, which by 1951 produced only 28,400 tons more than in
1939 and scarcely 800,000 tons more than in 1946, of which the JCB's underground
mines produced a substantial quantity. Its failure to confront the owners also resulted in
soaring prices, the development of too many mines, the hiring of too many mineworkers
and a retum to excess capacity which it never properly eradicated.
Even without avoiding confrontation with the owners, the JCB's task was
formidable, as its objectives entailed a major reconstmction of the coal industry,
including the regulation of prices, distribution, the upgrading of mechanisation and the
inttoduction of effective health and safety measures. In the JCB's first report its
problems were recorded at length; the major ones were:
a) The productive capacity of the industry is inadequate in relation to
Austtalia's coal requnements and this conclusion stands apart altogether

67) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.5.
68) ibid.
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b) The industry is fundamentaUy inefficient and out-of-date. Whde there
are some properly equipped and efficiently operated mines, many need
drastic technical modemisation whdst others should be closed down. In
many cases working and living conditions are primitive. Coal quaUty is
often poor.
c) The industry by and large is shot through with a bittemess and
antagonism between owners and men which derives from its rathless
history and which is not paralleled in any other AusttaUan industry. This
has led to a cynicism and pessimism on the part of both parties in the
industry which poisons day-to-day industrial relations and undermines
confidence in the future. The Board's task of rehabilitating and
stabdising the industry cannot be regarded as complete until this attimde
of mind has been eliminated as much from owners and managers and
unions.
d) The industry needs many more highly ttained men. Reorganisation
and stability cannot be achieved until the general standard of the
efficiency and status of the technical personnel in the industry is raised
substantially and at least to the level of that of other important Austtalian
industries.
e) At the present time, the Austtalian economy is suffering from an acute
shortage of capital equipment and basic industrial materials, rollmg
stock, ships and steel, electric plant, industtial machinery and coal. The
coal industry is basic to all these shortages and it is essential that it be
reorganised and output increased as quickly as possible if the Austtalian
standard of Uving is to be prevented from declining. In our present
situation a sharply increasing output of coal is required to maintain the
same standard of living for the people. This implies recognition on the
part of all relevant public authorities of the importance of the coal
industry and of the need (in accordance with the spirit of the Coal
Industry Acts) to grant over-riding priorities for buildings, equipment
and materials, irrespective of the admittedly pressing needs of other, but.
it must be emphasised, subsidiary sectors of the economy.69)
In order to increase production rapidly, the JCB resorted to several of its powers.
One of its first actions was to buy and to provide mines with modem technology, for,
with the exception of some BHP nunes and a few others, the state of mechanisation was
backward.70) To ensure that machinery, which was difficult to obtain, was readily
available, the JCB ordered essential equipment from the UK and the USA and placed it
in a machine pool.71) To encourage the owners to mechanise, the JCB made equipment
in the pool available on hire-purchase widi low interest or even for hire.72)
69) ibid.,pp.6,l.
10) JCB Report 1949-50,p.l3.
71) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.I2. The JCB also ensured diat some equipment, previously only
available overseas, was manufactured in Australia under licence.
72) E.Phillips claims diat no owner paid interest on these hire-purchase transactions.
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Despite these concessions, the owners' old antipathy towards investment in
machuiery and equipment prevaded and many refused to mechanise. This was the first
time the owners forced the JCB's hand. It reacted by issuing an order on 18 July 1947
making the installation of electrical borers mandatory. The order seemed to have a dual
purpose of which the first was to speed up production by eUminating the laborious
driUing of shotholes by hand.73) Because electrical borers were a relatively inexpensive
item, the order was most probably also the JCB's tentative, but firmest way of showing
the owners it was serious about mechanisation.
The result was a mixed success; whereas prior to the order only 23 of the State's
127 underground mines were fully equipped with electrical borers, by the end of June
1948 another 27 had the required number of borers.74) However, notwithstanding this
increase, owing to a variety of customary excuses, such as the shortage of labour and
materials, only 268 out of die 612 borers available were installed.75) Despite the fact
that the JCB had indicated by issuing the order that it would dispense more orders if
provoked, the majority of owners refused to mechanise or to use the pool. When the
JCB conducted a survey among the owners to determine to which extent each owner
intended to modemise existing holdings, 'The replies indicated, with a few outstanding
exceptions, that no plans for future development had been prepared and that, in the
majority of cases none were contemplated.'76)
Because the coalowners were reluctant to embrace the JCB's programme,'...on
the scale and with the speed and energy required to achieve the desired production
targets... this left the Board with no choice other than engage direcdy in mining
activities.'77) In other words, the JCB, a govemmental authority, had to make a
13) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.l2.
74) ibid.; for die sake of a faidiful representation of die JCB's account of die event, die JCB's
enumeration of the total number of mines is used. However, for ease of standard comparability
diroughout die thesis, the Department of Mines' statistics are used elsewhere. Intiiisinstance, diere is a
ilisparity of 28 mines, because die Deparuiient of Mines puts Uie numoer ot mmes at 155.
15) ibid.
76) JCB Report 1949-50,p.8.
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decision to fill the gaps left in the market by the coalowners who refused to co-operate.
As a consequence, the JCB invoked its,'...power to conttol and operate colUeries and
ancillary enterprises.'78)
This action was principally undertaken to boost production quickly and mainly
consisted of developing new, or taking over ailing, opencut mines. As a result, by June
1950 the JCB's subsidiaries specially created for this purpose79) operated seven
opencuts in the Northem disttict and ten in the Westem disttict 80) The JCB also
estabUshed or refurbished several rail sidings which purchased, washed, and distributed
coal from focal, but previously neglected, locations in the Northem and Westem
distticts.81)
The encroachment of private enterprise through the development of opencuts by
the JCB was not as ominous for the,coalowners as it appears. Largescale opencut
mining was a recent innovation in NSW. It was untried at all until 1940 and shunned by
private enterprise because of the initial, large capital outlay required for equipment and
the removal of overburden.
The reason for the coalowners' antipathy towards opencut mining soon became
clear to the JCB too. Early in 1949 the JCB became aware that its Operations Division,
which had reported that the opencuts were making a profit, had made a mistake and that
in fact the Division was selUng coal below cost.82) The causes for the losses were
serious. Most of the opencuts' equipment was either unsuitable or secondhand and

18) ibid.
79) The NSW Mining Company P/L, formed in November 1949 after die JCB's Operations Division,
which originally managed the JCB's mining division, failed. Commonwealth Collieries P/L, anodier
subsidiary, reverted to the same status it had when it was controlled by die Commonwealdi Coal
Commissioner in May 1944. Under the JCB it comprised its original holding at Lidsdale in die Westem
district and incorporated some neighbouring coal leases. These holdings were converted into an
underground mine, Newcom colliery.
80) jCij' kepori iy49-D0,p.lD.
81) These were Newdell near the Newraven opencut, Branxton, which serviced the Cessnock area and
Sulphide Junction in the Northem district. In die West, diey were, Commonwealdi, Ben Bullen and
Renown; vide ibid.,p.2l.
32) roiu.,p. 1 /.
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consequently often broke down.83) Furthermore, several of the hastdy developed
opencuts were found unsuitable because the coal was inferior or vitiated to such an
extent by exttaneous matter that washing was too uneconomical.84) Very heavy losses
were also incurted after the 1949 strike because the miUtary, which was ordered to work
the opencuts by Chifley, wreaked such havoc that most of the opencuts had to be
'reorganised'.85)
Notwithstanding then- mismanagement, in 1951-52 the JCB's opencuts produced
2,665,300 tons or 18 per cent of total production and just prior were the sole source of
the industry's rapid increases in production from 1947. For, until 1950-51, mainly
owing to the owners' obstractiveness, underground production had not increased at all
from 1947. One advantage of the JCB's domination of the opencut sector was that when
excess capacity retumed from 1952, the JCB was able to absorb the impact of
overproduction on the owners by severely curtailing its opencut operations. In addition,
the JCB undertook a variety of measures designed to combat excess capacity oudined in
Chapters VII, VHI and IX.
In June 1948 the JCB also began to develop underground mines to boost
production quickly. It managed these mines efficiently and equipped them with the
most modem technology including the industry's first continuous miner at Newstan
colliery. As mentioned above, these mines, particularly Newstan, were responsible for a
substantial increase in total underground production which otherwise would have faUen.
By 1951-52 the JCB's underground mines produced 5.5 per cent of total production,86)
making it one of the larger underground producers.
The JCB did not view its participation in underground mining as competition
with the coalowners, but rather as a subsidiary activity designed to resimrect the
coalmining industry by good example.87) The JCB was always careful not to compete
83) ibid.
84)ibid.,pp.ll,l8.
^5)ibid.,p.l8.
86) 667,000 tons; calculated from table p.36, JCB Report 1951-52.
87)7CB/?eporfl957-58,p.46.
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directly in the same markets as the coalowners. In addition, in 1951-52 the JCB reaffirmed in writing an undertaking, 'given verbally [sic] on many occasions...that die
development of opencut nunes would not prejudice the future of underground
mines.'8 8)
In 1954, when in the JCB's belated opinion the coal shortages were definitely
overcome, it reduced its active participation in coalmining to let production revert to
private enterprise as much as possible.89) it closed most of its opencuts immediately^O)
and by the middle of 1955 reduced its underground mines to two viz., Newstan and
Newcom. In 1957 after prottacted negotiations these two collieries were sold to the
Electricity Commission.91) Foybrook, the last opencut operated by die JCB's
subsidiary companies, was sold to Clutha Development Ltd, which was fast becoming
the largest overseas owner of NSW coalmines.
The JCB's other methods of increasing production during the first few years of
its administtation nearly always avoided confrontation with the owners. The instances
the JCB took conttol of underground mines were few. In August 1948 it conttoUed the
South CUfton mine in the Southem district and developed a section of the mine which
the owners had refused, or 'were unable to mine.' The JCB concluded a more amicable
arrangement with the owners of the Olstan and Northumberland coUieries which it
amalgamated to form the Newstan colliery.92) Rather than taking over Coalcliff
colUery, which was originally conttoUed by the Commonwealth Coal Commissioner
over the pillar dispute during 1944, the JCB de-conttolled the colUery.93) Perhaps not
unnaturally, until excess capacity retumed the JCB did not forcibly close any mines

88) JCB Report 1951-52,p.l8.
89) JCB Report 1957-58,p.46.
90) Some of the opencuts were run by private contractors whom the JCB compensated.
91) JCB Report 195'/-58,pp.47,48. It appears that die JCB was more keen to sell the properties to private
enterprise dian to die Electricity Commission, but the NSW Govemment was anxious to maintain a
steady supply of coal for electricity generation.
92) JCB Report 1949-50,p.l8.
93) JCB Report 1947 and l947-48,p.l4.
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even though it faced stubbom resistance from the owners to its threats of closure.
Similarly, it did not force any owners to open new ndnes. Instead it chose to acquire its
own mines.
Other than the innocuous incursions in the traditional domain of the owners
described above, and except for the conttol of distribution, which is described below,
the JCB continued to aid and abet the coalowners. It did so by providing a range of
services, of which many were essential to coalmining, but largely ignored by the
majority of coalowners.
To complement the modemisation of faciUties and equipment at mines, in 1947
the JCB created a multi-faceted education and training programme for technical and
management personnel in line with the Coal Industry Acts. The programme, designed to
improve the 'quality' of 'personnel in executive positions', consisted of upgrading
existing certificate courses at technical coUeges for managers in particular, by
appointing 'a highly qualified Lecturer in charge of Coal Mining at each CoUege.'94)
The JCB also arranged for coalmining engineering to be taught full-time at the newly
created Sydney Technical University by providing 12 mining scholarships.95) The JCB
offered several positions to cadet engineers on its own staff too.
For employees other than officials, the JCB developed a ttaining scheme
designed to atttact boys into the industry. To prevent 15 year olds in mining districts
from leaving school for other employment before they were legally permitted to work
underground96), the JCB paid a £1 per week allowance to parents of boys who stayed at
school until they were 16 and began to work in mines.97) Each facet of the programme
was premised on the notion that superior technocratic skids coupled with the more
benevolent aspects of scientific management could overcome the owners' and the
miners' antipathy towards mechanisation and modemisation in general. These premises
94) ibid.,p.22; the regional technical colleges at Newcasde and Wollongong were the most focal.
Eventually, wouongong oecame me neaa-ottice tor tne college system's School of Mining.
95) ibid.
96) CMRA, Division 6, regulation 41,(1).
91)JCB Repori i9'*i ana iy4/-48,p.zz.
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were also naively predicated on the fancy that modem management techniques would
solve the industry's fractious industtial relations, because ofthe credo mentioned above,
which held that fundamentally the owners' and the miners' interests were identical.98)
However, initially, neither the owners, nor the miners were receptive to the JCB's weUintentioned, but ingenuous plans.
To encourage owners to forsake then shortsighted marketing tactics for a longterm sttategy, the JCB set up laboratories in Newcastle, Lithgow and Cessnock, as well
as a central laboratory at North Ryde which tested and advised on coal quaUty. The JCB
provided this service at a charge to owners, taking samples from bores, trial shafts, the
face and from opencut mines, as well as detemuning coalwashing requirements.99) A
service of this kind was long overdue, for, with the exception of BHP/AIS mines, no
other mines took worthwhile quality conttol measures. The JCB also provided a Fuel
Efficiency and Coal Utilisation service for consumers. 100) At least in this endeavour
the JCB's persistence eventually triumphed and created an awareness of the importance
of quaUty conttol in energy markets which were gradually being usurped by electricity
and pettoleum products.
With apparently similar reluctance the JCB had regarding participation in
production, it also conttoUed disttibution. As well as the coal it purchased at its sidings,
the JCB also had the power of disttibution over all coal produced in NSW. Instead of
allowing the owners to sed coal to whom they wished, the JCB determined the
quantities, quality and destination of coal. This aspect of the JCB's regulatory powers
prevented the substitution of coals and ldce the war-time regulations eliminated much of
the previously hidden profitability of the coalttade, particularly for the coal/shipping
combines. Naturally, the owners objected to this part of the JCB's powers, which,
owing to the curtailing of profits, was most probably the single most important reason
for their refusal to mechanise.

98) vide for example Cameron,op.cJf.,p.64.
99) JCB Report 1950-5l,p.32.
100) ibid.
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The JCB was also empowered to direct users to reduce coal consumption, and it
invoked this power at least once. During the winter of 1948, owing to a combination of
bad weather which interrapted opencut production and intermittent strike activity, the
JCB issued an order to all industries restricting consumption across the board by 35 per
cent.lOl) Not surprisingly, the owners found the JCB's conttol over consumption
objectionable too and lobbied botii Govemments to deregulate distribution altogether.
Despite the owners' objections, the JCB continued to administer distribution until this
power was rettacted by the Federal Govemment in 1952 as described in Chapter Vn.
Under the Coal Industry Acts the JCB also conttoUed pricing of coal. Therefore
the Price Stabilisation Scheme of 1943, which became the responsibility of Coal
Commissioner, devolved to the JCB. As mentioned above, according to the JCB, the
subsidies which the coalowners still received under the scheme gave Utde incentive for
them to produce. Nevertheless, although the JCB eliminated the subsidies during 194849, the pricing scheme which replaced the subsidies with price increases, gave Uttle
incentive to produce either. It was also indicative of the lengths to which the JCB was
prepared to go not to compromise the coalowners too much. For, Fisher's claim that the
JCB was mainly consumer oriented and that it subordinated the producers' needs to
provide cheap and good quaUty coal, 102) is not evident in the generous price increases
and subsidies the JCB awarded the owners between 1947 and 1952.
While the JCB was concemed at the level of subsidies when they escalated to
£826,715 for 1946-47, the elimination of the subsidy system was clumsy and caused
subsidies to peak at £2,105,512 for 1947-48.103) This rapid escalation in subsidies was
symptomatic of the increasingly placatory attitude the JCB adopted towards the owners
in the future. The JCB explained the subsidy blow-out by claiming that.
At that time it was not considered desirable entirely to eliminate
subsidies-partly because of the necessity to reduce the impact of the
increased prices upon the Austtalian economy and partly because it was
lOl) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.l0.
102) Fisher Coal,pp.l46,176. According to Fisher, '...through die Joint Coal Board, die state discipUned
and coerced the producers for the benefit of the consumer.'
103) JCB Report 1950-51 ,p.31.
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necessary to continue subsidies to certain high cost colUeries in order to
prevent prices charged to consumers becoming too uneven. 104)
The JCB's explanations of its attitude towards the owners in this instance were
couched, as they continued to be untd the time of writing, in platimdes which impUed
that the JCB's prime function was to protect the consumer, whereas in reality the JCB's
actions promoted the owners' welfare. This tendency to pander to the owners, which
included the moderation of many of the JCB's powers where they encroached upon the
owners' exercise of free enterprise, until 1952 even prevented the supply of coal at its
lowest possible cost, one of the three fundamental objectives the JCB considered most
essential to its charter.
Perhaps the most substantial concession the JCB made in the first few years of
its administtation, and certainly one which had serious repercussions, was the generous
price increases it awarded the coalowners. The JCB justified this policy claiming
that,'...to secure the future of the industty...its pricing policy [had to] be correlated as
closely as possible with the problem of increased capital expenditure in the next ten
years or more.'105)The JCB certainly pursued this proposal with gusto.
Consequently, even during the period the subsidies were withdrawn, they and
prices rose far in excess of the coalowners' increased expenses: these oudays comprised
wages, the Miners' Pension Fund and the Mineworkers' Compensation Subsidy Fund,
which according to the JCB jointly raised costs 1/1 per ton or approximately
£382,000106) between November 1947 and June 1948 alone. 107) However, the
£17,555,330 in price increaseslOS) and the £2,739,749 in subsidiesl09) granted
between 1947-48 and 1950-51, far outsttipped the £4,923,800 the owners spent between

104) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48, p.

21.

105) JCB Report 1950-5l,p.29.
106) calculated on die basis of 7/12 of total production for 1947-48.
107)/C5 Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.28.
108) calculated from average price increases per ton from table p.30, JCB Report 1950-51 and annual
production totals.
109) tabulated from table p.3l Jbid.
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March 1947 and June 1951 on loaders, locomotives, shutdecars, conveyor belts,
coalcutters, elevating conveyors, large capacity skips and scraper loadersHO) or the
extta £10,150,205 incmred in wages and other on-costs between March 1947 and
December 1951.111)
The disparity

between

price

increases,

subsidies

and

expenditure

on

mechanisation may be even greater, for, the calculation of the owners' ouday is based
on the assumption that they bought the most expensive equipment, which m die instance
of locomotives ranged between £7000 and £11,000 each. 112) In addition, a large
portion of the more expensive items were bought by AIS which purchased 45 of the 61
locomotives acquired by the owners independent from the JCB. 113)
Aside from BHP/AIS, which was eager to increase production owing to the
growing demand for steel, the other owners continued to equivocate over large
capitalisation in mechanisation until the question of mechanical mining of pillars was
resolved in the manner described in Chapter VHI. Consequently, almost 40 per cent of
investtnent in mechanisation between 1947-48 and 1950-51 was made by AIS 114) even
though it was not entitled to price increases because it was a captive producer which did
not sell coal.
Despite the refusal of the bulk of the owners to mechanise, the JCB continued to
award price increases to offset the owners' cost increases which rose owing to the
JCB's decision to phase out subsidies. For this reason, as weU as the curious
rationalisation that price increases would,'...eliminate the illogical price differentials
between coal sizes', 115) the JCB pursued this policy until 1952. As a result, the average
110) calculated from table p.l54bid.
111) Calculated from average size of the workforce between June 1948 and December 1951 and the cost
per mineworker for wage increases and allowances over the period, excluding some small increases for
excise duty, increased depreciation and amortisation based on table p.21, JCB Report 1957-58, as weU as
the £382,000 in cost increases between November 1947 and June 1948.
112) vide table p.l5, JCB Report 1950-51.
113) vide table p.l54bid.
114) £1,943,000 of die £4,923,800 spent; calculated from table p.l5,ibid.
115) ibid.,p.29.
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price of coal escalated 193.75 per cent from 20/9 per ton in 1947 to 61/2 per ton in
1952. Even at a time when inflation was rampant, price increases of coal far outstripped
the "C" Series retail price index which rose 84.84 per cent from 1947 to 1952.116)
Compared against the wholesale price of goods, which, excluding coal, rose from 120
on the wholesale index to 350, coal rose from 160 to almost 600117) with dire
consequences for the majority of the industry.
Foremost, coal became too dear and uncompetitive with od, which, as explained
in Chapter VII, was dumped in Austtalia to get entry to the Austtalian energy markets.
The increasing availability of electricity also prompted ttaditional consumers to lose
interest in coal, particularly in die manufacturing sector. In addition, the JCB's
elimination of 'illogical price differentials' also entailed forcing consumers to buy
qualities and types of coal unsuited to their specially designed combustion chambers,
especially the poor quality coal mined in the JCB's hurriedly developed opencuts.
Consequendy, ttaditional customers began to use altemative energy sources,
particularly oil from the mid 50's when the oil refineries under constraction in Austtalia
came on stteam.
However, while these aspects ofthe JCB's distribution and pricing policy in the
short term caused a buyer resistance to coal and a permanent loss of some minor sectors
of the energy market, the more serious long-term ramifications resulted m a retum to
excess capacity, which as explained in Chapter VII, the JCB was never able to rectify.
Basically, owing to the JCB's failure to conttol either production or pricing up
to 1952 as effectively as it was entitled to under the Coal Industry Acts, from 1947
govemment regulation was even less efficacious than under war-time conttol. After five
years of extensive govemment expenditure in infrastmcture, mechanisation, subsidies
and anciUary services there were only 45 fiiUy mechanised mines by June 1952, or ten
more than in 1947.118) These mines only employed 10.9 per cent of the workforce but

116) Commonwealth Year Book 1954,p.265.
117) exti-apolated from graph p.I7, JCB Report 1952-53.
118) JCB Report 1951-52,p.l2.
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produced 21.1 per cent of aU coal from underground mines.H^) Only an additional 30
per centl20) of underground production was mechanicaUy cut and loaded in 36 partially
mechanised mines, and approximately 48 per cent was cut and loaded by hand in 90 of
the remaining mines. 121)
Furthermore, owing to the exigencies of the coal shortages, the JCB gave
permission for too many underground mines to open and allowed too many ramshackle
mines, which should have been forced to mechanise or close, to remain open. Owing to
this policy the number of underground mines rose from 127 in 1947 to 141 by June
1952: opencuts increased from sixl22) to 19123) over the same period. It also caused a
heavy reliance on manual labour in the majority of mines which necessitated an
increase in the workforce from 17,204 in 1947 to 20,191 by June 1952. Consequently,
when excess capacity retumed by 1951-52, the JCB had to permit a drastic reduction of
the workforce which brought it down from its peak of 20,210 in June 1954. The number
of mines was also heavily reduced from 1952.
The actual change to excess capacity occurred not because the privately owned
mines produced too much coal, but because ttaditional users of coal switched to oil
which was dumped to secure a share of the primary energy market. In 1951, despite
extensive state aid, the private sector underground mines produced scarcely more than
in 1939 and their output had not increased at all from 1947: in 1951-52, die JCB's
opencuts, although producing an inferior quality coal which was in part responsible for
the rejection of coal, provided 18 per cent of total production and were the main source
ofthe industry's increases in production from 1947. To cushion the owners from falling
demand, the JCB quelled excess capacity by closing down most of its opencuts; from

119) ibid.
120) 51.2 percent of total underground production was mechanically cut and 52.1 percent was
mechanically loaded. Department of Mines Report 1954,p.49.
121) JCB Report 1951-52, table 32,p.l 19.
122) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.l3.
123) JCB Report 1951-52,p.l8. These are JCB figures; Department of Mines statistics give 155
underground mines and 13 opencuts for 1947 and 183 underground mines and 22 opencuts in 1952.
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1954 it sold its underground mines and closed down or sold the remainder of its
opencuts.
The need to resort to these measures was a dnect result of the JCB's placatory
attitudes to the owners reflected in the relationship between state and capital enshrined
in the Coal Industry Acts. These were the result of much deliberation by the state when
the future of the NSW coalnuning industry was determined during 1946. Although the
bureaucracies involved in this process had diametrically opposed opinions on the nature
and extent of state conttol, their recommendations left free enterprise vntually
unencroached even though some aspects of production and distribution became subject
to regulation. The JCB's interpretation and execution of the Coal Industry Acts were
prenused on the same predisposition. While the JCB and all the other state agencies
involved in the NSW coahnining industry had the full of the force of the state at their
disposal, the JCB, in particular, only confronted the owners head-on when driven by the
latter to do so.
The same amity of relations was not evident in the JCB's dealings with the
workforce or the Miners' Federation's Centtal Executive. After the Federation's
nationalisation objective was decisively swept aside by the Chifley Govemment, the
Federation was increasingly subordinated, not vindicated, by the Acts as Fisher and
others suggest. When the Davidson Commission established the Centtal Executive's
emasculation beyond doubt, the JCB and the Tribunal exploited the divergent interests
of the Centtal Executive and the rank and file to eradicate workforce conttol.
To this end the JCB's kindly disposed executive nurtured co-operation through
the welfarist enticements and less benevolent aspects of scientific management
discussed in Chapters VII, VIII and IX. The Tribunal pursued a similar policy,
preferring persuasion to compulsion, particularly with the owners. The majority of his
decisions were made with a view to optimising production and productivity by fostering
the work ethic among the workforce. Despite a partiality towards the owners, the
Tribunal's and JCB's mediations were not always acceptable to the owners: they had to
be forced to mechanise. Instances of diis kind of antagonism is perfecdy in concert widi
the state/capital relationship examined in the thesis: even though in general the state
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acted in the longterm interest of free enterprise coalmining, particular actions curtaded
the owners' freedom and were perceived as unfriendly. However, the owners' disquiet
was groundless. From 1952, conttol over production and distribution in particular was
relaxed and the owners did very well under state 'conttol'. Events after 1952 leave no
doubt that the relationship between the owners and the state was premised on a
mutuality of interests.
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Chapter VH1952-1982
The prime function of this chapter is to investigate the changes to govemment
policy in disttibution from 1952. In that year the JCB was forced by the Conservative
Govemment that had replaced the Chifley Govemment in 1949 to deregulate
distribution. Whde it is only a guess that the coalowners were the original source of the
poUtical pressure that brought about this volte-face, the implications are clear. As
unrepentant exponents of laissez-faire the owners despised any direct govemment
conttol, but especially in marketing, price-fixing, and particularly, in ttansport, which in
the past had been the source of much of the industry's disguised profits. Lifting of
conttols over distribution, tax concessions and minimum profits guaranteed from 1952
brought the owners one step closer to modemising their mines, a course they odierwise
would have resisted. Gradually, ever watchful to appease the owners, the JCB
deregulated distribution to such a degree that from the mid 60's the ttansaction of sales
and prices invited a competitiveness which permanently retumed the industry to excess
capacity. However, unlike during the era of free-market competition before the War,
these self-determined market artangements were supplemented with a great deal of free
government-funded infrastmcture that the JCB established from the mid 50's especiaUy
for the export ttade to Japan. In the interim, until the Japanese ttade grew sufficiendy
from the mid 60's to become a major market, owing to the retum of excess capacity,
coalowners had to be content with static domestic markets and fading prices, an
obtrasion the JCB mitigated by extirpating those mines too ramshackle and unfinancial
to modemise.
As well as re-establishing overseas exports, the JCB restructured the domestic
markets for selected, remaining owners. Static domestic demand in the 'non-captive'
sector was stimulated by awarding conttacts to favoured owners to supply the
Electricity Commission's burgeoning coal needs. While others had to fend for
themselves, it left the supply of coal for iron and steel entnely the domain of BHP/AIS.
This remedy, inspired by a spurious notion of 'the public interest' found in the Coal
Industty Acts, was the state's most one-sided action in the interest of the larger
coalowners, especially in the instance of BHP/AIS.
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These, in retum for independent trading and domestic markets that were vacated
through the eradication of the smaller owners, had to re-organise their mines completely
to reduce costs per ton. EconomicaUy decaying mines were closed down or worked out
under existing methods of production. To replace these, the JCB gave permdssion to
develop new mines sttategically located near consumers or infrastmcture. Closure and
relocation resulted in an uneven concentration of mines in some portions of districts at
the expense of entire mining communities. However, full employment for miners had
ceased to be the JCB's self-professed object from the economic downtum of 1951-52
onwards. Mine modemisation proceeded but with an annual dimunition of the
workforce until 1964. The prime purpose of technological change became the increase
of production and productivity, reduced costs and until 1967 the diminution of price.
While there is no doubt that price reductions and a steady supply of coal were
necessary, the means did not justify the end; the major beneficiaries of the coal
industry's rationalisation were the larger coal companies.
The JCB was not alone in this endeavour, it received full co-operation from the
State and the Commonwealth. Of the two, NSW's participation was the more active and
the more necessary. Although the Commonwealth's role was mainly contributive
financially, it derived direct benefit from the large foreign exchange eamings from coal.
NSW mainly benefited from growing coal royalties and the burgeoning income made
from the infrastmcture the State originally funded. The provision of infrastmcture also
secured a regular supply of coal from privately owned and State mines for electricity
generation, itself a vital source of revenue for NSW Govemments. These mutual
benefits were the mainspring of the state's interest and its role in pursuing objectives
which primarily advantaged the private coalowners.
The precipitous coUapse of demand in 1952 had lasting effects for the entire
industty. OverfuU stockpiles became a normal feature. For the first time since the
1930's stockpiles became useful again as a means to suppress industrial action.
StockpiUng

concealed

die

industty's

unconttoUable

excess

capacity

too.

Euphemistically designated 'stock' in the JCB Reports, excess capacity manifested
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itself m growing stockpdes, principally, but not entirely, held by the Electricity
Commission, larger mines and the JCB.

Stockpiling began in an insignificant, inauspicious manner. The small stockpdes
which the JCB's subsidiary, the NSW Mining Co P/L, maintained from 1950 to offset
the shortage of NSWGR rolling stock, ttebled during 1951 from well below 100,000
tons to more than 300,000 tons.l) During 1952 the JCB,'..sheltered die underground
mines by diverting orders to them and placing the whole financial burden of the excess
production of certain classes of coals upon the N.S.W. Mining Co.'2) The JCB Reports
are not very forthright on this issue, but as the Company bought poor quality coal from
privately owned mines3) whose product was unsaleable it can be assumed that the coal
once paid for was dumped on the Co's stockpiles. However, the JCB was soon unable to
absorb overproduction in this manner.
No doubt alarmed by the quadrupUng of its stockpiles from 200,000 to more
than 900,000 tons during 1952, the JCB approached the Commonwealth Govemment.
The Commonwealth agreed to fund a stockpile of up to 1.5 million tons as well as
meeting the costs of handling, interest, insurance and any losses on subsequent sales.^)
However, the £200,000 aUocated for 1952-53 to maintain the stockpiles was withdrawn
for 1953-54.5) The precise reasons for the Commonwealth's withholding are not clear.
The Prime Minister, Menzies, was certainly not impressed by Labor Members
representing coalmining electorates, who, concemed over the imminent reductions of
the mming workforce, harangued him in the House.6)The Govemment perhaps felt
embarrassed by its compliance with the JCB's hamfisted approach to increasing

1) JCB Report 1952-53,p.ll; diagram p.l2.
2) ibid.,p.2.
3) ibid.,p.50.
4)ibid.,p.ll.
5) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Session 1951-53, Vol House of Representatives I,p.68.
6) vide ibid.,passim.
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production. The ultta-conservative Liberal/Country Party coaUtion, imbued with cold
war hysteria, perhaps felt that the coal surplus left to free enterprise solutions would get
rid of its bete noire, the 'communist element' of the mining workforce.
Since the end of the War consumption of od had increased prodigiously and
there is no doubt that the Menzies Govemment became more responsive to oil lobbyists
and was less concemed about the NSW coal industry. In addition, once the immediate
demands of post-war reconstmction waned, the indispensabiUty of NSW coal
diminished. In consequence of the decreasing importance of coal a Idcely explanation,
expanded below, is that the Govemment was influenced by NSW coalowners not to
finance the JCB stockpiles to embartass the Board into relinquishing the power of
distribution. As a result, the 'Govemment Stockpde' never reached 1.5 milUon tons; it
peaked at 1,266,000 tons m 1953 from where it held more than 1 million tons untd
1955. Owing to the JCB's stockpding policy, designed to delay impendmg
overproduction by buying low grade coals, as recently as 1971 the JCB was left with
762,000 tons of inferior coal which was unsaleable even during the fall in production
resulting from the Miner's Federation's 35 hour campaign discussed in Chapter IX.
Excess capacity retumed with viralence from 1952 but the JCB with cooperation from the State resorted to a sleight of hand method which created the
impression that overproduction was diminishing. In addition to closing its opencuts to
abate excess capacity, the mines owned by the JCB, mainly supplying the Electricity
Commission, ttansferted their surplus coal to the Commission's dumps. As a result, the
Electricity Commission's dumps more than quadmpled from 1951 to 1952 to 449,000
tons, representing 2.98 per cent of total sales or 3.76 per cent of saleable,
(washed),annual output.7) By 1972 the Electricity Commission's stockpdes reached
1,746,000 tons or 5.12 per cent of total saleable annual production.8) In 1983 die
Electricity Commission's mines, which in 1973 had become the property of the State
7) After die sale of die Hundey colliery to die Electiicity Commission in 1955 and die Newstan and
Newcom collieries in 1958, die ti-ansfer of coal from die JCB to die Electiicity Commission became
unnecessary, but the Commission's stockpiles continued to grow; exti-apolated from JCB Report 195354,p.66.
8) extrapolated from JCB Report 1971-72,p.249.
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conttoUed Elcom CoUieriesP/L and Newcom CoUieries P/L, held 8,525,000 tonnes
amounting to 14.63 per cent of saleable production.9)
Other than the privately owned 'captive groups' and the Electticity Commission,
consumer stockpiles increased very Utde from 1952 to 1971. However, circumstances
discussed in Chapter VHI made the stockpiles at privately owned mines grow
prodigiously, especially from 1963. Together with the Electticity Commission's dumps
the stockpiles at mines concealed the bulk of the endemic excess capacity the JCB
faded to prevent from 1952 untd the time of writing. In 1972 at 2,589,000 tons die
stockpdes at mines and sidings, excluding those owned by BHP/AIS, the Electricity
Commission and the JCB, contained 7,6 per cent of saleable production; by 1983 these
stockpdes had increased to 8,625,000 tonnes or 15.41 per cent of saleable coal.lO)
By 1972 all NSW stockpiles combined carried more than 6,278,000 tonnes or
18.42 per cent of saleable production. At the depths of the slump in exports to Japan
during the early 80's, excess capacity was disguised by 19,488,000 tonnes of coal
dumped in NSW during 1983 when saleable production was 55,963,000 tonnes.H)
Although the JCB had full power over production, rather than confronting the owners, it
permitted production to expand undiminished. The majority of the stockpile surplus
during die early 80's was absorbed by the Electticity Commission and the non-captive
owners,(those excluding BHP/AIS and mines producing exclusively for cement works),
who in 1983 stockpiled 20.86 per cent and 15.41 per cent respectively. 12)
SuperficiaUy,

these

statistics

create

the

impression

that

the bulk

of

overproduction occurted through mismanagement in the public sector mines. However,
such was not the case. From the early 70's the State increasingly shouldered the burden
of excess capacity generated in the private sector by awarding contracts to non-captive

9) extrapolatedfromBlack Coal In Australia 1984-85, Sydney, JCB, p.ll9.(B/ac^ Coal).
10) As the Japanese export market expanded and die coal-loading facilities at Newcasde, Sydney and
Port Kembla were redeveloped, they too became depots for large amounts of coal which from 1971
onwards held more dian 500,000 tonnes; ibid.,p.ll9.
Il)i6/c/.,p.l4,p.ll9.
12) extrapolated from ibid.,p.\l9.
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owners to supply the Electricity Comndssion. By 1973-74 these contracts exceeded 3.5
miUion tonnes of raw coal per annum and for 1982-83 the Electricity Commission
bought 6,411,000 tonnes. From 1960 to 1966 and nearly every year from 1972 the
amount of coal the Electricity Commission bought from private conttactorsl3) far
exceeded what it held in its stockpiles. In other words, the State's purchases shielded
the owners from excess capacity from the public purse.

Once the political sensitivity over coal shortages disappeared and the Menzies
Govemment was less inclined to support the NSW coalmining industry, it did not
entnely forsake the coalowners' interests. In late 1951, at the suggestion of the JCB, the
Govemment made profound changes to the Income Tax Assessment Act to increase
production by improving profitability. 14) From the inttoduction of Federal income tax
in 1915, coalmining, unldce the metalliferous mining industries, was excluded from
deducting depreciation and expenditure from taxable income. However, from the fiscal
year beginning in July 1952 the coalowners could also make deductions for mining
plant, development, as well as housing and 'welfare buildings'.15)
This recommendation was the finding of the 'Investigation of Coal Prices', a
committee appointed by the JCB late in 1950 comprising two representatives from the
coalowners, W.D.Scott and R.V.Brierly, as weU as one from the JCB, B.H.Nolan. In
view of the committee's composition, a favourable result for the coalowners is hardly
surprising. Despite a majority report from Scott and Briefly, with Nolan dissenting,' All
of the members of the committee agreed that profits in the coal industry had been
inadequate in the past...'16) The JCB adopted the committee's recommendations even
after it recognised that the industry was overproducing. In tandem with the liberalisation
of income tax laws, the committee recommended that the owners of underground mines
13) After deducting die me^n 13 ner cent of refn«:p removed from TP«/ CO^J K«fT,,»<»n 1910 c.r'-l 19V.;
extrapolated from JCB Report 1964-65, p.86; JCB Report 1967-68,p.95; Black Coal 1984-85,p.29.
14) JCB Report 1951-52.p.64.
15) ibid.
16) JCB Report 1950-5l,p.20.
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be guaranteed 61- per ton profit before income tax or 25 per cent on capital, whichever
was the greater. To accommodate these recommendations the JCB allowed the
coalowners to increase prices.
As a result, even though the JCB estimated that the price of coal was already too
high, by June 1952 the average price of coal was raised by 4/3 per ton. 17) Although
both recommendations were primarily made to increase profitability, inadvertendy thenimplementation helped to rationalise the industry. First, the income tax deductions
removed one of the last of the owners' objections to mechanisation. In addition, after
1952, the guaranteed profit margin was subjected to unforeseen market pressures
discussed below which immediately forced and kept prices down; but, as discussed
below, the implementation of the recommendations also gave every incentive to the
owners to produce as much as they could at a time when production should have been
curtailed. Despite a reduction of the profit margin to 5/- per ton or 20.833 per cent of
shareholders' funds, or whichever was the greater, as a result of a substantial lowering
of company tax rates in 1954l8)the inducement to produce remained too atttactive.
While tax incentives made the conditions of production ideal, the owners were
consttained by markets which were static or not expanding sufficiendy. To solve part of
this dilemma the owners sought new markets. They also needed the power of
distribution which was vested in the JCB. To subordinate and evenmaUy incorporate the
JCB in these objectives, the owners resorted to their political connections.
In 1953, conttary to its claims that it was the initiator, 19)the JCB was
compromised by the coalowners' resolve (with help from Canberta) to establish an
export committee.20) The committee consisting of representatives from the JCB and the
NSWCCPA artanged spasmodic shipments to Japan, Korea and Malaya hi a haphazard
manner outlined below. While no viable new markets were estabUshed until the early to

17)/CB/?eporn952-53,p. 17.
18) JCB Report 1955-56,p.l9.
19) 7CB/?eporn952-53,p.9.
20) New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 1950-53, 3rd. session, 20 OcL-20 Nov. 1952,p.2024.
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mid 60's when the Japanese market began to grow significandy, the coalowners were
reasonably successful in subjugating the JCB to their other designs.
In 1956, Charles Bendey claimed in the Sydney University Current Affairs
Bulletin that the JCB,'...embartassed by over-abundant stocks of coal and subject to
pressure from various sources through poUtical channels, handed back the distribution
function to owners.'21) Bentley's observation, while not identifying the 'poUtical
channels', essentially is cortect. The political influence of the coalowners was
ttaditionally based in the NSW Parliament which was firmly conttoUed by Labor in
both Houses untd 1965. Federal Labor too was firmly committed to the retention of the
JCB's full powers to prevent the retum of the chaotic overproduction and
underemployment experienced before 1940, despite animosity towards the Miner's
Federation over the consequences of the 1949 strike.
When in 1949 the Commonwealth Labor Govemment was ousted, instead of
relying on their ttaditional power base the coalowners turned their attention to Canberra
where they were not without friends either. During the 30's, Menzies as a KC had led
briefs for the owners in the High Court. While the precise 'political channels' are not
clear, the JCB was certainly embarrassed and compromised into retuming distribution
to the coalowners. In November 1952 the NSW Secretary for Mines, J.Arthur, claimed
in Parliament,
...it is the policy of the Federal Govemment to take from the Joint Coal
Board the power of distribution. That Govemment has told the Joint Coal
Board that it is not the prerogative or function of the Board to distribute
coal or to meddle in the distribution of coal overseas.22)
Canberta's interference with the JCB was in direct conttavention of the NSW
and Federal Coal Industty Acts which clearly gave the JCB full power of distribution,
including overseas. However, the Federal Govemment while having the same power of
regulation as the NSW Govemment at that time made the major financial contribution
to the JCB and, despite the roiiii^i's ubjc-^duna, Can'ociia'a will prevaded. As a resuii.

21) C.Bentley,'CoaI Crisis', Current Affairs Bulletin, vol 19, no.4, December 10,1956,p.53.
22) New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 1950-53, 3rd. session, 20 OcL-20 Nov. 1952,p.2024.
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from 1952 onwards the JCB surteptitiously and perhaps grudgingly surrendered
portions of its distributive and price-fixing functions. The effects were profound.
In 1952 consumers were allowed to reject particular coals which from die early
40's untd then they had accepted unconditionally.23) in 1953-54 for die first time since
govemment regulation a price differential of 8/- per ton between large and small coal
was created. From October 1955 the gap between South Maidand smalls and round coal
had reached up to 34/- per ton.24) Coalowners, particularly in the Newcasde district,
according to die precepts of free enterprise, began to sell below the JCB's maximum
prices.25) This reversion to free market conditions also gave sufficient leeway to permit
a retum to the mystification of the quality and prices of coal common before 1939.
Perhaps sensing this tendency, from 1954-55 the JCB made owners and consumers
write conttacts which stipulated specific qualities of coal and set the price for several
years in advance.
Competition in the privatised market ensured that the average price of coal,
which had more than ttebled since 1947 from 18/6 to 64/6 per ton in 1952, fell in 1953
and continued to fall until 1966 when it reached $5.06, even though the CPI rose 34.98
per cent. This was a result of diminishing markets confronting most owners, except the
larger ones, the 'captive' owners, such as BHP/AIS and the State- owned mines. For,
untd the mid 60's when the overseas export market began to flourish, the non-captive
owners faced static or shrinking markets, largely due to competition from other energy
sources, in particular oil. Untd 1967 the coalowners absorbed cost increases, which as
explained below were great, without once raising prices, even though they they had the
right of review from the JCB.26)

23) JCB Report 1951-52,p.26.
24) JCB Report 1954-55,po.l5.16: JCB Report 1955-56.n.l9.
25) 7C5/?eporn953-54,p.8.
26) Of course, after die lifting of die JCB's controls over distribution it was possible, but unlikely due to
therivahylasting until 1966, diat die owners concealed profits in prices not declared to die JCB.
Neverdieless, die absurdity of die disoaritv between die JCB's published prices and what consumf"-^ p^i^
remains and is fully outiined below.
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In NSW between 1952 and 1972, die only large growdi in production and
consumption occurted in industries serviced by BHP/AIS and the Electticity
Commission.27) During the 50's when most of the significant expansion in domestic
consumption took place in electricity generation and iron and steel, competition was too
intense to increase prices. With the exception of conttact and spot sales to BHP/AIS and
the Electricity Commission, most of the other coalowners were forced to compete for
the rest of the domestic markets which were either static or diminishing. After the
creation of the Electticity Commission in 1945 the number of State-owned mines
supplying power stations grew spectacularly as demand for electricity continued to rise
and many owners who had refused to mechanise missed out on this share of the market.
For those competing in the remainder of the domestic markets, the reduction of
price was imperative as they were fighting for their survival. Between 1953 and 1972
the balance of domestic markets, with ndnor exceptions, also shrank. The exceptions
were hospitals which doubled annual consumption to 122,000 tons and metallurgical
coking coal consumed outside the iron and steel industry which increased from 228,000
tons in 1953 to approximately 400,000 tons per annum from the mid 60's to early 70's.
Other than those markets, some non-captive producers provided coal to the Electricity
Commission and BHP/AIS, generally on a conttact basis, but at times as spot sales.
However, these markets were competitive too and did not expand significandy either.
Although no figures are available prior to 1960, probably the JCB awarded
conttacts to non-captive producers for the Electticity Commission and the State (Coal)
Mines Conttol Authority,(SMCA), from the early 50's. As a result, by 1960-61
1,614,000 tons or 39.19 per cent of the coal used by the Electticity Commission was
supplied by non-captive mines. Although this represented a large proportion of total
annual production this was not a buoyant market. From 1964-65 coal supplied by noncaptive producers to die Electricity Commission fed sharply in real and proportionate
27) The cement industry which was also increasingly supplied by its own minesfromthe 30's, after the
War remained a minor coal user for which annual consumption was less than 500,000 tons during die
50's and 60's and scarcely more by 1971-72. Aldiough diese diree producers principally did not sell coal
they were neverdieless beneficiaries of die changes to die Income Tax Assessment Act in 1951 as well as
the JCB's guaranteed profit margins. Their inclination was more towards t^'' reduction of costs radicr
than prices.
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terms, most probably more due to die lucrativeness of die Japanese market than die
inability of the Electticity Commission to purchase more.
Similarly, for the fron and steel industty there are no statistics avadable of noncaptive mines selling coal to BHP/AIS before 1960. fri this market, sales from noncaptive nunes during 1960-61 were 1,434,000 tons or 39.82 per cent of BHP/AIS 's
consumption. But from 1961-62 sales from non-captive mines fell in real terms to
1,062,000 tons and proportionately to 25.83 per cent. From dien on die tonnages
remained at that approximate level untd 1966-67 but fell sharply in proportionate terms.
From 1966-67 tonnages rose again. However, the increase in sales to BHP/AIS occurred
after the expansion in the Japanese market, more than likely as a result of BHP/AIS's
dabbling in exporting its own superior quality coals to Japan. During the cmcial period
of conttaction in the remainder of the non-captive markets as well as in the interstate
ttade, sales to BHP/AIS and the Electticity Commission either shrank or remained
static.
Consumption in the rest of the domestic market fluctuated from approximately
4.8 to 4.9 miUion tons per annum between 1950 and 1956 but fed to four miUion tons
during 1960-61 and continued to decline: by 1966-67 the market shrank to below two
miUion tons.28) From 1953, the combined effect of the reduction in the number of
mines and conttacting demand in the domestic and interstate markets eroded the noncaptive mines' production from 11,079,000 tons to 9,294,000 tons in 1959.29)
The major reason for the conttaction of domestic demand in the non-captive
mines was the intensifying competition from altemative energy sources, particularly od.
Therefore price was an important factor determining the share of coal markets in NSW
primary energy consumption. Despite the reduction of the average price of coal almost
every year from 1953 to 1966, competition from altemative energy sources

28) extrapolated from JCB Report 1961-62, table 13.p.l37; JCB Report 1971-72, table 25,p.246.
29) BHP/AT.9^ whirh did not hercymp q mpmjvr of thf VSWCC^A 'vhen it "•or fonnsd :r. I!?'12, held
aloof from die NSWCCPA at distiict and state level.
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continued.30) xhe

contenders

in

order

of

importance

were

od,(pettoleum

products),hydro-electric power and firewood.31)
The real onslaught against coal on the domestic energy market after 1952 came
from oil, as it had since the end of World War Two. The reduction in coal prices from
1953 came too late; the long history of the lack of price resttaint before World War Two
as well as steep price rises during the seven years after the end of the War, had enabled
the sale of oil to obtain a sttong foothold in the NSW energy market, especially in the
manufacturing sector.
Many former coal consumers had converted to oil as a reaction to the
exttavagance of coal prices. The cost involved in the conversion to oil-consuming
equipment alone precluded the reconversion of their plant to coal-firing. Furtheimore,
oil had been dumped, thereby undermining the existing fuel economy and capturing the
energy market.32) Even NSW govemments were seduced by the generous prices
extended by oil producers and their lobbyists. In addition to the conversion of the State
Radways to diesel-electric locomotives, the efficient Sydney ttams were replaced by
cumbersome omnibuses whose intemal combustion engines have helped to make
Sydney one of the world's most polluted cities.
As shown in Chapter III, oil affected the demand for coal direcdy and indirecdy,
but as the consumption of coal continued, the downward ttend m indirect competition
lessened. However, direct competition in NSW manufacturing, in particular, persisted
30) Of diese firewood can be eliminated as a strong competitor, but, interestingly, the consumption of
firewood consistendy held at approximately 300,000 tons per annum from 1947 to 1954-55, from when
its consumption did not fall below 100,000 tons until 1970-71. Even in diat year die relic of yesteryear
accounted for 0.3 per cent of NSW primary energy consumption; JCB Report 1970-71,p.294.
31) Hydro-electricity, which in 1945 had only 0.49 per cent of die NSW primary energy market, by 1956
reached a 1.78 per cent share. The more than fourfold increase was due to die development ofthe Snowy
Mountains Hydro-Electricity Scheme which began to feed large quantities of electricity into die NSW
grid system during 1955-56. After die Scheme's foundation and subsequent development die
consumption of hydro-electiicity increased rapidly to 6.3 per cent by 1964-65 when its share of the
market fell precipitously bex-ause nf n drought lasting until 19^«, Ln ]9'^0'71 v/hen the Sncwj' Mountains
Scheme recovered from die aftermath of die drought, hydro-electricity gained 7.6 per cent of die primary
energy market; JCB Report 1955-56,p.ll4; JCB Report 1959-60,p.l56; JCB Report 1966-67,p.82; JCB
Report 1968-69, p.98. The Snowy Mountains Scheme became capable of greater capacity as it was
extended and reached full capacity when it was completed in 1974; vide NSWOYB 1974, pp.1034-37.
32) vide .TCB Report 1957-58 n. 14; JCB Report i95S-59.rp.35-38; /C5 R.?po-: 1963 W, pp.70 76; JCB
Report 1970-71, pp. 103,104.
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very vigorously. Similar ttends occurted in the transport sector.33) As a result of the
NSWGR's substitution of steam by diesel-electric locomotives, coal consumption fed
from apeak of 1,523,000 tons in 1956 to 68,000 tons in 1971-72.34)
Interstate exports, which had remained static at approximately 2.3 million tons
per annum between 1951 and 1955, fell precipitously from 1956. This decUne was
largely due to interstate competition against NSW coal from altemative energy supplies
and from indigenous coal industries in other States which intensified during the 50's
and 60's. As a result, interstate exports fed from 16.36 per cent of total sales in 1953 to
2.24 per cent in 1971-72 while total sales increased from 14,174,000 to 36,380,000 tons.
In real terms, interstate exports decUned from 2,068,100 to 817,600 tons from 1956 to
1971-72.35) Overseas and interstate bunkering, which by 1956-57 had been reduced to
271,400 tons, ceased completely during 1970-71.
Overall, the incursion against NSW coal was such that by 1971-72 NSW coal
provided only 22.8 per cent of Austtalian primary energy, whereas in 1953-54 it had
supplied 44.3 per cent.36) in conttadistinction, pettoleum products, which in 1953-54
33) The proportions of coal and oil consimiption altered considerably from 1956-57 when 5,560,000 tons
of coal were used in manufacturing as opposed to 131,171,000 gallons of oU. In 1967-68 8,118,000 tons
of coal were consumed, but the use of oil had more than trebled to 459,771,000 gallons. (The category
'oil' includes all oU products,e.g. fuel od, petrol, diesel and kerosene.); NSWOYB 1959,p.805; NSWOYB
1971,p.448. The statistical year 1967-68 is cited instead of 1970-71 because the former is the last year for
which statistics in the form used above are available.
34) Because of the diminished reliance of the NSWGR on coal a large volume of indirect competition
against coal disappeared. The increased popularisation of petrol and diesel road vehicles for freight and
passenger purposes ceased to detract from coal in the transport sector, but the portion of od products used
in die transport sector increased prodigiously. The NSW gas industry which generally increased coal
consumption from the early 30's peaked at 984,000 tons in 1955. From 1956 the use of gas was eroded by
electricity installations and eventually supplanted by natural gas. On refinery gases and residual oils
replaced coal in die gas works. IronicaUy, die diermal electricity which supplanted gas manufacturing and
the use of coal in other industries, as well as household use, was mainly generated from coal.OU remained
the largest competitor to coal; od, which had represented only 8.2 per cent of NSW primary energy
consumption in 1952, gained 40.1 per cent of the market by 1971-72; die market share of coal fell from
89.58 per cent in 1952 to 54 per cent in 1971-72; calculated from JCB Report 1952-53,pp. 108,109; JCB
Report I91l-12,p.216. In 1952 total energy requirements for NSW were 10,924,000 tons of coal and
petroleum products provided only 1,000,000 tons in black coal equivalent. However, in 1971-72 when
coal consumption was 17.4'^4 000 ton": petrolenm pmdp'"*'; rr>^° *'^ 12,933,000 'orx. The prcpcrticr.ato
reduction in coal's portion of NSW energy consumption occurred against a background of total primary
energy expansion of 164.69 per cent from 1952 to 1971-72, during which coal consumption increased
59.59 per cent but consumption of petroleum products increased 1,193.3 per cent. Petroleum products are
expressed in terms of black coal equivalent calculated in British Thermal Unit,(BTU), values.
35)./Cfi Report 1956-57,p.82: .ICR Report 1971-7?,p 237
36) JCB Report 1971-72,p.274,p.276.
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provided 27.4 per cent of Austtalian primary energy, in 1971-72 suppUed 48.3 per cent
of Austtalian primary energy consumption.37) The domestic and interstate markets lost
were largely due to the Federal Govemment's inability or unwdlingness to impose
adequate tariffs on imported cmde oil and was further aggravated by the JCB's lack of
initiative in marketing coal competitively.38)These factors as well as the prohibitive
price of coal, resulted in the loss of many of the ttaditional consumers of coal in the
domestic manufacturing market and the interstate ttade.
Because the export market to Japan was not viable until the mid 60's, the
reduction in non-captive and interstate markets caused intensive competition between
non-captive producers. In brief, this rivalry resulted in profound changes to the industry,
each contingent upon and reciprocal to each other. First, because gross wage costs were
inordinately high due to the excessive size of the workforce, the conttaction of coal
prices forced the coalowners to mechanise to reduce labour costs. Second, price
reductions and conttacting markets also gradually squeezed the remainder of undercapitalised mines out of business after the ratholes that were too ramshackle to
mechanise were extirpated.
The remainder, whether large or small, in order to survive, sank more capital
into mechanisation and the modemisation of facilities. While this expenditure raised the
survivors' capital ouday enormously, technological change reduced costs per ton and
increased productivity and production. During the downmm of demand of the 50's to
the early 60's the non-captive producers' first objective was to survive. The price
squeeze determined that costs also had to be contained to maximise profitabiUty. The
changes to the production process necessary to rationalise the industry to meet those
objectives are discussed in Chapters VHI and IX.
The closure of mines from the early 50's was a complete reversal of the JCB's
1947 Order which prohibited the shutdown of mines without its and the Department of

37) ibid.
38) vide 'Minutes of Evidence The Joint romrnjttee of the T ^gislativ" Council and Legislative AsGcm'oly
upon The Coal Industry', New South Wales Parliament Joint Volume Papers, 1962-1963-1964.
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Mines' permission. CoUieries which previous to 1952 would have been modemised
with JCB backing were unceremoniously closed, fronically, despite these palUative
measures, the closure of mines initially had little impact on total production. Whereas
the number of underground mines, which the JCB had allowed to increase from 155 in
1947 to 183 in 1952, was reduced to 168 in 1953, production did not faU. On die
conttary, owing to the excess capacity engendered by the haphazard budd-up of mines
during the previous quinquennium, production for non-captive underground mines rose
sUghdy from 8,549,000 tons in 1952 to 8,680,000 tons in 1953; by 1956 approximately
10039) non-captive underground mines were producing 9,129,000 tons.
In a futile bid to counteract excess capacity the JCB absorbed the impact of
market conttaction in its own mines. Most of the opencuts developed and owned by the
State Govemment during the War and the JCB since 1947 were cut back from 22 in
1952 to four by 1956. The JCB also imposed a Umitation on production in its own
underground mines. These measures, whde not preventing overproduction, diminished
the impact of overproduction in the privately owned mines because the JCB and State
mines absorbed the bmnt of reduced demand. As a result, although total output fell by
469,000 tons between 1952-52 and 1952-53 and output in the underground and opencut
mines conttoUed by the JCB was reduced by 897,000 tons^O) while production in noncaptive mines and their market share briefly increased.
The price squeeze and the JCB's reversal on the closure, opening and re-opening
of mines completely changed the composition of mine ownership as well as the location
of mines. The JCB and the Department of Mines allowed the closure of unprofitable
mines belonging to major colliery groups and gave them permission to open new mines.
The JCB granted or denied the opening of new mines to whom it chose;
no new mines are opened without regard to the market interest, and,
unless it can be demonsttated that they will operate on an adequate scale
and, following the best mining practice, have a reasonable length of life

39) This number of mines is extrapolated from JCB Reports from 1953 to 1960. The early Reports are
very vague in their separation of captive and non-captive mines.
40) JCB Report 1952-53,pp.5.12,13.
41) JCB Report l958-59,p.9.
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The JCB, sensitive to the needs of larger coalowners,'...consistently rejected
suggestions that the level of production should be conttoUed by the imposition of quotas
from some or all colUeries.'42)
The outcome of these policies was the conglomeration of large, heavdy
capitalised mining concems which with the aid of the JCB slowly squeezed the smaU
mine owners out of existence. As a result, by 1959-60 BHP/AIS mines produced 22.11
per cent of the State's annual underground production; the then recendy merged Coal
and Allied Industries Ltd, comprising JABAS and Caledonian Collieries Ltd, 18.12 per
cent; the State mines comprising the Electricity Commission and the SMCA, 16.22 per
cent; five lesser companies accounted for 18.32 per cent and a plethora of minor
operators 25.21 per cent.43) The JCB euphemistically explained this away m its usual
non-committal manner:
In recent years there has been a sttong ttend, in the case of increasing
markets, towards the development of special-purpose mines, frequently
"captive" mines, to supply the increased quantities. To the extent,
therefore, that estimates reveal an expanding total market, this should not
be taken to imply necessarily an expanding market for old-established
mines or coalfields or for all coalfields.44)
Then smaller competitors had no JCB support. This disadvantage hastened their demise.
In conttadistinction, the large owner groups were given many concessions.
Because of their larger financial resources and the JCB's blessing, the bigger companies
were also able to mechanise their mines more extensively. BHP/AIS, for example in the
Southem disttict alone, from 1962 to 1971 acquired 42,000 acres containing
approximately 781 million tons of recoverable Bulli coal either by taking over existmg
mines or being granted leases of which the Appin colliery was a component.45) By
granting concessions of this kind the JCB flouted at least the spuit of the 1946 Coal

42) JCB Report 1960-61,p.l2.
T>T
43) Percentages calculated from .JCB Report l95Q-60,p^6: thf fiv» lefsc companies
Development Ltd, Hebbum Ltd, Muswellbrook Coal Co P/L, Clinton Nattai Collieries P/L and
R.W.Miller&CoP/L.

44) JCB Report 1958-59,p.39.
45) 'AIS Coal Developments-Southern Coainelds', information sbe^t from Archives, EH? C:r.tral
Collieries Office, Wollongong.
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Industty Acts which enjoined the JCB,'...to ensure that coal resources of the State are
conserved, developed, worked and used to the best advantage in the public interest'.
Approval for the development of the Appin mine was given by the Board in 1949 46)
and its belated opening 13 years later was meekly endorsed by the Department of
Mines.47) In this manner 'the coal resources of the State' were held m pledge for
private use at the expense of the 'public interest', not for its benefit.
Similarly, owing to the passivity of the JCB and the Department of mines,
BHP/AIS was able to bring about the shutdown and opening of mines at times suited to
its whims. The 'Big Austtalian' accustomed to the JCB's and Department of Mines'
compliance, experienced little opposition to its intended closure of the MtKembla mine
in 1968 despite the abandonment of more than 500,000 tons of easdy recoverable coal.
The company compensated the production lost by opening the Tom Thumb coUiery
near the MtKembla ndne where the coal outcropped and was easily worked at a saving
of $6.27 per ton on the $9.77 cost per ton for MtKembla coal.48)
The only opposition to the closure of MtKembla came from the Miners'
Federation; but for its resistance the mine would have been closed far sooner. Because
the Miners' Federation was negotiating a log of claims potentially very costly to
BHP/AIS, the Co considered that the placation of the Federation was more important
than closing down MtKembla. BHP/AIS' general superintendent of coUieries observed
that.
The mine has clearly reached the point where it should be closed down
as an uneconomical operation and the reason for not doing so has been

46) JCB Report 1959-60,p.l0.
47) Letter G11/15-CHM GDC: GW, from die general superintendent of collieries to die chairman of die
JCB; letter 28 August 1970 from chairman JCB to general superintendent of collieries; Letter G 3/19 13JJG:GW, 1 October 1970 to die inspector of collieries Department of M^P"'. Woiion-ron^ fVorJ.Grierson, agent for AIS at Wollongong; letter 9 October 1970 from district inspector of collieries to
agent AIS Wollongong, Archives BHP Central Collieries Office, Wollongong.
48) Con-espondence 27 August 1968, G4/15 from general superintendent of collieries to executive
general manager operations-Melbourne; correspondence private and confidential 1 July 1970 from
general superintendent to executive general manager operations-Melboi)"ip Arrhjve<: BHP Centrri
Collieries Office, Wollongong.
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the curtent miners' hours and wages claim before the Coal Industry
Tribunal.49)
The upshot of the rationalisation of the coal industry was that by 1970-71 four
major private owner groups were producing 55.72 per cent of the State's 35,155,300
tons, including opencut production.50) These were BHP/AIS 19.27 per cent; Clutha
Development Pty Ltd and associates, 18.89 per cent; Coal and AUied Industties Ltd,
13.5 per cent and R.W.Miller,4.06 per cent.51) Peko Wallsend Ltd, Kembla Coal and
Coke Ltd, BeUambi Coal Co Ltd, Coalex Pty Ltd and Buchanan Borehole Collieries Pty
Ltd and Associates each sold from 900,000 to 1 million tons for the year, which
collectively amounted to 13.39 per cent of total sales.52) Bloomfield CoUieries Pty Ltd
with 619,000 tons sold 1.76 per cent of total sales and a collection of many small
coUieries produced 7.42 per cent.53) The State had become a major owner too; the
Electricity Commission and the SMCA, which with 21.65 per cent for the first time
surpassed BHP/AIS54)The take-overs and closures of smaU mines between 1952 and
1972 resulted in the number of collieries falling from 183 to 73. Opencuts which all but
disappeared by 1959, were not redeveloped until 1967-68 in response to the escalating
Japanese market under special dispensation from the JCB to selected owners55) and
after 1973 due to the OPEC oil price crisis outlined below.
No doubt a rationaUsation of the industry was warranted, but not in the manner
in which the JCB proceeded. As well as the dislocation of miners, then famiUes and
even entke communities, the JCB's rationalisation programme placed the NSW coal
industty in a position nearly as precarious as during the era before direct govemmental
49) Correspondence 27 August 1968 G4/15 from general superintendent of collieries to executive general
manager, operations-Melbourne, Archives BHP Central Collieries Office, Wollongong.
50) Opencut production for 1970-71 was only 2,547,000 tons.
51) calculated from JCB Report 1970-7l,p.81.
52^ ibid.
53) ibid.
54) BHP/AIS' production was 255,000 tons down on die previous year, whereas die State-owned mines
increased production by 756,000 tons from 1969-70; vide JCB Report 1910-71,p.8l.
55) JCB Report 1974-75,p.23.
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regulation. Then there were too many mines and too many men; under the JCB's
guidance the industry became over-reUant on fewer mines which were too dependent on
too few consumers especially after the conttaction of domestic markets and the
expansion of the Japanese trade from the early 60's.
Specialisation was refined to such a degree that by 1970-71 17 of NSW's 76
underground mines and 12 opencuts were almost entirely dependent on the Japanese
market; that is from 90 to 100 per cent of their production was exported; 14 mines or
15.9 per cent of the total number of mines exported 75 to 80 per cent of their production
and another 14 mines exported 50 to 74 per cent of thens.56) Not surprisingly, export
was the single largest market with 33.55 per cent of total production. Only 2,706,000
tons (7.69 per cent) was used by approximately 12 domestic industries and 1,104,000
tons were exported interstate. If the 40.92 per cent produced by the two major captive
groups is regarded as being separate from the competitive markets, the non-captive
producers' exports to Japan amount to 49.89 per cent of saleable production.57)
The over-dependence on the Japanese export market had gradually developed as
a result of the conttaction in the non-captive and interstate markets outlined above. The
NSWCCPA had sought new markets as early as 1952 when the industry was again
confronted with an endemic production surplus. As a result, the NSWCCPA
compromised the JCB into forming the Export Committee in the manner described
above. At first the committee succeeded in securing only insignificant spot shipments
comprising 69,000 tons to Korea and 164,000 tons to the 'Pacific Islands' during
1953.58) In May 1953 the Commonwealth Dfrector of Trade Promotion joined the
Committee and by 1958 through ttade missions established a fum conttactual
arrangement with the Japanese steel industry.59) While the 'Pacific Island',(New
56) calculated from JCB Report 1910-11,p.129.
51\ Extrapolated from JCB Report iq70-7i,p8i '^fte'- subtracting die 12.89 per cent average rcfucc
removed by washeries from production by BHP/AIS, die Electricity Commission and the SMCA.
58) In 1956 Korean shipments were still insignificant, vide NMH 20 October 1956.
59) 'The Joint Committee ofthe Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly upon The Coal Industry',
Second Statement tendered by B W Hartnel' Chairman Joint Ccal Board August 1961, A'ev. South Wales
Parliament Joint Volume Papers, 1962-1963-1964, (second statement), paragraphs 9.192-195. Previous
practice was to sell coal by gendemen's agreement or on spot
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Caledonia), tonnages never exceeded a quarter of a milUon tons untd 1970-71 and the
Korean market disappeared temporarily by 1970, the Japanese market soared from
9,000 tons in 1956 to 1,653,000 tons by 1960-61. In 1969-70, exports to Japan peaked at
10,755,000 tons.60) They then fell by more dian a miUion tons, not permanendy
exceeding the 1969-70 record until 1976-77.
By 1964, in die words of the JCB chauman, B.W.HarttieU,'The overseas market
[had] advanced to great importance to die industty and [had] particularly benefitted
some privately owned mines'.6l)This bland comment was an extteme understatement:
the ttade widi the Japanese almost exclusively benefitted private coalowners.
Furthermore, the export ttade's success was secured only after exttaordinary
government and JCB assistance. The JCB, die Federal and State Govemments, as well
as the NSWCCPA were at pains to convince the Japanese that NSW coal was a cheap
and reliable source of energy. The JCB Reports during the 50's and 60's are rife with
references of promises to Japanese ttade missions to upgrade facilities or to create new
ones.
However, promises, ttade missions to Japan and exchanges of goodwiU were not
sufficient to persuade the Japanese to buy more coal. Only the commencement of
harbour and coal-loading facilities built from public funds encouraged the Japanese to
place larger orders. New facilities primarily financed by the NSW Treasury for the
advantage of the largely, privatised industry consisted of NSWGR sidings, modem
rolUng stock, the duplication of radway lines and additional locomotives.
For the export market specifically between 1963-64 alone, the NSW
Government allocated £10,000,000, ($80,460,250 in 1982 money terms), towards
harbour improvements at Newcastle, Balmain and Port Kembla. From this sum, to
which the Commonwealth conttibuted £1,650,000 and the JCB £1,000,000, coal-loaders
and anciUary equipment were constmcted. Of the £5,000,000 spent on the Port Kembla

60) JCB Report 1971-72,p.239.
61) second statement, paragraph 9.195.
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installation a substantial amount was required to deepen and enlarge the inadequate,
man-made harbour.62)
Even those mines not producing for export profited from the improvements to
infrasttncture provided for the overseas ttade. NSW govemments and the JCB were not
just committed to unproving harbours. The NSWGR spent considerable sums from the
50's upgrading and creating lines and loading faciUties.63) it also spent miUions of
doUars on roUing stock. In addition, perhaps to encourage the owners to use rail instead
of road ttansport, it also also offered special freight concessions.
The State's interest in the provision of infrastmcture was not entirely altraistic.
It too prospered from the economic well-being of the coal industry. The £10,000,000
and subsequent expenditure the State eventuady recovered from charges made on the
infrastmcture's use: for example the Maritime Services Board's income from coalloader charges at Newcastle and Balmain for 1970-71 amounted to $4,971,281.64) in
the same year 15,490,9 million, or 95.57 per cent ofthe State's kilowatt-hours generated
from coal by the Electricity Commission created an income of $201,344,910.65) Of the
NSWGR's $149,295,039 income for 1970-71, $23,828,624 or 15.96 per cent came from
coal and coke freight charges.66)As a benefit to die Federal Treasury, the NSW coal

62) vide G.Mitchell,'Company And Govemmental Attitudes, And Their Consequences, To Pollution At
PtKembla, With Special Reference To The Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Company, 1900-1970,
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wollongong, 1981. Mitchell shows that during die 19di century the
construction of Port Kembla Harbour was mooted because of the influence of members of SCOA in
parliament who opposed an altemative rival harbour scheme. The result of the Southem coalowners'
manipulation was an artificial, state-funded harbour which during die 20di century had to be constandy
deepened and extended to facditate the entry of even shallow draught colliers, vide Spooner op.cit.
Consequendy, during 1963-64 the harbour required extensive earthworks and the stabilisation of die
ocean foreshore widi rock and,'..a new concrete deck wharf 704 feet long was buUt and, dredging carried
out to provide 38 feet of water at die berth and 36 feet in die approaches'JC5 Report 1963-64,p.94.
63) Despite thorough searches of official documents and repeated (unanswered) written and oral requests
to various govemment departments, no statistics, apart from those quoted, on the amount of state
expenditure on infrastructure since 1947 have been discovered. However, the modemisation of NSWGR
facilities and rolling stock, maritime facilities sueeest an oudav of hundreds of millions of dollars frot"
1947 to 1982.
64) Report ofthe Auditor General 1970-7 l,pp.52-54.
65) iWd.,pp.l 18-124.
66) ibid.,p.4. It is important to remember that the State's expenditure is considerable.
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industty became a large export earner, by 1970-71 conttibuting $125,901,000 to
overseas export eamings.
The outcome of securing the Japanese market created more good fortune for the
non-captive producers than a replacement for their dwindling domestic and interstate
markets. From 1967, the NSW coalowners were able to capitalise on the success of the
Japanese export market by increasing prices for die first time since 1953, whereas until
1967 they were forced to absorb cost increases and reduce prices. Despite die increase
in their market share resulting from the growing demand from Japan, which exceeded
one million tons for the first time in 1959-60, there were factors aside from shrinking
domestic and interstate markets which compelled them to pursue the pricing policy they
had followed since 1953.
First of all, the Japanese market was not large enough to absorb the excess
capacity of the NSW coalmines until the late 60's. The harbour facilities begun in 1961
were not completed until 1967 when the coal-loader at Newcastle was finished.67)
Furthermore, the coalowners had good reason to limit the prices they negotiated with
the Japanese. From 1964 Queensland became a serious competitor in the Japanese
market. While not exceeding NSW exports to Japan until 1972, from 1963 a large
proportion of Queensland export coal was produced in opencuts at far lower costs.
However, NSW mines being closer to the seaboard had the advantage of lower interior
ttansport costs. Until the 70's NSW's superior harbour faciUties also offset
Queensland's geographical advantage. The NSW coal exporters exploited this
temporary supremacy to the fullest. To prevent Queensland competitors gaining
vantage, during the 60's and up to Febmary 1973, NSW coalowners consistendy fixed
FOB export prices below Queensland FOB.
To the delight of the Japanese, this competitiveness resulted in NSW coal, one
of the world's highest ranked metaUurgical coals, together with Queensland coal being
sold well below world parity prices. The debacle of Austtalian coal and aU mineral
exporters undercutting each other, so that mainly die Japanese benefited, only ceased

61) JCB Report 1967-68,p.l24.
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when in Febmary 1973 the Minister for Minerals and Energy, R.F.X.Connor, amended
the Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations. The Act regulated the price of aU
mineral exports with an export licence requirement. In the coal industry specifically, at
the behest of the Minister, from March 1974 overseas disttibution was again conttoUed
by die JCB under JCB Order No 30.68) After die demise of die Whidam Govemment m
November 1975 its conservative successor, recognising the sensibleness of price
regulation, with some ttibulation pursued a similar policy. It was Labor under Prime
Minister Hawke which in September 1986 de-regulated conttol over export prices.
Before the inttoduction of this price and distribution regulation, in 1967-68
when sales to Japan were nearly 8 million tons or 1/3 of total saleable coal, the JCB
became concemed that NSW coking coal was sold too cheaply.69) The JCB's 'concem'
was that the volume and pace of sales were rapidly depleting the known reserves of
NSW coal.70) Accordingly, the JCB suggested that,'...the price should rise substantially
in any future conttacts.'
By 1967 both NSW and Queensland coal was well placed for price rises in the
Japanese market. The Japanese steel industry which bought the majority of Austtalian
coal exports grew rapidly during the 60's. From the end ofthe War until 1965 die USA
had been the major supplier of coking coal to Japan, providing 80 per cent of Japan's
total coal imports in 1958 when Austtalia supplied seven per cent. However, by 1966
AusttaUa supplied 44 per cent of all Japanese imported coal, ecUpsing the USA which
provided 39 per cent. In 1967 the USA sold more coal to Japan only because Austtalia
could not produce enough.
Although the USA was the cheapest and major producer of the best heavy
coking coal, with an ash content of less than eight per cent, to the Japanese NSW and
Queensland were the most convenient suppUers of the lesser heavy quality coal
containing over eight per cent ash, which was blended with die former type to achieve

68) JCB Report 1973-74,p.222.
69) JCB Report 1967-68,p. 14.
70) ibid.
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the optimum metallurgical mix. In addition, the prices of Australian coal of simdar type
marketed in Japan by the USSR, Canada, China and Poland compared very favourably.
Not only had the AusttaUan FOB prices generally been kept low owing to govemment
assistance and the price cutting policies in and between NSW and Queensland, but from
1965 to 1967 Austtalian CIF,(cost, insurance, freight),to Japan had also faUen while
nearly all the other competitors' GIF rose.
In NSW the fall m CIF was no accident. The $30 milUon spent on coal-shipping
facilities by NSW govemments between 1961 and 1968 enabled larger draught vessels
to load larger volumes of coal faster.71) As a feeble remedy to the depletion of NSW's
coking coal reserves, instead of increasing govemment charges from 1967 the JCB
awarded the coalowners price rises for coal to Japan. The JCB gave these increases
despite the reality that itemised costs per ton in 1967 at $3.80 per ton were the same as
in 1962.72) In addition, the coalowners' profit and depreciation charges rose every year
from 1960 untd 1970-71 widi the exception of 1968-69.73)
The price increases in Japanese exports had a profound influence on the entire
cost and price stmcture of other coals. After 1967 the price of all NSW coal rose
mysteriously. Whde there is no doubt that total annual costs grew, particularly after unit
costs rose inordinately during 1970-71, margins for profit increased proportionately and
in real terms. The entire price stmcture, based on the changes to the Income Tax Act in
1951, was calculated from exttemely lax determinations of costs and profits. Until the
inttoduction in 1977 of the Federal AAS7 Standard, a self-regulatory measure
inttoduced by accountants' professional bodies for the first time laying down specific
accountmg procedures for all exttactive industries, coalmining company accountants
used a variety of non-descript procedures in annual balance sheets.74) Not only did

Il)ibid..r)p.l24.l25.
12) ibid.,p.256, table 44(B).
73) JCB Report 1970-71, table 26.p.77.
74) for example vide R.Lourens and S Hp.ndprcon, Fin^ncicl P''porting 'n 'he Extractive Industries: .An
Australian Survey, Australian Society of Accountants, Melboume, 1972.
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these methods obfuscate the real nature of profit and loss, but die JCB refused to
disclose the profit made by the industry as a whole.
The reasons for the JCB's coyness are baffling. While the coalowners want the
JCB to conceal profits made by individual companies, the JCB has no need not to reveal
the industt7's profits in toto. Nevertheless, untd 1967 performance graphs in the JCB
Reports included profit in a balance category, the major proportion of which consisted
of depreciation charges and profit. The average price for all coals was calculated on a
district and State basis by adding to itemised costs the 'balance' which included interest,
rent, local rates, land tax, depreciation charges and profit.
From 1968-69, instead of the Department of Mines, the Commonwealth
Statistician collected the information published by the JCB from individual
companies.75) As a result, depreciation and amortisation were separated from profit and
claimed as cost items. Under both methods price was also equivalent to a contrived
'total value' per ton. The average price was and is determined by the dividuig the 'value
of output' at all mines by the total number of saleable tons. Accordingly, price and
profit margins may fall or rise simply by the increase or decrease in production
independent from rises or falls in costs. In addition, from 1970 the JCB's notional
average prices were vitiated even more by permitting,'...one large group of captive
mines',76) BHP/AIS, not to declare a selUng price. However, the mystical 'ttansfer
value' of coal produced by the group was substituted for price and included in the
calculation of averages.77)
So far in this Chapter the discussion on price has been restticted to the absurd
absttactions deemed prices in the JCB Reports and govemment publications. The prices
quoted in die JCB Reports are pit-top prices which bear no resemblance to prices paid
by consumers after ttansport, handling and insurance charges; for example, in 1971
when the average NSW pit-top price was $6.28 per tonne the average FOB export price

75) JCB Report 1968-69,p.l36.
76) JCB Report 1971-72,p.l58.
11) ibid.
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was approximately $10.4078)and die average CIF price to Japan was $14.30. Clearly,
the entire notion of FOB is steeped in obscurantism, because, the price of coal which is
suppUed 'free on board' is higher than the pit-top price.
The entire farce is even further distorted by the disparity in disttict prices, which
in 1971 varied from $4.28 per ton in the Westem disttict to $8.97 per ton in the
Southem district. These are also based on average pit-top price which totally overlook
the differences in intta and inter-district costs when FOB and CIF prices are pubUshed.
Similarly, die disparities in the cost of production and prices between underground and
opencuts are totally disregarded. Other than the overseas FOB and die Japanese GIF, the
JCB does not report FOB or CIF prices. Consequendy, FOB or CIF for intta or interstate coal remain unknown.
Although the JCB Reports are silent on this matter, since the retum of the power
of distribution in 1952 it was possible for the coalowners to conceal additional profit in
the undisclosed prices they negotiated with consumers. It is highly unlikely that during
the competitive years between 1952 and 1966 the owners resorted to the concealment of
profits m ttansport and handling charges practised before govemment regulation. Even
by 1967 there was litde scope for inflating domestic market prices because the domestic
ttade that was not captive was diminishing. Similarly, the interstate trade was generally
conttacting and prices were under pressure. However, as demand from Japan grew, the
need to restrict privately negotiated prices diminished. Although there is no evidence to
substantiate that undisclosed prices increased, from 1966-67 until 1977-78 overseas
FOB prices rose uninterrapted and the total value of coal exports rose every year.79)
The twenty-fold increase in private investment in coalmining between 1973 and 1983
described below, suggests the the NSW coalmining industry was a very profitable
source of income indeed.
:je :|e :ic % :jc

78) For FOB price for 1970-71, vide Black Coal 1984-85,p.96.
79) The total value of exports continued to increase until die time of writing, except during 1972-73 and
1983-84. However, from 1972 owing to the worid oil crisis, addition?! government charges, wages and
cost increases make comparisons of prices difficult.
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The fragdity of die dependence on the Japanese market became particularly
obvious during the 70's and the 80's. The growth in exports to Japan, which had been
one of the JCB's great indicator of progress, came to a halt in 1970-71 when shipments
fell to 9,025,000 tons, a 16.08 per cent reduction from the previous year. Although only
a temporary setback, this was the first year since 1962-63 that exports to Japan were
lower than a previous year. The cause of the reduction was due to several factors related
principally to a fall in production of Japanese steel.80) This market conttaction also put
a seal on lessening demand caused by the diminution of coal and coke ratios used in
Japanese pig-iron and steel production due to technological change.
In addition, the Japanese steel industry had a preference for the high quality, but
more expensive US low volatile coking coal essential as a base for the blending of
poorer quality coals in which Austtalian,81)mainly high volatile coals, only played a
supplementary role due to their cheapness. Furthermore, the supremacy of NSW coal
was sorely tested by the expansion of Queensland coal exports to Japan in price, quality,
availability and geographical advantage. To obtain the best price, the Japanese cleverly
played not only Austtalia, Canada, Poland, the USA and the USSR against each other,
but created intense price-cutting between NSW and Queensland as well as among
exporters within NSW.
Changing market conditions in Japan were blissfully ignored by the JCB as late
as 1969.82) Demonsttating an apparent ignorance of all the developments oudined
above, incredulously the JCB reported, 'Only a few years ago Japan took over 95 per

80) The Japanese steel industiy, dien die diird largest in die world after die USA and die USSR, had
overestimated future world demand for steel and pig-iron. The resultant retardation in production brought
on a rate of expansion far below that predicted in die halcyon era of expansion during the 60's.
81) A small quantity of heavy or low volatile coking coal with an ash content of no more than eight per
cent was mined in Queensland and exported to Japan. The next preferred coal exported to Japan, die
heavy coking coals widi over eight per cent ash, comprised die balance of Queensland coals and those of
the Southem district The high volatile coals of die Greta seam classified by the Japanese Ministry cf
Customs as 'odier coking coals of not more dian eight per cent ash' followed die latter category in
preference but was only used in small quantities for die Japanese gas and chemical industries. The least
preferred, high volatile coals of die remainder of die Nordiem district and a small portion from die
Westem district formed die bulk of coals exported to Japan by 1970. These were used for coking, gas and
steaming purposes; vide JCB Report 1970-71.
82)JCB Report 1968-69,pp.l05-lll.
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cent of coal exports from NSW, but in 1970-71 Japan's share was 76.5 per cent.'83)
Faced with the reality that 40 per cent of die 14,116 employed during 1970-71 were
direcdy dependent on the export market for their continued employment,84) the JCB
consoled itself that the Japanese export shortfaU was absorbed by sudden, large,
aldiough shortlived, shipments of steaming coal to the UK.85) Only then did it give
cognisance to the precariousness of the Japanese market.86)
However, the slump in exports to Japan was only temporary. Fortuitously, from
1973, OPEC oil price hdces stimulated exports in steaming coal and the Japanese non
and steel industty recovered from the slump. OPEC's policy also affected energy
consumption permanendy. From 1974, for the first time other than the spot shipments of
steaming coal sent to the UK during 1970-71, the exports of steaming coal became
significant and they grew. They did so at such a rate that by 1983 NSW steaming coal
exports outnumbered metallurgical coal exports by 16,382,000 tonnes to 14,432,000
tonnes. 87)
The restimulated demand for coal had a profound effect on the entire AusttaUan
coal industry, but it especially changed the face of the NSW industry with profound
implications for industrial relations discussed in Chapter IX. The 'average value' per
tonne of NSW export coal FOB, which had increased only 42.17 per cent in the past
decade to $11.63 in 1972-73, almost ttebled by 1976-77 to $33.47 and in 1982-83 it
peaked at $52.37.88) The FOB 'value' of Austtalian coal exports soared from
$290,702,000 in 1972-73 to $3,072,505,000 in 1982-8389) making it, long before then,
83) JCB Report 1970-71,p. 126.
84) ibid.,p.l29.
85) ibid.,p.l23.
86) 'In recent years reference has frequendy been made to the fact that die prosperity and growth of the
New South Wales coal industry is becoming increasingly dependent on the export market. The impact
which recent changes in the Japanese economv had on the New South Wales coal industry hp^
emphasised die problems in this situation'; ibid.,p.l28.
81) Black Coal 1984-85,p.l03.
88) ibid.,p.96.
89) ibid.
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Austtalia's single largest export eamer. Not surprisingly, private capital expendittne
increased manifold, in the instance of NSW from $24,971,000 in 1972-73 to
$493,017,000 m 1982-83,90)a far cry from the day most coalowners refused to spend at
aU.
This influx of capital was also largely due to die growth of investment in
opencut mining after 1973, when the JCB relaxed the regulations goveming opencut
mining from 1972-73.91) The relaxation of these restiictions was a direct reversal of the
JCB's policy of restricting opencut mining to protect the underground mines from
'unfair' competition. Previously, permission to develop opencut mines was generally
only granted to companies that operated underground mines too. However, the
intensification of competition from Queensland mines from 1973, where almost 80 per
cent of coal was produced from large opencuts at $1.08 per tonne, or 24.48 per cent,
cheaper than at NSW nunes where only 14.33 per cent of coal was produced in
opencuts,92)niade opencut mining essential to the very viability of the NSW industry.
Consequently, owing to an inability to force the Queensland Govemment to conttol its
coal prices and the JCB's unending inclination to appease the NSW owners, opencut
restrictions were lifted.
This was in complete conttariety to the Orders the JCB issued even during 197273, which, as a result of the precipitous decUne in exports during 1970-71, restricted
opencut production. Yet, in the 1972-73 Report in an appendix euphemistically tided
'The Balance Between Open Cut And Underground Minmg'93)the JCB cautiously
forecast the possibiUty of breaking the nexus between underground and opencut
production.94) Most probably, the same pressure which had caused the JCB to cede
distribution to the owners in 1952 made it cave in to relinquish its previous opencut

90) ibid.,p.41.
91) JCB Report 1972-73 ,pp.233-237.
92) JCB Report 1973-74,p.63.
93) JCB Report 1972-73,pp.233-237.
94) ibid.,p.23T, vide also Fisher CoaI,pp.207-222.
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policy completely during 1974-75. Whereas there is no doubt diat dus was largely due
to the influence of the coalowners, the JCB rationalised its policy reversal in the name
of the national interest.95)
As a result, investment in opencuts, which even during 1973-74 amounted to
only $1,830,000 or 7.8 per cent of the $22,091,000 spent on underground mines, in
1974-75 jumped to $11,001,000 or 19.67 per cent of expenditure on underground
mines.96) By 1981-82, at $512,576,000 the tables had been reversed, and investment in
opencuts outsttipped that in underground mines by $202,888,00.97) A large portion of
this investment came from multi-national petto-chemical giants such as BP and Shell,
which, as a result of market resistance to pettoleum products, hedged their capital by
investing in coal, a commodity atttacting rising prices. As a result, a large number of
NSW mines also became foreign owned, a phenomenon which before the 70's with the
exception of Clutha's mineownership was unusual. As most of the investment during
the 70's was made especially with a view for export to Japan, the overdependence on
this market, which was akeady manifest before 1973, intensified. Consequendy, when
by the early 80's the OPEC price crisis was over, NSW coal exports experienced a
sharp decline in price, growing quantities of stockpiled coal, a shut-down of an
increasing number of mines and the wholesale shedding of the workforce not yet
completed at the time of writing. This was a reversion to the temporary situation of
1970-71, and one common to the industty before regulation.
This and the other shortcomings of the industry cited above were a result of the
free hand the JCB gave the owners in marketing and production. Even by 1952 the
extent of state conttol over distribution was a far cry from the original intention of the
Coal Industty Acts. Long before 1982, the notion of free enterprise under state
protection contained in die Acts had been vitiated to such a degree that in distribution,
aside from the provision of infrastmcture and export price conttol, the industry had

95) JCB Report 1974-75,p.23.
96) Black Coal 1984-85,p.41.
97) ibid.
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vutually retumed to a free market situation akin to the era before World War Two.
However, after 1952 the owners operated dieir mines under far more propitious
conditions.
Instead of forcuig the owners to mechanise, the JCB created conditions that
made mechanisation atttactive. At the instigation of the Menzies Govemment,
distribution was de-regulated but supported with a great deal of state aid. Price-fixmg
was Uberalised so that 'market forces' estabUshed price. This policy had the effect of
reducing prices and also squeezing out of the market the mines too ramshackle or
undercapitalised to mechanise. But, otherwise, the relaxation of income tax laws and
guaranteed minimum profits aggravated the excess capacity the JCB was attempting to
mitigate by sacrificing its own mines too. Notwithstanding that the number of mines
was more than halved between 1952 and 1968, the domestic and interstate markets were
not sufficient for the remaining, large non-captive owners, who, as a result of their free
rein, reverted to producing as much as possible to eluninate competitors. Not
surprisingly, under this kind of marketing mentaUty, excess capacity became firmly
enttenched, although initially the establishment of the Japanese ttade mitigated the
resultant growing glut of coal: also, as prices increased and exports to Japan escalated,
the coal industry atttacted more investors capable of producing even more. Even so, by
1982 after many amalgamations and closures, approximately ten mining conglomerates
produced 75 per cent of NSW's coal. This ttend was wed estabUshed by 1960 and
continued until the time of writing except that as a result of the OPEC price explosion
the industry atttacted much overseas investment, particularly from the petto-chemical
multi-nationals, which, sensing the buoyancy of coal prices, acquned coalmines
throughout NSW (and Queensland).
This latter ttansformation is not surprising. Even well before the 70's the NSW
coalmining industry was very profitable. Whde under the aegis of the state excess
capacity retumed, the state provided massive infrasttncture and established expanding
markets, which, sustained by the state's beneficence in the production function,
enhanced the profitability of coalminmg. Accounting methods for balance sheets were
not regulated and except for AAS7, book profit and losses were determined by
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accountants left to then own devices. In addition, govemment bureaucracies ensured
that profits were not revealed and they went to great lengths to conceal prices charged
by individual owners. Other dian the conttols over export prices in force between 1974
and 1986, the owners charged whatever they could negotiate with the Japanese. From
1973 this comucopia became even more lucrative, when, after years of refusing to do
so, die JCB reversed its previous poUcy of not permitting owners to operate opencuts
without owning underground mines. This was the culmination of the policy reversal
begun in 1952 which led to the industry's over-dependence on the Japanese market and
its ultimate deterioration from the early 80's. The economic collapse from 1982
occurted not in spite of govemment regulation but as a direct result of it.
Clearly, in conttavention of the spirit of the Coal Industry Acts, the state
increasingly mediated on behalf of the owners, not the ndners or in the public interest.
This development was not entirely unnatural. Owing to the accretion of levies, duties
and export eamings, the financial success of the owners also became the boon of the
state. Despite the mutual benefits that devolved to the state and the owners from die
manner in which the industry was restmctured, quite clearly the owners would not have
mechanised as rapidly and with as much enthusiasm unless state mediation lightened
the financial burden of restmcturing.
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Chapter VHI 1952-1982
The marketing changes which occurred from 1952 as a result of govemment
intervention, necessitated profound and enduring modification to the production
process. This chapter examines this ttansformation. In order to meet market pressures
the owners tumed to mechanisation to reduce production costs, at the same time
improving the quality of their product. Because wages were the largest single
component of the industry's cost stmcture, one of the main objects of mechanisation
was to rationaUse the workforce. For the first time in the history of die industry the
emphasis of mechanisation was not restricted to the face. Technological change, as well
as replacing antiquated machinery at the face, embraced radical alteration to mming
methods and pit-top facdities. Washeries, which were virtually unknown in 1952,
rapidly replaced the ttaditional, inefficient screens, in a scramble to wash and grade coal
to market requirements.
Apart from market pressures, the state helped to make mechanisation atttactive.
The changes to the Income Tax Assessment Act in 1951 and the profit margins
guaranteed by the JCB made mechanisation financially feasible. However, of greatest
significance, a successful claim before the Tribunal during 1949-50 challenging the
Department of Mines' and Miners' Federation's prohibition on the mechanical
exttaction of pillars, eventually removed the owners' major objection to mechanisation.
There is no doubt that if pillar mining could not have been mechanised, many owners
would not have mechanised at all.l) The owners considered the mining of easily and
cheaply recoverable pillar coal essential to absorbing the cost-intensiveness of
mechanisation.
When after a prolonged battle with the Mmers' Federation, mechanical pillar
exttaction was implemented during 1954, pillar coal not only disttibuted the costs of
mechanisation, but enabled the larger owners to survive the market and price
conttactions through the 50's and 60's until the expansion of the Japanese market
resuscitated the survivors. Not surprisingly, the NSWCCPA, with support from the JCB,

1) vide for example/CB Report 1951-52, paragraph 162,p.50.
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went to great lengths to subordmate the Miners' Federation on this issue. The
dismemberment of the Miners' Federation's conttol over the exttaction of pdlars was
also die spearhead of a campaign designed to break workforce conttol in general. To
this end the Tribunal's intervention was invaluable. He subdy altered longstanding
custom and practice to suit mechanical mining: and he circumvented the unconttoUable
industrial upheaval inherent in the lodges' pre-eminence m wage determination by
ttansferring the power of wage fixation to the Miners' Federation's Centtal Executive.
While in other respects lodges retained their autonomy, the centtalisation of union
conttol simplified the execution and adndnisttation of industrial relations. The Tribunal
simultaneously standardised incomes, eradicated piecework individualism and enforced
submission to wage-labour.

Initiady, the drive to mine pidars mechanically was part of the JCB's policy to
boost production quickly while supply lagged behind demand, but from 1949 the
mechanisation of pillars became one of the coalowners' major objectives too. The
inability to 'mechanise pillars' under the CMRA prevented mechanisation in general
and in the JCB's view retarded production because the owners,'...were not prepared to
risk a heavy investment in mechanisation until the question of mechanical exttaction of
pillars [was] resolved.'2) This objection had been well aired during the 1945 Davidson
Commission, and to overcome the problem the JCB decided to circumvent General Rule
40A of the CMRA. Accordingly, in 1948 the JCB brought three 'overseas experts' to
Austtalia, ostensibly, 'to report upon several matters'. Their real brief was to investigate
mechanical pillar exttaction.3)The JCB was not disappointed;'They reported that it was
essential, both in die interests of the safety of the mineworkers and of die successful
recovery of coal, that pillars should be exttacted by mechanical means.'4)

2) ibid.
3)/6W.,pp.48,49.
4) ibid.,p.49.
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In response to die report, in August 1948 the Miners' Federation's Triennial
National Convention passed a resolution reaffirming its longstanding opposition to the
mechanisation of pillars.5)Seeking to subvert the Miners' Federation's total embargo,
which was largely based on a pretext of diminished safety explained below, die JCB
proposed to aUow the mechanisation of piUars at the Wallerawang colUery, the safest
mine in NSW. After equivocating for several months whether to accept or decline the
proposal, in Febmary 1949 the Miners' Federation's Centtal Council rejected the trial at
Wallerawang and refused to specify its objections to pillar extraction at die colUery.6)ln
March 1949, despite its vilification in the press, the Centtal Council reaffmned the
Convention's total opposition to pillar exttaction and ceased negotiations with the
JCB.7)By refusing to discuss the safety issues involved with the mechanisation of
pillars at Wallerawang, owing to that colliery's exttaordinary safe conditions, the
Federation exposed the weakness of its entire policy on mechanical pillar exttaction.
Notwithstanding the JCB's duplicity and the Miners' Federation's untenable
position, for the time being the coalowners approached pdlar mechanisation cautiously.
Besides then customary, conservative opposition to mechanisation, the coalowners'
timorousness was induced by the Federation's unrelenting antipathy towards the
mechanisation of pillars even after its ttouncing during the 1949 strike. Despite the
successful subordination of the Federation during most of the 30's, the coalowners were
still under the influence ofthe industrial conttol the Federation exercised since 1937-38
while demand exceeded supply. To have antagonised the Miners' Federation at a time
of growing demand and escalating prices would have been industrial suicide. In
addition, the JCB and the Tribunal had not yet made decisions that made mechanisation
atttactive enough.
Consequendy, die NSWCCPA's approach began pmdentiy by unobttnsively
including a claim for mechanical exttaction of pillars in a substantial log placed before

5) CC 4 September 1948.
6) CC 26 February 1949.
7) CC 12 March 1949.
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the Tribunal on 9 June 1949.°) In part due to the sttike the claim precipitated two weeks
later, the log was not heard until January 1950. While the Tribunal eventuady gave an
affttmative decision, in April 1950 in the interim, as well as contenduig with die
Federation, the coalowners had to forestall possible conflict widi the State. Because the
log had been purposely lodged as an interstate application, the Tribunal's Federal
powers prevailed under Section 109 of the Federal Constitution and any State
objections, if they were forthcoming were invalid.
Probably, to circumvent the complications of a possible legal challenge in the
High Court, shortly after the end of the strike the NSWCCPA prompted die
Wallerawang colliery, one of its members, to by-pass the Tribunal and to apply to the
Minister for Mines to mechanise pillars. On 22 November the Minister, W.E.Dickson,
assented without demur. The reasons for the Mmister's assent in this instance and his
ready compliance with the Tribunal's decision in April 1950 are not clear. The Labor
Govemment's consent perhaps was in retribution for the Federation's communist
dominated executive which at the height of cold war hysteria was perceived as the
bogey of the nation in the press over the 1949 strike. Further, the Miners' Federation
was in part held responsible for the political embarrassment and the resultant fall of the
Chifley Govemment in the 1949 Federal election. Perhaps the most persuasive
explanation for the Minister's ready consent was the Federation's executives' admission
in private circles that despite a staunch opposition to mechanisation in piUars in pubUc,
it was fully aware that it was waging a rearguard defence in an anachronistic war.9)
Both the selection of the Wallerawang colliery by the JCB and the NSWCCPA
and the Minister's concurtcnce were reprehensible. Notwithstanding the Miners'
Federation's inttansigent attitude to the mechanisation of pillars, the Wallerawang
colUery and most of the Westem district were totally unrepresentative of the conditions
in the other districts. First, the mine's coal was situated between solid rock roof and
floor requiring only minimum support during the first working. Furthermore, there was

8) JCB Report 1949-50,p.33.
9) Interview E.Phillips.
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an almost total absence of gas in the Westem district, which together with the negUgible
pressure of the roof and floor m the piUars made bursts from the ribs or face, or odier
dangerous occurtences associated with creep and cmsh in the other districts, unknown.
The Minister's compliance conveniendy signalled the Govemment's future
attitude. When the Tribunal's decision was announced in April 1950, its constittitional
validity was not challenged. The Govemment's only public reaction was a reply by the
Minister in the press. He stated.
There is now no necessity for a coalmitie owner to apply to die Minister
for permission to exttact coal pdlars by mechanical means. But the State
Mines Department must still determine the question of its safety. 10)
The Minister's acceptance of the Tribunal's decision meant that the Miners'
Federation's executive could no longer object to the mechanisation of pillars by relying
on regulation 40A. Instead, the Federation prolonged the issue, not by non-compUance
with the decision, but by withholding assurances that it would not strike. Ultimately,
after demand collapsed by the end of 1952, the Federation became resigned to its
weakened industrial position but managed to hold out until 1954 to gain the best
concessions possible under the circumstances.il)
The owners' campaign began in May 1950. The NSWCCPA created the
Technical Advisory Committee, of which the JCB was a member, to advise on and
supervise the mechanisation of pillars in ten selected mines. 12) However, the Miners'
Federation refused to countenance mechanical pdlar exttaction unless provision was
made for stowage with rock, stone, or sand in the Greta seam mines to make pillar work
safe. By also insisting to preserve coal for posterity through stowage, the Federation
was able to withstand the inttoduction of machines in pidars until 1954. However, the
insistence on stowage had other purposes.
10) SMH 14 April 1950.
11) From June 1950 when Dickson was succeeded by J G Arthur as Sacretar)' for Mines, Lhe Fedcraticr.'s
campaign was doomed. Arthur, who held die Mines portfolio untd Febmary 1953, was a mining
consultant and became chairman of die Consolidated Collieries Association in 1954; vide Radi, Spearritt
and Hinton, op.cit,p.8; for Arthur's attitude vide NMH 21 November 1951. Even before die 1949 strike,
Nevil Stuart, die Secretary to die JCB and a left-wing sympadiiser, told Edgar Ross diat regardless of die
Federation's opposition the owners would get the mechanisation of pdlars; telephone interview E Jloss.
12) JCB Report 1951-52,p.52.
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Fu-st, stowage ostensibly prevented the subsidence of superincumbent sttata and
reUeved pressure on piUars, making them safer to work. Because stowage would divide
the usual large panels into smaller sections, stowage material also sealed off fires and
the Miners' Federation considered diis a sensible precaution in die Greta seam which
was prone to spontaneous combustion. One of the problems with stowage was that it
was successful only in mines in Britain, Germany, HoUand and Belgium with thin
seams unlike the Greta seam which measured up to nearly 50 feet.
The size of the Greta seam, as wed as the non-avadabiUty of inert stowage
material prohibited the successful implementation of stowage principles. The Miners'
Federation was aware of these obstacles but insisted on stowage because negotiations
prottacted the inttoduction of mechanical pillar exttaction. The real purpose of the
Federation's insistence on stowage was to preserve jobs by prolonging the lifespan of
the large Greta mines that were nearing depletion. Because these mines were developed
intentionally for quick exttaction during first working, many pdlars were wastefully left.
As a result, the majority of mines were reaching portions of the seam too steep and deep
to mine profitably under first working. In addition, spontaneous combustion and a
diminishing quality of coal deeper in the seam made the prospect of mechanically
exttacting the older pillars, left behind partly due to the Department of Mines pre-1941
regulations and in part because of the owners' rapaciousness, an atttactive proposition
to the coalowners.
During 1949 the JCB had akeady sent an officer to Europe to observe stowage
and to gain the Miners' Federation's co-operation in mechanical pillar exttaction. In
August 1950 the Minister for Mines appomted the South Maidand Coalfield
Conservation Committee. 13) in May 1951 the Committee recommended that stowage
should be implemented on an experimental basis on the Maidand field financed by the
conttibutions from all underground mmeowners.14) However, the Miners' Federation

13) Its members comprised representatives from the Department of Mines, die JCB, the NSWCCPA, the
Miners' Federation and its chairman was Dr.D.W. Phillips, from what was dien die NSW University of
Technology; ibid.,p.54.
14) ibid.,p.55.
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rejected the report, basically because it felt that once agreement was reached die
coalowners would not honour it.
The decision of the Federation's Triennial National Convention, held in
November 1951, was less resolute. The JCB and die Minister for Mines had convened a
conference just prior to the Convention and urged the Federation's executive,'not to
"close the door."'15)This eleventh hour plea and close scmtuiy by the press seemed to
mollify the Convention, which, whde confirming its 1948 resolution against the
mechanisation of pdlars resolved that the Federation,
was prepared at all times to confer on any concrete proposition from
other parties in attempt to reach agreement on die whole question of
conservation, coal exttaction and the use of machinery to win aU
available supplies of coal. 16)
In response, rather than implementing jomt Commonwealth and State
legislation, in December 1951 the Minister for Mines negotiated the voluntary Coal
Conservation Agreement with the owners concemed. 17) Accordingly, the NSWCCPA's
Technical Advisory Committee, widi the support of the Minister for Mines and the
Chairman of the JCB, in Febraary 1952 nominated ten selected collieries to the Miners'
Federation's Centtal Council in which stowage would be implemented in exchange for
mechanical exttaction. 18) However, the choice of these collieries, spread over the three
districts, did not suit the Councd's prime intention, which was to preserve jobs on the
Maidand field. 19) Nevertheless, Council was prepared to negotiate further, providing
stowage was financed on an industry-wide basis. EventuaUy, after the proposal was
accepted by the Commonwealth and NSW Govemments it was ultimately rejected by
Councd owing to the onerous conditions attached. Notwithstanding, on 4 Febmary 1952
the JCB signed a stowage agreement with Caledonian Collieries Ltd, JABAS, Hetton
15) ibid.,p.52.
16) CC 24 November.
11) JCB Report 1951-52,p.55.
18) ibid.,p.52.
19) The Council also objected to a proposal to add 4/- per ton to die price of coal of mines selected for
stowage experiments because it believed the price increase would price the coal out of the market and
would ultimately lead to die loss of jobs; CC 16 Febmary 1952.
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BeUbnd Collieries Ltd, BHP ColUeries P/L and Hebbum Ltd which operated eight
mines on the Greta seam, to last for two years.20) EventuaUy, five stowage projects
were approved.21)
In May 1952 the Federation's Centtal Council argued diat no stowage had been
implemented anywhere and still doubted the intentions of the owners.22) Stowage
remained in limbo. From die £1,081,333 held by the JCB in die Coal Conservation
Account, in 1954 only £81,261 had been spent on equipment23) which was not
installed. Between 1954 and 1962 more than £1 million was spent on stowage with
limited results. During 1962 the Coal Conservation Fund was diverted from stowage, to
finance research into mining and marketing of Greta coal.24)
From 1950 to 1952 while demand continued to rise, the coalowners felt no
urgency to implement the Tribunal's award and the Miners' Federation's obstructionist
policy mattered litde. The deferment of the Tribunal's 1950 award, which was largely a
result of the Miners' Federation's delaying tactics, was also suspended because the
original and 1950 application were ambit claims designed to be implemented at a
suitable time. While demand and prices rose, the Federation's opposition to machines in
pillars was inconsequential. Instead, the owners expanded the workforce untd the end of
1952; pillars were worked under the slow, cost-intensive pick and shovel method and
costs absorbed by increasing prices. Even in 1954 2,850,000 tons or 18.9 per cent of
total output was mined in pillars by hand.25)

20) JCB Report 1951-52,pp.55, 56. The collieries were Aberdare, Aberdare Extended, Aberdare Central,
Abermain, Abermain No 2, Bellbird, Efrington and Hebbum No 2.
21) They were administered by the Minister for Mines, the Chairman of the JCB and the chairman of die
Northem Colliery Proprietors' Association. Each of the five collieries involved was to pay for its stowage
at 4/- per ton sold until May 1952 and 6/- from then until die remainder of die agreement. However, die
Miners' Federation refused to co-operate widi die mechanisation of pillars because after protracted
negotiation the Federal and State Govemment would only implement an industry-wide levy at the
completion ofthe 1952 agreement due to expire in 1954; ibid.,pp.53, 55,56; CC 14 May 1952.
22) CC 14 May 1952.
23) JCB Report 1953-54,p.34.
24) JCB Report 1961-62,pp.60,61.
25) JCB Report 1953-54 ,p. 12.
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However, after 1952 when market contraction became permanent and the
implementation of the award became imperative, the Federation's delaying tactics
developed into a cosdy matter. As a result, die NSWCCPA requested the JCB not to
order the withdrawal of machmes if certain colUeries decided to exttact pdlars
mechanically. On 24 Febmary 1953 the JCB gave the cautious assurance that it
would,'...not exercise its powers to dfrect the withdrawal of machinery being used in the
exttaction of pdlar coal merely because of the existence or threats of industtial
action.'26) The NSWCCPA then advised the Miners' Federation of their intention to
mechanise pillars subject to discussion and arranged a meeting. At the meeting the
Federation refused to discuss the issue until a major dispute at BHP's John Darling
colUery involving the entfre Northem district in a strike was setded.27)when the
dispute was resolved on 14 July negotiation resumed, but the Federation's president,
I.WilUams, refused to agree to mechanical pillar exttaction unless an adequate
agreement on stowage was made.
The NSWCCPA, not prepared to discuss piUar exttaction under those terms,
instead notified the Tribunal on 3 September that subsequent to the 1950 award the
Miners' Federation had withheld assurances not to strike if its members were instmcted
to work pillars mechanically. At the NSWCCPA's request the Tribunal called a
compulsory conference on 12 Febmary 1954.28) When the conference was adjourned
untd 23 Febmary the Federation's Centtal Councd, recognising its weakening position,
empowered the Federation's executive to,'...enter into immediate discussions with the
owners on all aspects of the problem.' 29) After 'private' discussions attended by the

26) JCB Report 1952-53,p.52. According to a report in Common Cause 28 February 1953, die JCB
intimated to the 'Federation's representatives that it had decided not to give such an assurance' and
confirmed diis undertaking again two weeks later.
27) The refusal of a deputy's order by a gang of shiftmen on 25 March escalated into one of die
industrv's major disputes. The deputy's order which was cnunterma^'ie^ by N.Steers, the acthg chaimor.
of John Darling lodge, resulted in his dismissal. BHP's intransigence soon involved die Central Council
and became a district dispute. The dismissal of 587 John Darling men after a public inquiry conducted by
die Tribunal at the end of May prolonged the issue until July.
28) CC 13 Febmary 1954.
29) CC 27 Febmary 1954.
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JCB, the Federation reached a compromised agreement on health and safety
requirements.
Subsequent to diese artangements, in April die Federation lodged an amendment
for wage rates in pillars as part of a pending log of general claims before die Tribunal.
Irrespective of the Federation's use of safety as a pretext m uidustrial matters, any of the
Federation's genuine concem over safety was sacrificed for increases in income. For
reasons other than worsening economic circumstances, outlmed below, this kind of
ttade-off became typical of the Miners' Federation's future sttategies as it gradually
became less militant and the power of wage fixation gravitated from die lodges to the
executive.
On 16 August 1954 the Tribunal awarded an additional 15/- fortnighdy loading
for all employees getting the existing 57/- per week loading at any mine mechanised or
not. Further, at mines,'...at which the mechanical exttaction of pdlar coal [was] carried
out in compliance with the reasonable requirements of the management,' the Tribunal
awarded an additional 25/- loading per fortnight.30) The decision was considered and
confirmed by the Federation's Triennial National Convention a few weeks later, subject
to the decision's ratification by aggregate meetings. The importance of the matter
perceived by the rank and file, gauged by the tum-out for the ballot, was minimal. Out
of nearly 20,000 entitled to vote only 3471 votes were cast and 2030 voted in favour.31)
The inttoduction of conventional cutters and loaders in pillars followed quiedy.
In 1955 while 17 per cent of total production in pdlars was cut and loaded by hand, 14
colUeries cut and loaded 5.2 per cent of pillar production mechanically.32) By 1960
27.1 per cent of total production was piUar coal mechanically mined and 2.7 per cent of
production was mined by hand. However, conventional face equipment was gradually
supplanted by continuous miners which by 1960 cut 36.8 per cent and loaded 28.9 per
cent of total production. By 1967 pick and shovel mining had all but disappeared in
30) Coal Industry Tribunal decision,(CR),1041,17 September 1954, Canberra, Govemment Printer, JCB
Report 1953-54,p.36.
31) ibid.,p.36.
32) JCB Report 1954-55,p.70.
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pidars, as only approximately 50 of die 5,000 handminers left ui die early 50's
remained33); continuous miners cut 81.9 per cent and loaded 61.6 per cent of total
production.34) Proportionate to total production, mechanical pdlar extraction continued
to increase in real terms but was over-shadowed by longwall and shortwaU methods.
Mechanical pillar exttaction not only induced the owners to mechanise, but as
they invested more heavily in mechanisation the vast capital tied up in machinery made
pillar exttaction indispensable, especially after the capital-intensive continuous miners
were inttoduced. Without any planning on the owners' part, by the early 50's most
mines, including the largest and oldest were still working in the developmental mode.
Decades and in some instances a hundred years of wasteful first working left bdUons of
tons of easily, but most importantly, cheaply recoverable coal standing in pillars. In the
eight Cessnock mines investigated by the South Maidand Coal Conservation Committee
in 1951 there were an estimated 291,000,000 tons of pillar coal alone.35) Despite a
large portion which was unrecoverable owing to surface subsidence, creep and cmsh, or
in the instance of Greta seam coal spontaneous combustion, a substantial amount was
accessible. This bonanza, once worked mechanically, not only provided a solution to the
nearly depleted mines on the Greta seam, but enabled the coalowners to finance
mechanisation.
Not surprisingly, the effect of the resolution of die pillar question on
mechanisation was instantaneous. Whereas only £11 mdlion was spent in underground
mines from 1947 to 1953 on 'development, reorganisation and re-equipment',36)in the
fiscal year 1954-55 alone £2,469,100 were spent underground and £1,203,000 on pit-top
faciUties.37) in die six fiscal years from 1954, £36,666,000 were spent on upgrading
33) Actually at June 1968; vide JCB Report 1967-68,p.38; by 1964 diere were 242, JCB Report 196465,p.34.
34) JCB Report 1967-68,pp.40.41.
35) 'Report of the Soudi Maidand Coalfield Coal Conservation Committee.'//ew South Wales
Parliamentary Papers, Vol 3,1950-51-52,p.7.
36) JCB Report 1952-53,p.23; expenditure during 1953-54 was £3,991,000; vide JCB Report 195354,p.lO.
37) exti-apolated from JCB Report 1954-55,p.l9.
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underground mines, comprising £23,792,500 on underground equipment38) and
between 1960 and 1971 coalowners spent $282,734,000 on underground mines.39)
As die remainder of the Mmers' Federation's ttaditional opposition to
mechanisation was gradually disintegrated by the JCB, die Tribunal and die owners in a
manner described in Chapter IX, coalmining became more atttactive to investors. In
consequence, capital inflow expanded. The renewed divestment in coalmining akeady
owed part of its genesis to the JCB's pricing formula which caused coahnining
companies' profits to increase from 7.81 per cent at the end of 1950 to 11.68 per cent
for the year ending June 1958.40) Combined with the changes to the Income Tax
Assessment Act in 1951 and increasing profitability due to pillar coal, the coalowners'
real benefit was the increase in shareholders' scrip which grew from £6,870,866 in 1950
to £25,485,708 in 1958.41) This investment substantially financed mechanisation. The
major portion of capital was aUocated to underground improvements with an initial
emphasis on face equipment. However, from 1960 expenditure on coal and personnel
ttansport predominated.
The sudden infusion of capital ttansformed the industry from 19th century
primitive manufacturing and machinofacture 42) into modem mechanical industry,
both in equipment and mode of production. As a result, the proportion of coal cut and
loaded by machine grew prodigiously from 1953 as the workforce was reduced and
substituted by machmes. At the face, ttaditional equipment, such as coalcutters and
loaders, which had been heavily augmented since 1947, was gradually replaced by
continuous miners and battery, electric cable-reel, or diesel, shutdecars on pneumatic
tyres: diesel and electtic locomotives, but especially conveyor belts, supplanted horse

38) extrapolated from JCB Report 1959-60,p.25.
39) That is, die fiscal years 1960-61 and 1971-72; JCB Rennrt 1Q6'^-'^.p^Q-^"^ ^C« R^p^rt 1070.
71,p.77; JCB Report 1971-72,p78.
40) JCB Report 1958-59,p.49.
41) ibid.
42) The terminology used by Marx to describe primitive, mechanised industry.
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and rope ttansport in secondary and main haulages; electtical equipment superseded
steam-powered machinery.
In die new technology, the importance of die contmuous miner cannot be
overstated. Without its inttoduction and evolution the NSW coalmining industry could
not have been ttansformed as rapidly and profoundly as it had from 1954. The
continuous miner, together with modem loading equipment, ttansport and washeries
brought the industry from a technological wasteland to a modemity which increased
quality, production and productivity to levels previously unattained. The uittoduction of
continuous mining also eradicated many backbreaking manual work processes and in
some ways made mines safer. As a result, the JCB argued that this technological
innovation was progressive and inherently beneficial to workers. Further, the JCB
maintained that these benefits were the rationale behind its inttoduction. However,
nothing is further removed from reality than the platitudes expressed on this subject in
the JCB Reports. The mainspring of this technological change and of course its
antecedent technologies was economically inspired. It was calculated to rationalise the
workforce, to increase production and ultimately to lower costs of production.
The inttoduction of the continuous miner, more than any other mechanical
device hitherto inttoduced at the face, necessitated the upgrading of anciUary equipment
and like its precursors a heavy capital outlay in specialised non-productive labour.
However, the continuous mining mode had compensatory features which offset this cost
intensiveness: it minimised the need for off-hand workers as well as face workers.
Further, the continuous miner itself condensed a work process previously performed
over two or three shifts into one continuous action, hence its name.
Nevertheless, the conttaction of undercutting, shotfiring and loading into one
operation compounded the two major problems endemic to NSW coalmining discussed
in Chapter HI and IV even more. The fnst was the awkwardness of secondary and main
haulage and other outmoded facdities already inadequate for much less efficient face
technologies: this technology required extensive capital expendimre from the face to the
pit-top. Not surprisingly, after 1956 when continuous mmers gained acceptance, they
were fnst installed in die mines the JCB classified as Group A: diose all machine-
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loaded with modem haulage facdities. The second problem was the ttaditional
unwidingness of the workforce to accept new technology and work processes.43)
The fnst continuous miner was inttoduced almost unnoticed during 1949-50 at
the Newstan colliery. By installing this continuous miner the JCB, which was then the
owner of the colliery, was keeping abreast of the latest overseas technology. Although
the continuous miner was purchased for its machine pool to be bought or leased, its
inttoduction was furtive and without the JCB's usual self-congratulatory announcement.
Perhaps this cautious approach is no surprise considering the JCB's limited success in
the reorganisation of the industry up to that time. An altemative explanation is that the
JCB did not grasp the significance of the radical change inherent in die continuous
mining mode.
Certainly, the continuous miner's inttoduction was not without problems.
Apparently viewed with suspicion by private owners except BHP/AIS, it did not gain
popularity outside AIS mines until after 1956. Developed by Joy in the United States,
the miner's cutting head consisted of a series of parallel, revolving chains on which the
cutting bits were mounted. Gathering arms, located on a loading apron below the head
assembly fed the coal onto a conveyor in the centte of the miner through its rear end.
From there the coal was raised by a conveyor jib and fed into skips, shuttlecars or
sometimes loaders. Although the head could be raised, lowered and pivoted, this
prototype had many design faults. Because the head was narrow, limited in horse power
and its support stmcture and pivoting mechanism was fully integrated onto the chassis,
the miner's sumping and upward cutting action had to be repeated many times across
the face. In addition, the chain-mounted cutting bits because of their ripping action, ldce

13) The w:iy in which employers giapplt^ wiui uii» uusiacic is liisuusscu in chapter IX.
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the older undercutters, produced an '... undesfrable amount of fines' and die gadiering
arms left too much coal ungadiered.44)
Eventually, Jeffrey began to modify the design of the more successful types of
the 50's by simplifying then compUcated aspects.45) By 1967 die outcome of diese
modifications was a continuous ndner which was the prototype of the standard machine
most widely used in NSW coalmines at the time of writing. The reason for its
atttactiveness to coalndne proprietors is due to its basic design which allows it to be
modified for nartow or large seams. The shutdecar, a sunultaneously developed,
indispensable technology, not only replaced horse and rope transports in secondary
haulage, but eliminated much labour because it superseded hand loading.46) in main
haulage, and under some applications, in secondary haulage, conveyor belts also
became standard equipment in most mines.
As a result of these innovations, the use of continuous miners spread, increasing
the number of mines the JCB categorised as Group A. Like previous coalcutting
machinery, continuous miners mined without differentiating between stone, dirt, or
coal, which, consistent with new marketing requirements made washeries even more
mandatory. The deregulation of distribution in 1952 had already resulted in consumers
44) In an attempt to overcome these design handicaps, by the mid 50's Joy and Lee Norse had developed
continuous miners which used similar gathering and through-conveying mechanisms but which
eliminated the chain design. Instead, cutting was achieved by two cutting edges on two nartow rotating
dmms mounted on separate hydraulically operated support arms which oscillated laterally across the face.
These were mounted on anodier hydraulic stmcture which enabled the raising and lowering of die entire
cutting assembly up and down die face. Driven by a caterpillar traction system, like die former machine
but widiout its articulated head action, this continuous miner was easier to manoeuvre and had far more
power transmitted to its head. However,it too had major shortcomings. The oscillating action was not
wide enough to cut an entire place, so successive parallel cuts were made to achieve desired width.
Furdiermore, the hydraulics of die head assembly was fully integrated widi die machine's main hydraulic
system and was too high in pressure. Burst hoses and leaking joints caused too many dismptions to
production.
45) To eliminate die need to oscillate or pivot die head to cut the full widdi of die face, Jeffrey designed a
single drum almost wide enough to cut headings in one vertical swathe. Because the head was designed
for vertical movement only, its hydraulic support stiiicture was strengthened and its chassis was
thickened. The resulting additional weight eliminated much vibration and lessened fatigue stresses.
Ccyp'.ed with die cr.tra torque gained by or.Iy driving one dmm, diese features made cutting smoodier and
more efficient. Jeffrey also simplified any prior design by incorporating just two motors for all the
machine's functions and by adopting low pressure hydraulics.
46) Operated by only one driver, die shutdecar carries coal straight from the rear of the continuous miner
to the main haulage. Capable of carrying five to ten tons per load on an internal chain conveyor which
""locd? in a matter of ccccr.dc, the ±uttlccar was readily adapted in most iiiechanised mines.
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insisting on penalty clauses in conttacts guaranteeing both quality and continuity of
delivery.47) Immediately, regularity of supply was assured because of excess capacity,
but quality and consistency of coal type was more difficult to obtain because most mine
owners persisted with oldfashioned screens until after 1954. The decades of foisting
poorly graded and dirty coal upon users had made quaUty conttol almost unknown and
as far as the coalowners were concemed, unnecessary. In 1952 the only washeries in
NSW were owned and exclusively used by BHP/AIS.48) Until the resolution of the
pillar question only three additional washeries were bulk and during 1954 only another
two.49) However, after a hurried scamper from 1955 there were 34 by 1960,50)of
which several were centtal washeries like BHP/AIS's which served several collieries.
By 1971 the industry had 38 washeries including another at AIS's Port Kembla plant
and by 1982 there were 39.51)
Because of their ability to increase pace and volume of production at the face
manifold, the installation of continuous miners was futile unless haulage was capable of
handling greater quantities at high speed. Most mines had haulage systems totally
unsuited to continuous mining and for that reason alone it is not surprising that the
acceptance of continuous miners was slow. In many mines, management shunned
continuous miners and remained only partially mechanised for the remainder of their
existence. Some mines did not mechanise at ad.52)
47) Bentley,op.c/f.,p.53.
48) JCB Report 1952-53,p.27.
49) JCB Report 1955-56,p.80.
50) JCB Report 1960-61,p.l30.
51) JCB Report 1971-72,p.228; Black Coal 1981-82,p.36.
52) Besides mines categorised as Group A, the JCB classified diose mines all machine-loaded, but
widiout modem haulage, as Group B; diose partly machine-loaded and partly hand-loaded, as Group C;
diose all hand-loaded, employing more than 12 underground, as Group D; and mines all hand-loaded,
crr.plcyir.g r.ct nicre ±zs. 12 ur.vlc.g.^^.d. us Giuup L. (riOni JCB Report 1952-53 onwards), uy June
1960 49 or 50 per cent of NSW mines belonged in Group A and 76.6 per cent of production in all mines
was carried to main haulage by shutdecars and main haulages ti-ansported 52.2 per cent of coal to die
surface on conveyor belts; exu-apolated from JCB Report 1959-60,p.32. In die same year washeries odier
than BHP/AIS's, washed 36.7 percent of total production compared to 10.6 per cent in 1954-55: 36.8 per
cent of total production was cut and 25.9 per cent was loaded by continuous miners. Because in some
o-.incc •-•cing ccr.tinucuG ir,;r.c:s loadcii ^vxa^/ul coal of Jie flmji, die piactice persisteu even during die
70's.
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As older ndnes closed and new mines were developed, shafts, die botdeneck of
die past, with dieir antiquated cages, gradually disappeared. Togedier widi mines which
converted from shaft-winding, by 1971 84.9 per cent of total production was raised in
mines with tunnels or drifts as opposed to 59.81 per cent m 1947.53)By 1968, just prior
to the large-scale uittoduction of mechanical longwall miidng, which incorporated its
own secondary conveyors, 65 or 82.3 per cent of mines belonged in Group A and 97 per
cent of production was loaded and ttansported by shuttiecar54); conveyor belts in main
haulage ttansported 76.5 per cent of total production.
Personnel ttansport, a critical factor of mechanisation which most coalowners
overlooked before 1947, was gradually improved out of necessity. The bank to bank
rale of 1916, an annoying hindrance while production and ttansport were slow and
inefficient, became a vital obstmction as die production process intensified and
accelerated. As coalowners injected more capital into mechanisation, die old free
enterprise adage 'time is money' became increasingly apposite, particularly in the
larger, older mines where because of evasion and exemptions to CMRA General Rule
16B, described in Chapter V, miners waUced more than the statutorily prescribed mile to
and from the face. As a result, even in the 50's in some Greta mines, where winding all
the men down the shaft took 25 minutes, a total of two hours per eight hour shift might
have been lost in reaching the furthest faces and retuming to the surface. These were die
worst instances, but an hour lost per shift was common in many mines.55)
Despite Rule 16B, only 12 out of NSW's 140 mines had a 'satisfactory standard'
of 'man ttansport' in 1947 just prior to die JCB's creation.56) During the time of the
Miners' Federation's industtial ascendancy, the owners could not change hours or
conditions to offset the time lost in ttansport and the JCB was uncharacteristically
insistent on improvement in ttansport facilities. Instead, the owners opted to improve

53) exixapolateu from JK^B Kepori i9o3-64,p.j4.
54) And a few front-end loaders, vide JCB Report 1967-68,p.40.
55) JCB Report 1952-53,p.28.
56) JCB Report l-:)4/ ana iy4/-48,p.i8.
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and provide personnel ttransport. In addition, the large investment in other technology
was wasted unless its production time was maximised. Therefore, despite gaining the
upper-hand in industtial matters in die interim, by 1955 an additional 68 per cent of
mineowners made improvements to personnel systems and another eight per cent were
under constmction.57) Nevertheless, the effect of bank to bank was not fudy
counteracted until the owners gained around- the-clock production in 1971. Under this
system of four overlapping shifts, the crew working leaves for the surface only after the
next shift reaches the face thereby eUminating production tune lost through ttavelling.

Until 1957, when the Tribunal first granted Umited aftemoon shift production,
the neuttalisation of the bank to bank mle and the eradication of many other practices
were mainly confined to increase production during the ttaditional single eight hornproductive shift per day. However, owing to the capital-intensiveness of technological
change, the owners began to diffuse the cost of mechanisation by the extension of
production time. This process required intensive change to ttaditional custom and
practice. One of the greatest obstacles to the extension of production time was the
Miners' Federation's embargo on producing on more than one shift.
To overcome this obstacle, in 1957 the NSWCCPA and BHP/AIS embarked on
a campaign before the Tribunal to eradicate the longstanding ttadition of not working
second or thkd production shifts. Although the Miners' Federation traditionally was
quite insistent on not producing coal on aftemoon shift other than driving headings or
'specials' specified by district or lodge agreement, the custom was often conttavened by
lodges or individuals. Even before the formation of the Miners' Federation the mle was
unenforceable. During the prolonged periods of intermittency between the Wars, miners
often broke the mle out of economic necessity, but since govemmental regulation,
despite increased prosperity, miners continued to flout the Federation's prohibition.

57) exh-apolated from JCB Report 1954-55, table p.36. The percentage regarded as 'satisfactory' at
approximately 24 per cent conflicts with die 8.57 per cent calculatedfromdie number of mines given in
JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.l8. The extent of improvement in annual expenditure on personnel
tiUiiopvyii \a iiot io>.,oidcJ sopaidiiely, but cxpciiuiiuie continueu uii the ume oi wnung.
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However, after the Federation's acceptance of machines in pdlars, instead of an
ad hoc compromise, shift work became a necessary requirement to offset die
expenditure of mechanisation. The Federation's objections became irrelevant to die
owners who simply sought to legitimise a widespread breach of mles.58) Upon the
NSWCCPA's appUcation, foUowmg a dispute at BHP/AIS's Ehington colUery, on 15
April 1957 the Tribunal recognised the custom of not producing on aftemoon or night
shift. He declared there should not be a departure from the custom,'...except where diis
course [was] agreed upon or, foUowmg an investigation by an appropriate industrial
authority, it [was] regarded as essential.'59) widi regard to the particular mine in
dispute, Ehington, the Tribunal found that production on the aftemoon shift was
essential only in pdlars owing to the loss of coal due to spontaneous combustion. The
Tribunal rejected an application to inttoduce a second shift at EIrington in work other
than piUar extraction.
Subsequent to the decision, the miners at EIrington stmck with district support
from several mines. Work resumed at EIrington and elsewhere by 29 May, but one of
the collieries out in sympathy, Hebbum No 2, stayed out over the same issue. Owing to
his intervention, the strike was settled on 5 June by the Tribunal who found that,'...the
working of a second shift [was] inescapable', because, 'without a second shift heatings
and creeps with great losses of coal [were] Idcely to occur.'60) Similar to BHP/AIS's
application, in the instance of Hebbum No 2 the Tribunal decreed that he,'...did not
consider the case would provide a useful precedent for an employer who in the future
may seek the inttoduction of a second shift solely because of economic reasons.'61)
The Miners' Federation was given leave to apply for a review of the decision.
Whde the decision was clearly an invitation for owners to apply for the second shift for
reasons other than economic, it did not oppose the judgement. Ldce the Federation's

58) vide iiitciview E.FhiIlips 20 November i986.
59) JCB Report 1956-51,p.65.
60) JCB Report 1957-58,p.61.
61) Ibid.,p.61.
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opposition to mechanical pillar exttaction, its objection to production on multiple shifts
was an anachronism which if not resolved threatened the Federation's very existence.
The Federation, increasingly confronted by die closure of mines, the loss of
membership, growing stockpiles and Tribunal decisions favourable to die owners, was
forced to concede shiftwork and was compromised into making many other
concessions.
As the production process was increasingly mechanised, shiftwork became an
inherent and indispensable procedure necessary to attenuate the high capital ouday of
mechanisation. Economy of scales were particularly important between 1953 and 1967
when prices where forced down. In this period coalowners primarily cut costs per ton by
the intensification ofthe production process as weU as the extension of production time.
The mechanisation of production also reduced labour costs as mechanical processes
eliminated much manual labour. As a result, the workforce was reduced from 19,304
men in 1953 to 11,233 in 1964, from where it was gradually augmented in response to
the expanding Japanese market
As the level of mechanisation rose, the coalowners spread the labour of the
diminishing workforce over longer hours and that practice intensified after the
expansion of the workforce from 1964. Advances in technology oudined below also
reduced labour time spent in dead work. Consequently, wages and on-costs62) fell from
31/6 per ton in 1954 to 22/8 per ton in 1965 from where they rose to $2.88 in 1971, in
large part due to the increases in die number of employees from 1964. To a lesser extent
wages grew owing to wage rises awarded to accommodate shiftwork. In addition, from
1964 an increasing use of overtime,63)itself a cost-cutting measure, substantially
boosted die wages bdl.64) Despite significant increases in total wages paid from 1968-

62) On-costs comprised contributions to die JCB Pension and Subsidy Fund, workers' compensation
premiums,(less rebate and bonus payments), and payroll tax. Workers' compensation premiums fell every
vp^r "Dfi! IQ*^ otjjinfT fr, cir^umct-^ccc dcccritcd in Chcii/tcr IX.
63) vide JCB Report 1970-71, table 36,p.280. The average number of overtime manshifts per mineworker
per annum rose from 20.5 in 1958 to 23.5 in 1964. From 1965 diey increased from 26.2 to 42.7 in 197071.
64) vi^p rrp Report 196-7 gg^ table ^1A,p.256; JCB Report l971-72,^blo 50, p.278.
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69 because of wage increments, the large expansion in exports and sizeable price rises
awarded by the JCB absorbed wages and on-costs.
In consequence, by 1971 wages and on-costs represented only 40.5 per cent of
'total value', whereas in 1954 they were 52.7 per cent.65) At 41.5 per cent of price per
ton in 1970-71, wages without on-costs were sUghdy lower than die 43.7 per cent they
were in 1954 and since 1959 had risen beyond the 1954 percentage only once, during
1968-69.66) In money terms, just prior to die OPEC price increases and the resultant
'wages explosion', wages and on-costs at $2.88 per ton in 1970-71 were 8.57 per cent
lower than during 1954, notwithstanding an increase in the CPI of 53 per cent over the
period.
As part of their inexorable quest to reduce labour costs and to utilise investment
in mechanisation to the full, the owners began to experiment with changes to the
continuous mining process described below. During the 50's change was almost
exclusively confined to the process itself. However, when these modifications provided
only partial remedies to the unforeseen problems of sttata conttol created by continuous
miners, the owners began to experiment with altemative mining processes. A prime
example of early innovation to die continuous mining process, which initially reduced
constant and variable capital in dead work as well as facditating more time for
productive work, was roofbolting.
Inttoduced hesitandy at first during the early 50's, the acceptance of roofbolting
gradually reduced the use of timber, which was escalating in price because of its
increasing scarcity near mine sites. By the late 40's, experiments in sttata conttol had
demonsttated that steel bolts, from 3 to 6 feet long, inserted at systematic intervals in
the roof, gave far better support than the centuries-old principle of using props,
especially if steel sttaps were secured to die bolts' ends with nuts. Also, roofbolting was
integrated into the cutting process itself by placing hydraulic, and later pneumatic.

65) exd-apolated from JCB Report 1960-61, table 2,p.66; JCB Report 1967-68, table 44C,p.257; JCB
Report 1971-72, table 28,p.83.
66) extrapolated from JCB Report 1960-61, table 2 and 3,p.66; JCB Report 1967-68, table 44B and
C,pp./56,237; JCB Keport 1971-/2, table 28,p.83.
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roofbolters on continuous miners to speed up die advancement of the face as wed as to
eliminate the co-ordination of off-hand labour, which, in the past fodowed the cutting
procedure to perform ancdlary duties. In addition, the setting of timber, a laborious,
time-consuming process, ttaditionally performed by 'timber-setters', second-class
shiftmen, was replaced by a simple, mechanical process executed in a few minutes.
Roofbolting also obviated the necessity to set props in the middle of working places.
Quite apart from the scarcity of accessible timber, the eUmination of centtally
positioned props was necessary to free the face from obstmction to create the space
needed to manoeuver continuous miners as well as other large machinery in the
headings.67)
After the wide acceptance of continuous miners from 1960, many other
laborious elements of pick and shovel coining were either eliminated or simplified.
Under contmuous mining, shotfiring became unnecessary, cutting and loading were
performed almost instantaneously, laying of temporary rails became obsolete and coal
was rapidly ttansported in secondary and main haulage without double-handling, or
unobstructed by botdenecks in horse, or rope skip haulage.
Unencumbered by restrictions to production on second or even thnd shifts, with
modem haulage and sufficient continuous miners, mines were theoretically capable of
unlimited production at low costs. fronicaUy, however, the continuous miner's rapid
rate of productivity necessitated intensive sttata conttol which escalated related costs
disproportionately.68) As the old pillars were depleted and developmental work
progressed at a faster rate than ever before because of the continuous miners' prodigious
productivity, main tunnels and headings advanced rapidly, generally further and deeper

67) From the 80's onwards, in many mines, props near the ribs were also eliminated as a consequence of
rib doweling. Fib/icgLsi dowels ait vIiiII..,J diiJ flxcu IiOiizunially into die ribs to prevent ana provide
protection from rib-bursts previously provided by rib-props.
68) R.J.Williams, Foreword, Proceedings of Symposium "Longwall Mining In Australia", The
Austialasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Illawarra Branch, 24, 25 and 26 Febraary
l910,(Longwall Mining In Australia); DJ.Simes,'Longwall Mining At Soudi Bulli Colliery', ibid.,p.l;
ix.i^.\ji.i,.0\^v», i^iigWoii ij.xpCm./iik^>..a t\i. Ki^^uiua ^olliefy , ibid.,pp.i., 3.
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under overburden. As a result, many mines, in particular the older coUieries, developed
new, previously urdmown difficulties with roof conttol.69)
These problems the owners attempted to eradicate by adapting continuous
miners to new methods of working or to replace contmuous miners m face workings
with longwall or shortwaU mming. These altematives were totaUy consistent with die
coalowners' proclivity to increase OMS,(Output per Man Shift), and to reduce labour
costs. However, some of the mnovations whde at first appearing to reduce costs,
eventuady became expensive in materials as weU as labour owing to unforeseen
engineering and geological obstacles pecuUar to NSW coal-bearmg sttata. These die
coalowners were forced to overcome in a heuristic fashion70)by delicately balancing
heavy costs in dead work for maintenance, ventdation and especially roof conttol,
against the supposed low costs of apparendy cheap methods of exttaction. The
reduction in the total workforce which was presumed to accompany these innovations
was another myth the coalowners were forced to countenance.
In part to eUminate the exacerbating problems of roof conttol and partly to
reduce production costs, in 1962 the coalowners tumed their hand to mechanical
longwaU mining. Prior to 1962 a few NSW ndnes had spasmodically used hand-worked
longwalls, but with Uttle success, owing to the height of NSW seams.71) The notable
exception was the Stockton Borehole colliery near Newcastle, which was worked under
advancing longwall with conttact miners from 1908 to 1956.72) At peak production
during the 30's, under the threat of unemployment, 96 miners produced 1100 tons per
day; an unusually high rate of productivity.73)
69) Telephone conversations, VParkinson and M.Loy, District Check Inspectors, Soudiem District
Miners' Federation; interview EPhiUips.
70) vide below for trial and error implementation of longwall and shortwall mining; interview G.Harding;
G.Barrett, undermanager Coalcliff colliery, 18 August 1983; telephone conversation VPaikinson.
71) vide Department of Mines Reports 1874-1962; WJ>J.R.Brisbane, 'Previous Australian Longwalls',
Longwall Mining In Au^li uuu,pp.3-5.
72) Brisbane, Longwall Mining In Australia.,p.5. In advancing longwall, die face 'advances' from die
roadway 'inbye' to the panel's furthest extremities. Under diis mode, die goaf is left 'outbye' near
roadways and has to be ventilated until the panel is worked out, perhaps years. Under retreating longwall
the face 'retreats' back to roadways leaving the goaf behind die direction of the face.
73) ibid.ioT the rate of productivity only.
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Apart from diis technically undemanding mode, the only different experience of
mining other than the customary bord and pdlar before 1962 was by shortwaU, a
modification of mechanical longwall, at BHP/AIS's Burwood colUery. Under shortwaU
at the Burwood coUiery, continuous miners drove parallel headings off a tunnel creating
piUars 30 yards wide by 180 yards long. When die headings were jomed, continuous
miners then worked the pdlars in advancing mode using conventional roof support.
Consequendy, management was still confronted with timbering costs which in thenopinion were 'uneconomical'.74)
Apart from knowledge of its use in Europe, Britain and die USA under sttata
conditions initially viewed as sindlar by NSW experts, but later found deceptively
different, mechanical longwall was completely unknown in NSW until 1962. As a
result, the first experiments, blunderingly conducted with equipment suited to European
and British conditions at Coalcliff colliery between 1962 and 1965, were an abject
failure. Despite that, other Illawarra coalowners inttoduced longwall equipment
throughout the 60's and 70's with similar speculative approach and similar failure to
reduce costs sufficiently.
An inability to conttol roof sttata prevented successful mechanical longwaU
mining throughout the 70's until after extensive trial and error in the lUawarra
established that pressure from over-burden could be relieved by preparing panels
adjacent to the working panel by driving headings. However, the creation of additional
roadways required a great deal of constant and variable capital tied up for long periods
in 'non-productive' developmental work.75) fronically, timber, roofbolts, maintenance
and ventilation of idle panels, once combined with the expenditure of the working face
were perhaps as expensive and, or dearer than the costs of roof conttol longwaU was

74) J.Kay and G.T.Mowbray,'Shortwall Experience In die Newcasde Area', Longwall Mining In
Australia,p.2.
75) Widi the exception of die coal produced in the headings which provided a return on capital, once the
pu.ii,io Wv..ii, pic-paicd ditii cuiiiiaiii uapiiai was idle'.
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origuially intended to save.76) Soon after 1965 the coalowners realised that around-theclock production was not only necessary to diffuse the increase in constant capital, but
also to prevent longwaU units from bemg rendered inoperable for reasons explained
below.77)
It is no surprise diat for nearly all of the 70's longwall mining was entirely
restricted to the Southem district. Besides the unplaimed nature of its development, as
well as high costs, the spread of longwall in the other districts was also retarded by the
Miners' Federation's objections to dust described below. In the Northem disttict from
1967 managements were content to experiment with shortwalls, unlike those at the
Burwood colliery, incorporating hydraulic supports, which owing to die narrowness of
their panels did not requfre the development of adjacent panels.
After the major technical defects of longwall were solved by preparing adjacent
panels and the Miners' Federation's objections to dust were subverted in a manner
described below, the first longwall outside the Southem district was installed in 1979 at
Angus Place, a colliery developed by Newcom near Wallerawang power station in the
Westem district. The equipment at Angus Place suffered a simdar similar fate to the
original Coalcliff installation and was withdrawn after only seven shifts; subsequent to
extensive modification it produced regularly.78) Despite protracted trials and a large
infusion of capital, longwaUs produced scarcely more than 3.3 million tonnes or 7.6 per
cent of total underground production in 1981-82.79) For aU that, from the 80's the
perfection of the technique and the collapse of the Japanese market induced Northem
owners to adopt longwall to reduce costs per ton. In the odier districts during the 80's,
production from longwalls increased prodigiously so that by 1984-85 it amounted to

76) Telephone conversation V.Parkinson. Parkinson, who as District Check Inspector was closely
involved widi die implementation of longwalls, claims diat company statistics went to great detail to
prove the superiority of longwall mining economics.
77) vide fur example jCb kepori i9DO-o/,pp.i94-19b re application to Tribunal for die extension of
production time. The coalowners, like other economic rationalists do not use die terminology 'constant
capital'.
18) Black Coal 1979-80,p.63.
19)Black Coai l984-8D,p.zi.
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20.2 percent of underground production. However, diat attainment represented over 20
years of trial and ertor which had its origins in CoalcUff colliery.
At CoalcUff from 1962 to 1965 and afterwards elsewhere, unldce the earlier
manual longwalls, die method of working was in retteat Continuous miners first drove
parallel 'gateways', headings, 150 yards apart, off a main roadway at 90o. The two
gateways were then joined by a heading which created a block or a panel of coal and a
face which was worked in retteat,(back),to the main roadway. Instead of tunber,
roofbolts, or gfrders, the roof near the face was supported by self-advancing, hydrauUc
roof supports each capable of bearing 30 tons per foot of face.
The engineering principle of hydraulic support, successfuUy installed at Kemira
colliery in June 1965, failed ndserably at Coalcliff Owing to the massiveness and
cohesiveness of the roof and superincumbent sttata in NSW mines, unldce the plastic
sttata in Europe and Britain, unsupported roofs in NSW did not bend and resulted in a
completely broken roof between the face and goaf edge. At CoalcUff die WestphaliaLunen supports made for European conditions were totally inadequate for the
unyielding, cantilevered, dead weight created by its massive sttata. The supports were
often jammed and many of then hydraulic pistons bent.80)The face shearer, a coal
plough, was hardly able to cut coal and when it did it created an inordinate amount of
dust, despite the instaUation of water sprays.81) After nine months it produced only
63,000 tons of coal and was withdrawn and retumed to Germany.82) However, Kembla
Coal and Coke P/L, then a subsidiary of BHASP,83)because of its association with the
base-metal smelting industry, persisted.84)

80) M.J.Smidi,'Experiences In Longwall Mining At Coal Cliff Colliery 1962/65', Longwall Mining In
Australia,pp.2-4; interview R.Cram. Cram as a senior district officer in die Miners' Federation was part
of an investigative team which viewed longwall equipment overseas.
81) Smith, Longwall Mining In Australia.,pp.2-4; interview R.Cram.
82) Smith, Longwall Mining In Australia.,pp.2-4; interview R.Cram.
83) Broken Hill and Associated Smelters Proprietors' Ltd.; at die time of writing Coalcliff is part of
Conzinc Rio-tinto Austtalia.
84) CoalcliTi also exponed subsuuiiial quanuues lo japan.
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Under the management of M.J.Smith85),who in 1962 as the Department of
Mines mspector investigated longwall mining in Britain, Europe and the USA, die
colUery purchased a new unit in early 1964. This unit, a British GuUck, installed by
December 1964, consisted of six hydraulic props per support frame instead of the two
per frame of the previous unit. Support sttength was at least 75 tons per foot of face and
the shearer unit was a rotary dmm shearer. Despite a fadure of the system's hydrauUcs,
after a complete modification by January 1965 it was fudy operational. However, owing
to large amounts of dust created by the shearer, while the crews specially selected for
the longwall were 'co-operative', the Miners' Federation and craft unions placed bans
on the equipment.
The resultant interraptions to production coupled with mechanical failures,
caused the longwall to work only intermittendy and with Umited success. Its fate was
finally sealed when during the Easter holidays the unit was allowed to remain stationary
for a week. Probably, neither management, the JCB, nor the Department of Mines knew
that the roof and, or floor could only be conttoUed if the shearer was kept mobile or that
the roof supports were incapable of supporting sttata for only more than short periods
when they were stationary. After tentative experimentation in two other Southem
district mines, the gaining of that knowledge was one of the motivations behind the
application to the Tribunal for around-the-clock production in 1966. However, at
Coalcliff a remarkable superficiality of precautions rendered the equipment useless
when the settUng of the roof on the supports bent them. After they were freed, the face
conveyor system developed serious mechanical problems and the unit was withdrawn
after producing only 53,000 tons in eight months.86)
In June 1965 BHP/AIS mstalled a similar system at its Kenura colliery.
Apparendy not having leamt from the Coalcliff fiasco, but through good fortune,
management had little ttouble with roof conttol but suffered similar mechanical

85) In June 1971 Smidi was appointed one of die du-ee members of die JCB; vide JCB Report 197172.P.36.
86) Smiih, LongwaU Mining JnAustratia.,pp.L, 5,6.
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problems with die face conveyor, the 'pan'.87) However, when the 300 yard long panel
was completed widiout industrial tt-ouble, despite dlegally high concenttations of dust,
after the equipment was modified and ttansferted to the adjacent panel in Febmary
1966, management encountered similar problems to CoalcUff coUiery's in 1964.
After six weeks of production the roof fractured at the face, which, subsequent
to a week-long shutdown for annual leave, fell between the face and the supports. By
early May as a result of a two week sttike followed by six weeks' work and a strike
lasting ten weeks, the equipment became 'non-bound.' Management reaUsed only after
the resolution of the second dispute, which, like the first, empted because of the
excessive dust created by the shearer, that the equipment, unless continuously worked,
would always be prone to seizure owing to roof or floor movement. Accordingly, with
the JCB's fuU support, BHP/AIS made appUcation to the Tribunal for around-the-clock
production on the longwall face five days per week and week-ends when required.88)
The Miners' Federation, the AEU, the ETU, die FMMA, as well as the Illawarra
Deputies' and Shotfirers' Association all opposed the appUcation. Dismissing the
unions' objections out of hand, the Tribunal granted the Co's appUcation on 14 April
1967 stating.
This is one of the most important applications to have come before this
Tribunal in the twenty years of its existence.
Notwithstanding reservations which may properly be made agamst
regarding the No. 2 longwad at Kemira as completely illusttative of die
difficulties in working the No.l seam, it would be dangerous to reject or
to discount the expert opinions of the geologist, the coUiery
superintendent and assistant superintendent, and the chief mining
engineer of the Joint Coal Board which are unanimously to the effect that
through natural defects which have developed in die roof sttata a
situation has arisen which unless properly conttoUed could prevent the
production of coal in large and important areas of the Southem District
coal field and thereby cripple operations at major steelworks colUeries. It
is self-evident that if this situation eventuates there wdl be an enormous
loss of coking reserves, critical injury to the steel industry,
unemployment amongst other workers as well as mine workers and
grave economic consequences of national as wed as local significance.
Could there be any more revealing, more practical or more convincing
demonsttation of the grim reality of the danger and its acttial seriousness

87) R.D.G.Reed,'Longwall Experiences At Kemira Colliery', Lon^wa// Mining In Australia,pp.4,5.
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than that given by the B.H.P. when it took die extteme measure of
acquiring altemative coal deposits in Centtal Queensland?89)
Despite the Tribunal's wdUngness to accede to employers' appUcations and his
abiUty to over-ride union opposition, the Miners' Federation's objections to dust in
longwalls was an obstacle for which the Tribunal had no solution. Concenttations of
dust higher than levels permitted under Rule 12B(3),Section 54 of the CMRA90)
continue to plague longwall production. Consequendy, from the first strike at Kenura in
May 1966 until the time of writing, die Miners' Federation has had an embargo,
underwritten by statutory imprimatur, on employees working on the retum side of the
shearer from where the most dust emanates.91) Further, subsequent to the Tribunal's
1967 dnective,'...that the employer shall at all times observe strictly the obUgation to
keep dust concenttations within the limits prescribed by law,'92) die coalowners were
forced into letting shearers cut coal only against the direction of the ventilation flow.
As a result, despite the shearers' capacity to cut in bodi directions, to prevent
obligatory dust counts from exceeding legal limits, a great deal of production time is
lost on every shearer's second sweep of the face. To the chagrin of the coalowners, the
shearer ttansverses the face with the ventilation current only to 'clean up' the floor, but
is not permitted to cut coal. Except under exceptional cncumstances when permission is
granted by lodge or district officials, the Miners' Federation has implacably maintained
its ban. It is only cfrcumvented by mineworkers, supposedly without the Federation's

89) ibid.,p.l95.
90) The standard in 1966 was 700 particles of lesstiian5 microns per cubic centimetre where die siUca
content of the parent rock (including coal and shale) was less than 10 per cent, diminishing by 100
particles for each 10 per cent with which die silica content decreased.
91) At dietimeof writing,(December 1988),experiments widi homotropal ventilation indicate diat it is
capable of overcoming dust in any directionfromdie shearer. However, until homotropal ventilation is
incorporated in every longwall, any mineworker working behind the direction of the shearer's cutting
strokerisksexposure to chest disorders; telephone conversations V.Parkinson and M.Loy. After die Local
Coal Audiority and die Tribunal declared die ban illegal, die Miners' Federation, before MrJustice
Mciieman ot die Hign Court, was successful in directing die Tribunal and BHP/AIS to show cause
before die FuU Bench of die High Court why die Tribunal's decision should prevail. On 8 August 1966
die Full Court comprising BarwickCJ., McTieman, Taylor, Menzies and Owen JJ. unanimously found
that die original decree nisi be discharged and awarded costs against die Miners' Federation; vide JCB
Report 1966-61,pp.181,188.
92) ibid:,p.l9b.
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knowledge93)for reasons discussed in Chapter DC. However, other than on maintaining
the ban, the Federation was forced to compromise. Unable to withstand the combined
pressure from the owners, the JCB, expert wimesses and the Tribunal, the Federation
instead capitaUsed on the buoyancy of the Japanese market and opted for increased pay
and improved conditions as ttade-offs in a similar manner to which it resolved
mechanical piUar mining in 1954.94)
BHP/AIS was not satisfied with the provisions of the 1967 decision, which
limited four shift production to longwaU faces actually working. Consequendy, in 1969
the Co made application to the Tribunal to extend around-the-clock production for
services ancdlary to longwaU.95) The appUcation which was opposed by all coalmining
unions except, not unnaturally, the Austtalian Collieries' Staff Association, ACSA, was
endorsed by the JCB and the NSWCCPA. The Co claimed that experience gained at its
Kemira and. Appin collieries demonsttated the necessity of ensming that developmental
work progressed at a rate which did not impede the ttansfer of equipment from a
depleted panel to the next.96) The Co's claim and the NSWCCPA's support of it was
clearly a pretext to gain around-the-clock production across the board, when demand
was at a premium. The claim's endorsement by the NSWCCPA by reason of the
exigencies of longwall mining was sheer nonsense. There were only four longwads in
use during 1969-70,97)all ui the Southem disttict, producing only 4.3 per cent of total
underground production.98) Further, coalowners in the other districts were not prepared
to commit themselves to longwall.
93) Telephone conversations V.Parkinson and M.Loy. Author's observations underground.
94) The Co's request for four overlapping shifts from 7 a.m.to 3 p.m., 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.
and 1 a.m. to 9 a.m. was granted unconditionally. In retiun, employees on longwaU were granted 15 per
cent loading on die T to 9 p.m. shift and 25 per cent on die 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. shift and 1 to 9 a.m. shift. The
Tribunal also awarded every employee on longwaU, regardless of shift, an additional $6 per week or
$1.20 per shift.(average annual income for mineworkers for 1965-66 was approximately $3600, vide JCB
Report 1966-67,p.l28.)
>S) CtuCuIalvd fiOiii I'uid., uiblo ll,p.42. Jit pen.,eiiuige iiii^iaues one siiurtwaii panel.
96) paraphrased from ibid.,p.223.
97) ibid.,p 39.
fiorii i.Z'iJ., ^uivi ll,p.42, lilt, pexceiiiage includes one shortwali panel.
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The vigorous strike action over BHP/AIS's claun, resulting in the highest fad in
production due to industrial disputes since 1958, did not deter die Tribunal.99) in March
1970 the Tribunal, sensitive as always to the owners' compulsions, particularly at this
time when the Japanese market was growing, but susceptible to the unions'
uncharacteristic and increasing militancy, granted the Co's claim ui an interim decision;
he also acknowledged the feasibility of putting into practice the unions' counter claim
for reduced hours and wage increases by 1971.100)
Exttemely dissatisfied with the outcome of the Co's application, the unions
continued to strike. Despite substantial stockpiles, these stoppages combined with the
previous year's, caused production to fall sufficiendy to make the owners apprehensive
about deliveries to Japan. However, during July 1970,'...the Tribunal on its own motion
instigated an inquiry into the question of shorter hours for mineworkers.' 101)
Whereas he found that previous investigations had shown the impracticability of
reducing hours,'subject to proper safeguards', hours for mineworkers could suddenly be
reduced. 102) One of the most important 'safeguards' was continuous production from
Mondays to Fridays in the entne industry. 103) As a result, on 30 July, amongst other
provisions, he awarded 35 hours per week for the Miners' Federation, the craft unions
and most other coalmining industry unions in NSW, Queensland and Tasmania 104)to
take effect from 30 June 1971. In the interim, hours were reduced to 371/2 per week. On
6 August 1970 the Newcasde Deputies' and Shotfirers' Association and the Maitland
District Deputies' Association, which on the basis of spurious professionalism, ldce
ACSA had held aloof from the dispute, were also awarded the 35 hour week upon
application. This decision made coalmining the first industry to gain the 35 hour week
99) Five one day stoppages State-wide; 38 days at Kemira, resulting in 2,214,000 tons or sk per cent of
total production 'lost',vide ibid., p.23.
100) JCB Report 1970-7l,p.232.

102) ibid.
103) ibid.
104) The Western Austtalian coaiminiiig iiiuusuy stiU had its separate awards.
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across the board. All employees, regardless of stattis, were beneficiaries of a campaign
originally launched by the Miners' Federation in a log of claims served prior to the 1949
strike. 105)
In addition, during 1970 the Tribunal awarded deputies and employees widi
managerial status, including those in the craft unions, up to 20 per cent in wage
increases. 106) The remainder of the workforce only gained the six per cent flow-on of
the National Wage Decision increase awarded in December 1970 by the FuU Bench of
the Commonwealth ConciUation and Arbittation Commission. As a result, the Miners'
Federation, also intent to share some of the benefits of the Japanese market, in
conjunction with the FMMA and the FEDFA, made appUcation for a flat wage increase
of $20 per week. However, on 23 June 1971 the Tribunal rejected the application but
awarded a coalmining industry allowance of $6.00 per week or $1.20 per day or
shift.107) The latter two claimants accepted the decision, but not the Miners' Federation
which held a series of strikes lasting a week each during July, August and September in
NSW and Queensland. 108) Despite the loss of three miUion tons of coal in NSW alone,
the Federation did not gain $20 per week. 109) Instead, the Tribunal made changes to
the wage stmcture which precluded the coalmining industry adowance and several other
provisions discussed in Chapter IX from being withheld during industrial action. These
were cmcial concessions for the Miners' Federation's future bargaining position.
Despite the Tribunal's rejection of the Federation's $20 claim, all mineworkers
gained substantially in financial terms during the 70's from the owners' onslaught on
the Japanese market, long before the 'wages explosion' empted in 1974. Apart from the
six per cent National Wage increase in December 1970, with overtime, bonus payments
and allowances, NSW mineworkers' income increased 12.09 per cent during 1971-72
105) JCB Report 1948-49.p.30.
106) JC5 Report 1970-71,pp.233-235.
107) ibid.,p.231.
I08)ibid.,p.ll.
109) There was sufficient coal in NSW stockpiles to meet this shortfall in production; for example,
'Ilcvcvcr, thciC I;^ Lu-n uu \aCt,. of >.oal to mfccl die needs of Australian consumers', vide ibid.
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alone. Until 1974 mineworkers' income continued to be weU above the average
eamings in other NSW industries. However, while this differential remained, after die
wage explosion, wages for the entfre Austtalian workforce grew to such an extent that
the coalmining industry production bonus became only an insignificant portion of
mineworkers' income. Consequently, the bonus ceased to create the stunulus to increase
productivity and from 1976 the coalowners were forced to restore previous relativities
by mcreasing the bonus to restimulate incentive amongst the workforce to produce.
Therefore, despite around-the-clock production and the enticement of additional
bonus, OMS did not exceed the exceptionally high 5.92 tonnes attained underground
during 1969-70 untd 1982-83, after the large-scale inttoduction of longwaU units.
However, the modest increases in productivity during the 70's and the early 80's, with
the exception of 1971-72, 1975-76 and 1981-82, when industrial campaigns fiourished,
were not due to industrial disputes; nor were the small increases in productivity
indicative of the workforce's unco-operativeness. To the conttary, with the exception of
some of the years of major sttike activity, productivity increased. The small increases in
OMS after 1970 were most probably due to the moderate rates of remm from
continuous mining units which were far below the coalowners' expectations. The output
from continuous mining units did not fall, but did not increase a great deal either; nor
were the small increases in output per unit shift experienced from 1970 until the time of
writing commensurate to the extensive capitalisation in mechanisation over the
period. 110)
However, although it is enticing to atttibute the cause of these falUng rates of
retum to the owners' cmde methods and the JCB's support of these speculative forays,
the difficulty of having to rely largely on measures of productivity calculated according
to dubious scientific management practice, continues to plague this analysis. OMS is
misleadmg and inaccurate. Yet, the JCB continuously justified its existence by
measuring improvement and the owners too based then measures of productivity on the
same principles. OMS is obtained by dividing raw coal production, less any dut and

110; vide JCB Keport 19 / l-/2,p.68; Black Coal 1984-85,p.41.
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'chitter' removed prior to washing, by the number of manshifts worked by all persons in
or about a mine. However, die JCB's rigid application of diis statistical mediod as a
faithful measure of productivity is wrought with pitfalls. For example, improvements m
machinery, or complete changes in technology may improve production and
productivity markedly without any change to the workforce. Similarly, ttansport
methods or the location of production may change, shortening or lengthening ttaveUing
time. The changeableness of these and other, alterative factors makes it impossible to
distinguish whether increased productivity is due to a greater effort by the workforce or
improvement in technology.
Another problem with the JCB's computation of OMS is the practice of dividing
the workforce into two rigid categories regardless of role in the production process. One
category includes ad workers at the face and those working,'elsewhere below ground';
the second category comprises surface workers, as well as administtative and clerical
staff. Conttary to this statistical sophism, in reality not all workers at the face are
actively involved in production; for example, deputies and maintenance workers
ostensibly do not work machines, 11 l)rather they contribute to the production process in
a non-productive manner. Similarly, many employed 'elsewhere below ground' in
ttansport, supplies and maintenance are not actively involved with production but are
ancdlary to it, as are pit-top workers. However, this not the major objection to the JCB's
convoluted reckoning of productivity. Arguably, the labour power of die anciUary
workers involved in production is in actuality a part of the work process proper, but
which owing to the capitalist division of labour appears to be separate from the main
process.
Clearly, it is nonsensical to vitiate productivity figures by including the stticdy
non-productive clerical and administtative staff If it be sound statistical practice, then
in conformity with JCB statistics, if a large increase or decrease in the latter category
occurted, productivity underground would rise or fad proportionately. Nevertheless, the

111) In practice, in many mines diey do, but diis routine is not recognised by die JCB, die Department of
Mines, die Miners' Federation, nor the odier coalmining unions. Officially, as far as diese organisations
iue i^oncciiicd suicl uernaicadon is oDservea.
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JCB insists on pubUshing the overaU OMS of underground mines which includes
clerical and office staff. Even by excluding office staff and ignoring the JCB's
misconceptions, the mathematical warp which causes OMS to rise or fad automatically
because of fluctuations in the size of the workforce, independent from changing levels
of technology or production, remains.
Putting aside the inability to measure productivity accurately, the modest
increases in productivity from the 70's were most probably the result of a problem
inherent in the continuous mining mode, which for reasons outUned above, was a
captive of the law of diminishing retums. On the other hand, longwaU production
remained a risky altemative untd the late 70's/early 80's. Four shift production, which
initially raised productivity for continuous miners from 372 tonnes per unit shift in 1968
to 418 tonnes by 1970, had a shortlived success. Despite increasing then proportion of
production from 71.9 per cent in 1964 to 93 per cent by 1975, continuous miners
retumed dinunishing rates of productivity. 112) By 1976 output per unit shift fell to 328
tonnes, 34 tonnes below the 1965 level. From 1976 until the time of writing, unit
productivity per shift only surpassed 340 tonnes once, in 1981. Overall, the procuration
of around-the-clock production was a dubious gain for the owners as wed as the
workforce.
Regardless of these unexpected outcomes for the owners, around-the-clock
production was the culmination of a successful process designed to wear down
workforce resistance to technological change. Under the guidance of the Tribunal, the
JCB and the Department of Mines, the state, initially subtly, but later more overtly,
subordinated worker conttol. By guaranteeing stable wages and conditions, the Tribunal
specifically, graduaUy circumvented bargaining and the often, fractious associated
industrial relations at lodge level. By displacing the lodge as the centte of industrial
relations, through centralised wage fixation the Tribunal was then able to optimise

112) Despite increases of approximately 20 per cent in OMS between 1966 and 1970, annual invesunent
in constant capital almost doubled between diose years against a background of only 13.34 per cent in
CFI iii\.,icmeiit.
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mechanisation by the inttoduction of the intensification and extension of production
time.
Yet, despite the Tribunal's, JCB's and Department of Mines' influence over
various aspects of the production process, the owners were aUowed a free hand in
changing the means of production to suit then needs. Even when the owners refused to
co-operate, the entfre campaign and eventual inttoduction of machines in pdlars was
part of a concerted effort by the JCB, Department of Mines, the NSW and Federal
Govemments to persuade rather than to force the owners to mechanise.
The owners' sudden compUance was no accident. The hundreds of millions of
tons of coal standing in pidars was indispensable to recouping the costs of
mechanisation. Like magic, suddenly, even expenditure for secondary and main haulage
as well as pit-top equipment materialised. Although the technology was expensive,
owing to the cost savings in variable capital gained through the installation of
continuous miners, the replacement of equipment other than face technology was now
feasible. Because of the capital-intensiveness of the equipment, personnel ttansport,
until the mid 50's withheld in most mines, became essential: for the same reason by
persistent application to the Tribunal the owners implemented the intensification of the
labour process and from 1957 achieved its extension to aftemoon shift. Owing to the
longstanding flouting ofthe Federation's embargo on aftemoon shift production, it was
unable to withstand this pressure, and the Tribunal's future orders designed to change
ttaditional work practices. Gradually, owing to the closure of mines and the loss of
membership until 1964, the Miners' Federation was increasingly de-radicalised and
subordinated to the extent that it was forced to concede around-the-clock production,
despite gaining the 35 hour week and other concessions.
Consequendy, despite a steadily growing CPI, wages and on-costs feU from 31/6
per ton in 1954 to 22/8 per ton in 1965. Even though diey rose to $2.88 per ton in 1971,
as a percentage of 'total value' wages and on-costs were still less in 1971 than in 1954.
Much support from the JCB, Tribunal and die Department of Mines, such as in the
radical departure from ttaditional bord and piUar to longwall nuning, made these
economies of scale possible.
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Often, the JCB and Department of Mines even made then expertise available.
This was due to an implicit credo in the mutuality of the state/capital relationship,
which despite the opposition of individual state employees, was evident in these
govemment agencies' actions. By virtue of these attitudes, the state often overlooked
the welfare of mineworkers, one of die prime objectives of the Coal Industty Acts.
While in the eradication of respfratory diseases, as shown in the next chapter, the JCB
had an enviable success, because of the intensification and extension of production
time, the workforce's health and safety was jeopardised in other ways. For example, the
loss in health owing to the intemationally recognised, deleterious effect of night work;
or the cost incmred to society in terms of wasted life, and less importantly in terms of
social capital. Also, the JCB's and Department of Mines' incUnation to give primacy to
the needs of production caused declining safety standards.
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Chapter IX 1952-82
All of die modifications to the production process described in die previous
chapter requfred profound change to established custom and practice as well as change
to the workforce's composition and size. This chapter analyses these measures. From
1903 to the mid 50's, with the exception of the 30's, one of the coalowners' major
obstacles to the successful implementation of mechanisation had been the workforce's
ttaditional unwidingness to accept new technology and change to the work process.
Owing to workforce resistance, the coalowners were unable to increase production and
productivity commensurate to then expectations. A major component of the argument
in this chapter is that after the retum to excess capacity in 1952, with the state's
endorsement the coalowners began to get then way. Gradually, by force, cajolement and
enticement, for the ffrst time in the industry's history, the workforce accepted
technological change. The major thmst of the argument is that the state through the JCB
and the Tribunal supplied most of the means which made the workforce's subordination
possible.
The chapter describes the procedures employed by the JCB to reduce the age of
the workforce, to change its composition and to lower rates of morbidity to achieve
those results. To the same end the JCB also spent considerable sums on community
welfare in NSW's isolated coalmining settlements which were almost without exception
bereft of public amenities. Also, nearly aU pit-towns had substandard housing. The
JCB's interest in the improvement of health and conditions superficially appears a
humanitarian response to a deplorable lack of pit and community facilities as well as the
miners' generally poor physical condition. However, the JCB was not motivated by
philanthropy. The JCB was in particular acutely aware of the gains to employers from
the pursuit of 'industrial hygiene'. From die outset die JCB unashamedly proclaimed
good working conditions as,'...an essential factor in industrial efficiency.'1)
Despite the JCB's ulterior motives, which from the early 50's onwards became
increasingly imbued with scientific management objectives, the workforce's health

I) JCB Rtpuii 1947 and l947-48,p.^0.
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improved. The JCB's pioneering work in lung disorders, in particular the eradication of
pneumoconiosis, made the NSW coalmining industry the envy of coalmining industries
worldwide. However, the JCB did not sttive for die same standards in safety and did not
even appoint a safety officer until 1955: this belated interest in accident prevention was
primarily a reaction to minimise increasing workers' compensation insurance
premiums. After the JCB did embrace overt safety policies they were carefully framed
so as not to interfere with production. They were also based on placing the onus of
accident prevention on the workforce and on blaming the victim rather than unsafe
practices encouraged by the production bonus inttoduced from the mid 50's.
The decisions of the Tribunal were predominantly intended to exttact more
surplus value from the workforce. As a consequence, they were nearly always
favourable to the coalowners while appearing neuttal, and even beneficial to the
workforce. Notwithstanding the JCB's and the Tribunal's influence, the mastersttoke of
the 50's was the bonus scheme concocted by the coalowners distinct from govemmental
mediation. More than any other device the bonus system was responsible for a level of
co-operation from the workforce which had several important results. These were:
higher productivity and production; until 1971 fewer strikes, lower absenteeism, and,
despite an increased propensity to take risks, a decUne in reported, compensatable
injuries. The bonus had other atttactions. Conttary to the Miners' Federation's
increasing prominence in centtalised wage fixation, the bonus undermined its authority
at the workplace. While work practices were still determined, as before, by the
geological conditions of each mine, the relations of production between miners and
owners ceased to be dependent on the individualistic relations of production of
piecework. After the bonus was paid to all mineworkers, including company officials, it
accompUshed a degree of co-operation previously unknown in the industry.
:{e :je :f: H<

^

Notwithstanding the JCB's preoccupation to improve conditions to boost
efficiency, its concem over the deplorable lack of mine facilities was warranted. In
March 1947, out of the 140 mines working only three had 'adequate' bath and change
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rooms2')even though these facilities had been requfred by the CMRA since 1926. Not
one mine had underground or pit-top crib-rooms, 12 had underground personnel
ttansport, a mere seven had reticulated water underground, only three had underground
dust suppression and two had underground sanitation facilities.3)
Despite the well-established connection between improved work envfronment
and increased productivity in overseas industties, NSW coalowners objected on
financial grounds. They were as impervious to the applicabdity of scientific
management in 1947 as they had been reluctant to perceive the benefits of reducing the
age of the workforce with the inttoduction of the Miners' Pension scheme in 1941.
Owing to this conservatism, the JCB initially dragooned die owners into accepting
scientific management. Many owners had to be forced by the JCB to provide adequate
pit amenities and many of those who co-operated without legal compulsion did so
traculently. Although the JCB generaUy submitted to resistance from the owners, the
urgency of coal shortages and its conviction, that substandard mine facilities had to be
improved to increase production, prevailed. Owing to the JCB's uncharacteristic
insistence, by 1955 most facilities requfred were either completed or under
constraction.4) Because of the prevalence of dust-related lung diseases, the JCB
especially emphasised the need for dust conttol; so that by 1955 99.2 per cent of
collieries used, 'satisfactory dust suppression methods'5)
Like many of the JCB's innovations, its dust suppression programme was
originally launched in 1947 more to increase production and productivity than to
improve conditions, or in this instance the health of the workforce. The emphasis on
dust conttol was a reaction to a misleadingly, but persuasively documented miners'
'dust phobia', which in the opinion of the JCB, 'intensified industrial bittemess and in
addition had its consequences in the field of workers compensation.'6)Consequently,

2) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,pp.l7,18.
3) ibid.
4) vide JCB Report 1954-55,p.36.
5) ibid.,p.22.
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despite its misgivings regarding the origins of the dust phobia the JCB persisted ui
eradicating pneumoconiosis, emphysema and related chest disorders common among
miners.
Besides compelling the coalowners to install dust suppression equipment, die
JCB combatted dust and health problems in three other ways. In 1947 it established a
comprehensive medical division; in June 1948 it acqufred and deprivatised the
coalowners' Mine Owners' Insurance Co P/L which became Coal Mines Insurance P/L;
and it appointed four Dust Research Officers attached to the medical division to ensure
that coalowners complied with abating prescribed levels of dust.
The medical division, which was under the direction of a Chief Medical Officer,
was based on four bureaux, each fully equipped diagnostic units, located at Lithgow,
Cessnock, Wollongong and Newcastle. Heavily incUned towards the eradication of
pneumoconiosis and related chest diseases, the bureaux' medical officers methodicady
x-rayed all mineworkers. As a result, by 1956 owing to the attrition of the workforce
either by compulsory retfrement due to age limitations, or medical grounds, as well as

6) ibid.,p.2l.ln expressing this misinformed opinion die JCB showed its inability or unwilUngness to
recognise the cause of miners' anxiety over dust which was a result of a government-sponsored dust
awareness campaign begun in the War. Other dian the official recognition of die injuriousness of
coaldust, die 'dust phobia' was a natural reaction by miners to die liberalising of die £1000 limit on any
claims under the Workers Compensation Act Amendment of 1942 to unlimited liability by employers.
Many dusted miners who did not claim prior, because the meagre compensation awarded was insufficient
to support diem and their dependants, claimed after the legislative change. The spate of claims gave rise
to the spurious dust phobia. The coining of the designation 'dust phobia', owed its rise to medical
practitioners who while trained to pass opinion on the medical condition of pneumoconiosis victims, were
totaUy unquahfied to explain the 'sudden epidemic' proportions of pneumoconiosis. Owing to the
supposed perspicacity of the 1945 Davidson Commission, there was a wide-held support for the opinions
in the chairman's report which were even quoted more dian 30 years after its publication. As a result of
the commissioner's convictions there was a deepseated belief among medicos and govemmental officials
that many compensation claimants were malingerers; vide for example JCB Reports and
Tsokhas,op.c/f,p.206. Tsokhas takes 'Sir Colin Davidson's' opinions on face value widiout questioning
ids motivations, i soichas' observauons are based on views expressed by Davidson in 'The History and
Status of Industrial Relations and Welfare Work',C<?a/ in Australia A Symposium Arranged by a
Committee of the AIMM, Melboume, 1953. Davidson used die symposium to re-iterate his akeady wellknown views; vide also, 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.\26: vide also A.TJ^isbet,
'Pneumoconiosis in New South Wales coal mmers',The Medical Journal of Australia, Vol I, no.l3,
March 27, 1948,p.395. Nisbet, qualifying die 'dust phobia' among miners in die Soudiem district
aitributes its origins to a 'hystencai outiook' or neurosis rather than malingering.
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rettenchment, nearly every mineworker had received two medical examinations.^) By
1962 most mineworkers had been examined four or five times.8)
In response to an unusuaUy high incidence of tuberculosis among mineworkers,
the Lidigow, Wollongong and Cessnock bureaux also became tuberculosis clinics.
During 1953 a pulmonary clinic, 75 per cent underwritten by Coal Mines Insurance P/L
and 25 per cent by the then Hospitals Commission of NSW, was estabUshed at
Wollongong Hospital. Widi the Federation's co-operation and involvement, the clinic
investigated and tteated, 'medical conditions caused and aggravated by work in coal
mines'9) under the supervision of the Wollongong bureau's medical officer. At the
Newcastle bureau, lung sections of deceased miners from all districts were tested for
pulmonary abnormalities.
By comparison of deceased miners' lung tissue with x-rays taken when alive, the
bureau collated data previously unavailable. The medical bureaux's dust research
officers conducted ventilation surveys at mines not only to determine mean afrbome
dust concenttations, but also to regulate an velocity and the quality of air supply at the
face. The creation of comfortable levels of humidity and 'effective temperature', long
practised in overseas mines, to create smroundings conducive to productivity, 10) had to
be forced onto NSW coalowners. 11)
The original main function of Coal Mines Insurance was to alleviate the owners'
financial liability by reducing the high costs of premiums generated by claims for
pneumoconiosis. At the time of its take-over, owing to the amendment to the Workers'

7) extrapolatedfromJCB Report 1955-56,p.56.
8) Pneumoconiosis Statistics 1962, New South Wales Coal Industry, JCB, Sydney, 8 August 1962,p.3.
9)/Cfi i?eporn952-53,p.59.
10) 'Report on Health of Coal-Miners by National Healdi Survey Commitlee',Commonwealth
Parliamentary Papers, Session 1945-46, Vol IH, p.21.
11) The JCB's Chief Medical Officer, or his nominee, was also made a member of medical boards
appointed by die Workers' Compensation Commission of NSW to sit on boards which determined
compensation for mineworkers. The Chief Medical Medical Officer's participation on various boards was
required because die insurance policies by Coal Mines Insurance P/L provided cover for common law
liabdity up to £1000 per worker as well as cover for liabUity under the WCA; vide JCB Report 1948-
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Compensation

Act,(WCA),

m

1942, an unprecedented

431 new

cases of

pneumoconiosis and emphysema were compensated between 1942 and 1947.12) The
financial burden of insurance for pneumoconiosis was heavdy concenttated in die
Southem district where at some mines the cost of workers' compensation, mainly due to
dusted miners' claims, amounted on owners' estimates to an additional 40 per cent of
wages costs. 13) Mine Owners' Insurance P/L, aldiough heavily subsidised by
Commonwealdi funds during the War, reeled under the sudden onslaught of claims
from 1942, even though it only underwrote 75 per cent of mineworkers'
compensation. 14) To save Mine Owners' Insurance from financial oblivion, the JCB
purchased the enfeebled company's 148,198 £1 shares at £2 per share and paid for the
purchase by an overdraft from the Commonwealth Bank.
From October 1948 it was compulsory for every mineowner to insure with the
newly created Coal Mines Insurance. By purchasing Mine Owners' Insurance with
public revenue, not only did the JCB rid the owners of a company which faced recurring
losses, but provided a cheap and efficient workers' compensation scheme with
premiums limited to 17 per cent of each mine's wages bdl regardless of the frequency
of claims. In addition, the JCB ensured that in 1952 the premiums were reduced to 11
per cent of wages. 15) More importantly. Coal Mines Insurance provided a cheap and
efficient means for the owners of compensating debilitated and older, less productive
workers, out of the workforce.
Very rapidly, the result of these measures was a declining incidence of
debilitating chest disorders because of the pensioning-off of afflicted mineworkers. In
addition, a compulsory pre-employment medical examination for new starters also

12) M.J.Flynn, Pneumoconiosis, Chronic Bronchitis And Emphysema Of Coal Miners In New South
Wales, 1957,p.2. Rynn,in 1957 chief medical officer of die MWSDB, was formeriy a medical officer
widi die JCB.
i3) iv4j Davidson commission Keport,p.115: JCB Report 1947 and 1947^8,p.26; die mines are not
named.
14) JCB Report 1947 and 1947-48,p.26. Mines not insured by Mine Owners' Insurance were Hebbum
No.2, MetropoUtan, all AIS mines and die State mine; vide 1945 Davidson Commission Report,p.l28.
15) JCB Keport 1953-54,p.l6; JCB Report 1954-55,p.33; JCB Report 1959-60, p.80.
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reduced the incidence of pneumoconiosis significantly by preventing miners who had
conttacted the disease previously from entering die mdustry. Between 1950 and 1962,
451 new enttants with respfratory abnormaUties alone were prevented from entering the
industry, apart from the 80016)who were rejected for other disabilities. 17)
Apart from exclusion by pre-employment examination, the reduction in
pneumoconiosis was due to compulsory retfrement on pensions or compensation. Both
were components of the JCB's policy to improve productivity which was also intended
to reduce the incidence of all other diseases. To this end the JCB also resorted to a high
turnover of labour, most probably designed to reduce the mean age of the workforce.
Under the policy, the attrition rate far outstripped the admission of new enttants.
In 1953 in order to gain benefits other than increased productivity from its health
programme, the JCB tumed its attention to reducing the cost of workers' compensation
insurance with a scheme designed to decrease the incidence of accidents. To give the
scheme impetus amongst the coalowners, the JCB created a £500,000 bonus
equalisation reserve from profits eamed from the Workers' Compensation Fund for
1953-54. The profit accmed because of the decreasing incidence of pneumoconiosis
claims, despite increased cover requfred for common law claims under the WCA from
1953. Accordingly, in October 1954 the JCB disttibuted a bonus from the reserve which
reduced the premiums for Coal Mines Insurance from 11 to ten per cent of wages. 18)
16) extrapolated from JCB Report 1954-55, table 21,p.79; JCB Report 1963-64, table 23,p.l57; 800 is
only approximate, because, for these tables the JCB used fiscal years in their calculation.
17) Owing to the inabUity of medical evidence to demonstrate that no new cases of pneumoconiosis were
developing because of the delayed manifestation of its observable symptoms, the JCB was not satisfied
widi results achieved up to 1954. The 'incubation' period of pneumoconiosis may be as long as 25 years,
but generally, positive diagnosis is possible approximately 20 years after it is contracted. Only in a few
severe cases is the disease positively identifiable in 15 years. Hence, from whatever motivation, the
JCB's concem. In September diat year it created die Standing Committee on Dust Research Control. The
Committee, which had representatives from die Miners' Federation, die NSWCCPA, die Department of
Mines and die NSW Department of Health, advised die JCB on altemative dust prevention mediods.
Other representatives in 1954 were from die JCB, Coal Mines Insurance, die coalowners' Coal Research
P/L and die Northem Colliery Proprietors' Association Laboratory: vide JCB Report 1954-55,p.22.
Acting upon the Committee's advice die JCB committed money from die Workers' Compensation Fund,
the same fund which underwrote Coal Mines Insurance, to original, medical research and die
development of a systematic science of dust control. By August 1962 die Committee was able to report
that there had ,'...been a large reduction over die past 10 to 12 years in die prevalence of pneumoconiosis
at all grades of severity...,' Pneumoconiosis Statistics 1962, New South Wales Coal Industry, JCB,
Sydney, 8 August 1962,p.3.
18) JCB Report 1954-55,pp.32, 33.
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During 1954-55, instead of reducing die premiums again unconditionaUy by
distributing profits from the reserve, the JCB decided to issue a rebate dependent on the
number of accident claims. 19)ln the instance of occupational disease the JCB
distributed a bonus of 0.5 per cent across the board regardless of individual companies'
claims.20) However, the JCB paid a rebate of one per cent only to individual policy
holders whose accident claims did not exceed six per cent of diefr wages. From 1955
on, the JCB calculated the rebate on the accident rate of the two preceding financial
years. For 1954-55, those mines which had fewer accident claims than the six per cent
'bench-mark' were also rebated 45 per cent of the difference between then clauns and
the benchmark.21)
The JCB's continued reliance on paying bonuses in inverse proportion to
accident claims had a profound bearing on the coalowners' attitude towards accident
prevention, because they soon accepted the connection between fewer accidents and
reduced wages on-costs. The JCB's sudden interest in safety in 1954 was awakened
because the buUc of the worst cases of pneumoconiosis were pensioned off and the
incidence of new pneumoconioses was diminishing.
Until 1954-55 the JCB's only activity in safety was to conduct fnst-aid classes
held under the auspices of the medical officers. Otherwise, personal safety was the
responsibiUty of each mineworker. An attendance allowance awarded by the Tribunal in
1950, discussed below, induced mineworkers not to report accidents. Aside from the
cursory supervision of safety by colliery officials the award represented the industry's
major method of accident prevention. However, from 1955 the JCB became
increasingly aware of the loss of production and cost generated by accidents.22) In that
year the JCB appointed an Accident Prevention Officer to Coal Mines Insurance and

19; wia.,p.33.
20) ibid.
21) ibid.
22 ji^B Keport 1959-60,p.li0.
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pursued safety campaigns which were aimed at reducing the cost of workers'
compensation.23)
From 1956-57, to create awareness of accident prevention among management
officials, the JCB supplied each ndne with quarteriy statistics of its accidents and
disttibuted the in-house publication Safety Newsletter.24)

The Accident Prevention

Officer visited ndnes giving lectures, informal taUcs and showed films to raise die safety
consciousness of aU mineworkers. In 1957-58, as a response to die high occurrence of
foot injuries the JCB inttoduced 'a subsidised Safety Footwear Scheme'.25)
All of the measures inttoduced were based on the notion enshrined in industrial
hygiene practice that accidents were caused by careless workers rather than the
inherendy

dangerous

underground

envfronment.

In

other

words,

the

JCB's

predisposition was to blame the victim rather than the system.26) However, this bias
was misleading. 'Manshifts lost due to mineworkers on compensation',(MLMC),as a
percentage of maximum annual manshifts in opencuts, was consistently less than the
MLMC rates in underground niines.27)Under the JCB's theory of accidents this is an

23) The JCB made it quite clear that its primary objective was economically motivated; for example, the
rnst Report which devoted a section to accident prevention stated;'The human suffering from accidents is
something which cannot be measured in terms of money. However,some [sic] at least of the economic
effects can. Overseas investigations suggest that the real cost of an accident is four times die amount paid
in compensation.'vWe JCB Report 1959-60, p.l 10.
24) JCB Report 1956-57,p.37.
25) Under the scheme, mineworkers were entitied to safety boots which some employers supplied free
and others supplied at cost; JCB Report 1957-58,p.33; Telephone conversation Vic Parkinson, Miners'
Federation Southem Distiict Check Inspector, 3 Febraary 1987; the JCB Reports do not clarify die
mechanics of the scheme which was made redundant when the Tribunal made die provision of safety
boots by employers mandatory and free for mineworkers. By 1959-60 almost 11,000 pairs were
subsidised and as a result the number of 'lost-time' toe injuries fell from 353 in 1957 to 78 in 1964-65;
JCB Report 1970-71,p.l68. By 1959-60 die Officer had four safety fihns which had been shown to most
underground workers. To increase safety awareness among 'key men', particularly those on shiftwork,
lectures were given outside day-work hours to deputies and overmen as well as during the day for
managerial staff; JCB Report 1959-60,p.l 10; JCB Report 1960-61,p. 19. In 1959 the Officer also began to
encourage the use of underground, reflecting, safety signs already in use in some mines. To create
minimum standards in design, die Officer drafted a code for 'Reflectorised Signs for Mines' which was
passea cy me Stanaaras Association ot Australia; vide JCB Report 1959-60,p.l 10.
26) The ti-adition of blaming victims is as old as die NSW coal-mining industi^ itself; vide Dingsdag
OHS.
27) MLMC is one of die JCB's two consistent indicators of accident rates. The odier is die frequency rate
ot lost-time accidents per miUion man-hours worked.
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inexplicable discrepancy in an industty under the conttol of the same unions and
govemmental agencies, including die JCB. Sunilarly, the JCB's explanatory framework
for the cause of accidents cannot explain the growth in compensation claims, described
below, which occiured after 1971: nor could die JCB conttol the frequency of accidents.
Further, this growth in compensation claims and a sunultaneous increase in
industrial activity, described below, occurted regardless of the success of the social
engineering underpinning the Coal Industry Acts, fronically, these developments took
place owing to the conttadictory policies of the various govemment agencies involved
in the coalmining industty. The bonus and growing markets also had countervaiUng and
unexpected influences. Despite the ability ofthe bonus and the Tribunal's earlier awards
to induce mineworkers not to report accidents, as the industry prospered the Miners'
Federation was able to exert pressine on the Tribunal to make awards which had
unexpected outcomes in accident claims and the incidence of strike activity. A
combination of changes to the WCA that made compensation more atttactive and the
JCB's alterations to the composition of the workforce, created results in workforce
attitudes to compensation and strikes which neither the JCB, the Tribunal, the owners,
nor, for that matter, the Miners' Federation could have foreseen.
In spite of the JCB's predilection to blame accidents on the victim rather than
the mine envfronment, initially its accident prevention programme was tolerably
successful. From 1955-56, the fnst year statistics were published, until 1963-64, when
the workforce was reduced by 36 per cent, the number of accident claims in
underground mines fell by 54 per cent. The number of 'lost-time' accidents dropped by
63 per cent. Claims received per 100,000 manshifts decUned 30 per cent and the
frequency rate of 'lost-time' accidents fell 46 per cent. The percentage of MLMC came
down from 2.88 to 1.67 by 42 per cent.28)Between 1964-65 and 1967-68, while the
workforce increased 7.03 per cent, the percentage of manshifts lost to workers on
compensation diminished by 5.22 per cent bottoming at 1.45 per cent.29)

28) JCB Report 1963-64,p.ll3.
29; exnapoiated from JCB Keport l967-68,p.l44,p.231.
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Table IX.I
Manshifts lost due to mineworkers on compensation (MLMC) as a percentage of
maximum annual manshifts, 1955-82
1955-56

2.88

1964-65

1.53

1973-74

2.51

1956-57

2.52

1965-66

1.50

1974-75

2.54

1957-58

2.68

1966-67

1.49

1975-76

2.79

1958-59

2.57

1967-68

1.45

1976-77

2.77

1959-60

2.28

1968-69

1.47

1977-78

2.87

1960-61

1.98

1969-70

1.51

1978-79

2.91

1961-62

1.89

1970-71

1.46

1979-80

3.22

1962-63

1.78

1971-72

1.76

1980-81

3.29

1963-64

1.67

1972-73

2.06

1981-82

3.51

Source; JCB Report 1963-64, Black Coal 1984-85
During 1968-69 and 1969-70 MLMC rose sUghdy to 1.47 per cent and 1.51 per
cent respectively.30) However, from 1971-72 until 1981-82 MLMC rose steeply, only
once, in 1976-77, falling below the level of a previous year.31) During 1984-85 MLMC
reached 3.89 per cent as a result of a loss of 145,000 manshifts from a maximum
3,727,000 manshifts possible for the year.32) This was an 8.2 per cent increase over the
134,000 manshifts33)iost in MLMC for 1955-56, which amounted to 2.88 per cent of a
maximum of 4,640,000 manshifts. The increase in MLMC becomes even more marked
against the 19.67 per cent decrease in the two annual maximum manshifts worked,
mainly the result of the 16.95 per cent reduction in the workforce between the years.34)
The cause of the small increase in MLMC during 1968-69 is difficult to explain.
The workforce and the number of manshifts worked increased slighdy but no more than

30) JCB Report 1969-70,p.l59.
31) Black Coat l984-85,p.77.
32) ibid.
33) actually 133,632 manshifts.
34) Calculatedfroma mean employment for the years 1955,1956, and 1984,1985.
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they had since 1964-65 from when both of those determinants also rose. In a simdar
puzzling fashion, accidents reported as workers' compensation claims had risen sharply
from 4,132 in 1964-65 to 4,724 during 1965-66 but without causing MLMC to rise.35)
Perhaps this is simply an indicator diat a large proportion of these accidents requfred
only a short time on compensation.
The slight increment in MLMC during 1968-69 may have been die result of an
increase in the number of accident claims requiring longer time on compensation. Quite
likely, the latter was a result of the increase from $40,000 to $50,000 in employers'
minimum liability under the WCA from Febmary 1968. Simdarly, the impact of this
legislation probably caused accident claims to rise from 4,763 in 1966-67 to 4,920 in
1967-68 while MLMC continued to fall.36) in conttadistinction, the increase of MLMC
in 1969-70 was accompanied by a sharp rise in workers' compensation claims as wed as
common law claims. The JCB which had afready expressed deep concem over rising
costs in 1968-6937)was convulsed by the 1969-70 increases38)which were but modest
compared to those after 1970.
The propensity of the workforce to claim for injuries during the late 60's quite
likely was an early manifestation of the changes to the workforce at the hands of the
JCB. One way in which the JCB attempted to combat these ttends was to create a
ttaining rebate scheme. Under the scheme, each mine employee who gained CMRA
certificates, such as deputy's or undermanager's qualifications entitled his employer to a
lump sum rebate of $1000 from workers' compensation premiums.39)The rebate was
only applicable if the employer paid for all of the employee's fees and instmction times.

35) JCB Report 1965-66,p.l08.
36) JCB Report 1910-11,p. 111. From August 1968 when die Tribunal awarded die payment of bonus to
inineworKers on siCK-Ieave tne growtn in 'sickies' was only shght. JCB Report 1968-69,p.l93.
31)ibid.,p.ll2.
38) JCB Report 1969-70,p.l72.
39)iOzd.,p.i/7.
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During 1970-71 33 collieries were entitled to claim $153,412 for 165 qualified
mineworkers.40)Nevertheless, the rate of reported accidents escalated.
The massive expansion in MLMC after 1970, accompanied by substantial
increases in prenuums and compensation pay-outs, is more easdy defined. It owed its
orighis to two major occurtences between 1970 and 1973. The fnst factor which caused
compensation clahns to escalate was due to extensive increases in benefits under the
WCA between 1970 and 1972. Between December 1970 and January 1972, weekly
payments for a single man were raised by 65.4 per cent to $43; a claimant's wife's rate
increased by 63.6 per cent to $54 per week and each dependent child's weekly rate rose
by 66.7 per cent to $5.41) Accordingly, premiums rose proportionately from 1.5 per
cent of the uidustty's total pit-top value of $177,562,000 in 1969-70 to 1.8 per cent of
$213,636,000 m 1971-72.42)At $1,182,018 in money terms this 44.37 per cent uicrease
was a considerable expansion in outlay, in spite of the JCB's retention of the basic
premium rate at 6.75 per cent, which was dwarfed by the 65 per cent increases
determined by the State's Insurance Premiums Committee for 500 job classifications
outside the coalmining industry.43) Not only was the cost of workers' compensation in
1971-72,'... the greatest in the Board's twenty-four years' experience,' but,'...the
increase from the previous year was the largest in the history of the scheme.'44)
Although not acknowledged by the JCB publicly, the changes to the WCA
increased MLMC heavdy and gave a punishing blow to the JCB's accident prevention
programme. Between 1970-71 and 1971-72, while employment fed slighdy and the
number of manshifts worked rose by only one per cent, the number of accident claims
increased from 5,263 to 5,732 by 8.9 per cent.45) The number of claims involving a

40) JCB Report 1970-71 ,p. 181.
41) JCB Report 1971-72,p.l71; die deadi benefit increased by 32.5 per cent to $13,250.
41) total value mcreased by 2U.31 per cent.
43) JCB Report 1971-72,p. 176.
44)/fe/d.,p.l71.
45) ibid.,p:i3.
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nunimum of one day off work46) rose from 3,507 to 4,110 by 17.2 per cent.47) Claims
involving over seven days off work increased from 1,618 to 2,069 or a staggering 27.9
per cent.48) Most probably due to improved payment in the latter categories, the
number of claims for permanent injuries, the previously favotned means of claiming,
fell from 49 to 30 by 39 per cent.49) Compensation payments, which until 1970 were
wed below regular income and generally increased only widi CPI uicreases, rose 59.28
per cent between 1970-71 and 1971-72.50)
However, these increases were minor compared to those after the Tribunal
extended the production bonus to injured mineworkers in Febraary 1973.51)According
to the decision, an injured mineworker was entitied to receive up to 26 weeks bonus
payment while off work.52) Combined with the changes to the WCA, the decision gave
the JCB's safety programme a death-blow. As a result of the decision, 'lost-time'
accidents greater than seven days rose from 1,878 during 1972-73 to 3,495 m 19767753)even though the workforce increased by less than 15 per cent. Clearly, accidents
were not caused according to the JCB's criteria, nor were they prevented in the manner
which the JCB pretended.
Another factor probably contributing to the increase in workers' compensation
was the stractural change of the workforce. While there is no evidence of deUberate
design by the JCB to do so, the selection process it employed to exclude medically unfit

46) After the day of the accident.
47)/^/<il971-72,p.33.
48) ibid.
49) ibid.,p.33, only for the statistics. The JCB congratulated itself on die substantial reduction in die
number of permanent injuries; vide ibid.,p.35.
50) JCB Report 1972-73,p. 185; vide also B.WilIiams,'How's Your Frequency Rate These Days?' New
Soudi Wales Colliery Safety Symposium, Sydney,n d, [1984]. WUliams claims an increase of 25 per cent
in 1970 and 32 per cent in 1971.
51) CR 2183 16 February 1973.
52) JCB Report 1972-73,pp.218-219; effective from 2 July 1973; also CR 2183.
53) JCB Report 1974-75,p.l75; JCB Report 1916-11,p.ll8; 1976-77 is die last year for which die JCB
pubUshea a Dreak-up ot accidents according to the number of days required off work.
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enttants could be used to select workers not schooled in the industrial ttadition of
coalmining. Certainly, after the inttoduction of the production bonus, the industty
atttacted a growing number of workers not previously miners because of the
lucrativeness of the bonus. These workers, derisively referted to by some Federation
officials in private as 'butchers, bakers and candlestick makers' had a profound effect
on attitudes to industrial relations and workers' compensation. As mentioned above,
before 1964 the JCB intentionaUy resorted to a high tumover of the workforce to reduce
its age and levels of morbidity. In the 50's this policy also served to rid the workforce of
'mditants' whose methods of settlmg disputes, steeped in the wild-cat ttadition, was
anathema to the JCB. 'Troublemakers' were also ttansferted from one mine to another
or dismissed and sometimes re-employed later at the same mine.
Between July 1958 and June 1964 alone, out of a mean annual workforce of
12,381, 7,419 were dismissed permanently and 8,711 either died, resigned or were
retfred.54) During this period when the workforce was still being reduced and the
attrition rate was high, only 4,357 new miners were hfred. An additional 7,764 were
ttansferted to other mines or dismissed and re-employed at the same ndne.55) Between
1964-65 and 1970-71 of a mean workforce of 12,838, 14,107 either died or were
dismissed, retfred or resigned permanently.56) However, during this period in response
to the burgeoning Japanese market the workforce expanded from 11,414 to 14,379,
9,612 workers were hfred. Therefore, the atttition rate was far lower than before 1964.
Yet, despite the greater need for labour, an additional 7,460 workers were sacked and
re-employed.57)
One explanation of the continuing intemal shifting of labour can be atttibuted to
a deliberate, but covert, policy to separate or victimise 'miUtants'. The relocation of
labour during the 50's and 60's is also indicative of unremitting mine closures which

54) extrapolated from JCB Report 1963-64,p.l09.
55) extrapolated from ibid.
56) exd-apolated from JCB Report 1964-65, JCB Report 1970-71.
57) extrapolated from JCB Report 1964-65, JCB Report 1970-71.
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the JCB euphemistically glossed over in its Reports. Despite the enforced relocation of
many mineworkers and thefr entfre famiUes, particularly from the Westem to Southem
districts and the Cessnock-Maidand area to Newcasde from the early 50's to mid 60's,
the JCB acknowledges those ttansfers in its Reports under the mbric of 'welfare'.
Apart from the expansion of the workforce, from 1970 or so its changing
composition also began to have a marked effect on work practice. Miners, ttaditionally
drawn from small, close-knit communities, after the mid to late 50's, were increasingly
recmited from far more, varied community and work envfronments. As a result of the
dispersion of mining village occupants due to the JCB's closure of particular mines,
mineworkers were integrated into large communities and the old work attimdes
disappeared.
Advances in technology also altered the proportion of mineworkers who were
not miners. Gradually, miners were replaced by ancillary technicians from various
ttades as well as unskilled labour not steeped in the coalmining ttaditions. In a fashion
simdar to the Department of Labour and National Service's post-war initiatives in
scientific management in other industries, the Coal Industry Acts set out to eradicate
work-based communities' siege mentality.58) This latter-day collectivisation of the
incompletely industrialised proletariat was very successful in coalmining communities.
After the Korean War, the availability of consumer goods and increasing
purchasing capacity led to changing consumer habits throughout Austtalia. Even in the
hitherto isolated coalmining communities, increased spending capacity had a profound
impact. As a result of the JCB's and Tribunal's influence, regular income, unaffected as
before by the vagaries of ttade and climate, became the norm. Although mineworkers'
income was purposely pegged by the Tribunal untd 1968, from 1960 the spread of die
bonus increased mineworkers' spending capacity inordinately. As discussed below, this
development had a profound influence on diefr industrial tactics and it also changed die
social habits of the entfre workforce.

58) vide interview conducted by J.Hagan with Sir Harold Bland, formeriy permanent head Department of
Labour and National Service 1952-67, vide Who's Who In Australia, op.cit, 1968,p.l0l.
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Mineworkers were able to acqufre household items previously the preserve of
the middleclass; blandishments such as refrigerators, telephones and above aU, motorcars. Ownership of cars meant that miners were no longer dependent on often irregular
public ttansport, if it existed at all, and they were no longer Umited to the envfronment
of pit-top communities. Increasing eaming capacity had an influence on the location of
miners' residency too. Building societies created, guaranteed and partially financed by
the JCB, made loans available at very favourable terms to budd suburban homes in
Wollongong and Newcasde.59) The NSW Housing Commission also consttncted new
homes for relocated miners away from mining townships in suburbia close to public
ttansport and other amenities. The ownership of cars had such an influence, that from
the late 60's nearly ad mineworkers lived in integrated urban envfronments. Many,
including those not from ttaditional coalmining backgrounds, began to ttavel up to 80
kilomettes or more daily to and from work.
Not surprisingly, the ethos of coalmining communities dissipated. The
ubiquitous co-operative, formerly a hallmark of hewers' respectability, disappeared.
Miners and thefr families, who previously almost exclusively pattonised thefr local cooperative, deserted these in favour of retail chain-stores. Friendly societies and benefit
funds, another manifestation of coalmining community exclusivism, also lost their
atttaction. Indeed, thefr raison d'etre vanished as the JCB supplanted them with its
healthcare provisions. The lodges' involvement which had been centtal to these
activities also disappeared.
The JCB also allocated funds to community amenities, such as surf-clubs, scout,
guide or community halls for the benefit of mineworkers in thefr new neighbourhoods
as well as thefr fellow citizens. These amenities increased social interaction between
miners and other groups: together with recmitment of mineworkers from non-ttaditional
coalmining backgrounds, graduaUy miners became integrated socially as well as
economically into wider communities. For those miners who refused to reUnquish thefr
ttaditional habitat, the JCB replicated middleclass gentility by providing facilities m

59) vide tor example. Coal facts ...a miners home, Sydney, JCB, n d, [1950].
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mining communities. Altogether, the JCB's expenditure on community projects
between 1947 and 1971 amounted to $4,757,554, widi die buUc between 1947 and
1961.60)
Composed largely of workers who did not come from a coalmining background,
but of whom many were atttacted to coalmining because of its above average
remuneration, it seems the workforce took advantage of the Tribunal's generous
workers' compensation provisions. Owing to thefr bUnd faith in the proficiency of the
JCB's accident prevention scheme, this reaction was not anticipated by the Tribunal, the
JCB nor the coalowners. The Tribunal issued his decisions, completely misjudging the
realities of work or workers underground. The changes in the ttends of compensation
claims should also be seen as a manifestation of alienation under the capitalist mode of
production rather than malingering, or the development of a militant disposition: nor
were the attitudes towards compensation a rejection of technological change. Somehow
the 'new province of law'61)under the WCA and the Coal Industry Acts established a
new 'order'.
Notwithstanding the increase in MLMC for reasons unconnected to mines
becoming less safe, it is not intended to create the impression at this stage of the
argument that safety was not deteriorating. To the conttary, evidence adduced below
demonsttates that certain incentives granted by the Tribunal, combined with the aboveaward production bonus, increased risk-taking and that in consequence accidents
became more prevalent. In view of the diminishing rate of MLMC in accident claims
untd 1970 or so, superficially this appears a difficult argument to sustain for the period.
In defence of die proposal, at this stage, it is suggested diat die liberalising of the WCA
and the Tribunal's decisions uncovered a plethora of hidden, unreported injuries.

60) This is the amount spent on 'civic, sporting, social, cultural, educational, facilities and activities.' The
JCB also funded tertiary scholarships and overseas study grants, especially to Japan: extrapolated from
JCB Report 1960-61,p.94 and7C5 Reports 1961-62-1971-72.
61) paraphrased trom H.B. Higgins, A New Province Of Law and Order, London, Constable, 1922.
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The discussion so far has only been concemed with workers' compensation, but
similar ttends occurted m strike activity as a result of changing legislation and the
composition of the workforce. In November 1971 the Tribunal lifted die provision
which had automatically suspended long service leave entidements during strikes since
1949.62) The rescission of the suspension provision, which from 1950-51 was one of
the factors which reduced strike action almost every year untd 1970, had a marked
effect on industrial relations: from 1971 industrial action became more prevalent. With
the exception of 1969 and 1970, the duration of the 35 hour campaign, the suspension of
long service entitlements effectively dampened strikes. However, after the rescission of
the Order one of the major checks against strike activity ceased to exist. In addition,
many other factors which previously mitigated industrial action also changed. These are
oudined below.
The proclivity towards strike action during the 70's and early 80's was one of
several manifestations of economic cncumstances favourable to the Miners' Federation
as well as the owners. Basically, from the late 60's conflict shifted to the distribution of
the increased prosperity which came to the industry from then.63) The years of
govemmental effort in procuring a large portion of the Japanese market came to fhiition
from the late 60's and the Miners' Federation felt entitled to its share. When in the early
70's other viable export markets were also created the Federation persisted in staking its
claim. The restt-ucturing of uitemational capital in hydro-carbon fuels as a result of
OPEC price increases favoured coal in all coal-producing nations, but particularly in
AusttaUa. As explained in Chapter Vm, during the 70's AusttaUa became the worid's
largest exporter of coal to Japan, ecUpsing the USA from 1975. Although Queensland
generally exported more coal than NSW from 1972, the expansion in exports was a
bonanza for both States as prices and tonnages escalated.
The Miners' Federation, taking advantage of the urgency of demand
compromised the owners and the Tribunal into giving concessions by the threat and, or

62) The circumstances surrounding die creation of long service leave entidements are oudined below.
63) paraphrased from JCB Report 1975-76,p.52.
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resorting to sttikes. fronically, the lifting of die long service leave suspension, wrested
from the Tribunal as a result of three week-long general sttikes in NSW and Queensland
during July, August and September 1971, enabled the Federation to organise sttikes
almost with impunity. From that time the virtual, real inhibitor against sttikes was the
production bonus which the owners had to increase in relation to the awards from 1976
so that the incentive to produce continued and intensified.
The atttaction of previously unattamable eamings made possible by the bonus
also made the workforce more co-operative and less militant. Despite engaging in
periodic, intense strike activity from the 70's, the workforce had accepted technological
change. The strike activity experienced from the 70's originated from entfrely different
causes than previously.
That the workforce became less antagonistic towards mechanisation and less
militant is explained by its continued acceptance of technological change during the
70's and 80's. After the setdement of the industrial campaign which began with the 35
hour objective in 1969 and culminated with wage increments of almost 37 per cent
during 1975-76,64)productivity and production in underground mines rapidly increased.
While production and rates of productivity are also affected by variables unconnected
with labour power, the conttol over the production process exercised by the workforce
was sufficiently attuned to the coalowners' objectives to permit production and
productivity to rise after 1976. This elusive ingredient of voluntary co-operation, much
valued by the owners and the JCB, but to them simplistically reflected in OMS, was

64; JCB Report l975-76,p.l59.
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both

a

manifestation

of

the

workforce's

coUaborationism

and

increasing

mechanisation.65)
After 1971 the incidence of sttikes increased because the punitive, preventive
measines which formerly resttained strike activity were relaxed, rather than because the
workforce became more militant. To the conttary, evidence offered below m
explanation of the effectiveness of the bonus system estabUshes that in fact the
production bonus Ihnited strike activity in an era when the relaxation of the punitive
orders made strike activity easier. Furthermore, despite intensifying sttike activity, the
emphasis of disputation had shifted completely.
The cmcial issues were no longer the acceptance or rejection of mechanisation,
even though it was not beyond the Miners' Federation to use mechanisation as a pretext
to improve wages and conditions. The workforce's antagonism towards mechanisation
had almost completely disappeared because of the bonus system. In addition, the
composition of the workforce had changed so much that there were very few miners
who had worked with the pick and shovel. From the early 70's dispute was not over the
methods of eaming income, but over the maximisation of income.
This was a total antithesis to the industrial relations which prevaded from the
retum of overproduction from 1951-52. The situation after 1970 was similar to the era
of industrial relations in the 40's, when because of the coal shortages the Miner's
Federation wrangled many substantial concessions from the Tribunal. However, the
similarity of the two eras was limited to the reversal of the usual position of industrial
relations in NSW coalmining. Before 1949 and a few years beyond, the Miners'
65) As oudined in Chapter VIII, according to the JCB's methods of calculating OMS, productivity could
rise or fall simply due to the flucmation in the workforce independent of changing levels of
mechanisation. Therefore in periods when die workforce was reduced, such as during 1971 to 1974 when
production fluctuated between 32.3 million tons in 1971-72 and 30.2 million tonnes in 1973-74 and die
number of continuous miners remained fairly static, OMS was higher in 1973-74 than in 1971-72 because
die reduction in the workforce was greater proportionately dian die fall in production. However, from
1975 until 1982, despite the intensification in mechanisation simultaneous widi an increase in die
proaucuve workibrce',(mat is, the worklorce excluding office staff),production rose and productivity
grew in real terms. This was a period when increases in OMS were less affected by die vagaries of
statistical sophistry than usual because the workforce was not reduced in number. Output 'per employee
per year' rose from 2,230 tonnes in 1975-76 to 2,470 in 1977-78. OMS rosefrom9.44 tonnes in 1975-76
to 9.87 tonnes in 1976-77 and continued torise;Black Coal 1984-85,p.32; OMS fell from 10.27 tonnes in
1969-70 to 9.57 tonnes in 1970-71 because of die reduction in die lengdi of shifts from 8 to 7l/2 to 7
nours; wia.,p.69.
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Federation refused to co-operate with technological change; by 1971 it had completely
accepted mechanisation. Until 1949 the Federation was constandy under siege by the
state and the owners. From the late 60's it held the owners hostage.
As a result of die Federation's obstinacy, during 1947-48 the Tribunal awarded
it payment for nine statutory holidays per annum, an increase in annual leave from two
to three weeks, an increase in annual sick leave from one to two weeks and employment
for conttact workers on a weekly, uistead of a daily basis.66) in the area of wage
determination the Tribunal generously granted first class shiftmen almost ten per cent,
or 15/- on thefr weekly wage of £7-9-7 and clippers and labourers 15/- or 11 per cent on
£6-12-6 per week. In addition, the Tribunal awarded 8/- per week cost of living
adjustments across the board.67) From August 1947, all conttact workers' rates were
increased 3/- per shift.68)
These concessions, designed to prevent dismption to production from sttikes and
to discourage absenteeism, failed. Absenteeism abated a little, but the Federation
continued to flex its industrial muscles; the loss of production as a percentage of
'possible production' due to strikes increased from 10.8 per cent in 1947-48 to 14.2 per
cent during 1948-49.69)One of the major reasons for the large loss of production during
1948 was the Kemfra tunnel dispute. OriginaUy a demarcation dispute between the
AWU and the Miners' Federation over the constraction of die tunnel between
BHP/AIS's MtKembla and MtifCefra collieries, the dispute erapted into a 24 day
stoppage in the Southem district and culminated in a four day general coal
strike.70)During 1949-50, the year of the 1949 strike, tiiere was a 18.33 per cent
shortfall in 'possible production'. Even though die coal markets were not yet showing

66) JCB Report 1947 and 1947^8,p.24.
67) ibid.
68) CR 459,465,25 August 1947.
69) JCB Report 1948-49,pp.29, 30.
I0)ibid.,pp.l9,20.
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any signs of collapse, die sttike proved to be die peak of the Federation's industtial
power for 20 years.
Up until the Kemfra tunnel dispute, despite die coalowners' and JCB's anxiety
about increased production, the Tribunal generaUy maintained a deferential attitude
towards the Federation. However, the 1949 sttike was the last sttaw. Shrouded by the
viralent and misleading anti-communist propaganda in the press, the coalowners took
advantage of the Federation's bad press to promote the strike's real issue, die
mechanisation of pdlars, before the Tribunal.
In September 1949 the Tribunal reacted accordingly. In response to a log of
claims from the Federation submitted before the strike, the Tribunal granted a claim for
long service leave. However, the provisions of die award were such that they were more
a disadvantage to the Federation than a gain. Under the award each miner became
entitied to 13 weeks paid leave for every 65 shifts of entidement accumulated at the rate
of 1/8 shift for each five consecutive ordinary shifts.71) The Centtal Reference Board
made a similar award for most craft unions in October 1949.72)
The accumulative method of acquiring long service leave gave sufficient
inducement on its own to reduce workplace radicalism. Notwithstanding, the Tribunal
also ordered the long service leave suspension proviso discussed above, and made it
rettospective in respect of those miners who had participated in the strike until its
coUapse in August. The suspension proviso, while certainly a taunt to the Federation's
authority, served the purpose for which it was designed. Combined with die award's
generous long service leave entidements, the order gradually prevented the Federation's
leadership from organising industry-wide strikes. However, during the 50's as long as
almost one-quarter of the workforce were conttact workers, the wild-cat ttadition
remained, but also with diminishing frequency and duration.
In December 1950 the Tribunal issued an order which further reduced the
Federation executive's industtial influence over its membership. Rejecting a log of

71) JCB Report 1949-50,p.34
72) ibid.
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claims from the Federation, which encompassed increases of £2 per week for day-wage
workers, 15 per cent in hewing rates and 3d per ton for connect wheelers, die Tribunal
issued the Attendance Allowance Order. Under the order, day-wage workers received
one additional normal shift's pay for every ten continuous days they worked per
fortnight. Conttact miners were awarded an additional 6d per per ton mined during ten
uninterrapted working days and conttact wheelers an extta 1 l/4d per ton.73) Any day
off work for sickness, uijury or any other reason74) automatically cancelled the award's
provisions. This order, '...expressly designed by die Tribunal to secure consistent and
regular attendance at work',75) had a major impact on established coalmining practice.
It effectively smothered sanctioned, as well as wdd-cat strikes and had the effect of
inducing mineworkers to work when dl or harbouring injuries.
The award, a precursor of the production bonus, like the bonus also created the
incentive not to report minor accidents so as not to interrapt the production process.
Later in the 50's this tendency was aggravated by the inttoduction of the bonus system.
Consequently, because the real rate of injuries was far higher than those reported, the
growth of MLMC described above also owed part of its origins to hidden injuries which
'suddenly' materialised.
The Federation, in spite of its dogged determination to retain conttact work to
prolong the unavoidable attrition of its membership, was acutely aware of the dangers
inherent in incentive systems. It remained resolutely against the issuing of awards
containing elements of payment based on incentive,76) but was compromised into
accepting decisions which rejected those objections. In 1954, the combined forces ofthe
JCB, the Tribunal, the owners, the NSW Govemment and the press completely
overwhelmed the Federation's rearguard action against machines in pillars. The

13) JCB Report 1950-51,p.50.
/4; Widi die excepuon ot circumstances beyond miners' control such as insufficient coal transport
15) JCB Report 1950-5l,p.50.
76) vide for example die Federation's log of claims during 1953-54. Widi die exception of a 20 per cent
increase in contract rates, die log was explicitly couched in a framework of wage increases, not
allowances; JCB Keport 1953-54,p.35.
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Federation was forced to accept die terms of the pdlar decision outiined in Chapter VHI
which included the annexing of the pillar adowance to the attendance adowance.
Awards containing incentive components radier than wage rises were afready the
Tribunal's main means of increasing mineworkers' income. From 1948 until August
1968, with the exception of basic wage or margin flow-ons, the coal industry unions'
only gains in income were based on the attendance and piUar allowance and 15 per cent
loading for aftemoon shift awarded in 1963.77)
Those of the Tribunal's decisions which promoted the preference of incentive
income over wages work were highly instmmental in producing a disregard for
individuals' physical well-being in a number of ways. In an industry which had a
ttadition of normalising danger, this type of incomes policy aggravated the laxity
towards safety existent in the industry since its inception. In addition, the Tribunal's
decisions which from 1957 surteptitiously legimitised shiftwork, were responsible for a
deterioration of the workforce's health. They also conttavened the ILO's recognition of
the harmfulness of shiftwork to health.78)
Notwithstanding that the Tribunal was fully cognizant of the,'...sttain of the
unnatural conditions underground', and,'...the longer periods mineworkers spent
there,'79)he did nothing to restrain the industry's increasing reUance on shiftwork. In
fact, at his instigation shiftwork was legitimised and fudy institutionalised when he
awarded the 15 per cent loading in 1963. However, during 1960 in recognition of the
arduousness of work underground the Tribunal did extend annual leave from three to
four weeks.80)

77) vide JCB Reports 1947-48 to 1968-69; JCB Report 1963-64,p.208. Originally die 15 per cent was
extended only to members of die Miners' Federation and die FEDFA, vide JCB Report I968-69,pp.l92,
193. In August 1968 die Tribunal awarded increases of $1 to $5 per week for all unions' classifications
except the ACSA's; vide JCB Report 1968-69, pp.192,193.
78) for example, vide, Management of Working Time in Industrialised Countries, Social Problems of
Shiftwork, Geneva, ILO, 1977 ,pp.24,25.
79) JCB Report 1960-61,pp.l05,106.
80)/ozfi(.,pp.iOo, iO/.
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Annual leave and statutory holidays, which the Tribunal had afready increased
in 1947 to reduce absenteeism due to sick-leave, ultimately conttibuted to the
subordination of the workforce. Yet, the efficaciousness of the principle inherent in
increasing hoUdays is uncertain. There was no perceptible decrease in the percentages
of manshifts lost due to men on sick-leave after 1947 or 1960. In a similar manner, sickleave failed to decrease when the Tribunal, in recognition of 'meritorious service'
increased the attendance allowance by £1 per fortnight in 1963.81)
Despite this minor failure, the Tribunal's infiuence did temporarily attain one of
the coalowners' most cherished objectives: a reduction in the workforce's tendency to
strike. 'Manshifts lost due to industtial disputes',(MLID), as a percentage of possible
manshifts fed from 7.25 per cent in 1950-51 to 0.92 per cent during 1964-65.82) During
1965-66 the percentage of manshifts lost due to industrial disputes rose to 2.05. Largely
the result of strike activity over the ffre at Bulli colUery in November 1965, which killed
four men and the inttoduction of the longwall installation at Kemfra colliery, the
majority of industrial action was restricted to the Southem district.83) From 1965-66
however, the shiftwork issue raised by the inttoduction of longwall in the Southem
district spread to the other districts. The issue then became the long contest between the
owners and the unions, which gradually culminated in the exchange of around-the-clock
production for the 35 hour week in 1970.
The advent of the tussle over continuous production was also the permanent end
of the levels of industrial harmony achieved until 1964-65. Yet, whde uidustrial action
intensified from then, strikes never caused the dismption to production they had before
1949-50. The MLID percentages of 10.55 during 1948-49 and 14.28 during 1949-50
were never repeated. Even after the resurgence in strike activity due to the lifting of the
long service leave suspension in 1971, industrial action never reached the same levels,
whether calculated in terms of duration or in manshifts. Untd 1971 the highest MLID

81) JCB Report 1963-64,p.207. .
82) JCB Report I91l-12,p.l2.
^3) JCB Keport iy65-66,p.37.
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since 1949-50 was 4.01 per cent during 1969-70.^4) After 1971 die greatest levels were
recorded in 1971-72 at 4.92 per cent; 4.82 per cent during 1975-76; 7.6 per cent during
1979-80 and 5.79 per cent during 1981-82.85)
However, many of the variables on which MLID were calculated altered.
Because of the reduction in the workforce between 1954 and 1964 and its slow
augmentation from 1964 until 1981, the number of annual manshifts 'possible' did not
reach the same levels as those attained during 1948-49 and 1949-50 until 1981-82.
Similarly, the manshifts actually worked, 3,532,000 during 1948-49 and 3,369,000
during 1949-50 were not surpassed untd 1975-76/1976-7786)respectively, despite the
inttoduction of around-the-clock production.
Table IX.H
Manshifts lost due to industrial disputes (MLID) as a percentage of maximum
annual shifts 1948-84
1948-49

10.55

1960-61

1.91

1972-73

1.25

1949-50

14.28

1961-62

1.32

1973-74

2.99

1950-51

7.25

1962-63

1.29

1974-75

2.67

1951-52

5.30

1963-64

1.17

1975-76

4.82

1952-53

6.85

1964-65

0.92

1976-77

2.73

1953-54

4.29

1965-66

2.05

1977-78

1.08

1954-55

4.84

1966-67

1.85

1978-79

2.10

1955-56

4.92

1967-68

1.27

1979-80

7.60

1956-57

3.93

1968-69

2.06

1980-81

2.76

1957-58

4.06

1969-70

4.01

1981-82

5.79

1958-59

2.16

1970-71

2.68

1982-83

2.57

1959-60

2.03

1971-72

4.92

1983-84

1.61

Source; JCB Report 1971-72, Black Coal 1984-85.

84) JCB Report 1971-72,p.72; Black Coal 1984-85,p.77.
85) Black Coal I984-85,p.77.
86) ibid.,p.ll; JCB Report 1960-61,p.l52.
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Against diis background, while the MLID percentages appear very high, the
actual number of manshifts lost due to industtial disputes were much lower than before
1949-50. The 372,626 and 481,093 manshifts of sttike activity in 1948-49 and 1949-50
at 10.55 and 14.28 per cent respectively, completely dwarf the 139,000 manshifts of
strike activity in 1969-70,(4.01 per cent in MLID); 189,000 manshifts ui 1971-72,(4.92
percent in MLID); 183,000 manshifts in 1975-76,(4.82 percent in MLID) and 284,000
manshifts during 1981-82 at 5.79 per cent in MLID. The only exception were the
323,000 manshifts recorded during 1979-80, which while high at 7.6 per cent in MLID
was far lower than MLID before 1949-50.
In the era after the Tribunal's punitive powers were moderated, it is highly
probable that the workforce's only increased motivation to produce was induced by the
production bonus. Before the 70's the bonus served the same function but this was
sequential to several issues pertinent to mechanisation the bonus resolved fnst. During
the 50's and 60's the bonus had more influence in procuring the workforce's cooperation with technological change than any of the Tribunal's decisions or any other
device designed to embourgeoise the mineworkers.
The bonus, initially, surteptitiously inttoduced by the owners during the mid to
late 50's, was perfecdy matched to the Tribunal's decisions that restricted sttike activity
and absenteeism. Furthermore, the financial incentive of the bonus was more persuasive
than the Tribunal's hand-outs. The Tribunal's awards which minimised strikes and
reduced absenteeism by coercion, stopped short of inducing the workforce to work
machinery voluntarily to its fullest capacity. In conttast, the production bonus overcame
ttaditional, obsttiictive attitudes towards technological change. Not only did the
workforce accept the usurption of manual tasks by machines, but mineworkers ensured
that mechanised production was successful. From then, the bonus served the main
purpose of maximising mineworkers' income by expanding production and minimising
strikes.
Yet die bonus was far more than a system which simply tt-anslated improved
remuneration into increased co-operation and production. It destabdised union conttol
over work practices; especially the Miners' Federation's, die most influential union.
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which in the opinion of die owners and die JCB was the most ttoublesome. Importandy,
the bonus restored the industty's quaint coUaborationist attitudes, most probably not
experienced in its fullest expression since the Miners' Federation gained the upper-hand
in industrial relations from the late 30's.
Ldce the earlier lodge-based economic relations, the bonus effectively cut across
and blurted class distinctions making the coalowner appear less remote and more
benevolent. Apart from this facet of false class consciousness, the bonus nurtured the
commonly held view that the coalowners and, or thefr representatives are only the
enemy during times of major confrontation. Many mineworkers began to subscribe to
the view that the 'unions', in this instance the Miners' Federation, had too much power
and were the principal instigators of much of the industry's conflict.87)
The bonus, which was paid at different rates formulated at each mine, or by each
owner group based on individual mines' fortnightly output, created an unprecedented
spirit of co-operation. Unlike the conttact miners' income, which was entirely based on
payment by result for each individual, the bonus was paid according to the collective
effort of all ndneworkers, initially excluding deputies and higher officials. However, the
over-award component of income was so high that deputies and shotfners, who as
guardians of safety, under the pretext of professionalism originally held aloof from the
bonus, relented and also accepted it, but at first sub rosa.
The effect of safety officers' abandonment of professionaUsm had profound
ramifications for safety discussed below. While thefr actions are deprecated, thefr
capitulation to Mammon is not surprising. In the calendar year 1959, at mines which did
not have a bonus system, average income per employee was £1214. However, at mines
which had bonus schemes, average eamings per employee were £1520 per annum, or
more than 25 per cent higher.88)

87) Recorded interviews and casual conversations with mineworkers underground.
88) JCB Keport ly59-60,p.73.
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Apart from a compromise in safety, the bonus achieved die spirit of co-operation
without which capitalist production cannot achieve its fuUest potential.89) More
importandy for the owners, the lucrativeness of the bonus also had die effect of
lowering the remaining conttact workers' resistance to becoming wage workers.
Consequendy, among this section of die workforce, the bonus had die profoundest
influence on its subordination.
From the time of the public pronouncements on the essentiaUty of eradicating
conttact face workers' grip over the production process emanatmg from the 1945
Davidson Commission, die owners and the JCB increasingly came to appreciate die
necessity of this remedy. Davidson, who exaggerated the extent of contract workers'
conttol over the means of production, argued that technological change would
automatically make conttact work redundant and remove a ttoublesome element of the
workforce. Accordingly, the Tribunal, whose functions were modelled on Davidson's
recommendations, put into practice many of Davidson's suggestions to this end.
However, even after the Tribunal's key decisions between 1949 and 1954, there was no
guarantee that either conttact workers on machines, conttact wheelers, or hand miners
would become wage workers.
The bonus had the effect of eradicating piecework and also fortuitously
performing a function, which owing to the prominence of conttact workers in its
membership, the Miners' Federation had ttaditionally shunned. While a substantial
portion of the workforce remained 'self-employed' and had no desfre to change status,
the Federation was in the invidious position of preventing the erosion of job
classifications through industrial action it could no longer maintain or justify. The bonus
persuaded many conttact workers to become wage workers and smoothly achieved the
ttansition without embarrassment to the Federation.
The precise time of the bonus' inttoduction is not known; it most probably
occurted circa 1956-57. In spite of diis uncertainty, shortly after the bonus is presumed
to have been inttoduced, its impact caused the JCB, the very fnst time it publicly
89) K.Marx, Capital, Vol I, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1977,pp.305-317. When deputies,
undermanagers and managers received Uie bonus, die spirit of co-operation was complete.
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acknowledged the bonus' existence, to comment during 1957-58,'...it must be accepted
that die comparatively recent inttoduction of incentive schemes in a number of mines
has resulted in a sharp increase in the out-put from these mines...'90) No mention is
made of the fledgling bonus scheme in the 1958-59 Report. However, by die time die
1959-60 Report was pubUshed, the impact of die bonus was such, that whde
uncharacteristically

acknowledging

die influence

of technological change on

productivity, the JCB remarked.
The increase in productivity is of course, not due solely to more better
capital equipment. It is a result also of improved industrial relations
widiin the industry. There has been a marked reduction in the incidence
of industrial disputes. The attitude of the men towards increased
productivity has changed with the widespread inttoduction to many
mines of incentive schemes. These schemes have increased the eamings
of the men to a marked degree and a spirit of co-operation has
developed.91)
The JCB also observed.
These schemes under which over-award payments related to mine output
are paid to all employees, have given the employees concemed a dfrect
interest in increasing the productivity of thefr mine.92)
The JCB very quickly, cortectly identified a sudden and unusual cooperativeness among mineworkers receiving the bonus. However, despite an unusual
reference to the connection between increased mechanisation and productivity, it
confused increased productivity with the results of upgraded technology.93) Of course,
this misconception was in conformity with the JCB's customary, ertoneous notion that
OMS increased independent of factors which in reality had an enormous bearing on
productivity. The bonus must have had some dfrect influence on productivity, but in the
Ught of intensifying capitalisation in technology from the mid 50's, it had an
immeasurable dimension.

90) JCB Report 1957-58,p.l2.
91) JCB Report 1959-60,p.25.
92) ibid.,p.l3.
93) for example die JCB states,'The group widi incentives employed 17 per cent, of die workers at
underground mines, but produced 27 per cent of die output.' vide JCB Report 1959-60,p.73. Subsequent
Reports abound widi statements of diis kind which impute diat increased productivity is due exclusively
to the bonus.
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Similarly, due to the Tribunal's insttnmentality, the mitigation of sttikes and
absenteeism can not be solely atttibuted to the bonus. The real significance of die bonus
is the workforce's acceptance of technological change and its co-operativeness. Despite
the impossibdity of substantiating the JCB's pronouncements on productivity, the Unk
between the workforce's 'desfre to secure good results' and the bonus very rapidly
became an article of faith among coalowners.
Although the chronology of the bonus' genesis is obscure, the location of its
origins is known. When the payment of bonus commenced at S. and M.Fox's Soudi
CUfton and three Burtagorang Valley mines during 1956-57, die Fox group results
quickly induced other coalowners to follow suit. The other coalowners' haste to emulate
the experiment in the Southem district is not surprising. From 1956-57 untd 1958-59
there were only three major owner groups94) which were 100 per cent mechanised. Of
these, S. and M.Fox, the only privately owned group, had shown good annual remms in
production and an ability to conttol FOR,(Free on Rail),prices.95) Notwithstanding the
inability to measure rates of productivity and the additional distortion of those statistics
due to the ease with which coal was tinned at Fox's newly laid-out Burtagorang VaUey
mines, the owners placed great store on Fox's OMS which mcreased from 7.04 tons in
1956-57 to 8.57 tons in 1958-59. Not only did the mines in the Fox group have the
highest OMS of any underground mine, but ui 1958-59 at 50/9 per ton FOR, Fox's coal
was one of the cheapest in the industry.96)
The result was that by January 1960, 21 mines of the industty's 107
underground mines97)had bonus schemes. Between January 1960 to June 1961 alone.

94) The odier two were die JCB subsidiaries which during 1957 were ceded to die Electricity
Commission and die mines belonging to die SMCA. Early in 1960 Placer Developments Ltd, a Canadian
company, dirough one of its subsidiaries, Cludia Development Ltd, acquired S. and MPox's mines in die
Soudiem District; vide JCB Report 1959-60, p. 10.
95) vide JCB Report 1956-57,p.35; JCB Report 1957-58,p.26; JCB Report 1958-59,p.25.
96) Average OMS in underground mines was 4.65 tons and 9.74 tons in opencut mines; vide JCB Report
1958-59,p.25.
97) The number of mines quoted is from Department of Mines statistics; diere may be some discrepancy
between die Department's and die JCB's figures. For die number of mines with bonus payment vide, JCB
Report 1960-61,p.77.
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27 mines began paying bonuses: within less than five years of the bonus' first
appearance, 73.8 per cent of the workforce producing 80.8 per cent of underground
production in 48 of the largest collieries, received incentive scheme payment.98) After
this initial flurry, from June 1961 untd June 1968 another 16 mines took up paying
bonuses. The 62 mines which operated bonus schemes, uicluding some opencut mines,
embraced 91.7 per cent of the entfre workforce and produced 93.8 per cent of all coal
produced.99) Conttact mining had practicaUy disappeared without a wimper. By 1968
the role of the bonus was such that the JCB commented,
A successful incentive scheme leads to a mutual desfre to secure good
results from the equipment; output per manshift improves; attendance is
more regular and eamings exceed award rates, frequendy to a marked
degree, yet the cost per ton does not rise. 100)
With the exception of the impossibility to substantiate the improvement in OMS,
examined point by point the statement is a fafrly accurate summation of the role of the
bonus. Until 1970 output per 'unit-shift' per continuous miner rose and in 1967-68 the
JCB had no reason to expect otherwise. Within the nartow and self-deceptive primacy
the JCB attributed to OMS, its optimism over productivity in 1967-689 was not
misplaced either. OMS in ad categories at underground nunes had risen uninterraptedly
from the resolution of pillar mechanisation and continued to increase until 1969-70.101)
Similarly, attendance levels did not decrease markedly until well into the mid 70's. 102)
In addition to the 'regularity of working', the bonus encouraged mineworkers to
work overtime and to a certain extent assuaged residual antagonism towards shiftwork
remaining after the Tribunal's aftemoon shift decisions from 1957. The JCB also found
a dfrect reciprocity between overtime and the level of output at particular mines, 103)as

98) ibid.
99) exd-apolated from JCB Report 1967-68, p. 134, p.207, p.208.
100) ibid.,p.l34.
101) Black Coal 1984-85,p.71.
102) exd-apolated from ibid.,p.ll by subtracting manshifts lost to industrial disputes from 'total manshifts
lost'
1U3) JCB Report 1967-68,pp.l34-137.
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well as, a 'high degree of cortelation between OMS and average earnings.'^04)
Evidence in Chapter Vm shows that the wages portion of the industty's cost stracmre
was not affected by bonus payments: wages costs per ton fell m real terms until 1965
and did not exceed the 1954 wages costs per ton untd 1972.
The JCB's belief in the bonus' liidc to increased productivity was shared and
wholeheartedly supported by the coalowners. Gordon Sellers, who as superintendent of
S. and M.Fox's South Clifton and Burtagorang Valley mines, was the instigator of
NSW's ffrst bonus scheme, regarded increased productivity an innate part of incentive
payment, but viewed it with some regret. Sellers, unlike any other upper management
interviewee, expressed concem over the cortelation between diminishing safety
standards and the bonus. John Carthew, General Superintendent of BHP CoUieries, one
of the largest employer groups, when interviewed regarding the role of the bonus in
BHP/AIS mines remarked, 'I think the effect of the bonus system since its inception in
the early 1960's was to ffrstly remove passive resistance towards the production of
coal.'105) Bill Brisbane, Carthew's predecessor, forcefully dismissed any connection
between reduced safety and the bonus. Brisbane had the same reverent attitude to OMS
as the JCB, stating when interviewed,'OMS is everything. Without it you're
nothing.'106)
Not surprisingly, the Miners' Federation executive was not as sttnck by the
'beneficial' qualities of the bonus as either the employers or the JCB. While the
Federation's ttaditional, ideological opposition to incentive payment of any kind is
described in Chapter III and is documented elsewhere, 107)its antagonism is eidier
misconstraed or not explained properly. The Federation's repugnance of incentive
payment was always couched in grandiose rhetoric, which, however, did not always
match the realities of coalmining practice. Nor did the Federation's granddoquence

104) ibid.,p.l36.
105) Carthew was at thetimeof the interview the incumbent superintendent
106) Interview W.Brisbane 18 November 1985.
101) tor example Ross,op.c/7.; CC passim.
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always coincide with its actions in abolishing practices based on incentive payment, as
is witnessed by its longstanding prevarication over conttact work.
However, soon after after the appearance of the bonus at Fox's mines, some of
the uneasiness of the Federation's executive over the bonus originated from a concem
about safety and was not entfrely based on sometimes, long-forgotten, ideological
objections. 108) Nevertheless, at the time of the bonus' inception, the Federation was
most probably more concemed about the deleterious effect of the bonus on its tenuous
conttol over the membership, than safety. In view of the Federation's ambiguity over
incentive payment in the past, perhaps, for reasons best known to its executive, the
Federation initially opposed the bonus system.
Circa 1958 or 1959, two Federation executive. Bill Parkinson, the General
President, and Bob Cram,109)then president of the Federation's Southem district,
undertook to dissuade the ndners at Fox's Burragorang Vadey mines from accepting the
bonus for reasons of safety. Parkinson, a recognised, rousing orator had taken a 44
gallon dram as a platform while addressing the men, was received with such vehemence
that he had to jump off the dram and scurry with Cram to safety. Both men recounted
during separate interviews that the reaction of thefr members had been so -vigorous that
momentarily they actually feared for thefr personal safety. HO) Despite this result and
similar, but less physical receptions elsewhere, the Federation leadership continued to
oppose the payment of bonus. Parkinson recounted that when in the early 60's the bonus
spread and its popularity became insurmountable, the Federation had no choice but to
accept the bonus as part and parcel of the rank and file's income.
Parkinson, a Communist, despite his genuine disapproval of the bonus on the
grounds of safety, stated that to continue to reject die bonus would have led to the
desttiiction of the Federation.!H) The feeUngs of members who were paid die bonus

108) for example, W.Parkinson, E.Phillips and R.Cram.
109) Cram became General Secretary in 1969.
110) Interviews W.Parkinson. 12 September 1983,7 December 1984; interview R.Cram 14 June 1983.
111) Interview W.Parkinson 7 December 1984.
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were so sttong that they would have readdy quit the Federation. The bonus not only
forced the Federation to accept another, perhaps its most distasteful compromise, but
widened the chasm between die executive and membership over work practices created
by the Tribunal. It is no surprise that the JCB and the owners praised the bonus.
Despite the uncertainty over the authenticity of all the Federation's executive's
objection to the bonus on the grounds of safety, if the Federaton did not genuinely
oppose the bonus by reason of diminished safety, it should have. While argument above
demonsttates that from the late 60's rates of reported accidents rose for reasons totally
unconnected to safety hazards, conversely from the late 50's the bonus became a factor
which genuinely increased accident rates which are not statistically measurable.
However, there is an unofficial recognition in the industry of the correlation between
unsafe practice and the bonus which is not reflected in the JCB's accident statistics. Far
worse, the deterioration in safety due to the bonus is totally disregarded by the JCB.
Publicly and officially the coalowners' representatives and the Miners'
Federation's officers share the JCB's coyness, but privately many individuals
acknowledge the dangers inherent in the bonus system.112) fronically, the public denial
ofthe bonus' influence on accidents is mutually convenient to the JCB, the Department
of Mines, the coalowners as well as the Miners' Federation. Obviously, neither of the
govemment authorities commanded by law to protect limb and body can admit that
under thefr auspices safety laws are deliberately flouted. The JCB is doubly
compromised, as it was the only body apart from the owners capable of preventing the
bonus' inttoduction. The coalowners had obvious reasons not to condemn the bonus: the
Miners Federation, the rank and file's watchdog on safety was forced into accepting it,
but saved face by not admitting to the connection between the bonus and deteriorating
safety.
However, die admissions of individuals ui private, and diis author's observations
underground, establish another reaUty. The inducement of the bonus is such that it not

112) Nearly all interviewees, whedier Feds, tradesmen. Miners' Federation officials and company
officials, admitted diat there is a correlation between die bonus and diminished safety. To protect
inaividuals' anonymity, names are not quoted but may be supplied on written request to die audior.
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only encourages 'Feds', members of die Miners Federation, to take risks which may
lead to disaster, but influences tt-adesmen, deputies and other officials to commit the
same errors of judgement. Risk-takuig, which ranges from practices which may result in
only minor injury to the individual offender, to the loss of life of many, is countenanced
by higher mine officials, but may or may not be reproached, fronicady. Seders, the
instigator of the bonus system, was the only management executive interviewed who
actively deprecated the unlawful practices associated with the bonus. SeUers regretfully
expressed the view,'Unfortunately, there was a tendency of,"If diere is a ton of coal or
a prop", unfortunately [sic] the prop was lost.'113) Carthew readily acknowledged that
mineworkers cut comers, but evinced a passive resignation in regard to officials'
incapacity to prevent malpractice.! 14) Other upper management officials were less
candid and conversations with Department of Mines officers produced no admission of
misconduct due to the bonus at aU.l 15)
Lesser mine officials were more forthcoming and drew a dfrect connection
between safety offences and the bonus. One in particular, George Harding, a retfred
overman, was very condemnatory of the bonus. 116) Another, an undermanager in the
Southem disttict, endorsed Harding's views. 117) Department of Mines inspectors who
only infrequendy inspect mines, apparendy are aware of malpractices which never take
place when they are inspecting a mine, but take littie preventive action against offences
committed in thefr absence.
This neglect is aggravated by an idiosyncrasy in the 1912 CMRA, which did not
prevent inspectors from announcing a proposed inspection to a manager, but which did
not enjoin inspectors to give notice of inspections either. 118) This pecuUarity in the
113) Interview G.Sellers
114) Interview J.Carthew
115) Conversations during mine inspections and discussions widi Department of Mines officials.
116) Interview G.Harding 26 October 1982.
117) This interviewee, an undermanager interviewed during 1983 must remain anonymous as he is
currentiy employed in the coalmining industry.
ii8) viae CMKA 1912, No 37, division 3. sections 3-32.
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CMRA legimitised a tacit coUusion between mine managers and inspectors which
predated the 1912 Act and originated from the time inspectors were ffrst appointed ui
1862.119) During die 19th centtiry, before joining die Department of Mines, most
inspectors were managers in Britain; many attended the same minmg school and were
well acquainted. 120) During the 20th centtiry the ttadition was repUcated NSW style.
The old boy network was and is often responsible for advanced warning of an
inspection. The notification, while not dlegal, enables managers to get diefr ndnes mto
order. The author has been told by many informants that they always know when an
inspector is due by the flurry of activity to 'clean up.'121)Some inspectors'
equivocation when confronted with ttansgressions of the CMRA has eamed them
stinging soubriquets. At the time of writing, one, formerly a manager, is known as Mr
Half-safe owing to his indecisiveness in declaring a safety breach unsafe. Anodier, also
previously a manager, is known as basenji, because even though he is the govemment
safety watchdog he never barks. 122)
Notwithstanding the laxity in the policing of safety breaches by inspectors and
in spite of technology, such as roofbolting, the erection of rib-props and, or ribdoweling, high velocity ventilation and improved underground lighting, danger is
always present underground. Regardless of safety precautions, roof sections collapse,
often without warning; large volumes of methane may appear suddenly and ribs burst
unexpectedly. There is no human agency that can prevent these occurrences; at thefr
best, safety measures fumish uncertain protection against unforeseen cfrcumstances,
providing safety regulations are meticulously observed.
One of the temptations of die bonus is that it entices individuals to commit acts
which project safety measures beyond limits for which they were intended. The result
may be a major disaster like that at the Appin mine where in 1979 14 men were killed
119) v/Je Dingsdag OHS.
120) ibid.
121) ibid.
122) This informant will remain anonymous too. However, upon application to die audior, die informant
would corroborate this information.
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by a methane explosion under cfrcumstances which were not satisfactorily explained
officiaUy. However, disasters of this magnitude have been rare. The more common
result of the bonus' enticement is for individuals to commit acts which are not breaches
of vital safety regulations but which cause personal injury to offenders ranging from
minor to serious.
Notwithstanding the imminence of the inherent danger underground, the risk
factor in coalmines is closely related to the production process. Simdarly, apart from the
nature of the work process, the face is inherendy more dangerous than the roadways.
Yet, at the face continuous mining is more dangerous than longwall mining. While both
modes share a commonality of accident experience in roadways, the pit-top and at the
face, the risk factor of longwall mining is reduced because conveyor belts are used for
ttansporting coal from the face. Crashed torsos and limbs are much rarer without
shuttlecars. 123) One of the obvious grounds for the disparity of accident experience
between the two methods of production devolves from the protection from roof-falls
provided by the longwalls' self-advancing chocks. Another, unrecognised, but
paramount reason for the disparity is due to the difference in workplace conttol
exercised amongst the subordinate ranks of the workforce in the two production
methods.
In modem longwalls, where every mechanised action except the shearer is
automatically regulated, there is little scope for workplace conttol at the face. The
exception is the shearer, the most important part of the technology, which is activated or
stopped by an operator who conttols production by a hand-held remote conttol unit.
However, the bonus ensures that this conttol is used to die advantage of production. The
operator's income, like the other mineworkers' in the panel, is dependent on the output
of production on thefr shift. Ultimately, each individual's bonus is determined by each
shift's fortnightly productivity. Therefore, this promise of reward creates a pervasive
co-operation among workers as well as between workers and staff which may range

123) Conversations and telephone conferences, M.Loy; author's observations underground
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from the non-observance of union demarcations to serious ttansgressions of safety
regulations.
These practices are by no means universal in either longwall or continuous
mining. They vary from mine to mine and in many instances differ between panels and
shifts as well as crews in the same panel. Some mineworkers are willing to work on the
dusty side of the shearer, but many are not More seriously, some operators, members of
the Miners' Federation, will let the shearer cut in both dfrections in sttict conttavention
of the Tribunal's and the Federation's ban of the practice. In both cases mineworkers
risk lung injury and in extteme circumstances may conttact pneumoconiosis. The
Miners' Federation is aware of these violations of regulations, but in the face of the
bonus is powerless to prevent these actions.
In continuous mining panels, where nearly every piece of technology is
regulated manually, workplace conttol is more complete: in fact, one of the coalowners'
atttactions to longwall mining from the early 80's originates from the relative absence
of workplace autonomy in longwalls. In addition, longwall crews are approximately the
same in composition and size as continuous miner crews, but are capable of producing
three times the daily tonnage. 124) in conttadistinction, under continuous mining,
workplace control, while remaining a thom in the side of the coalowners, is an essential
ingredient of co-operation in the production process. The essentiaUty of workplace
conttol stems from a close, reciprocal association between it and the productive power
of social labour, or co-operation. 125) Without workplace autonomy, the co-operation
required to make continuous miners produce to full capacity cannot function properly.
Therefore the success of continuous mining is dependent on an extteme extension of cooperation which ttanscends artificial delineations of skid and which normalises die
deliberate ttansgressions of safety regulations.

124) for example, vide. Black Coal 1985-85,p.40. During 1984-85 daily longwall production in individual
units was nearly four times that of continuous miners' daily output per unit: vide also J.Carthew,
'Automation and Conttol on Australian Longwall Faces'June 1982.
i25) K Marx, Capital, Vol 1, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1978,p.312.
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Originally, continuous miner units generally comprised a driver, a cableman,
two timberers and two roofbolters who were shiftmenl26) and two shutdecar drivers,
all members of the Miners' Federation. Because production in mines using continuous
miners exclusively was focused on a few or perhaps four or five units and breakdowns
were imminent, prompt repafrs were essential. Therefore each crew had an electrician
and a fitter. To satisfy safety regulations, each crew had a deputy too. As the use of
roofbolting proliferated and the need for timbering diminished, the timberers' job
category disappeared and was usmped by the remaining two shifttnen who roofbolted
and set timber. In the 60's the diminution of crew sizes also cortesponded with the
rationalisation of costs that had to be implemented due to shrinking prices. In this
instance the coalowners' ttaditional method of reducing costs through attacking
conditions was intemalised by the Miners' Federation as a safety measure. 127)
Originally, Feds each performed specific duties dfrecdy associated widi the
production process according to union guidelines on job specifications. Only the driver,
a ffrst class machine man with an obUgatory two years face experience, operated the
continuous miner. The cableman watched and prevented the electrical cable at the rear
end of miner from being crashed or severed by the machuie or by the shutdecars which
loaded coal from the back of the miner. He also ensured that the afrhoses supplying the
unit's roofbolters' power and the water hoses supplying the panel's anti-dust devices
were not severed. The four shiftmen roofbolted and timbered. The shiftmen also hung
the brattice on rib-props or instead erected 'fluming', Ughtweight tubes, to conduct an
to the face as requfred. InitiaUy, after the inttoduction of the bonus, blurring of duties'
demarcations occurred only among Feds' job specifications. If no shuttiecars were
available to take excess coal from the rear of the miner, or if the miner advanced further

Ub) lhe second class shiftmen category, in reality an euphemism for labourers' duties, soon disappeared
widi the popularisation of continuous miners. The rates of first class shiftmen, whose competence was
proved by a test, were extended to any Federation member on continuous miner duties. Feds cavilled off
continuous miners remained first class shifunen but had to demonsttate dieir abiUty to perform any
Federation duty.
12/) lelephone conversation M.Loy.
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beyond die last roof support than permitted under the CMRA, the driver and cableman
assisted with roofbolting, bratticing, or fluming.
Originally, no such co-operation existed between the disparate unions' members.
This presented the coalowners in the case of die ttadesmen with the dilemma of paying
high wages to workers who did nothing unless a repafr was requfred. Yet, owmg to the
distance between faces and the face and the surface, as well as the concenttation of
production, the presence of an electrician and fitter was mandatory. The logistics of coal
haulage also prohibited the intermption to production to send a personnel ttansport
down a mine to fix a break-down.
The necessity for ttadesmen in situ intensified as more mines modemised and
began to rely on more continuous mining units for total production, instead of
numerous, dispersed faces. However, the extension of the bonus to ttadesmen and
deputies, the other essential, but non-productive, members in continuous mining units,
overcame the coalowners' dilemma. When in 1970 as a result of a shortage of deputies
the Tribunal, upon recommendation of the Local Coal Authority, awarded deputies a
$6.00 per week pay increase, he also directed that deputies should receive the
bonus. 128) The decision merely legitimised a practice accepted in many mines, but
conservatively resisted by many coalowners on economic grounds and ostensibly
rejected by deputies by reason of professionalism. In rettospect, the coalowners'
objections seem conttary to thefr interests. Instead of facing the possibility of paying
more to a non-productive category of labour, the allure of the bonus ensured that the
departure from demarcation was complete. The Tribunal's decision also legitimised the
payment of bonus to other officials and ancillary staff, up to and including mine
managers. 129)
The payment of the bonus to all personnel achieved unprecedented co-operation
across the board but had serious repercussions in the observation of safety in general.
However, at the face, the centte of activity, the role of the bonus was the most cmcial in
128) Local Coal Mining Industry Determinations, Vol 22,1970,(CR 2050).
129) vide for example JCB Report 1971-72, p.l63, bonus'...payments are made to all, or almost all
employees... ; ai some mmes managers were excluded from bonus schemes.
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production and its impact on deteriorating safety was also the severest. In order to
maximise the bonus at the face, the electrician, fitter and deputy began to share the
duties ttaditionally performed by Feds. The Feds reciprocated by assisting the fitter and
sometimes doing simpler mechanical repafrs unsupervised. Most probably, because of
strict CMRA guideUnes which stipulated stiff penalties and owing to professional
exclusionism, the Feds stopped short of doing electrical repafrs or taking over any of the
deputy's duties.
Mutual co-operation was and remains a cmcial factor in minimising die
interraptions inherent in the continuous mining mode, which must out of necessity
occur. For example, production was unavoidably delayed because under die CMRA
continuous miners were prohibited from mining a statutory distance in advance of the
last roof support. Before the advent of the bonus, when the machine advanced beyond
the statutory limit, the driver stopped the miner and waited while the shiftmen erected
brattice or fluming, roofbolted and, or timbered at the statutorily requfred interval.
Since the inception of the bonus, drivers left thefr post and helped with the roof
support and ventilation to minimise the interraption to production and thereby boosting
thefr bonus. To the same end, the ttadesmen and deputy roofbolted, erected timber or
assisted with temporary ventdation or even drove the shutdecars if the drivers were
assisting at the face. Another practice which evolved to extend production time was to
produce during mealbreaks and 'smokos'. Instead of observing mealbreaks, when
according to the industry's awards production should cease, crew members kept
continuous miners working by staggering thefr meal time so that only two had a break at
a time. 130) Without the bonus across the board this kind of collective effort would not
have been possible.
However remarkable this phenomenon was, the crowning achievement of the
bonus was the propensity it fostered to cut comers by increasing production, but
jeopardising safety. In this tendency lay the real pemiciousness of the bonus, especially

130) There are variations of this scheme.
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since it was extended to mine officials, who under the CMRA were dfrectly responsible
to enforce safety standards underground.
The inclination to intemalise or normalise danger, afready prevalent among aU
ranks of the workforce since the industry's inception, was recultivated by the bonus and
brought to its fullest expression. Once institutionalised among miners and officials
aldce, in the manner described in Chapter II, the 'conspfracy of complacency' persisted
and flourished in the 20th century: it was then brought to its culmination by the
production bonus. Even though the composition of the workforce was altering rapidly,
the legacy remained.
Perhaps the major benefit the owners derived from the bonus came from its
capacity to retain the risk-taking tendency essential to profitabdity, but which
simultaneously eroded elements of workplace conttol disadvantageous to production.
The result was a laxity in safety, countenanced consciously or unconsciously by all who
partake in the bonus, from Feds to managers.
The range of ttansgressions against safety is varied and by no means practiced
universally. Indiscretions also vary from those which result in minor injury to the
offender and which do not affect safety, to actions which may result in large loss of life.
From the 60's until the time of writing, common peccaddlos causing personal injury,
but not endangering others, included lifting of weights beyond individuals' capacity,
resulting in muscular and skeletal injury; the ndsuse of tools which caused eye mjuries
or muior wounds to die lunbs, and many others too diverse to enumerate. It is not the
intention to argue that this kind of behaviour is typical of the coalmining industty. The
point is that the bonus increases the incidence of this behaviour.
Misconduct causing injury to others and more typical of the coalmining
industty, included careless driving of vehicles in roadways, crashing mdividuals against
props or rib-sides; leaving dereUct equipment in the lesser, usually unlit roadways,
creating hazardous obstacles; not 'sounding' the roof before commencmg work, thereby
inviting roof-falls with possible fatal consequence, hi this category diere are also too
many malpractices to recount.
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Generally, the potentially most dangerous offences occur at the face. There are
many serious types of misconduct at the face which may tum mines into disaster areas.
For example, it was common practice under die 1912 CMRA to advance the face further
ahead of the last roof support than statutordy pemutted under the Special Rules 13l)to
delay the interraption to production, requfred to secure sttaps to the roof with roofboUs.
Instead, crews permitted continuous miners to advance several times the distance
prescribed by law and secured two, three or more sets of sttaps and roofbolts in one
operation. By these omissions they increased production by avoiding the mandatory,
individual pauses which created discontinuity to production.
By not stopping the continuous miner every half hour to examine the roof
carefully, mineworkers also broke CMRA regulations goveming General Measurements
and Workmanship. 132) The failure to provide systematic roof support also made the
collapse of the roof imminent, possibly resulting in hundreds of tons of superincumbent
sttata subsiding. It is no surprise that despite the universal application of roofbolting,
roof-falls have been one of the most prevalent causes of death underground. 133)
Another common malpractice has been to cut headings wider than the statutorily
permitted maximum to increase the shift's output. By 'robbing the pillars', the
additional pressure created caused the cmsh on the ribs to increase to such an extent that
random rib-bursts capable of kilUng men could erapt suddenly without warning.
While roof and rib-falls have been the most common cause of death and injury,
they are not the most dangerous potentiaUy. The real potential for death and injury
arises from the frequent ttansgressions against CMRA regulations goveming the
prevention of methane explosions. Whde fatal gas explosions have been rare this
century, malpractices in gassy conditions are habitual and can tum mines into powderkegs, fronically, die JCB's enforcement of previously neglected CMRA regulations.

131) vzde Dingsdag OHS.
132) The Special Rules modified die General Rules to suit conditions in individual mines. Once
submitted to and approved by die Minister, diey had full force of law; vide CMRA No 37,1912, General
Rules 57-65A.
133) vide Dingsdag OHS.
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which compeUed mine managements to install ventdation systems powerful enough to
sweep away any quantity of gas, created a false impression of security and stiU do.
Because it was self-evident that ventdation was much sttonger than ever before,
mineworkers became increasingly inclined to take risks. Due to the changing
composition of the workforce, by the time the bonus became almost universal, selfdeception about the dangers of gas was the norm.
The inclination towards brinksmanship was especially fueUed by the bonus. It
became common practice to by-pass the methanometers, fadsafe devices on continuous
miners which automatically stopped the machine if concentrations of gas reached
dangerous proportions. With similar intent, portable methanometers, suspended in the
optimum position, from the roof, near the face, were deliberately damaged. 134)
Similarly, continuous miner drivers, as well as deputies, did not always test for gas in
gassy places at the statutorily prescribed half hourl35)so as not to hold up production.
In fact, one of the atttactions continuous production with four overlapping shifts was to
avoid this procedure, which was otherwise mandatory between shifts.
Under normal cfrcumstances these and other omissions are inconsequential,
even if they result in small fires quickly extinguished. However, a sequence of unusual
occurtences can tum an apparently innocuous omission into a holocaust. Such was the
case at the Bulli coUiery on 9 November 1965 when a fire caused by the ignition of a
body of inflammable gas killed four men and seriously injured three. On this occasion
the accident was confined to the ignition of gas in a small heading, but could easily
have been an instantaneous explosion affecting the entfre mine. 136) The mandatory
investigation appointed by the Minister for Mines by virtue of Section 31 of the CMRA,
under Supreme Court judge A.Goran, originally apportioned no blame to any one. This
is a fairly predictable result of this type of inquiry and the mandatory inquests for lesser
accidents, owing to the 'conspfracy of complacency'. The report was mainly confmed to

134) The informants who supplied diis information wUl remain anonymous.
135) CMRA No 37,1912, Sevendi Schedule, Section HI, regulations 27a, 27b, 28.
i:bb) JCB Report 1965-6t),pp.l6, 17.
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recommending amendments to die CMRA. 137) in a supplementary report requested by
the Minister, Judge Goran found no evidence of culpable negligence under common law
but, recommended the issue of summonses for minor offences under the CMRA,138)
another typical outcome. 139)
At die Appin mine on 24 July 1979 gross neglect under gassy conditions and the
illegal reversal of temporary ventdation in a longwall panel, caused a gas explosion
which killed 14 men. Like at Bulli 14 years before there was much breast-beating over
the loss of Ufe by mineworkers, the Miners' Federation, the coalowners, the JCB and
the NSW Govemment. Yet, despite private admissions by many in the coalmining
fratemity that the 'accident' occurted due to the cutting of comers, no public
acknowledgement was given to the connection between speed-up and the bonus.
Instead, futile, face-saving grief in public disguises the dangers induced by the bonus.
The aura of complacency in the industry regarding safety and the bonus is as
impenettable as the false impression of financial security the bonus creates is fanciful.
The perpetuation of the conspfracy of complacency by the bonus system, the
JCB's avoidance of safety and the Tribunal's decisions are the culmination ofthe state's
mediation in favour of capital in the coalmining industry. Even the compulsion
engendered through the bonus towards risk-taking and its concomitant change to
workforce resistance would not have been possible without the state's intervention.
Similarly, the workforce's passivity towards ttaditional strike activity was made more
certain by die JCB's and Tribunal's subordination of workforce resistance by changing
the composition and attitudes of the workforce.
The JCB's deliberate, high tum-over of the workforce dispersed and eradicated
'ttoublemakers'; the diaspora of miners and thefr families due to pit closures and the
recmitment of mineworkers from community and work environments other than small
isolated, close-knit communities had a marked effect on work practice and industrial

137) ibid.
138) ibid.
139) v/de Dingsdag OHS.
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activity.The JCB's heavily state funded medical division, with thorough medical
examinations detected developing cases of pneumoconiosis and prevented the
employment of prospective mineworkers with chest and other disorders. Reduced rates
of morbidity improved productivity prodigiously. Through the provision of cheap
housing, heavdy subsidised by die JCB, ttaditional mineworkers were also integrated
socially and economically into wider communities. For those mining famiUes choosing
to remain in thefr ttaditional habitat the ubiquitous co-operative, formerly a hallmark of
hewers' respectabdity and exclusivism, disappeared, particularly as car ownership
became common. Owing to the JCB's excellent healthcare facdities, fiiendly societies
and benefit funds became redundant and the lodges' centtality in these activities also
vanished. As a result of the JCB's and Tribunal's influence, regular income unaffected
as before by the vagaries of ttade and cUmate became the norm. Despite the Tribunal's
intentional pegging of miners' income untd 1968, from 1960 the universaUty of die
bonus increased mineworkers' spending capacity inordinately and, with the avadabdity
of an increasing range of consumer goods, encouraged regular work habits.
Despite the initial impact these changes had on production and productivity,
together with the inttoduction of workers who were not from a coalmining background,
state intervention produced unforeseen results. At times, the determinations of the
state's diverse instmmentalities even countermanded each other. Therefore, in the
instance of the liberalisation of compensation under the WCA and the relaxation of
some of the Tribunal's earlier decisions, regardless of the bonus, workers'
compensation clafrns escalated. Similarly, in industrial relations in particular, the
Tribunal's resolve to undermine the Federation's executive conttol over work practices
was only partially successful. While workforce resistance to technological change
diminished, increased remuneration changed the nature of disputation but only
temporardy reduced the incidence and frequency of strike activity. Increasingly, from
the late 60's the restractured workforce accepted the regimen of mechanised production
at the workplace but demanded higher incomes and better conditions in retum.
fronically, these demands were met after escalating industrial activity made easier by
the Tribunal under the threat of sttikes at a time when demand was high. The Miners'
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Federation, in spite of its enforced acceptance of the bonus, capitalised on die industty's
prosperity by pandering to the workforce's cupidity. In 1976 it gained the wage
increases which necessitated the increase in the bonus to restore the relativity between
wages and bonus necessary to maintain growing productivity. Whde die Federation
acted Sttategically cortecdy to unprove remuneration at this time, its decision to renegotiate the bonus intensified the link between growing productivity and increased
risk-taking.
Despite this effect of the bonus, fr could not have been as efficacious as it was
without much state aid. The arguments of this chapter and the entfre thesis lead to the
conclusion that the state enabled the owners to subordinate the miners to the regimen of
wage-labour and to accept technological change. The owners could not achieve diese
objectives before 1947 because dfrect intervention of the state was absent: despite the
industry's endemic underemployment until 1939 and not even during die 'depression'
of the 1890's and die Great Depression were they able to subordinate the workforce
fully to thefr designs. Worker resistance was not sufficiendy subdued until the state
intervened direcdy in the process of production and contributed heavily to the
reproduction of labour power.
Yet, after the War, despite the state's obvious bias in favour of the owners they
still had to be convuiced that the state was acting on thefr behalf. This enigmatic
behaviour is typical of the conttadictions of class fundamental to the conceptualisation
of the thesis. While the capitalist state is concemed to serve the purposes and interests
of the owners of the means of production, this role is by no means clear to either
participant, nor are the particular interests of the state and capital always identical.
Rather, the relationship is based on general, non-specific goals which may or may not
coincide, but which ultimately are in the dfrect interests of capitalism. Between NSW's
coalowners and the array of govemments and govemmental agencies administering the
NSW coalmining industry, there were no permanent bonds, but the common desfre to
perpetuate the capitalist mode of production. Although the state interceded for its own
good and the benefit of the owners,(except those like BHP/AIS, in whose interest it was
to mechanise to reduce costs), initiaUy refused to co-operate.
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The ability of the state to impose the requirements of the capitalist mode of
production on the minuig workforce also hinged on the conttadictory nature of die
relations of production specific to class relations among the miners and tiiose between
them and the owners. Owing to the centt-ality of piecework individuadsm and die
intermittency of employment during the 19th century and the first 40 years of the 20di
century, by 1947 collaborationism was so institutionalised that die conditions necessary
to subordinate the workforce were readymade.
Perhaps more subdy, but certainly more pemiciously, the state through the
agency of the JCB, the Tribunal and Department of Mines especially, ensured that
workforce resistance to technological change, in particular, was subordinated to the
needs of production. This objective predominated, despite die compromised safety and
health of the workforce. Yet, the state's obvious ability to enforce this principle also has
its genesis in the conttadictions of class. For without the conspfracy of complacency, a
concomitant of nascent class consciousness, the normalisation of danger would not be
so prevalent among the workforce or the industry's employers and govemment
administtators.
All of the conttadictory class phenomena analysed above are exemplars of the
inherent conttadictions of capitalism. On the one hand, it exploits labour so cmdely that
the obviously exploitative aspects of capitalism were even noticed, but not properly
resisted by the collaborationist element of the coalmining workforce. On the other hand,
in several subtie, seductive ways, capitalism is able to gloss over and even conceal the
inequalities of the relationship between the owners of the means of production and those
it exploits. The consequent blurring of class consciousness, which had its genesis in
piecework labour, culminated in the success of the production bonus inttoduced in the
late 50's
For, no matter what the proficiency of the state, die ultimate power to
subordinate labour to the needs of capitalist production resides with capitalists. Yet, in
concert with the prime objective of capitalism, the coalowners' ultimate goal was not to
dominate, but to increase surplus value. The acceptance of die bonus across the industry
achieved this end. It was the crowning glory of collaborationism too. Among the
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productive workforce, co-operation replaced resistance; the socially constmcted notions
of skid and class, afready diminished by technological change, ceased to matter. The
increase of production, once only in the interest of a minority of the workforce, became
centtal to the ethos of productive mineworkers, as well as ttadesmen, officials and
administtators.
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Conclusion
The object of the thesis has been to investigate the resttncturing of the NSW
coalmining industty by analysing and comparing its relations of production before and
after die inttoduction of govemment conttol in 1939. frs principal concems were
resttucturing during die era of permanent state uitervention from 1947, die specific
nature of state mediation and why it assumed this particular guise. The difficulties
experienced by govemments in the restracturing of the NSW coalmining industry after
the inttoduction of state regulation from 1939, and particularly after 1947, had diefr
origins in the relations of production formulated in the 19th century. The principal
obstractions to stractural change was the nature of the relationship that was formed
between the coalowners and NSW govemments in the 19th century and which was
brought to maturity during the first three decades of the 20di century. The
conservativeAiberal freettade disposition of NSW govemments elected after the
granting of responsible govemment in 1856 untd the late 80's/early 90's provided NSW
coalowners with the closest approximation of laissez-faire possible under the bourgeois
forms of govemment in Austtalia's Colonies.
Govemment inertia in production and distribution in particular had permanent
ramifications for the industty which persisted in the 20th century regardless of the
adoption of the politically expedient new protectionism by all of the newly federated
Colonies. The owners never came to grips with the fluctuating demands of the free
enterprise market during the 19th century and even during the 20th century thefr
attempts to dominate it through 'supply side' economics resulted in the overproduction
and perennial excess capacity which led to the industry's excessive competitiveness.
Aside from fluctuating demand, excess capacity was as much a manifestation of the
owners' ferocious competitiveness as the fragdity of thefr position in the market. The
owners relentlessly pursued the free enterprise axiom that the greater production was,
the lower the cost per ton was; this disregarded the abdity to sell the coal or not, and
made them produce coal far in excess of demand. Intermittency of demand due to the
inadequacy of marine infrastmcture, adverse tides and winds as well as the owners'
aversion to paying NSWGR freight charges did the rest. Hence thefr reliance on price
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agreements, selling cartels and combinations with shipping companies to maximise
market shares by excluding others. Real or unaguied differences between certain
qualities of coal was also instmmental in creating niches in the market. These
distinctions played an important role in estabUshing die primacy of Newcasde, and later
South Maitland, coal over lUawarta and Lithgow coal.
The absence of govemment scmtiny also had lasting consequences in the
relations of production at the workplace. The ttade practices the owners devised to
offset fluctuating demand and the vagaries of climate permanendy shaped the industry's
entfre conditions of employment and influenced all work practices. Overproduction,
underemployment, the uncertainties of shipping and ttade were dfrecdy responsible for
the industry's

antagonistic

industrial relations. Piecework individualism and

differentation of incomes, reinforced by a notionally constmcted demarcation of skill
and a lack of social cohesion at and away from the mine, forced miners, hewers in
particular, to vacillate between confrontation and collaboration with the owners. For the
same reasons the workforce shared little community of interests and miners were also
prepared to risk thefr own and the safety of others. These factors and the differentation
of incomes between the lodges due to variations of geology and the competitiveness of
ttade made cohesive ttade unionism virtually impossible.
Nevertheless, miners had, and still have, the reputation of archetypal proletarians
and staunch unionists whose industrial militancy was sustained by political radicaUsm.
However, this notoriety is the result of a ndsunderstanding of the nature of the
industry's entfre relations of production. Even though from the late 1880's the oratory
of some of the miners' leaders was coloured with political rhetoric and lodges were in
the forefront of creating and shaping the Labor Party, otherwise the miners' behaviour
was far from radical and certainly not poUticaUy motivated. The hewers'
collaborationist disposition sombrely conttasted the lack of soUdarity between hewers
and off-hand labourers in the lodges and the community. Whde die frequency and
ferocity of industtial activity gave an appearance of poUtical militancy and union
cohesiveness, the bread and butter issues which were the real cause of the industty's
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turbulent uidustrial relations were the total antidiesis of class cohesiveness, union
solidarity or poUtical awareness.
Miners were not driven to industtial action through poUtical aspfrations but by
the unconttoUable economics of the free market that shaped the method and amount of
payment, whether piecework or day-wage; die course of industrial action was also
moulded by diese conditions. Disputes were setded by the lodge or individuals with
quick, decisive wild-cat strikes. The drawn-out business of consultation with the disttict
(and lodge) militated against quick solutions. After the formation of the Miners'
Federation in 1915, the general strike was ignored for the same reasons: in addition, the
industtial adversity of one lodge or district was the good fortune of the other.
Consequently, from 1915 until 1938 there were only two general sttikes and not many
more until the time of writing. This code of conduct in industrial relations and its
closely associated pattems of social behaviour were so engrained that they eluded the
conttol of the district unions, the Miners' Federation, the owners and Industrial
Arbittation. Ultimately, these ttaditions hindered production during World War Two
and were sufficiently obstractive to warrant special remedial action under the Coal
Industry Acts.
From the beginning of the 20th century, until World War Two, the state made
litde headway in actually regulating distribution and production. Consequendy, those
aspects of the industry actuaUy under govemmental regulation had little impact on the
relations of production between the owners and miners at the workplace even after the
fundamental changes to the production process subsequent to the mechanisation of the
face. Although the owners initially objected to Industrial Arbittation until they leamt to
manipulate it successfully, when the Miners' Federation mmed the tables from 1916
this change in favour of the Federation did not alter die ttaditional basis of industtial
relations either. Rather, the miners' temporary ttansition from underdog to victor in
industrial relations under Arbittation was always dependent on the fragile ratio between
supply and demand in the labour market and the supply of and demand for coal. Owing
to the mdustry's over-abundance of labour, its endemic overproduction and erratic
demand pattems, the equation in favour of the workforce was easily upset, and with the
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exception of die periods 1916-25 and 1939-52, (and under vastiy different conditions
between 1971 and 1981), favoured the owners. Relations were complicated by the
'micro' economy of the industty at district and lodge levels: even during periods when
markets were buoyant not aU mines benefited equally. Owing to excess capacity, these
were the industry's usual cfrcumstances. Consequently, owing to irregularities of ttade,
co-operation with the owners remauied a mandatory condition of employment despite
Industrial Arbittation.
Similarly, relations among the workforce were relatively unaffected by the
state's growing influence. Yet, owing to the close association of the miners' social and
economic being to the work process, the mechanisation of the production process
attenuated ttaditional divisions among the workforce based on differentiated incomes.
Hostilities were dfrectly related to the extension of the primary functions of production
to machinemen and off-hand workers at the face. Because these functions were
distributed among a larger portion of the workforce they contributed heavily to the
spread of workforce resistance to technological change too.
The ability of mineworkers other than hewers to exercise workforce conttol at
the face noticeably altered the position of off-hand workers vis d vis the lodge, the
district and the Miners' Federation itself Although the Federation did not cease to be a
hewers' union untd handmining was phased out from the mid 50's, the close result of
the 1919 ballot on the abolition of piecework reflects the growing influence of
mineworkers who were not hewers. This development and the unaltered importance of
the lodge in union affafrs meant that the Miners' Federation, regardless of its inability to
dominate the lodges, always had difficulties in implementing industrial policies suited
to the irreconcilable economic and social interests of its members. The failure of
mechanisation was as much a result of the conflict inherent m the relations of
production necessardy inttoduced through mechanisation owing to its inefficiency, as
the owners' mismanagement or die Federation's tenuous hold on industrial relations.
Untd the mid 30's, in technological and economic terms resttucturing was a
fiasco. The inefficiency and labour-intensiveness of the technology inttoduced from
1903 contributed dfrecdy to the industry's economic collapse from 1927-28 and
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ultimately held back production during World War Two. Consequendy, rather than
reducing costs and expunging excess capacity by eUminating competition, die
workforce had to be increased and costs rose inordinately. The wage rises the Miners'
Federation exacted from 1916 to 1925 the coalowners offset by increasing prices with
impunity. The 'tyranny of distance', a preference for South Maidand coal, the Vend's
and the ANC's hold over its production and disttibution, excluded competition in the
overseas, interstate and domestic markets. The other cartels and unassociated producers
that rode on the coat-tails of the Vend/ANC also benefited from this fragile protective
barrier. However, paraphrasing Mauldon, nemesis imperceptibly came on the owners.
The collapse of the market-place resulted in the owners' 'quick-fix' in
mechanisation The new technology inttoduced at the face by BHP and a few of the
larger producers failed to reduce costs per ton of mechanically produced coal. In most
mines antiquated secondary and main haulage systems dettacted from any impact the
new technology might have had on production. However, the second measure, achieved
by slashing the size of the workforce and by forcing the remainder to work harder under
the threat of unemployment, was an unmitigated success until the Depression waned
from 1937-38. In conttadistinction to the era before the coal depression, worker
resistance and the industrial politics of individuals and lodges, as well as of the
Federation were completely overwhelmed by the owners' domination of the production
process. The owners' ability to subordinate workplace resistance was so complete that
not only productivity increased, but the workforce was sufficiendy uitimidated to
overcome the disabilities the industry suffered through decades of laissez-faire in die
development and working of mines. Productivity grew despite the owners' haphazard
policies in mechanisation, despite the industty's mabiUty to atttact investment to replace
randown equipment or despite the depletion of coal reserves accessible under pre-World
War Two technology.
The second period of restt:ncturing mvestigated in the thesis deals with the
relations of production under govemment regulation from 1939. Although die outbreak
of war forced the Commonwealth to conttol production as weU as disttibution and to
supervise industtial relations more dfrecdy, relations at the workplace during die War
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were conducted on the same basis as the previous 100 years. The exception was that the
reversal from excess capacity to short supply and the war-time shortage of coalmining
labour gave the workforce the upper-hand in industrial relations. Also, workforce
resistance to technological change literally retumed widi a vengeance. The NSW and
Commonwealdi arbittation systems had never addressed the inherent issues of conflict,
choosing instead to rale in favour of the owners or the miners expedient to individual
disputes. Consequently, during the War when dfrect govemment conttol in industrial
relations became imperative to the Commonwealth, its arbittations were a dead letter.
Further, both the owners and miners took advantage of the nation's
exttaordinary need for coal. In the instance of the miners, thefr own and lodge
considerations were more important than thefr support of war-time Labor Govemments,
or thefr patriotic duty. For the owners the objections to war-time conttols were mainly
based on economic considerations, although the regulation of production and
distribution violated what they had always considered thefr inalienable domain.
Government mediation other than the provision of free infrastmcture or state aid
unencumbered by obligation was anathema. Consequendy, the owners sabotaged
govemment-conttoUed ttansport arrangements, exploited price-fixing, cfrcumvented the
complex and ttansient war-time industrial authorities by evading tiiefr confused and
overlapping jurisdictions, disrapted production by 'sitting on coal' or not deploying
available technology to the fullest and by inciting industrial sttife through 'pin pricking'
the miners.
After the War, measures to curb these excesses of conflict were forced on the
Commonwealth by the imminence of coal shortages during post-war reconstiiiction.
Yet, to a form of govemment, which except for World War One had never ttanscursed
but the periphery of free enterprise, the prospect of inttoducing permanent conttol over
the free market functions of an industty with the power to disrapt die economy and the
capacity to hold govemments to ransom was daunting. The Federal and NSW Labor
Govemments facing this intimidating task had the double dilemma of confronting die
Miners' Federation. In the past the Federation had been an equivocating and
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intermittendy useful poUtical aUy, but since the early 40's it became an embarrassment,
which, although sharply divided, could stdl cripple the nation's economy.
Therefore, both Govemments and thefr bureaucracies seized on die rift between
the Federation's leadership and the rank and file to suppress industrial action. But in the
instance of the owners, who were as disunited as the workforce, the state substituted its
divide and conquer tactics with a more cautious approach. Even though the Federal and
State Govemments needed coal for post-war reconstmction and the NSW coalmining
industry was hopelessly outdated, the owners would not accept state aid to modemise
because of thefr antipathy to the strings attached. Despite this obstmctiveness, die
Federal and State Govemments scarcely resttained the owners and did not nationalise
the industry although it was within the ambit of joint legislation and they could have
done so. In other words, the state did not submit the owners to the full force of state
conttol.
The Coal Industry Acts were carefuUy framed to ensure a careful mix of
govemment-regulated production and distribution with sufficient freedom for the
exercise of free enterprise. However, the Acts, while appearing unpartial towards the
workforce, in fact were designed to subordinate the welfare of the workforce to
objectives suitable to both the state and the owners. While govemment regulation was
heavily inclined towards ensuring an immediate and sustained supply of coal regardless
of cost, price and quality, it caused only a modicum of inconvenience to the owners who
refused to mechanise.
Even under this provocation, aldiough the JCB had absolute power under the
Acts to conttol production and it was created specifically to improve coal supplies
quickly, it almost never used compulsion. Instead, the JCB itself filled production
shortfalls by acqufring its own underground and opencut mines. Its failure to confront
the owners resulted in soaring prices, the development of too many mines, the hfring of
too many mineworkers and a retum to excess capacity from 1951-52 which it never
properly eradicated. The sudden reversal from coal shortages, as much due to die JCB's
optimistic demand projections as to buyer resistance to coal because the JCB had
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permitted coal prices to rise well in excess of twice the CPI, was the outcome of the
JCB' s kid-glove tteatment of the owners.
From 1951-52, as wed as being forced to reUnquish its powers over disttibution
by the Commonwealth, the JCB restt-uctured production only for the benefit of those
owners sufficiendy financial to modemise thefr mines from the face to, and, the pit-top.
While the economically unviable mines which the JCB had attempted to revitalise to
boost production were now sacrificed, the new dfrection of resttucturing was very
atttactive for the remaining, selected owners despite the expense of modemisation From
1951 the JCB guaranteed nunimum profits; the Federal Govemment's decision, at the
instigation of the JCB, to change income tax laws removed one of the last of the
owners' objections to mechanisation. These incentives reduced costs and from 1953-54
the JCB also relaxed its price-fixing powers and allowed the market to establish price.
While others were left to compete in the eroding domestic and interstate markets, the
JCB ensured that the supply of coal for fron and steel remained the unassaded
monopoly of BHP/AIS. From 1956, with heavy state aid, die JCB estabUshed new
overseas export markets, again for selected owners. The JCB also arranged spot sales
and conttacts to supply the Electricity Commission's growing demand.
Ironically, all these inducements were granted at a time when owners should
have been persuaded to reduce production. Consequendy, despite heavy expenditure in
technology, because the JCB's blandishments reduced all costs per ton, the owners
reduced prices in response to conttacting markets to eliminate competitors and to the
same end produced as much as possible. Excess capacity was never eradicated but
concealed in stockpdes and mitigated from die early 70's especially by awarding
conttacts to large owners to supply coal to the Electricity Commission which was
already overburdened by its own stockpiles. In other words, the state shielded the
owners from the worst consequences of excess capacity from the public purse.
These developments were the mauistay of the JCB's dfrection in resttoicturing
and were the ultimate cause of the industry's coUapse from the early 80's. Whde at fnst
the Japanese market was miniscule, as costs per ton continued to fall and more of the
smaller mines were eliminated or uicorporated, for die surviving large concems who
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produced a two-thfrd share of total output by 1959-60 the Japanese market became a
bonanza. From 1967-68 more than one-thfrd of output was exported to Japan and
despite growing competition from Queensland coal, those non-captive owners no longer
dependent on the diminishing Austtalian ttades were granted substantial price increases
by the JCB. By then, because the JCB had allowed die non-captive domestic tt^de and
the interstate markets to wither away, the non-captive producers were frrettievably
committed to Japan.
Whde the slump of 1970-71 demonstt-ated the fody of this overdependence, die
quick recovery generated by the OPEC price rises stimulated exports in steaming coal
as well as in the old staple, metallurgical coking coal, both of which the Japanese
bought with seemingly unrelenting eagemess. The FOB value of Austtalian coal exports
rose more than tenfold from 1972-73 to 1982-83 making coal Austtalia's largest eamer
of foreign exchange; private capital expenditure in NSW mines increased by more dian
20 times over the period. Competition from Queensland's opencuts in the Japanese
market and the owners' pressure tactics made the JCB reverse its stance on the 'unfafr'
development of opencuts too. Although there is no corroborative evidence, the allure of
foreign exchange to the Federal tteasury and a desfre to ensure the continued flow of
this revenue must also have been a factor in the JCB's policy reversal.
The state was very careful to promote the well-being of this mine of wealth.
Even long before the potential of the export eamings of coal were realised, the bodies
responsible for the collection and collation of statistics, the Department of Mines, the
JCB and the Commonwealth Statistician, ensured that profit margins and prices charged
by individual owners were concealed. The JCB even went to the extent of not revealing
the profits made by the industry as a whole and purposely mystified prices in its
publications. No legislation laying down specific accounting procedures for any of the
exttactive industries has ever materialised, and other than the voluntary guidelines of
the 1977 AAS7 Standard inttoduced by accountants' professional bodies, coalmining
company accountants determine thefr own methods of calculating profits and losses,
fronically, these benefits were the pinnacle of govemment regulation: yet, the
increasing relaxation of bureaucratic conttol tempered with generous state aid was more
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like the laissez-faire ideal the owners had always attempted to achieve by vigorously
excluding govemment from production and distribution.
However, when die resttictions on free enterprise production and marketing
origuially designated in the Coal Industty Acts were relaxed from 1951-52 and
ultimately dissipated, the Acts' original dfrection with regards to the workforce was
unchanged. While the JCB inttoduced some long overdue changes in health and
community welfare, and the Tribunal ensured regular employment and mcome, thefr
overriding concem was to subdue worker resistance and to create a younger and more
productive workforce. These measures were pursued even to the extent of endangering
miners' health, and safety in particular. Therefore, after the JCB was forced by the
Menzies Govemment to retum marketing to fully-fledged free enterprise, the JCB and
the Tribunal could no longer claim that thefr actions in production were in the best
interests of mineworkers or 'in the public interest'.
Despite the conflicting interests of the rank and file and the Federation's
leadership, the latter was sufficiently imbued with the class views of its members to
submit to the industty's restmcturing too. Notwithstanding the ideological antipathy of
some of its executive who objected to certain aspects of stractural change, the
Federation was also coerced by the combined might of the state and the owners to
accept rationaUsation. Well before 1951-52, the state unleashed the fud extent of its
powers, ranging from the mobiUsation of the military to work the Westem district's
opencuts and the gaoling of the Federation's leaders during the 1949 sttike, to the subde
persuasion of welfarism under the auspices of the JCB and the Tribunal.
These measures conttasted sharply to the kid-glove tteattnent of the owners.
Although the cause of the owners' remaining repugnance to mechanisation was
eliminated when the NSW Govemment with the connivance of the Tribunal and JCB
lifted the embargo on mechanical mining of piUars in 1950, diere was no compulsion
from the JCB to implement the Tribunal's Order. Instead, the owners held off until the
market squeeze forced them to mechanise to reduce costs per ton. Until 1951-52 whde
demand was high the owners continued to work pillars under handmining by simply
augmenting the workforce and recouping the costs by applying for the price rises the
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JCB wilUngly granted. After the market conttaction these tactics were no longer
possible. When the Miners' Federation was finally forced to accept the inttoduction of
machines in pillars and die unavoidable concomitant reductions to the workforce, the
hundreds of millions of tons of pdlar coal left standing, the JCB's generous tax and
profit

allowances

suddenly

made mechanisation

atttactive. Magically,

funds

materialised for every facet of technological change. Because the new technology
minimised manual labour, the workforce was reduced by two-fifths between 1953 and
1964 and wages costs, one of the largest components of the industry's cost stmcture,
fed.
To offset the capital-intensiveness of mechanisation even more the owners made
several changes to the production process and work practices. Gradually, with the
Tribunal's blessing, the owners achieved an increasing extension and intensification of
production. From 1957, by capitalising on individuals' and lodges' flouting of the
Federation's embargo on production other than on one shift per day, the owners
convinced the Tribunal to extend production to aftemoon shift. The Tribunal's decisions
that gave incentive to minindse absenteeism and reduced the incidence of reported
injuries whilst inducing greater risk-taking, also intensified the nature of labour and
increased productivity too.
Consequendy, despite an increase of 53 per cent in the CPI between 1954 and
1970-71, owing to the state's generosity, wages and on-costs in money terms were
lower in 1971 than in 1954. Yet, the owners were not satisfied with diese reductions in
variable capital. During the 60's they experimented with the bord and pdlar method and
began to change to longwall to attenuate constant capital. Some of these innovations
were successful; for example, the large-scale inttoduction of roofbolting minimised the
use of timber and permitted better access for machines at die face and in the roadways.
However, while the clumsy inttoduction of longwall prevented its universal successful
application until the early 80's, die arguments used to convince die Tribunal that
continuous operation of longwall installations was mandatory gained die owners die
foothold to inttoduce around-the-clock production across the board in 1971, but not
without substantial concessions to the Miners' Federation.
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In this instance, as with the earlier innovations to the production process
institutionalised under the Tribunal, work practices had to be substantially altered.
However, owing to the industry's growing prosperity from the early 70's, die Miners'
Federation was able to manipulate industrial relations to its advantage. This was the
complete reversal of industrial relations since 1949 from when the Federation was
increasingly hamstmng by the combined forces of the JCB, Tribunal and the owners. By
1971 the Federation had been sufficiently blooded to exact the best deal, albeit a
compromise: notwithstanding, the 35 hour week was a victory; the relaxation of the
Tribunal's long service leave provisions restricting strike activity, and the extension of
the production bonus to mineworkers on compensation were of sttategic importance in
industrial relations. Also of great significance, as a result ofthe JCB's machinations, the
composition of the workforce had altered markedly. Consequendy, the nature and
frequency of strike activity changed; suddenly, compensation claims escalated, although
safety measures did not alter significandy, and workforce resistance to technological
change disappeared.
These developments, while at first appearing conttadictory, were in fact
perfectly apposite results of the JCB's welfarist and scientific management initiatives,
the Tribunal's parallel role in these objectives, and the bonus. The ttansition was
gradual, yet it was the result of the subde but purposeful design of the state to change
the work ethic of the ndners. Although the owners initially had to be convinced to
embrace scientific management and they were forced to improve pit facilities, the JCB's
health, welfare and safety provisions soon compensated die owners' enforced
expenditure. The heavily subsidised Coal Mines Insurance provided a cheap and
efficient means of pensioning-off debiUtated and older, less productive workers,
especially those widi pneumoconiosis. The JCB also resorted to a high tum-over of the
workforce to reduce its age and levels of morbidity.
Nevertheless, although these measures were successful initially, ultimately its
policy of blaming die victim and reducing die rate of reported accidents by offering
incentives to miners to ignore injuries was a failure. Untd die early 70's, a combination
of the Tribunal's long service provisions, loadings, attendance and pillar aUowances,
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low compensation payments under the WCA and the bonus was responsible for a
plethora of real, but unreported injuries. 'Suddenly', increased payments under the
WCA, the rescission of the Tribunal's earlier punitive cum incentive awards and the
extension of the bonus to miners on 'compo' were responsible for an outbreak of
reported injuries. Although it is impossible to quantify any of these factors, the
profound changes in workforce attitudes to compensation as well as strikes, were most
probably equally due to the changed composition of the workforce under the JCB's
social engineering.
Initiady, these developments had a salutary effect from the owners' and state's
perspective in workers' compensation claims and industrial activity. However, the
allure of the bonus and the JCB's enttance requfrements gradually atttacted workers
with a work ethic that exploited the bonus, workers' compensation and the strike to
maximum advantage. The remainder of the ttaditional workforce, forced, cajoled and
enticed to accept restracturing, evinced similar attitudes.
Hence the centtal significance of the bonus in the thesis in explaining the
otherwise conttadictory phenomena of workers' compensation which rose quite distinct
from the heightened risk-taking engendered by a wiUingness to cut comers and the
acceptance of the bonus by officials who by law ostensibly were the guardians of safety.
These developments generated conttadictions such as reduced industrial activity in
manshifts as wed as in duration, coupled with a growing acceptance of mechanisation,
despite the use of technological change by the Miners' Federation as a pretext to gain
concessions in wages and conditions; the final elimination of piecework individualism
as conttact miners willingly became wage workers; die destabiUsation of the Miners'
Federation's conttol over work practices, notwithstanding its increasing importance in
centtalised wage fixation; and above all, die co-operation the bonus fostered among the
entire workforce regardless of demarcation of skill or managerial status.
It is no surprise then that at first the Miners' Federation opposed die initially
surreptitiously inttoduced bonus; and, considering its lucrativeness, the rank and file's
vigorous rejection of the Federation's resistance is no source of astonishment either.
Similarly, die JCB's, but particularly, the owners' enthusiasm towards die bonus is easy
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to appreciate. The increments in OMS and the fall in industrial activity that
accompanied die bonus was proof to die JCB of die soundness of die scientific
management poUcy it had pursued since 1947 and which die owners had so vigorously
resisted at ffrst. However, to die owners die bonus was more than a device diat
minimised sttikes and increased productivity: it was the essence of co-operation which
for the ffrst time ttanscended divisions of skill, wage differentation and the divisive
relations among the mining workforce as wed as between mineworkers and the owners.
Importandy, unlike the collaboration fostered under piecework which was
closely linked to a specialised skill-base and an unpredictable workplace autonomy, this
form of co-operation was adaptable to a vast range of skids and ttansferable to all
variations of the production process whether bord and piUar or longwall. The essential
accompUshment of the bonus is not that it simply eradicates workplace conttol, but that
it exploits workforce resistance by utiUsing to the advantage of production the
productive power inherent in workplace autonomy which is otherwise withheld.
However remarkable this unprecedented feat, the crowning achievement of the bonus
was the manner in which it utiUsed and fostered risk-taking to maximise production.
The compromise of safety was also the most pemicious facet of the bonus,
especially after it was extended to mine officials who were responsible for the
enforcement of the CMRA but who were enticed to cut comers in safety to boost thefr
income. Even so, despite the allure of the bonus, this extent of co-operation would not
have been possible without the institutionalised normalisation of danger common to all
who had an interest in maximising production, including the state. The bonus
recultivated die workforce's long history of ignoring danger to maximise income
fostered under the conspfracy of complacency. It was equally deep-rooted among
managers, deputies, miners, as well as Department of Mines inspectors. While
government inspectors were not financially mterested in promoting production, the fact
that they were prepared to compromise safety in the interests of production begs the
question of the role ofthe state's mediation in safety and indeed in the industty's entire
relations of production. The attitudes which have adowed inspectors to ttmi a blind eye
to unsafe practices smce the establishment of a coal mines inspectorate in die 1860's
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held sway in the 20th century and also permeated the actions of die JCB and die
Tribunal. These were premised on die same presumptions; viz, that ultimately the
interests of the state and capital are identical. Hence, the centtaUty of the state in the
thesis.
Despite the state's co-operation, it does not go far enough to suit the
coalowners' inexorable quest for increased surplus value. At the time of writing, due to
increasing competition in the Japanese market and the owners'

persistence in

undercutting each others' prices, they are in the process of deconttoUing die mdustry.
Ironically, despite the thesis' negative judgements of the JCB and die Tribunal,
compared to the owners' proposed retum to the laws of the jungle, the JCB's and
Tribunal's methods are civdised. However, die JCB and the Tribunal no longer suit the
needs of the owners. With the co-operation of the state they seek to abolish the JCB and
the Tribunal. In the interim, just prior to the time of writing, the owners managed to
'persuade' the Tribunal to extend production to 363 days per year. The five seven hour
days per week have been supplanted by a fortnightly roster of eight or nine hour shifts
regardless of public and school holidays or weekends. The owners' holy grail, aroundthe-clock production, has remained intact, however, this time in exchange for an
improved superannuation scheme negotiated earlier.
A totally deregulated industty involves 'multi-skilling'. fronically, an extension
of the unofficial lifting of demarcation between the various categories of underground
labour, multi-skilling will replace Feds with ndneworkers possessing the skills of
several ttadesmen, making the latter, as well as current semi-skiUed and unskilled
labour redundant.
This prognosis of the near future, not a part of the periodisation of the thesis,
also leads to another undertaking of the conclusion; to mention those aspects of the
thesis not fully developed. Despite its analysis of the relationship between the state and
capital in the NSW coalminmg industty, it only goes part of die way towards a
monumental tteatise yet to be written. Monumental, because the aspects of the
relationship tteated in the thesis are not fully explored, but also because die capital/state
phenomena described are only a microcosm of a far more complex and greater set of
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relationships. Sindlarly, the thesis' tteatment of the industry's relations of production
and its class dynamics is dwarfed by areas unexplored and those only partially
developed. The thesis does not follow the miners home either, nor, but for a brief
solitary mention does it encompass their famiUes; neither does it adequately address the
social aspects of coalmining communities. These tasks, which were originally
(ambitiously) intended to form part of this thesis are also future projects.
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APPENDIX A
Artificial Market Share Per Mine in Tons 1858-1900
Number of Mines
Year Total

N

S W SW

1858
19 10 3 2 1
1859
17 11 3 2 1
1860
17 11 3 2 1
1861
18 11 4 2 1
1862
33 25 5 2 1
1863
20 12 5 2 1
1864
25 18 4 1 1
1865
24 16 5 1 1
1866
25 17 5 1 1
1867
26 14 4 2 i
1868
28 16 5 2 2
1869
33 18 5 4 5
1870
32 18 5 4 4
1871
27 15 5 3 3
1872
26 14 5 3 3
1873
29 17 4 5 2
1874
30 19 4 2 5
1875
26 18 3 - 5
1876
36 22 5 2 5
1877
40 21 5 2 5
1878
40 21 5 2 5
1879
41 26 4 1 5
1880
46 50 4 1 5
1881
40 21 5 2 5
1882
52 4^ 4 i 6
1883
51 34 5 2 10
1884
61 37 8 4 12
1885
64 38 10 4 12
1886
64 40 10 2 12
1887
69 4 i 11 1 14
1888
88 55 13 2 18
1889
98 67 13 3 161890
95 64 13 3 15
1891 102 73 13 2 14
$5 6^ l i i li
1892
1893 106 75 12 2 17
95 61 l2 i 14
1894
99 69 13 2 15
1895
1896 101 68 13 3 17
92 60 17 - 15
1897
95 62 13 - 20
1898
91 5^ 14 - 26
im
1900 100 64 15 - 21

Northem District
Artificial
Sales
Share

195,179
283,487
336,083
304,987
427,182
380,974
487,727
492,833
683,964
690,064
835,601
818,365
773,474
790,144
883,424
1,045,904
1,130,655
1,160,359
1,062,531
1,151,389
1,241,036
1,196,321
1,079,009
1,352,472
1,5^9,51^
1,899,619
2,055,342
2,113,372
2,178,116
2,243,792
2,067,042
2,624,347
2,120,046
2,853,251
2,611,731
2,203,480

i,a5,14i
2,631,221
2,623,015
3,176,868
3,355,600
3,259,708
3,926,584

19,517
25,771
30,553
27,726
17,087
31,747
27,095
30,802
40,233
49,290
52,225
45,464
42,970
52,676
63,101
61,523
59,508
64,464
48,296
54,828
59,096
46,012
35,966
64,403
39,237
55,871
55,549
55,615
54,452
53,423
37,582
39,169
33,125
39,085
38,407
29,379
38,882
38,133
38,573
52,947
54,122
56,201
61,352

Southern District
Aruficial
Sales
Share

16,218
24,726
32,629
35,280
48,965
50,685
57,921
84,827
89,974
77,848

110,502
100,048
92,280
105,537
123,481
137,062
137,362
149,327
200,284
216,940
238,553
267,018
240,111
258,910
342,126
389,419 ^
419,942
453,727
370,830
376,568
796,806
701,572
597,598
837,873
932,873
884,469
867,063
916,502
1,008,376
918,862
1,068,367
1,119,503
1,265,055

5,406
8,242
10,876
8,820
9,793
101,737
14,480
16,965
17,994
19,462
22,100
20,009
18,456
21,107
24,696
34,265
34,340
49,775
40,056
43,388
47,710
66,754

60,651
51,782
85,531
77,883
52,492
45,372
370,830
34,233
61,292
53,967
45,969
64,451
77,739
73,705
72,255
70,500
77,567
54,050
82,182
79,964
84,337

Western District
Artificial
Sales
Share

150
1,800
375
2,230
3,365
365
300
2,100
8,127
1,360
2,610
2,866
5,321
9,865
35,200
19,065
57,103
75,942
95,908
120,041
146,960
163,842

i9l,6i9

700
4,063
272
652
955
1,773
4,932
7,040
3,813
11,420
15,188
19,181
24,008
29,392
32,768
32,939
23,241
22,818
25,980
23,435
21,581
18,866
20,607
22,882
24,771
18,181
11,198
14,276
12,724
16,360
19,190
14,114

232,418
273,823
311,762
281,229
30i,l3^
339,594
329,713
343,232
346,804
236,363
190,371
199,869
190,864
278,124
287,860
282,284
2 1 7 , 8 1 7 10,896
3 1 5 , 8 5 8 1 15,040
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APPENDIX B
TABLE ITT.T
Average Quantity Raised per Person per Year in Tons 1900-1938

Year

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Northem District
below
below
and
above
ground

576
551
514
540
492
562
629
62.5

647
475
571
661
749
741
682
685
634
643
711
626
716
690
649
582
690
627
585
577
569
650
533
542
620
701
824
848
867
918
811

459
437
401
422
387
442
485
485
492
361
425
470
539
548
506
502
462
465
517
458
524
502
470
426
508
461
429
425
415
479
394
397
458
518
612
652
664
702
624
• Reports.

Southem District
below
below
and
ground
above

702
794
799
654
636
649
702
687
538
540
620
60
717
631
647
672
608
588
663
542
599
598
540
586
526
553
498
565
503
587
467
417
486
593
567
712
660
644
591

544
618
624
511
512
510
549
538
674
424
481
531
549
489
514
529
465
448
501
429
464
468
424
446
394
410
382
435
386
459
356
307
355
432
419
524
495
490
461

Westem District
below
below
and
above
ground

829
965
956
762
920
1,096

889
759
959
736
1,081

909
965
1,026

93
961
929
883
1,095

965
1,055

961
817
977
981
894
814
860
917
880
793
811
1,041

991
912
1,061
1,030
1,090

982

695
793
839
625
775
926
751
645
769
563
848
722
778
832
814
775
748
710
874
778
863
725
618
723
741
695
623
670
697
708
635
650
823
804
755
881
863
918
821
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TABLE III.II
Output of Coal per Man Day in Tons 1913-1935

Below Ground

AU Employees

Year

1913
1917
1921
1925
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Northem Southem Westem

Total

Northem

tons.
2.75
2.88
2.69
2.86
2.78
2.87
2.60
2.90
3.28
3.26
3.44
3.14
3.41

tons.
3.18
3.33
3.17
3.21
3.27
3.53
3.45
3.80
4.04
4.15
4.34
4.40
4.42

tons.
2.44
2.46
2.34
2.42
2.50
2.61
2.66
2.96
3.01
3.06
3.15
3.35
3.40

tons.
3.25
3.36
3.17
3.25
3.34
3.58
3.67
4.09
4.20
4.27
4.42
4.65
4.64

Source; NSWOYB

tons.
4.01
4.29
4.62
3.55
3.77
4.38
4.07
4.19
4.23
4.72
5.28
5.29
5.08

Southem Westem
tons.
2.12
2.20
2.00
2.12
2.14
2.21
2.08
2.23
2.48
2.81
2.58
2.44
2.62

tons.
3.29
3.56
3.74
2.76
2.94
3.34
3.16
3.27
3.33
3.16
4.22
4.28
4.17

Total
tons.
2.41
2.50
2.36
2.41
2.48
2.62
2.58
2.81
2.96
3.03
3.17
3.26
3.33
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